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Preface

The past decades have witnessed a tremendous improvement in our ability to precisely
measure deformation of the earth’s crust. Prior to the advent of space-based geodetic systems,
crustal strains were measured by triangulation, leveling, and following the advent of lasers,
Electronic Distance Meters (EDM). Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) was the first
system to determine relative motion of sites at intercontinental distance scales and thus
measure contemporary rates of platemotion. VLBI determines relative positions bymeasuring
time delays from extragalactic sources recorded at widely separated radio telescopes. The large
antennas required for VLBI restricted application to a few major research groups. Beginning
in the late 1980s, the satellite-based Global Positioning System (GPS) allowed for precise
relative three-dimensional positioning over a broad range of distance scales with relatively
compact receivers and antennas. Early GPSmeasurements were conducted in campaignmode,
in which researchers reoccupied fixed benchmarks to determine changes in position over
time. As the price of GPS receivers dropped, due to widespread commercial application, it
became cost effective to deploy GPS receivers in permanent networks with automated data
processing, such that position changeswere determined dailywith an accuracy ofmillimeters.
At the time of this writing, continuously recording GPS networks for the study of crustal
deformation with more than 1,000 stations have been developed in the United States and
Japan. Smaller networks are operational in a number of other countries. With thematuring of
GPS processing strategies, it has become possible to determine precise relative positions over
time periods much shorter than the nominal 24-hour solutions. With rapid data sampling, it
is now possible to measure dynamic ground motions during earthquakes, in effect bridging
crustal deformationmonitoring with seismology. The future promises increased accuracy and
flexibility as additional GPS frequencies as well as new Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) become available.

The concurrent development of Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) now
allows researchers tomap earth surface deformations overwide areaswith veryhigh spatial res-
olution. InSAR employs imaging radars inwhich both the amplitude andphase of the reflected
electromagnetic signals are compared from two (ormore) orbital passes. If, hypothetically, the
spacecraft returned to precisely the same position in space and the ground surface had not
deformed, the measured phase would not change between passes. On the other hand, if the
ground deforms between radar acquisitions, the phase changes in proportion to the displace-
ment in the radar line-of-sight direction. InSAR and GPS are fully complementary in that GPS
provides precise three-dimensional displacements with frequent temporal sampling. Spatial
coverage withGPS is limited, however, by the number of receivers that can be deployed. InSAR
provides scalar range-change measurements that are dense in space but temporally limited
by the orbital repeat period of the spacecraft. The precision of InSAR is comparable to that of
GPS; both systems employ related parts of the electromagnetic spectrumand are thus similarly
influenced by atmospheric path delays. InSAR requires that the scattering characteristics of
the ground surface not change significantly between radar acquisitions. If this is not the case,
the coherent sum of contributions from individual scatterers within an image pixel has phase
that varies randomly from image to image, a phenomenon known as temporal decorrelation.
Temporal decorrelation is a function of surface characteristics, particularly vegetation cover,
the time between radar passes, and the radar wavelength. (Longer wavelengths scatter off
larger, and hence more stable, objects.) Early studies maintained coherence over many years
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by focusing on arid regions with sparse vegetation cover. The number of InSAR-capable
spacecraft is currently increasing; one system presently employs an L-band radar (roughly
24-cm wavelength, as with GPS) that maintains good coherence over heavily vegetated
regions.

While the unique capabilities of GPS and InSAR have largely been responsible for the rapid
increase in the number of researchers studying earthquake and volcano deformation, as well
as contemporary platemotions and plate boundary deformation, othermeasurement systems
provide invaluable data. Borehole and long-baseline strainmeters and tiltmeters provide local
measurements that, at least within some frequency band, are considerably more precise
than either GPS or InSAR. Instrumental strain and tilt measurements usually lack the long-
term stability of GPS but are very powerful for studying transient deformation phenomena.
Sea-floor geodetic systems, including acoustic ranging systems and combined acoustic-GPS-
based systems, are beginning to open the offshore environment to deformation monitoring.
Gravimetricmeasurements also provide significant constraints on earthquake andparticularly
volcanic processes. Technological advances in this field have also been significant. Absolute
gravimeters that measure the local acceleration of gravity experienced by a falling test mass
in an evacuated chamber have been deployed in a number of settings and provide long-
term stability not previously achievedwith relative gravimeters. Superconducting instruments
provide the capability for continuous gravity monitoring. The recently launched Gravity
Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite mission measures global changes in
gravity with unprecedented precision. GRACE data have been used to detect changes in
gravity associated with amagnitude 9 earthquake; futuremissions will undoubtedly push this
capability to smaller events. In short, rapid technological advances have changed the study
of active crustal deformation from data-impoverished to, while perhaps not data-rich, at least
decidedly middle class.

Measurements of crustal deformations, including relative displacements, strains, tilts, and
rotations, are generally not an end in themselves. Rather, we strive to better understand the
mechanics of tectonic and volcanic systems by comparing predictions of physically based
models with observations. In many instances, we seek to estimate unknown parameters, or
fields, at depthwithin the earth—for example, the distribution of slip on a fault or the amount
of opening on a sill or dike—by comparison to measurements made at or near the earth’s
surface. This is the domain of geophysical inverse theory. Research into the mechanics of
earthquakes and volcanoes requires familiaritywith data collectionmethods, physically based
models, and appropriate inverse methodologies. Nearly 10 years ago, I set out to organize
disparate course notes into a textbook that would cover these three principal areas. I soon
realized that this was neither practical nor necessary. There are a number of excellent books
on GPS, and similarly informative texts for students wanting to learn inverse methods. There
were, however, no books on physical models used to interpret the terabytes of data collected
globally for the study of earthquake and volcanic processes. This text is my attempt to fill that
gap. The scope is limited to what is usually described as forward models—given a description
of the earth and internal sources of deformation, how does the earth’s surface deform in space
and time? I do not address, other than tangentially, data collection methods or inversion
strategies. Nor is this work intended to be a comprehensive review of recent research results.
Rather, the intent is to present a summary of the fundamentals of the discipline, at least
from my perspective. The emphasis is on analytical and quasi-analytical methods. Analytical
solutions, whenever available, provide far greater insight into the underlying physics, and of
course serve as benchmarks for numericalmethods.Many interesting and important problems
require numerical solution, and powerful methods, including finite element, finite volume,
discrete element, and spectral element methods, are available in these cases. With minor
exceptions, numerical methods are, however, beyond our present scope.
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The text is directed toward graduate students, advanced undergraduates, and researchers
in geophysics and related disciplines. The reader is assumed to be familiar with ordinary and
partial differential equations as well as linear algebra. Integral transformmethods (Fourier and
Laplace) are used extensively; familiarity with complex variable methods including contour
integration is also desirable. A few fundamental concepts and results are reviewed in the
appendixes. It is assumed that the reader has been exposed to basic concepts of continuum
mechanics, including stress and infinitesimal strain tensors and elasticity at the level of an
introductory undergraduate course.

The book begins with a review of the principles of continuum mechanics, with a slant
toward geophysical applications. The goal here is to be neither exhaustive nor formal, but
rather to summarize concepts and results that are used throughout the remainder of the
text. Chapter 2 develops the solution for a long strike-slip fault with uniform slip in an
elastic half-space and compares model predictions to data from the San Andreas and North
Anatolian faults. Chapter 3 extends the analysis to general elastic dislocation theory. Here,
we derive several forms of Volterra’s formula that allow one to compute displacements due
to arbitrary dislocation sources. Results are derived for normal and reverse faults in two
dimensions and for point and rectangular dislocations in three-dimensional half-spaces.
Chapter 4 introduces crack models of faulting, in which the stress acting on the fault surface
is specified rather than displacement discontinuity, and presents a number of methods for
analyzing the associated mixed boundary value problems. Chapter 5 presents methods for
computing the surface deformations resulting from dislocations in elastically heterogeneous
earth models, including image, quasi-static propagator matrix, and first-order perturbation
methods. Chapter 6 begins a discussion of time-dependent deformation with an introduction
to viscoelasticity. The problem of an infinitely long strike-slip fault in an elastic layer overlying
a viscoelastic half-space is developed. This is then extended to include normal and reverse
faulting, making extensive use of propagator matrix solutions derived in chapter 6. Chapter
7 explores models of volcano deformation, beginning with the solution for a pressurized
spherical magma chamber in an elastic half-space. The solution for a pressurized ellipsoidal
magma chamber, which can be specialized to model volcanic pipes and sills, is developed.
Previously introduced dislocation and crack solutions are specialized to model dikes and
sills. This chapter ends with an analysis of viscoelastic relaxation of a shell surrounding a
spherical magma chamber. Chapter 8 explores the effect of irregular surface topography on
deformation, as well as corrections to account for earth curvature. We do not delve into
spherical earth models, in part due to mathematical complexity, but also because, except
in rare cases, such models are not required. Chapter 9 is focused on gravitational effects,
both on the influence of gravitational coupling on the deformation field and on how the
gravitational field changes during deformation. The latter is of particular interest in volcanic
regions, where simultaneous measurements of gravity and deformation provide stronger
constraints on the nature of intruding fluids than can be achieved by either measurement
alone. Chapter 10 explores coupled deformation and pore-fluid effects through the theory
of linear poroelasticity. These effects are central in areas where the subsurface pore pressure
is artificially perturbed due to fluid extraction or injection; however, because deformation
and pore-fluid flow are fully coupled, poroelastic effects are expected to be more generally
present in tectonic and volcanic environments. Chapter 11 reviews modern concepts of fault
friction, including an introduction to rate- and state-dependent friction, with application
to pre- and postseismic slip. The book closes by pulling together threads from a number of
previous chapters to discuss interseismic deformation earthquake cycle models, including
both viscoelastic and friction effects.

The material can be taught, as it is at Stanford, as a two-quarter sequence. The first quarter
covers elastic solutions, as discussed in chapters 1 through 5 and most of chapter 7, and
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provides students, including those interested in volcano deformation, with the basics of
the discipline. The second quarter covers more advanced topics, including viscoelasticity,
elastogravitational coupling, and friction. This material is covered in chapter 6 and chapters 8
through 12.

Instructors and students can visit the book’s website at http://press.princeton.edu/
titles/9093.html to find supplemental materials relating to the text.
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Origins

The birth of geodetic studies of active deformation is generally associatedwith the publication
of Harry Fielding Reid’s elastic rebound hypothesis following the great 1906 San Francisco
earthquake (Reid 1910, 1911). While elastic rebound has remained a cornerstone of fault
mechanics for a century now, the history is, not surprisingly longer and considerably more
interesting.

The first geodetic observations of ground movements associated with an earthquake were
reported by the Dutch surveyor J. J. A. Müller, following the 1892 Tapanuli earthquake in
Sumatra. The earthquake occurred during a triangulation survey, and Müller deduced that
the triangulation stations had been displaced during the event, noting that “it seems very
likely indeed that this is the first time that dislocation phenomena of the earth’s surface are
disclosed by geodetic means” (English translation by Bonafede et al. [1992]). These authors
note that Müller was unlikely to have used the word dislocation in the modern geophysical
sense; nevertheless, his observation is striking.) Reid himself (1913), analyzed the Sumatra
data, interpreting the motion as resulting from right-lateral slip on a northwest-trending
fault, although ground rupture was not observed in this area. We now understand Reid’s
hypothesized fault to be part of the great Sumatran fault. One might conclude that Reid
conducted the first geodetic fault inversion, albeit not in the quantitative sense that such
inversions are done today. Nevertheless, he obtained essentially the correct result, and with
data from only three triangulation stations.

In the years immediately prior to the Tapanuli earthquake, fault offsets had been observed
in a number of tectonic environments. Alexander McKay observed 2.4-meter lateral offsets
following the 1888 Glennwye earthquake on the south island of New Zealand. Shortly after
that, Bunjiro Koto reported large vertical and lateral offsets following the 1891 Nobi earth-
quake in central Japan. Koto clearly recognized that fault slip was the cause of the earthquake
and not, as was commonly assumed at the time, an effect of strong ground shaking. He wrote,
“This vertical movement and horizontal shifting seem to have been the sole cause of the late
catastrophe” (English translation 1990).

Shortly thereafter, Oldham (1981) reported on the great Assam earthquake of 1897 in the
foothills of the Indian Himalayas, including repeated triangulation and leveling surveys. He
appears to have struggled to reconcile the triangulation measurements with his belief that
the Himalayas resulted from north–south compression. Oldham was aware of fault-bounded
mountain ranges associated with crustal extension and wrote, “It is conceivable, though with
difficulty, that in such a region tensional strains might be set up of sufficient greatness to give
rise to a severe earthquake by their sudden relief.”He appears not tohave recognized that strain
relief leads to strain changes opposite in sign to the tectonic strain. However, his reference to
strain relief as a cause of earthquakes is striking.

It was the great American geologist Grove Karl Gilbert, however, who in 1884 was the
first to articulate that earthquakes were caused by sudden release of strain and that these
strains accumulate slowly over long periods of time. Gilbert studied normal faults in the
Basin and Range province of the American West, and in particular examined fault scarps
formed by the 1872 Owens Valley earthquake, at the western margin of the Great Basin.
Gilbert underestimated the amount of strike-slip motion along the 1872 rupture, focusing his
attention on the vertical offsets. Nevertheless, he gave a particularly clear description of the
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underlying physics:

The upthrust produces a local strain in the crust . . . and this strain increases until it
is sufficient to overcome the starting friction on the fractured surface. Suddenly, and
almost instantaneously, there is an amount of motion sufficient to relieve the strain,
and this is followed by a long period of quiet, during which the strain is gradually
reimposed. The motion at the instant of yielding is so swift and so abruptly terminated
as to constitute a shock, and this shock vibrates through the crustwith diminishing force
in all directions. (Gilbert 1884, p. 50)

What is so fascinating about Gilbert is that he chose to publish his work first in the Salt
Lake Tribune. Gilbert recognized that the scarps along theWasatch fault were analogous to the
scarps he had studied in Owens Valley and that this indicated a significant seismic risk for Salt
Lake City. He anticipated the concept of seismic gaps, writing that “any locality on the fault
line of a large mountain range, which has been exempt from earthquake for a long time, is by
somuch nearer to the date of recurrence.”

Gilbert’s insights were so profound that he presaged by nearly a century what has become
the canonical spring-blockmodel so often used to discuss earthquake slip instabilities:

Attach a rope to a heavy box and drag it slowly, by means of a windlass, across a floor.
As the crank is turned, the tension in the rope gradually increases until it suffices to
overcome the starting friction, as it is called. Once started, the boxmoves easily, because
sliding friction is less than starting friction. The rope shortens or sags until its tension
is only sufficient for the sliding friction, and it would continue in that state but that the
box, having acquiredmomentum, is carried a little too far. This slacks the rope stillmore,
and the box stops, to be started only when the tension again equals the starting friction.
In this way the box receives an uneven, jerky motion.

Something of this sort happens with themountain. (Gilbert 1884, p. 50)

Gilbert had the concept of elastic rebound, but Reid had the data. In particular, he was able
to make use of triangulation surveys in the San Francisco Bay Area, first conducted during the
gold rush from 1851 to 1865 and then extended during the period 1874 to 1892. Following
the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, it was recognized that geodetic stations had displaced
significantly, to the point that the “triangulation would no longer be of value as a means
of control for accurate surveys. . . . It was, therefore, decided to repair the old triangulation
damaged by the earthquake, by doing new triangulation” (Hayford and Baldwin 1908). The
surveys were completed in July 1907, and the resulting displacements were published by
Hayford and Baldwin in 1908, two years after the earthquake.

Reid (1910) noted that the displacement of stations far from the fault, including the Farallon
Islands, had displaced significantly and reasoned that these motions were only in part due
to the earthquake itself: “We must therefore conclude that the strains were set up by a slow
relative displacement of the land on opposite sides of the fault and practically parallel with
it.” Reid could not conceive of the possibility of far-field relative displacements, whichwe now
understand arise from relative platemotion, and assumed that the interseismic displacements
gradually decayed to zero beyond the extent of the triangulation network.

Reid further noted that the total relative displacement of distant points on opposite
sides of the fault since the surveys of 1851 to 1865 represented only half the average slip
during the earthquake. He concluded that “it seems not improbable, therefore, that the
strain was accumulating for 100 years, although there is not satisfactory reason to suppose
that it accumulated at a uniform rate.” Reid thus laid down a framework for long-term
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earthquake forecasting, by comparing the coseismic strain release with the measured rate of
strain accumulation betweenmajor earthquakes.

Reid computed the stresses released in the earthquake from the measured strains and
laboratory values of the elastic modulus of granite. He noted that the stresses were less than
that required to fracture fresh rock, concluding that “former ruptures of the fault planewere by
nomeans entirely healed, but that this plane was somewhat less strong than the surrounding
rock and yielded to a smaller force than would have been necessary to break the solid rock.”
He went on to estimate the mechanical work done during the earthquake, noting that “this
energy was stored up in the rock as potential energy of elastic strain immediately before the
rupture; when the rupture occurred, it was transformed into the kinetic energy of the moving
mass, into heat and into energy of vibrations.”

Reid also conducted experiments with a layer of jelly sheared between two pieces of wood.
He found that initially fault-perpendicular lines were displaced in the correct sense but that
they did notwarp into the profiles observed in the triangulationmeasurements. He concluded
that the deforming forces were more likely to be applied from below, rather than from the
sides. In a footnote, he refers to a suggestion by G. K. Gilbert to make the cut representing the
fault only partway through the jelly.While these experiments failed, theymight be considered
the first hint of dislocation theory applied to faulting!

In 1911, Reid summarized his elastic reboundmodel in five statements:

1. The fracture of the rock, which causes a tectonic earthquake, is the result of elastic
strains, greater than the strength of the rock can withstand, produced by the
relative displacements of neighboring portions of the earth’s crust.

2. These relative displacements are not produced suddenly at the time of the fracture,
but attain their maximum amounts gradually during a more or less long period of
time.

3. The onlymassmovements that occur at the time of the earthquake are the sudden
elastic rebounds of the sides of the fracture towards position of no elastic strain;
and these movements extend to distances of only a fewmiles from the fracture.

4. The earthquake vibrations originate in the surface of fracture; the surface from
which they start has at first a very small area, which may quickly become very
large, but at a rate not greater than the velocity of compressional elastic waves in
the rock.

5. The energy liberated at the time of an earthquake was, immediately before the
rupture, in the form of energy of elastic strain of the rock. (Reid 1911, p. 436)

Reid’s idea that geodesy could lead to long-term earthquake forecasting led Arthur L. Day,
director of the Geophysical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, to request
the director of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey to resurvey the California triangulation
network. This work commenced in 1922 under the direction of William Bowie, chief of the
Division of Geodesy of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. By 1948, Charles A. Whitten reported
that the surveys of 1947 revealed “positive evidence of a slow continuous movement of the
area west of the San Andreas Fault, relative to the area east of the fault” (Whitten 1948). He
estimated the rate of relativemotion at 5 cm/yr and concluded that 3meters of relativemotion
had accumulated since 1880.

In themeantime, geodetic methods were beginning to be applied to the study of volcanoes
(see review in Poland et al. 2006). Uplift and subsidence in volcanic areas had long been
known from visual observations, especially where coastlines presented readily accessible level
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surfaces. Undoubtedly the most famous example is the ruins of a Roman market (Macellum),
also known as the Temple of Serapis or Serapeum, located in Pozzuoli (just west of Naples,
Italy), in the center of the Campi Flegri caldera. Perforations and marine shells on standing
marble columns have long been recognized as evidence for many meters of subsidence and
subsequent uplift. (The history of observations and interpretations is reviewed by Dvorak and
Mastrolorenzo [1991].) Most spectacularly, several hundred meters of coastline recession was
documented prior to the 1538 eruption of Monte Nuovo, within the caldera. Measurements
of water depth on the floor of Serapis, beginning in the early 1800s, augmented by modern
leveling measurements beginning in 1905, revealed subsidence at a rate of 14 mm/yr during
this time period (Dvorak andMastrolorenzo 1991).

In Japan, Fusakichi Omori may have been the first to use geodetic measurements to
document volcano deformation. In 1913, he reported on vertical deformation at Usu volcano
on the island of Hokkaido from repeated leveling surveys. He also documented volcanic
tilt, by measuring differential lake-level changes in nearby Toya Lake. Subsequently, Omori
(1918) used tide gauge measurements and repeated leveling surveys to document broad-scale
subsidence accompanying the 1914 eruption of Sakurajima volcano, extending roughly 20
kilometers from the volcano.

In Hawaii, Thomas A. Jaggar, founder and director of the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory,
noted that the horizontal pendulums in a Bosch-Omori seismograph could be used tomeasure
ground tilt. He found that tilts on Kilauea volcano showed significant variations depend-
ing on the level of lava in the Halema’uma’u crater, including a dramatic crater-ward tilt
accompanying the draining of the lava lake in February 1924 and the subsequent explosive
eruption in May of that year. Jaggar and Finch (1929) noted that Hawaiian volcanic activity
was cyclic, with “an inflation of the edifice with new magma, and ending with a yielding of
the edifice, [and] deflationof themagma.” This is possibly thefirst report of inflation–deflation
cycles on an active volcano. Combining tilt recordings with leveling surveys, Jaggar and Finch
(1929) concluded that Kilauea volcano rose by 0.6 meter between 1913 and 1920, with uplift
diminishing to zero at a radial distance of 10 kilometers, and then subsided roughly 4 meters
between 1920 and 1926, associated with the 1924 lava lake drainage and explosive eruption.
Corroborating evidence for substantial deflation came from repeated triangulation surveys
(Wilson 1935) that showed large-scale, inward-directed displacements between 1922 and1926.

Modeling of volcano deformation remained largely qualitative until the publication of
what came to be called the “Mogi model” by Kiyoo Mogi in 1958. Mogi made use of the
mathematical solution of Yamakawa (1955) for a pressurized spherical cavity in an elastic half-
space. The same solution, also known as a point center of dilatation in an elastic half-space,
was found earlier by E. M. Anderson (1936) but was applied to the stress state around magma
chambers rather than surface deformation. The first publication of this important result,
however, was even earlier, by Katsutada Sezawa in 1931. What is remarkable about Sezawa’s
result is that he analyzed a more complex problem, including the effect of a spherical plastic
shell with constant yield stress, surrounding the magma chamber. His result for the surface
displacements reduces to the classical Yamakawa-Mogi result in the limit that the thickness of
the plastic shell goes to zero. While he presents no data in his paper, Sezawa compared model
predictions with leveling data fromKomagatake volcano and concluded that the source depth
was within the upper 3 kilometers of the crust. Mogi (1958) was able to make use of far more
extensive data sets. He modeled the subsidence accompanying the 1914 Sakurajima eruption,
as well as subsequent uplift during the periods 1915 to 1919 and 1919 to 1932, and showed that
the data were reasonably well explained by a pressure source at a depth of 10 km. Mogi also
modeled the 1924 eruption of Kilauea, suggesting that the leveling data indicated sources at
depths of 3.5 and 25 km. Last, he concluded that Wilson’s triangulation measurements were
consistent with the source model inferred from the leveling data.
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The next major theoretical advance came with the application of elastic dislocation theory
to the study of earthquakes. Dislocation theory dates to the Italian mathematicians Vito
Volterra and Carlo Somigliana in the early part of the twentieth century; however, it was
J. A. Steketee (1958) who first suggested that elastic dislocations could be used to model
deformation due to faulting and was the first to use Volterra’s formula for this application.
Steketee was also the first to derive the displacements due to a point-source representation of
a fault—in this case, a vertical strike-slip fault. It was left to Michael Chinnery (1961) to derive
the displacements resulting from a finite rectangular dislocation, again for a vertical strike-
slip fault. Chinnery also found the displacements for the limiting case of an infinitely long
fault and comparedmodel predictionswith geodetic data from theTango andNorth Idu earth-
quakes and Japan as well as the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. Shortly thereafter, Maruyama
(1964) derived both point-source and finite dislocation solutions for strike-slip and dip-slip
faulting on both vertical and horizontal faults. Savage and Hastie (1966) derived the vertical
displacements due to pure dip slip on a dipping fault and compared predictions fromanumber
of earthquakes. In particular, they were able to demonstrate thrust motion accompanying the
great 1964 Alaskan earthquake. Mansinha and Smylie (1971) derived results for general slip
on a finite dipping fault. Around this time, Weertman (1965) introduced models of surface
deformation resulting from changes in frictional stress on faults in two dimensions, and
Ben-Meneham and Singh (1968) developed methods for computing deformation in layered
half-spaces.

The early 1960s also brought theplate tectonic revolution. Reid saw the slownorthwestward
drift of the crust northwest of the San Andreas fault in the triangulation measurements
but could only speculate on the mechanism. Plate tectonics provided the engine for strain
accumulation, the arm to crank Gilbert’s windlass. The history of plate tectonics, well beyond
the scope of this discussion, is forever tied to the names Harry H. Hess and Robert S. Dietz
for the concept of sea-floor spreading, to F. Vine and D. Matthews for deciphering the record
of sea-floor spreading in the marine magnetic anomaly record, and to J. Tuzo Wilson for
elucidating transform faults. Lynn Sykes used earthquake focal mechanisms to confirm the
sense of slip on transform faults predicted by Tuzo Wilson. Dan McKenzie, Robert L. Parker,
and W. Jason Morgan derived the kinematics of relative plate motions, based on sea-floor
magnetic anomalies, transform fault azimuths, and earthquake slip vectors.

In 1969, Walter Elsasser considered the diffusion of strain in an elastic plate coupled to
a viscous asthenosphere resulting from sudden displacement at a plate boundary, initiating
the study of time-dependent deformation that continues to this day. Transient postseismic
deformation was reported as early as 1931, following the 1927 Tango earthquake in Japan
(Tsuboi 1931), and was well documented following the 1946 Nankaido earthquake (e.g.,
Okada andNagata 1953). Fitch and Scholz (1971)modeled deformationmeasurements before,
during, and after the 1946 Nankaido earthquake and discussed the earthquake deformation
cycle in subduction zones. Accelerated postseismic deformationwas also recognized byWayne
Thatcher (1975) based on triangulation surveys in the decades following the 1906 earthquake.

In the early 1960s, laser distancemeasuring devices began to be used tomeasure strain along
the San Andreas fault in California, and by themid 1960s, this technologywas being deployed
at Kilauea volcano. In 1970, James C. Savage and William H. Prescott of the U.S. Geological
Survey initiated a program to use laser distance measuring devices with aircraft-flown profiles
of temperature and humidity to correct for atmospheric refraction, allowing for crustal strain
measurements an order of magnitude more precise than those determined by triangulation.
In 1973, Savage and Burford introduced the buried screw dislocation model of interseismic
deformation for long strike-slip faults. The combination of accurate measurements and physi-
cally based models for interpreting the data ushered in the modern era of crustal deformation
studies.
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1
Deformation, Stress, and Conservation Laws

In this chapter, we will develop a mathematical description of deformation. Our focus is on
relating deformation to quantities that can be measured in the field, such as the change in
distance between two points, the change in orientation of a line, or the change in volume of
a borehole strain sensor. We will also review the Cauchy stress tensor and the conservation
laws that generalize conservation of mass and momentum to continuous media. Last, we
will consider constitutive equations that relate the stresses acting on a material element to
the resultant strains and/or rates of strain. This necessarily abbreviated review of continuum
mechanics borrows from a number of excellent textbooks on the subject to which the reader
is referred for more detail (references are given at the end of the chapter).

If all the points that make up a body (say, a tectonic plate) move together without a change
in the shape of the body, we will refer to this as rigid body motion. On the other hand, if
the shape of the body changes, we will refer to this as deformation. To differentiate between
deformation and rigid body motion, we will consider the relative motion of neighboring
points. Tomake this mathematically precise, we will consider the displacement u of a point at
x relative to an arbitrary origin x0 (figure 1.1). Note that vector u appears in boldface, whereas
the components of the vector ui do not.

Taking the first two terms in a Taylor’s series expansion about x0,

ui (x) = ui (x0) + ∂ui

∂xj

∣∣∣∣
x0

dxj + · · · i = 1, 2, 3, (1.1)

in equation (1.1), and in what follows, summation on repeated indices is implied. The first
term, ui (x0), represents a rigid body translation since all points in the neighborhood of x0

share the same displacement. The second term gives the relative displacement in terms of
the gradient of the displacements ∂ui/∂xj , or ∇u in vector notation. The partial derivatives
∂ui/∂xj make up the displacement gradient tensor, a second rank tensor with nine independent
components:  ∂u1/∂x1 ∂u1/∂x2 ∂u1/∂x3

∂u2/∂x1 ∂u2/∂x2 ∂u2/∂x3
∂u3/∂x1 ∂u3/∂x2 ∂u3/∂x3

. (1.2)

The displacement gradient tensor can be separated into symmetric and antisymmetric parts
as follows:

ui (x) = ui (x0) + 1
2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+ ∂uj

∂xi

)
dxj + 1

2

(
∂ui

∂xj
− ∂uj

∂xi

)
dxj + · · · . (1.3)

If the magnitudes of the displacement gradients are small, |∂ui/∂xj | � 1, the symmetric and
antisymmetric parts of the displacement gradient tensor can be associated with the small
strain and rotation tensors, as in equations (1.4) and (1.5). Fortunately, the assumptionof small
strain and rotation is nearly always satisfied in the study of active crustal deformation,with the
important exceptions of deformation within the cores of active fault zones, where finite strain
measures are required.
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x0 + dx u(x0 + dx)

dx

x0
u(x0)

Figure 1.1. Generalized displacement of a line segment dx. Point x0 displaces by amount u(x0),
whereas the other end point, x0 + dx, displaces by u(x0 + dx).

Define the symmetric part of the displacement gradient tensor, with six independent
components, to be the infinitesimal strain tensor, εi j :

εi j ≡ 1
2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+ ∂uj

∂xi

)
. (1.4)

The antisymmetric part of the displacement gradient tensor is defined to be the rotation, ωi j ,
which includes the remaining three independent components:

ωi j ≡ 1
2

(
∂ui

∂xj
− ∂uj

∂xi

)
. (1.5)

By substituting equations (1.4) and (1.5) into (1.3) and neglecting terms of order (dx)2, we see
that the displacement u(x) is composed of three components—rigid body translation, strain,
and rigid body rotation:

u(x) = u(x0) + ε · dx + ω · dx,
ui (x) = ui (x0) + εi jdxj + ωi jdxj . (1.6)

We must still show that εi j is sensibly identified with strain and ωi j with rigid body rotation.
This will be the subject of the next two sections.

1.1 Strain
To see why εi j is associated with strain, consider a line segment with end points x and x + dx
(figure 1.2). Following deformation, the coordinates of the end points are ξ and ξ + dξ . The
length of the line segment changes from dl0 ≡ |dx| to dl ≡ |dξ |.

The strain can be defined in terms of the change in the squared length of the segment—that
is, dl2 − dl20 . The squared length of the segment prior to deformation is

dl20 = dxidxi = δi jdxidxj , (1.7)

where the Kronecker delta δi j = 1 if i = j and δi j = 0 otherwise. Similarly, the squared length
of the segment following deformation is

dl2 = dξmdξm = δmndξmdξn. (1.8)
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|dξ| = dl
|dx| = dl0 Deformation

x + dx

ξx

ξ+dξ

Figure 1.2. Strained line segment. Line segment with endpoints x and x + dx in the undeformed state
transforms to a line with endpoints ξ and ξ + dξ in the deformed state.

We can consider the final coordinates to be a function of the initial coordinates ξi = ξi (x) or,
conversely, the initial coordinates to be a function of the final coordinates xi = xi (ξ ). Adopting
the former approach, for the moment, and writing the total differential dξm as

dξm = ∂ξm

∂xj
dxj , (1.9)

we find

dl2 = δmn
∂ξm

∂xi

∂ξn

∂xj
dxidxj . (1.10)

Thus, the change in the squared length of the line segment is

dl2 − dl20 =
(
δmn

∂ξm

∂xi

∂ξn

∂xj
− δi j

)
dxidxj ≡ 2Ei jdxidxj . (1.11)

Ei j , as defined here, is known as theGreen’s strain tensor. It is a so-called Lagrangian formulation
with derivatives of final position with respect to initial position.

Employing the inverse relationship xi = xi (ξ ), which as described here is an Eulerian formu-
lation, yields the so-called Almansi strain tensor, ei j :

dl2 − dl20 =
(
δi j − δmn

∂xm
∂ξi

∂xn
∂ξ j

)
dξidξ j ≡ 2ei jdξidξ j . (1.12)

Note that both equations (1.11) and (1.12) are valid, whether or not |∂ui/∂xj | � 1. We do not
yet have the strains described in terms of displacements. To do so, note that the displacement
is the difference between the initial position and the final position ui = ξi − xi . Differentiating,

∂ξi

∂xj
= ∂ui

∂xj
+ δi j . (1.13)

Substituting this into equation (1.11) gives

2Ei j = δmn

(
∂um

∂xi
+ δmi

) (
∂un

∂xj
+ δnj

)
− δi j , (1.14)

= δmn

(
δmi
∂un

∂xj
+ δnj

∂um

∂xi
+ ∂um

∂xi

∂un

∂xj
+ δmiδnj

)
− δi j . (1.15)
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Thus, the Green strain is given by

Ei j = 1
2

(
∂ui

∂xj
+ ∂uj

∂xi
+ ∂un

∂xi

∂un

∂xj

)
. (1.16)

The corresponding Almansi (Eulerian) strain is given by

ei j = 1
2

(
∂ui

∂ξ j
+ ∂uj

∂ξi
− ∂un

∂ξi

∂un

∂ξ j

)
. (1.17)

Notice that the third terms in both equations (1.16) and (1.17) are products of gradients in
displacement, and are thus second order. These terms are safely neglected as long as the
displacement gradients are small compared to unity. Furthermore, in this limit, we do not
need to distinguish between derivatives taken with respect to initial or final coordinates. The
infinitesimal strain is thus given by equation (1.4).

More generally, the Lagrangian formulation tracks a material element, or a collection
of particles. It is an appropriate choice for elasticity problems where the reference state is
naturally defined as the unstrained configuration. The Eulerian formulation refers to the
properties at a given point in space and is naturally used in fluid mechanics where one could
imagine monitoring the velocity, density, temperature, and so on at fixed points in space
as the flowing fluid moves by. In contrast, the Lagrangian formulation would track these
properties as one moved with the flow. For example, fixed weather stations that measure
wind velocity, barometric pressure, and temperature yield an Eulerian description of the
atmosphere. Neutrally buoyantweather balloonsmovingwith thewind yield a corresponding
Lagrangian description.

Geodetic observing stations are fixed to the solid earth, suggesting that a Lagrangian formu-
lation is sensible. Furthermore, constitutive equations, which refer to a parcel of material, are
Lagrangian. However, the familiar Cauchy stress, to be defined shortly, is inherently Eulerian.
(Dahlen and Tromp 1998 give a more complete discussion of these issues.) These distinctions
turn out not to be important as long as the initial stresses are of the same order as, or smaller
than, the incremental stresses (and any rotations are not much larger than the strains). For
the most part in this book, we will restrict our attention to infinitesimal strains and will not
find it necessary to distinguish between Lagrangian and Eulerian formulations. In the earth,
however, the initial stresses, at least their isotropic components, are likely to be large, and a
more thorough accounting of the effects of this prestress is required. This arises in chapter 9,
where we will consider the role of gravitation in the equilibrium equations.

An important measure of strain is the change in the length of an arbitrarily oriented line
segment. In practice, linear extension is measured by a variety of extensometers, ranging
from strain gauges in laboratory rock mechanics experiments to field extensometers and laser
strainmeters. To the degree that the strain is spatially uniform, geodimeters, or Electronic
DistanceMeters (EDM)measure linear extension. Consider the change in length of a reference
line dx, with initial length l0 and final length l. In the small strain limit, we have

l2 − l20 = (l + l0)(l − l0) = 2εi jdxidxj ,

2l0(l − l0) � 2εi jdxidxj ,

�l
l0

� εi j d̂xi d̂x j , (1.18)

where d̂xi are the components of a unit vector in the direction of the baseline dx. The change
in length per unit length of the baseline dx is given by the scalar product of the strain tensor
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x0 + dxdx

du

x0

Figure 1.3. Extension and rotation of a line segment. The extension is the dot product of the relative
displacement duwith the unit vector in the direction of the line segment d̂x = dx/|dx|. The rotation of
the line segment is the cross product of the relative displacement with the same unit vector.

and the unit vectors d̂x. This can also be written as d̂x · ε · d̂x. This result has a simple
geometric interpretation. The change in length of the baseline is the projection of the relative
displacement vector du onto the baseline direction�l = dui d̂xi (figure 1.3). In an irrotational
field, the relative displacement between nearby points is given by dui = εi jdxj (equation [1.6]).
Thus,�l = εi j d̂xidxj . Dividing both sides by l0 yields the last equation in equation (1.18).

Geodimeters, which measure distance with great accuracy, can be used to determine the
change in distance �l between two benchmarks separated by up to several tens of kilometers.
If the baseline lies in a horizontal plane, dxT = (dx1, dx2, 0), and the strain is spatially uniform
between the two end points, the extensional strain is given by

�l
l0

= ε11cos2 α + 2ε12cos α sin α + ε22sin2 α, (1.19)

where α is the angle between the x1 axis and the baseline. Equation (1.19) shows how the
elongation varies with orientation. In the small strain limit, we can relate the rate of line
length change to the strain rate by differentiating both sides of equation (1.19) with respect
to time; to first-order changes in orientation, ∂α/∂t can be neglected. The exact relationship
corresponding to equation (1.18) valid for finite strain is (1/ l)dl/dt = d̂ξ · D · d̂ξ , (e.g., Malvern
1969), where the rate of deformation tensor is defined as

Dij ≡ 1
2

(
∂vi

∂ξ j
+ ∂v j

∂ξi

)
, (1.20)

where v is the instantaneous particle velocity with components vi . The rate of deformation
tensor, inwhich derivatives are takenwith respect to the current configuration is not generally
equivalent to the time derivative of a strain tensor in which derivatives are taken with respect
to the initial configuration. The distinction is negligible, however, if one takes the initial
configuration to be that at the time of the first geodetic measurement, not an unrealizable,
undeformed state, so that generally, |∂ui/∂xj | � 1.

If the rate of elongation is measured on a number of baselines with different orientations
αi , it is possible to determine the components of the average strain-rate tensor by least squares
solution of the following equations: (1/li )dli/dt

...

 =
 cos2 αi 2 cos αi sin αi sin2 αi

...
...

...



.
ε11.
ε12.
ε22

 , (1.21)

where the superimposed dot indicates differentiation with respect to time.
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Figure 1.4. Linear extension rate as a function of azimuth for precise distance measurements from the
Eastern California Shear Zone. Data from two networks are shown. The Garlock network is located at
the eastern end of the Garlock fault. The estimated strain-rate fields for the two networks (shown by
the continuous curves) are very similar. From Savage et al. (2001).

In figure 1.4, linear extension rates vary as a function of azimuth in a manner consistent
with a uniform strain-rate field, within rather large errors given the magnitude of the signal.
These data were collected in the Southern California Shear Zone using precise distance
measuring devices. Data from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Geodolite program, which
measured distance repeatedly using an Electronic Distance Meter (EDM), were analyzed by
Johnson et al. (1994) to determine the average strain rate in southern California. Figure 1.5
shows the principal strain-rate directions and magnitudes for different polygons assuming
that the strain rate is spatially uniformwithin each polygon.

Borehole dilatometers measure volume change, or dilatational strain, in the earth’s crust
(figure 1.6). The volume change of an element is related to the extension in the three
coordinate directions. Let V0 be the initial volume and V be the final volume, and define the
dilatation as the change in volume over the initial volume � ≡ (V − V0)/V0. If xi represent
the sides of a small cubical element in the undeformed state, then V0 = x1x2x3. Similarly, if ξi
represent the sides in the deformed state, then V = ξ1ξ2ξ3. The final dimensions are related
to the undeformed dimensions by ξ1 = x1(1 + ε11), ξ2 = x2(1 + ε22), and ξ3 = x3(1 + ε33),
so that

� = x1x2x3(1 + ε11)(1 + ε22)(1 + ε33) − x1x2x3
x1x2x3

. (1.22)

To first order in strain, this yields � = ε11 + ε22 + ε33 = εii = trace(ε), which can be shown
to be independent of the coordinate system. In other words, the dilatation is an invariant
of the strain tensor. Note further that εii = ∂ui/∂xi , so volumetric strain is equivalent to the
divergence of the displacement field� = ∇ · u.
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Figure 1.5. Strain-rate distribution in southern California determined from the rate of linear extension
measured by the U.S. Geological Survey Geodolite project. Maximum and minimum extension rates
are average for the different quadrilaterals. Scale bar is located in the upper-right corner. From Johnson
et al. (1994).

We have seen that the three normal strains εi j , i = j represent stretching in the three
coordinate directions. The off-diagonal components εi j , i �= j , or shear strains, represent a
change in shape. It can be shown that the shear strain is equal to the change in an initially
right angle. In section 1.2, you will see how horizontal angle measurements determined by
geodetic triangulation can be used tomeasure crustal shear strain.

1.1.1 Strains in Curvilinear Coordinates
Due to the symmetry of a particular problem, it is often convenient to express the strains in
cylindrical polar or spherical coordinates. We present the results without derivation; details
are given in, for example, Malvern (1969). In cylindrical polar coordinates, the strains are

εr r = ∂ur
∂r
,

εθθ = 1
r
∂uθ
∂θ

+ ur
r
,

εzz = ∂uz

∂z
,

εr θ = 1
2

(
1
r
∂ur
∂θ

+ ∂uθ
∂r

− uθ
r

)
,

εr z = 1
2

(
∂uz

∂r
+ ∂ur
∂z

)
,

εzθ = 1
2

(
∂uθ
∂z

+ 1
r
∂uz

∂θ

)
. (1.23)
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Figure 1.6. Cross section of a Sacks-Evertson borehole dilatometer. The lower sensing volume is filled
with a relatively incompressible fluid. The upper reservoir is partially filled with a highly compressible,
inert gas and is connected to the sensing volume by a thin tube and bellows. The bellows is attached
to a displacement transducer that records the flow of fluid into or out of the sensing volume. As the
instrument is compressed, fluid flows out of the sensing volume. The output of the displacement
transducer is calibrated to strain by comparing observed solid earth tides to theoretically predicted
tides. After Agnew (1985).

In spherical coordinates, the strains are given by

εr r = ∂ur
∂r
,

εθθ = 1
r
∂uθ
∂θ

+ ur
r
,

εφφ = 1
r sin θ

∂uφ
∂φ

+ ur
r

+ cot θ
r

uθ ,
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εr θ = 1
2

(
1
r
∂ur
∂θ

+ ∂uθ
∂r

− uθ
r

)
,

εrφ = 1
2

(
1

r sin θ
∂ur
∂φ

+ ∂uφ
∂r

− uφ
r

)
,

εθφ = 1
2

(
1

r sin θ
∂uθ
∂φ

+ 1
r
∂uφ
∂θ

− cot φ
r

uφ

)
. (1.24)

1.2 Rotation
There are only three independent components in the rotation tensor as defined by equa-
tion (1.5), so the infinitesimal rotationmay be represented as a vector �:


k ≡ −1
2
eki jωi j , (1.25)

where ei jk is the permutation tensor. ei jk vanishes if any index is repeated, is equal to +1
for e123 or for any cyclic permutation of the indices, and is equal to −1 for e321 or for any
cyclic permutation of the indices. Because it is a rank-three tensor, the permutation tensor
is easily distinguished from the Almansi strain. From the definition of ωi j (1.5), we can write
the rotation � as


k = 1
2

(
−1
2
eki j

∂ui

∂xj
+ 1

2
eki j

∂uj

∂xi

)
. (1.26)

Now −eki j = ekji , so (noting that i and j are dummy indices)


k = 1
2

(
1
2
ekji

∂ui

∂xj
+ 1

2
eki j

∂uj

∂xi

)
, (1.27)


k = 1
2

(
eki j

∂uj

∂xi

)
, (1.28)

� = 1
2
(∇ × u). (1.29)

That is, the rotation vector is half the curl of the displacement field.
Equation (1.25) can be inverted to write ωi j in terms of 
k. To do so, we make use of the

so-called e-δ identity:

ekmneki j = δmiδnj − δmjδni . (1.30)

Multiplying both sides of equation (1.25) by emnk:

emnk
k = −1
2
emnkeki jωi j ,

= −1
2
(
δmiδnjωi j − δmjδniωi j

)
,

= −1
2
(ωmn − ωnm) = −ωmn. (1.31)
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Figure 1.7. Rotational deformation.

We can now see clearly themeaning of the termωi j dxj in the Taylor’s series expansion (1.6) for
the displacements

dui = ωi j dxj = −ei jk
kdxj = eikj
kdxj , (1.32)

which in vector notation is du = � × dx. This is illustrated in figure 1.7.
Consider now how an arbitrarily oriented baseline rotates during deformation. This could

represent the change in orientation of a tiltmeter or the change in orientation of a geodetic
baseline determined by repeated triangulation surveys. We will denote the rotation of a
baseline as � and recognize that the rotation of a line segment is different from the rotational
component of the deformation �. Define the rotation of a line segment � as

� ≡ dx × dξ
dl2o

(1.33)

(Agnew 1985). Note that this definition is reasonable since in the limit that the deformation
gradients are small, the magnitude of � is

|�| = |dl||dlo|
dl2o

sin � ∼ �, (1.34)

where� is the angle between dx and dξ . In indicial notation, equation (1.33) is written as

�i = ei jkdxjdξk
dxndxn

. (1.35)

As before, we write the final position as the initial position plus the displacement ξi = xi + ui ,
so

dξk = ∂ξk

∂xm
dxm =

(
∂uk

∂xm
+ δkm

)
dxm. (1.36)
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Substituting equation (1.36) into (1.35) yields

dxndxn�i = ei jkdxj

(
∂uk

∂xm
+ δkm

)
dxm,

= ei jk

(
∂uk

∂xm

)
dxjdxm + ei jkdxjdxk,

= ei jk(εkm + ωkm)dxjdxm. (1.37)

Note that the term ei jkdxjdxk is the cross product of dx with itself and is therefore zero. We
have also expanded the displacement gradients as the sum of strain and rotation, so finally

�i = ei jk(εkm + ωkm)d̂x j d̂xm, (1.38)

where as before the d̂x j are unit vectors.
Consider the rotational term in equation (1.38):

ei jkωkmd̂x j d̂xm = −ei jkekmn
nd̂x j d̂xm,

= −(δimδ jn − δinδ jm)
nd̂x j d̂xm,

= 
i −
 j d̂x j d̂xi , (1.39)

where in the first equation we have made use of equation (1.31), and in the last that
d̂xmd̂xm = 1.

Thus, the general expression for the rotation of a line segment (1.38) can be written as

�i = ei jkεkmd̂x j d̂xm +
i −
 j d̂x j d̂xi , (1.40)

or in vector form as

� = d̂x × (ε · d̂x) + � − (� · d̂x)d̂x. (1.41)

The strain component of the rotation has a simple interpretation. Recall from figure 1.3
that the elongation is equal to the dot product of the relative displacement and a unit vector
parallel to the baseline. The rotation is the cross product of the unit vector and the relative
displacement dui = εi j d̂x j .

To understand the dependence of � on � geometrically, consider two end-member cases
when the strain vanishes. In the first case, the rotation vector is normal to the baseline.
In this case, � · d̂x = 0, so � = �; the rotation of the line segment is simply � (figure 1.8).
(Notice from the right-hand rule for cross products that the sign of the rotation due to strain is
consistent with the sign of �.) If, on the other hand, the rotation vector is parallel to the line
segment, then (� · d̂x)d̂x = |�|d̂x = � so that � = 0. When the rotation vector is parallel to
the baseline, the baseline does not rotate at all (figure 1.8). For intermediate cases, 0 < � < �.

Consider the vertical-axis rotation of a horizontal line segment dxT = (dx1, dx2, 0). In this
case, equation (1.40) reduces to

�3 = ε12(cos2 α − sin2 α) + (ε22 − ε11)cos α sin α +
3, (1.42)
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Figure 1.8. Rotation of a line segment. In the left figure, the rotation vector is perpendicular to the
baseline, and � = �. In the right figure, the rotation vector is parallel to the baseline, and � = 0.

x2

x1

α1

α21

α2

Figure 1.9. Angle α21 between two direction measurements α1 and α2.

where α is the angle between the x1 axis and the baseline. Note that the rotation �3 is
equivalent to the change in orientation dα. With geodetic triangulation, surveyors were able
to determine the angle between three observation points with a theodolite. Triangulation
measurements were widely made during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
before the advent of laser distance measuring devices. Surveying at different times, it was
possible to determine the change in the angle. Denoting the angle formed by two baselines
oriented at α1 and α2 as α21 = α2 − α1 (figure 1.9), then

δα21 = δα2 − δα1 = ε12 (cos 2α2 − cos 2α1) +
(
ε22 − ε11

2

)
(sin 2α2 − sin 2α1) . (1.43)

Note that the rotation
3 is common to both δα1 and δα2 and thus drops out of the difference.
The change in the angle thus depends only on the strain field. Defining engineering shear
strains in terms of the tensor strains as γ1 = (ε11 − ε22) and γ2 = 2ε12:

δα21 = 1
2
γ2 (cos 2α2 − cos 2α1) − 1

2
γ1 (sin 2α2 − sin 2α1) . (1.44)

Notice from figure 1.10 that γ1 is a north–south compression and an east–west extension,
equivalent to right-lateral shear across planes trending 45 degrees west of north. γ2 is right-
lateral shear across east–west planes.

Determinationof shear strain using the change in anglesmeasured during a geodetic survey
was first proposed by Frank (1966). Assuming that the strain is spatially uniform over some
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Figure 1.10. Definition of engineering shear strains.

area, it is possible to collect a series of angle changes in a vector of observations related to the
two shear strains: δαi j...

 =
− 1

2

(
sin 2αi − sin 2α j

) 1
2

(
cos 2αi − cos 2α j

)
...

...

  γ1
γ2

 . (1.45)

Given a system of equations such as this, the two shear strains are easily estimated by least
squares. As expected, the angle changes are insensitive to areal strain. A significant advantage
of trilaterationusing geodimeters, whichmeasure distance, over triangulation,whichmeasures
only angles, is that with trilateration it became possible to determine areal strain as well as
shear strain.

Savage and Burford (1970) used Frank’s method to determine the strain in small quadrilat-
erals that cross the San Andreas fault near the town of Cholame, California. The triangulation
network is shown in figure 1.11. The quads are designated by a letter (A to X ) from southwest to
northeast across the fault. The shear strain estimates with error bars are shown in figure 1.12.
The data show a positive γ1 centered over the fault, as expected for a locked right-lateral fault.
The γ2 distribution shows negative values on the southwest side of the fault and positive values
on the northeast side of the fault. Savage and Burford (1970) showed that these strains were
caused by the 1934 Parkfield earthquake, which ruptured the San Andreas just northwest of
the triangulation network. The data are discussed inmore detail by Segall and Du (1993).

1.3 Stress
While this text focuses on deformation parameters that can be measured by modern geo-
physical methods (Global Positioning System [GPS], strainmeters, Interferometric Synthetic
Aperture Radar [InSAR], and so on), it is impossible to develop physically consistent models
of earthquake and volcano processes that do not involve the forces and stresses acting within
the earth. It will be assumed that the reader has been introduced to the concept of stress in
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Figure 1.11. Cholame triangulation network.

the mechanics of continuous deformation. We will distinguish between body forces that act
at all points in the earth, such as gravity, from surface forces. Surface forces are those that act
either on actual surfaces within the earth, such as a fault or an igneous dike, or forces that
one part of the earth exerts on an adjoining part. The traction vector T is defined as the limit of
the surface force per unit area dF acting on a surface element dA, with unit normal n as the
size of the area element tends to zero (figure 1.13). The traction thus depends not only on the
forces actingwithin the body, but also on the orientation of the surface elements. The traction
components acting on three mutually orthogonal surfaces (nine components in all) populate
a second-rank stress tensor, σi j :

σ =

 σ11 σ12 σ13

σ21 σ22 σ23

σ31 σ32 σ33

.
We will adopt here the convention that the first subscript refers to the direction of the force,
whereas the second subscript refers to the direction of the surface normal (figure 1.14). Also,
we will adopt the sign convention that a positive stress is one in which the traction vector acts
in a positive direction when the outward-pointing normal to the surface points in a positive
direction, and the traction vector points in a negative direction when the unit normal points
in a negative direction. Thus, unless otherwise specified, tensile stresses are positive.

Note that this definition of stress makes nomention of the undeformed coordinate system,
so this stress tensor, known as the Cauchy stress, is a Eulerian description. Lagrangian stress
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Figure 1.12. Shear strain changes in the Cholame network between 1932 and 1962. After Savage and
Burford (1970). The positive values of γ1 centered on the fault, at quadrilateral S, result from the 1934
Parkfield earthquake northwest of the triangulation network. Slip in this earthquake also caused fault-
parallel compression on the east side of the network (positive γ2) and fault-parallel extension on the
west side (negative γ2).

dA

n

dF

Figure 1.13. Definition of the traction vector. Force dF acts on surface dA with unit normal n. The
traction vector is defined as the limit as dA tends to zero of the ratio dF/dA.

tensors, known as Piola-Kirchoff stresses, can be defined where the surface element and unit
normal are measured relative to the undeformed state (e.g., Malvern 1969). It is shown in
all continuum mechanics texts, and thus will not be repeated here, that in the absence
of distributed couples acting on surface elements or within the body of the material, the
balance of moments requires that the Cauchy stress tensor be symmetric, σi j = σ j i . This is
not necessarily true for other stress tensors—in particular, the first Piola-Kirchoff stress is not
symmetric.
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Figure 1.14. Stresses acting on the faces of a cubical element. All of the stress components shown
are positive—that is, the traction vector and outward-pointing surface normal both point in positive
coordinate directions.

It is also shown in standard texts, by considering a tetrahedron with three surfaces normal
to the coordinate axes and one normal to the unit vector n, that equilibrium requires that

Ti = σi j nj T = σ · n. (1.46)

This is known as Cauchy’s formula; it states that the traction vector T acting across a surface is
found by the dot product of the stress and the unit normal.

The mean normal stress is equal to minus the pressure σkk/3 = − p, the negative sign
arising because of our sign convention. The mean stress is a stress invariant—that is, σkk/3 is
independent of the coordinate system. It is often useful to subtract the mean stress to isolate
the so-called deviatoric stress:

τi j = σi j − σkk

3
δi j . (1.47)

There are, in fact, three stress invariants. The second invariant is given by II = 1
2 (σi jσi j −σiiσ j j ).

The second invariant of the deviatoric stress, often written as J2 = 1
2 (τi jτi j ) measures the

squaredmaximum shear stress. It can be shown that

J2 = 1
6
[
(σ11 − σ22)2 + (σ22 − σ33)2 + (σ11 − σ33)2

]+ σ 2
12 + σ 2

23 + σ 2
13. (1.48)

The third invariant is given by the determinant of the stress tensor, although it is not widely
used.

1.4 Coordinate Transformations
It is often necessary to transform stress or strain tensors from one coordinate system to
another—for example, between a local North, East, Up system and a coordinate system that
is oriented parallel and perpendicular to a major fault. To begin, we will consider the familiar
rotation of a vector to a new coordinate system. For example, a rotation about the x3 axis from
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Figure 1.15. Coordinate rotation about the x3 axis.

the original (x1, x2) system to the new (x′
1, x

′
2) system (figure 1.15) can be written in matrix

form as  v′
1

v′
2

v′
3

 =

 cos θ sin θ 0
−sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1


 v1v2
v3

 , (1.49)

or compactly as [v]′ = A[v], where [v]′ and [v] represent the vector components with respect to
the primed and unprimed coordinates, respectively. In indicial notation,

v′
i = ai jv j . (1.50)

The elements ai j are referred to as direction cosines. It is easy to verify that the inverse transfor-
mation is given by [v] = AT[v]′:

vi = ajiv
′
j . (1.51)

The matrix rotating the components of the vector from the primed to the unprimed
coordinates is the inverse of the matrix in equation (1.49). Clearly, ai j = aT

ji , but also compar-
ing equations (1.50) and (1.51), ai j = a−1

j i . Therefore, aT
ji = a−1

j i , so that the transformation is
orthogonal.

To determine the ai j , let ei represent basis vectors in the original coordinate system and e′
i

represent basis vectors in the new coordinates. One can express a vector in either system:

x = xje j = x′
je

′
j . (1.52)

Taking the dot product of both sides with respect to ei , we have

xj (e j · ei ) = x′
j (e

′
j · ei ),

xjδi j = x′
j (e

′
j · ei ),

xi = x′
j (e

′
j · ei ), (1.53)

so that aji = (e′
j · ei ). A similar derivation gives ai j = (e j · e′

i ). For example, for a rotation about
the x3 axis, we have

a11 = e1 · e′
1 = cos(θ),

a12 = e2 · e′
1 = sin(θ),

a21 = e1 · e′
2 = − sin(θ),

a22 = e2 · e′
2 = cos(θ). (1.54)
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We can now show that second-rank tensors transform by

T ′
i j = aikajlTkl, (1.55)

Ti j = akial j T ′
kl . (1.56)

To do so, consider the second-rank tensor Tkl that relates two vectors u and v:

vk = Tklul . (1.57)

For example, u could be pressure gradient, v could be fluid flux, and T would be the per-
meability tensor. The components of the two vectors transform according to

v′
i = aikvk, (1.58)

and

ul = ajlu′
j . (1.59)

Substituting equations (1.58) and (1.59), into (1.57), we have

v′
i = aikvk = aikTklul,

v′
i = aikTklajlu′

j ,

v′
i = aikajlTklu′

j . (1.60)

This can be written as v′
i = T ′

i j u
′
j , if we define T in the rotated coordinate system as

T ′
i j ≡ aikajlTkl, (1.61)

or inmatrix notation as

[T]′ = A[T]AT, (1.62)

where [T]′ refers to the matrix of the tensor with components taken relative to the primed
coordinates, whereas [T] are the components with respect to the unprimed coordinates. Note
that all second-rank tensors, including stress, transform according to the same rules. The
derivation can be extended to show that higher rank tensors transform according to

�′
i jkl ... = aiαajβakγ . . . �αβγ ... . (1.63)

1.5 Principal Strains and Stresses
The strain tensor can be put into diagonal form by rotating into proper coordinates in which
the shear strains vanish: 

ε1 0 0

0 ε2 0

0 0 ε3

. (1.64)
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The strain tensor itself has six independent components. In order to determine the strain, we
must specify not only the three principal values, ε(k), k = 1, 2, 3, but also the three principal
strain directions, so that it still takes six parameters to describe the state of strain. The principal
directions are mutually orthogonal (see the following). Thus, while it requires two angles to
specify the first axis, the second axis must lie in the perpendicular plane, requiring only one
additional angle. The third axis is uniquely determined by orthogonality and the right-hand
sign convention.

The principal strains are also the extrema in the linear extension �l/ l0. For simplicity, we
show this for the case of irrotational deformation, ω = 0; however, see problem 5. In the small
strain limit, the linear extension is proportional to the dot product of the relative displacement
vector and a unit vector parallel to the baseline:

�l
l0

= duidxi
dxkdxk

= du · dx
dx · dx (1.65)

(equation [1.18]). The maximum and minimum extensions occur when du and dx are
parallel—that is, du = εdx, where ε is a constant, or

dui = εdxi = εδi jdx j . (1.66)

From equation (1.6), the relative displacement of adjacent points in the absence of rotation is
dui = εi jdx j . Equating with (1.66) yields

εi jdxj = εδi jdx j , (1.67)

or rearranging, (
εi j − εδi j

)
dx j = 0. (1.68)

Thus, the principal strains ε in equation (1.68) are the eigenvalues of the matrix εi j , and the
dxj are the eigenvectors, or principal strain directions. Similarly, the principal stresses and the
principal stress directions are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix σi j .

To determine the principal strains and strain directions, we must find the eigenvalues and
the associated eigenvectors. Note that the equations (1.68) have nontrivial solutions if and
only if

det
(
εi j − εδi j

) = 0. (1.69)

In general, this leads to a cubic equation in ε. The strain tensor is symmetric, whichmeans that
all three eigenvalues are real (e.g., Strang 1976). They may, however, be either positive, nega-
tive, or zero; some eigenvaluesmaybe repeated. For thedistinct (nonrepeated) eigenvalues, the
corresponding eigenvectors are mutually orthogonal. With repeated eigenvalues, there exists
sufficient arbitrariness in choosing corresponding eigenvectors that they can be chosen to be
orthogonal.

For simplicity in presentation, wewill examine the two-dimensional case, which reduces to

det
(
ε11 − ε ε12

ε21 ε22 − ε

)
= 0, (1.70)

which has the following two roots given by solution of the preceding quadratic:

ε =
(
ε11 + ε22

2

)
±
√(

ε11 − ε22

2

)2
+ ε212. (1.71)
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Figure 1.16. Left: Two-dimensional strain state given by equation (1.72), where the arrows denote
relative displacement of the two sides of the reference square. Right: Same strain state in the principal
coordinate system.

The principal strain directions are found by substituting the principal values back into
equation (1.68) and solving for the dx(k). As an example, consider the simple two-dimensional
strain tensor illustrated in figure 1.16:

εi j =
[
1 1
1 1

]
. (1.72)

From equation (1.71), we find that ε(1) = 2 and ε(2) = 0. Now to find the principal strain
direction corresponding to themaximumprincipal strain, we substitute ε(1) = 2 into equation
(1.68), yielding (

1 − 2 1
1 1 − 2

) (
dx1
dx2

)
= 0. (1.73)

These are two redundant equations that relate dx1 and dx2:

−dx1 + dx2 = 0, (1.74)

dx1 − dx2 = 0. (1.75)

The eigenvectors are usually normalized so that

dx(1) =
( 1√

2
1√
2

)
or

(− 1√
2

− 1√
2

)
. (1.76)

For this particular example, the principal direction corresponding to themaximum extension
bisects the x1 and x2 axes in the first and third quadrants (figure 1.16).We know that the second
principal direction has to be orthogonal to the first, but we could find it also by the same
procedure. Substituting ε(2) = 0 into equation (1.68) yields(

1 − 0 1
1 1 − 0

) (
dx1
dx2

)
= 0, (1.77)

or dx1 = −dx2. Again, we normalize the eigenvector so that

dx(2) =
( 1√

2

− 1√
2

)
or

(− 1√
2

1√
2

)
, (1.78)

showing that the second eigenvector, corresponding to the minimum extension, is also
45 degrees from the coordinate axes, but in the second and fourth quadrants.
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1.6 Compatibility Equations
Recall the kinematic equations relating strain to displacement (1.4). Given the strains, these
represent six equations in only three unknowns, the three displacement components. This
implies that there must be relationships between the strains. These relations, known as
compatibility equations, guarantee that the displacement field be single valued. To be more
concrete, this means that the displacement field does not admit gaps opening or material
interpenetrating.

In two dimensions, we have

εxx = ∂ux

∂x
, (1.79)

εyy = ∂uy

∂y
, (1.80)

εxy = 1
2

(
∂ux

∂y
+ ∂uy

∂x

)
. (1.81)

Notice that

2
∂2εxy

∂x∂y
= ∂3ux

∂y2∂x
+ ∂3uy

∂x2∂y
= ∂2εxx

∂y2
+ ∂2εyy

∂x2
. (1.82)

An example of a strain field that is not compatible is as follows. Assume that the only
nonzero strain is εxx = Ay2, where A is a constant. Note that such a strain could not occur
without a shear strain, nor in fact without gradients in shear strain. This follows from
equation (1.82).

In three dimensions, the compatibility equations can be written compactly as:

εi j,kl + εkl,i j − εik, jl − ε jl,ik = 0, (1.83)

where we have used the notation ,i ≡ ∂/∂xi . The symmetry of the strain tensor can be used
to reduce the 81 equations (1.83) to 6 independent equations. Furthermore, there are three
relations among the incompatibility elements, so there are only three truly independent com-
patibility relations. The interested reader is referred toMalvern (1969).

When do you have to worry about compatibility? If you solve the governing equations
in terms of stress, then you must guarantee that the implied strain fields are compatible.
If, on the other hand, the governing equations are written in terms of displacements,
then compatibility is automatically satisfied—assuming that the displacements are conti-
nuous (true except perhaps along a fault or crack), one can always derive the strains by
differentiation.

1.7 Conservation Laws
The behavior of a deforming body is governed by conservation laws that generalize the
concepts of conservation of mass and momentum. Before detailing these, we will examine
some important relations that will be used in subsequent derivations.

The divergence theorem relates the integral of the outward component of a vector f over a
closed surface S to the volume integral of the divergence of the vector over the volume V
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enclosed by S:

∫
S
fini dS =

∫
V

∂ fi
∂xi

dV,∫
S
f · n dS =

∫
V

∇ · f dV.

(1.84)

(1.85)

The time rate of change of a quantity, f , is different in a fixed Eulerian frame from a moving
Lagrangian frame. Any physical quantity must be the same, regardless of the system. This
equivalence can be expressed as

f L(x, t) = f E [ξ (x, t), t], (1.86)

where the superscripts L and E indicate Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions, respectively.
Here f can be a scalar, vector, or tensor. Recall also that x refers to initial coordinates, whereas
ξ refers to current coordinates. Differentiating with respect to time and using the chain rule
yields

d f L

dt
= ∂ f E

∂t
+ ∂ f E

∂ξi

∂ξi

∂t
. (1.87)

The first term on the right-hand side refers to the time rate of change of f at a fixed point in
space, whereas the second term refers to the convective rate of change as particles move to a
place having different properties. The Lagrangian derivative is often written, where using an
Eulerian description, as Df/Dt, and is also known as thematerial time derivative:

Df
Dt

= ∂ f E

∂t
+ v · ∇ f E . (1.88)

A linearized, time-integrated form of equation (1.88) valid for small displacements:

δ f L = δ f E + u · ∇ f E , (1.89)

relates the Lagrangian description of a perturbation in f to the Eulerian description (Dahlen
and Tromp 1998, equation 3.16). The spatial derivative in equation (1.89) is with respect to the
current coordinates, although this distinction can be dropped in a linearized analysis.

We will also state here, without proof, the Reynolds transport theorem, which gives
the material time derivative of a volume integral—that is, following a set of points in
volume V—as the region moves and distorts. The theorem states (e.g., Malvern 1969) that for
a propertyA,

D
Dt

∫
V
ρAdV =

∫
V
ρ
DA
Dt

dV, (1.90)

where ρ is the Eulerianmass density.
We are now ready to state the important conservation laws of continuummechanics. Mass

must be conserved during deformation. The time rate of change of mass in a current element
with volume V,

∫
V(∂ρ/∂t)dV, must be balanced by the flow of material out of the element
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∫
S ρv · ndS, where S is the surface bounding V. Making use of the divergence theorem (1.85):

∫
V

∂ρ

∂t
dV +

∫
S
ρv · ndS = 0,

∫
V

[
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · ρv

]
dV = 0. (1.91)

This must hold for every choice of volume element, which yields the continuity equation:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∂ρvi

∂xi
= 0. (1.92)

Note that for an incompressible material with uniform density, the continuity equation
reduces to ∇ · v = 0.

Conservation of linear momentum for the current volume element V surrounded by
surface S requires that the rate of change of momentum be balanced by the sum of surface
forces and body forces:

D
Dt

∫
V
ρvdV =

∫
S
TdS +

∫
V
ρfdV. (1.93)

Here, T is the traction acting on the surface S, and f are body forces per unitmass, such as grav-
ity or electromagnetic forces. The traction is related to the stress viaT = σ · n (equation [1.46]).
Application of the divergence theorem (1.85) yields

D
Dt

∫
V
ρv dV =

∫
V
[∇ · σ + ρf] dV. (1.94)

Application of the Reynolds transport theorem (1.90) yields

∫
V

[
∇ · σ + ρf − ρ

Dv
Dt

]
dV = 0. (1.95)

Again, this must hold for all volume elements so that

∇ · σ + ρf = ρ
Dv
Dt
. (1.96)

For small deformations, Dv/Dt = ü. Furthermore, if accelerations can be neglected, the equa-
tions of motion (1.96) reduce to the quasi-static equilibrium equations:

∂σi j

∂xj
+ ρ fi = 0,

∇ · σ + ρ f = 0.
(1.97)
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Note that this is an Eulerian description. In chapter 9, we will write Lagrangian equations of
motion for perturbations in stress and displacement relative to a gravitationally equilibrated
reference state. In this formulation, an advective stress term appears, which from equation
(1.89) is of the form u · ∇σ 0, where σ 0 is the stress in the reference state.

1.7.1 Equilibrium Equations in Curvilinear Coordinates
In cylindrical polar coordinates,

1
r
∂

∂r
(rσr r ) + 1

r
∂σr θ

∂θ
+ ∂σr z

∂z
− σθθ

r
= 0,

1
r 2

∂

∂r
(r 2σr θ ) + 1

r
∂σθθ

∂θ
+ ∂σθz

∂z
= 0,

1
r
∂

∂r
(rσzr ) + 1

r
∂σθz

∂θ
+ ∂σzz

∂z
= 0. (1.98)

In spherical coordinates,

∂σr r

∂r
+ 1

r
∂σr θ

∂θ
+ 1

r sin θ
∂σrφ

∂φ
+ 1

r
(2σr r − σθθ − σφφ + σr θ cot φ) = 0,

∂σr θ

∂r
+ 1

r
∂σθθ

∂θ
+ 1

r sin θ
∂σθφ

∂φ
+ 1

r
[3σr θ + (σθθ − σφφ) cot θ ] = 0,

∂σrφ

∂r
+ 1

r
∂σθφ

∂θ
+ 1

r sin θ
∂σφφ

∂φ
+ 1

r
(3σrφ + 2σθφ cot θ) = 0. (1.99)

All equations are shown without body forces (Malvern 1969).

1.8 Constitutive Laws
It is worth summarizing the variables and governing equations discussed to this point.
There are three displacement components, ui ; six strains, εi j ; six stresses, σi j ; and density,
ρ, for a total of 16 variables (all of which are generally functions of position and time). In
terms of the governing equations, we have the six kinematic equations that relate strain and
displacement (1.4), the three equilibrium equations (1.97), and the single continuity equation
(1.92), for a total of 10. At this point, we have six more unknowns than equations, which
makes sense because we have not yet defined the material behavior. The so-called constitutive
equations provide the remaining six equations relating stress and strain (possibly including
time derivatives) so that we have a closed system of equations. It should be noted that this
discussion is limited to a purely mechanical theory. A more complete, thermomechanical
description, including temperature, entropy, and conservation of energy, is discussed briefly
in chapter 10.

For a linear elastic material, the strain is proportional to stress:

σi j = Ci jklεkl, (1.100)

where Ci jkl is the symmetric fourth-rank stiffness tensor. Equation (1.100) is referred to as
generalized Hooke’s law. The symmetry of the strain tensor makes it irrelevant to consider
cases other than for which the Ci jkl are symmetric in k and l. The stress is also symmetric, so
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the Ci jkl must be symmetric in i and j . Last, the existence of a strain energy function requires
Ci jkl = Ckli j , as follows. The strain energy per unit volume in the undeformed state is defined as

dW= σi jdεi j , (1.101)

so that σi j = ∂W/∂εi j . From themixed partial derivatives ∂2W/∂εi j∂εkl , it follows that ∂σi j/∂εkl =
∂σkl/∂εi j . Making use of equation (1.100) leads directly to Ci jkl = Ckli j .

It can be shown that for an isotropic medium—that is, one in which the mechanical
properties do not vary with direction—the most general fourth-rank tensor exhibiting the
preceding symmetries is

Ci jkl = λδi jδkl + µ(δikδ jl + δilδ jk) (1.102)

(e.g., Malvern 1969). Substituting equation (1.102) into (1.100) yields the isotropic form of
Hooke’s law:

σi j = 2µεi j + λεkkδi j , (1.103)

where µ and λ are the Lame constants, µ being the shear modulus that relates shear stress to
shear strain.

Other elastic constants, which are convenient for particular applications, can be defined.
For example, the bulk modulus, K , relates mean normal stress σkk/3 to volumetric strain εkk:

σkk = 3K εkk. (1.104)

Alternatively, equation (1.103) can be written in terms of Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s
ratio ν as

Eεi j = (1 + ν)σi j − νσkkδi j . (1.105)

Young’s modulus relates stress and strain for the special case of uniaxial stress. Applying stress
in one direction generally leads to strain in an orthogonal direction. Poisson’s ratio measures
the ratio of strain in the orthogonal direction to that in the direction the stress is applied.
Notice that while there are five widely used elastic constants µ, λ, K , ν, and E , only two are
independent. Sometimes the symbol G is used for shear modulus, but we reserve this for
the universal gravitational constant. There are a host of relationships between the five elastic
constants—some prove particularly useful:

K = 2µ(1 + ν)
3(1 − 2ν)

= λ+ 2
3
µ,

λ = 2µν
(1 − 2ν)

,

E = 2µ(1 + ν),
µ

λ+ µ
= 1 − 2ν,

λ

λ+ 2µ
= ν

1 − ν
. (1.106)
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The existence of a positive definite strain energy requires that both µ and K are nonnegative.
This implies, from the first of equations (1.106), that ν is bounded by−1 ≤ ν ≤ 0.5. For ν = 0.5,
1/K = 0, and thematerial is incompressible.

It is possible to write the compatibility equations in terms of stresses using Hooke’s law.
Inverting equations (1.103) to write strain in terms of stress and substituting into equation
(1.83) yields

σi j,kl + σkl,i j − σik, jl − σ jl,ik = ν

1 + ν

(
σnn,klδi j + σnn,i jδkl − σnn, jlδik − σnn,ikδ jl

)
. (1.107)

As before, only six of these equations are independent. Setting k = l and summing,

σi j,kk + σkk,i j − σik, jk − σ jk,ik = ν

1 + ν

(
σnn,kkδi j + σnn,i j

)
. (1.108)

This result can be further simplified using the equilibrium equations (1.97), yielding the
Beltrami-Michell compatibility equations:

σi j,kk + 1
1 + ν

σkk,i j − ν

1 + ν
σkk,mmδi j = −(ρ fi ), j − (ρ f j ),i . (1.109)

A useful relationship can be obtained by further contracting equation (1.109), setting i = j and
summing, which gives

∇2σkk = −
(
1 + ν

1 − ν

)
∇ · (ρf). (1.110)

There will be occasion to discuss fluidlike behavior of rocks at high temperature within the
earth. The constitutive equations for a linear Newtonian fluid are

σi j = 2ηD′
i j − pδi j , (1.111)

where η is the viscosity, p is the fluid pressure, and D′
i j are the components of the deviatoric

rate of deformation, defined by equation (1.20) and

D′
i j = Dij − Dkk

3
δi j . (1.112)

Equation (1.111) is appropriate for fluids that may undergo arbitrarily large strains. In
chapter 6, we will consider viscoelastic materials and implicitly make the approximation that
displacement gradients remain small so that the rate of deformation tensor can be approx-
imated by the strain rate, Dij ≈ .

εi j . Constitutive equations for viscoelastic and poroelastic
materials will be introduced in chapters 6 and 10.

We will now return to the question of the number of equations and the number of
unknowns for an elasticmedium. If it is desirable to explicitly consider the displacements—for
example, if the boundary conditions are given in terms of displacement—then the kinematic
equations (1.4) can be used to eliminate the strains from Hooke’s law, leaving 10 unknowns
(three displacement, six stresses, and density) and 10 equations (three equilibrium equations,
six constitutive equations, and continuity). If, on the other hand, the boundary conditions are
given in terms of tractions, it may not be necessary to consider the displacements explicitly. In
this case, there are 13 variables (six stresses, six strains, and density). The governing equations
are: equilibrium (three), the constitutive equations (six), continuity (one), and compatibility
(three), leaving 13 equations and 13 unknowns.
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fi f 'i

T'i
Ti

ui
u'i

Figure 1.17. Two sets of body forces and surface tractions used to illustrate the reciprocal theorem. Left:
Unprimed system. Right: Primed system.

In general, solving 13 coupled partial differential equations can be a formidable task.
Fortunately, we can begin—in the next chapter—with a far simpler two-dimensional problem
that does a reasonably good job of describing deformation adjacent to long strike-slip faults.

1.9 Reciprocal Theorem
The Betti-Rayleigh reciprocal theorem is an important tool fromwhichmany useful results can be
derived. As one example, in chapter 3, the reciprocal theorem is employed to derive Volterra’s
formula, which gives the displacements due to slip on a general planar discontinuity in an
elastic medium. We will present a derivation of the reciprocal theorem here, following, for
example, Sokolnikoff (1983). Imagine two sets of self-equilibrating body forces and surface
tractions, fi , Ti and f ′

i , T
′
i , acting on the same body (figure 1.17). The unprimed forces and

tractions generate displacements, ui , whereas the primed generate u′
i , both unique to within

rigid body motions. We will consider the work done by forces and tractions in the unprimed
state acting through the displacements in the primed state:∫

A
Tiu′

idA+
∫
V

fiu′
idV =

∫
A
Tiu′

idA−
∫
V
σi j, j u′

idV, (1.113)

where we have rewritten the volume integral making use of the quasi-static equilibrium
equations (1.97). Use of the divergence theorem on the first integral on the right-hand side
leads to ∫

A
Tiu′

idA+
∫
V

fiu′
idV =

∫
V
(σi j u′

i ), jdV −
∫
V
σi j, j u′

idV,

=
∫
V
σi j u′

i, jdV,

=
∫
V
Ci jkluk,lu′

i, jdV, (1.114)

the last step resulting from application of Hooke’s law (1.100). You have seen that theCi jkl have
the symmetry Ci jkl = Ckli j , implying that the left-hand side of equation (1.114) is symmetric
with respect to primed and unprimed coordinates. In other words, we can interchange the
primed and unprimed states:

∫
A
Tiu′

idA+
∫
V

fiu′
idV =

∫
A
T ′
i uidA+

∫
V

f ′
i uidV. (1.115)
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Equation (1.115) is one form of the reciprocal theorem. It states that the work done by
the primed body forces and tractions acting through the unprimed displacements is equal
to the work done by the unprimed body forces and tractions acting through the primed
displacements.

1.10 Problems
1. (a) Derive expression (1.12) for the Almansi strain.

(b) Show that in terms of the displacement ui , the Almansi strain tensor is given by
equation (1.17).

2. Consider a line segment d̂x that lies in the (x1, x2) plane. Show that the elongation is
given by

�l
l

= ε11cos2 θ + 2ε12cos θ sin θ + ε22sin2 θ,

where θ is the orientation of the baseline with respect to the x1 axis. Given the strain ε11 ε12

ε21 ε22

 =

0.1 0.1

0.1 0.1

 ,
graph�l/ l between 0 and π . What is the meaning of themaximum andminimum?

3. Prove that a pure rotation involves no extension in any direction.
Hint: Replace ωi j for εi j in equation (1.18), and note the antisymmetry of ωi j .

4. Consider the rotation of a line segment due to strain. Derive an expression for�3 in terms
of the strain components. For simplicity, take dx to lie in the (x1, x2) plane:

dxT = (dx1, dx2, 0).

Draw diagrams showing that the sign of the rotation you compute for each strain compo-
nent makes sense physically.

5. Show formally that the principal strains are the extrema in the linear extension. Recall
from equation (1.18) that for small deformations,

�l
l0

= εi j xi xj

xkxk
.

To find the extrema, set the gradient of�l/ l0 with respect to xn to zero. First show that the
gradient is given by

∂ (�l/ l0)
∂xn

= 2εinxi
xkxk

−
(
εi j xi xj

xkxk

)
2xn
xmxm

. (1.116)

Notice that the quantity in parentheses, εi j xi xj/xkxk, is a scalar. It is the value of�l/ l0 at the
extremum, which we denote ε. Show that the condition that the gradient (1.116) vanish
leads to

(εin − εδin)xi = 0,
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Figure 1.18. Loma Prieta fault geometry. SAF = San Andreas fault; LPF = Loma Prieta fault.

thus demonstrating that the maximum andminimum elongations are the eigenvalues of
the strain.

6. In two dimensions, show that the principal strain directions θ are given by

tan 2θ = 2ε12
ε11 − ε22

,

where θ is measured counterclockwise from the x1 axis.
Hint: if you use an eigenvector approach, the following identity may be useful:

tan 2θ = 2 tan θ
1 − tan2 θ

.

However, other methods also lead to the same result.

7. This problem explores Hooke’s law for two-dimensional deformation. For plane strain
deformation, all strains in the 3-direction are assumed to be zero, ε13 = ε23 = ε33 = 0.

(a) Show that for this case, σ33 = ν(σ11 + σ22).

(b) Show that for plane strain, Hooke’s law (1.103) for an isotropic medium reduces to

2µεαβ = σαβ − ν(σ11 + σ22)δαβ α, β = 1, 2. (1.117)

(c) Show that for plane stress conditions σ13 = σ23 = σ33 = 0, Hooke’s law reduces to the
same form as in (b), but with ν replaced by ν/(1 + ν).

8. The M 6.9 1989 Loma Prieta, California, earthquake occurred with oblique slip on a fault
that strikes parallel to the SanAndreas fault (SAF) and dips to the southwest approximately
70 degrees (figure 1.18). We believe that the SAF last slipped in a purely right-lateral event,
in 1906, on a vertical fault plane. The problem is to find whether a uniform stress state
could drive pure, right-lateral, strike slip on a vertical fault and the observed oblique slip
on the parallel Loma Prieta fault (LPF).
The important points to note are that the SAF is vertical; the LPF dips to the southwest

(δ ≈ 70 degrees); slip in 1906 was pure, right-lateral, strike slip; and slip in 1989 was
uh = βuv, where uh is horizontal displacement, uv is vertical displacement, and β ≈ 1.4.
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Assume that the fault slips in the direction of the shear stress acting on the fault plane, so
that τh = βτv, where τh and τv are, respectively, the horizontal and vertical components of
the resolved shear stress on the LPF. You can assume that the intermediate principal stress,
σ2, is vertical.
Hint: Solve for τh and τv in terms of the principal stresses. The constraint that τh = βτv

will allow you to find a family of solutions (stress states) parameterized by

φ ≡ σ2 − σ3

σ1 − σ3
.

Note that

φ → 1 as σ2 → σ1,

φ → 0 as σ2 → σ3,

and thus 0 < φ < 1. Express the family of admissible stress states in terms of φ as a function
of θ .

9. Use the strain-displacement equations (1.4) and the isotropic form of Hooke’s law (1.103)
to show that the quasi-static equilibrium equations (1.97) can be written as

µ∇2ui + (λ+ µ)
∂uk,k

∂xi
+ ρ fi = 0. (1.118)

These equations are known as the Navier form of the equilibrium equations in elasticity
theory.

10. Consider a solid elastic bodywith volumeV and surface S with unit normal ni . Tractions Ti
are applied to the S; in general, they are nonuniform and may be zero in places. We want
to find the volume change

�V =
∫
S
uinids,

where ui is the displacement. Use the reciprocal theorem to show that the volume change
can be computed by

�V = 1
3K

∫
S
Ti xids,

where K is the bulk modulus.
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2
Dislocation Models of Strike-Slip Faults

In this chapter, we will begin by considering a simple two-dimensional model of a very long
strike-slip fault (figure 2.1). We consider a homogeneous, linear elastic half-space. The fault is
taken to be infinitely long in the x3 direction, and the deformation is antiplane strain. This
means that the only nonzero displacement is parallel to the fault in the x3 direction, and
it varies only in the plane perpendicular to the fault. That is, u3 varies only with x1 and x2,
u(x) = u3(x1, x2)ê3. As a starting point, we will consider the slip to be uniform with depth
along the fault. Later, wewill consider themore realistic situation inwhich the slip varies with
depth.

2.1 Full-Space Solution
We will begin by ignoring the earth’s surface and considering a fault in a full-space. The
solution for a half-space is then rather easily constructed. Notice from figure 2.1 that the
displacement field is discontinuous across the fault surface; the x2, x3 plane. A surface of
imposed displacement discontinuity is known as a dislocation. In the antiplane geometry, the
displacement traces a helical motion around the dislocation (figure 2.2), which is therefore
known as a screw dislocation. The line parallel to the x3 directionwhere the displacement jumps
discontinuously from zero to some value s is the dislocation line. The half-plane of the fault,
x1 = 0, x2 > 0, is the dislocation surface.

The boundary condition at the dislocation is that the displacement discontinuity across the
dislocation surface is equal to the fault slip, s. Adopting a radial coordinate system centered on
the dislocation line (the x3 axis),

u3(θ = 2π) − u3(θ = 0) = s. (2.1)

x2
x1

x3

Figure 2.1. Infinitely long strike-slip fault. The fault lies in the plane normal to x1, with slip in the x3
direction. The earth’s surface is the plane x2 = 0. In this illustration, slip tapers with depth. This chapter
begins with the case in which slip is uniform with depth.
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X3X3

X2

X1

s

θ

Figure 2.2. Screw dislocation, with dislocation line along x3. The slip vector s shows the displacement
of the back surface with respect to the front; the indicated slip is left-lateral.

In antiplane strain, there are only two nonzero strains, which from equations (1.4) are

ε13 = 1
2
∂u3

∂x1
,

ε23 = 1
2
∂u3

∂x2
. (2.2)

Hooke’s law for a homogeneous, isotropic elastic material (1.103) is

σi j = 2µεi j + λεkkδi j . (2.3)

In the antiplane case, there are only two nonzero stresses, corresponding to the shear strains
(2.2):

σ13 = µ
∂u3

∂x1
,

σ23 = µ
∂u3

∂x2
. (2.4)

The stresses must satisfy the equilibrium equations (1.97). Neglecting inertial terms—that
is, equivalent to assuming that the displacements develop slowly compared to elastic wave
speeds—and body forces fi , including gravity, we have

∂σi j

∂xj
= 0. (2.5)

While in general there are three equilibrium equations, in the antiplane case, two are solved
automatically, and there is only one nontrivial equation:

∂σ31

∂x1
+ ∂σ32

∂x2
= 0. (2.6)
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Substituting the stresses (2.4) into the equilibrium equation (2.6) yields

∂2u3

∂x21
+ ∂2u3

∂x22
= ∇2u3(x1, x2) = 0. (2.7)

The displacement field satisfies Laplace’s equation. This is a general result for antiplane
elasticity problems. Note that since the solution is written in terms of the displacement, it
is not necessary to introduce the compatibility equations.

From figure 2.2, we notice that the displacement increases smoothly with θ except at the
dislocation surface. Thus, onemight guess a solution of the form

u3 = ± sθ
2π
. (2.8)

Note from equation (2.8) that u3 increments by ±s, as θ varies from 0 to 2π . In the following,
we will adopt the −s solution, making the sense of slip opposite to that shown in figure 2.2.
Changing the signof s simply reverses the sense of slip. For equation (2.8) to be a valid solution,
it must match the boundary conditions and satisfy the equilibrium equations. Equation (2.8)
was in fact constructed to satisfy the boundary condition (2.1). To see whether it also satisfies
the equilibrium equations, write Laplace’s equation in polar coordinates:

∇2u3 = ∂2u3

∂r 2
+ 1

r
∂u3

∂r
+ 1

r 2
∂2u3

∂θ2
. (2.9)

In this form, it is clear that∇2u3 = 0. Thus, equation (2.8) satisfies the governing equation and
the slip boundary condition on the fault surface. If we had not recalled the Laplacian in polar
coordinates, we could also check that equation (2.8) satisfies equation (2.7) by converting the
displacements to Cartesian coordinates:

u3 = − sθ
2π

= − s
2π

tan−1
(
x1
x2

)
. (2.10)

The relevant partial derivatives are

∂u3

∂x1
= − s

2π
x2

x21 + x22
,

∂u3

∂x2
= s

2π
x1

x21 + x22
. (2.11)

A further differentiation of equation (2.11) verifies that the equilibrium equations are indeed
satisfied.

Solution (2.8) satisfies equilibriumand the boundary conditions on the dislocation surface.
What about the stress far from the dislocation—that is, as r → ∞? The stresses can be found
from equations (2.4) and (2.11):

σ23 = µ
∂u3

∂x2
= sµ

2π
x1

x21 + x22
= sµ

2π
sin θ
r

, (2.12)

σ13 = µ
∂u3

∂x1
= −sµ

2π
x2

x21 + x22
= −sµ

2π
cos θ
r

. (2.13)
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x2 = –d

x2 = d
r

x2

x1

r2

r1

α

Figure 2.3. Dislocation dipole. A pair of oppositely signed dislocations are located at x2 = −d and
x2 = +d, causing uniform slip in the enclosed interval.

Notice that the stresses decay as 1/r from the dislocation line, not the dislocation surface. It is
the dislocation line that is the source of strain, not the dislocation surface.

Wewill next consider slip extending over a finite interval in the x2 direction. This solution is
easily obtained summing the solutions for two oppositely signed dislocations. The governing
differential equation (2.7) is linear. Thus, if two displacement fields u(1) and u(2) independently
solve equation (2.7)—that is, ∇2u(1) = 0 and ∇2u(2) = 0—their sum also satisfies the equation
∇2(u(1) + u(2)) = 0. This is known as the principle of superposition. In particular, add a screw
dislocation at depth x2 = −d and an oppositely signed screw dislocation at depth x2 = +d
(figure 2.3). A dislocation at x2 = d is obtained by replacing x2 with x2 − d in equation (2.10).
This leads to

u3 = −s
2π

[
tan−1

(
x1

x2 + d

)
− tan−1

(
x1

x2 − d

)]
. (2.14)

The stress due to slip over the finite interval is thus

σ13 = −sµ
2π

(
x2 + d
r 21

− x2 − d
r 22

)
, (2.15)

where the distance from the lower dislocation is r 21 = x21 + (x2 + d)2, and the distance from the
upper dislocation is r 22 = x21 + (x2 − d)2. On the plane of the fault, x1 = 0, this becomes

σ13(x1 = 0) = sµd
π(x22 − d2)

= sµd
π(x2 − d)(x2 + d)

(2.16)

(see figure 2.4). Note that equation (2.16) gives the change in stress due to slip on the fault. The
total stress is the sum of any preexisting stresses and the changes due to fault slip. As expected,
the stress change is negative inside the slipping zone and positive outside this region. We
interpret the negative stress as a decrease relative to some initial state and the positive stresses
as a stress increase. Physically, it makes sense for fault slip to relax the stress. Because the
slip changes discontinuously from s to 0, the strains, and thus stresses, are infinite at the
dislocation line. Note from equations (2.12) and (2.13) that the dislocation stresses have a 1/r
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Figure 2.4. Stress change due to a pair of dislocations at x2 = −1 and x2 = +1.

singularity. For a finite fault represented by a pair of dislocations, the stress is singular both
inside and outside the fault, as seen in figure 2.4 and equation (2.16), where x2 − d and x2 + d
measure the distance from each end of the fault.

For a pair of dislocations (a dipole), representing slip over a finite interval in x2, the far-field
stress decays more rapidly with distance than it does for a single dislocation. To see this, first
note that from equation (2.13), the stress resulting from a dislocation at x2 = −d is

σ13 = − sµ
2π

[
x2 + d

x21 + (x2 + d)2

]
. (2.17)

For slip due to a pair of oppositely signed dislocations, one at d and a second at slightly greater
depth d +�d, the stress is thus

σ13 = − sµ
2π

[
x2 + d +�d

x21 + (x2 + d +�d)2
− x2 + d

x21 + (x2 + d)2

]
. (2.18)

Noticing that in the limit as�d → 0, this is the formal definition of a differential, we canwrite
the stress as

σ13 = − sµ�d
2π

∂

∂d

[
x2 + d

x21 + (x2 + d)2

]
,

= −M0

2π
cos(2α)

r 2
, (2.19)

where M0 is the seismic moment (see chapter 3) per unit length of fault; M0 = µs�d,
the product of the shear modulus, the slip, and the fault area per unit length in the x3
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x2 = d

Dislocation

Image dislocation

x2 = –d

Figure 2.5. Dislocation at x2 = −d, and image dislocation at x2 = d.

direction; and α is the angle between the x1 axis and the vector pointing from the center of
the dislocation dipole to the observation point, as in figure 2.3. In summary, the dislocation
stresses decay proportional to 1/r in two dimensions, and the stresses due to a dislocation
dipole, in two dimensions, as 1/r 2, as long as r � �d.

2.2 Half-Space Solution
To a reasonable approximation, no stress is transmitted between the solid earth and the
atmosphere. We will thus model the earth’s surface as one across which the shear and normal
tractions vanish. Furthermore, if all of the relevant length scales in the problem are small
compared with the earth’s radius, we are able to ignore earth curvature and model the free
surface as planar. Here, the free surface is taken to be x2 = 0, so the governing equations
must be satisfied for all x2 < 0. For antiplane strain problems, the half-space solution is easily
constructed using themethod of images.

What are the stresses acting on the surface x2 = 0 due to a dislocation in a full-space at
x2 = −d? The only nonzero stress acting on the surface is σ23, and from equation (2.12),

σ23 = sµ
2π

x1
x21 + (x2 + d)2

, (2.20)

σ23(x2 = 0) = sµ
2π

x1
x21 + d2

. (2.21)

Clearly, a single dislocation itself does not satisfy the free-surface boundary condition. The
remedy is to add a (fictitious) image dislocation at x2 = d with opposite sign, equidistant
from the putative free surface (figure 2.5). We must ensure that the image dislocation surface
is restricted to the region x2 > 0 so that it does not generate discontinuities within the earth
(x2 < 0). Note that in figure 2.5, the actual dislocation points along the negative x2 axis. In
section 2.5, you will see that changing the direction of the dislocation surface 180 degrees
reverses the sense of slip, so that by comparing to figure 2.2, it is in fact the −s solution that is
shown in figure 2.5.
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The σ23 stress due to the dislocation and its image is

σ23 = sµ
2π

[
x1

x21 + (x2 + d)2
− x1

x21 + (x2 − d)2

]
, (2.22)

so the stress on the surface x2 = 0 is

σ23(x2 = 0) = sµ
2π

(
x1

x21 + d2
− x1

x21 + d2

)
= 0. (2.23)

By summing the contribution from the dislocation and its image, the free-surface boundary
condition is now satisfied. The displacements due to the dislocation and its image are given by

u3 = −s
2π

[
tan−1

(
x1

x2 + d

)
− tan−1

(
x1

x2 − d

)]
. (2.24)

We can now construct a solution for slip over a finite interval in a half-space by summing the
contributions from twodislocations and their respective images. In particular, assume that slip
is uniform from depth d2 to depth d1, where |d1| > |d2|. Using the principle of superposition,

u3 = −s
2π

tan−1
(

x1
x2 + d1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

deep dislocation

− tan−1
(

x1
x2 − d1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

deep image

− tan−1
(

x1
x2 + d2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

shallow dislocation

+ tan−1
(

x1
x2 − d2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

shallow image

 .

(2.25)

Displacements on the free surface are of particular interest, since this is where data is collected:

u3(x2 = 0) = −s
π

[
tan−1

(
x1
d1

)
− tan−1

(
x1
d2

)]
. (2.26)

In the next sections, we will consider two limiting cases of this result.

2.2.1 Coseismic Faulting
Let the shallow dislocation come to the surface—that is, d2 → 0. This describes uniform slip
from the surface to depth d1 (figure 2.6). First note that

lim
d2→0

tan−1
(
x1
d2

)
= π

2
sgn(x1), (2.27)

so that

u3(x2 = 0) = −s
π

[
tan−1

(
x1
d1

)
− π

2
sgn(x1)

]
. (2.28)

Now notice that

tan−1
(
x1
d1

)
+ tan−1

(
d1
x1

)
= π

2
sgn(x1), (2.29)
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Figure 2.6. Dislocation slips from the earth’s surface to depth d1 = 10 km. Displacements are directed
in and out of the page but are plotted to simulate a three-dimensional perspective.

so that

u3(x2 = 0) = s
π

tan−1
(
d1
x1

)
, (2.30)

which holds for all values of x1 (figure 2.7). We can now compute the shear strain, ex-
cept at the fault trace (x1 = 0), where the displacements are discontinuous and therefore
nondifferentiable:

ε13 = 1
2
∂u3

∂x1
= −s

2πd1

 1

1 +
(
x1
d1

)2

 . (2.31)

Note that the coseismic strain, or strain change in large strike-slip earthquakes (equation
[2.31]), is everywhere negative. That is because earthquakes release shear strain, as expected.
The maximum strain, which occurs at the fault trace, is −s/2πd1. Note that the displacement
at the fault trace is discontinuous, so the strain theremust be defined at x1 = ±δ in the limit as
δ tends to zero. The strain change decays with distance from the fault such that themagnitude
of the strain is half the maximumwhen x1 = d1 (figure 2.7).

2.2.2 Interseismic Deformation
Now let the deep dislocation go to infinity, d1 → ∞. In this case, the fault is locked from
the surface to depth d2 but slips by a constant amount below that depth (figure 2.8).
This was proposed by Savage and Burford (1970) as a first-order model of interseismic
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Figure 2.7. Coseismic displacement and strain.

deformation—that is, deformation between large plate rupturing events—on the San Andreas
fault. In this limit, the displacement is

u3(x2 = 0) = s
π

tan−1
(
x1
d2

)
. (2.32)
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Figure 2.8. Fault is locked from the earth’s surface to depth d2 = 3 km. Displacements are directed in
and out of the page but are plotted to simulate a three-dimensional perspective.
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Figure 2.9. Interseismic displacement and strain.

Differentiating equation (2.32) with respect to time yields the surface velocity v3. If the
geometry is time-invariant—that is, if the depth d2 does not change with time,

v3(x2 = 0) =
.s
π

tan−1
(
x1
d2

)
, (2.33)

where .s = ds/dt is the fault slip rate. Note from equation (2.33) and figure 2.9 that the velocity
far from the fault is equal to half the fault slip rate.

Differentiating equation (2.33) with respect to the spatial coordinate perpendicular to the
fault yields the shear strain rate at the free surface:

.
ε13 = 1

2
∂v3

∂x1
=

.s
2πd2

 1

1 +
(
x1
d2

)2

 . (2.34)

Notice that the shear strain rate is everywhere positive; thus, shear strain accumulates on the
fault between earthquakes. In fact, the interseismic strain (2.34) is exactly equal in magnitude
and opposite in sign to the coseismic strain (2.31) if the cumulative deep slip integrated over
the time between earthquakes is equal to the coseismic slip (figure 2.10). Thus, after a complete
earthquake cycle, there is no strain in the intervening blocks, simply rigid block translation of
the two sides of the fault.

It is important to note that, as mentioned earlier, the deformation is caused by the dislo-
cation line and not by the dislocation surface. The implication of this is that the deformation
field at the surface is independent of the dip of the fault, if the slip on the fault is spatially
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Figure 2.10. Interseismic displacement plus coseismic displacement equals the long-term fault motion.
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Figure 2.11. The surface displacements and strain are independent of the dip of the dislocation surface
for a single screw dislocation.

uniform and extends to infinite depth, as long as the fault does not breach the surface. In
particular, the deformation at the surface is the same whether the fault plane is vertical (as we
havemodeled it) or horizontal. A horizontal dislocationmight represent a zone of decoupling.
Our results show, unfortunately, thatwe cannot distinguish between thesemodels on the basis
of surface displacement or strain for infinitely long strike-slip faults (figure 2.11).

There is an alternative perspective on interseismic deformation that is commonly used in
both elastic and viscoelasticmodels. One can consider that over the long term, the faultmoves
in essentially rigid block motion, with no strain outside a narrow fault zone. Between large
earthquakes, the upper part of the fault is locked. Kinematically, this can be accomplished by
starting with rigid block motion and superimposing back slip at a rate equal to the long-term
slip rate on the seismogenic part of the fault. From equation (2.30), the velocity is thus

v3(x2 = 0) =
.s
2
sgn(x1) −

.s
π

tan−1
(

d
x1

)
,

=
.s
π

tan−1
( x1
d

)
, (2.35)

using the identity in equation (2.29). The back-slip model yields the same result for the
interseismic velocity derived previously (2.33) for a steadily creeping dislocation extending
infinitely below locking depth d.

2.2.3 Postseismic Slip
Last, consider buried slip with d1 > d2. Thatcher (1975) modeled postseismic deformation
along the San Andreas fault assuming slip over a confined interval beneath the coseismic
rupture surface. During an earthquake, stress decreases along the slipping fault and is shed
to the lower part of the fault. If the fault in the lower crust creeps in response to the imposed
stress, there may be transient buried slip. This model is a very simple representation of that
process. More realistic models, which account for stress-driven frictional creep or distributed
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Figure 2.12. Postseismic displacement and strain.

viscoelastic deformation, will be considered in later chapters. This present model is useful
primarily because of its simplicity.

For confined slip between depths d1 and d2, the displacements at the free surface are

u3(x2 = 0) = −s
π

[
tan−1

(
x1
d1

)
− tan−1

(
x1
d2

)]
, (2.36)

while the surface strains are

ε13 = s
2π

(
d2

d2
2 + x21

.− d1
d2
1 + x21

)
. (2.37)

Note that the strain, for buried slip, undergoes a sign change (figure 2.12), being positive
near the fault and negative away from the fault. This feature turns out to be characteristic of
deformation occurring over a finite depth interval. It is common to more sophisticated and
realistic models of postseismic deformation.

2.3 Distributed Slip
We can use the results in the previous section to derive a general expression for deformation
due to an arbitrary distribution of fault slip with depth. Consider the case where slip is
confined to the interval from d to d +�d:

u3(x2 = 0) = −s
π

[
tan−1

(
x1

d +�d

)
− tan−1

( x1
d

)]
. (2.38)
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Figure 2.13. Horizontal components of the coseismic displacements during the 17 August 1999 Izmit,
Turkey, earthquake. Dashed line indicates the rupture zone of the earthquake. Data from Reilinger et al.
(2000).

Noticing that in the limit as�d → 0, this is the formal definition of a differential, we canwrite
the displacement due to slip over�d as

u3(x1, x2 = 0) = −s�d
π

∂

∂d
tan−1

( x1
d

)
, (2.39)

= s�d
π

x1
x21 + d2

. (2.40)

Thus, the displacement due to an arbitrary distribution of slip with depth, s(ξ ), is

u3(x1, x2 = 0) = 1
π

∫ ∞

0
s(ξ )

x1
x21 + ξ2

dξ. (2.41)

The forward problem, predicting the surface displacements at x1 given the slip distribution
s(ξ ), is solved simply by integrating. Commonly, we have measured displacements at the
earth’s surface and want to determine as much as possible about the distribution of slip
at depth in the earth. This inverse problem, estimating s(ξ ) from measured values of
u3(x1, x2 = 0), was addressed byMatthews and Segall (1993) among others.

2.4 Application to the San Andreas and Other Strike-Slip Faults
The simplemodels explored in this chapter can be compared to actual displacements recorded
in large strike-slip earthquakes. Displacements during the 17 August 1999, Izmit, Turkey,
earthquake, a magnitude 7.5 event, were precisely measured using Global Positioning System
(GPS) receivers. The horizontal components of the displacements during the earthquake are
shown in figure 2.13. The earthquake rupture was approximately 150 km long, hardly infinite.
However, if we focus on measurements made near the central part of the east–west trending
rupture, end effects can beminimized.
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Figure 2.14. Coseismic displacements during the 17 August 1999 Izmit, Turkey, earthquake. Data from
Reilinger et al. (2000). The fault parallel (east–west) component of the displacement is plotted as a
function of (north–south) distance perpendicular to the fault. Only stations near the middle of the
rupture are plotted to minimize effects of the fault ends. Also shown is the prediction of the simple
infinitely long screw dislocation equation (2.30), with slip of 3.6 m and a fault depth of 8 km.

Figure 2.14 shows the fault-parallel (east–west) displacements as a function of north–
south distance perpendicular to the fault. Also shown is the prediction from a simple two-
dimensional screw dislocation extending from the earth’s surface to a depth of 8 km with
3.6 m of slip. It is quite remarkable that this exceedingly simple model fits the data so well.
A three-dimensional model is required to fit the observations more accurately. Inversions of
the GPS measurements, which allow the slip to vary in magnitude over the fault plane, yield
a maximum slip of 5.7 m and an average slip of 3.6 m over the central 75 km of the rupture
(Reilinger et al. 2000).

We can also use the results of this chapter to estimate the interseismic slip rate on the San
Andreas fault and the depth to which the fault is locked between earthquakes—the so-called
locking depth. A summary of strain-rate data shown in Figure 2.15, fromThatcher (1990), shows
a broad zone of shearing centered on the SanAndreas fault.We can interpret the data using the
simple model of a single-screw dislocation slipping at a constant rate given in equation (2.34).
This equation shows that the shear strain drops to half its peak value at a distance d from the
fault. From the figure, we estimate that half-width to be approximately 30 km. Given this, the
interseismic slip rate .s is given by

.s = πd(2.ε13)max. (2.42)

The data show a maximum engineering shear strain rate, (2.ε13)max, of approximately 5 × 10−7

1/yr. This leads to a slip rate of roughly 4.7 cm/yr.
These estimates are higher than our best current estimates. The main reason is that, in

most places in California, there is not a single fault butmultiple parallel faults. This causes the
strain to be spread out over a broader area than would be predicted from a single dislocation
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Figure 2.15. Shear strain rate as a function of distance from the San Andreas fault. In this figure, the
strain rate is given in engineering strain, which is twice the tensor strain used in this text. (Light symbols,
southern California, dark symbols, northern California.) After Thatcher (1990).

and biases to large values the locking depth. Overestimating d also causes the slip rate to be
overestimated.

The slip rate .s is estimated to be closer to 3.5 cm/yr, from both geologic and geodetic
studies in the central creeping section of the San Andreas.With this slip rate and the observed
maximum shear strain rate of 5 × 10−7 1/yr, we estimate d to be approximately 20 km.

One can do a better job by considering measurements from a more limited geographic
region. The Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) has produced a crustal velocity
field using GPS, Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), and Electronic Distance Meter
(EDM) measurements. The GPS data span the time interval 1986 to 1997 and consist of
a mixture of episodic campaign measurements and continuously recording stations. VLBI
measurements at 10 southern California sites were collected between 1980 and 1994, whereas
the EDM surveys were conducted predominantly from 1970 to 1992.

In order to isolate a relatively simple part of the San Andreas fault system, we focus on
data from the Carrizo Plain section, north of the Big Bend in the San Andreas (figure 2.16).
In this region, the San Andreas fault trace is relatively straight and simple. Also the area is
not complicated by additional faults, except perhaps in the Santa Maria basin. The velocity
vectors, which are displayed in a North America fixed reference frame, are very nearly parallel
to the San Andreas and increase in magnitude from east to west.

In order to model these velocities, we need to account for the fact that the data and
model are in different reference frames. The data are in a North America fixed frame; sites on
stable North America are expected to have zero motion. The model given by equation (2.33),
however, predicts half the motion on one side of the fault, and half on the other side. By
symmetry, the fault trace has zero velocity. Onemust account for this difference in comparing
themodel predictions to measured velocities.
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Figure 2.17 shows a profile of the fault-parallel component of velocity perpendicular to
the trend of the San Andreas fault. The San Andreas is located at x = 0. Also shown is
the theoretical prediction from equation (2.33) for a fault-locking depth of 20 km and a slip
rate of 39.5 mm/yr. While there are significant misfits at points farthest from the fault, the
comparison between the observations and the prediction of the simple model is satisfactory.
Discrepancies could result from larger than expected observational errors or defects in the
model, such as additional deformation sources, nonuniformelastic properties, or complexities
in fault geometry, to name a few. We will revisit these data in chapter 12 in the context of
viscoelastic earthquake cycle models. With these models, the surface velocity field can be fit
with slip rates consistent with paleoseismic observations and locking depths consistent with
the depths of major strike-slip earthquakes in California.

2.5 Displacement at Depth
The displacements within the earth can be computed from equation (2.25). Care must be
taken when evaluating the tan−1 functions because they are discontinuous. Mathematically,
the discontinuities are referred to as branch cuts. Wemust ensure that the branch cuts occur on
the fault surface and not elsewhere.

First, recall that figure 2.2 defined the dislocation to extend along the positive x2 axis, with
the angle θ measured positive clockwise from x2. Looking from above the fault, the +sθ/2π
solution is left-lateral, with the negative x1 side moving in the positive x3 direction. Add a
right-lateral rigid body offset along the fault with slip that exactly negates the slip due to the
dislocation for x2 > 0 (figure 2.18). The sum is a right-lateral dislocation that extends along the
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Figure 2.17. Velocity profile across the San Andreas fault. Fault-parallel component of velocity for
the stations shown in figure 2.16. Error bars are one standard deviation. The San Andreas fault is
approximately located at x = 0. Also shown is the predicted velocity of an infinitely long buried screw
dislocation from equation (2.33) for a fault-locking depth of 20 km and a slip rate of 39.5 mm/yr.
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Figure 2.18. Definition of branch cuts for a strike-slip fault. Figure on the left shows the dislocation
extending along the positive x2 axis. Addition of rigid body slip of opposite sign cancels the slip in the
domain x2 > 0 and generates an oppositely signed dislocation for x2 < 0.

negative x2 axis. Thus, flipping the dislocation plane 180 degrees changes the sense of slip on
the fault. For example, for a buried dislocation extending in the negative x2 direction, its image
dislocation extending in the positive x2 direction, as in figure 2.5, has the same sense of slip,
since changing the orientation of the plane 180 degrees is equivalent to changing the sense
of slip.

For the dislocation extending along the negative x2 direction, the branch cut is located at
θ = π , so we must define the argument of the function θ to be −π < θ < π . Figure 2.19 shows
the branch cuts for a buried dislocation between depths d1 and d2. Numerical calculations
that compute the displacements in the body should use an arctangent function that takes two
arguments and produces the correct sign to represent an angle in each of the four quadrants.
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Figure 2.19. Definition of branch cuts (wavy lines) for a strike-slip fault in a half-plane.

Figures 2.6 and 2.8 show the displacement field for uniform-slip dislocations. Notice that
the displacements decay quite rapidly below the dislocation and with distance away from the
dislocation.

2.6 Summary and Perspective
It isworth reviewing the approach and assumptionsmade in this chapter.We assumed that the
earth could bemodeled as ahomogeneous, isotropic, elastic half-space.Our simple faultmodel
involved specifying the displacement on the fault surface. For two-dimensional antiplane
geometry, as might approximate a very long strike-slip fault, we found that the displacements
must satisfy Laplace’s equation. Solutions in a full-space are easily constructed, and half-space
solutions are then found using themethod of images. The displacements at the free surface are
found to follow the familiar tan−1 distribution,with argument either x/d or d/x, depending on
whether the fault is locked or slipping at the earth’s surface.

The limitations to these simple models are manifold. The main benefits of the results
developed in this chapter are their simplicity and the fact that to first order, they fit some
geodetic observations quite well. However, faults are never infinitely long, and wemay be very
interested in effects near the end of an earthquake rupture. Three-dimensional dislocations
will be the subject of chapter 3. Furthermore, we have so far ignored the earth’s curvature and
topography; this will be considered in chapter 8. The earth is not homogeneous and isotropic,
nor perfectly elastic, for thatmatter. Methods for determining elastic fields due to dislocations
in heterogeneous earthmodels are discussed in chapter 5. The effects of viscoelastic relaxation
are described in chapter 6. Last, we should note that by specifying the fault slip, we are unable
to say anything about how that slip comes about. A more complete description of faulting
involves specifying a constitutive law for the fault surface, or fault zone, and then computing
how the slip develops as a function of time for some loading geometry (as in chapter 11). As
a first step in that direction, we will consider crack models in which the stress change (stress
drop) on the fault surface is specified in chapter 4.

In the next chapter, we will begin by deriving dislocation solutions for two-dimensional
dip-slip faults and faults in three dimensions.
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2.7 Problems
1. Show that the stress due to a pair of screw dislocations is proportional to cos(2θ)/r 2, as in

equation (2.19).

2. Use the principle of superposition to derive expressions for the surface velocity and strain
rate for two parallel faults that are locked from the earth’s surface to some depth d. The first
fault is located at x1 = ζ1 and has slip rate .s1, and the second fault is located at x1 = ζ2,
with slip-rate .s2. Generalize this to an arbitrary number of faults. This simple model can
be compared to geodetic measurements collected across the San Andreas fault system in
northern California.

3. Show that the surface displacements for a slip distribution that varies linearly with depth as
s(ξ ) = s0(1 − ξ/D) are given by

u3(x1, x2 = 0) = s0
π

[
tan−1

(
D
x1

)
− x1

2D
log

(
D2 + x21

x21

)]
. (2.43)

4. Prove that for a single screw dislocation buried in an elastic half-space that does not cut
the free surface, the displacement field at the free surface is independent of the dip of the
dislocation plane (see figure 2.11).

5. Write a script to plot the interseismic displacements within the earth due to an infinitely
long, buried nonvertical strike-slip fault. Include the contributions from the image sources
so that the plane x2 = 0 is traction free.
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3
Dip-Slip Faults and Dislocations in
Three Dimensions

In chapter 2, we developed methods for analyzing very long strike-slip faults. This chapter
begins by deriving expressions for infinitely long thrust and normal faults, as shown in
figure 3.1, and eventually presents methods for computing displacements for general three-
dimensional dislocations.

The fault shown in figure 3.1 is understood to extend indefinitely in and out of the page. In
this case, the displacements are restricted to the x1, x2 plane—that is, u3 = 0. Furthermore, the
remaining displacement components do not vary in the x3 direction: ∂u1/∂x3 = ∂u2/∂x3 = 0.
The resulting state of deformation is one of plane strain.

Plane-strain problems are significantlymore complex than antiplane problems. To see why,
consider the governing equations. First, we have the kinematic equations relating displace-
ment and strain (1.4). For plane strain, these are ε11 = u1,1, ε22 = u2,2, and ε12 = (u1,2 + u2,1)/2,
where, as usual, the comma indicates differentiationwith respect to spatial coordinates. All the
other strain components are zero. Similarly, there are three independent stress components,
σ11, σ12, and σ22. The stress acting normal to the x3 plane, σ33, is determined by the constraint
that ε33 = 0.

For plane strain, there are two independent equilibrium equations (1.97) as opposed to only
one for antiplane strain. There are thus eight unknowns (twodisplacements, three stresses, and
three strains) to be solved for using the three kinematic equations, two equilibrium equations,
and three nontrivial constitutive equations. Using Hooke’s law (1.103) and the kinematic
equations (1.4) relating strain to displacement (as in problem 9 in chapter 1) results in the
two Navier equilibrium equations for the two independent displacement components:

µ∇2u1 + (λ+ µ)
∂uk,k

∂x1
+ f1 = 0,

µ∇2u2 + (λ+ µ)
∂uk,k

∂x2
+ f2 = 0. k = 1, 2. (3.1)

x1

x2

Figure 3.1. Infinitely long dip-slip fault.
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x1

x2

x3

∆u

Figure 3.2. Geometry for edge dislocation, generated by slip of an amount �u parallel to the
dislocation surface.

Equations (3.1) are more difficult to solve than Laplace’s equation for the antiplane strain
case. Notice that they represent two coupled differential equations in two unknowns u1 and
u2. Solution to plane-strain problems in a full-space can be found, writing equations in terms
of stress, using either Airy’s stress functions (e.g., Timoshenko and Goodier 1970) or complex
potential methods (Muskhelishvili 1975; Sokolnikoff 1983; Barber 1992).

The solution in the half-space is again somewhat more complex. In plane strain, there are
two stress components that exert tractions on the surface x2 = 0: a normal stress, σ22, and
a shear stress, σ12. It is straightforward to show that an image source does not cancel both
components of the traction vector acting on the free surface. One can introduce an image to
remove one component of the traction, but it has the effect of doubling the other. It is possible
to usehigher order images to cancel the second traction component or to use Fourier transform
or othermethods to find a tractiondistribution that exactly cancels the remaining stress acting
on the putative free surface.

Rather than follow either of these approaches, we will derive a general method, Volterra’s
formula, that allows us to directly compute the displacements from an arbitrary dislocation
surface. The reason for adopting this approach is that it readily generalizes to three dimen-
sions, whereas the other approaches may not. In particular, it is possible to directly integrate
to obtain the displacements as long as the elastostatic Green’s functions for the medium are
known. Fortunately, the Green’s functions are well known for two- and three-dimensional,
homogeneous, isotropic half-spaces, and our efforts are therefore considerably reduced over
other methods.

In terms of dislocations, dip-slip faults in two dimensions are described by edge dislocations.
Consider figure 3.2, in which the dislocation line is again parallel to the x3 axis. The edge
dislocation is generated by cutting the half-plane (x2 = 0, x1 > 0) and displacing it parallel
to the dislocation surface, but perpendicular to the dislocation line. (Recall that for the screw
dislocation, the displacement was parallel to the dislocation line.)

An edge dislocation can also be created by cutting the material and displacing the cut
perpendicular to the dislocation surface. In figure 3.3, the medium has been cut along the
positive x2 axis, and a semi-infinite slab of material with thickness �u has been inserted and
welded into place. In this way, a pair of edge dislocations can be employed as a simple two-
dimensionalmodel of a volcanic dike or sill (see chapter 7).While not obvious fromfigures 3.2
and 3.3, the stresses generated by the two different edge dislocations are in fact the same (see
problem 5).

3.1 Volterra’s Formula
Our derivation, following Steketee (1958) and Savage (1980), is based on the reciprocal theo-
rem (1.115). Take the unprimed system to be a dislocation in a body with displacements u(F )
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x1

x2

x3

∆u

Figure 3.3. Edge dislocation generated by cutting along the positive x2 axis and inserting a half-plane
of material with uniform thickness �u.

n+
u(F)

n– Σ

u(PF)

f

Figure 3.4. Definition sketch for Volterra’s formula.

and tractions σ (F )
i j nj acting on the fault surface � (figure 3.4). Let the primed system be an

isolated point force, f (P F ), associated with displacements u(P F ) and tractions σ (P F )
i j nj acting

on �. We represent the point force of unit magnitude as a Dirac delta function (figure 3.5) at x
acting in the k direction as δikδ(x − ξ ). Application of the reciprocal theorem (1.115) leads to

∫
V

f (P F )
i u(F )

i dV +
∫
�

u(F )
i σ

(P F )
i j njdA =

∫
�

u(P F )
i σ

(F )
i j njdA. (3.2)

Consider the first integral. Integration over the delta function yields the displacement at x:∫
V
u(F )
i (ξ )δikδ(x − ξ )dV(ξ ) = u(F )

k (x). (3.3)

Next consider the second integral on the left-hand side, which we break into two halves, one
above the dislocation with unit normal n+ and one below the dislocation with unit normal
n−. Note that the normals always point out of the body. The fault displacements u(F )

i are
discontinuous across the boundary, whereas the stresses due to the point force are continuous.
Thus, taking n = n− = −n+,

∫
�

u(F )
i σ

(P F )
i j njdA(ξ ) =

∫
�

u−(F )
i σ

(P F )
i j njdA(ξ ) −

∫
�

u+(F )
i σ

(P F )
i j njdA(ξ ),

= −
∫
�

(u+(F )
i − u−(F )

i )σ (P F )
i j njdA(ξ ),

= −
∫
�

siσ
(P F )
i j njdA(ξ ), (3.4)
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Figure 3.5. Dirac delta function (top) and its spatial derivative (bottom) as the limit of a Gaussian
distribution, with standard deviation σ in the limit σ → 0. Curves are drawn for σ = 0.5, 0.25, and 0.1.
Gaussian distributions are normalized to unit area; the delta function, which can be defined as a limit
of such distributions, thus has unit area but vanishes for all x �= 0. The derivative of the delta function,
found from the same limiting process, is equal to a pair of oppositely signed impulses.

where the displacement discontinuity vector, si , is defined as the difference in displacement
between the upper and lower dislocation faces:

si ≡ u+(F )
i − u−(F )

i . (3.5)

si corresponds to a fault slip vector when there is no opening or closing component to the
displacement discontinuity.

The corresponding integral on the right-hand side vanishes because both the displacement
field due to the point force u(P F ) and the traction due to the fault σ (F )

i j nj must be continuous
across the fault surface. Thus, the integrals over the positive and negative sides of � cancel.
Substituting equations (3.3) and (3.4) into (3.2) gives Volterra’s formula:

uk(x) =
∫
�

si (ξ )σ k
i j (ξ , x)njd�(ξ ). (3.6)

We will refer to equation (3.6) as the traction form of Volterra’s formula. The notation is that
σ k
i j (ξ , x) denotes the stress at ξ due to a point force in the k direction at x. The result is not

changed if we consider work done at remote boundaries far from the dislocation, as in the
limit the relevant integrals all vanish. Similarly, inclusion of a free surface does not alter the
result; since the tractions vanish on the free surface, no work is done there.

3.1.1 Body Force Equivalents and Moment Tensors
Volterra’s formula allows us to compute the displacements due to an arbitrary dislocation, as
long as the elastic stress due to a concentrated point force in themedium of interest is known.
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Volterra’s formula (3.6) can also be written in a more familiar form if we express the stress
σ k
i j (ξ , x) in terms of the elastostatic Green’s tensors.
The Green’s tensor gki (x, ξ ) is the displacement at x in the i direction, due to a concentrated

unit force at ξ acting in the k direction. Given the Green’s tensor, it is possible to compute
the displacement due to an arbitrary force distributed by integrating. For example, given a
distribution of forces f j (ξ ), the displacement is

ui (x) =
∫
V

f j (ξ )g
j
i (x, ξ )dvξ . (3.7)

Suppose that the distribution f j (ξ ) is a localized unit point force at ξ1 acting in the kth
direction. Then, f j (ξ ) = δ jkδ(ξ − ξ1). Substituting into equation (3.7), we find that ui (x) =
gki (x, ξ1), which recovers the definition of the Green’s function.

The stress associated with the displacement, gki is from Hooke’s law σi j = Ci jpqεpq . So
Volterra’s formula (3.6) can be written as

uk(x) =
∫
�

Ci jpqnj si (ξ )
∂gkp(ξ , x)
∂ξq

d�(ξ ). (3.8)

Equation (3.8) can be cast in a more convenient form, by making use of the fact that
Green’s tensors exhibit source–receiver reciprocity. Consider two states: The first state involves
a concentrated force f j at x = ξ1 with associated displacements g j

i (x, ξ1). The second state
involves a concentrated force fk at x = ξ2 with associated displacements gki (x, ξ2). Application
of the reciprocal theorem leads to∫

V
δi jδ(x − ξ1)g

k
i (x, ξ2)dV =

∫
V
δikδ(x − ξ2)g

j
i (x, ξ1)dV,

gkj (ξ1, ξ2) = g j
k (ξ2, ξ1). (3.9)

In other words, the displacement at ξ1 in the j direction due to a force at ξ2 in the k direction is
exactly equal to the displacement at ξ2 in the k direction due to a force at ξ1 in the j direction.
We are now in a position tomake use of reciprocity to write equation (3.8) as

uk(x) =
∫
�

Ci jpqsi (ξ )nj
∂g p

k (x, ξ )
∂ξq

d�(ξ ), (3.10)

where theGreen’s tensors now give the displacement in the k direction at observation point x,
due to a point force acting in the p direction at ξ . The term Ci jpqsinj is a second-rank tensor:

mpq = Ci jpqsinj , (3.11)

which is known as the areal moment tensor density (e.g., Aki and Richards 1980). With this
definition, Volterra’s formula can be written compactly as

uk(x) =
∫
�

mpq(ξ )
∂g p

k (x, ξ )
∂ξq

d�(ξ ). (3.12)
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x3

x1

Figure 3.6. Slip in the x1 direction on a fault plane perpendicular to the x3 axis on the left corresponds
to the double-couple representation on the right.

Equations (3.10) and (3.12) are the principal results of this section. Equation (3.12) shows that
the displacements can be written as a convolution of the moment tensor density with the
derivatives of the Green’s tensors. The moment tensor gives a measure of the size and average
mechanism of an earthquake:

Mpq =
∫
�

mpqd�. (3.13)

For an isotropic medium, equation (1.102) can be used for the elastic stiffness tensor so that
the moment density (3.11) is written as

mij = µ(sinj + s jni ) + λsknkδi j . (3.14)

Substituting equation (3.14) into (3.12) yields another form of Volterra’s equation appropriate
for an isotropic medium:

uk(x) =
∫
�

si (ξ )

[
µ

(
∂gik
∂ξ j

+ ∂g j
k

∂ξi

)
+ λδi j

∂gmk
∂ξm

]
njd�(ξ ). (3.15)

For a purely shearing source—that is, one in which there is no component of displacement
discontinuity normal to the dislocation surface—sini = 0, and the third term in the integral
(3.15) vanishes. Note however, that for a dike or sill with opening normal to the plane, we need
to include this term.

Equation (3.15) shows that the displacements are due to double-couple sources. For example,
take i = 1 and j = 3—that is, a fault plane perpendicular to the x3 axis, with slip in the
x1 direction. According to equation (3.15), the displacement in the k direction is related to
∂g1k /∂ξ3 + ∂g3k /∂ξ1, which is the displacement due to a pair of force couples acting as shown
in figure 3.6. To understand why this is so, consider a point force acting in the positive
direction at ξ + �ξ . Add a force acting in the negative direction at ξ , and take the limit as
�ξ → 0. The resulting expression is the formal definition of a derivative. Thus, differentiating
a point-source solutionwith respect to the source coordinates leads to a force couple. (Note the
derivative of theGreen’s functionwith respect to the observation coordinates is a strain, not the
displacement due to a force couple.) Adding force couples in two orthogonal directions gives
the well-known double-couple representation of an earthquake source. The two force couples
balance so that there is no net moment about the source. We thus refer to equation (3.15) as
the double-couple form of Volterra’s formula.
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It is possible to determine a distribution of body forces that produces displacements
equivalent to a dislocation (e.g., Aki and Richards 1980). Return to equation (3.12), but write
the derivative of the Green’s functions as

∂gik(x, ξ )
∂ξ j

= −
∫
V
gik(x, η)

∂

∂η j
δ(η − ξ )dV(η), (3.16)

which can be seen by integration by parts,

−
∫
V
gik(x, η)

∂

∂η j
δ(η − ξ )dV(η) =

∫
V
δ(η − ξ )

∂

∂η j
gik(x, η)dV(η),

= ∂gik(x, ξ )
∂ξ j

. (3.17)

The derivative of the Dirac delta function can be understood as the derivative of a Gaussian
function in the limit that the width of the distribution (the standard deviation) goes to
zero (figure 3.5). Substituting this expression into equation (3.12) and exchanging order of
integration yields

uk(x) =
∫
V

[
−
∫
�

mij (ξ )
∂

∂η j
δ(η − ξ )d�(ξ )

]
gik(x, η)dV(η). (3.18)

This shows that the displacements anywhere in the medium can be computed as an
appropriate distribution of body forces convolved with the Green’s functions. The equivalent
body forces are

fi (η) = −
∫
�

mij (ξ )
∂

∂η j
δ(η − ξ )d�(ξ ). (3.19)

The delta function in equation (3.19) can be expanded as the product of delta functions
in the three coordinate directions; assuming without loss of generality that the fault plane is
normal to the x3 direction, δ(η − ξ ) = δ(η1 − ξ1)δ(η2 − ξ2)δ(η3). Given this, and expanding the
sum over j in equation (3.19), we have

fi (η) = −δ(η3) ∂
∂η1

∫ ∫
mi1(ξ1, ξ2)δ(η1 − ξ1)δ(η2 − ξ2)dξ1dξ2

−δ(η3) ∂
∂η2

∫ ∫
mi2(ξ1, ξ2)δ(η1 − ξ1)δ(η2 − ξ2)dξ1dξ2

− ∂

∂η3
δ(η3)

∫ ∫
mi3(ξ1, ξ2)δ(η1 − ξ1)δ(η2 − ξ2)dξ1dξ2,

= −δ(η3) ∂
∂η1

mi1(η1, η2) − δ(η3)
∂

∂η2
mi2(η1, η2) − mi3(η1, η2)

∂δ(η3)
∂η3

. (3.20)

Note that fi (η) is a spatial distribution of body force densities, with units force per unit volume.
If we consider the special case in figure 3.6 in which slip acts in the x1 direction and the

fault is normal to the x3 direction, then from equation (3.14), the only nonzero components
of the moment tensor density are m13 = m31. The net moment about the x2 axis has two
contributions, one due to forces acting in the 1-direction, the other due to forces acting in the
3-direction. It can be shown (problem 1) that these two contributions are of equal magnitude
but opposite sign, such that the netmoment vanishes. Themagnitude of the individual terms
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is defined as the scalar seismic moment, M0, which for a homogeneous, isotropic medium is

M0 = µ

∫
�

s(ξ1, ξ2)d�(ξ ) = µs̄ A (3.21)

(problem 1), where s̄ is the average slip, and A is the fault area.
For a point source at the origin, the areal moment tensor density is mij (η1, η2) =

Mijδ(η1)δ(η2), where M is the moment tensor defined in equation (3.13). In this case, equation
(3.20) becomes

fi (η) = −Mij
∂

∂η j
δ(η). (3.22)

One can then write the equilibrium equations using the body force equivalent of a point
source as

∇ · σ − M · ∇δ(x − xs) = 0, (3.23)

where xs is the source location. Tomodel finite sources, one simply integrates the point source
result over the fault surface.

To understand the physical interpretation of equation (3.23), note that the spatial deriva-
tive of the Dirac delta function is a pair of oppositely signed impulses (figure 3.5). Consider
again the geometry shown in figure 3.6. The body force equivalent of a point moment tensor
at xs = 0 is −M · ∇δ(x). For the geometry in figure 3.6, the only nonzero components of the
moment tensor are M13 = M31 = µsA, where A is the source area. The equivalent force in the
1-direction is thus −M13∂δ(x)/∂x3 = −µsAδ(x1)δ(x2)∂δ(x3)/∂x3. The product δ(x1)δ(x2) localizes
the source at the origin x1 = 0, x2 = 0. The term ∂δ(x3)/∂x3 represents a force couple with
forces acting in the 1-direction and lever arm in the 3-direction; the negative sign causes the
force on the x3 > 0 side of the fault to act in the positive x1 direction (compare to figure 3.5).
The equivalent force in the 3-direction is −M31∂δ(x)/∂x1 = −µsAδ(x2)δ(x3)∂δ(x1)/∂x1, which is
a force couple, with forces in the 3-direction and lever arm in the 1-direction.

While the moment tensor description is widely used in seismology, the moment tensor is
not well defined when there is a contrast in elastic properties across the fault, as might well
exist if the fault juxtaposes two different rock types. Should one use the elastic moduli on
one side or the other? Or an average? There is no unique choice. Notice that this ambiguity
does not exist for the traction form of Volterra’s formula (3.6), because the tractions must be
continuous across the fault surface even if the elastic properties are not. Someworkers advocate
replacing the moment tensor with a potency, which is independent of the elastic properties at
the fault. For example, equation (3.6) could be written as

uk(x) =
∫
�

pi j (ξ )σ k
i j (ξ, x)d�(ξ ), (3.24)

where due to the symmetry in the stress, the potency density tensor is

pi j = 1
2
(
sinj + s jni

)
(3.25)

(e.g., Ampuero and Dahlen 2005).
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3.2 Screw Dislocations
As a first application of Volterra’s formula, we compute the displacements due to a screw
dislocation, which were previously derived, more or less by inspection, in chapter 2. Because
the problem is two-dimensional, the appropriateGreen’s function is equivalent to a line source,
rather than a point source. Adopting the coordinate system in figure 2.1, a vertical fault lies in
the plane ξ1 = 0, and extends infinitely in the 3-direction. The unit normal is nj = δ1 j , and the
slip vector is si = sδi3. Thus, Volterra’s formula (3.6) becomes

u3(x1, x2) =
∫ 0

−∞
s3(ξ2)

[∫ ∞

−∞
σ 3
13(ξ1 = 0, ξ2; x1, x2, x3 − ξ3)dξ3

]
dξ2, (3.26)

since the slip is independent of ξ3. The stress depends only on the difference between the
source and field coordinates, x3 − ξ3. Thus, integrating with respect to ξ3 is equivalent to
integrating over −x3. As the source is located at x, integrating the point force solution along
x3 gives the displacements due to a line source extending infinitely in the 3-direction. Thus,
equation (3.26) can be written as

u3(x1, x2) =
∫ 0

−∞
s3(ξ2)σ̃ 3

13(ξ1 = 0, ξ2; x1, x2)dξ2, (3.27)

where σ̃ 3
13 is the shear stress acting on the plane ξ1 = 0 due to a line force in the 3-direction at

x1, x2.
Rather than determine the stress due to the line force by integrating the three-dimensional

Green’s function, we derive the antiplane result here independently. As in chapter 2, we begin
with the solution in a full-space and construct the half-space solution using the method of
images. Recalling the equilibrium equations for antiplane strain (2.7), and noting that for the
full-space, symmetry requires the displacements be independent of θ , the governing equation
is (see equation [2.9])

µ

(
∂2 g̃33
∂r 2

+ 1
r
∂ g̃33
∂r

)
= −δ(r ), (3.28)

where δ(r ) is theDirac delta function representing a concentrated line force at the origin acting
in the x3 direction, and g̃33 denotes the displacement in the x3 direction due to a concentrated
line force acting in the x3 direction. The free-surface boundary condition requires that the
shear stress σ̃23 vanish on the surface ξ2 = 0.

The homogeneous equation has the following solution:

g̃33 = A ln r, r > 0. (3.29)

From equation (1.23), the strain is ε3r = (1/2)∂u3/∂r , and fromHooke’s law, the corresponding
stress is

σ̃3r = µA
r
, (3.30)

where σ̃3r results from forces in the x3 direction acting on surfaces with unit normal in the r
direction. The constant A is determined by noting that the integral of the stress on a cylinder
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about the originmust balance the concentrated line force, which has unit magnitude

1 =
∫ 2π

0
σ̃3r rdθ = 2πµA. (3.31)

Thus, A = 1/2πµ, and the Green’s function is

g̃33 = 1
2πµ

ln r = 1
2πµ

ln
√

(ξ1 − x1)2 + (ξ2 + x2)2. (3.32)

Here, the point source has been offset from the origin to the point (x1, −x2). The horizontal
shear stress is

σ̃ 3
23 = µ

∂ g̃33
∂x2

= 1
2π

ξ2 + x2
(ξ1 − x1)2 + (ξ2 + x2)2

, (3.33)

which does not match the free-surface boundary condition σ̃23(ξ2 = 0) = 0. However, adding
an image source of the same sign at (x1, x2) does cause the shear stress to vanish.

Equation (3.27) involves the shear stress σ̃ 3
13 acting on the fault surface, which we take to be

the plane ξ1 = 0. Including the concentrated line force and its image,

σ̃ 3
13 = − 1

2π

[
x1

x21 + (ξ2 + x2)2
+ x1

x21 + (ξ2 − x2)2

]
. (3.34)

If we measure the displacement only on the free surface, then x2 = 0, and equation (3.27)
becomes

u3(x1, x2 = 0) = − 1
π

∫ 0

−∞
s3(ξ2)

x1
x21 + ξ22

dξ2, (3.35)

which is consistent with equation (2.41).

3.3 Two-Dimensional Edge Dislocations
In order to use Volterra’s formula to compute the displacements due to an infinitely long
edge dislocation, we require the plane strain Green’s functions. These correspond to the
displacements from a concentrated line force acting in the plane. Rather than derive the result
as for the antiplane strain case earlier, we make use of Melan’s (1932; note correction in 1940)
results. (See alsoDundurs [1962], who gives results for concentrated line forces in joined elastic
half-planes; the half-plane is a special case in which the shear modulus of the region not
containing the localized line force vanishes.)

TheGreen’s functions could be derived starting from thewell-known solution for a concen-
trated force in a full-plane (Love 1944, article 148). An image source of the same sign located
symmetrically about the plane x2 = 0 cancels one component of the traction acting on x2 = 0.
The problem then is to remove the remaining traction component. Melan’s approach is to use
the result for a concentrated force acting on the boundary of a half-plane. An appropriative
distribution of such forces is constructed that exactly cancels the tractions from the full-space
line force and its image. An alternative approach is to use Fourier transformmethods to remove
the resulting tractions. Such an approach is used in section 10.6 to derive the solution for a
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x1

x2

(x1, x2)

f1

f2

(ξ1= 0, ξ2)

Figure 3.7. Line forces at (0, ξ2), extending infinitely in the 3-direction, give rise to displacements
measured at (x1, x2).

line center of dilatation, a simple model of an expanding magma chamber, in a poroelastic
half-plane.

For a line force in the x1 direction, the displacements at (x1, x2) resulting from a line force
acting at (0, ξ2) (figure 3.7) are

g11 = −1
2πµ (1 − ν)

[
3 − 4ν

4
ln r1 + 8ν2 − 12ν + 5

4
ln r2+ (x2 − ξ2)2

4r 21

+ (3 − 4ν) (x2 + ξ2)2 + 2ξ2 (x2 + ξ2) − 2ξ22
4r 22

− ξ2x2 (x2 + ξ2)2

r 42

]
, (3.36)

g12 = 1
2πµ (1 − ν)

[
(1 − 2ν) (1 − ν) θ2+ (x2 − ξ2) x1

4r 21
+ (3 − 4ν)

(x2 − ξ2) x1
4r 22

− ξ2x2x1 (x2 + ξ2)
r 42

]
.

(3.37)
For a line force in the x2 direction,

g21 = 1
2πµ (1 − ν)

[
− (1 − 2ν) (1 − ν) θ2+(x2 − ξ2) x1

4r 21
+(3 − 4ν)

(x2−ξ2) x1
4r 22

+ ξ2x2x1 (x2 + ξ2)
r 42

]
,

(3.38)

g22 = 1
2πµ (1 − ν)

[
−3 − 4ν

4
ln r1−8ν2 − 12ν+5

4
ln r2 − x21

4r 21
+2ξ2x2 − (3 − 4ν) x21

4r 22
− ξ2x2x21

r 42

]
,

(3.39)

where

r 21 = x21 + (x2 − ξ2)2,

r 22 = x21 + (x2 + ξ2)2, (3.40)

and

θ2 = tan−1
(
x1 − ξ1

x2 + ξ2

)
. (3.41)

Note that if the line force is located at x1 = ξ1 rather than at x1 = 0, we simply replace x1 with
x1 − ξ1 .
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For a line force in the x1 direction, the corresponding stresses are

σ 1
11 = −1

2π (1 − ν)

{
x31
r 41

+ x1
(
x21 − 4ξ2x2 − 2ξ22

)
r 42

+ 8ξ2x2x1 (x2 + ξ2)2

r 62

+1 − 2ν
2

[
x1
r 21

+ 3x1
r 22

− 4x2x1 (x2 + ξ2)
r 42

]}
, (3.42)

σ 1
12 = −1

2π (1 − ν)

{
(x2 − ξ2) x21

r 41
+ (x2 + ξ2)

(
2ξ2x2 + x21

)
r 42

− 8ξ2x2x21 (x2 + ξ2)
r 62

+1 − 2ν
2

[
x2 − ξ2

r 21
+ 3x2 + ξ2

r 22
− 4x2 (x2 + ξ2)2

r 42

]}
, (3.43)

σ 1
22 = −1

2π (1 − ν)

{
(x2 − ξ2)2 x1

r 41
− x1

(
ξ22 − x22 + 6ξ2x2

)
r 42

+ 8ξ2x2x31
r 62

−1 − 2ν
2

[
x1
r 21

− x1
r 22

− 4x2x1 (x2 + ξ2)
r 42

]}
. (3.44)

For a line force in the x2 direction,

σ 2
11 = −1

2π (1 − ν)

{
(x2 − ξ2) x21

r 41
+ (x2 + ξ2)

(
x21 + 2ξ22

)− 2ξ2x21
r 42

+ 8ξ2x2 (x2 + ξ2) x21
r 62

,

+1 − 2ν
2

[
− x2 − ξ2

r 21
+ 3ξ2 + x2

r 22
+ 4x2x21

r 42

]}
, (3.45)

σ 2
12 = −x1

2π (1 − ν)

{
(x2 − ξ2)2

r 41
+ x22 − 2ξ2x2 − ξ22

r 42
+ 8ξ2x2 (x2 + ξ2)2

r 62

+1 − 2ν
2

[
1
r 21

− 1
r 22

+ 4x2 (x2 + ξ2)
r 42

]}
, (3.46)

σ 2
22 = −1

2π (1 − ν)

{
(x2 − ξ2)3

r 41
+

(x2 + ξ2)
[
(x2 + ξ2)2 + 2ξ2x2

]
r 42

− 8ξ2x2 (x2 + ξ2) x21
r 62

+1 − 2ν
2

[
x2 − ξ2

r 21
+ 3x2 + ξ2

r 22
− 4x2x21

r 42

]}
. (3.47)

We are now in a position to evaluate the displacements for dip-slip faults. For simplicity,
observation points are restricted to the free surface where field measurements are collected.
Volterra’s formula (3.6) requires the stress acting on the fault due to a line force acting at the
observation point. In theMelan solution, the line force is applied at ξ , and the stress is resolved
at x. To be consistent with our notation for Volterra’s formula, we swap x and ξ in equation
(3.6). For a vertical fault nj = δ1 j and si = sδ2i , so with the current notation, equation (3.6)
becomes

uk(ξ1, ξ2 = 0) =
∫

s(x2)σ̃ k
12(x1, x2; ξ1, ξ2 = 0)dx2 k = 1, 2. (3.48)

As in section 3.2, we have integrated the point force solution along x3 to produce a line
source. The tilde notation is dropped in the following; however, it should be understood that
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displacement and stress Green’s functions are associated with line sources rather than point
sources. Given that observations are restricted to the free surface, we simplifyMelan’s solution
for a line source acting on the free surface ξ2 = 0:

σ 1
12(ξ1, ξ2 = 0) = − 2

π

(x1 − ξ1)2x2
[(x1 − ξ1)2 + x22 ]2

(3.49)

σ 2
12(ξ1, ξ2 = 0) = − 2

π

(x1 − ξ1)x22
[(x1 − ξ1)2 + x22 ]2

. (3.50)

For a vertical fault located at the origin of the coordinate system, take x1 = 0, without loss of
generality, and x2 = z, where z is the dummy variable on the fault surface. Assuming uniform
slip below depth d, substituting equation (3.50) into (3.48) and integrating leads to

u1(ξ1, ξ2 = 0) = −2sξ21
π

∫ −d

−∞

z
(ξ21 + z2)2

dz,

= 2sξ21
π

[
1

2(ξ21 + z2)

]z=−d

z=−∞
,

= s
π

ξ21

ξ21 + d2
. (3.51)

For the vertical component of displacement due to slip on a vertical fault,

u2(ξ1, ξ2 = 0) = 2sξ1
π

∫ −d

−∞

z2

(ξ21 + z2)2
dz,

= 2sξ1
π

[ −z
2(ξ21 + z2)

+ 1
2ξ1

tan−1
(

z
ξ1

)]z=−d

z=−∞
,

= s
π

[
ξ1d

ξ21 + d2
+ tan−1

(
ξ1

d

)]
. (3.52)

Notice that the horizontal displacement u1 goes to s/π for |ξ1| � d. We can remove this
rigid body motion, without affecting the stresses or strains. After doing so and introducing
a distance parameter scaled by the fault depth ζ = ξ1/d, we have

u1 = − s
π

1
1 + ζ 2

,

u2 = s
π

[
ζ

1 + ζ 2
+ tan−1(ζ )

]
. (3.53)

3.3.1 Dipping Fault
We now consider the more general case of a fault dipping at an angle δ with respect to the
horizontal. The most direct way to derive the displacements at the free surface is to compute
the displacements for a horizontal dislocation (see problem 2). The displacements due to a
dippingdislocation are foundby a vector sumof thehorizontal andvertical components of the
slip vector (see problem 3). Vector summation of the two components is valid because, as has
been emphasized earlier, the dislocation line is the source of deformation, not the dislocation
plane. This approach is not valid for the displacements within the earth, however, where we
wemust ensure that the branch cut coincides with the dislocation surface.
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x1

x2

d δ

s

Figure 3.8. Geometry for a dipping edge dislocation in a half-space. The dislocation line, correspond-
ing to the top of the fault, is at depth d, and the dislocation dips at angle δ from the free surface.

Here we will examine a more general, if somewhat more involved, approach using
the double-couple form of Volterra’s formula that is valid everywhere, not only at the
free surface. From figure 3.8, the fault normal is n = [sin δ, cos δ, 0]T , and the fault slip is
s = s[cos δ, − sin δ, 0]T .

Assuming constant slip over a confined interval, equation (3.15) becomes

uk(x) = µs
∫ [

2 sin δ cos δ
(
∂g1k
∂ξ1

− ∂g2k
∂ξ2

)
+ (cos2 δ − sin2 δ)

(
∂g1k
∂ξ2

+ ∂g2k
∂ξ1

)]
d�,

= µs
∫ [

sin 2δ
(
∂g1k
∂ξ1

− ∂g2k
∂ξ2

)
+ cos 2δ

(
∂g1k
∂ξ2

+ ∂g2k
∂ξ1

)]
d�. (3.54)

The derivatives of the plane strain Green’s tensors for displacements in the x1 direction,
evaluated at the free surface (x2 = 0), are

∂g11
∂ξ1

= −1
πµ

{
(x1 − ξ1)[νξ22 − (1 − ν)(x1 − ξ1)2]

[(x1 − ξ1)2 + ξ22 ]2

}
,

∂g11
∂ξ2

= −1
πµ

{
ξ2[(2 − ν)(x1 − ξ1)2 + (1 − ν)ξ22 ]

[(x1 − ξ1)2 + ξ22 ]2

}
,

∂g21
∂ξ1

= 1
πµ

{
ξ2[(1 − ν)ξ22 − ν(x1 − ξ1)2]

[(x1 − ξ1)2 + ξ22 ]2

}
,

∂g21
∂ξ2

= 1
πµ

{
(x1 − ξ1)[(1 − ν)ξ22 − ν(x1 − ξ1)2]

[(x1 − ξ1)2 + ξ22 ]2

}
, (3.55)

whereas displacements in the x2 direction are

∂g12
∂ξ1

= 1
πµ

{
ξ2[νξ22 − (1 − ν)(x1 − ξ1)2]

[(x1 − ξ1)2 + ξ22 ]2

}
,

∂g12
∂ξ2

= 1
πµ

{
(x1 − ξ1)[νξ22 − (1 − ν)(x1 − ξ1)2]

[(x1 − ξ1)2 + ξ22 ]2

}
,

∂g22
∂ξ1

= 1
πµ

{
(x1 − ξ1)[(1 − ν)(x1 − ξ1)2 + (2 − ν)ξ22 ]

[(x1 − ξ1)2 + ξ22 ]2

}
,

∂g22
∂ξ2

= −1
πµ

{
ξ2[(1 − ν)ξ22 − ν(x1 − ξ1)2]

[(x1 − ξ1)2 + ξ22 ]2

}
. (3.56)
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dδ
r

q

p

x1d cotδ

d /sinδ

Figure 3.9. Coordinate system in which the vector from the fault to the observation point r is
decomposed into perpendicular component q and parallel component p.

Combining with preceding equations (3.54) yields

u1 = s
π

∫
sin 2δ

[
(x1 − ξ1)3 − (x1 − ξ1)ξ22

r 4

]
− 2 cos 2δ

[
(x1 − ξ1)2ξ2

r 4

]
d�,

u2 = s
π

∫
sin 2δ

[
ξ32 − (x1 − ξ1)2ξ2

r 4

]
+ 2 cos 2δ

[
(x1 − ξ1)ξ22

r 4

]
d�, (3.57)

where

r 2 = (x1 − ξ1)2 + ξ22 . (3.58)

To perform the integration along the fault surface, we introduce a new coordinate η that runs
along the fault surface. The coordinates of points on the fault are specified by

ξ1 = η cos δ,

ξ2 = −d − η sin δ, (3.59)

where d is the depth to the top of the fault. In this coordinate system, the distance from the
fault to the observation point is

r 2 = (x1 − η cos δ)2 + (d + η sin δ)2. (3.60)

The fact that all of the terms in equation (3.57) have r 4 in the denominator makes integration
difficult. The problem can be simplified greatly by adopting a coordinate system that is parallel
and perpendicular to the fault, following Sato andMatsu’ura (1974). Define q as the coordinate
perpendicular to the fault and p as the coordinate parallel to the fault (figure 3.9).

With reference to this figure, sin δ is q/(x + d cot δ), so that q = x sin δ + d cos δ, where for
notational simplicity, we take x ≡ x1. From figure 3.9, r 2 = x2 + d2 = p2 + q2. The fault parallel
coordinate p is found by

p2 = r 2 − q2 = r 2 − (x sin δ + d cos δ)2,

= x2 cos2 δ + d2 sin2 δ − 2xd sin δ cos δ,

= (x cos δ − d sin δ)2. (3.61)

In summary,

q = x sin δ + d cos δ,

p = x cos δ − d sin δ, (3.62)
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and the inverse

x = p cos δ + q sin δ,

d = −p sin δ + q cos δ. (3.63)

Introducing a new coordinate η′ = p − η, the distance from a point on the fault to an
observation point, from equation (3.60), is

r 2 = [x − (p − η′) cos δ]2 + [d + (p − η′) sin δ]2,

= x2 + d2 + (p − η′)2 − 2p(p − η′),

= p2 + q2 + (p − η′)2 − 2p(p − η′),

= q2 + η′2, (3.64)

which greatly simplifies the integration. If W is the downdip extent of slip, the limits of
integration change from

∫ W
0 dη to

∫ p−W
p dη′. Expressing the integrals (3.57) in terms of η′, we

have

u1 = −2s
π

∫ p−W

p

qη′(η′ cos δ + q sin δ)
(q2 + η′2)2

dη′,

u2 = −2s
π

∫ p−W

p

qη′(q cos δ − η′ sin δ)
(q2 + η′2)2

dη′. (3.65)

These integrals are of the same form as those in equations (3.51) and (3.52), so equations (3.65)
integrate to

u1 = − s
π

[
cos δ tan−1

(
η′

q

)
− qη′ cos δ + q2 sin δ

q2 + η′2

]p−W

p
,

u2 = s
π

[
sin δ tan−1

(
η′

q

)
+ q2 cos δ − qη′ sin δ

q2 + η′2

]p−W

p
. (3.66)

For a single dislocation, let W→ ∞. Noting that pq cos δ + q2 sin δ = x(d cos δ + x sin δ) and
q2 cos δ − qp sin δ = d(d cos δ + x sin δ), equation (3.66) becomes

u1 = − s
π

{
cos δ

[
−π
2

− tan−1
(

p
q

)]
+ x(d cos δ + x sin δ)

x2 + d2

}
,

u2 = s
π

{
sin δ

[
−π
2

− tan−1
(

p
q

)]
− d(d cos δ + x sin δ)

x2 + d2

}
. (3.67)

Note from figure 3.9 that the following angles sum to π :

[π/2 − tan−1 (p/q)] + tan−1(x/d) + (π/2 − δ) = π, (3.68)
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where the three terms identify the three angles indicated in figure 3.9. Thus,

u1 = s
π

{
cos δ[tan−1(x/d) − δ + π/2] − x(d cos δ + x sin δ)

x2 + d2

}
,

u2 = − s
π

{
sin δ[tan−1(x/d) − δ + π/2] + d(d cos δ + x sin δ)

x2 + d2

}
. (3.69)

Once again, we can remove rigid body terms. In this case, subtract (s/π)[(π/2− δ) cos δ− sin δ]
from the horizontal displacement and (s/π)(δ − π/2) sin δ from the vertical. This yields

u1(x1, x2 = 0) = s
π

[
cos δ tan−1(ζ ) + sin δ − ζ cos δ

1 + ζ 2

]
,

u2(x1, x2 = 0) = − s
π

[
sin δ tan−1(ζ ) + cos δ + ζ sin δ

1 + ζ 2

]
,

(3.70)

where the parameter ζ is the distance from the dislocation scaled by the depth,

ζ ≡ x1 − ξ1

d
. (3.71)

Note that as written here, s > 0 corresponds to normal faulting for 0 ≤ δ ≤ π/2 and reverse
faulting for π/2 ≤ δ ≤ π , while the opposite sense follows for s < 0.

Last, the surface parallel normal strain is

ε11(x1, x2 = 0) = ∂

∂x1
u1(x1, x2 = 0) = 2s

πd

[
ζ 2 cos δ − ζ sin δ

(1 + ζ 2)2

]
. (3.72)

Equations (3.70) apply to the edge dislocation geometry shown in figure 3.8. In order tomodel
uniform slip over a confined interval, we superimpose two dislocations with opposite sign
at either end of the fault surface. For a dislocation that breaks the surface, take a positive
dislocation at ξ1 = 0, d = 0, a negative dislocation at ξ1 = xd ≡ d/ tan δ = L cos δ, and depth
d, where L is the downdip length of the fault. Taking the limit of equations (3.70) as d → 0, the
only nonzero terms are the arctangents, which go to π/2 sgn(ζ ) in the limit. Here sgn(z) gives
the sign of z. Thus, the displacements for a surface breaking dislocation are, taking ξ1 = xd so
that ζ = (x1 − xd)/d,

u1(x1, x2 = 0) = − s
π

{
cos δ

[
tan−1(ζ ) − (π/2) sgn(x)

]+ sin δ − ζ cos δ
1 + ζ 2

}
,

u2(x1, x2 = 0) = s
π

{
sin δ

[
tan−1(ζ ) − (π/2) sgn(x)

]+ cos δ + ζ sin δ
1 + ζ 2

}
.

(3.73)

3.4 Coseismic Deformation Associated with Dipping Faults
The displacements and horizontal strain due to a 20-degree dipping thrust fault are shown
in figure 3.10. The geometry is characteristic of large subduction zone earthquakes. Note that
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Figure 3.10. Coseismic deformation for a thrust fault. The top panel shows the horizontal and vertical
displacements and the horizontal strain. The bottom panel shows the fault geometry.

the horizontal displacement is negative, meaning directed toward the fault, on the hanging-
wall side of the fault and positive on the foot-wall side. There is uplift at the fault on the
hanging wall, but subsidence above the downdip end of the fault. Generally, we anticipate
tilting of the land away from the trench, except landward of the downdip projection of the
fault, which tilts toward the trench. Thehorizontal strain is extensional, due to elastic rebound
of stored compression, except for a small region above the downdip end of the fault. For most
subduction zone earthquakes, much of the displacement field is underwater and therefore
difficult to measure. There are many excellent comparisons between observations and model
predictions for stations on the hanging wall of subduction earthquakes.

Data exist on both sides of the fault for continental thrust events. For example, the
20 September 1999 Chi-Chi, Taiwan, earthquake (MW = 7.6) generated very large displace-
ments that were measured with high accuracy using GPS. The earthquake occurred along the
north–south trending Chelungpu fault (Kao and Chen 2000) and resulted in 2,440 fatalities,
over 11,000 injuries, and the collapse of at least 50,000 structures. Coseismic displacements
were determined by Yu et al. (2001) at 128 stations of the TaiwanGPSNetwork. The horizontal
coseismic displacements increase from 1 m at the southern end of the fault to 9 m at the
northern end (figure 3.11).

The vertical offsets (not shown) were largest near the fault trace, where the hanging wall
was uplifted as much as 4.4 meters at the northern end of the rupture (plate 1), and decrease
rapidly toward the east. The stations on the foot-wall side show smaller amounts of subsidence
ranging from 0.02 to 0.32 meter. Net displacements at the ground surface range up to nearly
12meters, at the northwest corner of the rupture. Along the north–south trending fault trace,
the ground is warped into a monoclinal flexure indicative of shallow thrusting. Aftershocks
illuminate a fault that dips 20 to 30 degrees to the east (Kao and Chen 2000).

Because the strike of the main rupture was nearly north–south, we compare the east
and vertical components of the displacement field to predictions of a plane strain model
(figure 3.12). In actuality, the Chi-Chi earthquake involved a significant amount of oblique
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Figure 3.11. GPS-derived coseismic displacements during the 1999 Chi-Chi, Taiwan, earthquake.
Horizontal displacement vectors with 95% confidence ellipses at tips. Data from Yu et al. (2001).
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Figure 3.13. Coseismic deformation for a normal fault. The lower panel shows the fault geometry.

motion, so the plane strain assumption is not fully valid. Furthermore, the main rupture is
only 75 km long, with east–west trending ruptures at the northern end of the fault further
complicating the fault geometry. Last, we know from analysis of both GPS and seismic data
that the slip was strongly concentrated near the northern end of the fault rupture, as can
be clearly seen in the displacements in figure 3.11. Nevertheless, the simple two-dimensional
model captures the essential features of the observed displacements. The observed horizontal
displacements decay with distance more rapidly on the foot-wall side than predicted by the
simple two-dimensional model, due to the three dimensionality of the fault. Furthermore,
the uplift close to the fault is underpredicted, whereas the uplift between 10 and 20 km east
of the fault trace is overpredicted. A three-dimensional model with distributed slip on the
fault, however, fits the observations quite well except for the large uplift close to the fault trace
(figure 3.12).

The deformation due to normal faulting earthquakes is also distinctive. The displacements
andhorizontal strain for a 60-degree dippingnormal fault are shown infigure 3.13. The vertical
displacements are generally straightforward—down on the hanging wall and up on the foot
wall, as expected. There is, however, a slight uplift far from the fault on the hanging-wall
side of the fault. The horizontal motions are generally directed away from the fault. Elastic
rebound gives rise to an increase in compressive strain near the fault, with a smaller amount
of extension above the downdip end of the fault. Changing the dip of the fault changes
the ratio of the uplift to subsidence, as illustrated in figure 3.14, demonstrating that vertical
displacement data are useful for determining fault dip.

As an example of the displacements associated with a normal fault, we consider the M
7.0 28 October 1983 Borah Peak, Idaho, earthquake. The Borah Peak earthquake ruptured
the roughly 30-km-long Lost River fault. The vertical displacements determined by repeated
leveling surveys are shown in figure 3.15, after Stein and Barrientos (1985). Notice that relative
to benchmarks far from the fault, the range was uplifted by up to 0.2 m, whereas the basin
subsided by over 1.0 m. The calculated displacements from a three-dimensional dislocation
with uniform slip, as developed in the next section, are shown with a solid line. A simple
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Figure 3.14. Effect of dip on the vertical component of displacement for a uniform-slip normal fault.
Displacement normalized by slip.

plane strain calculation captures the essence of the coseismic deformation. Comparison to
figure 3.14 suggests a fault dip of close to 45 degrees, consistent with themodeling of Stein and
Barrientos (1985). The other panels in figure 3.15 show a cross section of the fault geometry
with aftershocks and mainshock focal mechanism and a geologic cross section. Notice that
the geologic structure mimics the displacements in an individual earthquake, suggesting that
the basin and range structures have grown due to repeated faulting events.

3.5 Displacements and Stresses Due to Edge Dislocation at Depth
Volterra’s formula together with the Melan Green’s functions can be integrated to give the
displacements due to dislocations at depth within an elastic half-space. The dislocation is
located at ξ1 = 0, ξ2 (figure 3.16). For a dislocation not at ξ1 = 0, simply replace x1 with x1 − ξ1

in the following expressions.
The displacements are

u1 = s1
π(1 − ν)

{
(1 − ν)

2
(θ2 − θ1) + x1(x2 − ξ2)

4r 21
− x1[x2 + (3 − 4ν)ξ2]

4r 22
+ ξ2x2x1(x2 + ξ2)

r 42

}

+ s2
π(1−ν)

{
(1−2ν)

4
log(r2/r1)−(x2−ξ2)2

4r 21
+[x22 + ξ22 − 4(1−ν)ξ2(x2 + ξ2)]

4r 22
+ x2ξ2(x2+ξ2)2

r 42

}
,

u2 = s1
π(1 − ν)

{
(1 − 2ν)

4
log(r2/r1) + (x2 − ξ2)2

4r 21
− [(x2 + ξ2)2 − 2ξ22 − 2(1 − 2ν)ξ2(x2 + ξ2)]

4r 22

+ x2ξ2(x2 + ξ2)2

r 42

}
+ s2
π(1 − ν)

{
(1 − ν)

2
(θ1 − θ2) + x1(x2 − ξ2)

4r 21
− x1[x2 + (3 − 4ν)ξ2]

4r 22

− ξ2x2x1(x2 + ξ2)
r 42

}
, (3.74)
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Figure 3.16. Geometry of edge dislocation at depth in an elastic half-space. r1 and r2 measure the
distance from the dislocation and the image dislocation, respectively.
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Figure 3.17. Displacements within the half-space from a 20-degree dipping thrust fault.

where

r 21 = x21 + (x2 − ξ2)2,

r 22 = x21 + (x2 + ξ2)2, (3.75)

measure the squared distance from the observation point to the dislocation and the image
dislocation, respectively. θ1 refers to the angle about the dislocation, and θ2 refers to the angle
about the image dislocation:

θ1 = tan−1
(
x1 − ξ1

x2 − ξ2

)
,

θ2 = tan−1
(
x1 − ξ1

x2 + ξ2

)
. (3.76)

As was the case for the screw dislocation model of strike-slip faulting, one needs to be careful
about the position of the branch cuts. Branch cuts arise from the terms proportional to θ ,
which can be defined for any interval const ≤ θ ≤ const + 2π . The choice of the constant
does not affect the strains or stresses; however, for the displacements, one needs to ensure that
the branch cuts coincide with the fault surface.

The displacements for a 20-degree dipping thrust fault are shown in figure 3.17. The
discontinuity in displacement is evident and coincides with the position of the branch cut in
θ1. We clearly see the uplift over the upper edge of the thrust as well as the subsidence over the
lower edge of the dislocation. Displacements are concentrated in the hanging wall, a pattern
that becomes more marked for shallow faults as the dip decreases.

The displacements due to a 60-degree dipping normal fault are shown in figure 3.18. Again,
the position of the fault surface is clearly seen in the discontinuity in the displacement field.
As expected, the hanging wall is generally displaced downward, while the foot wall moves up.
Notice that the horizontal displacements are not uniformly away from the fault. Above the
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Figure 3.18. Displacements within the half-space from a 60-degree dipping normal fault.

upper edge of the dislocation, the horizontal component of motion actually moves toward
the updip projection of the fault.

The stresses at (x1, x2) due to a long edge dislocation at (0, ξ2) can be computed by
differentiating the displacements to obtain the strains following equation (1.4) and then
substituting into Hooke’s law (1.103). This yields

σ11 = µs2
2π (1 − ν)

{ x1
[
(x2 − ξ2)2 − x21

]
r 41

−
x1
[
(x2 + ξ2)2 − x21

]
r 42

+4ξ2x1
r 62

[
(2ξ2 − x2) (x2 + ξ2)2 + (3x2 + 2ξ2) x21

]}

− µs1
2π (1 − ν)

{ (x2 − ξ2)
[
(x2 − ξ2)2 + 3x21

]
r 41

−
(x2 + ξ2)

[
(x2 + ξ2)2 + 3x21

]
r 42

+2ξ2
r 62

[
6x2 (x2 + ξ2) x21 − (x2 − ξ2) (x2 + ξ2)3 − x41

]}
, (3.77)

σ22 = −µs2
2π (1 − ν)

{ x1
[
3 (x2 − ξ2)2 + x21

]
r 41

d −
x1
[
3 (x2 + ξ2)2 + x21

]
r 42

− 4ξ2x2x1
r 62

[
3 (x2 + ξ2)2 − x21

]}

− µs1
2π (1 − ν)

{ (x2 − ξ2)
[
(x2 − ξ2)2 − x21

]
r 41

−
(x2 + ξ2)

[
(x2 + ξ2)2 − x21

]
r 42

−2ξ2
r 62

[
6x2 (x2 + ξ2) x21 − (3x2 + ξ2) (x2 + ξ2)3 + x41

]}
, (3.78)
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Figure 3.19. Signs of the stresses due to an edge dislocation. After Hirthe and Lothe (1992).

σ12 = µs2
2π (1 − ν)

{ (x2 − ξ2)
[
(x2 − ξ2)2 − x21

]
r 41

−
(x2 + ξ2)

[
(x2 + ξ2)2 − x21

]
r 42

+2ξ2
r 62

[
6x2 (x2 + ξ2) x21 − x41 + (ξ2 − x2) (x2 + ξ2)3

]}

− µs1
2π (1 − ν)

{ x1
[
(x2 − ξ2)2 − x21

]
r 41

−
x1
[
(x2 + ξ2)2 − x21

]
r 42

+ 4ξ2x2x1
r 62

[
3 (x2 + ξ2)2 − x21

]}
.

(3.79)

The stresses due to a single dislocation are all of order 1/r , as was the case for the screw
dislocation. In the limit that the distance from the dislocation line is small compared to
the depth, the r2 terms vanish and we are left with the stresses due to a dislocation in a
(two-dimensional) full-space. Plate 2 illustrates the stress distributions for an edge dislocation
far from the free surface, while figure 3.19 shows the signs of the stresses. In plate 2, the
dislocation-parallel normal stress, σ11, is compressive above the dislocation line, reflecting the
convergence of material, while the stress below the dislocation is tensile. The shear stress σ12
decreases behind the dislocation line (fault tip) and increases in front of the dislocation line,
as expected, but shows amore complex distribution above and below the dislocation line. The
fault-perpendicular normal stress σ22 is compressive (tensile) above (below) the dislocation line
due to the Poisson effect, changing sign at the plane of the dislocation.

3.6 Dislocations in Three Dimensions
Wearenow in aposition todetermine the elastic fields due todislocations in three dimensions.
The Green’s functions for the elastic half-space were first derived by Mindlin in 1936. The
derivation is beyond the present scope. We will investigate a derivation for the Green’s
function in a full-space, which was originally found by Kelvin in 1848.

3.6.1 Full-Space Green’s Functions
A derivation of the elastostatic Green’s function in a three-dimensional full-space is presented
here. g j

i (x, ξ ) is the displacement at x in the i direction, due to a point force, with magnitude
F , acting at ξ in the j direction. Specifically, the Green’s tensor satisfies the equilibrium
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equations:

µ∇2g j
i + (λ+ µ)

∂2g j
k

∂xi∂xk
+ F δi jδ(x − ξ ) = 0. (3.80)

On dimensional grounds, the Green’s tensors must scale with force over shear modulus and
inversely with distance R between the source and the receiver:

R = |r| = |x − ξ | =
√

(x1 − ξ1)2 + (x2 − ξ2)2 + (x3 − ξ3)2. (3.81)

One such solution is proportional to F δi j/µR. The only other solution that is a second-rank
tensor and scales with 1/R is proportional to F rrT/µR3. Thus, the general solutionmust be of
the form

g j
i (x, ξ ) = α

F δi j
µR

+ β
F rir j
µR3

, (3.82)

where α and β are dimensionless constants that can depend on ratios of elastic moduli (i.e.,
Poisson’s ratio). The constants are determined by substituting into the equilibrium equations
(3.80). A fair amount of calculation is saved by noting that

∂

∂xj

∂R
∂xi

= δi j

R
− rir j

R3
. (3.83)

The Green’s tensor can thus be written as

g j
i (x, ξ ) = (α + β)

µ

F δi j
R

− β

µ

∂

∂xj

∂R
∂xi

. (3.84)

Substituting into equation (3.80) yields

(α+β)δi j∇2
(
1
R

)
−β ∂2

∂xi∂xj
∇2R+ 1

(1 − 2ν)

[
(α + β)

∂2

∂xi∂xj

(
1
R

)
− β

∂2

∂xi∂xj
∇2R

]
+δi jδ(x − ξ ) = 0.

(3.85)

It is straightforward to show that ∇2R = 2/R. Using this result, we show that equation
(3.85) is satisfied for i �= j only if

α = (3 − 4ν)β. (3.86)

For i = j , equation (3.85) reduces to

4β(1 − ν)∇2 1
R

+ δ(x − ξ ) = 0. (3.87)

Equation (3.87) is satisfied for all R �= 0. To determine the constant β, integrate over a unit
volume surrounding the point force:

4β(1 − ν)
∫
V

∇2
(
1
R

)
dV + 1 = 0. (3.88)
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Using the divergence theorem (1.84) to change the volume integral into a surface integral,
we have

4β(1 − ν)
∫
S

∇
(
1
R

)
· dS + 1 = 0,

4β(1 − ν)
(

− 1
R2

)
4πR2 = −1,

β = 1
16πµ(1 − ν)

. (3.89)

The Green’s function for the full-space is thus given by

g j
i (x, ξ ) = 1

16πµ(1 − ν)

[
(3 − 4ν)

δi j

R
+ rir j

R3

]
, (3.90)

or alternatively,

g j
i (x, ξ ) = 1

4πµ

[
δi j

R
− 1

4(1 − ν)
∂

∂xj

∂R
∂xi

]
. (3.91)

3.6.2 Half-Space Green’s Functions
The Green’s functions for the half-space, found by Mindlin (1936), are given, but not derived,
here. The notation is as defined previously, with the subscript referring to the component of
the displacement and the superscript the direction of the force. Our coordinate system is one
inwhich the positive x3 axis points upward. Thus, x3<0 for pointswithin the earth. The source
is located at ξ1 = ξ2 = 0, ξ3. The distance from the source r1 and the distance from the image
source r2 are given by

r1 =
√

x21 + x22 + (x3 − ξ3)
2
,

r2 =
√

x21 + x22 + (x3 + ξ3)
2
. (3.92)

With this geometry, the displacements due to a vertical force are given by

g31 = x1
16πµ(1 − ν)

[
(x3 − ξ3)

r 31
+ (3 − 4ν)(x3 − ξ3)

r 32
+ 4(1 − ν)(1 − 2ν)

r2(r2 − x3 − ξ3)
+ 6x3ξ3(x3 + ξ3)

r 52

]
,

g32 = x2
16πµ(1 − ν)

[
(x3 − ξ3)

r 31
+ (3 − 4ν)(x3 − ξ3)

r 32
+ 4(1 − ν)(1 − 2ν)

r2(r2 − x3 − ξ3)
+ 6x3ξ3(x3 + ξ3)

r 52

]
,

g33 = 1
16πµ(1 − ν)

[
3 − 4ν

r1
+ 5 − 12ν + 8ν2

r2
+ (x3 − ξ3)

2

r 31
+ (3 − 4ν)(x3 + ξ3)2 − 2x3ξ3

r 32

+ 6x3ξ3(x3 + ξ3)
2

r 52

]
. (3.93)
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Figure 3.20. Definition of geometric parameters for a finite dislocation, after Okada (1985). Note that
Okada (1985) denotes the components of the slip as Uk , whereas here we refer to the fault slip as sk
and the displacement at the earth’s surface as uk .

The displacements due to a horizontal force acting in the x1 direction are given by

g11 = 1
16πµ(1 − ν)

{
3 − 4ν

r1
+ 1

r2
+ x21

r 31
+ (3 − 4ν)x21

r 32
+ 2(r 22 − 3x21 )x3ξ3

r 52

+4(1 − ν)(1 − 2ν)[r 22 − x21 − r2(x3 + ξ3)]

r2(r2 − x3 − ξ3)
2

}
,

g12 = x1x2
16πµ(1 − ν)

[
1
r 31

+ (3 − 4ν)
r 32

− 6x3ξ3
r 52

− 4(1 − ν)(1 − 2ν)

r2(r2 − x3 − ξ3)
2

]
,

g13 = x1
16πµ(1 − ν)

[
(x3 − ξ3)

r 31
+ (3 − 4ν)(x3 − ξ3)

r 32
− 4(1 − ν)(1 − 2ν)

r2(r2 − x3 − ξ3)
− 6x3ξ3(x3 + ξ3)

r 52

]
.

(3.94)

Due to the symmetry in the problem, the displacements due to a horizontal force acting in the
x2 direction are given by an appropriate change of the x1 and x2 axes. For a source not located
at the origin, replace x1 with x1 − ξ1 and x2 with x2 − ξ2.

3.6.3 Point-Source Dislocations
Given the appropriate Green’s functions, we are finally in a position to use Volterra’s formula
(3.15) to derive the displacements due to an arbitrary dislocation in a three-dimensional half-
space. The point-source solutions are given here, where we adopt the geometry defined by
Okada (1985), as shown in figure 3.20.

Given the fault geometry defined in figure 3.20, Volterra’s formula (3.15) reduces to the
following expressions.

For strike slip (s2 = s3 = 0),

ui (x) = µs1d�
[
−
(
∂g1i
∂ξ2

+ ∂g2i
∂ξ1

)
sin δ +

(
∂g1i
∂ξ3

+ ∂g3i
∂ξ1

)
cos δ

]
. (3.95)

For dip slip (s1 = s3 = 0),

ui (x) = µs2d�
[(

∂g2i
∂ξ3

+ ∂g3i
∂ξ2

)
cos 2δ +

(
∂g3i
∂ξ3

− ∂g2i
∂ξ2

)
sin 2δ

]
. (3.96)
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For dilatant sources (s1 = s2 = 0),

ui (x) = s3d�
[
λ
∂gni
∂ξn

+ 2µ
(
∂g2i
∂ξ2

sin2 δ + ∂g3i
∂ξ3

cos2 δ
)

− µ

(
∂g2i
∂ξ3

+ ∂g3i
∂ξ2

)
sin 2δ

]
, (3.97)

where si is slip, d� is the fault area increment, such that the product sd� is the source strength,
or potency, and δ is the fault dip. Introducing the Mindlin Green’s functions (3.94) and (3.93)
into the preceding expressions and evaluating for a source located at (ξ1 = ξ2 = 0, ξ3 = −d)
and for an observation point at the earth’s surface (x1, x2, x3 = 0) yields the following.

For strike slip,

u1 = − s1d�
2π

(
3x21q
r 5

+ I 01 sin δ
)
,

u2 = − s1d�
2π

(
3x1x2q

r 5
+ I 02 sin δ

)
,

u3 = − s1d�
2π

(
3x1dq
r 5

+ I 04 sin δ
)
. (3.98)

For dip slip,

u1 = − s2d�
2π

(
3x1 pq
r 5

− I 03 sin δ cos δ
)
,

u2 = − s2d�
2π

(
3x2 pq
r 5

− I 01 sin δ cos δ
)
,

u3 = − s2d�
2π

(
3dpq
r 5

− I 05 sin δ cos δ
)
. (3.99)

For an opening dislocation,

u1 = s3d�
2π

(
3x1q2

r 5
− I 03 sin2 δ

)
,

u2 = s3d�
2π

(
3x2q2

r 5
− I 01 sin2 δ

)
,

u3 = s3d�
2π

(
3dq2

r 5
− I 05 sin2 δ

)
, (3.100)

where

I 01 = (1 − 2ν)x2

[
1

r (r + d)2
− x21

3r + d
r 3(r + d)3

]
,

I 02 = (1 − 2ν)x1

[
1

r (r + d)2
− x22

3r + d
r 3(r + d)3

]
,

I 03 = (1 − 2ν)
[ x1
r 3

]
− I 02 ,

I 04 = −(1 − 2ν)
[
x1x2

2r + d
r 3(r + d)2

]
,

I 05 = (1 − 2ν)
[

1
r (r + d)

− x21
2r + d

r 3(r + d)2

]
, (3.101)
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and

p = x2 cos δ + d sin δ,

q = x2 sin δ − d cos δ,

r 2 = x21 + x22 + d2 = x21 + p2 + q2. (3.102)

3.6.4 Finite Rectangular Dislocations
According to Volterra’s formula (3.15), the solution for a finite source can be obtained by
integrating the point-source solution over the fault surface. For general three-dimensional
fault geometries, this is usually difficult to do analytically. For the particular case of a rec-
tangular dislocation surface of length L and downdip width W (figure 3.20) and spatially
uniform slip or opening, the integration can be accomplished in closed form. (See Okada
1985 for a summary of early work on this subject.) While the integration is in principle
straightforward, the calculations are tedious. Okada (1985), while far from the first to complete
these integrations, did a very careful job and is now, properly, widely cited. Following Okada
(1985), point sources can be distributed on the fault by substituting x → x − ξ ′, y → y −
η′ cos δ, d → d − η′ sin δ as in equation (3.59) when deriving the results for a two-dimensional
dislocation. The elastic fields due to the rectangular fault are then constructed by integrating
ξ ′ from 0 to L, and η′ from 0 toW. Okada (1985), following Sato andMatsu’ura (1974), changes
variables to ξ = x − ξ ′ and η = p − η′, where p = y cos δ + d sin δ. (See discussion around
equation [ 3.64].) The integration is then over the domain

∫ x−L

x
dξ
∫ p−W

p
dη. (3.103)

The displacements are given here following the notation of Chinnery (1961), where

f (ξ, η)|| = f (x, p) − f (x, p − W ) − f (x − L, p) + f (x − L, p − W ). (3.104)

For strike slip,

u1 = − s1
2π

[
ξq

R(R + η)
+ tan−1 ξη

qR
+ I1 sin δ

] ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣,
u2 = − s1

2π

[
ỹq

R(R + η)
+ q cos δ

R + η
+ I2 sin δ

] ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣,
u3 = − s1

2π

[
d̃q

R(R + η)
+ q sin δ

R + η
+ I4 sin δ

] ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣. (3.105)

For dip slip,

u1 = − s2
2π

[ q
R

− I3 sin δ cos δ
] ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣,

u2 = − s2
2π

[
ỹq

R(R + ξ )
+ cos δ tan−1 ξη

qR
− I1 sin δ cos δ

] ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣,
u3 = − s2

2π

[
d̃q

R(R + ξ )
+ sin δ tan−1 ξη

qR
− I5 sin δ cos δ

] ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣. (3.106)
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For opening, dikelike, dislocation,

u1 = s3
2π

[
q2

R(R + η)
− I3 sin2 δ

] ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣,
u2 = s3

2π

{ −d̃q
R(R + ξ )

− sin δ
[

ξq
R(R + η)

− tan−1 ξη

qR

]
− I1 sin2 δ

} ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣,
u3 = s3

2π

{
ỹq

R(R + ξ )
+ cos δ

[
ξq

R(R + η)
− tan−1 ξη

qR

]
− I5 sin2 δ

} ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣, (3.107)

where

I1 = µ

λ+ µ

[ −ξ
cos δ(R + d̃)

]
− sin δ

cos δ
I5,

I2 = µ

λ+ µ
[− ln(R + η)] − I3,

I3 = µ

λ+ µ

[
ỹ

cos δ(R + d̃)
− ln(R + η)

]
+ sin δ

cos δ
I4,

I4 = µ

λ+ µ

1
cos δ

[
ln(R + d̃) − sin δ ln(R + η)

]
,

I5 = µ

λ+ µ

2
cos δ

tan−1
[
η(X+ q cos δ) + X(R + X) sin δ

ξ (R + X) cos δ

]
, (3.108)

and p, q, r are as defined in equation (3.102), and

ỹ = η cos δ + q sin δ,

d̃ = η sin δ − q cos δ,

R2 = ξ2 + η2 + q2 = ξ2 + ỹ2 + d̃2,

X2 = ξ2 + q2. (3.109)

Several of the terms in equation (3.108) have cos δ in the denominator. For faults with vertical
dip (cos δ = 0), these terms should be replaced by

I1 = − µ

2(λ+ µ)

[
ξq

(R + d̃)2

]
,

I3 = µ

2(λ+ µ)

[
η

R + d̃
+ ỹq

(R + d̃)2
− ln(R + η)

]
,

I4 = − µ

λ+ µ

q
R + d̃

,

I5 = − µ

λ+ µ

ξ sin δ
R + d̃

. (3.110)

The strains and tilts can be computed by differentiating the displacements with respect to
the field coordinates,x; expressions are given inOkada (1985). The displacements in equations
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Figure 3.21. Displacements due to a vertical strike-slip fault, from depth 2 to 20.

(3.105), (3.106), and (3.107) are restricted to the free surface. The procedure for computing the
displacements within the earth, which can be used to calculate the strains and stresses, is the
same, although caremust be taken to ensure that the branch cuts coincidewith the dislocation
surface; expressions are given by Okada (1992).

3.6.5 Examples
This section illustrates the predicted surface deformation for several typical fault geometries.
To start,wewill examine thedisplacement fields for simple uniform-slip dislocations,meaning
that the slip vector is everywhere the same on the fault surface, as in equations (3.105), (3.106),
and (3.107). For a vertical strike-slip fault, the deformation pattern is illustrated in figure 3.21.
Notice that the displacements are not everywhere parallel to the fault. The displacements
are directed away from the fault in the two compressional quadrants and toward the fault in
the two extensional quadrants. For the same reason, there is uplift in the two compressional
quadrants and subsidence in the two extensional quadrants. The horizontal displacements
decay with distance—rapidly for shallow faulting, more slowly if the slip extends to greater
depth. Similarly, the position of the maximum uplift and subsidence depends on the depth
distribution of slip.

We can compare predictions from dislocation models to geodetic observations of actual
strike-slip earthquakes. One particularly well studied earthquake is the 1999 Hector Mine,
California, earthquake, M 7.1. Plate 3A shows the horizontal displacements determined from
both GPS and satellite radar measurements (InSAR). The radar observations were processed to
determine the range change in the line-of-sight (LOS) direction between the satellite and the
ground using interferometric methods on both ascending and descending passes. So-called
azimuth offset fields were also determined, which yield the horizontal component of motion
in the direction of the spacecraft motion. While the offset measurements are considerably
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Figure 3.22. Displacements due to a blind thrust fault. The rectangle marks the surface projection of
the dislocation, with the heavy line indicating the updip edge Width is 15, depth to bottom 22.

noisier than the interferometric phase determinations, they do provide useful independent
data. Fialko et al. (2001) combined the four data types to determine the three-dimensional
displacement field. Notice that the orientation and magnitude of the displacements agree
quite well with the completely independent GPSmeasurements.

The observations compare quite well with the predictions of a simple rectangular dis-
location; compare to figure 3.21. For a more precise comparison, we must account for the
nonplanar fault geometry in this earthquake and the nonuniform distribution of slip, as in
plate 3B.

Figure 3.22 shows the vertical and horizontal displacement for a deep blind thrust fault
geometry. Notice the uplift of the hanging wall above the updip end of the fault and the
lesser subsidence above the downdip end of the fault. The pattern of horizontal displacements
may not be completely intuitive, in that the displacements are smaller immediately above
the fault than they are to either side. In addition, the horizontal displacements on the foot-
wall side of the updip edge act in the same direction as the hanging-wall motion. This
is visible in the two-dimensional solution (figure 3.17). In two dimensions, the horizontal
displacements change sign where the updip projection of the fault plane intersects the free
surface.

A nice example of the deformation resulting from a buried thrust fault is the Mw 6.7
1994 Northridge, California, earthquake. The coseismic displacement field was well recorded
by a combination of GPS measurements, leveling, and InSAR. Figure 3.23 illustrates the
displacement field from GPS and leveling. The south-dipping blind fault caused uplift of as
much as 417 ± 5 mm and horizontal displacements of as much as 216 ± 3 mm (Hudnut
et al. 1996). Notice that the horizontal displacements north of the epicenter are directed
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Figure 3.23. Horizontal and vertical displacements due to the 1994 Northridge, California, earthquake,
Mw 6.7. The contours show the vertical displacement from a combination of GPS and spirit leveling.
Horizontal displacement vectors are from GPS, and the star represents the epicenter. The earthquake
ruptured updip to the north, so the epicenter is located above the downdip end of the fault. No
correction has been made for minor subsidence due to groundwater withdrawal. Figure courtesy of
Ken Hudnut.

east–west, nearly perpendicular to the slip vector, which is essentially pure reverse faulting.
These observations can be compared with the prediction of a simple uniform-slip dislocation
dipping 40 degrees to the south–southwest, as in figure 3.24. The simple model captures
most of the important features of the deformation field, indicating the validity of elastic
dislocations as a description of coseismic deformation.

3.6.6 Distributed Slip
According to Volterra’s formula (3.15), the displacements can be computed by integrating
the slip distribution against the derivatives of the Green’s tensors for any distribution of
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Figure 3.24. Displacements predicted from a simple uniform-slip dislocation model with geometry
comparable to the 1994 Northridge earthquake. The contours indicate vertical displacement in meters.
The rectangle marks the surface projection of the dislocation, and the heavy line is the updip edge.
Compare with observations in figure 3.23.

slip; however, some form of numerical approximation is often necessary. One commonly
used approach is to approximate the fault surface with a series of small rectangular elements
(plate 4). The displacements are then given by a finite sumof terms of the form (3.105), (3.106),
and (3.107). Rectangles, however, are awkward for approximating curved surfaces. Curved
surfaces are better represented with triangular elements; solutions for triangular dislocations
are given by Jeyakumaran et al. (1992) and employed byMaerten et al. (2005).

It is worth pointing out that for many purposes, one does not need to tessalate the fault
surface with finite dimensioned elements. Again referring to Volterra’s formula (3.15), one can
simply approximate the integral as a finite sum of point sources. This approach is generally
adequate for computing elastic fields at the free surface, although some caremust be takennear
the fault trace if it breaks the free surface. Special care also needs to be taken when evaluating
the stresses near the fault, since the Green’s tensors, and thus their derivatives, are singular.
With finite sources, it is possible to compute the stress in the center of the dislocation element,
thus avoiding singularities at the dislocation edges.

Gaussian quadrature provides a useful numerical procedure for integrating point sources.
An example of numerically integrating point-source solutions is shown in figure 3.25.
Gaussian quadraturewas used to compute the solution for a rectangular dislocationwith equal
amounts of strike-slip and dip-slip motion. The numerical result agrees very well with the
analytical solution even with only five integration points in each coordinate direction. In this
particular case, the maximum differences are less than 0.01%.
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Figure 3.25. An example of numerical integration using Gaussian quadrature. The left panel shows
the horizontal and vertical (contoured) displacements from the numerical integration. The maximum
horizontal displacement is roughly 7.7% of the slip amplitude. The maximum vertical displacement
is about 14% of the slip amplitude, and the contour interval is 0.012 in units of slip. The middle
panel shows the same for the analytical results. The right panel shows the normalized difference in
the magnitude of the displacement, (numerical–analytical)/analytical. The solid rectangle is the surface
projection of the dislocation surface. The Gaussian points are shown as crosses. Calculation courtesy
of J. Townend.

3.7 Strain Energy Change Due to Faulting
Faulting changes the elastic strain energy stored in the earth. The stress work per unit area of
the dislocation is

dW= −
∫ s

0
T · ds′, (3.111)

where T is the traction, s is fault slip, and the negative sign arises because the tractions and
displacements act in opposite directions. Imagine that the tractions are relaxed slowly from an
initial value T0 to the final value T f < T0 such that the displacements are always proportional
to the change in traction:

T(s′) = T0 + (T f − T0)
s′

s
, (3.112)

where s is the final slip. Thus, equation (3.111) can be written as

dW= −
[
T0
k sk + 1

2
(T f

k − T0
k )sk

]
= − sk

2
(T f

k + T0
k ). (3.113)

The total work done is found by integrating over the dislocation surface:

W=
∫
�

dW= −1
2

∫
�

sk(σ 0
kj + σ

f
kj )njd�. (3.114)

If no work is done at other boundaries, equation (3.114) represents the total change in strain
energy. Notice that the change in elastic strain energy depends on the average stress acting
through the fault displacements and is thus dependent on the total stress, not simply the stress
change accompanying fault slip. It should be noted here that for uniform-slip dislocations of the
type discussed mainly in this chapter, the integral in equation (3.114) is formally divergent.
This is discussed briefly in section 4.3.
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3.8 Summary and Perspective
Elastic dislocations are the backbone of crustal deformation modeling. They provide useful
models of coseismic deformation accompanying earthquakes, as well as deformation resulting
from planar intrusions, including dikes and sills, as discussed in chapter 7.

The central results in this chapter are the various forms of Volterra’s formula, which allow
one to compute the elastic fields due to dislocations with either spatially uniform or variable
slip. Application of Volterra’s formula requires the elastostatic Green’s tensors, which are well
known for a uniform, isotropichalf-space. Analytical results canbeobtainedby integrating slip
over rectangular surfaces, and numerical codes that compute displacements, strains, and tilts
from uniform-slip rectangular dislocations are widely used in analyzing crustal deformation
data. One should not, however, be limited to uniform-slip representations. The elastic fields
associated with nonuniform slip, or opening, can be approximated either by integrating point
dislocation solutions or by summing the contributions of small rectangular or triangular
dislocation elements, as discussed in section 3.6.6.

While the results in this chapter have been restricted to elastic half-spaces with uni-
form properties, Volterra’s formula applies more generally for heterogeneous earth models.
The appropriate Green’s tensor is, of course, required. Chapter 5 presents several meth-
ods for computing the elastic fields due to dislocations in heterogeneous earth models. In
chapter 8, we will explore approximate corrections for the effects of earth curvature and
topography.

A fundamental feature of all of the dislocation solutions presented to this point is that the
slip, or opening, has been specified as a displacement discontinuity boundary condition on
the dislocation surface. There has been no discussion of why the particular slip or opening
should develop. In the next chapter, wewill explore crackmodels, inwhich the slip or opening
is determined by the shear stress drop on the surface in the case of faults, or by the magma
pressure in the case of planar dikes and sills.

3.9 Problems
1. Show that for slip in the ξ1 direction on a fault with unit normal in the ξ3 direction,

the only nonzero components of the moment tensor density in an isotropic medium are
m13 = m31.

Given the body force equivalent distribution to the fault slip, one can compute the net
moment as

∫
ξ × fdV. The net moment about the ξ2 axis is thus (e.g., Aki and Richards

1980),

∫
V
ε213ξ1 f3dV +

∫
V
ε231ξ3 f1dV.

From the body force equivalents defined in equation (3.20), show that this yields

∫
V
ξ1δ(ξ3)

∂

∂ξ1
m31(ξ1, ξ2)dξ1dξ2dξ3 −

∫
V
ξ3m13(ξ1, ξ2)

∂

∂ξ3
δ(ξ3)dξ1dξ2dξ3.

Carrying out the integration with respect to ξ3, show that this leads to

−
∫
�

m31(ξ1, ξ2)dξ1dξ2 +
∫
�

m13(ξ1, ξ2)dξ1dξ2,
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which vanishes due to the symmetry inm. Show that for an isotropicmedium, each of these
integrals has magnitude

M0 = µ

∫
�

s1(ξ1, ξ2)dξ1dξ2.

2. Use Volterra’s formula to derive the free-surface displacements due to a horizontal disloca-
tionwith uniform slip s at depth d. Show that the horizontal and vertical displacements are
given by

u1(ξ1, ξ2 = 0) = s1
π

[ −ξ1d
ξ21 + d2

+ tan−1
(
ξ1

d

)]
,

u2(ξ1, ξ2 = 0) = − s1
π

d2

ξ21 + d2
.

3. For a dipping fault with uniform slip, sum the contributions from the horizontal and
vertical components of fault slip from problem 2 and equations (3.51) and (3.52) to show
that the free-surface displacements are given by

u1 = 1
π

[
s1 tan−1(ζ ) − s2 + s1ζ

1 + ζ 2

]
,

u2 = 1
π

[
s2 tan−1(ζ ) + s2ζ − s1

1 + ζ 2

]
, (3.115)

where

ζ ≡ x1 − ξ1

d
.

Use this result to derive the general expression (3.70) for displacement due to a fault dipping
at an angle δ from the horizontal. Note that in the derivation for slip on a vertical fault,
the positive side displaced upward, equations (3.51) and (3.52), so the sign of the vertical
component of slip in equation (3.115) is opposite to that in equation (3.70); see figure 3.8.

4. Show that the displacements for a dip-slip fault with uniform slip from the earth’s surface
to depth d, as in equation (3.73), can be written in the following form:

u1(x1, x2 = 0) = s cos δ
π

[
tan−1

(
x1 − xd

d

)
− (π/2)sgn(x1) − (x1 − xp)d

d2 + (x1 − xd)2

]
,

u2(x1, x2 = 0) = s sin δ
π

[
(π/2)sgn(x1) − tan−1

(
x1 − xd

d

)
− x1d

d2 + (x1 − xd)2

]
(Cohen 1996), where xd = d/ tan δ, and xp = d/(cos δ sin δ) is the distance from the fault
trace to the perpendicular projection of the bottom of the fault to the free surface.

5. Prove that the two representations of an edge dislocation shown in figure 3.26 are equiv-
alent by showing that the strains, and therefore the stresses, in both cases are identical.
Use the stress form of Volterra’s formula and Green’s functions appropriate for a full-space
(that is, let r2 → ∞ in the Green’s functions given in section 3.3). For the representation
on the left-side of figure 3.26, take the opening to be uniform along the x2 axis from 0
to ∞. For the representation on the right-side of figure 3.26, take the slip to be uniform
along the x1 axis from −∞ to 0. To compute the strains, it is appropriate to take the spatial
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Figure 3.26. A single edge dislocation can be interpreted as due to the insertion of a slab of material of
uniform thickness �u extending along the x2 axis from 0 to ∞ (left) or the slip of �u extending along
the x1 axis from −∞ to 0 (right).

derivatives inside the integral in Volterra’s formula; however, be sure to take the derivatives
with respect to the observation coordinates, not the coordinates defining the position of the
dislocation.

6. In chapter 2, it was argued that the deformation due to a single buried screw dislocation
is independent of the dip of the dislocation surface. Prove this using Volterra’s formula by
solving for the displacement due to slip on a dipping interface, and show that the result
does not depend on dip.

7. Solve for surface displacements due to a two-dimensional dike. Model the dike as infinitely
long along the strike, and assume plane strain deformation. Take a vertical edge dislocation
with horizontal displacement discontinuity to model the dike. Use Volterra’s formula
to determine the horizontal and vertical displacements at the earth’s surface. Plot the
displacements for a dike that extends from the surface to depthD.

8. Solve for surface displacements due to a two-dimensional sill. Model the sill as infinitely
long along the strike, and assume plane strain deformation. Take a horizontal edge dislo-
cation with vertical displacement discontinuity to model the sill. Use Volterra’s formula
to determine the horizontal and vertical displacements at the earth’s surface. Plot the
displacements for a sill of length L located at depthD.

9. In polar coordinates centered on the dislocation, the stresses due to an edge dislocation
in a two-dimensional infinite elastic medium, subject to plane strain conditions (see
equation [1.117]), can be written as

σr r = σθθ = D
sin θ
r

,

σr θ = −D
cos θ
r

,

D = µs
2π(1 − ν)

.

Derive the displacements in polar coordinates from the strains. You will find an equation
for the shear strain of the form

∫
f (θ)dθ + df (θ)

dθ
+ r

dg(r )
dr

− g(r ) = −s
π

cos θ,
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where f (θ) and g(r ) are functions of θ and r only. Note that this can be separated into two
equations, one a function of θ only and one a function of r only. This then leads to the
solution

ur = s
2π

[
(1 − 2ν)
2(1 − ν)

sin θ ln(r ) − θ cos θ
]
,

uθ = s
2π

[
(1 − 2ν)
2(1 − ν)

cos θ ln(r ) + θ sin θ + 1
2(1 − ν)

cos θ
]
, (3.116)

where the terms corresponding to rigid body translations and rotations have been
excluded.
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4
Crack Models of Faults

With the dislocationmodels discussed in the previous two chapters, the displacement discon-
tinuity, or slip, was prescribed as a boundary condition. As discussed previously, such models
cannot hope to explain why the fault slip occurs. We have also seen that constant slip on the
fault surface leads to nonphysical stress singularities at the fault tip.

In the earth, shear stress accumulates on a fault until the stress exceeds the fault’s strength
and the fault slips. During the earthquake, the shear stress acting on the fault decreases by
some amount�τ = τi − τ f , where τi is the initial shear stress acting on the fault, and τ f is the
final stress. If τ f is measured after all seismic waves have propagated away from the fault, then
�τ is referred to as the static stress drop. In this chapter, we will investigatemodels in which the
stress drop on the fault is specified, rather than the amount of slip (figure 4.1). To begin, wewill
consider the case where the stress drop is uniform inside the slipping zone or crack. Later, we
will relax this assumption. For a magma-filled dike, it may be sensible to consider a uniform
pressure acting on the dike walls. Whether the resistive stress on a fault is spatially uniform,
however, cannot be answered without a more thorough description of the frictional behavior
of the fault.

Using the superposition principle, we can construct the solution for a crack subject to
remote stress τ∞ with residual shear stress acting on the fault τ 0 < τ∞ (figure 4.2A), by
summing the solution for an uncracked body subject to uniform remote stress τ∞ (figure 4.2C)
and a crack loaded by internal tractions −(τ∞ − τ 0) and no remote stress (figure 4.2B). In what
follows, we specify �τ on the crack faces; it is understood that addition of a uniform tectonic
stress also solves the problem specified in figure 4.2A.

The shear stress drop is specified only inside the crack; the stress change outside the
crack must be solved for. The appropriate boundary condition outside the crack is that there
be no displacement discontinuity. Thus, even the simplest crack problem involves a mixed
boundary condition in which the traction is specified on part of the plane and the displacement
discontinuity is specified on the remainder (figure 4.1). For an infinitely long vertical strike-slip
fault parallel to the x3 direction, as in figure 4.1, the mathematical problem is

∇2u3 = 0,

σ13(x1 = 0) = −�τ |x2| < a,

[u] = 0 |x2| > a, (4.1)

where the fault extends to depth a. Here, [u] indicates displacement discontinuity [u] =
u+ − u−.

4.1 Boundary Integral Method
We will now see that it is possible to construct a solution to the antiplane strain crack
problem (4.1) using known solutions for screwdislocations. Each dislocation satisfies Laplace’s
equation, so a superposition ofmany dislocations also satisfies Laplace’s equation. Recall from
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x2

x3

a

[u] = 0

∆τ = specified

x1

Figure 4.1. Crack model of a strike-slip fault. Within the slipping zone, the stress drop �τ is specified;
the slip must be solved for. Outside the slipping zone, the slip is known, and is identically zero;
however, the stress change must be solved for.

τ∞

τ∞ τ∞
τ∞τ0

= +

A B C

∆τ = τ0 – τ∞

Figure 4.2. A: Fault loaded by remote stress τ∞, with residual fault surface traction τ0, can be
constructed from the solutions for B, a crack loaded by internal tractions −(τ∞−τ0), and C, a uniformly
loaded earth subject to far-field stress τ∞.

equation (2.13) that the stress on the fault plane due to a single dislocation is

σ13(x1 = 0, x2) = −µ
2π

s
x2
. (4.2)

We can imagine summingmany dislocations tomimic an arbitrary (discrete) slip distribution.
Summing N dislocations with variable strength δsi and location on the fault ξi (figure 4.3), the
stress is

σ13(x1 = 0, x2) = −µ
2π

N∑
i=1

δsi
x2 − ξi

. (4.3)

Now, pass to the limit of a continuous distribution of infinitesimal dislocations, which have
strength

δs = ∂s
∂ξ

dξ = B(ξ ) dξ, (4.4)
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–a

a

si

ξi

Figure 4.3. A discrete distribution of dislocations with strength si located at position ξi on the
fault. Notice that there are an equal number of positively signed dislocations and negatively signed
dislocations, so the crack closes at both ends. In this figure, the distribution is not symmetric about the
x2 = 0 axis.

where B(ξ ) = ∂s/∂ξ is knownas theBurger’s vector distribution. The terminology comes from the
material science application of dislocation theory, where the slip vector in a crystal lattice is
known as the Burger’s vector. The limit of equation (4.3) is thus

σ13(z) = −µ
2π

∫ a

−a

B(ξ )
z− ξ

dξ, (4.5)

where we have let x2 = z be the depth on the fault. Notice that the displacement boundary
condition outside the crack [u] = 0 for |z| > a is automatically satisfied; there are no dis-
locations in that region, so the displacements there are continuous.

According to the boundary condition on the crack face (4.1):

−�τ = −(τ∞ − τ 0) = −µ
2π

∫ a

−a

B(ξ )
z− ξ

dξ |z| ≤ a. (4.6)

For specified �τ , equation (4.6) represents an integral equation for B(ξ ). The boundary
condition is specified as the value of the definite integral, while the unknown function B(ξ )
is in the integrand. The solution to this integral equation was given by Bilby and Eshelby
(1968; see also Rice 1968; Barber 1992). We will cite the result here, postponing a derivation
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to section 4.1.1:

B(z) = −2
µπ

1√
a2 − z2

∫ a

−a

�τ (ξ )
√

a2 − ξ2

z− ξ
dξ + C√

a2 − z2
, (4.7)

where C is a constant proportional to the net dislocation

C = 1
π

∫ a

−a
B(ξ ) dξ (4.8)

(see problem4). For cracks that close onboth ends, thenet dislocation vanishes
∫ a

−a B(ξ ) dξ =0
—that is, there are as many positive dislocations as negative dislocations.

To this point, we have said nothing about the traction-free boundary condition on the
earth’s surface. In chapter 2, we found that for antiplane strain problems, adding an oppositely
signed dislocation an equal distance above the earth’s surface was sufficient to render it
traction free. Thus, if we now restrict attention to dislocation distributions that are symmetric
about the plane z = 0, this guarantees that the shear stress there vanishes. For every dislocation
of one sign, there is an oppositely signed dislocation symmetric about the free surface.

Determination of B(z) requires integration of the expression in equation (4.7). Fortunately,
these integrals are easily performed by expanding the stress in a particular set of polynomial
functions known asChebyshev polynomials. Chebyshev polynomials come in two varieties, the
first are designated Tn(x), while the second are designated Un(x). They are both orthogonal
functions—that is, they satisfy

∫ b

a
w(x) fn(x) fm(x) dx = hδmn, (4.9)

where w(x) are weight functions. Specifically, for the Tn(x), w(x) = (1 − x2)−1/2 and h = π/2,
unless n = 0 where h = π . For the Un(x), w(x) = (1 − x2)1/2 and h = π/2. The Chebyshev
polynomials have the following recurrence: relationships

Fn+1 = 2xFn − Fn−1, (4.10)

where Fn refers to Chebyshev polynomials of both first and second kinds. The first few
polynomials are given by

T0 = 1, U0 = 1,

T1 = x, U1 = 2x,

T2 = 2x2 − 1, U2 = 4x2 − 1.

(4.11)

An extremely useful property of Chebyshev polynomials, for our purposes, is that they satisfy
the following integral relationships (Abramowitz and Stegun 1972; Mason and Handscomb
2003; section 9.5.1):

∫ 1

−1

√
1 − t2Un−1(t)

z− t
dt = πTn(z); |z| ≤ 1, (4.12)
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∫ 1

−1

Tn(t)√
1 − t2(z− t)

dt =
{

−πUn−1(z); |z| ≤ 1, n ≥ 1

0; n = 0
. (4.13)

Notice that the first of these integrals is precisely the form of the integral in equation (4.7).
Thus, if we expand the stresses in the Un−1, the integral is done trivially. In particular,
normalizing distance scales by a, let the stress be given by

�τ (z/a) =
∞∑
n=1

cnUn−1(z/a). (4.14)

Assuming that the net dislocation is zero (C = 0)—that is, we have one image for each
dislocation—equation (4.7) becomes

B(z) = −2
µ

∞∑
n=1

cnTn(z)√
a2 − z2

. (4.15)

The simplest case is one in which the stress change is uniformwithin the interior of the crack.
From equation (4.14), this corresponds to c1 = �τ and cn = 0 for all n > 1. Since T1(z) = z,
equation (4.15) in this case reduces immediately to

B(z) = −2�τ
µ

z√
a2 − z2

. (4.16)

Equation (4.16) gives the appropriate dislocation density such that the uniform stress drop
boundary condition is satisfied everywhere inside the crack. Given B(ξ ), the slip is computed
from equation (4.4):

s(z) =
∫ z

−a
B(ξ ) dξ,

= −2�τ
µ

∫ z

−a

ξ√
a2 − ξ2

dξ,

= 2�τ
µ

√
a2 − ξ2

∣∣∣∣z
−a
,

s(z) = 2�τ
µ

√
a2 − z2 |z| < a. (4.17)

Thus, the slip distribution for a uniform stress drop is elliptical. Note that the maximum
slip is at the earth’s surface and is proportional to the depth of the fault a and the strain
drop�τ/µ:

s(z = 0) = 2�τa
µ

. (4.18)

For example, for a strain drop of 10−4 (�τ = 3 MPa, µ = 3 × 104 MPa) and a = 10 km, the
maximum slip at the earth’s surface is 2 meters.
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Figure 4.4. Representation of an opening mode crack such as a dike or sill with a summation of
dislocations. Top: A sill modeled as a single pair of dislocations, equivalent to a slab of material with
constant thickness inserted between the dislocations. Bottom: Representation of a sill subject to a
uniform pressure boundary condition by a series of dislocation pairs with the appropriate distribution
to satisfy the pressure boundary condition.

Note that the sameprocedureworks for two-dimensional crack problems under plane strain
loading by simply replacing the screw dislocations with edge dislocations (figure 4.4), with
one minor change and one important exception. The stress due to a single edge dislocation
is such that we replace µ in equation (4.6), and all subsequent equations, with µ/(1 − ν).
The important difficulty arises in matching the free-surface boundary condition. Because the
image dislocation cancels only one component of the surface traction in plane strain, forcing
the dislocation distribution to be antisymmetric about the x2 = 0 plane does not satisfy the
free surface-boundary conditions. If, however, one sums elemental solutions for dislocations
in a half-space (as opposed to a full space), then the free-surface conditions are automatically
satisfied. The solution to the resulting integral equation will, however, be more complex. As
you will see, it is straightforward to develop numerical procedures based on this approach for
solving general crack problems in both two and three dimensions.

4.1.1 Inversion of the Integral Equation
Here, we will consider a derivation of equation (4.7) that makes extensive use of the integral
relations (4.12) and (4.13). First, normalize the length scales in equation (4.6) by a:

�τ = µ

2π

∫ 1

−1

B(ξ )
z− ξ

dξ. (4.19)

Next, expand the Burgers vector distribution in the following:

B(ξ ) = 1√
1 − ξ2

∞∑
n=0

cnTn(ξ ) = c0√
1 − ξ2

+ 1√
1 − ξ2

∞∑
n=1

cnTn(ξ ). (4.20)

This choice can be justified as follows. We require the displacement to be discontinuous
across the crack. The polynomials are of course continuous; however, the term (1 − ξ2)1/2

introduces a branch cut across the crack (see appendix C). Choosing (1 − ξ2)−1/2 causes the
dislocation density to be singular at the crack tips. Indeed, it can be shown that (1 − ξ2)−1/2

behavior near the crack tip generates uniform stress within the crack in the vicinity of the
tip and the appropriate stress singularity outside the crack (see problem 2). Substituting into
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equation (4.19) andmaking use of (4.13) leads to

�τ (z) = µ

2π

∞∑
n=1

cn

∫ 1

−1

Tn(ξ )√
1 − ξ2(z− ξ )

dξ,

= −µ
2

∞∑
n=1

cnUn−1(z). (4.21)

Notice that the c0 term drops out. Now multiply both sides of equation (4.21) by (1 − ξ2)1/2/
(z− ξ ) and integrate between −1 and +1:

∫ 1

−1

�τ (ξ )
√

1 − ξ2

z− ξ
dξ = −µ

2

∞∑
n=1

cn

∫ 1

−1

Un−1(ξ )
√

1 − ξ2

z− ξ
dξ,

= −µπ
2

∞∑
n=1

cnTn(z),

= −µπ
2

[√
1 − z2B(z) − c0,

]
, (4.22)

where the first step follows by equation (4.12) and the second by (4.20). Reverting to dimen-
sional form leads directly to equation (4.7).

4.2 Displacement on the Earth’s Surface
To compute the displacement at the earth’s surface, recall from equation (2.41) that

u(x) = 1
π

∫ 0

−a
s(ξ )

x
x2 + ξ2

dξ. (4.23)

For a uniform stress drop, we input the slip distribution (4.17) into (4.23), which leads to

u(x) = 2�τx
µπ

∫ 0

−a

√
a2 − ξ2

x2 + ξ2
dξ,

= �τx
µπ

∫ a

−a

√
a2 − ξ2

x2 + ξ2
dξ. (4.24)

This integral is solved using contour integration methods in appendix C, equation (C.8),
yielding

u(x) = �τ

µ

[
sgn(x)

√
a2 + x2 − x

]
. (4.25)

The displacements from the constant stress drop crack model are compared with those of the
uniform-slip dislocation in section 4.5.
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4.3 A Brief Introduction to Fracture Mechanics
The spatially uniform stress drop crack considered earlier involves infinite stresses at the crack
tip. To see this, note that the gradient of the crack surface displacement, the Burger’s vector
distribution, is singular. Fromequation (4.16), note that |B(z)| → ∞ as |z| → a. Thus, the strain,
and therefore the stress, is infinite at the crack tip.While it is certainly true that stresses remain
finite in the earth, uniform stress drop crackmodels have played a key role in the development
of engineering fracture mechanics, and many of these concepts are used to describe faults as
well as dikes and sills within the earth.

Tensile fracture of engineering materials occurs at stresses much lower than predicted by
the theoretical strength of molecular bonds. As a rule, calculations based on bond strengths
suggest fracture stresses of order E/10, where E is the Young’s modulus of the material.
Observed fracture strengths are factors of ten to a thousand times less than these values. In
1920, Griffith suggested that minute flaws or cracks concentrate stress, so that the theoretical
strength is reached only locally at the crack tip. He demonstrated this in the laboratory
by drawing pristine thin glass fibers whose strength approached the theoretical tensile
strength. These experiments eventually led to the development of strong fiber-reinforced
composites.

Griffith suggested that if the energetics favor crack growth, then the material fails at a
low macroscopic (but high local) stress. He considered the energy of a cracked body of the
form

Utotal = U0 +Ustrain − WL +Usurf, (4.26)

where U0 is the energy of the uncracked, unstressed body; Ustrain is the elastic strain
energy; WL is the potential energy of the loading system associated with applied bound-
ary forces; and Usurf is the surface energy associated with the crack faces. This expression
ignores kinetic, thermal, chemical, and other forms of energy. For a crack of length 2a, the
surface energy is 4γa, where γ is the surface free energy. Together, the elastic strain energy
and the work done at the boundaries represent the mechanical potential energy of the
body.

For a two-dimensional opening crack subject to uniform remote stress σ , the change in
strain energy can be computed as follows. Imagine making a cut perpendicular to the applied
stress and applying tractions to the crack faces that are equal and opposite to the remote
stress. In this configuration, the crack does not open. If we slowly (so there is no kinetic energy
involved) relax the crack–surface tractions, the crack will open.When the tractions are relaxed
to zero, the displacements on the crack will be

u(x) = (1 − ν)σ
µ

√
a2 − x2 |x| < a. (4.27)

This result can be derived by the same procedure as used previously in the antiplane case, by
noting that the stresses acting on the crack plane due to an edge dislocation (equation [3.78],
considering only the full-space, r1, terms) are related to those due to a screw dislocation (4.2)
simply by replacing µwith µ/(1 − ν). When comparing equation (4.27) to the antiplane case,
note that equation (4.17) gives the total slip,whereas (4.27) gives the displacement of one crack
face.

As the crack opens, work is done on the loadingmechanism that supplies the crack surface
tractions, thereby decreasing the strain energy of the elastic body. The work done per unit area
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of crack is

dW= −
∫ u

0
σ (u′) du′. (4.28)

The negative sign arises because the tractions and displacements act in opposite directions.
We assume that the crack is inhibited from propagating as the stresses relax, so the crack
displacements are always proportional to the change in traction. Thus, equation (4.28) can
be written as

dW= −
∫ u

0
σ ·
(
1 − u′

u

)
du′ = −σ

2
u. (4.29)

The total work done is found by integrating over both crack faces:

W= 2
∫ a

−a
dW = − (1 − ν)σ 2

µ

∫ a

−a

√
a2 − x2dx

= − (1 − ν)σ 2

µ

[
x
2

√
a2 − x2 + a2

2
sin−1

( x
a

)]a
−a
,

= −π(1 − ν)σ 2a2

2µ
. (4.30)

If the remote boundaries are sufficiently far away, or as in the earth, traction free, then there
is no work done on these surfaces, and equation (4.30) gives the change in strain energy of
the elastic body. If, as in a laboratory test, loads are applied to the boundaries and these are
not prevented from displacing, then work is done on these boundaries. It turns out that in
this case, the strain energy actually increases on introduction of the crack. This may seem
paradoxical, but it arises because work is done on the body by the remotely applied stress. The
total change inmechanical potential energyUstrain −WL , however, does decrease, and is in fact
given by equation (4.30).

Introducing the crack decreases the net mechanical potential energy (equation [4.30]). In
a naturally formed crack, this energy is absorbed in creating new crack surface, increasing the
surface energy. The change in total energy on a small increment of crack growth is

δUtotal = ∂Umech

∂a
δa + ∂Usurf

∂a
δa, (4.31)

ignoring terms related to kinetic energy, thermal energy, and so forth. The surface energy
increases linearly with crack length, whereas the mechanical energy decreases quadratically
with length (equation [4.30]), leading to a critical crack length and stress (figure 4.5). For a
given stress, cracks longer than the critical length were predicted by Griffith to grow unstably.
Interestingly, cracks less than the critical length are predicted to close unstably (that is, to
heal), although adsorption of chemical constituents on the crack faces may inhibit crack
healing (Rice 1978). The critical stress is given by

σ =
√

4γµ
π(1 − ν)a

. (4.32)

A crack of length 2a subject to a stress greater than the critical stress given by equation (4.32)
propagates unstably.
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Figure 4.5. Variation in energy on increase in crack length. The critical crack length is shown by
a star.

As noted by Griffith, the stress at the crack tip may be very large. For an ideally sharp crack
tip (corresponding to the uniform stress drop crack considered in the previous section), the
stress in some neighborhood of the crack tip is, in an r, θ coordinate system with origin at the
crack tip, given by

σi j = K√
2r

fi j (θ), (4.33)

where fi j (θ) are functions of the angular distance from the crack plane, and differ for the
different crack modes (modes I, II, and III, corresponding to opening, inplane shear, and
antiplane shear, respectively). K is the so-called stress intensity factor. The 1/

√
r singularity is

universal (see problem 2) and applies to all crack geometries and loading configurations (In
three dimensions, the tangent to the crack tip line must be smoothly varying.) Thus, all the
information about the loading configuration is captured by the stress intensity factors KI , KI I ,
and KI I I corresponding to the threemodes of deformation. Because the local stress is governed
by K , the condition that local stress at the crack tip reach a critical value is equivalent to the
stress intensity reaching a critical value, usually denoted Kcr it and referred to as the fracture
toughness.

On the plane in front of the crack tip, the near-tip stress (4.33) is

σ = K√
2r
. (4.34)
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σ

δl

Figure 4.6. Crack tip stress and displacement. As the crack length increases by δl , the stress acting in
front of the crack σ is reduced to zero. The work done during this increment of crack growth is given
by equation (4.37).

(It should be noted that the stress intensity factor is sometimes defined in such a way that the
denominator of [4.34] is replaced by

√
2πr .) The crack surface displacementsmeasured behind

the crack tip (figure 4.6) are

u = (1 − ν)K
µ

√
2r (4.35)

(e.g., Lawn and Wilshaw 1975), where here r measures distance from the crack tip into the
crack. We can compute the work done as the crack tip propagates forward an increment δl.
The additional crack surface displacements due to the increment of crack growth at fixed
stress are

u = (1 − ν)K
µ

√
2(δl − r ). (4.36)

The work per unit surface of crack is given by equation (4.29). Making use of equations (4.34)
and (4.36), we have

δU = − (1 − ν)K 2

µ

∫ δl

0

√
δl − r
r

dr. (4.37)
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Figure 4.7. Detailed view of crack tip. Outside the crack tip region, the rock deforms elastically. Inside
the crack, bonds deform inelastically until they eventually separate in this atomic-scale drawing. σy is
the yield stress, σp is the peak stress, and uc is the critical crack displacement at which point the stress
acting across the crack walls drops to zero. The area under the stress-displacement curve is the work
done to create new crack surface, or the fracture energy.

No work is done by displacement of the traction-free crack walls. The integral can be solved
by making the substitution r = δl sin2 θ . Doing so, we find that the integral yields πδl/2.
Equation (4.37) thus reduces to

δU = −π(1 − ν)K 2

2µ
δl. (4.38)

If, again, there is no work done on remote boundaries, equation (4.38) gives the total change
inmechanical potential energy. The negative of the gradient in potential energy has the units
of force and is referred to as the energy release rate, or crack extension force, often denoted as G
(not to be confused with either shear modulus or the universal gravitation constant):

−∂Umech

∂l
≡ G = π(1 − ν)K 2

2µ
. (4.39)

From an energetic perspective, we conclude that the crack grows when the rate of mechanical
potential energy decrease exceeds the energy lost in creating new crack surface. From the
perspective of the local stress acting at the tip of the crack, we say that the crack propagates
when the stress intensity factor K reaches a critical value. Equation (4.39) shows that these
perspectives are completely consistent. That is, there exists a critical energy release rate Gcr it

proportional to K 2
cr it.

As an aside, it is worth noting that while the crack, with the 1/
√
r singularity, has a

finite elastic strain energy in the neighborhood of the crack tip, the same is not true for the
dislocation. Recall that the stress due to a single dislocation is proportional to 1/r . The strain
energy change is proportional to the integral of the stress times the strain, so the strain energy
due to the dislocation scales as

∫ 2π
0

∫ R
r0
(1/r 2)rdrdθ = 2π ln(R/r0). Thus, the strain energy in

some volume around the dislocation is unbounded in the limit r0 → 0.
In actuality, the crack tip cannot be mathematically sharp in the sense of sustaining

infinite stress immediately outside the crack. Rather, rock begins to yield under the great stress
concentration acting at the crack tip. (Figure 4.7 illustrates the idealized case of a cleavage
crack in a crystalline solid.) Once the stress exceeds the yield stress σy , bonds begin deforming
inelastically. The stress increases to a peak value σp with increasing crack displacement.
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Figure 4.8. Schematic view of dike tip region. Magma (shown by stippled pattern) is at pressure p,
which may vary along the dike. The excess pressure, p− σn, where σn is the far-field dike-normal stress,
acts to dilate the dike. The dike tip region is filled with fluids at pressure pt . If pt < σn, then the excess
pressure in the tip region is negative (a relative suction), and the crack walls close smoothly, such that
the stress intensity is zero. The relative suction is analogous to the cohesive forces acting to pull the
crack walls together in figure 4.7.

Eventually, the stress drops to zero at a critical crack displacement uc. The region near the
crack tip undergoing inelastic deformation is referred to as the end zone. If the dimension of
the end zone is ω, then at distances r 	 ω, the stress is well approximated by the purely elastic
solution—that is, the stress decays with distance proportional to K/

√
2r .

uc u

τp

τf

Figure 4.9. Slip-weakening model showing shear stress as a function of fault slip. τ p is the peak stress,
and τ f is the residual frictional stress. In this simplified model, the strength is imagined to degrade
linearly from τ p to τ f as slip increases to a critical value uc. The shaded area is the work done in
propagating the crack.

This picture can be usefully generalized to macroscopic opening mode fractures. In this
case, the inelastic deformation may be dominated by grain boundary cracking in a wide zone
around the fracture. Current models of dike propagation consider a dike tip region, which
viscous magma cannot penetrate (e.g., Rubin 1995). The dike tip region may be filled with
fluids exsolved from the melt or pore fluids from the surrounding rock mass. In order for the
dike walls to dilate, the magma pressure p must exceed the remote dike-normal stress σn over
much of the dike—that is, the excess magma pressure p − σn is positive. If the fluid pressure in
the dike tip cavity is less than the remote dike-normal stress, excess pressure is negative, and
the dike walls close smoothly, as shown in figure 4.8.

The situation changes only slightly for a shear crack model of faulting. In the case of an
open crack, the strength of the interface falls to zero behind the crack tip (figure 4.7). For
faulting, a simplified slip-weakening model posits that the shear stress acting on the fault
surface increases elastically up to a peak stress τ p but then drops linearly to a constant residual
friction stress τ f (figure 4.9). The shaded area in figure 4.9 represents the inelastic work done
in creating new fault surface, analogous to the fracture energy for the tensile crack.

Figure 4.10 shows the stress and displacement distributions corresponding to the slip-
weakening model illustrated in figure 4.9. The fault surface is located on the x axis; for positive
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Figure 4.10. Stress in the neighborhood of a shear crack tip. Stress outside the crack increases to the
peak stress, τ p. Inside the crack tip region, the stress decays to the residual frictional stress, τ f , over a
distance scale ω. After Rice (1983).

values of x, the crack is locked. The stress increases toward the crack tip, where it reaches τ p.
Inside the crack tip, the strength degrades to τ f over an end zone with dimension ω. As the
strength degrades, the fault slip increases to�uc.

The slip-weakeningmodel is widely used to describe faulting in the earth. If the dimensions
of the end zone are small compared to the overall dimension of the slipping region (ω 
 l),
then the simplified crack model described in the previous section gives a good description
of the elastic fields away from the end zone region. Furthermore, the slip-weakening model
provides a physical connection between the critical energy release rateGcr it and thework done
in reducing the strength between τ p and τ f .

Of course, we have simply asserted here that the resistive stress on the fault depends only on
slip and remains constant after a critical displacement. In detail, the resistance to slip depends
on the frictional properties of the fault as well as the pressure of pore fluids within the fault
zone, as will be discussed inmore detail in chapter 11.

4.4 Nonsingular Stress Distributions
It is useful to explicitly consider situations in which the stress is everywhere finite on the fault,
and the end zone is not restricted to a very small region at the crack tip. It can be shown (Bilby
and Eshelby 1968) that the condition that the stresses be everywhere finite, equivalent to the
stress intensity factors vanishing, is given by

∫ a

−a

�τ (ξ )√
a2 − ξ2

dξ = 0,

∫ a

−a

ξ�τ (ξ )√
a2 − ξ2

dξ = 0. (4.40)

If these equations are satisfied, and the net dislocation is zero, then equation (4.7) becomes

B(z) = −2
√
a2 − z2

µπ

∫ a

−a

�τ (ξ )

(z− ξ )
√

a2 − ξ2
dξ. (4.41)
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(see problem 5). Expanding the stress drop on the crack surface in terms of Chebyshev
polynomials:

�τ (ξ ) =
N∑

i=0

ciTi (z/a). (4.42)

It can be shown (see problem 5) that the condition that equations (4.40) are satisfied is
equivalent to c0 = c1 = 0. Thus, the sum in equation (4.42) is started at i = 2 for the finite
stress case. From equations (4.41) and (4.42),

B(z) = −2
√
a2 − z2

µπa

N∑
i=2

ci

∫ 1

−1

Ti (z/a)

(z/a − ξ )
√

1 − ξ2
dξ. (4.43)

We can nowmake use of the integral relation (4.13) to write

B(z) = 2
√
a2 − z2

µa

N∑
i=2

ciUi−1(z/a) |z/a| ≤ 1. (4.44)

As an example, we shall consider the first nonsingular term in the expansion. Let

�τ = −c2T2(z/a) = −c2
[
2(z/a)2 − 1

] |z| < a, (4.45)

that is, the stress drop is quadratic within the rupture zone. The sign is chosen such that, for
c2 > 0, the stress drop is positive in the center of the crack. The beauty of this approach is that
we can immediately see from equation (4.44) that the appropriate Burger’s vector distribution
is

B(z) = −2
√
a2 − z2

µa
c2U1(z/a) = −4c2

µ

√
a2 − z2

a
(z/a). (4.46)

To compute the slip, integrate the Burger’s vector distribution (4.4):

s(z) = −4c2
µ

∫ z

−a
(ξ/a)

√
1 − (ξ/a)2dξ,

= 4c2a
3µ

[
1 − (z/a)2

]3/2
. (4.47)

Figure 4.11 shows that the stress corresponding to the slip distribution (4.47) is quadratic
within the slipping zone and everywhere finite on the fault.

To compute the displacements at the free surface, we use equation (4.23), taking into
account the symmetry of the integrand:

u(x) = 4c2
3πµ

x
a2

∫ a

0

(
a2 − z2

)3/2
x2 + z2

dz,

= 4c2
3πµ

[
x
∫ a

0

(
a2 − z2

)1/2
x2 + z2

dz− x
a2

∫ a

0

z2
(
a2 − z2

)1/2
x2 + z2

dz

]
. (4.48)
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Figure 4.11. Normalized slip and stress corresponding to the slip distribution given by equation (4.47).
The stress change within the crack is quadratic. Notice that the crack displacements taper smoothly to
zero at the crack tips. This is always the case when the stress at the crack tip is finite.

The first of these integrals is examined in appendix C. The second can be computed using the
samemethods and is also given by Barnett and Freund (1975), who presented key ideas used in
this section:

2
a2

∫ a

0

ξ2
√

a2 − ξ2

x2 + ξ2
dξ = π

2
− π

(
|x|
a

√
x2

a2
+ 1 − x2

a2

)
. (4.49)

With these integrals, we find that the surface displacement is given by

u(x) = − c2a
µ

{( x
a

)
+ 2

3

( x
a

)3
− 2

3
sgn(x)

[
1 +
( x
a

)2]3/2}
. (4.50)

4.5 Comparison of Slip Distributions and Surface Displacements
In order to compare the displacements for the various sources, we first normalize the slip
distributions so that they have the same slip at the earth’s surface, s(z = 0). We then choose
the depths at which the slip vanishes such that each slip distribution has the same seismic
moment per unit length of fault—that is, the areas under the slip distributions as a function of
depth are the same.

For the dislocation, the slip is s for 0 < z < ad, and zero elsewhere, where ad is the depth of
the dislocation. Let smax be the maximum slip, which always occurs at the earth’s surface and
is therefore directly observable. For the uniform stress drop crack, we found (equation [4.18])
smax = 2�τac/µ, where ac is the depth of the crack, so from equation (4.25),

s(z) = smax

√
1 −
(

z
ac

)2

, (4.51)
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and

u(x) = smax

2

sgn(x)
√

1 +
(

x
ac

)2

−
(

x
ac

). (4.52)

The moment per unit length for the dislocation is µsmaxad. For the uniform stress drop
crack, it is one quarter the area of an ellipse with semi-axes smax and ac, multiplied by shear
modulus—that is, µπacsmax/4. The requirement that the moment (per unit length) be equal
for the crack and dislocation is ac = 4ad/π . Now consider the variable stress drop crack. From
equation (4.47), the maximum slip is 4c2as/3µ, where as is the depth of the smoothly tapered
crack. Requiring that themaximum slip be equal to that for the uniform stress drop crack:

c2 = 3
2
�τ

ac
as
, (4.53)

so that

s(z) = smax

[
1 −
(

z
as

)2
]3/2

, (4.54)

and

u(x) = −3
4
smax


(

x
as

)
+ 2

3

(
x
as

)3

− 2
3
sgn(x)

[
1 +
(

x
as

)2
]3/2 . (4.55)

Last, the ratio as/ac is determined by the requirement that the moment per unit length is
equal for each model. For the variable stress drop crack, the moment is found by integrating
equation (4.54):

Mo = smax

∫ as

0

[
1 −
( z
a

)2]3/2
dz. (4.56)

Making use of the integral

∫ (
1 − ξ2

)3/2
dξ =

(
5 − 2ξ2

8

)
ξ
√

1 − ξ2 + 3
8
sin−1(ξ ) (4.57)

(Petit–Bois 1961), we find that

Mo = µsmaxas
3π
16
. (4.58)

Matching this to themoment for the crack leads to as = 4ac/3.
The three normalized slip distributions and their corresponding surface displacement fields

are summarized in table 4.1 and figure 4.12. The results are striking. Despite the fact that the
slip distributions are quite different, the surface displacement patterns are alarmingly similar.
This suggests that it will be difficult to distinguish between different slip distributions with
measurements of displacement at the earth’s surface. But is it impossible? Figure 4.13 shows the
differences between the constant stress drop crack and the uniform dislocation and between
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Table 4.1
Three Normalized Slip Distributions and Corresponding Surface Displacement Fields

Model Slip s(z) Surface displacement u(x)

Uniform dislocation s(z) =
{
s z ≤ ad
0 z > ad

u(x) = s
π

tan−1
(ad
x

)

Constant-stress drop crack s(z) = s

√
1 −
(

z
ac

)2

u(x)= s
2

sgn(x)
√

1+
(

x
ac

)2

−
(

x
ac

)

Tapered crack s(z) = s

[
1 −
(

z
as

)2
]3/2

u(x) = −3
4
s

{(
x
as

)
+ 2

3

(
x
as

)3

−2
3
sgn(x)

[
1 +
(

x
as

)2
]3/2
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Figure 4.12. A: Three different slip distributions corresponding to a uniform-slip dislocation, a constant
stress drop crack, and a tapered crack. B: The three displacement distributions corresponding to the
slip distributions in A.

the nonsingular slip distribution and the uniform dislocation per meter of maximum slip.
The difference between the constant stress drop crack and the uniform dislocation is at most
12 mmpermeter of slip. For the nonsingular slip distribution and the uniformdislocation, the
difference is about 20 mmpermeter ofmaximum slip. For a large earthquake, withmaximum
slip of 4 or 5 meters, these differences (50 to 100 mm) are easily detected with current GPS
and SAR instrumentation. Of course, we must not forget that other approximations that
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Figure 4.13. The differences between the slip distributions in figure 4.12 shown relative to the uniform
slip dislocation.

have been made, such as uniform elastic properties, are also likely not to hold in detail. For
smaller earthquakes with maximum slip of, say, 0.5 m, the differences between different slip
distributions will be difficult to detect with confidence.

This example focused on variations in slip distribution with depth, normalized such that
the significant differences betweenmodels are deep, where surface geodetic observations have
limited resolution. In contrast, along-strike differences in slip distribution between uniform
slip dislocations, constant stress drop cracks, and nonsingular cracks are far more easily
recognized.

4.6 Boundary Element Methods
As we have seen, it can be difficult to find closed form expressions to the mixed boundary
value problem. The plane strain problem in a half-space (for dip-slip faults) is more complex
(Freund and Barnett 1976) than for antiplane strain, and solutions in three dimensions are
quite limited.

One can, however, take a discrete approximation to the integral equation and use standard
matrix inversionmethods to obtain useful results. This is the idea behind the boundary element
method. The key is to exploit the superposition principle and add up a series of solutions,
each of which satisfies the governing equations off the crack surface. By choosing the right
combination of these elemental solutions, we can (approximately) satisfy the boundary
conditions and thus achieve a solution to the boundary value problem. The trade-off is that
we lose the ability to inspect a closed form solution for the dependence on various parameters.

For the antiplane problem, one can use a pair of dislocations to represent the slip in the
interval d1 to d2. Including image terms (to represent the free surface), we can write the stress
on the plane x1 = 0, at x2 = zi , due to slip in the interval dj−1 to dj , as

σ13(x1 = 0, x2 = zi ) = s j g(zi , dj , dj−1). (4.59)
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The total stress at zi is the sum of the contributions from all the N dislocation segments:

σi ≡ σ13(x1 = 0, x2 = zi ) = �N
j=1s j g(zi , dj , dj−1). (4.60)

The boundary conditions are given in terms of the stresses acting on the fault plane—
namely, the σi at each element within the fault surface. (Note that there is automatically
no displacement discontinuity outside the fault surface if there are no dislocation elements
there.) In order to satisfy the boundary conditions at each of the fault elements, wemust solve
a set of N equations of the form

σ (zi ) = �N
j=1s j g(zi , dj , dj−1) i = 1, 2, . . . N, (4.61)

for the N unknowns s j . The usual procedure is to evaluate the stress at the center of each
segment. In matrix form, equation (4.61) becomes

σ = Gs, (4.62)

with solution

s = G−1σ . (4.63)

Given the estimated slip s j within each element, it is straightforward to compute the surface
displacements.

Sample results are shown infigure 4.14.Notice thatwith even 10 elements, the result is quite
accurate.

4.7 Fourier Transform Methods
Boundary element methods are quite general, but they can be computationally slow. In some
instances, it is possible to solve stress boundary value problems more efficiently using Fourier
transformmethods (see section A.1).

Combining equations (4.4) and (4.6), and letting the integral extend over the entire
domain:

σ (z) = µ

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

−∂s/∂ξ
z− ξ

dξ, (4.64)

where σ = −�τ represents the stress acting on the crack face due to slip. Note that the same
equation applies to plane strain conditions if we replace µwith µ/(1 − ν).

Equation (4.64) is in the form of a Hilbert transform. Recall, however, that we started
this chapter by noting that crack problems involve mixed traction/displacement boundary
conditions. We do not know a priori the stress acting on the fault plane outside the slipping
zone. Thus, in general, it is not possible to couch the problem in terms of an integral over the
entire fault plane as in equation (4.64). There are cases, however, where one knows the slip
distribution and wants to compute the stress. In addition, when modeling the evolution of
friction using rates and state-dependent constitutive laws (chapter 11), the fault is considered
to be always slipping—albeit sometimes at an extremely low rate. In this case, we do not
distinguish between inside the crack, where the stress is specified, and outside the crack, where
thedisplacement is specified. In cases like these, it is appropriate to let the limits on the integral
extend to ±∞.
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Figure 4.14. Boundary element approximation to constant stress drop crack. Top: Slip distribution as
a function of depth. Bottom: Surface displacements.

Notice that equation (4.64) is in the form of a convolution (see equation [A.9]),∫∞
−∞ f (ξ )g(z− ξ )dξ = f  g,

σ = −µ
2π

s′ 
1
z
, (4.65)

where s′ denotes the spatial derivative of s. Convolution is equivalent to multiplication in
the Fourier transform domain (A.10). Here we use the Fourier transform pair defined by equa-
tions (A.1) and (A.2). The Fourier transform of the derivative s′ is simply (see equation [A.7])

F(s′) = ikF(s), (4.66)

where k is the spatial wavenumber, and F(s) indicates the Fourier transform of the slip s. The
Fourier transform of 1/z is

F(1/z) = −iπsgn(k) (4.67)

(Bracewell 1965, p. 130). The integral is evaluated using contour methods (see problem 6).
Thus, the stress on the fault in the Fourier domain is

F(σ ) = −µ
2

|k|F(s). (4.68)
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Figure 4.15. Fourier transform computation of stress change due to prescribed elliptical slip distribu-
tion. Notice that the stress is nearly constant inside the crack, with the exception of small oscillations,
the so-called Gibbs effect, near the crack tip. N = 512.

The stiffness relating slip to stress in the Fourier domain is thus simply

−µ
2

|k|. (4.69)

To compute the stress change due to any continuous slip distribution, one simply takes the
transform of the slip multiplied by the stiffness and then computes the inverse transform. For
a numerical implementation employing the discrete Fourier transform with N elements and
maximumwavelength λ = 2π/kmin, the stiffness in the transform domain is written as

−πµ|n|
λ

n = −N
2

to
N
2

− 1. (4.70)

A sample calculation for a specified elliptical slip distribution with unit stress drop (�σ = 1) is
shown in figure 4.15. The final stress on the crack is nearly everywhere equal to−1 as expected.
There are oscillations, known as theGibbs effect, near the crack tip, which result from the steep
slip gradients there.

4.8 Some Three-Dimensional Crack Results
Three-dimensional crack problems are generally beyond the scope of this text. We will
consider onemethod for solving for the displacements due to a uniformly pressurized circular
penny-shaped crack in chapter 7. These problems can also be addressedwithHankel transform
methods (e.g., Sneddon 1995). Here, a few significant results are cited. Consider a flat crack
with an elliptical plan shape:

x2

a2
+ y2

b2
= 1, (4.71)
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where a and b are the semi-axes of the ellipse. Subject to a uniform internal pressure p, this
crack could be taken as a model of a fluid-filled dike or sill. The displacement perpendicular to
the crack plane is given by

uz = b(1 − ν)p
µE (k)

√
1 − x2

a2
− y2

b2
, (4.72)

where E (k) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kindwithmodulus k = (1 − b2/a2)1/2,
(e.g., Mura 1982). The net crack opening is twice the displacement. Notice that, as was the case
for two-dimensional solutions, the displacement distribution is elliptical.

In the limit of a circular, penny-shaped crack, a = b, and E (0) = π/2, so

uz = 2a(1 − ν)p
µπ

√
1 − r 2

a2
, (4.73)

where r 2 = x2 + y2.
In the case of a penny-shaped crack subject to shear stress τ , the displacement profile is also

elliptical:

u = 4(1 − ν)aτ
π(2 − ν)µ

√
1 − r 2

a2
(4.74)

(Eshelby 1957). Expressions (4.72) and (4.74) can be used in an approximate fashion to scale
three-dimensional dislocation solutions so that the average fault slip or dike opening is
appropriate for a given stress drop and crack dimensions. It should be kept in mind, however,
that these solutions are for cracks in a full-space. In a half-space, there will be effects due to the
free surface that alter the displacement distribution on the cracks (e.g., Wu et al. 1991).

4.9 Summary and Perspective
Crack models provide a more realistic physical representation of faults and planar intrusions
(dikes and sills) in which the tractions acting on the crack surface are specified, resulting
in nonuniform distributions of slip or opening. For a planar intrusion filled with quiescent
(nonflowing) magma, the shear traction acting on the crack walls must vanish. The normal
tractions are given by the internal magma pressure. Except for some region near the crack
tip, the static magma pressure is uniform along strike, and in “magma-static” equilibrium;
otherwise, magma would flow from high to low pressure. The situation for faults is more
complex; the degree to which shear tractions within the interior of a slipping fault remain
constant depends on frictional properties, as discussedmore fully in chapter 11. Nevertheless,
simple crack models are physically more realistic than dislocationmodels and provide greater
physical insight.

Linear elastic fracture mechanics provides a theoretical basis for considering whether a
crack propagates. Propagation is favored when the rate of mechanical potential energy release
equals the effective fracture energy. If the crack–surface tractions are nearly constant except
for a small region near the crack tip, the energy-based fracture criterion is equivalent to one
based on the strength of the stress intensity at the crack tip. These concepts have proven
useful in understanding quasi-static nucleation of slip on faults characterized by rate- and
state-dependent friction, as discussed in chapter 11.

Physical realism comes at a cost; crack problems are considerably more difficult to solve
than comparable dislocation problems. A wide variety of analytical methods has been
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developed; here, we focused on a boundary integral representation that relates the unknown
dislocation density (slip gradient) distribution to the specified crack–surface tractions. Ex-
pansion of the crack–surface tractions in terms of Chebyshev polynomials allows for direct
computation of the corresponding dislocation density distribution, and hence crack–surface
displacement. For an infinitely long strike-slip fault with uniform stress drop, the slip distrib-
ution is elliptical. This is generally true for uniform crack surface tractions as long as the crack
is far from the free surface. If the crack is close to the earth’s surface, interaction with the free
surface distorts the crack–surface displacements so that they are no longer elliptical, even for a
uniform traction distribution. This can be seen later in figure 7.27 for the case of a vertical dike
growing toward the earth’s surface.

For more complex problems, one can approximate the boundary integral with a finite
sum and develop boundary element solutions. In some instances, it is possible to use highly
efficient Fourier transform (FT) methods to solve crack problems. When should we use
boundary elementmethods andwhen FTmethods? For general crack problems, with specified
stress change inside the crack, the boundary conditions are mixed displacement and traction.
In this case, it is not possible to use FT. However, models of faults with rate- and state-
dependent friction posit that faults are always slipping, albeit sometimes at extremely low
rates. In this case, there is a direct relationship between fault slip rate and the time derivative
of fault traction (see chapter 11). If the geometry is sufficiently symmetric that periodic
replication of the fault is allowed, FT is the method of choice.

In section 4.5, the surface displacements due to a uniform-slip dislocation were compared
to those resulting from a constant stress drop crack and a tapered nonsingular crack.We found
thatwhile the surface displacements are distinct, the differences are subtle. Is itworth the extra
effort to compute displacements formore complexmodels, or should one stickwith the simple
uniform-slip dislocation? The answer depends on the question one is asking. If the goal is to
estimate thefirst-order characteristics of an earthquake, then a simple uniform-slip dislocation
modelmay be appropriate. Alternatively, it is equally valid to argue that while we have limited
knowledge of the physics of faulting, we do know that the stress change associated with
fault slip is everywhere finite. Thus, uniform-slip dislocations, with their associated stress
singularities, can be excluded a priori. Inmany cases, we have independent constraints on the
stress drop, or magma pressure, which favors the application of crack models over dislocation
models. Furthermore, crack models lead naturally to smooth slip distributions, without the
need for regularization that is generally required in distributed slip inversions.

4.10 Problems
1. Show that the critical stress for crack propagation is given by equation (4.32).

2. (a) Use an approximation to the Burger’s vector distribution in equation (4.16), accurate
near the crack tip, to show that the displacement near the crack tip scales with

√
r ,

where here r measures the distance away from the crack tip into the crack.

(b) Use the same approximation to the Burger’s vector distribution to show that the stress
in front of the crack is proportional to 1/

√
r , where r measures the distance in front of

the crack tip. Youmay find the following integral helpful:∫
dx√

x(r + x)
= 2√

r
tan−1

√
x
r
. (4.75)

(c) By comparing with equation (4.34), show that the stress intensity factor must be
proportional to�τ and the square root of crack length. Use this result to show that the
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proportionality constant in part (a) is K/µ, as in equation (4.35). Note that the factor of
1 − ν results from the difference between antiplane strain and plane strain.

3. Equation (4.30) gives the change in mechanical energy on introduction of a constant
stress drop crack. Show that this gives the energy release rate G if the stress intensity in
equation (4.39) is σ

√
a.

4. Show that the net dislocation is given by equation (4.8).
Hint: Use the expansion for B(ξ ) given in equation (4.20) and the orthogonality relation

for the Tn.

5. (a) Use the following identity and the equations (4.40) to show that (4.7) reduces to (4.41):√
1 − ξ2√
1 − z2

−
√
1 − z2√
1 − ξ2

= z2 − ξ2√
1 − ξ2

√
1 − z2

. (4.76)

(b) Show using the orthogonality relations for the Tn that conditions (4.40) are satisfied
only if c0 = c1 = 0.

6. Derive the Fourier transform in equation (4.67). Following Bracewell (1965), it is simpler to
prove the inverse transform. The trick is to multiply the integrand by exp(−a|k|), solve the
integral, and then take the limit a → 0.

Hint: Break the integral into two parts, one from −∞ to 0 and the second from 0 to ∞.

7. In this problem, we will gain some insights into the boundary element method. Use
boundary elements to solve the antiplane problem for strike slip on an infinitely long
vertical fault from the surface to depth D (say, 10 km if you want to make it dimensional).

Hint: When you compute the stress due to slip over an interval, the stress must be
evaluated at themidpoint of the interval.

(a) Find the (discrete) slip distribution needed to approximate constant stress drop (of
magnitude −1) on the slipping fault surface. (Note that there is no displacement
discontinuity for depths greater than D.) Compare with the elliptical distribution
(4.17).

(b) Compute the displacement at the earth’s surface, and compare with the analytical
solution (4.25).

(c) Vary the number of elements used to approximate the continuous slip distribution.
Howmany elements do you need to get a good approximation to the analytical result?

8. Compare the boundary element and Fourier transform methods for solving for the stress
change given a known slip distribution. Assume an elliptical distribution of slip inside
the fault and no slip outside, and use fast Fourier transform (FFT) to compute the stress
everywhere. As a check on the solution accuracy, you should find uniform stress inside the
crack.

(a) How close to uniform is the stress varying the number of elements in FFT?

(b) How does the FFT method compare with the boundary element method in terms of
computation speed?
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5
Elastic Heterogeneity

The earth is not a homogeneous isotropic elastic half-space. We know from both geologic and
geophysical observations that the crust is composed of different rock types, with different
elastic wave speeds, densities, and elastic moduli. In this chapter, we will explore three
different methods for computing dislocation solutions in elastically heterogeneous media.
Image methods are useful when there are different material properties separated by planar
boundaries. Images are relatively straightforward for antiplane problems but require more
experience when solving plane strain and three-dimensional problems. Propagator matrices,
on the other hand, are quite general and are widely used for horizontally stratified media
in both two and three dimensions. The third method is a first-order perturbation approach
that can treat arbitrarily complex variations in elastic properties but is only approximate. It
provides accurate solutions when the variations in elastic moduli are modest but breaks down
for strong variations in properties.

5.1 Long Strike-Slip Fault Bounding Two Media
To begin, we investigate the case of an infinitely long strike-slip fault with different shear
modulus on either side of the fault. From the discussion in chapter 2, this problem is antiplane
strain, so the displacement field on each side of the fault must satisfy Laplace’s equation.
Furthermore, the tractions must be continuous across the fault, and the displacements must
be continuous except across the fault, where the difference in displacement equals the
fault slip.

Denote the displacements on the side with modulus µ1 as u(1) and those on the side with
modulus µ2 as u(2) (see figure 5.1). Recall that for a screw dislocation in a homogeneous
material, the displacement is proportional to θ . We thus search for a solution of the form

u(1) = Aθ, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, (5.1)

u(2) = Bθ, −π ≤ θ ≤ 0. (5.2)

θ

x1

d

x2

µ1µ2

Figure 5.1. Strike-slip fault with differing shear modulus across the fault plane.
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The angle θ is as specified in figure 5.1. The boundary conditions are thus

u(1)(θ = 0) = u(2)(θ = 0), (5.3)

u(1)(θ = π) − u(2)(θ = −π) = s, (5.4)

σ
(1)
13 = σ

(2)
13 , on x1 = 0. (5.5)

Note that the first boundary condition is satisfied automatically. The second boundary
condition requires that

A+ B = s
π
, (5.6)

and the boundary conditions for continuity of tractions are, writing θ = tan−1[x1/( x2 + d )],

σ
(1)
13 = µ1

∂u(1)
3

∂x1
= µ1A

x2 + d
x21 + (x2 + d)2

, (5.7)

σ
(2)
13 = µ2

∂u(2)
3

∂x1
= µ2B

x2 + d
x21 + (x2 + d)2

. (5.8)

Equating the tractions on the plane x1 = 0 leads to

µ1A = µ2B. (5.9)

Combining with equation (5.6) gives two equations in the unknowns A and B. Solving these
yields

A = s
π

µ2

µ1 + µ2
,

B = s
π

µ1

µ1 + µ2
. (5.10)

This gives the solution in a full-space. We have yet to account for the traction-free condition
on x2 = 0. Following the procedure in chapter 2, we introduce image dislocations across the
plane x2 = 0 to render that surface traction free. This has the effect of doubling the dis-
placements at x2 = 0:

u(1)(x2 = 0) = 2s
π

µ2

µ1 + µ2
tan−1

( x1
d

)
,

u(2)(x2 = 0) = 2s
π

µ1

µ1 + µ2
tan−1

( x1
d

)
.

(5.11)

Displacements are shown in figure 5.2 for a range of modulus contrasts. With increasing
modulus contrast across the fault, the deformation becomes increasingly more concentrated
on themore compliant side of the fault.
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Figure 5.2. Displacement profiles across an infinitely long strike-slip fault in an elastic half-space with
different shear modulus on either side of the fault. µ1 refers to the shear modulus on the right side of
the fault. See figure 5.1.

x1

x2

h

µµ*µ

Region 1 Region 2 Region 3

Figure 5.3. Fault zone of thickness 2h with differing shear modulus from the surrounding elastic half-
space.

5.2 Strike-Slip Fault within a Compliant Fault Zone
Major faults are often located within broad damage zones. Seismic tomography as well as
fault zone guided waves indicate zones of low seismic wave speeds, and by implication low
stiffness. More recently, information about the fault zone compliance has come from SAR
interferometry. Plate 5 illustrates a high-pass filtered interferogram covering the 1999 Hector
Mine earthquake in southernCalifornia. Thehigh-frequencyfluctuations on faults adjacent to
theHectorMine rupturewere interpreted by Fialko et al. (2002) as resulting from the coseismic
stress changes acting on compliant fault zones. By comparing theoretical calculations with
the observations, they infer that the fault zones are roughly two kilometers wide and that the
stiffness is a factor of two or more less than the surrounding crust. The compliant fault zones
must extend to considerable depth to explain the observations.

In this section, we will develop the solution for an infinitely long strike-slip fault in a
compliant fault zone. The geometry is illustrated in figure 5.3. An infinitely long vertical
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Figure 5.4. The first step in developing an image solution for a compliant fault zone.

strike-slip fault is located in the middle of a fault zone with thickness 2h. The shear modulus
of the fault zone is µ∗, while themodulus of the surrounding crust is µ.

Our procedure is to first account for thematerial interface forming the left boundary of the
fault zone (figure 5.4A) and then account for the right boundary (figure 5.4B). The problem
of a dislocation adjacent to a material boundary is very similar to that treated in the previous
section, where the dislocation was located on the boundary. The fault is located at x1 = 0. The
left material boundary is located at x1 = −h, so an image dislocation is placed at x1 = −2h.
Note that at this stage, we do not distinguish between region 2 and region 3 (figure 5.3); both
are to the right of the boundary at x1 = −h and are treated as havingmodulusµ∗.We construct
angles θ1 measured clockwise from the image dislocation and θ2 measured clockwise from the
fault (figure 5.4A). Notice that θ1 is continuous for x1 > −h and θ2 is continuous for x1 < −h.
Thus, it makes sense to consider a solution of the form

u(2) = sθ2
2π

+ Aθ1, (5.12)

u(1) = Bθ2. (5.13)

The choice of s/2π as a coefficient guarantees that the displacement increments by s across the
fault, x1 = 0. Note also that u(1) cannot depend on θ1, as this would introduce a discontinuity
in the displacement field in region 1. There are two unknown constants, A and B, which are
determined by the boundary conditions—namely, continuity of displacement and traction
across thematerial interface x1 = −h. Specifically, the boundary conditions are

u(1)(x1 = −h) = u(2)(x1 = −h), (5.14)

σ
(1)
13 (x1 = −h) = σ

(2)
13 (x1 = −h). (5.15)

With reference to figure 5.4, the angles θ1 and θ2 are

θ1 = tan−1
(
x1 + 2h
x2 + d

)
, (5.16)

θ2 = tan−1
(

x1
x2 + d

)
, (5.17)
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where d is the depth of the dislocation. Notice that on the boundary, x1 = −h, θ2 = −θ1. Thus,
the displacement boundary condition yields

A+ B = s
2π
. (5.18)

Differentiating the displacements and making use of Hooke’s law, the traction boundary
condition becomes

µ∗
( s
2π

+ A
) x2 + d

h2 + (x2 + d)2
= Bµ

x2 + d
h2 + (x2 + d)2

, (5.19)

which, when combined with equation (5.18), leads to

A = s
2π

µ− µ∗

µ+ µ∗ ,

B = s
2π

2µ∗

µ+ µ∗ . (5.20)

The displacements in region 1, denoted u(1), and in regions 2 and 3, denoted u(2) = u(3) (see
figure 5.3), are thus

u(1) = s
2π

[
tan−1

(
x1

x2 + d

)
− κ tan−1

(
x1

x2 + d

)]
,

u(2) = u(3) = s
2π

[
tan−1

(
x1

x2 + d

)
+ κ tan−1

(
x1 + 2h
x2 + d

)]
, (5.21)

where

κ = µ− µ∗

µ+ µ∗ . (5.22)

The reader can verify that equation (5.21) reduces to (5.11) in the limit that h → 0, once image
dislocations are added to account for the traction-free surface.Notice fromequation (5.21) that
the image dislocation on the stiff side of the boundary (assuming µ > µ∗) has strength −κs,
whereas the image dislocation on the compliant side has strength κs.

At this point, we have accounted for the leftmostmaterial interface.We can summarize the
result so far in tabular form, in which only the strength (amplitude) and the position of the
dislocations, including image dislocations, are noted:

Region 1 source strength s −κs
source position x1 = 0 0

Region 2 source strength s κs
source position x1 = 0 −2h

Region 3 source strength s κs
source position x1 = 0 −2h

At this stage, we have not yet distinguished between regions 2 and 3, so the solutions there
are necessarily the same. We next satisfy the boundary condition between regions 2 and 3 by
adding an image at x1 = 2h (figure 5.4B). By analogy with the previous solution, this requires
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adding an image for regions 1 and 2 located at x1 = 2h and an image for region 3 located an
equal distance from thematerial interface at x1 = 0. Regions 1 and 2 are now on the compliant
side of the boundary, so the strength of the image for these regions is +κs, while region 3 is on
the stiff side of the boundary, so the image for this region has strength−κs. After adding these
terms, the solution is

Region 1 source strength s −κs κs
source position x1 = 0 0 2h

Region 2 source strength s κs κs
source position x1 = 0 −2h 2h

Region 3 source strength s κs −κs
source position x1 = 0 −2h 0

At this stage, we have a first-order approximation to the solution. We have, however,
neglected the effect of the image at x1 = −2h on the interface at x1 = h, as well as the
effect of the image at x1 = 2h on the interface at x1 = −h. These effects are corrected by
adding additional image dislocations. Consider first the effect of the image at x1 = −2h on
the interface at x1 = h (figure 5.5A). The image dislocation is a distance 3h from the boundary
at x1 = h. We thus need to add an additional image dislocation for regions 1 and 2 at an equal
distance on the other side of the boundary at x1 = 4h. The new image is on the right side of
the boundary, so the relative geometry is the same as in figure 5.4B. However, the magnitude
of the image is κ times the strength of the original image. Thus, for regions 1 and 2, we add an
image with strength κ × κs at x1 = 4h. In region 3, the strength of the dislocation is −κ × κs,
and the image is located an equal distance on the opposite side of the boundary at x1 = −2h.

Now consider the effect of the image at x1 = 2h on the interface at x1 = −h (figure 5.5B).
The image is a distance 3h on the right side of the boundary, so an image for regions 2 and 3
will be located a distance 3h to the left of the boundary at x1 = −4h. The relative geometry
is the same as in figure 5.4A, so the strength of the image in regions 2 and 3 is +κ × κs. For
region 1, the image is 3h to the right of the boundary at x1 = 2h. The strength is −κ × κs.
Considering the effect of these additional images, the solution is now

Figure 5.4A 5.4B 5.5A 5.5B

Region 1 source strength s −κs κs κ2s −κ2s
source position x1 = 0 0 2h 4h 2h

Region 2 source strength s κs κs κ2s κ2s
source position x1 = 0 −2h 2h 4h −4h

Region 3 source strength s κs −κs −κ2s κ2s
source position x1 = 0 −2h 0 −2h −4h

Of course, the new images violate the boundary conditions on the alternate boundaries,
so the process must be continued indefinitely. Fortunately, the sequence converges because
successive images are increasingly distant from the compliant zone. From inspection, the
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x2
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Figure 5.5. The second step in developing an image solution for a compliant fault zone. A: A new
image must be introduced to account for the effect of the image at x1 = −2h on the right boundary
x1 = h. Notice that the relative geometry is the same as that in figure 5.4B. B: A new image must be
introduced to account for the effect of the image at x1 = 2h on the left boundary x1 = −h. Notice that
the relative geometry is the same as that in figure 5.4A.

pattern can be recognized, and the solution is

u(1)(x1 < −h) = (1 − κ)s
2π

∞∑
n=0

κn tan−1
(
x1 − 2nh
x2 + d

)
,

u(2)(−h < x1 < h) = s
2π

{
tan−1

(
x1

x2 + d

)
+

∞∑
n=1

κn
[
tan−1

(
x1 − 2nh
x2 + d

)

+ tan−1
(
x1 + 2nh
x2 + d

) ]}
,

u(3)(x1 > h) = (1 − κ)s
2π

∞∑
n=0

κn tan−1
(
x1 + 2nh
x2 + d

)
. (5.23)

One should, of course, check that the displacements and tractions are indeed continuous
across the boundaries (problem 1). The displacements at the free surface are easily found by
adding image dislocations equidistant about the free surface and evaluating the resultant
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Figure 5.6. Displacements and shear strain for a strike-slip fault within a fault zone of thickness 2hwith
differing shear modulus from the surrounding crust. µ∗ refers to the modulus of the fault zone. Notice
that the strain is concentrated within the more compliant fault zone. Displacements are normalized by
slip, s, while strain is normalized by s/d.

displacements at x2 = 0, which has the effect of doubling the displacements. This solution
reproduces one given by Rybicki and Kasahara (1977) and discussed byMcHugh and Johnston
(1977).

The displacements are shown in figure 5.6 for three different ratios of shear modulus µ∗/µ.
As the fault zone becomes more compliant than the surroundings, the strain is increasingly
concentrated within the fault zone. Chen and Freymueller (2002) analyzed repeated EDM
and GPS surveys to determine the strain rate in four small-scale geodetic networks spanning
the San Andreas fault. The networks extend one to two kilometers on either side of the fault
trace. The strain rates observed in networks along the San Francisco segment of the fault
are substantially larger than expected for slip below the seismogenically active fault at rates
consonant with paleoseismic observations. Rather than appeal to anomalously shallow fault
locking, Chen and Freymueller (2002) suggest that the data can be explained by a compliant
fault zone. Their results suggest that within a several-kilometer-wide fault, the shear modulus
is roughly a factor of two less than that of the surrounding crust.

5.3 Strike-Slip Fault beneath a Layer
We now consider the problem of a screw dislocation beneath a horizontal layer with different
shear modulus (figure 5.7). The layer of thickness H has modulus µ1 and overlies a half-space
with modulus µ2. The dislocation is at depth d below the layer boundary and depth d + H
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Figure 5.7. Strike-slip fault beneath a layer of thickness H. The screw dislocation is located at x2 = −d,
corresponding to depth D = d + H beneath the free surface.
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Figure 5.8. Screw dislocation perpendicular to a bimaterial interface. Dislocation is at x2 = −d; image
dislocation is at x2 = d.

beneath the free surface. The first step is to develop the solution for a dislocationperpendicular
to a bimaterial interface, as in figure 5.8. Following the image methods illustrated in the
previous section, one can show (see problem 2):

u(2) = s
2π

[
tan−1

(
x1

x2 + d

)
+ κ tan−1

(
x1

x2 − d

)]
,

u(1) = s
2π

(1 − κ) tan−1
(

x1
x2 + d

)
, (5.24)

where

κ = µ1 − µ2

µ1 + µ2
. (5.25)

Note that the material interface is located at x2 = 0. We now build up the solution for
the layer over half-space with a series of images to satisfy both the free-surface boundary
conditions and the conditions on the material interface. Considering only the solution for
the bimaterial, equations (5.24), the solution in region II consists of a dislocation of strength s
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at x2 = −d and an image of strength κs at x2 = d. The solution in region I consists of an image
of strength (1 − κ)s at x2 = −d. We can write this in tabular form as

Region II source strength s κs
source position x2 = −d d

Region I source strength (1 − κ)s
source position x2 = −d

This solution violates the free-surface boundary condition at x2 = H, which is in region I. To
fix the free-surface condition, we add an image dislocation opposite in sign to the dislocation
in region I, symmetric about the free surface. The image is located at a distance d + H from the
free surface, at x2 = d + 2H. Adding this term, our solution is

Region II source strength s κs
source position x2 = −d d

Region I source strength (1 − κ)s −(1 − κ)s
source position x2 = −d d + 2H

At this point, the free-surface boundary condition is satisfied on x2 = H, but the boundary
condition at the material interface x2 = 0 is violated. We can use the same scheme as before
to fix the boundary condition on x2 = 0. The image dislocation introduced at x2 = d + 2H
is in region I, whereas the original dislocation is in region II. We can use the solution (5.24);
however, the sign on κ changes to reflect the fact that the dislocation is on the opposite side of
the material interface. Thus, the image in region II is located at x2 = d + 2H, with strength

[1 − (−κ)] × [−(1 − κ)s] = −(1 − κ2)s,

where the second term in brackets is the strength of the source (equivalent to s in equation
[5.24]). Similarly, the image in region I is located at x2 = −(d + 2H), with strength

−κ × [−(1 − κ)s] = κ(1 − κ)s.

The total solution is now

Region II source strength s κs −(1 − κ2)s
source position x2 = −d d d + 2H

Region I source strength (1 − κ)s −(1 − κ)s κ(1 − κ)s
source position x2 = −d d + 2H −(d + 2H)

Of course, we have now violated the free-surface boundary condition at x2 = H. Since the
free surface is located in region I, we must add an image dislocation of strength −κ(1 − κ)s
to cancel the tractions there. The image is located at a distance d + 3H from the surface, at
x2 = d + 4H. The total solution is now

Region II source strength s κs −(1 − κ2)s
source position x2 = −d d d + 2H

Region I source strength (1 − κ)s −(1 − κ)s κ(1 − κ)s −κ(1 − κ)s
source position x2 = −d d + 2H −(d + 2H) d + 4H
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At this stage, we have to once again fix the boundary condition on thematerial interface at
x2 = 0. (Don’t worry, we will add only one more term—by that time the pattern is clear.) The
image dislocation we must correct for is again in region I, so the sign of κ is the same as it was
in the previous iteration. Thus, the image in region II is located at x2 = d + 4H, with strength

[1 − (−κ)] × [−κ(1 − κ)s] = −κ(1 − κ2)s.

Similarly, the image in region I is at x2 = −(d + 4H), with strength

[(−κ)] × [−κ(1 − κ)s] = κ2(1 − κ)s.

The solution at this stage is

Region II source
strength s κs −(1 − κ2)s −κ(1−κ2)s

source
position x2 = −d d d + 2H d + 4H

Region I source
strength (1 − κ)s −(1 − κ)s κ(1 − κ)s −κ(1 − κ)s κ2(1 − κ)s

source
position x2 = −d d + 2H −(d + 2H) d + 4H −(d + 4H)

We can imagine repeating this sequence indefinitely. Since each of the image dislocations is
increasingly far from the free surface, the solution converges.

If we restrict attention to displacements at the free surface, which is located in region I, then
we have a series of dislocations at x2 = −d−2mH, m= 0, 1, 2, 3, . . ., with strength κm(1− κ)s,
and a series of dislocations at x2 = d + 2nH, n = 1, 2, 3, . . ., with strength −κn−1(1 − κ)s.

The solution for the displacement field in region I is thus

u(x1,x2) = s
2π

[
(1 − κ)

∞∑
m=0

κm tan−1
(

x1
x2 + d + 2mH

)
− (1−κ)

∞∑
n=1

κn−1 tan−1
(

x1
x2 − d − 2nH

)]
.

(5.26)

Evaluating the displacements at the free surface x2 = H and noticing that the depth of the
dislocation beneath the free surface is D = d + H, we have

u(x1, x2 = H) = s(1 − κ)
2π

[ ∞∑
m=0

κm tan−1
(

x1
D + 2mH

)
+

∞∑
n=1

κn−1 tan−1
(

x1
D + 2(n− 1)H

)]
.

(5.27)
The two sums are in fact the same, so equation (5.27) reduces to

u(x1, x2 = H) = s(1 − κ)
π

[ ∞∑
m=0

κm tan−1
(

x1
D + 2mH

)]
. (5.28)
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To write in the same form as Rybicki (1971), we define the ratio of moduli γ = µ2/µ1 so that

κ = 1 − γ

1 + γ
, (5.29)

1 − κ = 2γ
1 + γ

, (5.30)

leading to

u(x1, x2 = H) = 2sγ
(1 + γ )π

[
tan−1

( x1
D

)
+

∞∑
m=1

(
1 − γ

1 + γ

)m

tan−1
(

x1
D + 2mH

)]
. (5.31)

Displacements are shown for three different modulus ratios in figure 5.9A. Notice that the
deformation becomes increasingly localized near the faultwhen the layer is substantiallymore
compliant than the underlying half-space.

5.4 Strike-Slip within a Layer over Half-Space
The same methods can be used to solve for the elastic fields when the slip is within the elastic
layer overlying a half-space with differing shear modulus. In this example, the fault slips from
the surface to depth D, where D < H. In the following expressions, the free surface is located
at x2 = 0. For x2 within the surface layer—that is, |x2| < H:

u(x1, |x2| < H) = s
2π

{
tan−1

(
x2 + D

x1

)
− tan−1

(
x2 − D

x1

)

+
∞∑

m=1

(
1 − γ

1 + γ

)m [
− tan−1

(
x1

x2 − 2mH + D

)
+ tan−1

(
x1

x2 − 2mH − D

)

− tan−1
(

x1
x2 + 2mH + D

)
+ tan−1

(
x1

x2 + 2mH − D

) ]}
. (5.32)

For observation coordinates on the free surface, equation (5.32) reduces to

u(x1, x2 = 0) = s
π

{
tan−1

(
D
x1

)
+

∞∑
m=1

(
1 − γ

1 + γ

)m [
tan−1

(
D + 2mH

x1

)
+ tan−1

(
D − 2mH

x1

)]}
. (5.33)
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Figure 5.9. Effects of layering on displacements due to an infinitely long strike-slip fault. A: Uniform
slip fault beneath a layer of thickness H extending to infinite depth. The top of the fault is at twice the
layer thickness D = 2H . B: Fault within the layer. The fault slips from the free surface to the bottom of
the layer D = H . γ is defined as the ratio of the moduli, where γ = µ2/µ1, and µ1 refers to the shallow
layer.

For x2 below the surface layer—that is, |x2| > H—the displacements are given by

u(x1, |x2| > H) = s
π(1 + γ )

∞∑
m=0

(
1 − γ

1 + γ

)m [
− tan−1

(
x1

x2 − 2mH + D

)
+ tan−1

(
x1

x2 − 2mH − D

)]
. (5.34)

Displacements are shown for three differentmodulus ratios in figure 5.9B.When themodulus
contrast µ2/µ1 is significantly greater than unity, the displacements decay more rapidly with
distance from the fault. In other words, the deformation is more concentrated near the
fault when the layer is more compliant than the underlying half-space. Since the depth of
faulting can be estimated by the decay of displacement with distance, failure to account for
the effects of layering can bias the inferred fault depth. In particular, for a compliant surface
layer, neglecting elastic heterogeneity will bias the inferred fault depth to be shallower than it
actually is.

Equations (5.31) and (5.33) indicate that solutions for a dislocation in a layered medium
are mathematically equivalent to a series of dislocations in a homogeneous half-space with
strength that depends on the elastic properties but generally decays with depth. This is
illustrated in figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10. Slip in a shallow compliant layer overlying a half-space is equivalent to slip in a
homogeneous half-space with equivalent dislocations. The example on the left side is for slip
predominantly within the compliant layer, while the example on the right is for slip below the layer.
After Savage (1987).

5.5 Propagator Matrix Methods
Propagator matrix methods are well suited for analyzing dislocations in horizontally stratified
elastic earthmodels and arewidely used in seismology to computewave fields in layeredmedia
(e.g., Aki and Richards 1980). The first step is to rewrite the governing differential equations so
as to isolate vertical derivatives. The kinematic, displacement-strain relations together with
Hooke’s law are used to eliminate stress components that do not exert tractions on horizontal
boundaries. Stresses that result in tractions on horizontal surfaces are needed to enforce stress
continuity on layer boundaries, as well as the stress-free boundary condition at the earth’s
surface. The remaining stress components can be reconstructed given the displacements and
known stresses.

Fourier transforming in the horizontal directions reduces the partial differential equations
to a system of ordinary differential equations in the vertical coordinate. Placing the displace-
ments and the stress components of interest in a stress-displacement vector allows us to write
the governing equations in matrix form. We next introduce the propagator matrix—a matrix
that takes a stress-displacement vector at the bottom of a layer and propagates it to the top of
that layer in such a way that the equations of elasticity are fully satisfied. By a series of matrix
multiplications, we can then propagate a solution from depth through an arbitrary number
of layers to the earth’s surface, where the traction-free boundary condition is enforced. Last,
introducing appropriate methods for including the dislocation source terms, we have the
appropriatemachinery for analyzing a variety of dislocationproblems in layered earthmodels.

We begin with the simplest antiplane problem, followingWard (1985), writing the govern-
ing equations such that the vertical derivatives are separated. In antiplane strain, there is only
one nontrivial equilibrium equation, which we write using the body force equivalent source
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representation (3.23), assuming slip on a vertical fault, as

∂σ23

∂x2
= −∂σ13

∂x1
+ M3 j

∂

∂xj
δ(x − ξ ),

= −∂σ13
∂x1

+ µs3n1dξ2
∂

∂x1
δ(x − ξ ),

= −µ∂
2u3

∂x21
+ µsdξ2δ(x2 − ξ2)

∂

∂x1
δ(x1 − ξ1). (5.35)

The second term on the right-hand side is the body force equivalent of a line slip source, with
slip amplitude s, located at ξ (see equation [3.19]). For slip on a vertical plane, the only nonzero
component of the seismic moment (per unit length of fault in the along-strike direction) is,
from equation (3.14), M31 = µs3n1dξ2, where dξ2 is the increment of fault height. The subscript
on the slip is omitted following the second equation; for antiplane dislocations, it should be
understood that s = s3.

Similarly, the vertical gradient in displacement is written in terms of stress as

∂u3

∂x2
= 1
µ
σ23. (5.36)

Putting these two equations together,

∂

∂x2

[
u3

σ23

]
=
 0 µ−1

−µ ∂2

∂x21
0

 [ u3

σ23

]
+
 0

µsdξ2δ(x2 − ξ2)
∂δ(x1 − ξ1)

∂x1

 . (5.37)

Note that the terms we have separated on the left-hand side, u3 and σ23, are those that must
be continuous across horizontal surfaces. The idea is then to propagate a valid solution at
one depth upward, integrating the vertical derivatives. To simplify the equations, we take the
Fourier transform of both sides with respect to x1. We use the transform pair (A.1) and (A.2):

F[ f (x)] = f̄ (k) =
∫ +∞

−∞
f (x) exp(−ikx)dx, (5.38)

F−1[ f̄ (k)] = f (x) = 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
f̄ (k) exp(ikx)dk. (5.39)

To keep the notation simple, but to break with tradition in this text, we let the z axis be
vertically down, while x remains the horizontal direction. This is accomplished by a rotation
about the x1 axis such that x2 is positive downward. The x3 axis now points into, rather than
out of, the plane so that the sense of positive slip is reversed.

The Fourier transform of a derivative is equal to ik times the transform of the function
(see equation [A.7]). Thus, the transform of the derivative of the delta function, making use
of (A.3), is

F
[
∂δ(x1 − ξ1)

∂x1

]
= ikF[δ(x1 − ξ1)] = ike−ikξ1 , (5.40)
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which can be set equal to ik, sincewithout loss of generality, wemay take the fault to be located
at ξ1 = 0. Thus, Fourier transforming equation (5.37) in x leads to

∂

∂z

[
u3

σ23

]
=
[

0 µ−1

µk2 0

] [
u3

σ23

]
+
[

0
ik µs dzs δ(z − zs)

]
. (5.41)

Here zs indicates source depth, and dzs the increment of fault height. Note that the equation
(5.41) is of the general form

dv(z)
dz

= Av(z) + f(z), (5.42)

where v is the stress-displacement vector v = [u3, σ23]T , and f represents the source term.
We begin by considering the homogeneous equations corresponding to equation (5.42):

dv(z)
dz

= Av(z). (5.43)

Solutions of equation (5.43) are found from the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the operator A
(e.g., Strang 1976). If Ahas N eigenvalues λi and associated eigenvectors 
i , then the solution
to (5.43) is

v(z) = c1
1 exp(λ1z) + c2
2 exp(λ2z) + · · · + cN
N exp(λNz), (5.44)

where the constants ci are determined by the boundary conditions at z = 0. In the antiplane
case under consideration, N = 2. If the eigen decomposition of A is A = V�V−1, where V is
a matrix of eigenvectors and � is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, then the solution to the
homogeneous equations can be written in terms of the matrix exponential of � defined in
equation (5.53),

v(z) = Ve�zc, (5.45)

where c is a vector containing the coefficients ci . It is important to note that the eigenvectors
are not unique solutions. Any eigenvector can be multiplied by a constant and still be a
solution to the differential equation.

The propagator matrix P(z, z0) is defined in such a way that it propagates the stresses and
displacements from depth z0 to depth z, v(z) = P(z, z0)v(z0). The propagator itself is a solution
to the homogeneous equations (5.43) and is given by

P(z, z0) = I +
∫ z

z0

A(ζ1)dζ1 +
∫ z

z0

A(ζ1)
[∫ ζ1

z0

A(ζ2)dζ2

]
dζ1 + · · · , (5.46)
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where I is the identity matrix. Differentiating both sides of equation (5.46), we have

dP(z, z0)
dz

= 0 + A(z) + A(z)
∫ z

z0

A(ζ1)dζ1 + · · · ,

= A(z)
{
I +

∫ z

z0

A(ζ1)dζ1 +
∫ z

z0

A(ζ1)
[∫ ζ1

z0

A(ζ2)dζ2

]
dζ1 + · · ·

}
,

= A(z)P(z, z0), (5.47)

verifying that equation (5.46) solves (5.43).
Useful properties of propagator matrices P(z, z0) are:

P(z0, z0) = I, (5.48)

v(z) = P(z, z0)v(z0), (5.49)

P(z, z0) = [P(z0, z)]−1, (5.50)

(e.g., Aki and Richards 1980). The first property (5.48) follows directly from equation (5.46).
The second property (5.49) follows from the fact that P(z, z0)v(z0) satisfies the homogeneous
equations (5.43). This is true because P(z, z0) satisfies equation (5.43) and v(z0) is independent
of z. Thus, P(z, z0)v(z0) satisfies equation (5.43) and equals v(z0) when z = z0 by equation
(5.48). Since P(z, z0)v(z0) satisfies equation (5.43) and equals v(z0) at z = z0, it must therefore
be the solution, v(z) = P(z, z0)v(z0). Equation (5.49) is central in that it demonstrates that the
effect of operating on vector vwith P(z, z0) is to transfer the stress and displacement at z0 to z.

Notice that the propagators can be applied sequentially:

v(z2) = P(z2, z1)v(z1), (5.51)

= P(z2, z1)P(z1, z0)v(z0). (5.52)

This is important in that it shows that the solution vector can be propagated through an
arbitrary number of layers. Since this result may be applied to any v(z2), choose it to be v(z0),
which proves the last property (5.50).

When the layers have constant properties so that A is constant within a layer, equation
(5.46) reduces to

P(z, z0) = I + A
∫ z

z0

dζ1 + AA
∫ z

z0

[∫ ζ1

z0

dζ2

]
dζ1 + · · · ,

= I + A(z − z0) + AA
(z − z0)2

2
+ · · · ,

= e[A(z−z0)], (5.53)

where the last equation defines the matrix exponential. Notice from the eigen decomposition
A = V�V−1, that AA = (V�V−1)(V�V−1) = V�2V−1. Extending this, An = V�nV−1. It follows
then, from equation (5.53), that e[A(z−z0)] = Ve[�(z−z0)]V−1.
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We now have the proper machinery to return to the inhomogeneous equations (5.42) and
consider the general solution with a source term. The general solution is given by

v(z) = P(z, z0)v(z0) +
∫ z

z0

P(z, ζ )f(ζ )dζ. (5.54)

(e.g., Aki and Richards 1980). This can be verified by direct substitution into equation (5.42):

d
dz

{
P(z, z0)v(z0) +

∫ z

z0

P(z, ζ )f(ζ )dζ
}

= A(z)
{
P(z, z0)v(z0) +

∫ z

z0

P(z, ζ )f(ζ )dζ
}

+ f(z),

d
dz

∫ z

z0

P(z, ζ )f(ζ )dζ = A(z)
∫ z

z0

P(z, ζ )f(ζ )dζ + f(z),

d
dz

∫ z

z0

P(z, ζ )f(ζ )dζ =
∫ z

z0

d
dz

P(z, ζ )f(ζ )dζ + f(z). (5.55)

The first step follows from the fact that P(z, z0)v(z0) satisfies the homogeneous equation as in
equation (5.47). The second step is to take A(z) inside the integral and apply (5.47). That the
final equation represents an equality can be seen by taking the derivative inside the integral
using Leibnitz’s rule for differentiation of a definite integral:

d
dc

∫ b(c)

a(c)
f (x, c)dx =

∫ b(c)

a(c)

∂

∂c
f (x, c)dx + db

dc
f (b, c) − da

dc
f (a, c). (5.56)

Thus, we see that equation (5.54) is indeed a solution to (5.42).

5.5.1 The Propagator Matrix for Antiplane Deformation
The propagator matrix for the antiplane problem with layers of uniform properties can be
computed from equation (5.53). With reference to equation (5.41), we have

A =
[

0 µ−1

µk2 0

]
, (5.57)

AA =
[

0 µ−1

µk2 0

] [
0 µ−1

µk2 0

]
=
[
k2 0
0 k2

]
, (5.58)

AAA =
[
k2 0
0 k2

] [
0 µ−1

µk2 0

]
=
[

0 µ−1k2

µk4 0

]
, (5.59)
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so that eventually

P(z, z0) =

1 + (z − z0)2

2
k2 + (z − z0)4

4!
k4 · · · (z − z0)

1
µ

+ (z − z0)3

3!
k2

µ
· · ·

µ(z − z0)k2 + µ
(z − z0)3

3!
k4 · · · 1 + (z − z0)2

2
k2 + (z − z0)4

4!
k4 · · ·

. (5.60)

The preceding simplifies to

P(z, z0) =
[

cosh[(z − z0)|k|] (µ|k|)−1 sinh[(z − z0)|k|]
(µ|k|) sinh[(z − z0)|k|] cosh[(z − z0)|k|]

]
. (5.61)

Note that the absolute value signs are not required in equation (5.61) since cosh is even, and
while sinh is odd, it is premultiplied by k or 1/k. However, I prefer to keep the absolute value
signs on the |k|, to avoid confusion in subsequent derivations that depend on equation (5.61).

The general solution is given by equation (5.54), but how does one choose v(z0)? If we
choose z0 to be the shallowest point in the half-space below which there are no dislocation
sources, then v(z) must satisfy the homogeneous differential equations (5.43) for z ≥ z0. In
other words, we choose z0 to be the shallowest point below which the problem is completely
uniform, in the sense of there being neither layer boundaries nor dislocations below z0.
From equation (5.44), the homogeneous solution is of the form v(z) = C1
1 exp(λ1z) +
C2
2 exp(λ2z), where λi and 
i are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A, respectively. From
equation (5.57), the eigenvalues are easily found to be +k, −k, with corresponding eigenvec-
tors [1/µ, k]T and [1/µ, −k]T .

The homogeneous solution is thus

v(z) = C1

[
1/µ
k

]
ekz + C2

[
1/µ
−k

]
e−kz. (5.62)

The solution must decay with depth as z → ∞. Thus, the solution corresponding to the
positive eigenvalue must vanish for positive wavenumbers, and vice versa. Equation (5.62)
can thus be written in compact form, noting that the coefficient C is in general a function
of wavenumber, as

[
u3

σ23

]
= C(k)

[
1/µ
−|k|

]
e−|k|z. (5.63)

The solution given by equation (5.63) is easily shown to satisfy (5.43) by direct substitution.
The constant C(k) is then determined by the boundary condition that the traction vanish at
z = 0.

In order to develop an understanding of how to apply propagator methods, we explore
several problems for which we have previously derived solutions based on other methods.

5.5.2 Vertical Fault in a Homogeneous Half-Space
There are two approaches to developing the propagator solution for a vertical dislocation in a
homogeneous half-space. The first involves propagating the (as yet unknown) solution from
the free surface down (positive zdirection). Denote the solution vector at the free surface v(0).
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For depths above any sources, we have

v(z) = P(z, 0)v(0) z < zs . (5.64)

For simplicity, assume a point source at depth zs (actually a line source extending infinitely in
and out of the plane). For z > zs, we pick up the source term, as in equation (5.54):

v(z) = P(z, 0)v(0) +
∫ z

0
P(z, ζ )

[
0

ik µs dzsδ(ζ − zs)

]
dζ,

= P(z, 0)v(0) + P(z, zs)

[
0

ik µs dzs

]
z ≥ zs . (5.65)

For a half-space, the homogeneous solution must apply for all z ≥ zs, so we are free to take
z = zs in equation (5.65) and apply the homogeneous solution for v(zs). Thus,

C(k)

[
1/µ
−|k|

]
e−|k|zs = P(zs, 0)

[
u3(k, z = 0)

0

]
+
[

0
ik µs dzs

]
, (5.66)

since P(zs, zs) = I . Note that e−|k|zs is independent of depth and can be absorbed into the
constant C(k). Equation (5.66) represents two equations in two unknowns C and u3(z = 0)
and can be solved for such in the present form. However, we can also premultiply both sides of
the equation by [P(zs, 0)]−1 = P(0, zs), yielding

[
u3(k, z = 0)

0

]
= P(0, zs, µ)

{
C(k)

[
1/µ
−|k|

]
+
[

0
−ik µs dzs

]}
, (5.67)

where we have introduced the notation P(0, zs, µ) to indicate that the region 0 ≤ z ≤ zs has
shear modulus µ.

The alternative approach is to start at the bottom and integrate up to the free surface. Since
the deepest point where the exponentially decaying homogeneous solution no longer applies
is zs, we begin integrating from that point

[
u3(k, z = 0)

0

]
= P(0, zs, µ)C(k)

[
1/µ
−|k|

]
+
∫ 0

zs
P(0, ζ )

[
0

ik µs dzsδ(ζ − zs)

]
dζ, (5.68)

which yields equation (5.67) as long aswe recognize that the integral in (5.68) is in thenegative
z direction, so we pick up aminus sign when integrating over the delta function.

The two equations in (5.67) can be solved for C(k) and u3(k, z = 0). Specifically,

C(k) = −i s µ dzs sgn(k) cosh(zs|k|)e−zs |k|, (5.69)

and

u3(k, z = 0) = −i s dzs sgn(k) e−zs |k|. (5.70)
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Figure 5.11. Geometry of the antiplane dislocation problem for (A) a dislocation in a half-space beneath
a layer or (B) a dislocation in a layer overlying a half-space. In both cases, the layer thickness is H, and
the line source is located at depth zs .

To determine the displacement due to uniform slip from the surface to depth D, integrate

u3(k, z = 0) = −is sgn(k)
∫ D

0
e−zs |k|dzs = −is

k

(
1 − e−|k|D) . (5.71)

This transform can be inverted analytically (Ward 1985; see problem 7), yielding

u3(x, z = 0) = s
π

tan−1 (D/x) , (5.72)

recovering an earlier result (2.30).

5.5.3 Vertical Fault within Half-Space beneath a Layer
We will next consider the case of a strike-slip fault in a half-space with shear modulus µ2

beneath a layer of thickness H of shear modulus µ1 (figure 5.11A). We again assume a line
source located at depth zs, extending indefinitely in and out of the plane and ultimately
integrate this solution to generate a fault with uniform slip. Working from the bottom up,
the homogeneous half-space solution applies for all depths greater than zs. We thus need to
propagate both the half-space solution and the source terms from zs to the free surface. This is
achieved by applying P(0, H, µ1)P(H, zs, µ2) to both the source terms and the homogeneous
half-space terms. The first propagator carries the solution from the source depth to the top
of the half-space through a region with modulus µ2. The second matrix carries the solution
from the bottom of the layer to the free surface through a layer of modulus µ1. Note that
because the source is in the half-space, the appropriate shear modulus in the source term is
µ2. Furthermore, because we integrate in the negative z direction, the integral of the delta
function picks up aminus sign, as in equation (5.68). This yields

[
u3(k, 0)

0

]
= P(0, H, µ1)P(H, zs, µ2)

{
C(k)

[
1/µ2

−|k|

]
+
[

0
−ik µ2s dzs

]}
. (5.73)

Solving for C(k),

C(k)= i sµ2dzs sgn(k)

{
µ2 cosh(H|k|) cosh[(H−zs)|k|]−µ1 sinh(H|k|) sinh[(H−zs)|k|]

}{
sinh[(H−zs)|k|]−cosh[(H−zs)|k|]

}
[µ2 cosh(H|k|)+µ1 sinh(H|k|)] ,

(5.74)
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and

u3(k, 0) = C(k)
({

cosh[(H − zs)|k|] − sinh[(H − zs)|k|]
}[ 1
µ2

cosh(H|k|)+ 1
µ1

sinh(H|k|)
])

− is µ2dzs sgn(k)
{

1
µ2

cosh(H|k|) sinh[(H − zs)|k|] − 1
µ1

sinh(H|k|) cosh[(H − zs)|k|]
}
.

(5.75)

Combining equations (5.74) and (5.75) andmaking use of the following identity:

cosh(z1 − z2) = cosh(z1) cosh(z2) − sinh(z1) sinh(z2), (5.76)

leads to

u3(k, 0) = −i s dzs sgn(k)
exp[(H − zs)|k|]

cosh(H|k|) + µ1

µ2
sinh(H|k|)

zs > H. (5.77)

Notice that in the limit that µ1 = µ2, cosh(H|k|) + sinh(H|k|) = exp(H|k|), so equation (5.77)
reduces to (5.70). Last, integrating from D to ∞,

u3(k, z = 0) = −i s exp[(H − D)|k|]
k[cosh(H|k|) + µ1

µ2
sinh(H|k|)]

D > H. (5.78)

A complication in numerically inverting the transform is that equation (5.78) is singular
at k = 0. I have found that a good way to overcome this (following the approach for ana-
lytic inversion of problem 7) is to differentiate the displacement with respect to x to obtain
the strain. This is achieved by multiplying by ik in the Fourier domain, thus removing the
singularity. Following the inverse transformation, the displacement is recovered by integra-
ting the strain. Figure 5.12 compares the solution computed by numerically inverting
equation (5.78) with the infinite series image solution (5.31). The difference between the two
methods is indistinguishable at the resolution of the plot. An alternative approach would be
to take the inverse Fourier transform of equation (5.77), yielding the surface displacement due
to a localized dislocation source, and then integrate this solution over source depth.

5.5.4 Vertical Fault in Layer over Half-Space
We next consider the case of a fault embedded in a layer with modulus µ1 (figure 5.11B) over a
homogeneous half-spacewithmodulusµ2. The layer thickness is again H. This is similar to the
previous example except that the fault is located within the layer rather than the half-space.

Again working from the bottom up, we integrate the source terms from zs to the surface.
This is achieved by premultiplying the source termbyP(0, zs, µ1). Because there are no sources
within the half-space, the homogeneous half-space solution applies for all depths greater H.
Thus, the half-space solution is premultiplied by P(0, H, µ1). Again minding the sign on the
source term, we have[

u3(z = 0)
0

]
= P(0, H, µ1)

{
C(k)

[
1/µ2

−|k|

]}
+ P(0, zs, µ1)

[
0

−ik µ1s dzs

]
, (5.79)
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Figure 5.12. Displacements due to an infinitely long screw dislocation in a half-space below a layer
of thickness H . The depth to the top of the dislocation is D; H/D = 2/3. The shear modulus of the
half-space is µ2, while that of the layer is µ1 and µ1/µ2 = 0.1. The figure compares the series solution
constructed using the method of images with the propagator matrix solution, using an FFT to compute
the inverse transform. The solution for a homogeneous half-space is shown for reference.

where the fault is restricted to the depths zs < H. (Note that the source term has modulus µ1.)
The first term propagates the decaying half-space term to the surface, while the second term
propagates the source to the surface.

Solving for C(k) yields

C(k) = −i s dzs sgn(k) µ1µ2 cosh(zs|k|)
µ2 cosh(H|k|) + µ1 sinh(H|k|) , (5.80)

so that

u3(k, 0) = C(k)
[
1
µ2

cosh(H|k|) + 1
µ1

sinh(H|k|)
]

+ is dzs sgn(k) sinh(zs|k|)

= −is dzs sgn(k)
{
cosh(zs|k|)

[
µ1 cosh(H|k|) + µ2 sinh(H|k|)
µ2 cosh(H|k|) + µ1 sinh(H|k|)

]
− sinh(zs|k|)

}
.

(5.81)

Note that this reproduces equation (5.70) in the limit that the shear modulus is the same in
both the layer and the half-space.

Integrating the solution from 0 to D yields

u3(k, 0) = −is
k

{
sinh(D|k|)

[
µ1 cosh(H|k|) + µ2 sinh(H|k|)
µ2 cosh(H k) + µ1 sinh(H|k|)

]
− cosh(D|k|) + 1

}
,
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Figure 5.13. Displacements due to infinitely long screw dislocation in a layer over a half-space. Layer
thickness is H, and depth of dislocation is D and D = H. The shear modulus of the half-space is
three times that of the layer, µ2/µ1 = 3. The figure compares the series solution constructed using the
method of images with the propagator matrix solution, using an FFT to compute the inverse transform.
The solution in a homogeneous half-space is shown for reference.

u3(k, 0) = −is
k

(
1 −
{
µ1 sinh[(H − D)|k|] + µ2 cosh[(H − D)|k|]

µ2 cosh(H|k|) + µ1 sinh(H|k|)
})

D < H. (5.82)

The last step following from application of the identities:

sinh(z1 + z2) = sinh(z1) cosh(z2) + cosh(z1) sinh(z2), (5.83)

cosh(z1 + z2) = cosh(z1) cosh(z2) + sinh(z1) sinh(z2). (5.84)

Figure 5.13 compares the solution computed by inverting equation (5.82) numerically,
using an inverse FFT, with the infinite series image solution (5.33).

5.5.5 General Solution for an Arbitrary Number of Layers
It is now straightforward to generalize the method for an arbitrary number of layers. If there
are additional layers between the source and the earth’s surface, one simply premultiplies
by the appropriate matrices to propagate the solution to the free surface. Note that the
homogeneous solution applies to the half-space beneath the deepest source, where the
medium is homogeneous and free of dislocations. We thus propagate the homogeneous
solution from a depth corresponding to either the deepest source or the top of the half-space,
whichever is deepest. There are two cases, as illustrated in figure 5.14: in one, the source is located
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Figure 5.14. The structure of a propagator matrix solution. The earth model consists of n layers
overlying a homogeneous half-space. The depth to the bottom of the nth layer is Hn. zs refers to the
depth of the dislocation point (line) source. A: The source is located in the half-space, zs > Hn. B: The
source is located somewhere within the stack of layers, zs < Hn. In this case, Hs refers to the depth to
the top of the layer containing the source.

in the half-space, and in the other, the source is located within any one of the layers. Themost
general formulation is thus

[
u3(z = 0)

0

]
= P(0, H1, µ1)P(H1, H2, µ2) · · · P(Hs, zs, µs)

[
0

−ik sµsdzs

]
+ P(0, H1, µ1)P(H1, H2, µ2) · · ·

· · · P(Hn−1, Hn, µn)


P(Hn, zs, µh)

[
1/µh

−|k|

]
C(k) zs > Hn[

1/µh

−|k|

]
C(k) zs < Hn

.

(5.85)

Here H1 is the depth of the first layer, with modulus µ1, H2 is the depth of the second layer,
with modulus µ2, and so on. Hs and zs represent the depth to the top of the layer above the
source and the source depth, respectively. µh is the shear modulus of the half-space, and µs

is the shear modulus of the material containing the source. If the source is in the half-space,
then Hs = Hn.

The first term propagates the source term from the source depth to the bottom of the
overlying layer Hs, and from there to the earth’s surface. The second term propagates the
homogeneous solution to the free surface. Note that, as before, we have absorbed the term
e−|k|zs into the constantC. If the source is in the half-space (figure 5.14A), zs > Hn, and equation
(5.85) propagates the solution through the half-space to the bottom of the stack of layers and
from there to the surface. If the source is above the half-space (figure 5.14B), zs < Hn, and
equation (5.85) propagates the solution from the top of the half-space through the stack of
layers to the free surface.
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5.5.6 Displacements and Stresses at Depth
In order to determine the stresses and displacements at depth, we propagate the known
solution from the free surface into the body. For depths z shallower than any sources,

v(z) = P(z, 0)v(0) z < zs, (5.86)

where v(0) represents the stress displacement vector at z = 0. Below the source depth, we pick
up an additional source term so that

v(z) = P(z, 0)v(0) +
∫ z

0
P(z, ζ )f(ζ )dζ,

= P(z, 0)v(0) + P(z, zs)

[
0

ik µsdzs

]
z ≥ zs . (5.87)

For a homogeneous half-space, making use of equation (5.70), this leads to

u(z) = −is dzs sgn(k) cosh(z|k|)e−zs |k| z < zs,

u(z) = −is dzs sgn(k) cosh(zs|k|)e−z|k| z > zs . (5.88)

As before, the displacements due to a finite fault are found by integrating the point sources.
In this example, we consider a fault from the surface to depth D. In order to perform the
integration, we need to distinguish between two cases. If we are evaluating the stress and
displacement beneath the deepest source—that is, z > D—then z > zs for all zs. In this case,
the second equation in (5.88) applies for all z:

u(z) = −is sgn(k)e−z|k|
∫ D

0
cosh(zs|k|)dzs,

= − is
k
e−z|k| sinh(D|k|) z > D. (5.89)

If, on the other hand we evaluate the stress at z < D, we must break up the integration into
two parts; from 0 to z and from z to D. In the first integral, z > zs, so the second equation
in (5.88) applies. In the second integral, z < zs, so the first equation in (5.88) holds. Thus,

u(z) = −is sgn(k)
[
e−z|k|

∫ z

0
cosh(zs|k|)dzs + cosh(z|k|)

∫ D

z
e−zs |k|dzs

]
,

= is
k

[
cosh(z|k|)e−D|k| − 1

]
z < D. (5.90)

The Fourier transforms can be inverted analytically to obtain the familiar arctangent functions
for displacement in the body (see problem 9). The same approach can readily be extended to
determine the stress in the body and the elastic fields for more complex layeredmedia.

5.5.7 Propagator Methods for Plane Strain
The equilibrium equations for plane strain were given in equation (3.1). Combining with
Hooke’s law and the strain-displacement relations, it is possible to separate the vertical
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derivatives in the equilibrium equations as

∂σ12

∂z
= −4µ (λ+ µ)

λ+ 2µ
∂2u1

∂x2
− λ

λ+ 2µ
∂σ22

∂x
− f1, (5.91)

∂σ22

∂z
= −∂σ12

∂x
− f2. (5.92)

We can also separate the vertical derivatives of the displacements

∂u1

∂z
= 1
µ
σ12 − ∂u2

∂x
, (5.93)

∂u2

∂z
= 1
λ+ 2µ

σ22 − λ

λ+ 2µ
∂u1

∂x
. (5.94)

The horizontal derivatives on the right sides of equations (5.91) to (5.94) are eliminated by
Fourier transforming in x:

∂σ12

∂z
= 4µ (λ+ µ)

λ+ 2µ
k2u1 − λ

λ+ 2µ
ikσ22 − f1, (5.95)

∂σ22

∂z
= −ikσ12 − f2, (5.96)

∂u1

∂z
= 1
µ
σ12 − iku2, (5.97)

∂u2

∂z
= 1
λ+ 2µ

σ22 − λ

λ+ 2µ
iku1. (5.98)

Last, equations (5.95) to (5.98) can be written inmatrix form as



i
∂u1

∂z

∂u2

∂z

i
∂σ12

∂z

∂σ22

∂z


=



0 k 1/µ 0

−kλ
λ+ 2µ

0 0
1

λ+ 2µ

4µk2 (λ+ µ)
λ+ 2µ

0 0
kλ

λ+ 2µ

0 0 −k 0




iu1

u2

iσ12

σ22

+


0

0

−i f1

− f2

 . (5.99)
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The propagator matrix is given by the matrix exponential of A defined in equation (5.99).
Because the result is rather long, we will give the propagator only for λ = µ:

P(z, z0) =

C + 2
3
k(z− z0)S 2

3
k(z− z0)C + 1

3
S 1

3kµ
[k(z− z0)C + 2S] 1

3µ
(z− z0)S

−2
3
k(z− z0)C+ 1

3
S C − 2

3
k(z− z0)S − 1

3µ
(z− z0)S − 1

3kµ
[k(z− z0)C − 2S]

4
3
kµ[k(z− z0)C + S] 4

3
k2(z− z0)µS C + 2

3
k(z− z0)S 1

3
[2k(z− z0)C − S]

−4
3
k2(z− z0)µS −4

3
kµ[k(z− z0)C − S] −1

3
[2k(z− z0)C + S] C − 2

3
k(z− z0)S


,

(5.100)

where

C = cosh[k(z− z0)],

S = sinh[k(z− z0)]. (5.101)

For a point source with moment tensor Mij , the equivalent body forces are, from equation
(3.19),

fi = −Mij
∂δ(x − xs)

∂xj
, (5.102)

where xs is the source coordinate. The delta function can be expanded as the product of delta
functions in x and z, δ(x − xs) = δ(x − xs)δ(z− zs). Thus,

f1 = −M11δ(z− zs)
∂δ(x − xs)

∂x
− M12δ(x − xs)

∂δ(z− zs)
∂z

,

f2 = −M21δ(z− zs)
∂δ(x − xs)

∂x
− M22δ(x − xs)

∂δ(z− zs)
∂z

. (5.103)

Taking the Fourier transformwith respect to x eliminates the horizontal derivatives:

f1 = −ikM11δ(z− zs)e−ikxs − M12e−ikxs ∂δ(z− zs)
∂z

,

f2 = −ikM21δ(z− zs)e−ikxs − M22e−ikxs ∂δ(z− zs)
∂z

. (5.104)

The general solution is of the form (5.54). To evaluate the integral of the source term,
introduce the following vectors:

F1 = [ 0 0 −i f1 0 ]T, F2 = [ 0 0 0 − f2 ]T . (5.105)
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Thus, the general solution (5.54) for the plane strain problem can be written as

v(z) = P(z, z0)v(z0) +
z∫

z0

P(z, ζ )
{
F1(ζ ) + F2(ζ )

}
dζ,

= P(z, z0)v(z0) +
z∫

z0

P(z, ζ )F1(ζ )dζ +
z∫

z0

P(z, ζ )F2(ζ )dζ. (5.106)

Introducing equation (5.104), the first integral becomes

z∫
z0

P(z, ζ )F1(ζ )dζ = i

P(z, zs)ikM11e−ikxs + M12e−ikxs

z∫
z0

P(z, ζ )
∂δ(ζ − zs)

∂ζ
dζ

 E3,

= i

P(z, zs)ikM11e−ikxs − M12e−ikxs

z∫
z0

δ(ζ − zs)
∂P(z, ζ )
∂ζ

dζ

 E3,

= i

P(z, zs)ikM11e−ikxs + M12e−ikxs

z∫
z0

δ(ζ − zs)AP(z, ζ )dζ

 E3,

= P(z, zs) [−kM11E3 + iM12AE3] e−ikxs , (5.107)

where we have introduced the unit basis vectors:

E3 = [ 0 0 1 0 ]T, E4 = [ 0 0 0 1 ]T . (5.108)

The first step in equation (5.107) is to integrate by parts. The second makes use of (5.47)—
specifically,

∂P(z, ζ )
∂ζ

= −AeA(z−ζ ). (5.109)

The last step also makes use of the fact the AP(z, z0) = P(z, z0)A, which follows from equation
(5.53). In a similar fashion, the second integral reduces to

z∫
z0

P(z, ζ )F2(ζ )dζ = P(z, zs) [ikM12E4 + M22AE4] e−ixsk. (5.110)

The solution is thus of the form

v(z = 0) = P(0, z0)v(z0) − P(0, zs)


iM12/µ

M22/(λ+ 2µ)

−kM11 + kλM22/(λ+ 2µ)

0

 e−ixsk. (5.111)
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In this expression, the term P(0, z0) may actually consist of several matrices multiplied
together that propagate the solution at z0 to the free surface. Similarly, the term P(0, zs) may
consist of a number of matrices that propagate the solution from the source depth zs to the
free surface. Note again that the negative sign in front of the P(0, zs) term arises because we are
propagating the solution from depth to the surface in the negative z direction.

The final step is to derive solutions to the homogeneous equations. It turns out that in
plane strain, the matrix A has only two independent eigenvalues: λ1 = k and λ2 = −k.
The eigenvectors thus provide only two linearly independent solutions to the homogeneous
equations. In cases where the eigenvalues are degenerate, we find four linearly independent
solutions from the Jordan decomposition of A (e.g., Strang 1976). The Jordan decomposition is
also of the form A = U J U−1, where thematrixU contains the eigenvectors and the generalized
eigenvectors; however, in this case J is not diagonal. The solution to the homogeneous
equations parallels equation (5.45) and is given by

v(z) = UeJzc (5.112)

(e.g., Strang 1976), where c are coefficients determined by the boundary conditions. For the
matrix Adefined by equation (5.99), the Jordan decomposition is given by

J =


−k 1 0 0

0 −k 0 0

0 0 k 1

0 0 0 k

 , (5.113)

and

U =



− 1
2 kµ

λ+ 2µ
2 k2µ (λ+ µ)

− 1
2 kµ

−λ− 2µ
2 k2µ (λ+ µ)

− 1
2 kµ

−1
2 k2 (λ+ µ)

1
2 kµ

−1
2 k2 (λ+ µ)

1 −1
k

−1 −1
k

1 0 1 0


. (5.114)

Thus, the solution (5.112) can be expressed as

v(z) = (c1
1 + c2
2)e−kz + (c3
3 + c4
4)ekz. (5.115)
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Here, 
1 and 
3 are given by the first and third columns of U in equation (5.114), and 
2 and

4 are given by


2 =



λ− kz λ+ (2 − kz) µ
2 k2µ (λ+ µ)

− [µ+ kz (λ+ µ)]
2 k2µ (λ+ µ)

−1 + kz
k

z



4 =



−λ+ kz λ+ (2 + kz) µ
2k2µ (λ+ µ)

−µ+ kz (λ+ µ)
2k2µ(λ+ µ)

−1 + kz
k

z


. (5.116)

The complete solution for the stress displacement vector is thus, from equations (5.111) and
(5.115), of the form

v(z) = P(z, z0)
[
(c1
1 + c2
2)e−kz0 + (c3
3 + c4
4)ekz0

]+ P(z, zs)fs, (5.117)

where the eigenvectors are evaluated at z = z0, and the source term is

fs =



iM12/µ

M22/(λ+ 2µ)

−kM11 + kλM22/(λ+ 2µ)

0


e−ixsk. (5.118)

It is worth noting that the eigenvectors determined by the Jordan decomposition are not
unique solutions to the homogeneous equations. A change of coordinates of the form v = Mv′

leads to a first-order system of equations, with the matrix A replaced by M−1AM. This is
known as a similarity transformation. While the eigenvalues of M−1AM are the same as the
eigenvalues of A, the eigenvectors are not (see Strang 1976). Thus, while the solution can
always be expressed by equations (5.117), the particular choice of vectors 
i is not unique. As
long as the
i solve the homogeneous system (equations [5.99] without the body force terms)
and are linearly independent, they form a basis of the solution space. Different authors may
choose a different basis resulting in different coefficients ci but an equivalent solution for the
displacements.

The constants ci are determined by the boundary conditions. The solutionmust decaywith
depth as z → ∞, whichmeans that the solution corresponding to the positive eigenvaluemust
vanish for positive wavenumbers, and vice versa. Thus, c1 = c2 = 0 for negative wavenumbers,
and c3 = c4 = 0 for positive wavenumbers. The solution can be written more compactly, in a
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form valid for all wavenumbers k,

v(z) = P(z, z0)


c1



− 1
2kµ

− 1
2|k|µ

sgn(k)

1


e−|k|z0 + c2



sgn(k)
λ(1 − |k|z) + µ(2 − |k|z)

2 k2 µ (λ+ µ)

−µ+ |k| z (λ+ µ)
2 k2 µ (λ+ µ)

−1 + |k|z
k

z


e−|k|z0



+ P(z, zs)



iM12/µ

M22/(λ+ 2µ)

−kM11 + kλM22/(λ+ 2µ)

0


e−ixsk, (5.119)

where the constants c1 and c2 are of course not the same as those in equations (5.117). Notice
that for any wavenumber k, the exp(−|k|z0) terms are constant and can be absorbed into
the ci . Equation (5.119) can be writtenmore compactly as

iu1(z = 0)
u2(z = 0)

0
0

 = P(0, z0)Vc − P(0, zs)fs, (5.120)

where V is a matrix containing the two generalized eigenvectors in equation (5.119), c is
a two-vector containing the coefficients c1 and c2, and fs is the source term defined in
equation (5.118). Equation (5.120) is symbolic in the sense that both P(0, z0) and P(0, zs)
may actually be the product of a series of propagator matrices. Recall that z0 is the source
depth or the depth to the top of the half-space, whichever is deeper. The constants c are
determined from the boundary condition that the shear and normal traction vanish at the
free surface. The shear and normal tractions are contained in the third and fourth elements
of the stress-displacement vector. Solving the lower two equations for the coefficients c yields
c = [P2(0, z0)V]−1P2(0, zs)fs, where the subscript 2 refers to the lower two rows of the matrix.
Substituting into the first two equations gives the displacements at the free surface:

[
iu1(z = 0)
u2(z = 0)

]
= P1(0, z0)V[P2(0, z0)V]−1P2(0, zs)fs − P1(0, zs)fs, (5.121)

where the subscript 1 indicates the upper two rows of the matrix. With multiple layers, one
simply premultiplies by the appropriate propagator matrices, as in equation (5.85).

Are we done? Essentially. We now have the solution for the surface displacements due
to a point source anywhere in a layered medium. If we followed the prescription in the
previous section on antiplane deformation, we would finish by integrating the point-source
solutions over the fault. The details become unwieldy but can be accomplished with symbolic
integrators. Alternatively, one can numerically integrate the point sources using, for example,
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Figure 5.15. Displacements due to a dipping thrust fault beneath a layer with different shear modulus.
The layer has shear modulus µ1, while the half-space has shear modulus µ2. Note that when the
two moduli are equal, the propagator matrix solution agrees well with the analytical solution from
chapter 3. A compliant surface layer alters the horizontal displacements more than the vertical
displacements. ν = 0.25 in both the layer and the half-space.

Gaussian quadrature (see section 3.6.6). A final point on numerical implementations is
warranted: the elements in the propagator matrices can become extremely large for large
wavenumber k. The matrix subtraction in equation (5.121) thus can lead to significant loss
of precision and even numerical instability. Gilbert and Backus (1966) present matrix minor
methods that address this problem. Alternatively, appropriate filtering of large |k| components
in the wavenumber domain prior to application of the inverse FFT can achieve good results.

Figure 5.15 shows the displacements due to a dipping thrust fault beneath amore compliant
layer. Note that for equal moduli, the propagator solution agrees well with the analytical solu-
tion from chapter 3. However, when the near-surface layer ismore compliant, the deformation
is more localized near the fault, as it was for strike-slip faulting. The horizontal displacements
are more affected than the vertical displacements; this appears to hold true for a range of fault
geometries (see Savage 1998).

5.6 Propagator Solutions in Three Dimensions
In order to compare theoretical predictions to data, we generally require solutions for finite
faults in three dimensions. To this point, we have limited discussion to antiplane and
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plane strain solutions. Interestingly, with modest additional work, we can construct three-
dimensional solutions for dislocations in layered earth models from the two-dimensional
solutions already obtained.

Early results in this area were obtained by expanding the displacement field in cylindrical
vector harmonics, following the approach of Ben-Meneham and Singh (1968) and Singh (1970)
and expanded on by Jovanovich et al. (1974). Similar results were presented by Sato (1971) and
Sato andMatsu’ura (1973). A recent review anddiscussion of both static anddynamic sources is
given by Zhu andRivera (2002). An alternative derivation, following Barker (1976), is presented
here.

In three dimensions, we first Fourier transform in both horizontal coordinates:

f̄ =
∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
f (x1, x2)e−i(k1x1+k2x2)dx1dx2, (5.122)

where k1 and k2 are horizontal wavenumbers. Transforming Hooke’s law written in terms of
displacement gradients and separating the vertical derivatives yields

∂ū1

∂z
= σ̄13

µ
− ik1ū3,

∂ū2

∂z
= σ̄23

µ
− ik2ū3,

∂ū3

∂z
= σ̄33

λ+ 2µ
− iλ
λ+ 2µ

(k1ū1 + k2ū2), (5.123)

where the overbar indicates Fourier transform. Next, transform the equilibrium equations

−[µk2 + (λ+ µ)k21]ū1 − (λ+ µ)k1k2ū2 + ∂σ̄13

∂z
+ iλk1

∂ū3

∂z
+ f̄ 1 = 0,

−[µk2 + (λ+ µ)k22]ū2 − (λ+ µ)k1k2ū1 + ∂σ̄23

∂z
+ iλk2

∂ū3

∂z
+ f̄ 2 = 0,

−µk2ū3 + iµ
(
k1
∂ū1

∂z
+ k2

∂ū2

∂z

)
+ ∂σ̄33

∂z
+ f̄3 = 0, (5.124)

where k2 = k21 + k22. Isolating the vertical derivatives in equations (5.124) and combining with
equation (5.123) allows us to write the system of equations in matrix form in terms of the
displacement stress vector [ū1, ū2, ū3, σ̄13, σ̄23, σ̄33]. This yields a coupled 6 × 6 system of
first-order differential equations. Rather than take this approach, we simplify this system
considerably by transforming from the x1, x2 system into radial and transverse coordinates.
To do so, we follow Barker (1976) and introduce the functions U(2) and U(4) defined by the
following relations:

−kU (2)
1 = ik2ū1 − ik1ū2,

−kU (2)
2 = ik2σ̄ 13 − ik1σ̄ 23, (5.125)
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and

−kU (4)
1 = ik1ū1 + ik2ū2,

U (4)
2 = ū3,

−kU (4)
3 = ik1σ̄ 13 + ik2σ̄ 23,

U (4)
4 = σ̄ 33. (5.126)

Introducing the expressions (5.125) and (5.126) into the equilibrium equations (5.124) and
Hooke’s law (5.123), we find that the 6 × 6 system decouples into a 2 × 2 system and a 4 × 4
system:

d
dz

U (2)
1

U (2)
2

 =
 0 1/µ

µk2 0

 U (2)
1

U (2)
2

+ F̄ (2), (5.127)

d
dz



U (4)
1

U (4)
2

U (4)
3

U (4)
4


=



0 −k 1/µ 0

kλ
λ+ 2µ

0 0
1

λ+ 2µ

4µk2 (λ+ µ)
λ+ 2µ

0 0 − kλ
λ+ 2µ

0 0 k 0





U (4)
1

U (4)
2

U (4)
3

U (4)
4


+ F̄ (4), (5.128)

where F̄ (2), F̄ (4) are vectors of body forces.What is remarkable is that the 2×2 and 4×4 systems
are exactly the antiplane (compare to equation [5.41]) and plane strain (compare to equa-
tion [5.99]) problems we have previously analyzed! In seismological parlance, these are the
SH and P-SV systems, respectively. The superscript (2) denotes the 2 × 2 system, while the
superscript (4) refers to the 4 × 4 system. In retrospect, this important result should not be
surprising. The Fourier transform represents the displacement and stress fields as a super-
position of plane waves; for each wavenumber k, equations (5.125) and (5.126) rotate the
horizontal displacements and stresses into wavenumber parallel and perpendicular coor-
dinates. For example, U (4)

1 is (to within a constant) the projection of the horizontal dis-
placements onto the wavenumber vector, whereas U (2)

1 is the orthogonal component of the
horizontal displacements. Thus, theU (4)

j contain the inplane horizontal and vertical displace-
ments and tractions, whereas theU (2)

j contain the antiplane displacements and tractions.
The derivation of equations (5.127) and (5.128) proceeds as follows. The first equa-

tion in (5.127) is found by combining the second equation in (5.125) with the first two
equations (5.123). The second equation in (5.127) is found bymultiplying the first equilibrium
equation (5.124) by −ik2, the second by ik1 and adding, and so on.

The dislocation source is represented by body force double couples in F̄ (2) and F̄ (4). We
do not anticipate that the body force representations will be the same as they were in the
two-dimensional cases—after all, in two dimensions, they were line sources, and in three
dimensions, they are point sources. Rather,

F̄ (2) =
[

0
ik−1(k2 f̄ 1 − k1 f̄ 2)

]
, (5.129)
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and

F̄ (4) =


0
0

ik−1(k1 f̄ 1 + k2 f̄ 2)
− f̄ 3

 . (5.130)

Notice that the 2 × 2 and 4 × 4 systems are coupled through the body force terms.
Following the procedure outlined for the plane strain case in equations (5.102) to (5.104),

we find that the appropriate body force terms are


f̄ 1

f̄ 2

f̄ 3

 = −


ik1M11δ(z− zs) + ik2M12δ(z− zs) + M13

∂δ(z− zs)
∂z

ik1M21δ(z− zs) + ik2M22δ(z− zs) + M23
∂δ(z− zs)

∂z

ik1M31δ(z− zs) + ik2M32δ(z− zs) + M33
∂δ(z− zs)

∂z

 e−i(k1x
(s)
1 +k2x

(s)
2 ),

(5.131)

where in a rather mixed notation, [x(s)1 , x
(s)
2 , zs] represents the coordinates of the point source.

To write the solution vectors in the form v = P(z, z0)Vc + P(z, zs)fs, we need to carry out
the integrations of the point sources following the procedure in (5.107). Combining equations
(5.129) and (5.130) with (5.131) and carrying out the integration yields

U( j) = P(z, z0)( j)V( j)c + P( j)(z, zs)g( j) j = 2, 4, (5.132)

and

g(2) = {[k1k2 (M11 − M22) + k22M12 − k21M21]E2 − i(k2M13 − k1M23)A(2)E2
}
k−1e−i(k1x

(s)
1 +k2x

(s)
2 ),

g(4) = {[k21M11 + k22M22 + k1k2(M12 + M21)
]
E3k−1 − i(k1M13 + k2M23)A(4)E3k−1

+ [ik1M31 + ik2M32 + M33A(4)] E4
}
e−i(k1x

(s)
1 +k2x

(s)
2 ), (5.133)

where E2 = [0, 1]T , E3 = [0, 0, 1, 0]T , and E4 = [0, 0, 0, 1]T are basis vectors, and A(2) and A(4)

refer to the 2×2 and4×4 systems, respectively. At this point, the system is fully described.Note
that the boundary conditions that shear and normal traction vanish at the free surface require
thatU (2)

2 = U (4)
3 = U (4)

4 = 0 on z = 0, so themachinary set up for the two-dimensional solutions
can be employed to solve for the U( j). Given the U( j), the Fourier transformed displacements
are found by rotating back to x1, x2 coordinates, by inverting the transformations (5.125) and
(5.126). Displacements in physical space are finally obtained by numerically inverting the
Fourier transforms.

Because the solutions are invariant to translations in the horizontal coordinates, it is
straightforward to integrate the sources over a finite length in a horizontal direction prior
to inverse Fourier transforming (see problem 11). Integration in the vertical direction is more
involved but can be accomplished with numerical quadrature.

Figure 5.16 shows the surface displacements due to a strike-slip point source computed
using propagator matrix methods described in this section. Agreement (not shown) with
analytic solutions given in chapter 3, equations (3.98), is excellent for homogeneous half-
spaces.
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Figure 5.16. Surface displacements due to a point strike-slip source in a layered elastic medium
computed with propagator matrix methods. Horizontal distance scales are normalized by source
depth. Vertical displacements are indicated by contour intervals, with dark indicating subsidence.

5.7 Approximate Solutions for Arbitrary Variations in Properties
The previously described method of images and propagator matrix methods work well for
horizontally stratifiedmedia. You have also seen that imagemethods can be used to construct
solutions for slip along amaterial interface. More general solutions can become quite tedious.
However, it is possible to construct approximate solutions using a perturbation expansion
approach. The general formulation of the moduli perturbation approach is given in Du et al.
(1994; note corrections in Cervelli et al. 1999). Three-dimensional examples are given in Du
et al. (1997).

We begin with the generalized form of Hooke’s law

σi j = Ci jklεkl = Ci jkluk,l, (5.134)

and the equilibrium equations
σi j, j + fi = 0. (5.135)

The notation ,j ≡ ∂/∂xj is used liberally in this section. To these governing equations, we add
boundary conditions, either traction or displacement:

σi j nj = Ti on ST, (5.136)

ui = �i on S�, (5.137)

where ST is the part of the boundary (possibly all or none)where traction boundary conditions
apply, and S� is the part of the boundary (possibly all or none) where displacement boundary
conditions apply.
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From equations (5.134) and (5.135), the equilibrium conditions can be written as

Ci jkluk,l j + uk,lCi jkl, j + fi = 0. (5.138)

Note that because the moduli Ci jkl are general functions of position, the spatial derivatives
do not vanish. The concept of the perturbation expansion is that we assume that the Ci jkl(x)
can be written as the sum of a spatially uniform part, C(0)

i jkl , and a small spatially varying
perturbation, δCi jkl(x):

Ci jkl(x) = C(0)
i jkl + εδCi jkl(x), (5.139)

where ε � 1. Similarly, the displacements are expanded in a power series in ε:

ui (x) = u(0)
i (x) + εu(1)

i (x) + ε2u(2)
i (x) + . . . . (5.140)

Substituting equations (5.139) and (5.140), into (5.138), we obtain the equilibrium equations:

(
C(0)

i jkl + εδCi jkl

) (
u(0)
k,l j + εu(1)

k,l j + . . .
)

+
(
u(0)
k,l + εu(1)

k,l + . . .
)
εδCi jkl, j + fi = 0. (5.141)

Similarly, the stresses are written as

σi j =
(
C(0)

i jkl + εδCi jkl

) (
u(0)
k,l + εu(1)

k,l + . . .
)
. (5.142)

Notice that equation (5.141) must be satisfied for all values of ε � 1. Thus, equation (5.141)
must hold for all powers of ε independently. Collecting all of the zero-order terms—that is, terms
independent of ε—leads to the following system:

C(0)
i jklu

(0)
k,l j + fi = 0, (5.143)

with boundary conditions

C(0)
i jklu

(0)
k,l nj = Ti on ST, (5.144)

u(0)
i = �i on S�. (5.145)

Note that this is precisely the statement of the dislocation problem in a homogenous space.
The zero-order approximation is to ignore material heterogeneity completely. Next, collect all
terms of order ε, which leads to the following system:

C(0)
i jklu

(1)
k,l j + δCi jklu

(0)
k,l j + u(0)

k,l δCi jkl, j = 0,

= C(0)
i jklu

(1)
k,l j + (u(0)

k,l δCi jkl), j︸ ︷︷ ︸ = 0, (5.146)

f̂ i
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where the second equation follows from an application of the chain rule. The first-order
system has boundary conditions:

C(0)
i jklu

(1)
k,l nj + δCi jklu

(0)
k,l nj︸ ︷︷ ︸ = 0 on ST, (5.147)

−T̂i

u(1)
i = 0 on S�. (5.148)

There are several important points to notice about these equations. First, consider the term
(u(0)

k,l δCi jkl), j in equation (5.146). Notice that all the terms in the parentheses are known: the
modulus perturbation δCi jkl is known by definition of the problem, and u(0)

k is the solution to
the zero-order problem. Second, note that this term is equivalent to an effective body force
in the equilibrium equation for u(1)

k (compare to equation [5.143]). So the solution for u(1)
k is

equivalent to a solution in a homogeneous body with a specified body force distribution:

f̂ i = (u(0)
k,l δCi jkl), j . (5.149)

The next thing to notice is that the displacement boundary condition—for example, on
the dislocation surface—is solved fully in the zero-order problem. The traction boundary
conditions (5.147) also contain a term δCi jklu

(0)
k,l nj that is known after solution of the zero-order

problem. This term acts like a specified traction

T̂i = −u(0)
k,l δCi jklnj , (5.150)

acting on ST . In sum, the first-order correction is composed of specified tractions and body
forces in a homogeneous body with strength depending on the zero-order solution.

If we follow the same procedure to order n, we obtain the system

C(0)
i jklu

(n)
k,l j +

(
δCi jklu

(n−1)
k,l

)
, j

= 0, (5.151)

C(0)
i jklu

(n)
k,l nj +

(
δCi jklu

(n−1)
k,l

)
nj = 0 on ST, (5.152)

ui = 0 on S�. (5.153)

The problem can thus be solved iteratively. The zero-order solution is a dislocation in a
homogenous half-space. From this, we obtain u(0)

i and δCi jkl(x), which allows us to compute
equivalent body force and traction distributions to generate a boundary value problem to be
solved for the first-order correction, u(1)

i . In principle, we could then use this solution to pose
a boundary value problem for a second correction, and so on. In practice, the algebra often
becomes too complex to obtain a second-order correction. Fortunately, as you shall see, the
first-order correction is often reasonably accurate.

The only thingneeded then to obtain a first-order correction for the effects of heterogeneity
is the elastostatic Green’s function gim(x, ξ ) for a homogenous half-space (see chapter 3). Recall
that the Green’s function gim(x, ξ ) gives the displacement in themdirection at x due to a point
force in the ith direction at ξ . Given this, we can write the displacements due to distributed
forces f̂ i (ξ ) as

um(x) =
∫
V

f̂ i (ξ )g
i
m(x, ξ )dv(ξ ). (5.154)
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Substituting equations (5.149) and (5.150) into (5.154) yields

u(1)
m (x) =

∫
V

(
δCi jkl(ξ )u

(0)
k,l (ξ )

)
, j gim(x, ξ )dv(ξ ) −

∫
S
δCi jkl(ξ )u

(0)
k,l (ξ )nj gim(x, ξ )ds(ξ ). (5.155)

These two integrals can be reduced to a single volume integral. First, use the chain rule to write

u(1)
m (x) =

∫
V
(δCi jklu

(0)
k,l g

i
m), jdv −

∫
V
δCi jklu

(0)
k,l g

i
m, j (x, ξ )dv −

∫
S
δCi jklu

(0)
k,l nj gimds(ξ ). (5.156)

The first integral can be transformed to a surface integral using the divergence theorem∫
V
(δCi jklu

(0)
k,l g

i
m), jdv =

∫
S
δCi jklu

(0)
k,l nj gimds(ξ ), (5.157)

so that the first and third integrals exactly cancel. We are left with

u(1)
m (x) = −

∫
V
δCi jklu

(0)
k,l g

i
m, j (x, ξ )dv. (5.158)

The same procedure applies at order n, so wemay write

u(n)
m (x) = −

∫
V
δCi jkl(ξ )u

(n−1)
k,l (ξ )gim, j (x, ξ )dv(ξ ). (5.159)

Notice that the correction is in terms of a volume integral over known quantities: the known
modulus perturbation, δCi jkl(ξ ); the solution at the previous iteration, u(n−1)

k ; and the elastic
Green’s tensors for the homogenous body, gim(x, ξ ).

5.7.1 Variations in Shear Modulus
The range of Poisson’s ratios for typical rocks is modest. The principal effect of heterogeneous
elastic properties is thus likely to be in the shear modulus. For the special case where there are
variations only in shear modulus, wemay write

δCi jkl = δµ

µ0
C(0)

i jkl, (5.160)

where δµ is the difference between the shear modulus and that in the reference state, µ0.
In order to guarantee convergence of the perturbation expansion, we choose the reference
modulus µ0 so that δµ/µ0 < 1. In this case, the general solution for the first-order correction
u(1)
m (x), given by equation (5.158) reduces to

u(1)
m (x) = −C(0)

i jkl

µ0

∫
V
δµ(ξ ) u(0)

k,l (ξ ) g
i
m, j (x, ξ )dv(ξ ),

= − 1
µ0

∫
V
δµ(ξ ) σ (0)

i j (ξ ) gim, j (x, ξ )dv(ξ ). (5.161)

Here we have taken advantage of the fact that C(0)
i jklu

(0)
k,l = σ

(0)
i j is the stress in the zero-order

solution—that is, the stress due to a dislocation in a homogeneous half-space.
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For piece-wise constant variations in shear modulus, the volume integral in equation
(5.161) can be reduced to a more easily computed surface integral. Begin by noting that

[σ (0)
i j gim(x, ξ )], j = σ

(0)
i j, j g

i
m(x, ξ ) + σ

(0)
i j gim, j (x, ξ ),

= σ
(0)
i j gim, j (x, ξ ), (5.162)

where the first term on the right-hand side is zero, by equilibrium. Thus, if δµ is constant over
the domain of integration, equation (5.161) becomes

u(1)
m (x) = − δµ

µ0

∫
V
σ
(0)
i j gim, j (x, ξ )dv(ξ ),

= − δµ
µ0

∫
V

[
σ
(0)
i j gim(x, ξ )

]
, j
dv(ξ ),

u(1)
m (x) = − δµ

µ0

∫
S
σ
(0)
i j (ξ ) nj gim(x, ξ )ds(ξ ), (5.163)

where the last step is by application of the divergence theorem.
Notice that the term σ

(0)
i j nj is simply the traction induced by the zero-order solution and the

integral is over the interface between different materials.

5.7.2 Screw Dislocation
We revisit the ubiquitous screw dislocation problem, because it is one for which we have exact
solutions, and therefore it provides a good check on the perturbation approach. Note that the
stress due to a screw dislocation was given in chapter 2, while the antiplane Green’s function
was derived in chapter 3. In many cases, the integrations in equation (5.163) will be done
numerically. For the screw dislocation, the integrations are tedious but can be done exactly.
Du et al. (1994) give the following first-order correction to the free-surface displacements for a
screw dislocation at depth d beneath a layer of thickness H:

u(1)
3 (x2 = 0) = s(γ − 1)

2πγ

[
tan−1

( x1
d

)
− tan−1

(
x1

d + 2H
,

)]
, (5.164)

where as before γ = µ2/µ1. For the case where the dislocation lies in the shallow layer and
breaks from the surface to depth d, the first-order correction is given by

u(1)
3 (x2 = 0) = s(γ − 1)

2πγ

[
tan−1

(
x1

d − 2H

)
+ tan−1

(
x1

d + 2H

)]
. (5.165)

Figure 5.17 compares the perturbation expansion with the image solution for an infinitely
long screw dislocation in a layer over a half-space. The modulus of the half-space is four times
that of the layer, µ2 = 4µ1. The first-order approximate solution is remarkably accurate, espe-
cially considering that a factor of four contrast is hardly small. The error in the approximate
solution can be quantified by

ε ≡ useries − uperturb

uhalf−space
. (5.166)
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Figure 5.17. Displacements due to infinitely long screw dislocation in a layer over a half-space,
comparing first-order perturbation solution to the infinite series solution. Layer thickness is H, and
depth of dislocation is D = 0.8H. The shear modulus of the half-space is four times that of the layer
µ2 = 4µ1. The displacements in a homogeneous half-space are given for reference.

Results shown in figure 5.18 demonstrate that the first-order solution is accurate to better
than 15% even for modulus contrasts, γ = µ2/µ1, of a factor of four. The second-order
correction is accurate to better than a few percent for a similar range of shear moduli.

5.7.3 Edge Dislocation
Figure 5.19 compares several methods, including a first-order perturbation calculation for a
vertical fault underlying a compliant surface layer. For a factor of 4 contrast in modulus, the
first-order perturbation is reasonably accurate in predicting the vertical displacements, but less
so for the horizontal displacements.

While it is difficult to draw general conclusions from these examples, it does appear that
the first-order perturbation result is likely to be highly accurate formodest variations in elastic
properties andmaybe reasonably accurate for contrasts in shearmodulus of asmuch as a factor
of two. The advantage of thismethod is that one can treat arbitrarily complex geometries. The
method is not expected to yield accurate results with strong contrasts in properties, however.
For horizontally stratified variations in properties, propagator matrix methods are superior to
perturbationmethods.

5.8 Summary and Perspective
In this chapter, we return to dislocation sources but relax the previous assumption of elastic
homogeneity. A number of approaches are explored. For relatively simple geometries, image
methods are expedient. Antiplane dislocations at, or near, planar material interfaces across
which there is a change in shear modulus are analyzed by simply extension of methods from
chapter 2. Exploiting the principle of superposition allows us to sum multiple elemental
solutions and thus to satisfy boundary conditions on multiple surfaces. In this way, we
generate a series solution for a fault within a compliant fault zone. Superposition of images
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Figure 5.18. Percent error in perturbation expansion solution for infinitely long screw dislocation in a
layer over a half-space. Layer thickness is H, and depth of dislocation is D = 0.8H. A: Error in first-order
approximation for differing values of γ = µ2/µ1. B: Error in first- and second-order approximations
when the shear modulus of the half-space is µ2 = 4µ1.

that account for material interfaces with those that enforce the free-surface condition yields
series solutions for infinitely long strike-slip faults, either within or below a layer overlying a
half-space with different shear modulus.

Rather than extend image methods to plane strain and three-dimensional problems, we
investigate propagator matrix methods for horizontally stratified earth models. The approach
is to isolate vertical derivatives and components of the stress tensor that result in tractions
on horizontal interfaces. The propagator matrix carries a solution from one depth to another
via simple matrix multiplication. Appropriate consideration of the dislocation source terms
and matching the free-surface boundary condition yields the displacement fields of interest.
A significant advantage of the propagator matrix approach is that, other than bookkeeping, it
is nomore difficult to compute a solution for 10 layers than it is for a single layer.

The previously described methods are not well suited to heterogeneity with irregular
geometry. Perturbation methods can be used to approximate the effects of arbitrarily shaped
heterogeneity but are guaranteed to be accurate only if the variation in elastic properties is
modest. Surprisingly, we have found that, at least in some cases, a first-order perturbation
solution is accurate even for contrasts in shear modulus of several hundred percent.

Is it worth the additional effort required to compute solutions for dislocations in elastically
heterogeneous earth models? The answer is, in some circumstances, yes. Unlike elastodynam-
ics, where variations in elastic properties give rise to all the reflected and refracted waves
that many seismologists spend their careers studying, with quasi-static deformations, we can
often ignore the effects of earth structure to first order. If, for example, one is interested in
obtaining a rough estimate of the source properties, homogenous half-space models may be
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Figure 5.19. Comparison of different solutions for the plane-strain problem of a vertical fault beneath
a compliant layer. The shear modulus of the surface layer is 25% of the underlying half-space.
Solutions given by Savage (1998) following Lee and Dunders (1973) agree quite well with finite
element calculations. A first-order perturbation solution is quite accurate in predicting the vertical
displacements but underestimates the correction on the horizontal displacements by as much as 50%.
Notice that the x2 axis is down. After Cervelli et al. (1999).

adequate.However, if one is attempting to derive accurate quantitative estimates of earthquake
or volcanic source parameters, particularly the depth of the source or details of the slip
distribution on the fault, then effects of heterogeneity may be significant.

A general result is that for faults buried beneath a more compliant layer, the effect is to
cause the deformation to bemore localized (figures 5.12 and 5.13). This has the effect of biasing
inversions to shallower depths (Du et al. 1994; Savage 1987). Figure 5.20 illustrates this effect
for a dipping fault beneath a compliant surface layer. Ignoring the effect of layering biases the
estimated source depth to be shallower than it actually is. The bias increases with increasing
modulus contrast and thickness of the compliant surface layer.

Savage (1998) also investigated this effect for both vertical and horizontal faults. He finds
that with a compliant near-surface layer, the depth of faulting is systematically underesti-
mated and the slip overestimated. For example, with a modulus contrast of a factor of three,
the depth of a horizontal fault was underestimated by 11% when inverting the horizontal
displacements and by 17% when inverting the vertical displacements. The magnitude of the
slip and length of the fault were also biased. For a vertical fault with modulus contrast of a
factor of 4, the upper fault edge was biased shallow by 4 to 5%, while the lower edge was
biased by 6 to 16%, depending on whether the vertical or horizontal displacements were
inverted.

The techniques developed in this chapter have utility beyond the analysis of dislocations in
heterogeneous elastic earth models. In the next chapter, we will study transient deformations
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Figure 5.20. Effect of a compliant surface layer on inversion for a uniform-slip dislocation. E is Young’s
modulus of the compliant layer, E ′ that of the half-space. The fault dips 40 degrees, and the thickness
of the layer is 2 km. Top: The dashed line shows the displacements due to the dislocation in the layered
medium; the heavy solid line shows the displacements for the same dislocation in a half-space. The
thin solid lines show the displacements for the best fitting “equivalent” source in a homogeneous half-
space. Bottom: The dashed line shows the actual source location, and the solid line shows the best
fitting “equivalent” source in a homogeneous half-space. For each case, the bias in fault depth δz and
estimated slip δu/u due to neglect of layering are indicated. The values in parentheses indicate biases
on inverting only the horizontal displacements. Note that failure to account for the effect of layering
biases the estimated depth of the dislocation, causing the fault to appear shallower than it really is. The
effect is more severe for large modulus contrast. After Cattin et al. (1999).

induced by relaxation of stress in viscously deforming layers within the earth. As you will
see, a key step in solving viscoelastic problems is to analyze corresponding problems with
dislocations in heterogeneous earthmodels.Wewill thereforemake extensive use of solutions
already developed in this chapter.

5.9 Problems
1. Verify that equations (5.23) satisfy the displacement and traction boundary conditions on

the boundaries of the compliant fault zone.

2. Derive the displacement field due to an infinitely long strike-slip fault perpendicular to a
bimaterial interface (equations [5.24]).

3. Equation (5.26) gives the displacements within the shallow layer (region I) due to an
infinitely long strike-slip fault within a half-space beneath a layer with differing shear
modulus. Find the displacements within the half-space |x2| > H (region II). Show that
when the depth of faulting is equal to the thickness of the layer—that is, D = H—the
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displacements are

u(x1, |x2| > H) = −s
2π

(
tan−1

(
H − x2

x1

)
− tan−1

(
H + x2

x1

)
+

∞∑
m=1

(
1 − γ

1 + γ

)m

{
tan−1

[
(2m+ 1)H − x2

x1

]
− tan−1

[
(2m− 3)H − x2

x1

]})
. (5.167)

4. Derive the solution for an infinitely long strike-slip fault embedded within an elastic layer
overlying a half-space with different shear modulus (equations [5.32] and [5.34]) using
image sources.

5. Show that for the antiplane strain system, the propgator matrix given by equation (5.61)
satisfies the reciprocal relation given in (5.50).

6. Write out the propagator solution in symbolic form, as in equation (5.85), for the case of
four layers overlying a half-space. Layer 1 is shallowest with shear modulus µ1, layer 2 below
that with shear modulus µ2, and so forth. Denote the shear modulus of the half-space µh.
Consider a point source dislocation located in

(a) The half-space beneath the layers.

(b) Layer 3.

(c) Layer 1.

7. Use the propagator matrix method to derive the solution for an infinitely long strike-slip
fault with uniform slip from the free surface to depth D. Show that the inverse Fourier
transform of (s/ ik)(1 − e−|k|D) is given by s/π tan−1(D/x).
Hint: In chapter 4,we found thatF(1/z) = −iπ sgn(k). You canuse the reciprocal property

of the Fourier transform to get the inverse transform of 1/k. To solve the remaining part,
differentiate both sides of the equation with respect to x, giving the transform of the strain.
Do the inverse transform and then integrate to get back to displacement.

8. Use the propagator matrix method to derive the solution for a strike-slip fault in a layer
overlying a uniform half-space (equation [5.82]).

9. Invert the Fourier transforms in equations (5.89) and (5.90) to show that the displacement
in the body can be written as

u(x, z) = s
2π

[
tan−1

(
x

z− D

)
− tan−1

(
x

z+ D

)]
z > D,

u(x, z) = s
2π

[
tan−1

(
z+ D
x

)
− tan−1

(
z− D
x

)]
z < D. (5.168)

(Use the hint in problem 7.)

10. Use propagator methods for antiplane strain dislocations to determine both components
of stress in the body for a dislocation from the free surface to depth D in a homogeneous
half-space.
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11. Consider the three-dimensional propagator matrix representation of a source in a plane-
layered earthmodel. Show that a dislocation source that extends in the x1 direction over the
range −L ≤ x1 ≤ L can be described bymultiplying the point-source solution in the Fourier
domain by

2
k1

sin(k1L) k1 	= 0,

2L k1 = 0. (5.169)
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6
Postseismic Relaxation

Up to this point, we have considered only time-independent processes, except for simple
models of interseismic strain accumulation in which the material behavior is elastic and the
only parameter that varies with time is the amount of slip on the fault (chapter 2). There is
considerable evidence that such descriptions are inadequate. First of all, we expect a priori
that with increasing depth, and hence temperature, rock will behave in a ductile fashion.
Ductile flow in response to stress changes induced by earthquakes, among other forcings, can
lead to transient deformation at the earth’s surface. We also recognize that rock is porous
and liquid saturated. Flow of pore fluids induced by coseismic stress changes may also cause
transient deformations that could be observed at the earth’s surface. Furthermore, there is
good observational evidence of time-dependent deformation following large earthquakes.
Such deformation is referred to as postseismic, although the timescale may vary from hours
to decades depending on the dominant process and the data set in question.

Some of the earliest evidence of transient postseismic deformation came from triangulation
data collected after the 1906 San Francisco earthquake. Thatcher (1975) first showed that post-
1906 strain rates, derived frommeasurements centered over the SanAndreas fault,were a factor
of 4 higher than contemporary strain rates. Figure 6.1 summarizes peak shear strain rate as a
function of time since themost recent great earthquake inCalifornia. For northernCalifornia,
the most recent great event was the 1906 San Francisco earthquake; for southern California,
the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake. A significant decrease in strain rate with a timescale of several
decades is clearly seen in the data.

Transient postseismic deformation is not limited to strike-slip earthquakes. Thatcher (1984)
examined leveling data in Japan adjacent to theNankai trough and showed that the pattern of
uplift and subsidence varied with time following the great 1944 Tonankai and 1946 Nankaido
earthquakes (figure 6.2). More accurate and frequently sampled GPS measurements follow-
ing the 1994 Sanriku-Haruka-Oki earthquake off Hokaido exhibit a spectacular postseismic
transient. The displacement in the year following the earthquake alone is comparable to
the coseismic displacement (figure 6.3). Heki and others (1997) noted that the cumulative
moment of the postseismic signal, if interpreted as afterslip along the subduction interface,
had a moment (MW 7.7) that exceeded that of the earthquake (MW 7.6). This has clear
implications for the slip budget at the plate boundary and thus for forecasts of seismic
hazard.

Post-earthquake GPS and InSARmeasurements are becomingmuchmore readily available,
are far more accurate than historical measurements, and are very likely to rewrite our under-
standing of postseismic deformation. Peltzer and others (1996) show spectacular interfero-
grams of postseismicmotions following the 1992 Landers earthquake. Localized deformations
within the steps along the faults that ruptured in the earthquake were interpreted by these
authors as resulting from transient pore-fluid flow induced by the earthquake (see chapter 10).
Longer wavelength components of these and similar data sets have also been modeled by
a number of research groups as resulting from distributed viscoelastic relaxation. Plate 6
illustrates the transient horizontal displacements determined from continuous GPS networks
in the 7 years following the M 7.1 1999 Hector Mine earthquake in southern California, 7 to
14 years after the nearby M 7.3 1992 Landers earthquake. Significant transient deformation
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Figure 6.1. Peak shear strain rate (engineering strain) as a function of time since the last great
earthquake on the San Andreas fault, after Thatcher (1990). The two-letter codes refer to the geodetic
network; locations are shown on inset map. Solid symbols refer to northern California, and open
symbols refer to southern California.

extends more than 200 km from the ruptures and is interpreted by Freed and others (2007) as
requiring distributed flow of the upper mantle at depths below 40 km in the earth.

As is readily apparent from this discussion, there are a variety of mechanical processes that
could give rise to postseismic deformation, including viscous relaxation of rock below the
seismogenic zone; transient fault slip, either within the rupture zone or below the rupture on
the downdip extension of the fault; and flow of pore fluids induced by the earthquake. This
chapter focuses on viscoelastic relaxation; chapter 10 describes poroelastic effects, including
post-earthquake adjustments, and chapter 11 covers frictional properties of faults, including
afterslip.

Thatcher (1983) examined afterslip and distributed viscoelastic deformation, nicely differ-
entiating betweenwhat he referred to as thick lithosphere and thin lithospheremodels of faulting
(figure 6.4). In the thick lithosphere model, rock adjacent to the fault behaves elastically
to depths substantially greater than the maximum depth of slip during earthquakes, D.
Postseismic deformation occurs due to transient slip on the downdip extent of the fault.
Employing a thick lithosphere model, Thatcher found that the post-1906 triangulation data
could be fit with slip in the depth interval of 15 to 25 km that decayed exponentially with a
time constant of ∼ 30 years.

In the thin lithosphere model, elastic behavior is limited to a relatively thin elastic plate
with thickness H ≥ D, which overlies a viscoelastic asthenosphere, in which the shear stress
relaxes with time. This leads to a decaying strain transient at the surface. Thatcher concluded
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deformation late in the cycle and thus is reasonably shown after the 1967–1979 period.
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Figure 6.3. Variations in the east component of a GPS station position with time along the northern
coast of Honshu, Japan, showing postseismic deformation following the 1994 Sanriku-Haruka-Oki
earthquake, after Heki and others (1997). Data courtesy of Shin’ichi Miyazaki.
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Figure 6.4. Thick (left) and thin (right) lithosphere models, after Thatcher (1983).

that he could not differentiate between the thick and thin lithosphere models based on their
fits to the data from California. Barker (1976) appears to have been the first to point out
that deep fault slip and distributed viscoelastic flow yield similar deformation patterns at the
earth’s surface. This will be discussed considerably more in detail later in this chapter.

6.1 Elastic Layer over Viscous Channel
Wewill begin by considering the simple model illustrated in figure 6.5 of an elastic plate with
thickness H overlying a viscous channel with thickness h, originally due to Elsasser (1969).

The deformation is again antiplane. Let

u(x1) ≡ 1
H

∫ 0

−H
u3(x1, x2)dx2 (6.1)

be the displacement averaged over the thickness of the elastic plate, and let

σ (x1) ≡ 1
H

∫ 0

−H
σ13(x1, x2)dx2 (6.2)

be the thickness-averaged stress acting on vertical planes. Last, let τ ≡ σ23(x1, x2 = −H) be
the shear traction acting in the x3 direction, exerted on the base of the elastic plate due to
viscous flow. Note that all variables, u, σ, and τ , are functions of lateral distance x1 only, so
in what follows, we will drop the subscript. Equilibrium requires that the sum of the forces
in the x3 direction balance. If we examine an element of the elastic plate of dimensions H by
δx, then the force on the left vertical face is σH, whereas the force on the right vertical face is
H[σ + (∂σ/∂x)δx] (figure 6.5). The gradient in the stress must be balanced by the force exerted
by the basal shear traction τδx. Thus,

H
∂σ

∂x
= τ. (6.3)

The plate is elastic, by assumption, so the thickness-averaged stress is proportional to the
thickness-averaged strain:

σ = µ
∂u
∂x
. (6.4)
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Figure 6.5. A: Geometry of an elastic plate overlying a viscous channel. B: Element of the elastic plate.

The material in the asthenospheric channel is assumed to be linearly viscous—that is, the
shear stress is proportional to the strain rate, τ = 2η .ε. The strain rate in the channel is v/2h
since the velocity increases from zero at the base of the channel to v at the top (figure 6.5B).
Thus, the basal traction is given by

τ = η

h
∂u
∂t
, (6.5)

where η is the viscosity of the asthenosphere. Substituting equations (6.5) and (6.4) into (6.3)
yields

hHµ
η

∂2u
∂x2

= ∂u
∂t
. (6.6)

The displacement u follows a diffusion equationwith diffusivity κ:

κ = hHµ
η

, (6.7)

with units of length squared per unit time. Knowing that the displacement satisfies a diffusion
equation tells us immediately that following an earthquake, displacement diffuses into the
elastic plate to a distance that scales with

√
κt (see appendix B).

The initial conditions and boundary conditions specify that there is no displacement prior
to the earthquake. At time t = 0, the fault (located at x = 0) suddenly displaces by an amount
�u but is thereafter locked:

u(x, t = 0) = 0, (6.8)

u(x = 0, t) = �u t > 0. (6.9)

The solution to the diffusion equation for these boundary and initial conditions is well known
(a derivation is given in appendix B):

u(x, t) = �u erfc
(

x
2
√
κt

)
, (6.10)
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where erfc is the complementary error function and is given by

erfc(z) = 1 − erf(z) = 1 − 2√
π

∫ z

0
e−y2dy. (6.11)

It is left as an exercise (problem 1) to show that equation (6.10) is indeed the solution to
equation (6.6).

It is useful to put the solution (6.10) into dimensionless form. Scale the horizontal distance
by the elastic layer thickness:

x̃ = x/H, (6.12)

and u by the displacement at the fault surface:

ũ = u/�u. (6.13)

This leads to

ũ = erfc
(

x̃

2
√
t̃

)
, (6.14)

where time is normalized by the characteristic relaxation time t̃ = t/tR :

tR = Hη
hµ

. (6.15)

To compute velocity, we differentiate equation (6.14) with respect to dimensionless time.
Note from equation (6.11) that time appears in the integration limits, so that we must apply
Leibnitz’s rule (5.56). The dimensionless velocity and shear strain rate are thus given by

ṽ = 1
t̃

x̃

2
√
π t̃

exp
[
− x̃2

4t̃

]
, (6.16)

and
∂γ̃

∂ t̃
= ∂ṽ

∂ x̃
= 1

t̃

1

2
√
π t̃

(
1 − x̃2

2t̃

)
exp

[
− x̃2

4t̃

]
. (6.17)

The normalized displacement, velocity, and strain rate are shown in figure 6.6. Notice that the
shear strain rate changes sign at x̃ =

√
2t̃. This is reminiscent of the result for a buried screw

dislocation solution. Recall from chapter 2 that slip in a confined depth interval generates a
positive strain rate over the fault but a negative strain rate away from the fault (see figure 2.12).
This feature is exhibited by all solutions where postseismic deformation is confined to a finite
depth interval, and while diagnostic of the effect, cannot necessarily be used to discriminate
betweenmodels.

While the simple Elsasser model is useful in that it provides considerable insight into
the physics of postseismic stress diffusion, it suffers from two serious limitations. First, the
asthenosphere cannot behave as a viscous fluid. At short timescales, it must behave elastically.
The asthenosphere transmits shear waves, and coseismic displacements are well described by
earthmodels that are elastic at all depths. A better description of the asthenospherewould be a
viscoelastic medium, which behaves elastically at short timescales yet flows over long periods
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Figure 6.6. Results of the Elsasser model. Upper left: Displacement as a function of distance from the
fault. Upper right: Velocity as a function of distance from the fault. Lower left: Strain rate as a function
of distance from the fault. All are shown for different normalized times. Lower right: Strain rate at the
fault trace as a function of time.

of time. The second problem with the Elsasser model is that it ignores vertical gradients in
displacement and stress. Lehner et al. (1981) explored a generalization of the Elsasser model,
including viscoelastic response of the asthenosphere, to suddenly imposed dislocations or
stress drop. Li and Rice (1983) extend this work to consider approximate three-dimensional
behavior as a coupling of a plane stress plate problem that describes the along-strike behavior
and an antiplane relation between the fault stress and depth-dependent slip distribution. Last,
Li and Rice (1987) consider an antiplane model of an infinite sequence of earthquakes that
rupture an elastic plate overlying a Maxwell foundation, including stress-driven creep on a
downdip extension of the fault in the elastic plate. Earthquake cycle models such as this are
described inmore detail in chapter 12.

For now, we will consider models in which the earth can be described as an elastic plate
overlying a viscoelastic half-space, as in the thin lithosphere model of figure 6.4.

6.2 Viscoelasticity
Viscoelastic models of earthquakes have generally been restricted to simple constitutive laws
that can be thought of as combinations of elastic and viscous elements (e.g., Flugge 1975). In
figure 6.7, springs represent elastic elements, whereas dashpots represent viscous elements.
We consider three different materials. A spring and dashpot in series is known as a Maxwell
material orMaxwell fluid, because at infinite times (or low frequencies), it behaves as a viscous
fluid. A spring and a dashpot in parallel is known as a Kelvin material or a Kelvin solid, as it
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Figure 6.7. Simple viscoelastic representations. Left: Maxwell material. Center: Kelvin solid. Right:
Standard linear solid.

behaves like an elastic solid at long times and low frequencies. At short times, the Kelvin
material is rigid anddoes not deform. AMaxwell element in parallel with a spring is knownas a
standard linear solid (figure 6.7), although the standard linear solid is sometimes represented as
a spring in series with a Kelvin element. More complex combinations can be easily generated
and analyzed based on the principles outlined here.

The different material behaviors can be analyzed after first formulating their constitutive
equations. For example, consider the Maxwell material. The total strain rate is the sum of the
strain rate in the spring and the dashpot. Force balance, however, requires that the stress must
be the same in each element; thus,

.
εtotal = .

εspring + .
εdashpot,

=
.
σ

2µ
+ σ

2η
, (6.18)

where the superimposed dot signifies time derivative, and the factors of two are introduced to
retain consistency with tensor forms of the constitutive laws as discussed later.

For the Kelvinmaterial, the stress is the sum of the stress in the spring and the dashpot. The
strain, however, must be the same in each; thus,

σtotal = σspring + σdashpot,

= 2µε + 2η .ε. (6.19)

Last, the constitutive equation for the standard linear solid (problem 4) is

σ + η

µ1

.
σ = 2µ2ε + 2η

(
1 + µ2

µ1

)
.
ε. (6.20)

Note that if the spring in series with the dashpot becomes infinitely stiff, µ1 → ∞, equa-
tion (6.20) reduces to that of a Kelvin solid. Similarly, if µ2 → 0, equation (6.20) reduces to
that of a Maxwell fluid.

Consider the behavior of theMaxwell fluid, fromequation (6.18). For a step change in stress,
the material first deforms elastically by an amount σ/2µ, since the dashpot has no time to
relax. Thereafter, the material strains at a constant rate σ/2η (figure 6.8). At short times, the
material behaves elastically, but at long times, it behaves like a fluid. On the other hand, if we
apply a sudden strain ε0, which is thereafter held constant, the stress will instantaneously rise
by an amount 2µε0. After that, the total strain is constant, so we must solve the differential
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Figure 6.8. Creep (top) and relaxation functions (bottom) for simple viscoelastic rheologies. A:
Maxwell. B: Kelvin. C: Standard linear solid. After Fung (1965).

equation (6.18) with zero left-hand side. This yields the so-called relaxation function:

σ = 2µε0e− µ
η t t > 0 (6.21)

(figure 6.8), demonstrating that the Maxwell material has a characteristic relaxation time of
tR = η/µ.

For theKelvin solid subject to a suddenly applied stress σ0,which is thereafter held constant,
the strain is found by solving equation (6.19) with σtotal = σ0:

ε = σ0

2µ

(
1 − e− µ

η t
)

t ≥ 0. (6.22)

The Kelvinmaterial exhibits an exponentially increasing strain, again with characteristic time
tR = η/µ. The strain increases from zero at t = 0 to σ0/2µ at infinite time. This creep function
for the Kelvin material (6.22) is shown in figure 6.8B. The dashpot in the Kelvin solid resists
rapid deformation, and thus there is a singularity in stress when subject to an instantaneous
increase in applied strain. The creep and relaxation functions for a standard linear solid are left
for exercises (problem 5).

The Burger’s rheology, sometimes referred to as the Burger’s body, has also been used to de-
scribe postseismic deformation (Pollitz 2003; Hetland and Hager 2005). The Burger’s rheology
consists of Maxwell and Kelvin elements in series (figure 6.9). This rheology is referred to as
biviscous in that it possesses two relaxation modes, a recoverable deformation associated with
the Kelvin element and a nonrecoverable deformation associated with the Maxwell element.
It should be emphasized that the biviscous rheology is linear and should be distinguished
from nonlinear creep laws in which the strain rate is proportional to stress to a power n > 1.
With two relaxation times, τ1 = η1/µ1 and τ2 = η2/µ2, the biviscous rheology can be
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Figure 6.9. Spring-dashpot representation of the Burger’s rheology, which consists of a Maxwell
element in series with a Kelvin element.

fit to postseismic deformation measurements that exhibit a short-term transient followed
by a longer term relaxation. Whether these observations are best explained by distributed
deformation with multiple relaxation times, by a nonlinear stress-dependent rheology, or
by a combination of post-earthquake fault creep (chapter 11) followed by a more distributed
relaxation remains to be determined.

Before continuing with solution methods, we will consider the appropriate tensor exten-
sions of the simple spring and dashpot models. Ductile creep of rock is primarily in shear;
low-porosity rocks exhibit limited volumetric relaxation. We thus take the volumetric strain
to be elastic, while for a Maxwell medium, we take the deviatoric strain rate to be the sum
of elastic and viscous components. For a Newtonian fluid, the deviatoric strain rate follows
2η .ε ′

i j = σi j − σkkδi j/3, where the prime indicates deviatoric strain. For the elastic component,
we separate the deviatoric strain as

σi j = 2µ
(
εi j − εkk

3
δi j

)
+
(
λ+ 2

3
µ

)
εkkδi j ,

= 2µε ′
i j + K εkkδi j . (6.23)

Differentiating Hooke’s law with respect to time, the governing equation for a Maxwell
material can thus be shown to be

.
σ i j + µ

η

(
σi j − σkk

3
δi j

)
= 2µ .εi j + λ

.
εkkδi j . (6.24)

To apply these ideas to models of faulting, we have to solve a time-dependent boundary
value problem. Note, however, that the limiting behavior at short time, the so-called unrelaxed
response, is a completely elastic solution. Similarly, in the infinite time, or fully relaxed state, all
viscous stresses have dissipated, and the state of the system corresponds to a (different) elastic
solution. Thus, both the relaxed and unrelaxed states can be found by solving an appropriate
elasticity problem. Interestingly, the fully time-dependent solution can also be found from a
corresponding elastic solution, as discussed in the next section.

6.2.1 Correspondence Principle
Compare the viscoelastic problem to an elastic problem. The equilibrium equations are the
same, as are the kinematic (strain-displacement) equations. The only differences are the
constitutive equations. Note that the constitutive equation for a Maxwell material, from
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equation (6.18), can be written as

∂

∂t
ε = 1

2

(
µ−1 ∂

∂t
+ η−1

)
σ. (6.25)

This is still a linear relationship between stress and strain, but one in which the relation-
ship is governed by linear differential operators. Indeed, any linear viscoelastic constitutive
relation can be written in this form. This suggests that we make use of the Laplace transform
(section A.2), defined as

L{ f (t)} ≡ f̄ (s) =
∫ ∞

0
f (t)e−stdt (6.26)

(equation [A.13]). If the function vanishes at t = 0, the transform of the derivative of that
function (A.15) is L{∂ f (t)/∂t)} = s f̄ (s). Assuming that the stress and strain vanish at t = 0,
equation (6.25) can thus be written as

σ̄ = 2µ̄ε̄, (6.27)

where

µ̄(s) = s
µ−1s + η−1

. (6.28)

We see that the constitutive law for a viscoelastic material in the Laplace transform
domain exactly parallels Hooke’s law. Since time does not enter the quasi-static equilibrium
or compatibility equations, it follows that the Laplace transform of a viscoelastic problem is
equivalent to an elastic problem. This is known as the correspondence principle. It means that if
we know the solution to the corresponding elastic problem, we need only perform the inverse
transform to find the solution to the viscoelastic problem.

The correspondence principle applies to the general, tensor form of the viscoelastic consti-
tutive equations. For example, the Laplace transform of equation (6.24) can be written in the
form of Hooke’s law, noting that the corresponding elastic parameters are given by

µ̄ = sµ

s + µ

η

,

λ̄ =
sλ+ K

µ

η

s + µ

η

. (6.29)

6.3 Strike-Slip Fault in an Elastic Plate Overlying a Viscoelastic Half-Space
We will consider first an infinitely long strike-slip fault in an elastic layer overlying a visco-
elastic half-space, first presented by Nur and Mavko (1974). The problem is antiplane strain,
and for simplicity, we take the elastic shear modulus to be the same in the layer and the half-
space. The corresponding elastic problem is one of a screw dislocation in an elastic layer over
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an elastic half-space with different shear modulus, a problem previously treated in chapter 5.
Slip on the fault is given by

�u(t) = �uH(t), (6.30)

where H(t) is the Heavyside function—that is, zero for t < 0 and unity for t > 0. The
Laplace transform of the Heavyside function (A.14) is simply L{H(t)} = 1/s. Note that in this
chapter,�u is used to denote themagnitude of the fault slip, since s is reserved for the Laplace
transform variable. We see immediately from the elastic solution for a screw dislocation in a
layer overlying ahalf-spacewithdifferent shearmodulus (5.33) that the solution in the Laplace
transform domain is given by

ū(x, s) = �u
sπ

[
tan−1

(
D
x

)
+

∞∑
n=1

(
µ1 − µ̄2

µ1 + µ̄2

)n

Fn(x, D, H)
]
, (6.31)

where

Fn(x, D, H) =
[
tan−1

(
D + 2nH

x

)
+ tan−1

(
D − 2nH

x

)]
,

= tan−1
[

2xD
x2 + (2nH)2 − D2

]
, (6.32)

and µ̄2 given by equation (6.28). The relation in equation (6.32) comes from application of
the addition formula for the inverse tangent. Notice that because the layer withmodulus µ1 is
elastic, and thus independent of time, it does not change in the Laplace transform domain.

Note that for a homogeneous viscoelastic half-space, equation (6.31) reduces to
(�u/sπ) tan−1(D/x).We find the rather surprising result that the displacements resulting from
a dislocation in a homogeneous Maxwell viscoelastic half-space are independent of time and
equal to the elastic displacements. Why? Mathematically, the elastic half-space solution is
independent of µ. Thus, the only term that transforms is �u(t), and inverse transformation
recovers the elastic solution. The stresses, however, depend on µ and are time dependent.
Physically, as the stresses relax, elastic strain is transformed to viscous (inelastic) strain, the
total strain staying the same. The same will not be true if the fault is driven by a specified
stress, in which case, the displacements are functions of µ. For fixed stress, the displacements
will thus increase with time.

Returning to equation (6.31), define

β = µ2

2η
= 1

tR
, (6.33)

where tR is the Maxwell relaxation time. Note that in the Maxwell constitutive law (6.21), the
material relaxation time was taken to be tR = η/µ. One should be careful when comparing
results from different authors to clarify whether the factor of two is included in the definition
of the relaxation time. From equation (6.31), the displacement in the Laplace domain is

ū(x, s) = �u
sπ

[
tan−1

(
D
x

)
+

∞∑
n=1

(
β

s + β

)n

Fn(x, D, H)
]
. (6.34)
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Figure 6.10. Modes for the antiplane model of an infinitely long strike-slip fault overlying a Maxwell
viscoelastic half-space. A: First four spatial modes. B: First four temporal coefficients.

Recall that for simplicity, the elastic shearmodulus in the layer and the half-space are assumed
to be equal,µ1 = µ2. Inverting the Laplace transform is discussed in sectionA.2. First, note that
the termproportional to tan−1(D/x) transforms to the elastic solution, as discussed earlier. The
problem thus reduces to finding the inverse Laplace transform:

L−1
{
1
s

(
β

s + β

)n}
. (6.35)

It is shown in section A.2, equation (A.32), that the inverse transform is given by

L−1
{
1
s

(
β

s + β

)n}
= 1 − e−βt

n∑
m=1

(βt)n−m

(n− m)!
, (6.36)

so that the time varying displacements are

u(x, t) = �u
π

{
tan−1 (D/x) +

∞∑
n=1

[
1 − e−t/tR

n∑
m=1

(t/tR)n−m

(n− m)!

]
Fn(x, D, H)

}
t ≥ 0.

(6.37)

Figure 6.10 shows both the spatial terms Fn(x, D, H) at different order n and the corre-
sponding time dependence, given by equation (6.36). Notice that the higher order terms
(larger n) are smaller in amplitude and correspond to longer spatial wavelengths. The higher
order terms thus contribute less to the deformation, except at great distance from the fault.
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Figure 6.11. Comparison of a viscoelastic model to an equivalent dislocation solution. Left:
Lithosphere–asthenosphere model. Right: Equivalent elastic half-space model.

Figure 6.10B illustrates that the higher order terms growmore slowly in time. This means that
the postseismic displacements close to the fault grow quickly, whereas the displacements far
from the fault grow more slowly. In this way, strain diffuses away from the fault as in the
Elsasser model.

Savage (1990) noted the correspondence between the viscoelastic solution and an equiv-
alent elastic half-space solution with specified slip (figure 6.11). The solution (6.37) is math-
ematically equivalent to fault slip within an elastic half-space in a series of strips below the
coseismic rupture. For the case where coseismic slip breaks the full elastic plate, D = H, the
first strip, corresponding to the first term in the sum, extends from depth D to 3D, the second
strip from depth 3D to 5D, and so on. Slip is spatially uniform within each strip. The time
dependence of slip within each strip is given by equation (6.36), the first few terms of which
are

n = 1 : 1 − e−t/tR ,

n = 2 : 1 − e−t/tR [t/tR + 1] ,

n = 3 : 1 − e−t/tR

[
(t/tR)2

2
+ t/tR + 1

]
,

n = 4 : 1 − e−t/tR

[
(t/tR)3

3!
+ (t/tR)2

2
+ t/tR + 1

]
. (6.38)
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Notice that each term is zerowhen t = 0 and evolves to unity as t → ∞. The result (6.37) shows
that prescribed slipwithin an elastic full-space, by the amount givenby equation (6.38) in each
strip, is precisely equivalent to the viscoelastic solution. In this sense, measurement of surface
velocity, or strain, cannot distinguish between the thick and thin lithospheremodels. Because
slip in the first strip closest to the surface tends to dominate the surface deformation, the n = 1
term in equation (6.38) explains why Thatcher was able to find equivalent fits to the data with
a layer over a viscoelastic half-space and one with exponentially decreasing postseismic slip
rate on a downdip extension of the fault.

While this result emphasizes the difficulty in distinguishing between different models of
faulting, all hope is not lost. First, the mathematical equivalence between the two models is
restricted to infinitely long strike-slip faults. It does not apply to finite faults, or to dip-slip
faults. Second, it is far from obvious that a piece-wise constant-with-depth slip distribution,
such as implied by this analogy, could ever arise in nature. Last, we may be able to bring other
geophysical and geologic information to bear on distinguishing betweenmodels.

We complete this analysis by computing the velocity and strain rate. The velocity is
obtained by differentiating equation (6.37) with respect to time; the only time dependence
coming from the term in equation (6.36). Differentiating (6.36) gives

βe−βt
[

n∑
m=1

(βt)n−m

(n− m)!
−

n−1∑
m=1

(βt)n−m−1

(n− m− 1)!

]
.

Letting q = m+ 1 in the second sum, we notice that all terms cancel except for them= 1 term
in the first sum, so that the velocity becomes simply

v(x, t) = �u
π tR

e−t/tR
∞∑
n=1

(t/tR)n−1

(n− 1)!
Fn(x, D, H). (6.39)

To compute the strain rate, differentiate the velocity (6.39) with respect to x:

.
γ (x, t) = �u

π tR
e−t/tR

∞∑
n=1

(t/tR)n−1

(n− 1)!
Gn(x, D, H),

Gn(x, D, H) = −(2nH + D)
x2 + (2nH + D)2

+ (2nH − D)
x2 + (2nH − D)2

. (6.40)

Results for D/H = 1 are shown in figure 6.12. Qualitatively, the behavior is similar to that of
the Elsasser model. However, in the case of the elastic layer over a viscoelastic half-space, the
postseismic velocities are lower and the deformation is more diffuse. This is a consequence of
the instantaneous elastic behavior of the half-space. Figure 6.13 compares the behavior for the
case where the earthquake ruptures only half of the lithospheric thickness.

It is instructive to compare the post-1906 triangulation data with the prediction of the
layer over viscoelastic half-space solution. The triangulation data best constrain themaximum
strain rate directly over the fault. For this analysis, I have supplemented these data with more
recent strain-rate determinations following Kenner and Segall (2000). Notice fromfigure 6.14B
that the observed strain rates decay to some nominally steady value after approximately
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Figure 6.12. Results for an antiplane viscoelastic model, with D/H = 1. Upper left: Displacement.
Upper right: Velocity. Lower left: Strain rate. Lower right: Peak strain rate as a function of time.

80 years. Since the Nur-Mavko model does not account for strain accumulation, I have added
the observed strain rate for the last observing period to the model predictions from equation
(6.40), evaluated at x = 0. In this way, I attempt to fit only the transient strains. A better
approach is developed in chapter 12, where we will investigate interseismic deformation,
including the long-term deformation associated with far-field plate motions. Also for simplic-
ity, I take the average coseismic slip in 1906 to be 5.5 meters and assume that the earthquake
ruptured the entire elastic layer. This leaves two parameters to be estimated from the data:
relaxation time tR and elastic layer thickness H. I estimated the best fitting values using a
simple grid search (figure 6.14). The optimal elastic thickness is roughly 15 km, while the
preferred relaxation time is ∼22 years, corresponding to a viscosity of 7.2 × 1018 Pa-s for a
reasonable shear modulus.

6.3.1 Stress in Plate and Half-Space
Before leaving this solution, it is worth noting that we have developed all the machinery for
computing the stresses as a function of space and time, within both the elastic layer and the
Maxwell half-space. Equations (5.32) and (5.34) give the displacements in the two regions for
the corresponding elastic solution, fromwhich the stresses are readily derived.

The stress is shown at six different times in figure 6.15 for a vertical strike-slip fault that cuts
the entire elastic plate. Notice that immediately after the earthquake, the stress has decreased
in the elastic plate in the vicinity of the fault but increased below.With time, the stresses in the
half-space relax, and stress is transferred back to the overlying elastic plate. As time increases,
the net stress perturbation, coseismic plus postseismic, decreases in both the elastic plate and
the half-space.
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Figure 6.13. Results for an antiplane viscoelastic model, with D/H = 0.5. Upper left: Displacement.
Upper right: Velocity. Lower left: Strain rate. Lower right: Peak strain rate as a function of time.

6.4 Strike-Slip Fault in Elastic Layer Overlying a Viscoelastic Channel
The previous section employed the infinite series solution for a dislocation in an elastic layer
over an elastic half-space to solve the corresponding viscoelastic solution. Chapter 5 also
developed propagator matrix methods for solving layered elastic dislocation problems. For
example, equation (5.82) gives the solution for an infinitely long fault in an elastic layer over a
half-space with differingmodulus. Applying the correspondence principle, we have

ū3(k, s) = −i�u
ks

{
sinh(D|k|)

[
(s + 2β) cosh(H|k|) + s sinh(H|k|)
s cosh(H|k|) + (s + 2β) sinh(H|k|)

]
− cosh(D|k|) + 1

}
,

(6.41)

where �u is fault slip, and the notation ū3(k, s) indicates that the displacement is a function
of the Fourier wavenumber k and the Laplace transform variable s. The term in brackets can be
written as

[ ] =
[
s exp(H|k|) + 2β cosh(H|k|)
s exp(H|k|) + 2β sinh(H|k|)

]
,

=
{
s + [1 + exp(−2H|k|)]/tR
s + [1 − exp(−2H|k|)]/tR

}
, (6.42)
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Figure 6.14. Comparison of post-1906 strain-rate determinations with predictions from a model of a
faulted elastic layer overlying a Maxwell viscoelastic half-space. A: The misfit to the data is contoured as
a function of the relaxation time and elastic layer thickness. The star marks the best fitting parameters.
B: Comparison between the model prediction and observations.

so that

ū3(k, s) = −i�u
ks

(
sinh(D|k|)

{
s + [1 + exp(−2H|k|)]/tR
s + [1 − exp(−2H|k|)]/tR

}
− cosh(D|k|) + 1

)
. (6.43)

The last two terms are proportional to 1/s, so invert directly to the Heavyside function H(t).
The first term is of the form (s + b)/[s(s + a)], where

b = [1 + exp(−2H|k|)]/tR,
a = [1 − exp(−2H|k|)]/tR . (6.44)

The transform is inverted as (see section A.2)

L−1
{
1
s

(
s + b
s + a

)}
= b

a
(1 − e−at) + e−at, (6.45)

so that the time-dependent displacements in the Fourier domain are

u3(k, t) = −i�u
k

{
sinh(D|k|) [e−at + coth(H|k|)(1 − e−at)

]− cosh(D|k|) + 1
}
. (6.46)
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Figure 6.15. Total stress, coseismic plus postseismic, in an elastic plate overlying a Maxwell viscoelastic
half-space. Each panel shows the shear stress on vertical planes (σ13) at a different time, where time is
normalized by the Maxwell relaxation time. At time zero, a uniform-slip dislocation is introduced that
cuts the entire elastic plate, D = H . Panels show t/tR = 0.0, 0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, and 4.0.

Note that the effective relaxation time, which is a function of wavenumber, is given by

a−1 = tR
1 − e−2H|k| , (6.47)

so that only the largest wavenumbers (smallest wavelengths) decay with characteristic time tR .
At the longest wavelengths, as k → 0, the effective relaxation time becomes (tR/4π)(λ/H) and
is unbounded. Here the wavelength λ is given by 2π/k.

Figure 6.16 shows that an inverse FFT of equation (6.46) yields a solution that is in good
agreement with the infinite series solution.

There are a number of interesting limiting cases of equation (6.46). The limit as t → 0
recovers the elastic solution for a dislocation in a homogeneous half-space (5.71), as it must.
The limit as t → ∞ gives the solution for a dislocated plate:

lim
t→∞

u3(k, t) = −i�u
k

[sinh(D|k|) coth(H|k|) − cosh(D|k|) + 1] . (6.48)
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Figure 6.16. Comparison of propagator and series solutions to the problem of an infinitely long
strike-slip fault in an elastic layer overlying a Maxwell viscoelastic half-space, D = H . Postseismic
displacements are shown for t/tR = 0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2.

If the depth of faulting is equal to the elastic layer thickness (D = H), then equation (6.46)
reduces to

u3(k, t) = −i�u
k

[
1 − e−a(k)te−D|k|] . (6.49)

The limit of equation (6.49) as t → ∞ (or equation [6.48] for D = H) is simply −i/k, which is
the transform of a step function. That is, if the earthquake ruptures the full elastic plate, as the
viscous stresses dissipate, the plate relaxes to a rigid body offset.

The form of equation (6.49) suggests an asymptotic limit for t/tR � 1. It is possible to invert
the resulting expression analytically (problem 9), which yields

u3(x, t) ∼= �u
π

{
tan−1

(
D
x

)
+ t

tR

[
tan−1

( x
D

)
− tan−1

( x
3D

)]}
. (6.50)

Equation (6.50) provides a quite good approximation for t/tR < 0.5, as can be seen in
figure 6.17.

These methods can be extended to develop the solution for a fault in an elastic layer
of thickness H overlying a viscoelastic channel of thickness h. This solution provides some
insight into transient deformation behavior in the case that the earth’s effective viscosity
increases substantially with depth below the asthenosphere. Furthermore, the approach can
be generalized to include an arbitrary number of layers with differing viscosities and elastic
properties.

The procedure, by now familiar, is to solve the corresponding elastic problem for two layers
of differing shear modulus, overlying an elastic half-space. We take the lower layer to be
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Figure 6.17. Comparison of the series solution and an approximate solution given by equation (6.50),
at t/tR = 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75. Notice that the approximation is reasonably good for t/tR < 0.5.

viscoelastic and apply the correspondence principle. After some considerable algebra, we find
that

ū3(k, s) = −i�u
ks

[sinh(D|k|)A(H, h, k, s) − cosh(D|k|) + 1] , (6.51)

where

A(H, h, k, s) = s2 + βs(2 + e−2H|k| − e−2(h+H)|k|) + β2(1 − e−2h|k| + e−2H|k| − e−2(h+H)|k|)
s2 + βs(2 − e−2H|k| + e−2(h+H)|k|) + β2(1 − e−2h|k| − e−2H|k| + e−2(h+H)|k|)

. (6.52)

Notice that the denominator of A(H, h, k, s) is quadratic in s, so there are two distinct
relaxation times. In contrast, the infinitely long fault in a layer over a half-space had only a
single relaxation time given by equation (6.47). The relaxation times are shown as a function
of wavenumber in figure 6.18. For wavelengths short compared to the elastic layer thickness
H, the effective relaxation times both equal the material relaxation time tR . For longer
wavelengths, there are two branches, one decays more slowly than the half-space solution,
and the other has an effective relaxation time that tends toward half the material relaxation
time in the limit |k| → 0. Thus, we expect the long wavelength components to decay much
more quickly than they do in the half-space solution.

We can write equation (6.51) in the following form:

ū3(k, s) = −i�u
ks

[
sinh(D|k|) N (s)

a(s − s1)(s − s2)
− cosh(D|k|) + 1

]
, (6.53)

where s1 and s2 are the two roots of the denominator of A, andN represents the numerator of
A. Thus, using the contour integration approach described in section A.2, the solution in the
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time domain is immediately found as

u3(k, t) = −i�u
k

{
sinh(D|k|)

[ N (s1)
as1(s1 − s2)

es1t − N (s2)
as2(s1 − s2)

es2t + N (0)
as1s2

]
− cosh(D|k|) + 1

}
.

(6.54)

For a viscoelastic channel with thickness equal to the elastic layer thickness (figure 6.19,
bottom), we find much smaller far-field displacements, in comparison with those resulting
from a dislocation in an elastic layer over a half-space (figure 6.16), or equivalently a very thick
viscoelastic channel (figure 6.19, top). Themaximum postseismic displacement is also smaller
in amplitude than it is for a viscoelastic half-space.

6.5 Dip-Slip Faulting
The analysis in the previous section suggests a procedure for dip-slip faulting in a two-
dimensional elastic layer overlying a viscoelastic medium. We will write the elastic solution
for a point source in a layer of modulus µ1 overlying a half-space with modulus µ2, following
equation (5.117), as


iu1(z = 0)
u2(z = 0)

0
0

 = P(0, H, k, µ1) [c1(k)v1(µ2, k) + c2(k)v2(µ2, k)] − P(0, zs, k, µ1)fs(M, µ1),

(6.55)
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where k is the wavenumber, and v1(µ2, k) and v2(µ2, k) are the generalized eigenvectors of
the homogeneous solution. The coefficients c1 and c2 are specified to satisfy the boundary
conditions, and fs is the source vector that depends on the moment tensor M and elastic
properties. The term P(0, H, k, µ1) propagates the half-space solution to the surface, whereas
the term P(0, zs, k, µ1) propagates the source term to the surface. Since the source is within
the elastic layer, only the half-space terms become functions of the transform variable s upon
application of the correspondence principle. For an elastic layer over a half-space, only v1 and
v2 are functions ofµ2 and therefore s. Combining the two generalized eigenvectors in amatrix
V(s) and defining c = [c1, c2]T , equation (6.55) can then be written compactly in the form of
equation (5.120) as


iu1(z = 0)
u2(z = 0)

0
0

 = P(0, H)V(s)c − P(0, zs)
fs
s
, (6.56)

where we have assumed a Heavyside source term, corresponding to an earthquake at time
t = 0. P(0, H) and P(0, zs) are functions only of µ1 and therefore independent of s. The
coefficients c are found by solving the last two equations. Thus,

c = [P2(0, H)V(s)]−1P2(0, zs)
fs
s
, (6.57)
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where the subscript notation (2) indicates the last two rows of the matrix. The displacements
at the free surface are thus written in the form

[
iu1(z = 0)
u2(z = 0)

]
= P1(0, H)V(s)[P2(0, H)V(s)]−1P2(0, zs)

fs
s

− P1(0, zs)
fs
s
, (6.58)

where subscript (1) indicates the first two rows of the matrix.
The inverse of a two-by-twomatrix can be written as

A−1 = Adj(A)
|A| = 1

|A|

[
A22 −A12

−A21 A11

]
, (6.59)

where |A| is the determinant, and Adj(A) is known as the adjugate. This suggests that if wewrite
V(s) such that all terms are nonsingular in s, the only poles in equation (6.58), other than that
due to the source term, arise from the determinant |P2(0, H)V(s)|. Since the coefficients c1 and
c2 are arbitrary functions of wavenumber and elastic constants, it is possible to scale each of
the generalized eigenvectors so that they are nonsingular. For the plane strain case, this results
in the following form for V(s):

V =


−(s + β) −(s + β)[(1 + Hk)(Kβ + sλ) + (2 + Hk)sµ]

s + β (s + β){−sµ+ Hk[Kβ + s(λ+ µ)]}
−2ksµ −2ksµ(1 + Hk)[Kβ + s(λ+ µ)]

2ksµ 2Hk2sµ[Kβ + s(λ+ µ)]

 k < 0, (6.60)

and

V =


−(s + β) (s + β)[(1 − Hk)(Kβ + sλ) + (2 − Hk)sµ]

−(s + β) −(s + β){sµ+ Hk[Kβ + s(λ+ µ)]}
2ksµ 2ksµ(Hk − 1)[Kβ + s(λ+ µ)]

2ksµ 2Hk2sµ[Kβ + s(λ+ µ)]

 k > 0. (6.61)

Note that K is the bulk modulus K = λ + 2µ/3, and k is the wavenumber. As before, β
is the inverse Maxwell relaxation time. It should be noted, recalling the elastic case, that
equations (6.60) and (6.61) are not a unique representation. In detail, I multiplied the first
eigenvector by 2µks and the second by 2 k2sµ [K β + s (λ+ µ)]. It is not difficult to show that
in this case, the determinant of [P2(0, H)V(s)] is cubic in s; hence[

iu1(k, z = 0, s)

u2(k, z = 0, s)

]
= P1(0, H)V(s)Adj[P2(0, H)V(s)]P2(0, zs)fs

as(s − s1)(s − s2)(s − s3)
− P1(0, zs)

fs
s
, (6.62)

where the si , i = 1, 2, 3 are the roots of the determinant. The roots are found exactly by
factoring the determinant in powers of s and then using the analytical formula for the roots
of a cubic. These calculations are quite tedious and best done with a symbolic manipulator.
However, written in this form, it is straightforward to invert the Laplace transform analytically
using the residue theorem as discussed in section A.2. The displacements in the Fourier
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domain are[
iu1(k, z = 0, t)
u2(k, z = 0, t)

]
=

P1(0, H)V(s1)Adj[P2(0, H)V(s1)]P2(0, zs)fs
as1(s1 − s2)(s1 − s3)

es1t + P1(0, H)V(s2)Adj[P2(0, H)V(s2)]P2(0, zs)fs
as2(s2 − s1)(s2 − s3)

es2t

+P1(0, H)V(s3)Adj[P2(0, H)V(s3)]P2(0, zs)fs
as3(s3 − s1)(s3 − s2)

es3t − P1(0, H)V(0)Adj[P2(0, H)V(0)]P2(0, zs)
as1s2s3

−P1(0, zs)fs . (6.63)

Note that the preceding can be written in compact form:

ui (k, t) = ue
i (k)H(t) +

3∑
n=1

ϒ
(n)
i (H, k, xs)(esnt − 1), (6.64)

where ue
i are the elastic displacements, and ϒ (n)

i (H, k, xs) are the rather involved functions
found by carrying out thematrix operations in equation (6.63). H is the elastic layer thickness,
H(t) is the Heavyside function, k is the wavenumber, xs is the source location, and sn are the
inverse relaxation times. The elastic response is found by setting t = 0 in equation (6.63);
we see that the ϒ (n)

i are thus simply the expressions in equation (6.63) subtracting the elastic
component.

At this point, one can generate solutions, either by numerically summing point-source
solutions or by analytically integrating the previous point-source results over the fault surface.
The latter is again best achieved with a symbolic mathematics package. Figure 6.20 shows
the relaxation times corresponding to the three roots of the determinant in equation (6.63).
Notice that while two of the relaxation times increase with increasing wavelength, the short
wavelength limits are not equal to the material relaxation time. It is not difficult to show that
adding an additionalMaxwell viscoelastic layer causes the determinant to become afifth-order
polynomial in s, so there are two additional relaxation times (see problem 10).

6.5.1 Examples
Some examples are now warranted. Figure 6.21 shows the postseismic displacements due to
a 30-degree dipping thrust fault that cuts fully through the elastic layer. Notice that the
horizontal displacements are directed inward toward the bottom edge of the fault, with the
sign change occurring at approximately one elastic layer thickness from the fault trace. There
is post-earthquake uplift above the hanging wall of the fault at distances x ≥ H, with lesser
subsidence for x ≤ H. Figure 6.22 shows the same information in vector form.

The vertical pattern of deformation changes dramatically when the fault breaks only the
upper half of the elastic plate (figure 6.23). In this case, there is subsidence broadly symmetric
about the hanging wall with lesser amounts of uplift in the flanking regions. The horizontal
displacements are again directed inward toward the lower edge of the fault, the sign change
occurring at roughly x = 0.8H.

Surprisingly, when the fault cuts only the lower part of the elastic plate, the vertical dis-
placements change sign (figure 6.24). In this case, there is broad uplift in the vicinity of the
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Figure 6.20. Relaxation times for dip-slip faulting in an elastic layer overlying a Maxwell half-space.
Relaxation time is normalized by tR , and wavenumber is normalized by H. Both layer and half-space
have λ = µ.

fault, with lesser amounts of subsidence on either side. Again, the horizontal displacements
are directed toward the fault, but in this instance, the sign change occurs at roughly x = 2H.

The preceding figures show only the transient postseismic displacements, corresponding
to those that would be measured geodetically following a large earthquake. To compute the
total displacement, postseismic plus coseismic, one simply adds in the elastic displacements
due to the earthquake. For an elastically homogeneous half-space, this can be accomplished
using the analytic expressions for the surface displacements derived in chapter 3. This may
be advantageous for faults that break the earth’s surface, since the discontinuous coseismic
displacements are not well modeled by a finite Fourier expansion. The postseismic deforma-
tions, however, are continuous at the earth’s surface and well modeled with a finite Fourier
transform.

Figure 6.25 shows the total cumulative displacement when a thrust fault cuts the entire
elastic layer. As expected, as t → ∞, the displacement approaches rigid body block motion,
since stresses must decay to zero in the Maxwell half-space. Notice that because we have not
yet included the effects of gravity, the fully relaxed state has the entire foot wall subsiding
and the entire hanging wall uplifting. This of course cannot occur in nature, where residual
elastic stresses in the relaxed configuration are balanced by gravitational forces, an effect that
is treated in chapter 9.

6.6 Three-Dimensional Calculations
The approach to solving viscoelastic relaxation problems in three dimensions should now be
clear. The first step is to solve for a point-source dislocation in a three-dimensional layered
elastic medium, as outlined in chapter 5. As discussed there, the problem in three dimensions
contains two parts, one equivalent to the antiplane strain problem and one equivalent to the
plane strain problem, that are coupled through the dislocation source terms. Given the elastic
solution, one then applies the correspondence principle and inverts the resulting Laplace
transforms, either semianalytically as we have done here, or using an appropriate numerical
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Figure 6.23. Postseismic displacements for a 30-degree dipping thrust fault that cuts the upper half
of an elastic layer overlying a Maxwell half-space. Distance scale normalized by elastic plate thickness,
and displacements normalized by the coseismic slip. Lower panel illustrates fault geometry.

procedure. The displacements are then reconstructed with a inverse Fourier transform. In the
case of an elastic layer overlying aMaxwell viscoelastic half-space withN interveningMaxwell
viscoelastic layers, there will be 3 + 2N plane strain relaxation modes and 1 + N antiplane
relaxationmodes, for a total of 4 + 3Nmodes.

The first results following this approach appear to have been presented by Barker (1976).
Following this, Rundle (1978) and subsequent work used the solution for a point dislocation
in a layered half-space by expanding the elastic fields in cylindrical vector harmonics. He then
used an approximate technique to invert the Laplace transform. Matsu’ura and others (1981)
extended these methods to a layered system and consider the effects of a confined viscoelastic
layer. Figure 6.26 shows vertical displacements for a thrust fault breaking the upper part of an
elastic layer overlying a Maxwell viscoelastic half-space. The results compare qualitatively to
the two-dimensional solution shown in Figure 6.23.

6.7 Summary and Perspective
Considering that temperatures increase with depth in the earth and that rocks become
increasingly ductile with increasing temperature leads to the expectation of time-dependent
rheology below the shallow brittle crust. This expectation is broadly consistent with obser-
vations of time-dependent deformation following large earthquakes, as well as changes in
surface loads including the melting of continental ice sheets. Linear viscoelastic constitutive
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Figure 6.24. Postseismic displacements for a 30-degree dipping thrust fault that cuts the lower half of
an elastic layer overlying a Maxwell half-space. Distance scale normalized by elastic plate thickness,
and displacements normalized by the coseismic slip. Lower panel illustrates fault geometry.

laws exhibit instantaneous elastic response aswell as longer term stress relaxation.Whilemany
studies have focused on theMaxwell rheology, arbitrarily complex rheologies can be visualized
as combinations of elastic springs and viscous dashpots. Relaxation of rock is dominantly
in shear, so the tensor form of the constitutive laws attributes viscous relaxation only to the
deviatoric components, while the isotropic response is perfectly elastic.

The correspondence principle associates a viscoelastic boundary value problem with a
corresponding inhomogeneous, elastic problem in the Laplace domain. If the solution to the
elastic problem can be found—for example, using image or propagator matrix methods (as
discussed in chapter 5)—the solution to the viscoelastic problem is reduced to inverting the
resultant Laplace transform. In many cases, this can be accomplished by simply using the
residue theorem.

In this chapter, we explore solutions for infinitely long strike-slip and dip-slip faults in an
elastic layer overlying a Maxwell viscoelastic half-space. Extension of these results to include
multiple viscoelastic layers, or more complex rheologies (for example, the standard linear
solid or Burger’s rheology) is in principle straightforward, although the algebra may become
unwieldy. Poles in the Laplace domain correspond to independent relaxation times, each
a function of spatial wavenumber. For a layer overlying a Maxwell half-space, it is possible
to determine the poles analytically, greatly facilitating computations. Solutions in three
dimensions are found from the corresponding layered elastic solutions discussed in chapter 5,
although details are not presented here.
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Figure 6.27. Coseismic and postseismic deformation due to slip on a vertical strike-slip fault. Elastic
layer thickness is 16 km; underlying Maxwell medium has viscosity 1019 Pa-s, µ = 30 Gpa. One meter
of slip on a 50-km-long fault cuts the entire elastic layer. Postseismic displacements are computed 20
years after the earthquake. Calculation courtesy of Fred Pollitz.

The principal limitation of the presentation in this chapter is that we have neglected the
effects of gravity, a discussion of which is postponed until chapter 9. There we find that
gravitational effects become increasingly important with time as elastic stresses relax. Thus,
solutions ignoring gravity may be approximately valid at short times, relative to the material
relaxation time, following an earthquake. At longer times, the errors in these solutions become
increasingly severe.

An alternative approach to the three-dimensional viscoelastic problem has been to use
spherical harmonic basis functions to find solutions for elastic deformation in a radially
symmetric spherical earth, followed by application of the correspondence principle. This
was first done by Pollitz (1992) and later by Piersanti and others (1995). The principal dif-
ferences between these approaches are in how gravitational and compressibility effects are
treated.

Figure 6.27 shows horizontal displacements due to a vertical strike-slip fault in a spherical
earth model. As expected, the postseismic displacements are much smaller and more widely
distributed than the coseismic displacements. The coseismic displacements are discontinuous
across the fault, whereas the postseismic displacements vanish at the fault trace.

The discussion in this chapter has been limited to linear viscoelastic rheologies, in large
part because linear constitutive laws are far more amenable to analytic treatment. Laboratory
experiments on rocks at temperatures that are a significant fraction of their melting point
exhibit temperature-dependent creep. Steady-state shear strain rates in these experiments can
be related to the deviatoric stress τi j through flow laws of the form

.
ε ′

i j = Aτ n−1
s exp

[−(Q + pV)
RT

]
τi j τs =

√
J2, (6.65)

where
.
ε ′

i j is the deviatoric strain rate, and τs is the maximum shear stress given by the square
root of the second deviatoric stress invariant J2; see equation (1.48). Here, Q is an activation
energy, p is pressure, V is the activation volume, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute
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temperature, and n is an empirical stress exponent. The factor A depends on composition,
grain size, and activity of H2O, among other factors.

Ductile creep of crystallinematerials occurs due to themotion of crystal dislocations, stress-
controlled diffusion of lattice point defects, and grain boundary sliding. Increased dislocation
density with ongoing deformation results in strain hardening. Hardening can be counteracted
by recovery processes such as dislocation climb, a process enabled by thermally activated
intracrystalline diffusion. Steady-state creep (sometimes referred to as secondary creep) occurs
when recovery balances strain hardening, leading to an equilibriummicrostructure.

For diffusion-controlled creep, the observed stress exponents n are close to 1, and the strain
rate is linear in stress. However, for creep controlled by dislocation climb, the exponents n tend
to be in the range of 3 to 6. In this case, the effective viscosity, defined as the ratio of stress to
twice the strain rate, can be written as

ηeff = 1
2A

τ 1−n
s exp

[
(Q + pV)

RT

]
. (6.66)

The effective viscosity decreases with increasing temperature, hence depth, for a given com-
position. For n > 1, the effective viscosity decreases with increasing stress magnitude.
For rocks directly below the coseismic rupture, this could lead to a low effective viscosity
immediately following an earthquake followed by an increasing effective viscosity as shear
stresses diminish. Such an effect has been proposed to explain changes in deformation rates
following large earthquakes, although the applicability of steady-state creep laws must be
considered if the stress changes are large. Other workers have explained dramatic changes in
deformation rates using a linear biviscous rheology (e.g., see equation [6.68]).

Pore-fluid flow induced by stress changes associated with earthquakes (see chapter 10) can
also cause measurable postseismic deformation. There has been a tendency for individual
studies to focus on a single mechanism for postseismic deformation. There is no reason
to rule out the possibility that multiple processes are operative simultaneously and indeed
interacting with one another. However, it may be that some processes dominate at particular
timescales following an earthquake or in particular geologic environments. For example, rapid
postseismic deformationmay be explained by a combination of rapid afterslip (see chapter 11)
and longer duration, distributed viscoelastic relaxation (see also chapter 12). More accurate
and complete data sets following recent large earthquakeswill undoubtedly shed light on these
questions in the coming years.

6.8 Problems
1. Show that equation (6.10) is indeed the solution to diffusion equation (6.6). Show that

the dimensionless velocity is given by equation (6.16) and the dimensionless strain rate by
(6.17).

2. Using the Elsasser model for postseismic deformation, and assuming an elastic layer of
thickness 15 km, an asthenospheric channel of 15 km, a shear modulus of 3 × 1010 Pa, and
a viscosity of 1018 Pa-s, what is the predicted displacement at 15 km from the fault after 1
year? At 30 km from the fault after 4 years?Why does the displacement behave in this way?

3. A prediction of the Elsasser model is that the shear strain rate changes sign some distance
from the fault. Ten years after an earthquake, you find that the shear strain rate changes
sign 30 km from the fault. What is your estimate of the asthenospheric viscosity? (Youmay
assume that all the other parameters are the same as in the previous problem.)
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4. Derive the constitutive equation (6.20) for the standard linear solid.

5. Compute the creep and relaxation functions for a standard linear solid.

6. Derive the generalized tensor form of theMaxwell constitutive equation (6.24).

7. Show that the governing differential equation for the Burger’s rheology is

2µ2
.
ε + 2η2ε̈ = η2

µ1
σ̈ +

(
µ2

µ1
+ η2

η1
+ 1
)

.
σ + µ2

η1
σ. (6.67)

From this differential equation, show that the strain response to a step change in stress is

ε(t) = σ0

2µ1
+ σ0

2µ2

(
1 − e− t

τ2

)
+ σ0

2µ1

t
τ1
, (6.68)

where τ1 = η1/µ1 and τ2 = η2/µ2. Note that the creep response consists of an instantaneous
elastic response followed by a decaying transient with time constant τ2 superimposed on a
steady-state viscous creep.

8. Show that the stress in aMaxwell half-space beneath an infinitely long strike-slip fault in an
elastic layer follows

σ13(x1, |x2| > H, t) = µ�u
2π

∞∑
m=0

(t/tR)me−t/tR

m!

[
− x2 − 2mH + D
x21 + (x2 − 2mH + D)2

+ x2 − 2mH − D
x21 + (x2 − 2mH − D)2

]
.

(6.69)

9. Derive the approximate closed form viscoelastic solution for a strike-slip fault appropriate
for times short compared to thematerial relaxation time, equation (6.50).

10. Show that for plane strain deformation, the response of a dip-slip fault in an elastic layer
overlying a Maxwell viscoelastic layer overlying a Maxwell half-space has five independent
relaxationmodes—that is, show that the determinant is a fifth-order polynomial in s.

Hint: One need not do all of the matrix computations. It suffices to write all terms in
the appropriate powers of the Laplace transform variable s and then carry out the matrix
operations to determine the order of the determinant.
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7
Volcano Deformation

Measurements of deformation are one of the most important means for studying magmatic
processes andmonitoring active volcanoes. Indeed, deformation along with seismic monitor-
ing is one of the principal means of assessing the potential for future eruptive activity. The
reason for this is straightforward. Asmagmamigrates toward the earth’s surface, it forces aside
the surrounding crust. This inevitably causes deformation that can be detected by a variety
of modern techniques. Because the shallow crust is brittle, the deformation usually results in
earthquakes that are also easily detected. In some cases, there is evidence to suggest that the
onset of measurable deformation precedes the onset of volcanic seismicity (Langbein et al.
1993).

Figure 7.1 shows distance changes prior to the 18 May 1980, eruption of Mount St. Helens
made with a geodimeter, a laser distance measuring device. Note that station North Point
displaced 27 meters in 18 days, a rate of 1.5 meters/day. These extreme rates were localized
to the north flank of the volcano, the area that eventually failed in a massive landslide that
unleashed a northward-directed lateral blast. The massive bulging of the north flank, which
was easily detected even in photographs of the volcano, was caused by the intrusion of a
subsurface lava dome, or cryptodome, into the edifice of the volcano itself. The line length
changes were roughly linear in time; there was no rate increase prior to the eruption, at
least over the time period for which measurements were made. Instead, a shallow earthquake
triggered the landslide, which unloaded the magma body and the overlying hydrothermal
system, initiating the eruption.

A very different example is illustrated in figure 7.2, which shows transient strains recorded
by a borehole strainmeter some 30 minutes prior to an eruption of Hekla volcano in Iceland.
The strain rate changed at the same time as a sequence of small earthquakes, presumably
coincident with the initiation of dike propagation from depth to the surface. The much lower
viscosity basalt, relative to the Mount St. Helens dacite, resulted in fast propagation to the
surface. A similar pattern of deformation and seismicity preceded a subsequent eruption of
Hekla in 2000, leading to a short-term prediction by the Civil Defense of Iceland (Agustsson
et al. 2000).

The objectives of volcano deformation studies are to (1) determine the geometry of sub-
surface magma bodies—i.e., whether the source of deformation is a dike, a sill, a roughly
equidimensional chamber, or a hybrid source; (2) to quantify parameters of the source, for
example its depth, dimensions, volume, and internal magma pressure; and (3) to better
understand the physics of magma transport and eruption dynamics.

Observations of uplift and tilt from basaltic shield volcanoes, particularly on the Big Island
of Hawaii, have given rise to the concept of inflation and deflation cycles. The observations—
for example, as illustrated in figure 7.3—indicate relatively long periods of volcanic uplift
and tilting away from the volcano summit, punctuated by rapid periods of subsidence and
tilting toward the volcano. The subsidence, or deflation episodes, are accompanied either
by eruptions or by dike intrusion into the flanks of the volcano. The evidence for intrusion
consists of earthquake swarms as well as deformation patterns consistent with emplacement
of dikes. From these and other data, a conceptual model has been developed with a shallow,
central magma chamber that is supplied with melt from the mantle. As the pressure in the
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Figure 7.1. Deformation at Mount St. Helens prior to the catastrophic 18 May 1980 eruption. Top: A
map view of the volcano and measured geodimeter lines. The change in distance along these lines was
measured repeatedly prior to the eruption. Bottom: Changes in line length as a function of time. Note
that although the rates of line-length change were extremely high, in some cases meters per day, the
rates did not change significantly prior to the 18 May eruption. After Lipman and others (1981).
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Figure 7.2. Borehole strain meter data, showing transient deformation beginning 30 minutes prior to
the 1991 eruption of Hekla volcano, Iceland. Top: The volumetric strain. Bottom: The strain rate, also
amplified by a factor of 25. The arrows mark the times of small earthquakes. The eruption occurred at
roughly 17:00. After Linde and others (1993).
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Figure 7.3. Tilt cycles at Kilauea summit. Positive tilts correspond to inflation; negative tilts to deflation.
Each of the deflation episodes corresponds to a high fountaining phase during the early years of
the Pu’u O’o eruption, which began in 1983. Courtesy Hawaiian Volcano Observatory website,
http://hvo.wr.usgs.gov/.

chamber increases, the ground bulges upward, and the volcano expands, as in plate 7 (left).
After some time, the increasing pressure causes the walls of the chamber to fracture, and a dike
propagates, carrying magma either to the surface or into the volcano flanks, as illustrated in
plate 7 (right).

As has been our custom, we will begin with a simple model of a magma chamber. Specif-
ically, we investigate a pressurized spherical cavity in a homogeneous elastic half-space. We
relate this solution to a point-source solution involving the elastic Green’s functions used
for elementary dislocation solutions in chapter 3. Next, we will investigate different magma
chamber geometries, including ellipsoidal cavities, dikes, and sills. Needless to say, these
models only approximate realistic magma chambers. In most cases, the boundary conditions
imposed on the chamber walls only approximate those that act in the earth. For example,
we typically approximate the boundary of the magma body as a liquid-elastic solid interface,
although in a later section, wewill include the effects of viscoelastic response in a zone around
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Figure 7.4. Geometry of a spherical magma chamber. The chamber has radius a, with center at depth d
beneath the free surface, x3 = 0. r denotes the radial distance from the center of the magma chamber,
whereas ρ marks the distance from the center of symmetry along the free surface.

a sphericalmagma body.We donot analyze here the effects of elastic heterogeneity, which can
be explored usingmethods described in chapter 5. The effect of nonplanar surface topography,
which can be prominent with stratovolcanoes, is treated in chapter 8. Last, it is common to
ignore thermoelastic and poroelastic effects; these are treated in chapter 10.

We begin by exploring the simplestmodel, that of a sphericalmagma chamber subjected to
uniform internal pressure in a homogeneous elastic half-space.

7.1 Spherical Magma Chamber
The problem geometry is specified in figure 7.4.We consider a spherical cavity of radius a, with
center at depth d in a uniform half-space subjected to uniform internal pressure p. We require
two coordinate systems: one a spherical system with origin at the center of the spherical
cavity, where r denotes radial distance from the center; the second a cylindrical coordinate
system centered above the chamber, where ρ measures the radial distance from the center of
symmetry on the earth’s surface. The boundary conditions are

σi3 = 0 on x3 = 0, i = 1, 2, 3,

σr r = −p on r = a,

σr θ = σrφ = 0 on r = a. (7.1)

The first boundary condition specifies that the plane x3 = 0 is traction free, the other two
conditions specify that the radial stress equals a uniform pressure p on the chamber walls,
where the shear tractions vanish.

The solution to this problem is far from trivial. The most useful solution is an approximate
one given by McTigue (1987), and we will outline the derivation here, omitting substantial
detail. The idea is as follows: We begin with the solution for a pressurized spherical cavity
in an elastic full-space. This solution is straightforward but violates the boundary conditions
on the plane x3 = 0. We cancel these stresses by applying equal and opposite tractions on
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the plane x3 = 0, causing it to be traction free. We now have an approximate solution that
satisfies the free-surface boundary condition (first of equations [7.1]), but only approximately
satisfies the boundary conditions on the spherical cavity (second and third of equations [7.1]).
We show that this solution is equivalent to a point-source approximation, widely known as
theMogi model after Mogi (1958), who applied the mathematical solution given by Yamakawa
(1955) to measurements of volcano subsidence and uplift. The same solution, for a point
center of dilation in an elastic half-space, was found earlier by T. Sezawa (1931), who included
a spherical plastic shell with constant yield stress surrounding the magma chamber, and by
Anderson (1936), who used the predicted stress trajectories to rationalize the orientations of
planar intrusions surroundingmagmatic centers.

McTigue (1987) continues by removing the induced tractions on r = a so that they once
again satisfy the boundary condition on the chamber walls. This then violates the free-surface
condition, which can be again corrected by applying equal and opposite tractions on x3 = 0.
The procedure could be followed indefinitely, leading to evermore accurate solutions. While
this procedure of “reflections” is easy to state, it is far from simple to carry out.

The first step is to solve the problemof a pressurized spherical cavity in a full-space. The full-
space solution possesses radial symmetry. From equation (1.99), stress equilibrium for a purely
radial displacement field in the absence of body forces reduces to

∂σr r

∂r
+ 1

r
(2σr r − σθθ − σφφ) = 0. (7.2)

By symmetry, σθθ = σφφ . Fromequation (1.24), the radial strain is εr r = ∂ur /∂r , whilewith radial
symmetry, the hoop strains are given by εθθ = εφφ = ur /r . Combining with Hooke’s law yields
the equilibrium equation in terms of displacement:

d
dr

(
dur
dr

+ 2
ur
r

)
= 0, (7.3)

assuming uniform elastic properties (problem 1). Integrating once leads to a first-order equa-
tion, which is solved as follows. Multiply each term by e�(r ):

e�(r )
dur
dr

+ 2ur
r

e�(r ) = Ae�(r ).

Now let y = ur e�(r ), which leads to

dy

dr
+
(
2
r

− d�
dr

)
ur e�(r ) = Ae�(r ). (7.4)

The solution is to let the term in parentheses vanish, so that � = log r 2, and thus equation
(7.4) reduces to dy/dr = Ar 2. This leads directly to

ur = A
r
3

+ B
r 2
. (7.5)

The requirement that the displacements vanish far from the magma chamber implies that
A = 0. The constant B is determined by the boundary condition on the chamber wall. The
radial strain is εr r = ∂ur /∂r , while the hoop strains are given by εθθ = εφφ = ur /r . Thus, the
volumetric strain εkk vanishes, and the radial stress is simply

σr r = 2µεr r = −4µB
r 3

, (7.6)
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so that B = pa3/4µ. Thus, the displacements and stresses are

ur = pa3

4µr 2
,

σr r = −pa3

r 3
,

σφφ = σθθ = 2µ
ur
r

= pa3

2r 3
. (7.7)

Notice, perhaps surprisingly, that the state of stress is pure shear, σkk = 0. The radial stress is
compressive, as expected, but the circumferential (“hoop”) stresses are tensile, and exactly
cancel the radial stress. You will see shortly that the mean normal stress due to a pressurized
spherical cavity in a half-space does not vanish.

Notice also that the stresses decay with distance as (a/r )3, so that on the plane x3 = 0, the
free-surface condition is violated at order (a/d)3. We next transform the displacements and
stresses to cylindrical polar coordinates, where ρ is the radial coordinate along the free surface.
The radial displacements can be decomposed into vertical and horizontal components, where
uz = ur d/r and uρ = urρ/r , so that

uz(ρ, x3 = 0) = pa3

4µ
d

(ρ2 + d2)3/2
,

uρ(ρ, x3 = 0) = pa3

4µ
ρ

(ρ2 + d2)3/2
. (7.8)

To transform the stresses to cylindrical polar coordinates, using transformation rules from
chapter 1, we note that

σρz = (σr r − σθθ ) sin θ cos θ,

σzz = σr r cos2 θ + σθθ sin2 θ, (7.9)

where sin θ = ρ/r, cos θ = d/r . This then leads to

σzz(ρ, x3 = 0) = − pa3

2

[
3d2

(ρ2 + d2)5/2
− 1

(ρ2 + d2)3/2

]
,

σρz(ρ, x3 = 0) = −3pa3

2
ρd

(ρ2 + d2)5/2
. (7.10)

To remove the tractions on x3 = 0, we apply equal and opposite tractions to the surface
of an elastic half-space. This can be done using Hankel transforms (McTigue 1987), which we
omit for brevity. The displacements generated by the applied surface tractions are

uz(ρ, x3 = 0) = (3 − 4ν)pa3

4µ
d

(ρ2 + d2)3/2
,

uρ(ρ, x3 = 0) = (3 − 4ν)pa3

4µ
ρ

(ρ2 + d2)3/2
, (7.11)
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Figure 7.5. First-order approximation to surface displacements from a pressurized spherical magma
chamber; equations (7.12) and (7.14).

so that the total displacement field, equations (7.8) plus (7.11), at this level of approximation, is

uz = (1 − ν)pa3

µ

d
(ρ2 + d2)3/2

,

uρ = (1 − ν)pa3

µ

ρ

(ρ2 + d2)3/2
.

(7.12)

Note that the displacements on the free surface are a factor of 4(1− ν) times the displacements
evaluated on that plane in the full space (7.8). (Davies [2003] has shown that this holds for
arbitrarily shaped inclusions that undergo a uniform expansion.)

Notice also that the ratio of horizontal to vertical displacement is uρ/uz = ρ/d, whichmeans
that the displacements at the free surface are directed radially away from the center of the
spherical source, as they were in the full-space. This is not true everywhere in the half-space;
in general the displacements are not radial except near the chamber walls for small a/d, and at
the free surface (as shown later in figure 7.9).

The imposed surface tractions have a length scale of d. The stresses due to the applied
tractions decay from the surface with (d/x3)3. Near the cavity boundary, x3 ∼ d, the induced
stresses are thus of the same order as the surface tractions, (a/d)3. Thus, the solution is accurate
everywhere to order (a/d)2. The boundary conditions on x3 = 0 are met exactly, but those
on the cavity boundary are met only approximately. This approximation to the problem of
a pressurized sphere in a half-space is widely known as the Mogi model, but perhaps should
more properly be referred to as the Sezawa-Anderson-Mogi-Yamakawa model.

The pressure change p occurs with the cavity radius in the term pa3. Thus, at least at this
level of approximation, it is not possible to estimate the size of the cavity and the pressure
change independently. It is possible, however, to estimate the volume change associated with
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Figure 7.6. First- and second-order approximations to surface displacements from a pressurized
spherical magma chamber. A: Maximum uplift normalized by the uplift predicted by the Mogi solution
as a function of a/d. B: Vertical and radial displacements at order ε3 and ε6 for a/d = 0.5.

the deformation. The volume change 	V is given by the integral of the radial displacement
over the surface of the cavity. If the cavity radius is small compared to the depth of burial,
thenwemay approximate the displacements on the cavity boundary by the full-space solution
(7.7). By symmetry,	V = 4πa2ur (r = a). From equation (7.7), ur (r = a) = pa/4µ, so that

	V = πpa3/µ. (7.13)

We can thus rewrite equation (7.12) as

uz = (1 − ν)	V
π

d
(ρ2 + d2)3/2

,

uρ = (1 − ν)	V
π

ρ

(ρ2 + d2)3/2
.

(7.14)

The surface displacements due to the Mogi source are shown in figure 7.6. Notice that the
uplift falls to half the maximum amount at a radial distance of d(22/3 − 1)1/2 � 0.77d. One
can use vertical displacement data to estimate the depth of the source, simply by noting the
radial distance at which the peak uplift drops by one-half. The maximum uplift can then be
used to estimate the change in volumewithin the source, or the pressure change on the cavity
boundary assuming that the radius of the chamber is known.

McTigue (1987) continues the analysis looking for higher order terms that might allow
one to separately estimate the chamber radius and pressure change. The solution is sought in
terms of a series expansion in the parameter ε = a/d. The next step is to transform the order
ε3 stresses due the free-surface correction back into spherical coordinates and compute the
tractions on the cavity wall. Expanding the spatially variable surface tractions in powers of ε
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Figure 7.7. Stress due to pressurization of a spherical chamber. A: Mean normal stress. B: Deviatoric
stress. Stresses are accurate to order (a/d)5. After McTigue (1987).

leads to further corrections of order ε3, ε4, etc. The stresses due to these tractions on the cavity
wall again decay with distance from the cavity as (a/r )3. Thus, the newly applied tractions on
the cavity violate the free-surface condition on x3 = 0 at order ε6, so that the next correction
for the displacements is of order ε6 where displacements are scaled by pd/µ. The free-surface
displacement includes no contribution due to corrections at order ε4 and ε5, which indicates
that unless the chamber is very close to the free surface, the simple approximation will
be very accurate. Indeed, the effects of a finite cavity are sufficiently small that if one is
going to consider them in modeling volcanic deformation, one should most likely consider
other approximations (the spherical geometry of the chamber, the perfectly elastic behavior
outside the chamber, homogeneous and isotropic material response, and neglect of surface
topography) that may have equal or greater impact on the predicted deformation fields.

Figure 7.6 shows the vertical and radial displacements accurate to order ε3 and ε6, for
a/d = 0.5. The upper figure shows the effect of the finite chamber radius on the maximum
uplift. When the radius is 70% of the depth to the center of the cavity, the peak uplift is 35%
greater than for the standardMogi solution. The stresses in the neighborhood of the spherical
cavity are shown in figure 7.7, accurate to order ε5. Notice that the contours of deviatoric
stress are nearly concentric around the chamber and that changes in mean normal stress are
localized near the free surface. This reflects the fact that the spherical chamber in a full-space
is a pure shear source and that the changes in mean stress occur only due to interactions with
the free surface.

7.1.1 Center of Dilatation
While McTigue’s (1987) analysis elegantly illustrates why the simplest approximation holds
for such large ratios of chamber radius to depth, it is not the simplest way to generate theMogi
solution. A more direct method is to make use of the elastic Green’s tensors to generate an
isotropically expanding point source, known as a center of dilatation.
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Figure 7.8. A center of dilatation consists of three mutually orthogonal double forces. Outside the
neighborhood of the point source, the displacements and stresses are equivalent to those of a
pressurized spherical cavity.

Recall that the elastostatic Green’s tensors give the displacement due to a concentrated
force as

ui (x) = F j g
j
i (x, ξ ). (7.15)

A double force withoutmoment is written as F j [g
j
i (x, ξ +dξ j )−g j

i (x, ξ )], in the limit as dξ goes
to zero. This is equivalent to differentiating the Green’s function with respect to the source
coordinate in the direction that the force acts. The displacement due to a double force uDF

i (x)
is thus

uDF
i (x) = F jdξ j

∂g j
i (x, ξ )
∂ξ j

no sum on j. (7.16)

Taking three pairs of double forces, all without moment, acting in three mutually orthogonal
directions leads to a center of dilatation (figure 7.8):

uCD
i (x) = (Fdξ )

3∑
j=1

∂g j
i (x, ξ )
∂ξ j

. (7.17)

Recall that the Green’s function for the full-space is given by (equation [3.91])

g j
i (x, ξ ) = 1

4πµ

[
δi j

r
− 1

4(1 − ν)
∂

∂xj

∂r
∂xi

]
,

r =
√

(x1 − ξ1)2 + (x3 − ξ2)2 + (x3 − ξ3)2. (7.18)

Substituting equation (7.18) into (7.17) and noting that by symmetry in the full-space (not so
for half-space!), ∂/∂ξi = −∂/∂xi gives

uCD
i (x) = − (Fdξ )

4πµ

[
∂

∂xi

(
1
r

)
− 1

4(1 − ν)
∂

∂xi
∇2r

]
,

= − (Fdξ )
8πµ

(
1 − 2ν
1 − ν

)
∂

∂xi

(
1
r

)
,

= (Fdξ )
8πµ

(
1 − 2ν
1 − ν

)
(xi − ξi )

r 3
. (7.19)

Notice that themotion is everywhere radially outward:

uCD
r = (Fdξ )

8πµ

(
1 − 2ν
1 − ν

)
1
r 2
. (7.20)
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The radial stress is given by

σCD
rr = − (Fdξ )

2π

(
1 − 2ν
1 − ν

)
1
r 3
. (7.21)

Comparing to equation (7.7), we note that the displacements and the stresses are of the same
form as the previously derived solution for a pressurized cavity in a full-space for r > a. The
equivalence can be made more precise by considering the following operations. Cut out a
sphere of radius a around the center of dilatation. Replace the elastic material with a fluid at
pressure

p = (Fdξ )
2πa3

(
1 − 2ν
1 − ν

)
. (7.22)

By comparison to equation (7.7), the displacements and stresses are the same for r > a, so the
center of dilatation and the pressurized spheroid are equivalent in the limit that the chamber
radius is small compared to the depth to the center of the chamber.

The equivalence is completed by noting that the volume change is, as before, 	V =
4πa2ur (r = a), which leads to

Fdξ = 2µ
(

1 − ν

1 − 2ν

)
	V. (7.23)

From equation (3.12), this implies that the moment tensor equivalent for a volumetric point
source is given by

Mij = 2µ
(

1 − ν

1 − 2ν

)
	Vδi j . (7.24)

To find the solution for a center of dilatation in a half-space, as opposed to a full-space, we
simply use the half-space (Mindlin) Green’s functions (3.93) and (3.94) in equation (7.17). By
the equivalence discussed earlier, this is a first-order approximation to a pressurized spherical
cavity in a full-space. The boundary conditions on the earth’s surface are met exactly, because
the Green’s functions satisfy these boundary conditions, whereas the boundary conditions
on the cavity wall are met only approximately. Thus, this approximation is equivalent to
the first two steps in McTigue’s (1987) analysis. The displacements in the body are shown
in figure 7.9. Near the source, the displacements are radially symmetric as expected. At the
free surface, the displacements are also radial to the source; however, in between they do not
have this symmetry. The horizontal strains are extensional above and below the source and
compressional off to the sides (figure 7.10).

The point center of dilatation model is very widely used in comparing model predictions
to surface deformation data in volcanic terrains. This is partly due to the simplicity of the
expressions for the surface deformation, but also due to the fact that a considerable amount of
data is well fit by this model. Plate 8 shows one example from the Galápagos, where spatially
extensive InSAR data are well fit by a point center of dilatation.

Figure 7.11 shows the fit of a center of dilatation model to cumulative uplift at Long
Valley caldera, in eastern California, after Battaglia et al. (2003a). The uplift was computed
by comparing elevations determined by GPS in the late 1990s with previous leveling surveys
in the early 1980s. The uplift data is well fit by a center of expansion at a depth of 11.4 km,with
a volume change of 0.24 km3. As will be shown, the horizontal displacements at Long Valley,
however, are not well fit by this model. This emphasizes the importance of using both vertical
and horizontal deformation data when inferring source shape. We will reexamine these data
after introducing an ellipsoidal source model later in this chapter. The elliptical source is able
to fit both the horizonal and the vertical data.
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Figure 7.11. Uplift at Long Valley caldera, California, between 1982 and 1999 as a function of radial
distance from the center of uplift. Fit is to a center of dilatation at a depth of 11.4 km with a volume
change of 0.24 km3. After Battaglia et al. (2003a).

7.1.2 Volume of the Uplift, Magma Chamber, and Magma
It is straightforward to show that the volume of the uplift is not the same as the volume change
in a spherical magma chamber unless the surrounding crust is incompressible (ν = 0.5).
Integrating the vertical displacement over the free surface, the volume of the uplift is

Vuplift = 2(1 − ν)	V, (7.25)

where 	V is the volume change in the magma chamber. Two things may seem strange about
this result. First, the volume of uplift is actually greater than the volume change of themagma
chamber for ν < 0.5. Second, as Poisson’s ratio decreases and the material becomes more
compressible, the discrepancy actually increases. It should be noted that this result holds only
for a sphericalmagma chamber; for a horizontal circular sill, Vuplift = 	V (Fialko et al. 2001; see
section 7.4.1).

It is also interesting to ask how the change in the volume of the magma chamber relates
to the volume of intruded magma (Johnson 1992; Delaney and McTigue 1994). Consider the
change inmass of the magmam= ρmVm:

δm= ρmδVm + Vmδρm, (7.26)

where Vm and ρm are the volume and density of themagma. The compressibility of themagma
is defined as

βm = 1
ρm

∂ρm

∂p
, (7.27)

where p is pressure. Thus,

δm= ρmδVm + ρmβmVmδp. (7.28)
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For a spherical magma chamber, δVm = πa3δp/µ (equation [7.13]). Thus,

δm= ρmπa3
(
4
3
βm + 1

µ

)
δp. (7.29)

One might have been tempted to estimate the mass change as simply the volume change of
the chamber times themagmadensity ρmπa3δp/µ. To do so, however, underestimates themass
change in themagma chamber by a factor of[

4βmµ
3

+ 1
]
. (7.30)

If we take the shear modulus of a somewhat fractured crust to be 1 × 1010 Pa and the
compressibility of a gas-poor basalt of 10−10Pa−1 (Murase and McBirney 1973), then ignoring
compressibility of the melt could lead to an underestimate of the mass of added magma by a
factor of 2.3. If, on the other hand, themagma is saturated with respect to a volatile phase, the
compressibility of themagma can increase dramatically. The density ofmagmawith a separate
gas phase is given by

ρm =
[
χg

ρg
+ 1 − χg

ρl

]−1

, (7.31)

where χg is the mass fraction of volatile constituent in the gas phase, and ρg and ρl are the
gas and liquid densities, respectively. It is typically assumed that the gas density is given
by the ideal gas law ρg = pM/RT, where M is the molar mass, R is the gas constant, and
T is temperature. (Note that the isothermal compressibility of an ideal gas is 1/p, whereas
the adiabatic compressibility is [cv/cp]/p, where cv and cp are the specific heat capacities at
constant volume and pressure respectively, and cv/cp is of order unity.) For example, a basalt
magma at a depth of 3 km that is saturatedwith respect toCO2 at a depth of 15 kmwill contain
0.25 weight percent CO2, have a bubble volume fraction of 1.8%, and a compressibility of
3.6 × 10−10 1/Pa. The simplified calculation here ignores the effect of increased gas exsolution
as the pressure decreases, which increases the compressibility, as well as the influence of
multiple volatile phases. Employing the same shear modulus earlier, ignoring the magma
compressibility, would underestimate the intrudedmass by a factor of 5.8.

These considerations need to be kept in mind when comparing volume changes associated
with magma withdrawal from a source reservoir with the volume change of intruded or
eruptedmagma. It is after all themass that is conserved, not the volume. If themass change in
the source reservoir is δmsource and themass change at the sink is δmsink, thenmass conservation
requires δmsource + δmsink = 0. Define a magma chamber compressibility as βc = (1/V)∂V/∂p.
Equation (7.28) becomes

δm= ρmδV
(
1 + βm

βc

)
. (7.32)

Only in the limit that the magma is incompressible relative to the magma chamber is the
mass change given by δm = ρmδV. Conserving the mass between the source and the sink then
leads to

δVsource = −δVsink
(
ρsink
m

ρsource
m

) (
1 + βsink

m /βsink

1 + βsource
m /βsource

)
, (7.33)

where ρsource
m and βsource

m are the magma density and compressibility in the source region, and
ρsink
m and βsink

m refer to the same parameters in the magma sink. βsource and βsink refer to the
compressibility of the source and sink reservoirs.
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If the magma erupts, then βsink = ∞. Similarly, because planar bodies such as dikes and
sills are effectively compliant, 1 +βsink

m /βsink ∼ 1. This suggests that the volume decrease of a
spheroidal magma chamber might be considerably less than the volume increase of a dike fed
by that chamber. In addition, as magma moves from deep reservoirs into the shallow crust,
volatile constituents will exsolve from solution. This causes ρsink

m /ρsource
m to be less than one and

may help to explain why broadscale subsidence is not always observed in association with
uplift and shallow intrusion (Rivalta and Segall 2008).

7.2 Ellipsoidal Magma Chambers
Actual magma chambers are unlikely to be perfectly spherical. An early analysis of surface
deformation due to a variety of magma chamber shapes was conducted by Dieterich and
Decker (1975). They examined a number of axially symmetric magma chamber geometries
using the finite element method, including a sphere, a circular sill, a “pill-shaped” stock, and
a point source. The important result is that the vertical displacements at the earth’s surface
are very similar for all models, if one scales the depth of the source appropriately (figure 7.12).
Since the source depth is usually not known a priori—this is one of the things we hope to
determine from thedata—it is apparent thatwe cannot determine the source shape (andhence
depth) with vertical displacement data alone.

On the other hand, the horizontal displacements are quite different for different magma
chamber shapes (figure 7.12). As one would expect, the horizontal sill produces relatively little
horizontal displacement,whereas the stockproduces relativelymorehorizontal displacement.
Prior to the advent ofGPS, it was rare to have accuratemeasurements of vertical andhorizontal
displacements at the same time and place. With accurate three-dimensional deformation
measurements, however, we can determine some features of the magma chamber geometry.
It is worth remembering that forward models may be biased by the effects of heterogeneous
earth structure, topography, and so on.

An obvious extension of the spherical cavity would be to a general three-dimensional
ellipsoidal cavity subjected to uniform internal pressure. Given the difficulty of finding an
exact solution for the spherical cavity, we anticipate that a complete treatment of the ellipsoid
will be quite challenging. Hence, efforts have focused on various approximate solutions. For
completeness, we state the boundary conditions here:

σi3 = 0 on x3 = 0, i = 1, 2, 3,

σi j njni = −p on S, (7.34)

where S is the surface of the ellipsoid, and n is the unit normal to the surface.
Approximate solutions for a pressurized ellipsoidal cavity build on Eshelby’s (1957) solution

for an ellipsoidal inclusion in a elastic medium. Eshelby’s method is based on a hypothetical
“cut and weld” thought experiment. The first step is to cut out an ellipsoidal region from
an elastic full-space (figure 7.13). The matrix is not subjected to stress, so it undergoes no
deformation due to the removal of the inclusion. The inclusion is then subjected to a spatially
uniform stress-free transformation strain, εTi j . An example of a transformation strain would be a
thermoelastic strain, or a strain due to a phase change. Note that at this stage, the stress in both
the inclusion and the matrix is zero. The second step is to apply tractions to the boundary of
the inclusion such that it is elastically deformed back to its initial size and shape. The required
tractions are

Ti = −Ci jklε
T
klnj , (7.35)

such that the inclusion is now subjected to a uniform elastic stress σi j = −Ci jklε
T
kl .
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Figure 7.12. Vertical (	h) and radial (	d) surface displacements for different magma chamber geome-
tries. Displacements are normalized by maximum uplift. Radial distance scale is normalized by different
depths y, for different source shapes. After Dieterich and Decker (1975).

The inclusion now fits precisely back into the matrix. The next step is to “weld” the
inclusion in place, maintaining the surface tractions. At this stage, the matrix remains
stress free, the total strain in the inclusion (the sum of inelastic transformation strain and
elastic strain) is zero, whereas the stress in the inclusion, proportional to the elastic strain is
σi j = − Ci jklε

T
kl .

The final step is to relax the tractions acting on the boundary of the ellipsoid and allow
the inclusion to deform. The inclusion cannot fully relax because it is constrained by the
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A
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Ti = –cijkl εklnj
T

εkl
T

Figure 7.13. Eshelby cut-and-weld procedure. A: An ellipsoidal region is cut from an unstressed
elastic medium. The inclusion is then subject to a stress-free “transformation” strain, εTkl . B: Tractions
Ti = − Ci j kl ε

T
kl n j applied to the boundaries of the inclusion restore it to its initial shape so that it fits

back into the matrix.

surrounding matrix. Mathematically, this step is equivalent to adding a layer of point forces
to the boundary between the inclusion and the matrix that are equal and opposite to the
tractions Ti . Given elastic Green’s functions gki (x, ξ ), the induced displacements in both the
inclusion andmatrix are given by

uc
i (x) = −

∫
S
Tk(ξ )gki (x, ξ )dS, (7.36)

where the superscript c in uc
i denotes constraint, in that it represents the elastic constraint of the

surroundings. The integration is over the surface of the ellipsoid. Substituting equation (7.35)
into (7.36) yields

uc
i (x) =

∫
S
σ T
kj (ξ )nj gki (x, ξ )dS, (7.37)

where σ T
i j = Ci jklε

T
kl . Now, use the divergence theorem to transform to a volume integral:

uc
i (x) =

∫
V
σ T
kj (ξ )

∂gki
∂ξ j

(x, ξ )dV, (7.38)

where the integral is over the volume of the ellipsoid. Thus, the strain in thematrix is given by
εMi j (x) = [uc

i, j (x) + uc
j,i (x)]/2 for x outside V, and the stress in thematrix is σM

i j = Ci jklε
M
kl .

In the inclusion, the strain is given by the spatial derivatives of the uc
i , this time evaluated

inside V. However, the elastic strain is the sum of εci j and −εTi j , and thus the stress in the
inclusion is

σ I
i j = Ci jkl(εckl − εTkl). (7.39)
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Introducing the full-space Green’s functions (3.90) into equation (7.38) yields, after some
analysis,

uc
i (x) = σ T

kj

16πµ(1 − ν)

∫
V

fi jk(l)
r 2

dV, (7.40)

where the function fi jk depends on the unit vector l pointing from ξ to x—that is,
li =(xi − ξi )/r :

fi jk(l) = (1 − 2ν)(l jδik + lkδi j ) − liδ jk + 3li l j lk, (7.41)

and we havemade use of the fact that, because of the symmetry in the stress tensor, fi jk = fikj .
The integral (7.40) can be recast in terms of the transformation strain:

uc
i (x) = εTkj

8π(1 − ν)

∫
V

qi jk(l)
r 2

dV, (7.42)

where

qi jk(l) = (1 − 2ν)(l jδik + lkδi j − liδ jk) + 3li l j lk. (7.43)

Note that the transformation strain, and hence stress, are uniform, so they can be taken
out of the volume integral in equations (7.40) and (7.42). Eshelby (1957) showed that for an
observation point in the interior of an ellipsoidal inclusion with semi-axes (a1, a2, a3), the
integral (7.42) reduces to (see problem 6)

uc
i (x) = − εTkj

8π(1 − ν)

∫
�

qi jk(l)r (l)dω, (7.44)

where dω is an area element on the surface of a unit sphere centered on the observation point
x, and the integral is taken over the surface of the unit sphere, �. r (l) is the distance from the
observation point, with coordinates x = (x1, x2, x3), to the surface of the ellipsoid and is thus
given by the positive root (since r ≥ 0) of

(x1 + r l1)2

a2
1

+ (x2 + r l2)2

a2
2

+ (x3 + r l3)2

a2
3

= 1. (7.45)

The appropriate root is

r = −β
α

+
√
β2

α2
+ γ

α
, (7.46)

where

β =
3∑

i=1

li xi/a2
i ,

α =
3∑

i=1

l2i /a
2
i ,

γ = 1 −
3∑

i=1

x2i /a
2
i . (7.47)

Eshelby pointed out that the square root term vanishes in the integral because it is even in l
while the qi jk are odd, so that simply r = −β/α. Defining ψi = li/a2

i (no sum on i), such that
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βi = ψi xi , the integral (7.44) then reduces to

uc
i (x) = εTkj xm

8π(1 − ν)

∫
�

ψmqi jk
α

dω. (7.48)

Thus, finally, the constraint strain is given by

εcil(x) = εTkj

16π(1 − ν)

∫
�

ψlqi jk + ψiql jk
α

dω. (7.49)

The important result is that the constraint strain is uniform, independent of x within the
ellipsoid.

Recognizing that the integral in equation (7.49) is a fourth-rank tensor, the constraint strain
within the inclusion can be writtenmore compactly as

εci j = Si jmnε
T
mn, (7.50)

where Si jmn is known as the shape tensor, since the various components depend on
the shape of the ellipsoid. These are determined by integrals of the form given by
equation (7.49). The components of the shape tensor have the following symmetry:
Si jmn = S jimn = Si jnm; however, Si jmn �= Smni j . For an isotropic medium, the only nonzero el-
ements are S1111, S1122, S1133, S2211, S2222, S2233, S3311, S3322, S3333, S1212, S1313, and S2323 and are
given by

S1111 = 3
8π(1 − ν)

a2
1 I11 + 1 − 2ν

8π(1 − ν)
I1,

S1122 = 1
8π(1 − ν)

a2
2 I12 − 1 − 2ν

8π(1 − ν)
I1,

S1133 = 1
8π(1 − ν)

a2
3 I13 − 1 − 2ν

8π(1 − ν)
I1,

S1212 = a2
1 + a2

2

16π(1 − ν)
I12 + 1 − 2ν

16π(1 − ν)
(I1 + I2), (7.51)

where all other nonzero components are determined by cyclic permutation of the indices
(Eshelby 1957). Eshelby (1957) further showed, following the work of Routh (1892), that the
surface integrals arising in equation (7.49) can be reduced to standard forms:

I1 =
∫
�

l21dω
αa2

1
= 2πa1a2a3

∫ ∞

0

ds
(a2

1 + s)	(s)
,

I11 =
∫
�

l41dω
αa4

1
= 2πa1a2a3

∫ ∞

0

ds
(a2

1 + s)2	(s)
,

I12 =
∫
�

l21l
2
2dω

αa2
1a

2
2

= 2
3
πa1a2a3

∫ ∞

0

ds
(a2

1 + s)(a2
2 + s)	(s)

, (7.52)

where 	(s) = (a2
1 + s)1/2(a2

2 + s)1/2(a2
3 + s)1/2. The remaining terms are found by cyclic permu-

tation of (1,2,3), (a1, a2, a3), and (l1, l2, l3). The integrals Ik can be reduced tomore convenient
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forms involving elliptic integrals (Kellog 1929):

I1 = 4πa1a2a3
(a2

1 − a2
2)(a

2
1 − a2

3)1/2
[F (θ, k) − E (θ, k)],

I3 = 4πa1a2a3
(a2

2 − a2
3)(a

2
1 − a2

3)1/2

[
a2(a2

1 − a2
3)

1/2

a1a3
− E (θ, k)

]
, (7.53)

where the F (θ, k) and E (θ, k) are elliptic integrals

F (θ, k) =
∫ θ

0

dt
(1 − k2 sin2 t)1/2

,

E (θ, k) =
∫ θ

0
(1 − k2 sin2 t)1/2dt, (7.54)

and

θ = sin−1(1 − a2
3/a

2
1)

1/2,

k2 = a2
1 − a2

2

a2
1 − a2

3
. (7.55)

The following useful expressions can be derived from the integrals (7.52) (see Mura 1987):

I1 + I2 + I3 = 4π,

3I11 + I12 + I13 = 4π/a2
1 ,

I12 = (I2 − I1)/(a2
1 − a2

2),

3a2
1 I11 + a2

2 I12 + a2
3 I13 = 3I1. (7.56)

To now return to the pressurized magma chamber, we need to choose a value of the
transformation strain such that the stress in the inclusion is isotropic. The stress in the
inclusion is given by equation (7.39). Setting this equal to an isotropic pressure and making
use of (7.50) yields

−pδi j = Ci jkl(Sklmn − δkmδln)εTmn. (7.57)

Making use of equation (1.102) for the stiffness tensor in an isotropic medium, and taking
advantage of the symmetry of the shape tensor, leads to

−pδi j = λδi j (Skkmn − δmn)εTmn + 2µ(Si jmn − δimδ jn)εTmn. (7.58)

The contraction of equation (7.58) is

−3p = (3λ+ 2µ)(Skkmn − δmn)εTmn. (7.59)

Notice that equation (7.59) is of the form −p = K (εckk − εTkk), reflecting the fact that the elastic
strain in the inclusion is the difference between the constraint strain and the transformation
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Figure 7.14. Equivalent source distributions for the ellipsoidal cavity. A: Equation (7.62) shows that a
pressurized ellipsoidal cavity can be represented by a uniform distribution of centers of dilatation and
double forces. B: Yang and others (1988) suggested that a quadratic distribution of sources along the
line connecting the foci of the ellipsoid also yield a uniform pressure on the walls of the cavity. After
Yang and others (1988).

strain. Substituting equation (7.59) into (7.58) yields

−pδi j
(3λ+ 2µ)

= (Si jmn − δimδ jn)εTmn, (7.60)

which provides a relationship between the pressure in the magma chamber and the trans-
formation strains. First note that if i �= j , equation (7.60) requires that the shear strains, εT12,
εT13, and ε

T
23, vanish. For example, set i = 1, j = 2. Considering the nonzero elements of the

shape tensors, equation (7.60) reduces to 0 = (S1212 − 1)εT12, which implies that εT12 = 0. Similar
arguments apply to the other shear strains. The remaining three equations, which provide
constraints on the normal strains, can be written inmatrix form:

−1
3K

 p
p
p

 =

 S1111 − 1 S1122 S1133
S2211 S2222 − 1 S2233
S3311 S3322 S3333 − 1


 εT11εT22
εT33

 . (7.61)

The procedure is as follows. From the shape of the ellipsoid, determine the components of
the shape tensor needed in equation (7.61). Solve (7.61) for the transformation strains εT11,
εT22, and ε

T
33. Compute the corresponding stresses from σ T

i j = Ci jklε
T
kl , and last, compute the

displacements in thematrix by evaluating integrals (7.37) or (7.38).
Consider now the case where the x3 axis of the ellipsoid is vertical and the two horizontal

axes are equal. This implies that σ T
11 = σ T

22 �= σ T
33. From equation (7.38), the displacements in

this case are given by

uc
i (x) =

∫
V

{
σ T
11(ξ )

∂gki
∂ξk

+ [σ T
33(ξ ) − σ T

11(ξ )]
∂g3i
∂ξ3

}
dV. (7.62)

We recognize the first term in the integrand as a center of dilatation and the second as a
vertical force dipole. Thus, equation (7.62) shows that a pressurized ellipsoidal cavity can be
represented by a uniform distribution of centers of dilatation and force dipoles (figure 7.14),
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or equivalently by a uniform distribution of three orthogonal force dipoles. The force dipoles
are greatest parallel to the minimum principal axes of the ellipsoid. For example, for a vertical
prolate ellipsoid, the vertical double forces are compressive such that the force couples in the
horizontal direction are greatest. This makes sense in that the magma pressure acts on a larger
vertical surface area, giving rise to a greater horizontal force. For an oblate ellipsoid, the double
forces are tensile, so the vertical force couples are maximal.

We complete this analysis by relating the volume change to the magma pressure inside the
chamber. The change in volume is given by δV = εckkV, since the total strain in the inclusion
is equal to the constraint strain, the transformation strain having been cancelled by the
applicationof the surface tractions. The constraint strain is related to the transformation strain
through equation (7.50). Making use of equation (7.59), we derive

δV
V

− εTkk = − 3p
(3λ+ 2µ)

= − p
K
. (7.63)

The transformation strains are found from inversion of equations (7.61). Substituting the trace
of the transformation strains, εTkk, into equation (7.63) yields the volume change.

As an example, consider the spherical case, for which the transformation strain is isotropic,
εTmm = eδmn, where e is a scalar. In this case, equation (7.59) can be written as

−9p = (3λ+ 2µ)(Skkmm − 3)εTkk. (7.64)

From equations (7.51) and (7.56), it can be shown that

Skkmm = 1 + ν

1 − ν
. (7.65)

Combining equations (7.63), (7.64), and (7.65) yields

δV = 3pV
4µ

, (7.66)

which recovers equation (7.13) for the spherical magma chamber. Equations (7.63) and (7.61)
can be combined to give the volume change for general ellipsoidal geometries. Results for
penny-shaped cracks and elongated pipelike ellipsoids are given by Amoruso and Crescentini
(2009) and can be derived from results given in sections 7.3 and 7.4.

Davis (1986) used the Eshelby solution, which holds for the full-space, to generate an ap-
proximate solution for a pressurized ellipsoidal cavity in a half-space. The first approximation
is to replace the full-space Green’s functions with the half-space Green’s functions. Recall that
we made the same approximation when deriving the approximate solution for a spherical
magma chamber in section 7.1.1. The second approximation is to assume that the cavity
dimensions are small compared to the distance from the source to the free surface so that the
Green’s functions are essentially constant throughout the inclusion volume. This allows the
integral in equation (7.38) to be replaced by

uc
i (x) = σ T

kjV
∂gki
∂ξ j

, (7.67)

where V is the volume of the ellipsoid. Comparing with Volterra’s formula, equa-
tions (3.12) and (3.13), it is clear that the equivalent moment tensor for a point ellipsoidal
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Figure 7.15. A: Deviatoric stress for a triaxial point source approximating a vertical prolate ellipsoid
(Davis 1986). B: Deviatoric stress for a finite source approximation to a vertical prolate ellipsoid. After
Yang and others 1988.

cavity is

Mij = σ T
i j V, (7.68)

and that the transformation stresses are thus equivalent to a volumetricmoment density (units
of N − m/m3). For a thin ellipsoid of thickness h, such that dV = hdA, where dA is the area
increment, then σ T

kjh is equivalent to the areal moment tensor density in Volterra’s formula.
Davis (1986) proposed an inversion strategy that works as follows. First, invert for the

components of the moment tensor and the location of a generalized point source. The
eigenvectors of themoment tensor give the orientation of the ellipsoidal source and the eigen-
values give the principal stress components σ T

i j . Next, determine the shape of the ellipsoid
through equation (7.61), where the Si jkl are functions of the aspect ratios of the ellipsoid.
Determination of the aspect ratios a/c and b/c is a nonlinear optimization problem that could
be accomplished by a number of well-establishedmethods.

Notice that by replacing the uniform distribution of sources with a single point source,
Davis (1986) no longer fits the boundary conditions on the surface of the magma chamber
even in the limit that the chamber is far from the free surface. In other words, the point-source
representation does not accurately approximate the stress field in the neighborhood of the
cavity (see figure 7.15). Yang and others (1988) sought a more accurate solution for a prolate
ellipsoid that would fit the boundary conditions in the limit that the magma body is far from
the free surface, analogous to the Mogi approximation to a spherical magma chamber. They
hypothesized that for a prolate ellipsoid, the uniform distribution of centers of dilatation and
double forces throughout the inclusion, as in equation (7.62), could be represented by some
distribution of point sources on the line joining the two foci of the ellipse (figure 7.14). They
looked for a polynomial distribution of sources and found that a quadratic distribution of
sources could satisfy the boundary conditions.

As in the previous analysis, instead of the full-space Green’s functions, Yang and others
(1988) use the half-space Green’s functions. In this way, the boundary conditions on x3 = 0
are met exactly. However, the boundary conditions on the cavity wall are satisfied only
approximately, the approximation equivalent to the first two steps of McTigue’s analysis of
the pressurized spherical cavity. In this respect, the Yang et al. (1988) solution is equivalent
to the Mogi approximation. The integration of the sources along the line is done analytically,
and the displacements are given in Yang and others (1988) and not repeated here.

Figure 7.16 shows the displacements due to vertical prolate ellipsoidal magma chambers
with different aspect ratios. In all cases, a/d = 0.3, where a is the major semi-axis and d is the
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Figure 7.16. Effect of aspect ratio on surface displacements for an ellipsoidal cavity. The displacements
are normalized by the maximum vertical displacement, uz(max), found for each value of the aspect
ratio. a/d = 0.3.

depth to the center. As the aspect ratio increases, the horizontal displacements become more
significant relative to the vertical displacements. Notice that the plots are normalized by the
maximum vertical displacement found for each value of the aspect ratio. (The unnormalized
displacements decrease with increasing aspect ratio.) Interestingly, as the ellipsoid becomes
more prolate, the vertical displacement is no longer maximal over the center of the chamber.
The slight dip in the top of the uplift is caused by the strong radial extension over the cavity.
Poisson’s effect induces a slight subsidence associated with this extension.

Figure 7.17 shows the displacements for various source depths for an ellipsoidal chamber
with aspect ratio of 3. As anticipated, the displacements are more localized when the source
depth is shallow. The peak vertical displacementmoves closer to the origin as the sourcemoves
toward the surface.

The two ellipsoid models we have considered are both approximate. The Davis (1986)
model is a point-source approximation, whereas the Yang and others (1988) solution is finite.
Both models fit the boundary conditions on the free surface, but neither fits the boundary
condition on the walls of the cavity. The finite-source model does, however, in the limit that
the depth of burial is much greater than the dimensions of the cavity. How different are the
predictions of the two models? Figure 7.18 compares the vertical displacements for the finite-
source model of Yang and others (1988) with the point-source representation of Davis (1986)
for a vertical prolate ellipsoid. We see that the predictions are similar when the semimajor
axis a is less than half the depth to the center of the chamber. For a/d > 0.5, the point-source
model underpredicts the uplift generated by the finite source.

Figure 7.11 compared the fit of a center of dilatation to vertical displacement data fromLong
Valley caldera, California, determined by a combination of leveling and GPS. Not shown was
the fit of this model to horizontal displacements determined by two frequency laser EDM. In
fact, the center of dilatation cannot fit both data sets together (figure 7.19). The two-frequency
laser data are considerably more precise than the uplift measurements. Because of this, a
weighted inversion fits the horizontal displacements quite well (comparable to that shown in
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Figure 7.17. Effect of source depth on surface displacements for a vertical prolate ellipsoidal cavity. The
displacements are normalized by the maximum vertical displacement, uz(max), found for each value
of the source depth. The aspect ratio is 3 in all cases. a is the semimajor axis, which is vertical, and z0 is
the depth to the center of the ellipsoid.

figure 7.20). However, the optimal model does not fit the vertical uplift data satisfactorily. The
best fitting center of dilatation source is located at a depth of 8 km and has a volume change,
between 1985 and 1999, of 0.12 cubic kilometers. On the other hand, both data sets can be
well fit by a prolate ellipsoidal magma chamber (figure 7.20). The best fitting ellipsoid has a
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Figure 7.18. Comparison of the surface vertical displacements due to a triaxial point source (Davis
1986; light lines) and the ellipsoidal model of Yang and others (1988; dark lines). From Yang and
others (1988).
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Figure 7.19. Comparison of the Long Valley uplift data from 1985 to 1999 to that predicted by a center
of dilatation that is fit to both the horizontal laser ranging data and the vertical uplift data. After
Battaglia et al. (2003b).

centroid depth of 5.9 km and an aspect ratio (the ratio of the horizontal to vertical semi-axes)
of 0.475, with the long axis vertical. The estimated volume change between 1985 and 1999 is
0.09 cubic kilometers.

The aspect ratio of the best fitting ellipsoid is 0.47, which might not seem very far from
spherical. However, this results in a substantial difference in the source parameters determined
from the twomodels. Fitting the spherically symmetric source to the uplift data alone yielded
a source depth of 11.4 km, whereas the best fitting ellipsoidal source to both the vertical and
horizontal deformation data has a centroid depth of 5.9 km. Not surprisingly, the estimated
volume changes are quite different. It takes far less volume change to fit the data for a source at
6 km than it does for a source at 11 km. This example once again emphasizes how important it
is to use both horizontal and vertical deformation observations when estimating the shape of
magma chambers.

7.3 Magmatic Pipes and Conduits
So far, we have considered only roughly equidimensional magma chambers: spheres or
ellipsoids. Long-lived magma conduits tend to develop into cylindrical, pipelike structures,
and the deformation associated with these conduits is of considerable interest on active
volcanoes.

The first effort in this regard was due to Walsh and Decker (1971). They simply integrated
the half-space solution for a center of dilatation along a line. For the case where the conduit
is vertical and extends from depth d to infinity, the vertical and radials surface displacements
are given by

uz = (1 − ν)pa2

µ

1√
ρ2 + d2

,

uρ = (1 − ν)pa2

µ

√
ρ2 + d2 − d

ρ
√
ρ2 + d2

. (7.69)

As expected, these displacements decay more slowly with distance from the source than the
displacements due to a center of dilatation (figure 7.21).

The Walsh and Decker (1971) solution is kinematic in that it does not attempt to satisfy a
pressure boundary condition on the conduit walls. A better approach, developed by Bonac-
corso and Davis (1999), is to consider the limiting case of a very narrow prolate ellipsoid.
In the limit as the semimajor axis becomes much greater than the other two semi-axes
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(equal to a), equation (7.62) becomes

ui (x) = πa2
∫ d2

d1

[
σ T
11(ξ )

∂gki
∂ξk

+ (σ T
33 − σ T

11)
∂g3i
∂ξ3

]
dξ3. (7.70)

Mura (1987) gives the components of the shape tensor for this case as:

S1111 = S2222 = 5 − 4ν
8(1 − ν)

,

S1122 = S2211 = −1 + 4ν
8(1 − ν)

,

S1133 = S2233 = 4ν
8(1 − ν)

,

S3311 = S3322 = S3333 = 0. (7.71)
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Figure 7.21. Comparison of different pipe models. A: Center of dilatation. B: Walsh and Decker semi-
infinite line of centers of dilatation. C: Vertical prolate ellipsoid. D: Radial expansion of a cylindrical
pipe. For A, the distance scale is normalized by the source depth; for the others, it is normalized by
the depth to the top of the pipe, which extends to infinite depth. For A, displacements are normalized
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(1999).

Solving for the transformation strains corresponding to a uniform pressure from equation
(7.61) leads to

σ T
33 = p

(1 − 2ν)
,

σ T
11 = 2p(1 − ν)

(1 − 2ν)
. (7.72)

For the special case of ν = 1/4, this gives σ T
33 = 2p and σ T

11 = 3p, in agreement with the results
of Bonaccorso and Davis (1999). Using equations (7.72), equation (7.70) becomes

ui (x) = πa2 p
∫ d2

d1

[
2(1 − ν)
(1 − 2ν)

∂gki
∂ξk

− ∂g3i
∂ξ3

]
dξ3. (7.73)

Thus, the pressurized pipe is equivalent to the sumof a line of centers of dilatation and a line of
compressive (note the negative sign) double forces. For ν = 1/4, the ratio of the strengths of the
centers of dilatation and the double forces is 3 : 1. This contrasts with the Walsh and Decker
(1971) solution, which is simply a line of centers of dilatation.

Both of these models assume closed conduits. For an erupting volcano, however, the
conduit is open to the surface. For low-viscosity magmas, the effect of a magma-filled conduit
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will mainly be the excess pressure exerted by the magma on the conduit walls. Unlike closed
conduits, there is no force exerted at the top of the pipe. For higher viscosity magmas, there
will also be viscous shear stresses exerted on the conduit walls when magma is flowing.
Bonaccorso and Davis (1999) presented a simple kinematic model of an open conduit, in
which the walls of a cylindrical conduit displace outward by an amount s. From Volterra’s
formula (3.15), we can write the displacements as

uk(x) = a
∫ d2

d1

∫ 2π

0

[
µsinj

(
∂gik
∂ξ j

+ ∂g j
k

∂ξi

)
+ λsini

∂gmk
∂ξm

]
dθdξ3, (7.74)

where a is again the pipe radius. For the last term, sini = s, and the integration over θ is trivial.
The integrations of the other terms over θ are also elementary, so the problem reduces to an
integral over depth:

ui (x) = 2πsµa
∫ d2

d1

[
1

(1 − 2ν)
∂gki
∂ξk

− ∂g3i
∂ξ3

]
dξ3. (7.75)

Remarkably, in this case, the displacements are also a combination of centers of dilatation and
compressive double forces. For ν = 1/4, the ratio of strengths is 2 : 1, whereas in the closed
pressurized conduit, the ratio is 3 : 1. This makes sense in that we expect the closed conduit to
generate greater vertical deformation.

To compute the integrals, we need the Green’s functions for centers of dilatation and
vertical double forces. The former are readily obtained from equations (7.14) and (7.23):

∂gk3
∂ξk

= − (1 − 2ν)
2πµ

ξ3

r 3
,

∂gkρ
∂ξk

= (1 − 2ν)
2πµ

ρ

r 3
r 2 = ρ2 + ξ23 , (7.76)

where here the source coordinate ξ3 is negative when the source is below the earth’s surface.
We can deduce the Green’s functions for vertical double forces fromMindlin’s solution (3.93).
This yields

∂g33
∂ξ3

= ξ3

4πµ

[
2ν
r 3

− 3ξ23
r 5

]
,

∂g3ρ
∂ξ3

= ρ

4πµ

[
3ξ23
r 5

− 2ν
r 3

]
. (7.77)

Integrating equations (7.73) using (7.76) and (7.77) gives, for the closed pipe,

u3(x) = a2 p
4µ

[
(1 − 2ν)

r
+ ρ2

r 3

]d2
d1

,

uρ(x) = a2 pρ
4µ

[
(3 − 2ν)ξ3

ρ2r
+ ξ3

r 3

]d2
d1

.

(7.78)

Note that this corrects an error in Bonaccorso and Davis (1999), in that they use a form
of equation (7.73) that is appropriate only for ν = 1/4, combined with the general Green’s
functions for arbitrary value of Poisson’s ratio. The results do agree for ν = 1/4.
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For the open pipe, fixed displacement model, equation (7.75) with the Green’s functions
from (7.76) and (7.77) yields

u3(x) = sa
[
(1 − 2ν)

2r
− ρ2

2r 3

]d2
d1

,

uρ(x) = sa
ξ3

ρ

[
(1 + ν)

r
− ξ23

2r 3

]d2
d1

.

(7.79)

Figure 7.21 compares the line of centers of dilatation with the closed and open pipe
models. Both of the pipemodels generate considerablymore horizontal displacement, relative
to the peak uplift, in comparison to the Walsh and Decker line of centers of dilatation.
Mathematically, this results from the compressive vertical double forces. In particular, the
open pipe generates little uplift, and indeed subsidence over the source due to a Poisson
contraction. For conduits that are plugged at depths of a fewhundredmeters, wewould expect
deformation that decays rapidly with distance from the volcanic vent.

It is important to distinguish between deformation caused by inflation of buried magma
bodies from that caused by erupting volcanoes that are venting to the surface. For closed
chambers in an elastically deforming crust, the deformation is usually spread out over a broad
area, depending on the depth, and to some extent the shape, of the magma body. When
volcanoes are open to the surface, the deformation tends to be much more localized about
the vent, although one expects broad subsidence due to depressurization of a deep magma
reservoir feeding the eruption.

7.4 Dikes and Sills
The simplest models of dikes and sills are those based on elastic dislocations with prescribed
uniform opening. In this way, Volterra’s formula can be utilized, as in chapter 3, to compute
the surface displacements from planar sources.

The surface displacement field for a vertical dike is very characteristic and easily distin-
guished from more equidimensional magma bodies. The vertical displacements for steeply
dipping buried dikes exhibits two zones of uplift on either side of the dike plane with an inter-
vening zone of subsidence above the dike (figure 7.22). For dikes that are very long compared
to their height, such that the deformation is effectively two-dimensional plane strain, there
is no net displacement immediately above a vertical dike (as seen later in figure 7.28). For
insight into why this must be so, see problem 7 and Rubin (1992). As the dip decreases, the
uplift increases on the side closest to the earth’s surface and diminishes on the opposite side
(figure 7.22). For nearly horizontal dips, the secondary uplift disappears, leaving only a single
region of uplift. The result is that it is generally easy to distinguish near vertical dikes from
other possiblemagmatic source geometries based solely on thepatternof vertical deformation.
The dip of the dike can also usually be well determined. On the other hand, sills are difficult
to distinguish from other more equidimensional bodies given only vertical deformation data.
Recall that sills are relatively inefficient at generating horizontal deformation (figure 7.12), so
it is possible to distinguish sills from more equidimensional sources using a combination of
vertical and horizontal deformation data.

For a near vertical dike, the horizontal displacements are directed largely perpendicular to
and away from the dike plane. Figure 7.23 shows horizontal components of the displacements
accompanying an intrusion and eruption on Kilauea volcano, Hawaii. The data are well
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Figure 7.22. Vertical surface displacements for different dike dips. A: 90 degrees. B: 75 degrees. C: 60
degrees. D: Zero. Notice that the vertical scale is different in C and D.

modeled by a simple uniform opening rectangular dislocation. Notice the motion perpen-
dicular to the dike plane and how it decays with distance from the dike. Also note the much
weaker inwardmotions off the ends of the dike. A number of features suggests that this simple
kinematic model actually describes the intrusion within the earth. First, the best fitting dike
source alignswith the surface rifts shownby theheavy line. Themodel dike extends to thewest
of the surface breaks, but it is reasonable to expect that the dike did not break the surface along
its entire length. Second, the estimated dike opening of 2meters agrees well with independent
measurements of the opening across the surface fractures (Owen et al. 2000). Third, the depth
to the bottom of the dike, which is constrained by the rate at which the displacements
decay with distance from the dike, is consistent with the depths of microearthquakes that
accompany shallow intrusion events on Kilauea.

As indicated by the previous example, the surface displacement fields yield important
information about dike depth. Figure 7.24 shows the vertical and horizontal displacements
along a profile across the midpoint of a vertical opening mode dislocation with the top at
different depths. Notice that for a buried dike, the maximum vertical displacement moves
toward the dike plane as the top of the dike propagates vertically. Considering the tilt
perpendicular to the dike plane (the horizontal derivative of the vertical displacement), one
expects that a tiltmeter placed close to the dike plane would first tilt toward the dike and then,
as the dike propagates upward, tilt away from the dike. Very repeatable tilt signals of this type
have beenobserved accompanyingdike intrusions off the east coast of the Izu peninsula, Japan
(Okada et al. 2000). Nearly all of the tilt episodes are associated with an initial tilt toward the
dike plane. Interestingly, the tilt signals begin prior to the onset of seismicity accompanying
the intrusion. In this way, monitoring of tilt signals can be a useful predictor of vertical dike
propagation and ensuing eruptions.

The maximum horizontal displacements also occur at a distance from the dike plane that
depends on the dike depth. Thus, the ground above a buried dike is driven into extension
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Figure 7.23. Displacements for the 30 January 1997 east rift zone intrusion and eruption on Kilauea
volcano determined from GPS measurements. The vectors with error ellipses mark the observations;
those without error ellipses indicate displacements predicted by a uniform opening dislocation model
in an elastic half-space. The surface projection of the dike is shown as a rectangle. Two point centers of
dilation are also included to model subsidence of summit and rift zone magma reservoirs. After Owen
and others (2000).

perpendicular to the dike, whereas it is driven into compression off to the sides. As the dike
propagates upward, the boundary between the zones of extension and compression moves
toward the dike. Once the dike breaches the surface, the maximum vertical and horizontal
displacements occur at the dike, and the strain is everywhere compressive perpendicular to
the dike.

7.4.1 Crack Models of Dikes and Sills
Dislocation models with an imposed displacement discontinuity do not accurately represent
the boundary conditions on dike walls. Neglecting viscous stresses due to flowingmagma, the
appropriate boundary condition on the dike wall is the pressure exerted by the melt. As in
chapter 4, figure 4.2, we can separate the uniform far-field stress and model the deformation
due to the dike as resulting from a crack subject to an excess pressure given by the pressure
in excess of the normal stress in the rock acting perpendicular to the plane of the dike,
	p = p − σn. The excess pressure is often written simply as p in this chapter, although it
should be understood to represent p − σn. An arbitrary, nonuniform opening distribution can
be represented by a sequence of edge dislocations, as in figure 4.4.
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Figure 7.24. Surface displacements resulting from a rectangular dislocation model of a vertical dike,
showing the evolution of the deformation field as the dike approaches the earth’s surface. Depth is to
the bottom edge of the dike, and height is the vertical extent of the dike. When the height/depth = 1,
the dike has breached the earth’s surface.

Recall that for a three-dimensional penny-shaped crack in a full-space, the displacements
on the crack wall are given by equation (4.73):

uz = 2a(1 − ν)p
µπ

√
1 − r 2

a2
. (7.80)

We can now use the Eshelby methods described in this chapter to derive this result. Note that
since the strain within the inclusion is spatially uniform, the displacement of the crack wall is

u3 = εc33x3. (7.81)

For an oblate ellipsoid a1 = a2 � a3, the boundary of the ellipsoid is described by

x3 = a3

√
1 − r 2

a2
1
. (7.82)

Given the shape factors for a penny-shaped ellipsoid (see problem5), it is possible to show that
in the limit of a3/a1 → 0,

εc33 = 2(1 − ν)p
µπ

a1
a3
, (7.83)

which when combined with equations (7.81) and (7.82) yields (7.80).
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Figure 7.25. Deformation due to a thin, penny-shaped sill can be approximated by a disk of centers of
dilatation and double forces.

Following problem 5, it can also be shown that in the limit a3/a1 → 0,

σ T
11 = 4ν(1 − ν)

π(1 − 2ν)
a1
a3

p, (7.84)

and

σ T
33 − σ T

11 = 4(1 − ν)
π

a1
a3

p. (7.85)

If we take the 3-direction to be vertical, then the crack represents a penny-shaped sill.
According to equation (7.62), the source can be represented as the sum of centers of dilation
and vertical double forces (figure 7.25). For this geometry, the double forces are extensional;
the sill generates relatively greater vertical displacements. Also note that the ratio of strengths
of the double forces to centers of dilatations is (1 − 2ν)/ν, which for a Poisson solid is 2 : 1.

Following the procedure established earlier, we can generate an approximate solution for
the displacements due to a circular sill in a half-space using the half-spaceGreen’s functions. If
the depth to the sill is substantially greater than its radius, a point-source approximation (after
Davis [1986]) should be adequate. Figure 7.26 compares the point-source approximation with
a quasi-analytical solution for a pressurized penny-shaped crack in a half-space due to Fialko
et al. (2001). The Fialko et al. procedure is to relate the stresses and displacements to Neuber-
Papkovich potentials. These functions are then expanded inHankel transforms. The boundary
conditions on the crack faces lead to a pair of coupled integral equations (analogous to the
integral equation [4.6] for the antiplane crack problem in chapter 4). Fialko et al. (2001) present
efficient numerical procedures for solving the dual integral equations. Fromfigure 7.26, we see
that the point-source approximation is fully adequate for d/a = 5, where d is the source depth,
and a is the sill radius. The approximation begins to break down for d/a = 2.5 and is poor for
d/a = 1, as expected.

The mixed boundary value problem for pressurized cracks in a half-space can become
quite involved. One efficient strategy already discussed in chapter 4 is the boundary element
method. Problem 8 develops the needed expressions for these calculations in two dimensions.
Figure 7.27 shows the opening distribution of a two-dimensional dike growing toward the free
surface. Because of the constant pressure boundary condition, the dike opening increases as
the dike extends. The effect of the free surface is to increase the dike opening over what it
would be in a full-space. This is seenmost clearly when the upper dike tip gets close to the free
surface.

Figure 7.28 shows the surface deformation caused by the growing dike in figure 7.27. The
first-order observation is that the amplitude of the uplift increases dramatically as the dike
grows. This is due in part to the fact that the dike is getting closer to the surface, but more so
because the dike opening increases as the dike grows (see figure 7.27). Comparing figure 7.28
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Figure 7.26. Normalized vertical displacement due to a horizontal circular sill. Solid curves are
displacements calculated from the quasi-analytic solution of Fialko et al. (2001); dashed lines are for a
point-source approximation.

to the corresponding calculation for a uniform dislocation (figure 7.24), in which the opening
does not increase as the dike propagates, illustrates the importance of the latter effect. For both
models, the maximum flanking uplift moves toward the dike plane as the dike nears the free
surface.
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Figure 7.29. Change in displacement pattern when a buried dike breaches the free surface. After
Pollard et al. (1983).

Inflation of the dike causes horizontal compression of the crust to either side of the dike
(figure 7.28, bottom). Intuitively, we expect extensional strain above the dike, and this is in
fact observed. What is perhaps surprising is that the surface-parallel horizontal strain is not
peaked over the dike. Rather, the strain distribution is bimodal, with maximum strains off to
either side of the dike and aminimum in extension immediately over the dike.

As the dike breaches the surface, the ligament of elastic material at the top of the dike is
broken, and the displacement pattern changes dramatically (figure 7.29). When this happens,
both the vertical and horizontal displacements increase substantially. The subsidence and
extension over the buried dike disappear; in two dimensions, the crust is everywhere uplifted
and compressed.
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7.4.2 Surface Fracturing and Dike Intrusion
Extensive fracturing and faulting is observed above dikes that approach the earth’s surface.
Often a grabenwith inward-dippingnormal faults forms above the dike. Leveling observations
above intruded dikes show that elastic models that ignore the fracturing and faulting can
fit the measured deformation far from the dike but cannot fit the subsidence observed
immediately above the dike.

Figure 7.30 shows one example using data from the 7 January 1976 intrusion event onKrafla
volcano, Iceland. During the late 1970s, Krafla was the site of a dramatic rifting episode that
involved the intrusion of numerous dikes both to the south and to the north of the central
volcano. The leveling data in figure 7.30 shows uplift of 40 to 50 cm on the flanks of the
intrusion and subsidence in the central graben of roughly 100 cm. Pollard et al. (1983) fit the
data from the flanking uplift, ignoring the data from the graben, and estimate a vertical dike
5.5 km tall with a depth to center of 3 km. Assuming a shear modulus of 4 × 104 MPa, they
estimate amagmapressure in excess of the least principal compressive stress of roughly 20 MPa
and a dike thickness of 2 meters, not atypical for basaltic dikes.

Because both dislocation (figure 7.24) and crack models (figure 7.28) predict little or no
absolute subsidence over the dike, the graben subsidence observed above the dike in figure 7.30
must reflect inelastic deformation. Pollard et al. (1983) present several other examples of this
phenomenon from Kilauea volcano, and similar observations have beenmade in volcanic rift
zones in the Afar region of Africa and elsewhere.

Tensile fractures are observed in front of some recently emplaced dikes, as illustrated in
figure 7.31. Pollard et al. (1983) noted that the fractures tended to form two zones in front
of the eruptive fissures. These fracture zones are believed to form on either side of the lateral
extensionof thedike at depth. They explained the growthof these surface fractures as resulting
from the two zones of horizontal extension and relative tensile stress above the dike tip
(figure 7.30). The stress maxima are located at a distance away from the trace of the dike plane
comparable to the depth to the top of the dike. There is no stress change immediately above
the dike. In some cases, the surface fractures coalesce to form normal faults, which downdrop
the block above the dike with respect to the surroundings.

Field observations indicate that fracturing and normal faulting are common above shal-
lowly emplaced dikes. As illustrated by figure 7.30, elastic models that ignore the faulting
above the dike can fit the deformation far from the dike plane but do a poor job of describing
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Figure 7.31. Surface fractures associated with the 31 December 1974 dike intrusion and eruption in
the southwest rift zone of Kilauea volcano, Hawaii. Numbers indicate horizontal (H) and vertical (V)
separation in millimeters. After Pollard et al. (1983).

the deformation in the vicinity of the dike. Rubin and Pollard (1988) considered the growth
of normal faults due to the stresses induced by dike intrusion. They noted that induced
compressive stresses off to the side of the dike inhibit normal fault slip adjacent to the dike
once the dike has formed. On the other hand, limiting the faulting to the small region of
extension over the dike cannot explain the graben subsidence. They suggested that the fault
slip occurred in front of the propagating dike in a region of extension. This allows fault slip
to substantial depth before the arrival of the dike and the associated horizontal compression.
This interpretation permits a graben to develop over the dike and does a much better job of
describing the observed vertical deformation patterns determined by leveling (figure 7.32).
There is some evidence to suggest that during the September 1977 intrusion at Krafla volcano,
normal fault slip occurred prior to the arrival of the dike. This intrusion is well known because
the dike actually intersected a kilometer-deep geothermal borehole, erupting a few cubic
meters of basaltic tephra from the well (Larsen et al. 1979). According to Rubin and Pollard
(1988), fault slip closed the main highway 1 hour prior to the eruption, suggesting that slip
preceded the dike.

7.5 Other Magma Chamber Geometries
Most other magma chamber geometries are not readily amenable to analytical treatment but
can be analyzed with numerical methods. Yun et al. (2006) used three-dimensional boundary
element methods to compare the surface deformation due to a sill and a diapirlike body,
modeled as a truncated cone (figure 7.33). For shallow burial depths, the surface deformation
is essentially identical to that of a sill at the same depth as the top of the diapir (figure 7.34).
For sources at shallow depths, it is the upper surface of the magma body that drives surface
deformation; the sides and lower edges do not displace significantly.

Fialko et al. (2001) determined the ratio of the volume change of the lower half of the crack
to the total volume change for the circular penny-shaped crack. For a deeply buried sill, this
ratio is, by symmetry, 1.0. As the radius of the sill increases relative to the depth, more and
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Figure 7.32. Elevation changes accompanying the 1978 eruption of Krafla volcano, Iceland. Data (Xs)
are from the Kelduhverfi region 40 km north of the Krafla caldera. Model fit to a prediction (black curve)
from an inflating dike accompanied by fault slip (inset). The dike extends from 1.5 to 6 km depth and
has 1.5 m of opening. The faults on either side of the dike are inferred to have slipped prior to the
arrival of the dike tip and slipped from the surface to depths of 5 to 6 km, accumulating slip of 1.3
to 1.7 meters, respectively. Displacement due to dike alone shown with gray curve. From Rubin and
Pollard (1988).

Figure 7.33. Boundary element representation of a diapir, with a flat top and 45-degree dipping sides.
After Yun et al. (2006).

more of the opening, and therefore volume change, occurs in the upper half of the crack.
For a radius equal to the depth, 	Vbottom/	Vtotal ∼ 0.3. By the time the sill radius is 2.5 times
the depth, only 10% of the volume change is in the lower half of the crack. At this point, the
intrusion has taken on the shape of a laccolith (figure 7.35). The transition occurs at a depth to
radius ratio near unity.

For very shallow horizontal intrusions, one can approximate the displacement of the
overlying rock using expressions for a bending elastic plate clamped at the crack ends
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Figure 7.34. Comparison of the vertical and radial displacements due to the diapir shown in figure 7.33
and a sill at the same depth. The radius of the sill and diapir top is 3.0 km, and the depth to the top is
1.9 km. After Yun et al. (2006).

(e.g., Jackson and Pollard 1988). The elastic plate approximation has deflection

w(r ) = 3(1 − ν)p
32µ

a4

d3

(
1 − r 2

a2

)2

, (7.86)

where a is the radius of the sill, and d is the depth of burial. For small d/a, the displacements at
the earth’s surface should be reasonably close to the displacements given by equation (7.86).
Figure 7.35 compares the scaled displacements from equation (7.86) with those given by the
Fialko et al. (2001) solution for the penny-shaped crack. The two distributions are remarkably
similar; however, there are important differences. The plate model underpredicts the absolute
displacements (see of Fialko et al. 2001, figure 2). Furthermore, the scaling of the maximum
displacement with crack radius is different. For a deeply buried crack, the maximum opening
increases linearly with the crack radius (7.80), and the volume increases as the cube of the
radius. The numerical results of Fialko et al. (2001) for circular sills with radius greater than the
burial depth show that volume change scales roughly as a5, which implies that the maximum
opening scales as a3. The bending plate model (7.86) predicts the the opening scales with a4.

Last, while the uplift distributions in figure 7.35 look similar to a laccolith (see inset), it
is important to recall that the undeformed shape prior to pressurization is a thin circular slit.
The surface deformation due to pressurization of a preexisting laccolith could be substantially
different. Inelastic deformation in the hinge zones of the overlying plate could also alter the
deformation field at the earth’s surface.

Solving for very general magma chamber shapes subjected to uniform pressure boundary
conditions is, as we have seen, a difficult problem. An alternative approach, which is well
suited for inversion, but perhaps not well motivated on physical grounds, is to assume that
the deformation can be represented by some spatial distribution of volume change. In this
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Figure 7.35. Displacements predicted by the penny-shaped crack model for d/a = 0.2 compared to
those predicted by the deflection of an elastic plate over the intrusion as given by equation (7.86). Inset
shows the shape of a laccolith.

way, we can write the displacement at any surface point x, from equation (7.14), as

ui (x) = 1 − ν

π

∫
V
	V(ξ )

xi − ξi

r 3
dVξ , (7.87)

where	V is the volume change at point ξ , and r = ‖x − ξ‖ is the Euclidean distance between
x and ξ (e.g., Vasco et al. 1988).While this approach leads to a displacement field that is linear
in	V and therefore amenable to inversion, the interpretation of the resulting volume change
distribution is not clear. The simplest models of magma chambers involve pressurized cavities
in an elastic earth. Except for the case of a point volume change, as in the center of dilatation,
a distributed volume change will not correspond to a constant pressure boundary condition
on the surface of a cavity in an elastic medium. For example, we have seen that in the case of
an ellipsoidal cavity, there is an equivalence to a uniform distribution of centers of dilatation
and double forces.

7.6 Viscoelastic Relaxation around Magma Chambers
Bonafede et al. (1986) considered two types of volumetric sources in a viscoelastic half-space:
a pressure source and a center of dilatation. While we have seen that these solutions are
equivalent in an elastic half-space, they are different in a viscoelastic medium. The first
corresponds to a constant pressure boundary condition, whereas the second corresponds to
a fixed displacement at the wall of the magma chamber. Bonafede et al. (1986) also consider
two types ofmaterial response:Maxwell and standard linear solid, the latter having finite long-
termelastic stiffness. For the fixeddisplacement boundary condition, the displacements at any
point asymptotically approach a constant value for either rheology. On the other hand, the
constant pressure source in a Maxwell half-space produces displacements that monotonically
increase with time, as the long-term response is one of a Newtonian fluid. While we might
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Figure 7.36. Geometry of a spherical magma chamber with aMaxwell viscoelastic shell. R1 is the radius
of the magma chamber. R2 is the radius of the shell.

imagine a viscoelastic-like response at depth or near the hot magma body, it is unlikely that
the entire crust behaves as a viscoelasticmedium, at least one with the same relaxation time as
hotter rocks at depth.

Dragoni and Magnanensi (1989) presented an interesting model of a pressurized spherical
chamber surrounded by a viscoelastic shell. This model is geologically plausible in that we
expect the rock surrounding the magma chamber to be hotter than ambient and therefore to
relax under the applied stresses. Dragoni andMagnanensi (1989) present results for a Maxwell
shell in a full-space.We showhere how their results are simply, albeit approximately, extended
to the half-space.

Consider the geometry shown in figure 7.36. The magma chamber is represented by a
spherical chamber with radius R1. Surrounding this is a viscoelastic shell with radius R2.
The depth to the center of the chamber is d, and the pressure acting on the wall of the
chamber (r = R1) is given by p(t). We begin with an elastic solution for a spherical cavity
surrounded by an elastic shell with different moduli, in a full-space. Following the methods
outlined in chapter 6, we then use the correspondence principle to obtain the solution of
the viscoelastic problem in the Laplace transform domain. The inverse transform yields the
viscoelastic solution in a full-space. We then follow the method in section 7.1 to obtain an
approximate solution for the half-space, valid for R2/d 
 1.

Before proceeding with the analysis, we can predict some features of the solution. For times
very short compared to the relaxation time of the viscoelastic shell, the displacements are
equivalent to those due to a pressurized sphere of radius R1 in an elastic half-space. At very long
time compared to the Maxwell relaxation time, the material in the shell completely relaxes,
transmitting themagma pressure to the outer wall of the shell. In this limit, the displacements
are equivalent to those due to a pressurized sphere of radius R2. If R1 < R2 
 d, then the
geometry does not change with time, so the shape of the surface displacement field does not
change with time. The amplitude, however, will increase as the apparent radius of the source
increases from R1 to R2.

The corresponding elastic solution proceeds as follows: the shell R1 ≤ r ≤ R2 has shear
modulus µ1 and will be referred to as region 1, and the exterior region (region 2), r ≥ R2, has
shear modulus µ2. Because of the radial symmetry, we return to the general solution given in
equation (7.5). The solution must remain finite in the limit that r → ∞, which implies that
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the term proportional to r must be zero in region 2, and thus

u(1)
r = A

r
3

+ B
r 2
,

u(2)
r = C

r 2
. (7.88)

Note that the volumetric strain is zero for r ≥ R2, as was the case of the pressurized cavity in
a homogeneous full-space, but within the shell R1 ≤ r ≤ R2, the volumetric strain is A. The
stresses, fromHooke’s law, are

σ (1)
r r = K1A− 4µ1B

r 3
,

σ (2)
r r = −4µ2C

r 3
, (7.89)

where K1 is the bulk modulus in region 1. The boundary conditions require that both the
displacements and stresses match at the interface r = R2 and that the radial stress at the inner
boundary equal the applied pressure:

u(1)
r (r = R2) = u(2)

r (r = R2),

σ (1)
r r (r = R2) = σ (2)

r r (r = R2),

σ (1)
r r (r = R1) = −p. (7.90)

This leads to three equations in the three unknowns A, B, and C, which after some algebra
yields

A = −3pR3
1(µ1 − µ2)/D,

B = −pR3
1R

3
2(3K1 + 4µ2)/4D,

C = −pR3
1R

3
2(3K1 + 4µ1)/4D, (7.91)

where

D = 3K1R3
1(µ1 − µ2) − µ1R3

2(3K1 + 4µ2) (7.92)

(Dragoni andMagnanensi 1989). To find the viscoelastic solution, we appeal to the correspon-
dence principle (section 6.2.1) and replace µ1 with its Laplace transform (section A.2). For a
Maxwell material,

µ̄(s) = s
µ−1s + η−1

(7.93)

(equation [6.28]). Because there is no bulk relaxation, the bulk modulus is unchanged in the
Laplace domain. Furthermore, we assume no relaxation external to the shell (region 2), so µ2

is unchanged. To keep the algebra as simple as possible, we assume that the intrinsic elastic
stiffness is the same in both regions; this will be labeled simply as µ.
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The solutions are thus of the form

ū(1)
r (r, s) = Ā(s)r

3
+ B̄(s)

r 2
,

ū(2)
r (r, s) = C̄(s)

r 2
, (7.94)

where the overbar indicates the Laplace transform and s is the transform variable. Some
tedious algebra leads to

Ā = − p̄
2η

(
1 − 2ν
1 − ν

) (
R1

R2

)3

D̄−1,

B̄ = p̄R3
1

4µ
(s + µ/η)D̄−1,

C̄ = p̄R3
1

4µ

[
s + µ(1 + ν)

3η(1 − ν)

]
D̄−1, (7.95)

where

D̄ = s + µ(1 + ν)R3
1

3η(1 − ν)R3
2
. (7.96)

We first consider an instantaneous step increase inmagma pressure, p(t) = p0H(t), where H(t)
is the Heavyside function, such that p̄(s) = 1/s. In this case, each of the terms in equation
(7.95) is of the form

as + b
s(s + t−1

R )
, (7.97)

where the characteristic relaxation time is

tR = 3η(1 − ν)R3
2

µ(1 + ν)R3
1
. (7.98)

Notice that the characteristic relaxation time depends on the material relaxation time η/µ
and geometric factors. The inverse Laplace transform of equation (7.97) is considered in
section A.2, and takes the form

ae−t/tR + btR(1 − e−t/tR ). (7.99)

Using the general form (7.99), the inverse transforms of equation (7.95) are

L−1(Ā) = −3(1 − 2ν)p0
2µ(1 + ν)

(1 − e−t/tR ),

L−1(B̄) = p0R3
1

4µ

[
e−t/tR + 3(1 − ν)R3

2

(1 + ν)R3
1
(1 − e−t/tR )

]
,

L−1(C̄) = p0R3
1

4µ

[
e−t/tR + R3

2

R3
1
(1 − e−t/tR )

]
. (7.100)
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Figure 7.37. Stresses and displacements due to a pressurized sphere in a full-space surrounded by
a Maxwell viscoelastic shell. A: Radial stress normalized by magma pressure. B: Normalized radial
displacement. The vertical lines at R1 = 1 mark the radius of the magma chamber and at R2 = 2 mark
the radius of the viscoelastic shell for this particular example.

Substituting equation (7.100) into (7.94) yields expressions for the displacements as a
function of time and radial distance:

u(1)
r (r, t) = p0R3

1

4µ

{
e−t/tR

r 2
+
[
3(1 − ν)

r 2

(
R2

R1

)3

− 2(1 − 2ν)r
R3
1

]
(1 − e−t/tR )

1 + ν

}
R1 < r < R2,

u(2)
r (r, t) = p0R3

1

4µr 2

[
e−t/tR + R3

2

R3
1
(1 − e−t/tR )

]
, r > R2. (7.101)

Notice that the displacements outside the relaxing shell look exactly like those of a source
in an elastic body with time varying strength. Initially, the source strength is propor-
tional to p0R3

1. With time, the displacements increase, at an exponentially decaying rate,
after the instantaneous elastic response (figure 7.37). For t � tR , the strength is proportional
to p0R3

2.
From equation (7.89), the radial stresses in the Laplace transform domain are

σ̄ (1)
r r = K1 Ā(s) − 4µ̄(s)

B̄(s)
r 3

,

σ̄ (2)
r r = −4µ

C̄(s)
r 3

, (7.102)

where

µ̄(s)B̄(s) = p0R3
1

4
1

s + t−1
R

. (7.103)
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Making use of equation (7.100), the stresses are given by

σ (1)
r r (r, t) = −p0R3

1

r 3
e−t/tR − p0(1 − e−t/tR ) R1 < r < R2,

σ (2)
r r (r, t) = −p0R3

1

r 3

[
e−t/tR + R3

2

R3
1
(1 − e−t/tR )

]
r > R2. (7.104)

As expected, the spatial dependence of the radial stresses outside the relaxing shell are the
same as those due to a center of dilatation in an elastic body. For t 
 tR , the effective source
radius is R1, whereas for t � tR , the effective source radius is R2. The stresses in the shell decay
so that in the fully relaxed state σ (1)

r r (r, t → ∞) = −p0; in this limit, the shell behaves as a fluid
at pressure p0 (figure 7.37).

We now proceed to consider the displacements at the free surface. An exact treatment is
not likely or useful, as we have seen in the case of the pressurized cavity in an elastic medium.
However, we can find an approximate solution that is valid in the limit that the depth to
the center of the chamber is large compared to the radius of the cavity and its viscoelastic
aureole.

Notice from equations (7.101) and (7.104) that the displacements and stresses outside the
viscoelastic shell are of the same form as the displacements and stresses for a pressurized cavity
in an elastic body. Specifically, the displacements decay with distance as 1/r 2, and the stresses
as 1/r 3. Thus, if we follow the procedure in section 7.1 and compute the displacements and
stresses on the plane z = 0, they turn out to be scaled, time-dependent versions of equations
(7.8) and (7.10), respectively. Following the procedure in section 7.1, we can remove the shear
and normal tractions on z = 0 by adding equal and opposite stresses. The displacements
associated with these surface tractions are scaled versions of equations (7.11). At this stage
of the analysis, the boundary conditions are satisfied on the plane z = 0 exactly, while the
boundary conditions on the cavity boundary r = R1 and the constitutive equations within
the viscoelastic shell are met only approximately. Specifically, these conditions are violated
at order (R2/d)3. As long as R2 is sufficiently small compared to the depth to the center of
the chamber, the approximate solution should be reasonably accurate. Indeed, by analogy
with the elastic case, we can anticipate that the approximate solution is accurate even for only
modestly small R2/d.

The approximate displacements at the free surface are thus scaled, time-dependent versions
of theMogi solution in an elastic half-space (equations [7.12]):

uz(ρ, z = 0, t) = (1 − ν)p0R3
1

µd2

[
e−t/tR + R3

2

R3
1
(1 − e−t/tR )

]
1

(1 + ρ2)3/2
,

uρ(ρ, z = 0, t) = (1 − ν)p0R3
1

µd2

[
e−t/tR + R3

2

R3
1
(1 − e−t/tR )

]
ρ

(1 + ρ2)3/2
,

(7.105)

where ρ is the radial distance from the center of the source normalized by the source depth.
The displacements have the same spatial distribution as for the pressurized cavity in a

completely elastic half-space. Following the instantaneous elastic response, the displacements
continue to increase, at an exponentially decreasing rate that scales with tR . The postintrusion
displacements scale with (R2/R1)3 − 1 and are thus potentially very significant. For example,
a viscoelastic shell of only 20% the radius of the magma chamber (figure 7.38) leads to time-
dependent displacements that are 70% of the instantaneous elastic displacements.
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Figure 7.38. Vertical displacements due to a pressurized sphere surrounded by a Maxwell viscoelastic
shell in a half-space. Displacements are normalized by (1 − ν)p0R3

1/µd
2. A: Vertical displacement

as a function of radial distance along the free surface at four different nondimensional times.
B: Displacement as a function of nondimensional time immediately above the magma chamber.
R2/R1 = 1.2.

Although actual intrusions are not step functions, equations (7.105) should be accurate
as long as the duration of the intrusion is much shorter than the characteristic relaxation
time. Relaxation times from days to decades are expected for viscosities in the range of 1015 to
1018 Pa-s. We can, however, easily extend the analysis to consider gradual, rather than instan-
taneous, increases in magma pressure—for example, let

p(t) = p0
(
1 − e−t/ts

)
. (7.106)

In this pressure history (7.106), the rate of pressurization decreases with time (figure 7.39). This
is reasonable if intrusion of melt into the shallow magma chamber is driven by the pressure
difference between the chamber and a deeper reservoir. From equation (7.94), we see that the
effect of a gradual pressurization of the magma chamber is only in the time dependence of
the deformation. The spatial dependence is unchanged.

The Laplace transform of equation (7.106) is

p̄(s) = p0

(
1
s

− 1
s + t−1

s

)
. (7.107)

Considering only the displacements outside the viscoelastic shell, we need only invert C̄,
which in this case is given by

C̄(s) = p0R3
1

4µ

[
s + a

s(s + t−1
R )

− s + a
(s + t−1

s )(s + t−1
R )

]
, (7.108)

where

a = µ(1 + ν)
3η(1 − ν)

.
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Figure 7.39. Vertical displacements due to a pressurized sphere surrounded by a Maxwell viscoelastic
shell in a half-space. A: Source pressure history, normalized by p0, given by equation (7.106).
B: Maximum vertical displacement at ρ = 0, z = 0 as a function of time. Displacements are normalized
by (1 − ν)p0R3

1/µd
2. Results are shown for three different ratios of the source duration ts to the

relaxation time tR .

We require the new inverse transform

L−1
{

s + a
(s + t−1

s )(s + t−1
R )

}
= 1

t−1
R − t−1

s

[
(a − t−1

s )e−t/ts − (a − t−1
R )e−t/tR

]
, (7.109)

which is valid except for t−1
R = t−1

s . In the latter case, the relevant transform is

L−1
{

s + a
(s + t−1

R )2

}
= ate−t/tR + (1 − t/tR)e−t/tR . (7.110)

Combining equations (7.94), (7.108), (7.99), (7.109), and (7.110) yields the displacement field
outside the relaxing shell:

u(2)
r (r, t) = p0R3

1

4µr 2

[
�(e−t/tR − e−t/ts ) + R3

2

R3
1
(1 − e−t/tR )

]
r > R2, ts �= tR,

u(2)
r (r, t) = p0R3

1

4µr 2

[(
1 − R3

2

R3
1

)
t
tR
e−t/tR + R3

2

R3
1
(1 − e−t/tR )

]
r > R2, ts = tR, (7.111)

where

� = (ts/tR)(R2/R1)3 − 1
(ts/tR) − 1

. (7.112)
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Following the same procedure as before, the displacements at the surface of an elastic
half-space are given by (see figure 7.39)

uz(ρ, z = 0, t) = (1 − ν)p0R3
1

µd2

1
(1 + ρ2)3/2

f (t, ts, tR, R2/R1),

uρ(ρ, z = 0, t) = (1 − ν)p0R3
1

µd2

ρ

(1 + ρ2)3/2
f (t, ts, tR, R2/R1),

f (t, ts, tR, R2/R1) = �e−t/tR −�e−t/ts + R3
2

R3
1
(1 − e−t/tR ) ts �= tR,

f (t, ts, tR, R2/R1) =
(
1 − R3

2

R3
1

)
te−t/tR + R3

2

R3
1
(1 − e−t/tR ) ts = tR . (7.113)

The limiting behavior for both forms of f (t, ts, tR, R2/R1) is that f (0, ts, tR, R2/R1) = 0,
since there has been no pressure change at time zero. Also, f (t → ∞, ts, tR, R2/R1) = R3

2/R
3
1, so

that in the fully pressurized and relaxed state, the displacements are those due to a chamber of
radius R2. Last, note that if ts/tR 
 (R1/R2)3 < 1, then � = 1, and equation (7.113) reduces to
(7.105). If on the other hand, the source time is long compared to the relaxation time ts � tR ,
then� = (R2/R1)3, and equation (7.113) reduces to

u(2)
r (r, t) = p0R3

2

4µr 2
(
1 − e−t/ts

)
. (7.114)

In this limit, the viscoelastic shell relaxes so quickly that the deformation is equivalent to a
chamber of radius R2 in an elastic mediumwith the specified pressure history.

7.7 Summary and Perspective
Volcano deformation is an important subject in its own right. Fortunately, we are able to
utilize and build on results and methods discussed in previous chapters. The Mogi model of
a pressurized spherical cavity in a homogeneous half-space, while certainly a highly idealized
representation of a magma chamber, has undoubtedly been the most commonly employed
volcanic source model. Even this problem can be solved analytically only in an approximate
sense, accurate when the chamber radius is small compared to its depth. The standard Mogi
solution, corresponding to an isotropic center of dilatation, is simply derived from theGreen’s
functions presented in chapter 3. This approach also yields an equivalent moment tensor
representation of the source. The amplitude of the surface deformation scales with the change
in magma chamber volume. From deformation data alone, it is not possible to determine the
absolute chamber volume or the change inmagma pressure.

Eshelby’s cut-and-weld procedure provides a means for considering ellipsoidal magma
chambers. For an ellipsoidal inclusion in a full-space, the strains within the inclusion are
found to be spatially uniform. For a given chamber aspect ratio, an appropriate choice of
the transformation strains guarantees a uniform and isotropic state of stress, equivalent
to a uniform fluid pressure. The displacements in the surrounding elastic medium can be
computed by a convolution of the tractions associated with the transformation strain with
the elastic Green’s tensors. This is equivalent to the displacements generated by a uniform
distribution of centers of dilatation and double forces within the ellipsoidal chamber. In order
to approximate the displacements in a half-space, we employ the half-space Green’s tensors.
For a prolate ellipsoid, Yang et al. (1988) found that the Eshelby solution can be reduced to an
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appropriate distribution of centers of dilatation and double forces along the line connecting
the foci of the ellipsoid. The displacements due to an elongatedmagma conduit is obtained as
a limiting case of the Eshelby solution.

The predicted surface displacements from these models demonstrate that it is generally
difficult to discriminate between different source shapes based solely on vertical displacement
data. Analysis of the ratio of vertical to horizontal displacements is generally far better at
resolving source shape, whichmay also trade off with depth, and therefore source strength.

Previously discussed dislocation (chapter 3) and crack (chapter 4) solutions are well suited
for analysis of dikes and sills. Vertical and near-vertical dikes generate distinctive surface
deformation patterns, so it is generally possible to discriminate dikes from other possible
volcanic sources. For a dike or sill filled with pressurized but nonflowing magma, the shear
tractions vanish, and the magma pressure gradients are “magma-static.” This motivates the
application of crack models with specified traction boundary conditions, as opposed to dis-
location models with specified displacement discontinuities. The boundary element method
provides computationally efficient solutions for pressurized cracks in elastic half-spaces.

Typical volcano deformation models treat the earth as a homogeneous elastic half-space.
The influence of heterogeneous elastic properties can be included usingmethods described in
chapter 5. Topographic effects, which can be significant on stratovolcanoes, are analyzed in
chapter 8. It is certainly a strong idealization to model magma chambers as entirely fluid and
the surroundings as linearly elastic right up to the magma chamber walls. In some instances,
magmatic fluids may permeate the surrounding wall rocks; porousmedia effects are described
in chapter 10 that could be brought to bear on this process. Heat will certainly be transferred
to the surroundings, leading to possible thermoelastic strains, a subject also touched on in
chapter 10. The heating of wall rocks adjacent to a magma chamber may result in stress
relaxationwithin the surroundings. This chapter closedwith a discussion of the simple case of
a sphericalmagma chamber surrounded by a concentric viscoelastic shell, exploitingmethods
described in chapter 6. In a more realistic description, the rheology of the surrounding wall
rocks would be a function of the local temperature.

Deformation measurements alone often cannot distinguish magmatic intrusion from
hydrothermal phenomenon. Repeated gravity determinations combined with deformation
measurements can, in principle, constrain the density of intruded fluids andhelp discriminate
between competing processes. This is discussed inmore detail in chapter 9.

7.8 Problems
1. Derive equation (7.3), the equilibrium equation for spherical symmetry.

2. Show that the volume of the uplift for a Mogi source is given by equation (7.25). Explain
why the uplift decreases with increasing Poisson’s ratio.

3. Derive the solution for the displacement at the free surface due to a center of dilatation (7.14)
from the half-space Green’s functions (3.93) and (3.94).

4. Show that the Eshelby method can be used to generate the Mogi solution. First, show from
the integrals (7.52) that for a sphere of radius a

I1 = I2 = I3 = 4π/3,

I11 = I22 = I33 = I12 = I23 = I13 = 4π/5a2. (7.115)
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From this, show that the shape tensors for a sphere are

S1111 = S2222 = S3333 = 7 − 5ν
15(1 − ν)

,

S1122 = S2211 = S1133 = S2233 = S3311 = S3322 = 5ν − 1
15(1 − ν)

. (7.116)

Last, solve for the surface displacements, using theMindlinGreen’s functions and assuming
that the radius of the chamber is small compared to its depth, so that the Green’s functions
can be taken out of the integral.

5. Use the Eshelby theory to derive the displacements due to a penny-shapedpressurized crack.
Note that for a1 = a2 � a3, Mura (1987) gives

S1111 = S2222 = 13 − 8ν
32(1 − ν)

π
a3
a1
,

S3333 = 1 − 1 − 2ν
(1 − ν)

π

4
a3
a1
,

S1122 = S2211 = 8ν − 1
32(1 − ν)

π
a3
a1
,

S1133 = S2233 = − 1 − 2ν
8(1 − ν)

π
a3
a1
,

S3311 = S3322 = ν

1 − ν

(
1 − 4ν + 1

8ν
π
a3
a1

)
. (7.117)

Use these results to show that in the limit a3/a1 → 0,

εT33 = 2(1 − ν)p
µπ

a1
a3
,

and

εT11 = (1 − 2ν)(1 − ν)p
4µ(1 + ν)

.

Show that in the limit a3/a1 → 0 that εc33 = εT33. Last, combine with equations (7.81) and
(7.82) to derive (7.80).

6. Derive equation (7.44). Eshelby redefines the angles li such that they point from the
observation point x to the integration point ξ . Because the qi jk are odd functions of l, this
results in a sign change:

uc
i (x) = − εTkj

8π(1 − ν)

∫
V

qi jk(l)
r 2

dV. (7.118)
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dS

dω

n
Unit

sphere

x

Figure 7.40. A conical volume element extending from the field point x to the surface of the ellipsoid.
The area element on the ellipsoid is dS, whereas the area subtended by the cone on the surface of a
unit sphere is dω.

First show using the divergence theorem that equation (7.118) can be transformed to a
surface integral:

uc
i (x) = − εTkj

8π(1 − ν)

∫
S
qi jk(l)

rmnm

r 2
dS, (7.119)

where S is the surface of the ellipsoid, and n is the unit normal to the ellipsoid.
Hint: youmay show that rm∂li/∂ξm = 0.
Now consider a unit sphere centered on the observation point x (figure 7.40). Show that

the area element on the surface of the ellipsoid dS is related to the area element of the unit
sphere dω by

rini
r 2

dS = rdω. (7.120)

Last, combine these results to prove equation (7.44).

7. A unit vertical line force acting on the surface of an elastic half-space produces radial
stress σr r = − (2/πr ) cos(θ), where θ is measured relative to the vertical, and σr θ = σθθ = 0
(Timoshenko and Goodier 1970). Use this result and the reciprocal theorem to show that
the vertical surface displacement above a vertical dike must be exactly zero. The horizontal
displacement there must also vanish by symmetry.

8. This problem develops the expressions needed to compute the surface deformation due to
a uniformly pressurized two-dimensional vertical dike in a half-space, using the boundary
element method, following the procedure outlined in section 4.6. Recall that a dike can
be represented by a sequence of edge dislocations, as in figure 4.4. Here we take the
interpretation that a single edge dislocation results from the insertion of a semi-infinite
plane of constant thickness, as in figure 3.26 (left) and explored in problem 5 of chapter 3.
Discretize the dike plane into evenly spaced elements. The first step is to compute the stress
acting on the dike plane due to unit opening in the depth interval −d1 < z < − d2. From
equations (3.77), show that the horizontal stress at depth z is given by

σ11(z) = µ

π(1 − ν)

[
ξ

z2 − ξ2
+ ξ (ξ − z)

(z+ ξ )3

]ξ=d2

ξ=d1

. (7.121)

From this result, compute the matrix that relates the opening in each element to stress
change at themidpoint of every element, as in equation (4.61). Setting the cumulative stress
change equal to the dike pressure p, invert for the opening in each element.
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The next step is to compute the surface displacements given the opening in each element.
Use Volterra’s formula, as developed in chapter 3, to solve for the displacement on the
free surface due to opening in each interval. Show that the horizontal u1 and vertical u2

displacements are given by

u1(x1, x2 = 0) = −	u
π

[
x1ξ

x21 + ξ2
+ tan−1 (ξ/x1)

]ξ=d2

ξ=d1

,

u2(x1, x2 = 0) = 	u
π

[
x21

x21 + ξ2

]ξ=d2

ξ=d1

. (7.122)

Compute the surface displacements given the opening distribution determined earlier.
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8
Topography and Earth Curvature

Up to this point, we have treated the earth as a half-space, ignoring both earth curvature
and topography. The earth is, of course, an oblate spheroid with mountains, valleys, and
volcanic edifices. Except in the most extreme cases, however, the slope of the topography at
true scale ismodest, and approximatemethods accurate for small slope to be presentedhere are
adequate for treating topographic effects. For extreme topography, onewould need to resort to
boundary element or other numerical procedures.

Semianalytical methods also exist for dislocation sources in a spherical earth (Ben-
Menahem et al. 1969; Smylie and Mansinha 1971; Pollitz 1996; Sun et al. 1996). The effects
of earth’s sphericity, however, are small except at large distances from the deformation source.
For all but the very largest earthquakes, the displacements and strains at these distances are
extremely small, and the additional mathematical complexity may be unwarranted. We will
show that approximate methods can be developed that are adequate for distances from the
fault of the order of 1,000 km, which is adequate for most cases of interest.

We will begin by considering the case of irregular surface topography, following Williams
and Wadge (2000), who extended the two-dimensional solutions of Ishii and Takagi (1967),
Mahrer (1984), andMcTigue and Segall (1988) to three dimensions.

The geometry is illustrated in figure 8.1. The surface topography h(x1, x2) is measured
relative to the plane x3=0, usually taken to be the mean elevation in the area of interest. The
boundary-value problem to be solved is

∂σi j

∂xj
= 0, (8.1)

with boundary conditions at the free surface and on the fault

σi j nj = 0 on x3 = h(x1, x2), (8.2)

u+
i − u−

i = si on �, (8.3)

where nj is the outward-directed unit normal to the surface x3 = h(x1, x2).

n

x1, x2

h(x1, x2)

x3

Figure 8.1. Fault beneath topography h(x1, x2) with unit normal n.
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We develop an approximate solution that is accurate for small topographic slopes. In this
limit, the unit normal to the free surface has components

n ≈
[
− ∂h
∂x1

, − ∂h
∂x2

, 1
]T
. (8.4)

The topography, h(x1, x2), has characteristic height scale H and a horizontal length scale
L, such that H/L � 1. Equations (8.1) can be written in terms of the dimensionless variables
x∗
i = xi/L, h∗ = h/H, and σ ∗

i j = σi j L/µs.
The displacements and stresses can be expanded in powers of the characteristic slope, H/L:

u∗
i = u∗(0)

i + H
L
u∗(1)
i + O

(
H
L

)2

,

σ ∗
i j = σ

∗(0)
i j + H

L
σ

∗(1)
i j + O

(
H
L

)2

, (8.5)

where O indicates “order of.” Neglecting terms of order (H/L)2 and smaller should lead to
errors of 10% or less for H/L ≤ 0.3. For small slopes, H/L � 1, the boundary conditions on
the free surface (8.2) are

σ ∗
i3 − H

L
dh∗

dx∗
1
σ ∗
i1 − H

L
dh∗

dx∗
2
σ ∗
i2 + O

(
H
L

)2

= 0 on x3 = h(x1, x2), i = 1, 2, 3. (8.6)

Equation (8.6) accounts for the fact that the free surface is not parallel to the plane x3 = 0. It
does not account for the fact that the surface may be located above or below the plane x3 = 0.
To do so, we expand the stresses in a Taylor series about x3 = 0:

σ ∗
i j (x3 = h) = σ ∗

i j (x3 = 0) + H
L
h∗ ∂σ

∗
i j

∂x∗
3

+ O
(
H
L

)2

, (8.7)

which when combined with equation (8.6) yields the approximate free-surface boundary
conditions:

σ ∗
i3 + H

L

(
h∗ ∂σ

∗
i3

∂x3
− σ ∗

1i
∂h∗

∂x∗
1

− σ ∗
2i
∂h∗

∂x∗
2

)
= 0 on x3 = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. (8.8)

Now substitute equation (8.5) into the equilibrium equations (8.1) and boundary conditions
(8.8), and collect terms of like powers of H/L. Reverting to dimensional variables, the leading
order problem, at order (H/L)0, is

∂σ
(0)
i j

∂xj
= 0,

σ
(0)
j3 = 0 on x3 = 0, j = 1, 2, 3,

u+
i − u−

i = si on �. (8.9)

Notice that this is simply the problem for a fault embedded in a half-space with a plane free
surface, the subject of chapter 3.
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x3 x3 x3

= +

Figure 8.2. Solution to the problem of a fault in an elastic earth with topography can be approximated
by a fault in a flat half-space with a correction in the form of distributed surface shear tractions.

The first-order correction due to interaction with the surface topography is given by the
governing equations and boundary conditions at order (H/L)1:

∂σ
(1)
i j

∂xj
= 0,

σ
(1)
j3 = σ

(0)
1 j
∂h
∂x1

+ σ
(0)
2 j
∂h
∂x2

− h
∂σ

(0)
j3

∂x3
on x3 = 0, j = 1, 2, 3,

u+
i − u−

i = 0 on �. (8.10)

The boundary condition on the plane x3 = 0 for the first-order correction is an applied traction
that depends on the known topography and the stress state found solving the system (8.9).
Note also that the boundary conditions on the dislocation surface are completely satisfied in
the zero-order problem. This is, however, true only if the boundary conditions on the fault
are specified in terms of a displacement discontinuity. If the boundary condition is specified
in terms of tractions acting on the fault, then these boundary conditions would enter at all
values of H/L.

The boundary conditions in equation (8.10) simplify further by use of the equilibrium
equations to give

σ
(1)
j3 =

∂
(
hσ (0)

1 j

)
∂x1

+
∂
(
hσ (0)

2 j

)
∂x2

on x3 = 0, j = 1, 2,

σ
(1)
33 =

∂
(
hσ (0)

13

)
∂x1

+
∂
(
hσ (0)

23

)
∂x2

= 0, on x3 = 0, (8.11)

where σ (0)
13 and σ (0)

23 vanish everywhere on x3 = 0 by virtue of the boundary conditions at order
(H/L)0. The first-order correction is thus equivalent to distributed shear tractions on a half-
space (figure 8.2), the form of which depends on the topographic profile, h, and the stresses
induced by the dislocation source in a flat half-space. The salient point here is that the first-
order correction due to topographic effects is given in terms of quantities that are known after
solution of the “zero-order” problem.

There are two remaining steps. The first is to find the displacements u(1) on the plane
x3 = 0 by convolving the elastostatic Green’s tensors with the traction distributions given
by equations (8.11). Employing the notation for the Green’s tensors from chapter 3, u(1)
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becomes

u(1)
i (x1, x2, 0) =

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

{[
∂(hσ (0)

11 )
∂ξ1

+ ∂(hσ (0)
12 )

∂ξ2

]
g1i (x1, x2, 0; ξ1, ξ2, 0)

+
[
∂(hσ (0)

12 )
∂ξ1

+ ∂(hσ (0)
22 )

∂ξ2

]
g2i (x1, x2, 0; ξ1, ξ2, 0)

}
dξ1dξ2. (8.12)

Note that the superscript on the Green’s tensors refers to the direction of the point force,
whereas the superscript in parentheses on the displacement refers to the order of the term
in the power series expansion. From the results in chapter 3, the Mindlin Green’s functions
reduce to the following expressions when both the source point and the observation point act
on the free surface. For a force acting in the 1-direction,

g11 = 1
2πµ

[
(1 − ν)

r
+ νx21

r 3

]
,

g12 = ν

2πµ
x1x2
r 3

,

g13 = − (1 − 2ν)
2πµ

x1
r 2

r 2 = (x1 − ξ1)2 + (x2 − ξ2)2. (8.13)

Note that the Green’s functions for a force acting in the 2-direction are obtained simply by
exchanging x1 and x2, such that

g21 = 1
2πµ

[
(1 − ν)

r
+ νx22

r 3

]
,

g22 = ν

2πµ
x1x2
r 3

,

g23 = − (1 − 2ν)
2πµ

x2
r 2
. (8.14)

The correction term u(1)
i (x1, x2, 0) accounts for the nonhorizontal nature of the free surface but

is evaluated on the reference plane x3 = 0, not the actual free surface x3 = h. The second step is
thus to compute the displacements at the free surface x3 = h, again keeping the first two terms
in a Taylor series expansion:

ui (x1, x2, h) = u(0)
i (x1, x2, 0) + u(1)

i (x1, x2, 0) + h(x1, x2)
∂u(0)

i

∂x3
(x1, x2, 0). (8.15)

The expansion for the displacements (8.15) involves vertical derivatives of the zero-order
solution. Because we are primarily interested in deformation on the surface, we often have
expressions and/or numerical codes that are restricted to computing the elastic fields at the
free surface. It is straightforward, however, to eliminate the vertical derivatives. Consider, for
example, the term ∂u(0)

1 /∂x3. Note from Hooke’s law that σ13 = µ(∂u(0)
1 ∂x3 + ∂u(0)

3 ∂x1). Since
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the shear stress vanishes on the plane x3 = 0 in the zero-order problem by equation (8.9), it
follows that ∂u(0)

1 /∂x3 = −∂u(0)
3 /∂x1. A similar argument leads to ∂u(0)

3 /∂x3 = −(ν/1−ν)(∂u(0)
1 /∂x1 +

∂u(0)
2 /∂x2). In this way, equation (8.15) can be written as

ui (x1, x2, h) = u(0)
i (x1, x2, 0) + u(1)

i (x1, x2, 0) − h(x1, x2)
∂u(0)

3

∂xi
(x1, x2, 0), i = 1, 2,

u3(x1, x2, h) = u(0)
3 (x1, x2, 0) + u(1)

3 (x1, x2, 0) − ν

1 − ν
h(x1, x2)

∂u(0)
i

∂xi
(x1, x2, 0). (8.16)

8.1 Scaling Considerations
In a parallel analysis,McTigue and Segall (1988) showed that the two-dimensional plane strain
analogue of equation (8.12), for vertical displacement, is

u(1)
z (x, 0) = − (1 − 2ν)

4µ

∫ ∞

−∞
H(x−ζ ) ∂

∂ζ

[
h(ζ )σ (0)

xx (ζ, 0)
]
dζ, (8.17)

where H(η) = −1 for η<0, and H(η) = +1 for η>0. This can be integrated by parts to yield

u(1)
z (x, 0) = −1 − 2ν

2µ
h(x)σ (0)

xx (x, 0). (8.18)

From this result, it can be shown (problem 1) that

uz(x, h) = u(0)
z (x, 0) − h(x)ε(0)xx (x, 0), (8.19)

where ε(0)xx (x, 0) is the surface-parallel normal strain due to the dislocation source in a flat
half-space. This simple result reveals two interesting aspects of the topographic correction.
First, if the surface-parallel normal strain due to the half-space solution is positive (extension)
and topography is above the mean elevation (h > 0), then the effect of topography will be
to decrease the vertical displacement. In contrast, for compressive surface-parallel strain, the
effect of topography is to amplify the uplift in mountains. An important example of the
former effect is an inflating magma chamber beneath a volcano. Recall from chapter 7 that
an expanding center of dilatation produced surface-parallel extension above the source. For
a stratovolcano with elevated topography, we thus expect the topographic correction to be
negative—that is, a reduced uplift. The second point is that the topographic effect will be large
when the product h(x)ε(0)xx is large—that is, when the topography and the surface-parallel strain
are “in phase.” This occurs when the spatial scales of the deformation are comparable to the
spatial scales of the topography.

More generally, it can be anticipated that the interaction of the source-induced stress field,
σ
(0)
i j , with the surface topography, h, is strongest when the length scales over which they vary

along the surface are similar. Consider one of the equations in (8.11):

σ
(1)
13 = h

(
∂σ

(0)
11

∂x1
+ ∂σ

(0)
12

∂x2

)
+ σ

(0)
11
∂h
∂x1

+ σ
(0)
12
∂h
∂x2

. (8.20)

The stress gradient in the first two terms scales as µs/D2, where D is the characteristic
dimension of the source. For a point source, this would be the depth. On the other hand, the
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topographic slope in the last two terms, dh/dy scales like H/L. Therefore, the ratio of the first
two terms to the second two terms in equation (8.20) is of order L/D.

For a deep source (L/D � 1), the second group of terms in equation (8.20) dominates. This
simply states that the surface stress, σ (0)

i j , varies slowly compared to the topography, so that the
topography interacts with a locally uniform stress. For a shallow source (L/D � 1), the first
two terms in equation (8.20) dominate. In this case, the topography varies slowly compared
to the stress, and the stress interacts with a locally horizontal surface. Although the shallow
source brings the stress singularity near the surface, the stress falls off so rapidly that it does
not interact with the topography.

These dimensional arguments indicate a simple qualitative rule by which one can begin
to assess the importance of a topographic correction to modeled surface displacements. The
interaction of a source with the irregular surface is significant only when the characteristic
dimensions of the source are of the same order as the characteristic horizontal scale of the
topography. In addition, the effect is found to be insignificant if the stresses σ (0)

11 , σ
(0)
22 , and σ

(0)
12

are not in phase with the topography.

8.2 Implementation Considerations
The integrals (8.12) are convolutions and thus are efficiently performed in the Fourier domain.
To compute the influence of actual topography from digital elevation models (DEMs), it is
necessary to use numerical fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). In the transform domain, equation
(8.12) becomes

F(u(1)
i ) = −2π i

{[
k1F(hσ (0)

11 ) + k2F(hσ (0)
12 )
]
F(g1i ) +

[
k1F(hσ (0)

12 ) + k2F(hσ (0)
22 )
]
F(g2i )

}
. (8.21)

Here, we followWilliams andWadge (2000) and use the transform pairs (A.11). These authors
give the transforms of the Green’s functions:

F(g11) = 1
2πµ

k21 + k22 − νk21
k3

,

F(g12) = 1
2πµ

−νk1k2
k3

,

F(g13) = − (1 − 2ν)
2πµ

ik1
k2
,

F(g21) = F(g12),

F(g22) = 1
2πµ

k21 + k22 − νk22
k3

,

F(g23) = − (1 − 2ν)
2πµ

ik2
k2
, (8.22)

where

k2 = k21 + k22 . (8.23)

8.3 Center of Dilatation beneath a Volcano
Topographic effects can be significant for magma bodies beneath steep-sided volcanoes.
Consider, for example, a hypothetical Gaussian volcano, as shown in figure 8.3. The magma
body is modeled as a simple center of dilatation directly beneath the peak of the mountain
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Figure 8.3. A Gaussian volcano, with height h(r ) = h0 exp (−r 2/2σ 2) and σ = 5 km.

at a depth of 5 km. Figure 8.4 illustrates the displacements for different volcano heights and
fixed width. We see that relative to the half-space, the uplift is less on a topographic volcano.
This should not be a surprise, in that the mountain represents additional elastic material that
resists deformation. As the volcano height increases, the uplift begins to flatten out, and with
H/L>0.1, for a source at 5 km, localized subsidence occurs at the peak. The characteristic slope
at which this feature begins to appear depends on the depth to the pressure source.

Cayol andCornet (1998) have suggested that topographic effects on deformation have been
observed in interferometric SAR data from Mount Etna. Massonnet et al. (1995) first showed
that deformation of Mount Etna could be recorded by satellite interferometry. Their result
is shown in plate 9. A simple center of dilatation in a homogeneous half-space fits the data
reasonably well. There is a slight flattening of the fringe pattern at the top of the volcano
that is reminiscent of the topographic effect seen in figure 8.4. Cayol and Cornet (1998) show
that correcting for topography introduces the expected flattening. Their study employed a
boundary element procedure rather than the perturbation approach described here.

It should also be noted that the depth of the source in the half-space model is uncertain,
because it is not clear what elevation to assign to the equivalent half-space. The perturbation
analysis suggests that one should take the mean topography as the reference elevation. The
reference elevation thus depends on the distribution of measurement sites as well as the
topography.

8.4 Earth’s Sphericity
Over modest distance scales, we may think of the earth’s curvature as a minor perturbation
fromaflat half-space. Taking the planar free surface to be the tangent to the earth immediately
above the source, the effective topography due to the earth’s sphericity can be easily calculated
from figure 8.5. The radius of the earth is Re. If r measures the distance on the plane from the
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Figure 8.4. Vertical displacement resulting from a center of dilatation beneath the Gaussian volcano
of figure 8.3. Results are shown for different ratios of the topographic height-to-length scale of the
topography, here taken to be L = 2σ . Source depth is 5.0 km.

tangent point to an arbitrary observation point, then

z =
√

R2
e − r 2, (8.24)

where z is defined in figure 8.5. The effective topography −h is

−h = Re − z = Re −
√

R2
e − r 2,

≈ Re − Re

(
1 − r 2

2R2
e

)
,

h ≈ − r 2

2Re
, (8.25)

ReRe

r

h

z

Figure 8.5. Figure for computing the effective topography h due to earth curvature. Re is the earth’s
radius; r measures horizontal distance along the tangent plane.
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the approximation being valid for r 2/R2
e � 1. Note that the slope due to earth curvature is

dh
dr

= − r
Re
. (8.26)

For the first-order perturbation solution to be accurate, the slope must be reasonably small.
However, dh/dr < 0.1 even for distances of over 600 km from the surface projection of the
deformation source. For distances greater than this, the deformation is so small as to be
unmeasurable in all but extreme circumstances.

We must also account for the difference between the Cartesian displacement components
in a coordinate system with one axis perpendicular to the tangent plane and the spherical
displacement components. If the half-space solution is given in an x, y, z coordinate system,
where x is in the local east direction at the point of tangency, y is in the local north, and
z is perpendicular to the tangent plane, and the displacements in the spherical system are
measured in a radial, tangential, and vertical system connecting the point of tangency and
the observation point, then the spherical components uv, ur , and ut are given by

ur = −uz sin θ + (ux cos φ + uy sin φ) cos θ,

ut = uy cos φ − ux sin φ,

uv = uz cos θ + (ux cos φ + uy sin φ) sin θ. (8.27)

Here, ur is measured along a great circle connecting the observation point and the tangent
point, ut is orthogonal to this great circle, and uv is vertical (perpendicular to the sphere). The
angle φ is the counterclockwise angle between the x direction and the radial direction, and
θ is the angular distance between the observation point and the tangent point. If the distance
r ′ is measured along the spheroid, then θ = r ′/Re. Note that r is less than r ′ by a factor of
approximately 1/6(r ′/Re)2.

We compare the displacements computed using the first-order perturbation result with
calculations for a spherical earth model based on a spherical harmonic basis (Pollitz 1996).
The effects of earth curvature are significant only at large distance, and the deformations are
significant only at large distance for very deep sources. Thus, we compare the two methods
for a dislocation at a depth of 300 km in figure 8.6. The dislocation is effectively a point
strike-slip source, with vertical dip and 45-degree strike. The moment is 1.9 × 1019 N-m,
MW = 6.8.

The displacements in a spherical earth are slightly greater than those for a half-space
(figure 8.6) at distances in excess of approximately 250 km. This is sensible in that for the
spherical earth model, there is less elastic material resisting deformation relative to the half-
space model. From figure 8.6, we conclude that the perturbation method is accurate to
distances of at least 1,000 km. Thus, a corrected half-space result should be accurate for almost
all cases of interest. Calculations for crustal earthquakes indicate that corrections for earth
curvature are on the order of a few percent of the half-space displacements within a few
hundred kilometers of the fault.

8.5 Summary and Perspective
For the study of near-field deformation related to faults and volcanoes, topography and
earth curvature are generally second-order effects. There are important exceptions, however.
Topographic effects can be important in areas of steep slopes, especially where surface-parallel
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Figure 8.6. Comparison of a spherical model with the corresponding perturbation approximation.
Displacements (in meters) due to a point strike-slip fault at a depth of 300 km. The fault strikes
45 degrees, and the displacements are measured along a line trending east. Half-space result is shown
for comparsion. Calculations for a spherical earth courtesy of Fred Pollitz.

strains are in phase with the topography. We discuss a perturbation method that adds
a first-order correction due to irregular topography to the half-space solution. The first-
order correction should be reasonably accurate except in areas of extreme topographic slope.
The correction includes two terms: The first is due to vertical gradients in the half-space
displacements. The second is equivalent to distributed shear tractions on the surface of a half-
space and is most easily computed as a convolution with elastic Green’s tensors in the Fourier
domain.

A number of studies have examined the differences between spherical earth and half-space
models. In some cases, these comparisons have been complicated by assuming different elastic
structures (layered versus homogeneous) or different methods for incorporating gravitational
effects. Here, we isolate these different effects: elastic layering was examined in chapter 5, and
self-gravitation is examined in chapter 9. The aforementioned studies (e.g., Nostro et al. 1999)
confirm that earth curvature effects are generally small within a fewhundred kilometers of the
deformation source. The range of validity of half-spacemodels can be extended to the order of
1,000 kmby inclusion of a first-order correction for earth curvature. Clearly, half-spacemodels
are inappropriate when analyzing far-field data from the very largest M 9 earthquakes, such
as the 1960 Chilean and the 2004 Sumatra–Andaman Islands earthquakes. Breaking the fault
into segments and applying the first-order sphericity correction for each segment, however,
should lead to reasonable results at intermediate distances. Spherical earthmodels are required
at greater distances. Last, it should be kept in mind that viscoelastic relaxation will act to
diffuse deformation away from a fault rupture. For large events, this can lead to detectable
signals at even greater distances, increasing the importance of earth curvature.
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8.6 Problems
1. Show, using the boundary conditions in the reference half-space configuration, that the

plane strain analogue of equation (8.16) can be written as

uz(x, h) = u(0)
z (x, 0) + u(1)

z (x, 0) − ν

2µ
h(x)σ (0)

xx (x, 0). (8.28)

Using this result and equation (8.18), Hooke’s law, and boundary conditions, show that

uz(x, h) = u(0)
z (x, 0) − h(x)ε(0)xx (x, 0),

demonstrating equation (8.19).

2. Explore the effect of topography on the surface displacement for a two-dimensional
dipping fault employing the result in equation (8.19). Use the expression for the surface-
parallel normal strain due to a dipping edge dislocation given in equation (3.72). Choose
different topographic profiles, and explore when the topographic effect is significant.

3. Consider a plane strain center of dilatation, equivalent to a line of centers of dilatation
extending infinitely in and out of the plane. This provides a simple model of a horizontal
volcanic conduit. From the Melan Green’s functions in chapter 3, show that the uplift and
surface-parallel normal stress for a line of dilatation at x = 0, z = d are given by

u(0)
z (ξ, 0) = 2(1 − ν)�V

πd
1

1 + ξ2
,

σ (0)
xx (ξ, 0) = 4µ�V

πd2

(1 − ξ2)
(1 + ξ2)2

, (8.29)

where ξ = x/d, and �V is the change in volume per unit length (dimensions of length
squared). Next, consider the symmetric topographic profile

h(y) = H
1

1 + ξ2
. (8.30)

Show from these that the first-order correction to the vertical displacement due to topog-
raphy is

uz = −2(1 − ν)�V
πd

H
d

(1 − ξ2)
(1 + ξ2)3

. (8.31)

Plot results for different H/d.
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9
Gravitational Effects

It might strike the reader as strange that we have been able to put off a discussion of the
effects of gravity for so long. After all, gravity is a dominant force for problems on the scale
of the earth. Yet, up to this point, we have ignored all body forces, including gravity, in
writing the equilibrium equations. As you will see, the reason we have been able to get away
with this is that the preexisting stress state, prior to fault slip or magma chamber inflation,
equilibrates the gravitational body forces. Fault slip or magmatic intrusion perturbs this
equilibrium state, leading to changes in the elastic fields as well as the gravitational potential.
For many spatial and temporal scales of interest, the perturbations in the gravitational forces
are small relative to elastic stresses. However, at long spatial scales, gravitational terms cannot
be neglected relative to elastic terms in the equilibrium equations. Furthermore, as elastic
stresses relax due to viscoelastic processes, gravitational effects become more important and
must be taken into account. Last, deformation perturbs the gravitational potential, and
therefore the local gravitational acceleration. The change in local gravity can be measured
with repeated gravimetry. These measurements can be useful in the analysis of earthquakes
and quite important in the study of magmatic processes, where substantial mass movements
occur in the subsurface.

We will begin by treating the problem of a radially stratified earth following ideas that date
to Love (1911). Our treatment follows the standard approach in normal mode seismology, as
described for example in considerably more detail by Dahlen and Tromp (1998).

In the initial state, prior to fault slip or magma chamber inflation, we assume that the
density, gravitational potential, and stress are all functions of radius only. Thedensity structure
ρ0(r ) and gravitational potential φ0(r ) are related through Poisson’s equation:

∇2φ0 = ∂2φ0

∂r 2
+ 2

r
∂φ0

∂r
= 4πGρ0, (9.1)

where G is Newton’s universal gravitational constant, and r is the radial distance from the
earth’s center of mass. The gradient of the potential gives the local gravitational acceleration.
Assuming radial symmetry,

g = −∇φ0 = −∂φ0
∂r

r̂ = −g0r̂, (9.2)

where r̂ is a unit vector in the positive radial direction. Combining equations (9.1) and (9.2)
yields

1
r 2

∂

∂r

(
r 2g0

) = 4πGρ0, (9.3)
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which can be integrated to give

g0 = 4πG
r 2

∫ r

0
ρ0(r ′)r ′2dr ′. (9.4)

Noting that 4πr 2dr is the volume of a spherical shell, the acceleration due to gravity
in equation (9.4) is equivalent to g0 = GM(r )/r 2, where M(r ) is the mass enclosed in radius r .
If the limit of integration is taken to be the earth’s radius, then M = Me, the mass of the earth.

The equilibrium equations for the initial state are

∇ · σ 0 − ρ0g0r̂ = 0, (9.5)

where σ 0 is the stress in the initial state. Recalling equation (9.2), equations (9.5) become

∇ · σ 0 = ρ0∇φ0. (9.6)

We now consider small perturbations in density, gravitational potential, and stress about this
reference state

ρ = ρ0 + δρ,

φ = φ0 + δφ,

σ = σ 0 + δσ,

ξ = x + u. (9.7)

Note that the displacement u is measured relative to the prestressed reference state, as in
equation (9.5), rather than relative to the completely undeformed state. Substituting equation
(9.7) into the continuity equation (1.92) and keeping only first-order terms yields

∂δρ

∂t
+ ∇ ·

(
ρ0
∂u
∂t

)
= 0, (9.8)

since the density in the undeformed state ρ0 is not time varying. Integrating with respect to
time yields

δρ = −∇ · (ρ0u) = −
[
ρ0(∇ · u) + ur

∂ρ0

∂r

]
. (9.9)

The first term on the right-hand side, the divergence of the displacement field, equals the
volumetric strain—a positive volume strain causing a decrease in density. The second term is
the change indensity due to the radial displacement of preexistingdensity gradients. If density
decreases with radius, then a radial outward displacement causes an increase in density in this
Eulerian formulation. (In a Lagrangian formulation, the change in density is δρL = −ρ0[∇ ·u].)
Similarly, the perturbed gravitational potential, also in a Eulerian representation, is given by

∇2δφ = 4πGδρ. (9.10)
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Making use of equations (9.7), the equilibrium equations in the final, perturbed state, includ-
ing the body force representation of a point dislocation source (as in chapter 3), become

∇ · (σ 0 + δσ E ) − (ρ0 + δρ)∇(φ0 + δφ) = M · ∇δ(x − xs), (9.11)

where the superscript E has been added as a reminder that this is a Eulerian description of
the equilibrium equations, and thus the stress tensor is a Eulerian Cauchy stress. Also, M is
the seismic moment tensor, and xs is the source location. Ignoring second-order terms and
making use of equation (9.6) yields

∇ · δσ E − ρ0∇δφ − δρ∇φ0 = M · ∇δ(x − xs). (9.12)

To relate the stresses and strains through Hooke’s law requires a Lagrangian stress because
the elastic properties refer to a parcel of material. Recall from equation (1.89) that for small
displacements, the Lagrangian stress can be related to the Eulerian stress via δσ = δσ E +u·∇σ 0,
where we forgo the superscript on the Lagrangian stress, as this will be the stress tensor we use
from here on. Thus, equations (9.12) become

∇ · δσ − ∇ · (u · ∇σ 0) − ρ0∇δφ − δρ∇φ0 = M · ∇δ(x − xs). (9.13)

At this stage of the analysis, it is simplest to assume that the preexisting stress field within the
earth is isotropic, as in a purely radial symmetric earth (equation [9.5])—that is, σ 0

i j = −p0δi j .
This is of course not strictly true, since the earth does support deviatoric stresses, but it
is perhaps not an unreasonable approximation. Given this approximation, equations (9.13)
become

∇ · δσ + ∇(u · ∇ p0) − ρ0∇δφ − δρ∇φ0 = M · ∇δ(x − xs). (9.14)

The second term is often referred to as the advected prestress, as it is the preexisting stress
carried to the observation point by the deformation. Love (1911) was the first to recognize the
importance of this term, noting that the stress at the point (x, y, z) includes “the pressure in
the initial state which is displaced to (x, y, z) when the body is strained.”

For a hydrostatically prestressed earth, the equilibrium equations in the initial state (9.6)
are simply ∇ p0 + ρ0∇φ0 = 0. Thus, equations (9.14) become

∇ · δσ − ∇ρ0(u · ∇φ0) − ρ0∇δφ − δρ∇φ0 = M · ∇δ(x − xs). (9.15)

At this point, it would be useful to verify that the signs on the body force terms are
physically sensible. The third term in equation (9.15) is sometimes referred to as the self-
gravity, as it represents an effective force due to the change in gravitational potential caused by
deformation. The vertical component of this term can be written as −ρ0δg r̂, illustrating that
an increase in the local vertical gravitational acceleration leads to a body force in the negative
r direction (downward). Similarly, the fourth term in equation (9.15) can be written as −δρg0r̂,
indicating that an increase in density also leads to a downward body force.

Making use of equation (9.2), equation (9.15) can be written as

∇ · δσ − ∇(g0ρ0ur ) − ρ0∇δφ − δρg0r̂ = M · ∇δ(x − xs), (9.16)
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where u · r̂ = ur . Together with the equation for the perturbing potential (9.10), the equation
for the density change (9.9), and Hooke’s law, these are 11 equations in the 11 unknowns:
δσi j , ui , δρ, and δφ.

9.1 Nondimensional Form of Equilibrium Equations
Before proceeding further, we will nondimensionalize the equilibrium equations following
Pollitz (1997) to better understand the magnitude of the various effects. As it happens, we
will expand equation (9.16) so that it looks considerably more complicated; however, this
will facilitate our understanding of the magnitude of the various terms. In order to keep the
notation compact, we will replace δσ with σ ; it should be understood that σ represents the
change in the Lagrangian stress from an equilibrated reference state.

The advected prestress, the second term in equation (9.16), can be expanded as

−∇(urρ0g0) = −urρ0∇g0 − g0∇(urρ0). (9.17)

Also, from equations (9.1) and (9.2), we can write the gradient of the gravitational accelera-
tion as

∇g0 =
(
4πGρ0 − 2

r
g0

)
r̂, (9.18)

so that

−∇(urρ0g0) = −4πGρ2
0ur r̂ + 2urρ0g0

r
r̂ − g0∇(urρ0). (9.19)

Thus, making use of equation (9.9), the equilibrium equations (9.16) can be written as

∇ · σ − 4πGρ2
0ur r̂ + 2urρ0g0

r
r̂ − ρ0g0∇ur − ρ0∇δφ + ρ0g0(∇ · u)r̂ = M · ∇δ(x − xs). (9.20)

We now proceed to write equations (9.20) in nondimensional form. The displacements
are sensibly scaled by the fault slip s, so we define the dimensionless displacement as ũ = u/s.
Similarly, a characteristic stress is µs/d, where d is a characteristic distance, typically a fault
dimension or source depth. Distances are also scaled by d, such that ∇̃ = d∇. From equations
(9.9) and (9.10), we note that ∇δφ scales with 4πGρ0s, so that in summary, the dimensionless
variables are

ũ = u
s
,

σ̃ = σd
µs
,

∇̃δφ̃ = ∇δφ
4πGρ0s

. (9.21)

Substituting equation (9.21) into (9.20) leads to

µs
d2

∇̃ · σ̃ − 4πGρ2
0s ũr r̂ + 2ρ0g0s

d
ũr
r̃
r̂ − ρ0g0s

d
∇̃ũr − 4πGρ2

0s∇̃δφ̃

+ρ0g0s
d

(∇̃ · ũ)r̂ = µAs
d4

M̃∇̃δ(x − xs), (9.22)
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Figure 9.1. Magnitude of little g (β) and big G (α) gravity effects relative to elasticity as a function of
spatial scale.

where A ∼ d2 is the fault area, and M̃ is the dimensionlessmoment tensor density. Introducing
the dimensionless constants

α = 4πGρ2
0d

2

µ
,

β = ρ0g0d
µ

, (9.23)

equations (9.22) become

∇̃ · σ̃ − αũr r̂ + 2β
ũr
r̃
r̂ − β∇̃ũr − α∇̃δφ̃ + β(∇̃ · ũ)r̂ = M̃ · ∇̃δ(x − xs). (9.24)

Choosing values for the parameters G = 6.7 × 10−11 Nm2 kg−2, ρ0 = 2.7 × 103 kg/m3, and
µ = 3 × 1010 N/m2, we find that α = 2 × 10−7d2 and β = 9 × 10−4d, where d is measured
in kilometers. Thus, for small length scales d, both the “big G” (α) and “little g” (β) terms are
small, and the dislocation source terms are balanced by the elastic stresses; both are order unity
(figure 9.1). Note, however, that for a viscoelastic rheology, the shear stresses relax such that at
times long compared to the relaxation time of the medium, the dislocation source terms are
increasingly balanced by gravitational forces.

For greater distances, the little g terms become more significant; β is of order unity at
distances of approximately 1,000 km (figure 9.1). At even greater distances, the big G terms be-
come important. However, for most coseismic applications where we consider displacements
tens of km to at most a few hundred km from the fault, big G terms are safely neglected
and even the little g effects are small. For the very largest earthquakes, where displacements
have been measured thousands of kilometers from the fault, even the big G terms should be
included.
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Figure 9.2. Sign of restoring gravitational force for ρ0g0∇uz.

The dimensional analysis shows that it is often reasonable to retain only the elastogravita-
tional terms proportional to β and to write the equilibrium equations as

∇ · σ + 2ρ0g0
ur
r
r̂ − ρ0g0[∇ur − (∇ · u)r̂] = m∇δ(x − xs). (9.25)

If we restrict attention to the neighborhood of the earth’s surface, then ur /r � ∇ur and can be
neglected. Eliminating this term is equivalent to taking the limit that r → ∞ and replacing the
spherical earthmodelwith a half-space. Tomake this explicit, switch to aCartesian coordinate
system with z downward. This changes the sign on the gradient operator as well as the unit
vector, so that equation (9.25) becomes

∇ · σ + ρ0g0 [∇uz − (∇ · u)êz] = M · ∇δ(x − xs). (9.26)

It is worth reiterating the approximations made to derive equation (9.26). Specifically,
big G terms proportional to α were neglected. This eliminated self-gravitation, the effect of
changes in gravitational potential on equilibrium, as well as one contribution resulting from
gradients in g0. Second, we ignored earth curvature, adopting a half-space approximation,
which eliminates the other term due to gradients in g0.

Before continuing, we examine the sign of the two elastogravitational terms in equation
(9.26). The second is proportional to the divergence of the displacement field, or volumetric
strain. A positive volumetric strain, or a reduction in density, yields a body force acting in the
negative z direction or vertically upward. Conversely, an increase in density results in a force
acting in the positive z direction. The first term leads to forces acting in both the horizontal
and vertical directions. For example, in figure 9.2, the surface is perturbed upward, resulting in
a positive strain ∂uz/∂z. According to equation (9.26), the force acts in the positive zdirection—
that is, downward. The sign of the force in the x direction is outward on either side of the
uplift. The ρ0g0∇uz term thus represents a restoring force acting on surfaces that are no longer
in hydrostatic equilibrium.

Equation (9.24) also holds for volcanic sources. In this case, we interpret d to be the
characteristic dimension of the magma body and s to be the characteristic displacement
on the wall of the magma chamber. The equivalent seismic moment, from equation (7.24),
is thus given by µ	V/d3. But the volume change scales with sd2, so the source term in
equation (9.24) is also order unity for volcanic sources. The implication is that, as in the
earthquake case, elastogravitational effects are negligible at the short distance scales normally
associated with volcano deformation monitoring. With increasing time, however, as shear
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stresses relax, gravitational effects will become more significant. It is also useful to consider
the mass of magma transported from the mantle into a crustal reservoir. The mass addition
leads to a term in the equilibrium equations that scales with ρmg0d/µ, where ρm is the magma
density. For elastic deformation, this ratio is small (order 10−3 for length scales of order 1 km),
and the expansion of the magma chamber leads to uplift, as analyzed in chapter 7. At times
long compared to the relaxation time of the lower crust or upper mantle, however, the mass
loading becomesmore important, and the weight of the intrudedmagmamay ultimately lead
to subsidence.

9.2 Inclusion in Propagator Matrix Formulation
We can now consider including the effects of gravity, according to equation (9.26), in a plane
strain propagator matrix formulation. Recall from chapter 5 that in three dimensions, the
problem can be separated into a 4 × 4 system and a 2 × 2 system. Since the 2 × 2 antiplane
system contains neither vertical displacements nor vertical body forces, it suffices to focus on
the 4 × 4 plane strain system. From equation (9.26), the stress displacement vector v(z) again
satisfies dv(z)/dz = Av(z), with Anow given by

A =



0 k 1/µ 0

−kλ
λ+ 2µ

0 0
1

λ+ 2µ
4µk2 (λ+ µ)
λ+ 2µ

kρg 0
kλ

λ+ 2µ

kρg 0 −k 0


. (9.27)

We proceed as before to find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A. There are now four distinct
eigenvalues, given by

ω = ±|k|
[
1 ± ρg

k
√
µ(λ+ 2µ)

]1/2
. (9.28)

Recall that without gravity, there were two degenerate eigenvalues ±|k|, so equation (9.28)
reduces to the nongravitational elastic solution for g = 0. The boundary condition that the
displacements decaywith increasing depth requires that the real part of two of the eigenvalues
be negative. For large wavenumbers (small wavelength), this condition is satisfied. However,
for sufficiently small wavenumber, two eigenvalues become purely imaginary, and only
one satisfies the condition that �(ω) < 0. For a Poisson solid (ν = 0.25), there is only a single
decaying solution when ρg/

√
3µk > 1. Choosing parameter values given in the previous sec-

tion, this occurs for wavelengths of ∼1.25 × 104 km, roughly the diameter of the earth. At
these distance scales, big G terms are significant (figure 9.1), and earth curvature certainly
can no longer be neglected. Generally, static elastic displacements due to earthquakes are
nonnegligible only for distance scales much shorter than this critical wavelength, and this
problem is not a practical limitation. This issue does become significant, however, when
we consider viscoelastic deformation. For a Maxwell material, the shear modulus µ → 0
as t → ∞, eventually leading to a loss of regularity for all wavenumbers k. This problem is
one with considerable history. Love (1911) considered a homogeneous spherical, elastic,
self-gravitating earth and showed that for sufficiently small µ, the earth is gravitationally
unstable. We will return to the issue of gravitational stability in the context of viscoelastic
models in section 9.4.
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Figure 9.3. Gravitational effects for elastic dislocations. The left side compares three solutions for
a 30-degree dipping fault with downdip width of 50 km and 10 m of slip: the solution using
the elastogravitational equations (9.27), the approximate “surface gravity” solution, and the elastic
solution with no gravity. The differences are generally not visible at this scale. The right side shows the
elastogravitational solution and approximate “surface gravity” solutions relative to the nongravitational
elastic solution. ν = 0.25.

The eigenvectors of equation (9.27) corresponding to the eigenvalues (9.28) are

V =


µk2 − (λ+ 2µ)ω2

(λ+ µ)kω − ρgk

−µω[(λ+ 2µ)ω2 + k2λ] + µk2ρg

(λ+ 2µ)kω(µω − ρg) + µk3λ

 . (9.29)

The solution method now follows precisely the approach laid out in chapter 5, with the
exception that the solutions to the homogeneous equations make use of the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors given by equations (9.28) and (9.29).

Figure 9.3 compares the elastogravitational solution to the nongravitational elastic so-
lution for a crustal thrust fault with 10 meters of slip. The downdip fault width is 50 km
(figure 9.3, lower left). Notice that while the effects are small—only a few percent of the
maximum displacement, as predicted by the dimensional analysis—they could in principle
be detected with modern instrumentation such as GPS or InSAR. For example, with 10
meters of slip, corresponding to 4 meters of uplift, the gravitational effects are of the order
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of 12 cm or less. It could, however, be quite difficult to distinguish the gravitational effect
from other effects such as depth variations in elastic properties, nonuniform slip, and so on.
For the largest magnitude 9 earthquakes, however, gravitational effects should be readily
detected.

9.3 Surface Gravity Approximation
If we return to equation (9.26) and ignore buoyancy forces (ρ0g0∇ · u = 0), the equilibrium
equations reduce to

∇ · (σ + ρ0g0uzI ) = M · ∇δ(x − xs), (9.30)

where I is a 3×3 identity. Notice that by defining a new stress σ ∗ = σ+ρ0g0uzI , the equilibrium
equations (9.30) reduce to ∇ · σ ∗ = M · ∇δ(x − xs). The corresponding normal boundary
condition on σ ∗ at the free surface is

σ ∗
zz(z = 0) = σzz(z = 0) + ρ0g0uz(z = 0) = ρ0g0uz(z = 0). (9.31)

This suggests an approximate solution inwhichwe employ the bynow familiar elastic solution
but replace the boundary condition at the free surface with one in which the vertical stress is
proportional to the vertical displacement σ ∗

zz(z = 0) = ρ0g0uz(z = 0). Recall that z is positive
downward, so a positive displacement (subsidence) causes a tensile restoring traction at the
free surface that acts to pull the free surface up. This approach can be implemented in a
convenient way as follows (e.g., Matsu’ura and Sato 1989). Recall from equation (5.120) that
the stress-displacement vector at the free surface can be written symbolically as

v(z = 0) = P(0, H)Vc + P(0, zs)fs, (9.32)

where P(0, H) and P(z, zs) are propagator matrices that carry the solution from the top of
the half-space at depth H and the source depth, zs, respectively. V is a matrix of eigenvec-
tors, c are coefficients determined by the boundary conditions, and fs is the source vector.
Premultiplying the right-hand side by amatrix G, defined by

G =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 −ρg 0 1

 , (9.33)

gives the two boundary conditions from the last two equations, σ ∗
12 = 0 and σ ∗

22 − ρguz = 0.
Thus, this surface gravity approximation is implemented, simply by premultiplying the
propagators that carry the solution to the free surface by thematrix G.

Figure 9.3 compares the elastogravitational solution to the approximate surface gravity
approximation for a 30-degree dipping fault with downdip width of 50 km and a half-space
with ν = 0.25. The surface gravity approximation captures abouthalf of the gravitational effect
and is somewhatmore localizednear the fault compared to the full elastogravitational solution
based on equation (9.27). As expected, the surface gravity approximation becomes more
accurate as the Poisson’s ratio approaches 0.5; as the rock becomes incompressible, buoyancy
effects diminish.
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9.4 Gravitational Effects in Viscoelastic Solutions
Weproceed as before with the nongravitational viscoelastic solution as in chapter 6, where we
employed the correspondence principle to relate the elasticmoduli to appropriate functions in
the Laplace domain. From equation (9.28), however, a problem exists for a Maxwell material
in the limit as t → ∞, where the resistance to shear strain vanishes. As noted previously, as
µ → 0, there are no longer two independent solutions that decay as a function of depth. Two
eigenvalues become imaginary such that, rather than two decaying solutions, one becomes
purely oscillatory in z. This is sometimes referred to as the stability margin, and eventually
happens for all wavenumbers k, so that we cannot appeal to the fact that we are interested
only inmodest spatial scales, as can be argued in the elastogravitational case.

A related problem is that the eigenvectors in equation (9.29) contain square root functions
and thus involve branch cuts. It can be shown (see problem 1) that at the stability margin, a
branch cut appears on the positive real axis. The Bromwich integration path for the inverse
Laplace transform (appendix A, equation [A.19]) should stay to the right of any singularities.
Poles along the positive real axis correspond to negative relaxation times; the displacements
associated with these poles grow, rather than decay, exponentially with time. Integration
around the branch cut on the positive axis results in so-called growth modes.

What is going on? The stability problem appears as the resistance to shear relaxes. This
suggests that some insight can be gained by considering the equilibrium equations (9.26)
in the limit of vanishing shear modulus. In this limit, λ = K , where K is the bulk modulus.
In Cartesian coordinates, balance of forces in the limit µ → 0 in both the x and z directions
reduces to

K
∂(∇ · u)
∂x

+ ρ0g0
∂uz

∂x
= 0, (9.34a)

K
∂(∇ · u)
∂z

+ ρ0g0
∂uz

∂z
− ρ0g0∇ · u = 0, (9.34b)

assuming that horizontal gradients in ρ0 and g0 vanish. Differentiating equation (9.34a) with
respect to z and equation (9.34b) with respect to x and combining yields

∂

∂x

[
ρ0g0∇ · u + uz

∂

∂z
ρ0g0

]
= 0. (9.35)

If, as is common in half-space earth models, the initial density and reference gravity are
assumed to be independent of depth, then equilibrium requires that the volumetric strain∇ ·u
be independent of horizontal position. This will generally be inconsistent with the strains
generated by a fault in the overlying elastic plate. This incompatibility in equation (9.35)
vanishes if thematerial is incompressible,∇·u = 0, or the buoyancy term, ρ0g0∇·u, is neglected
in the equations of motion.

Interestingly, the same behavior occurs for a spherical earth model, even retaining the so-
called big G terms in the equilibrium equations (Longman 1963), demonstrating that this
behavior is not a consequence of the half-space approximation or the neglect of self-gravity
terms in the equilibrium equations. We leave it as an exercise (see problem 2) to show that a
similar analysis of the fully relaxed equilibrium equations in spherical coordinates yields

(
dρ0
dr

+ ρ2
0g0
K

)
(∇ · u) = 0. (9.36)
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Thus, either the material must be incompressible or the initial density gradient must satisfy
the Adams-Williamson equation:

dρ0
dr

= −ρ
2
0g0
K

. (9.37)

The Adams-Williamson equation (9.37) expresses the density gradient due to self-compression
and is simply derived using the chain-rule:

dρ
dr

= dρ
dp

dp
dr

= ρ

K
dp
dr

= −ρ
2g
K
. (9.38)

The second step follows from the definition of the compressibility (inverse of the bulk
modulus); the third from hydrostatic equilibrium.

Evidently the homogenous, self-gravitating viscoelastic model is gravitationally unstable
in the following sense. If material is pushed downward, it will be compressed and thus will
increase in density. If the adjacent deeper rocks are not sufficiently dense, due to the ambient
density gradient, there will be a net downward force, and the material sinks unstably. This is,
in effect, a Rayleigh-Taylor instability, as discussed by Plag and Jüttner (1995).

The preceding argument is made quantitative by considering the Brunt-Väisälä frequency
(e.g., Dahlen and Tromp 1998, p. 262). If a parcel of material is displaced adiabatically upward
by an amount ur , the density changes by dρ = −ρ2

0g0ur /K , as in equation (9.38). Meanwhile,
the ambient density at the new depth differs by dρamb = ur (dρ0/dr ), leading to a buoyancy
force (dρamb − dρ)g0 = −ρ0N2ur , where N2 is the square of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency:

N2 = −g0
ρ0

(
dρ0
dr

+ ρ2
0g0
K

)
. (9.39)

Balancing the buoyancywith inertia leads to an equation ofmotion ∂2u/∂t2+N2ur = 0, which
has solutions of the form exp(±iNt). Thus, if N2 > 0, a displaced parcel of fluid oscillates with
frequency N; however, for N2 < 0, a small displacement grows exponentially in time, implying
that the initial density distribution is inherently unstable. For N = 0, the displaced parcel is
gravitationally stable.

The important point here is that from equation (9.39), a homogeneous medium (dρ0/dr =
0) is always unstable, so an equilibrium fully relaxed Maxwell limit does not exist. A number
of strategies have been employed to overcome this limitation, as discussed in the following
sections.

9.4.1 Incompressible Half-Space
There is no stability problem for a homogeneous incompressible half-space, for which
1/K = 0, and the Brunt-Väisälä frequency is zero (equation [9.39]). It is left as an exercise
(problem 3) to show that for an incompressible plane-layered medium, the governing equa-
tions are represented by the standard linear formwith

A =


0 k 1/µ 0

−k 0 0 0

4µk2 ρgk 0 k

ρgk 0 −k 0

 , (9.40)
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and the eigenvalues are given by ±|k|, as was the case for the nongravitational problem.
Linearly independent generalized eigenvectors are given by the Jordan decomposition:

 =



1
−2kµ± ρg

∓1
k(2kµ∓ ρg)

1
±2kµ− ρg

0

∓2kµ
2kµ∓ ρg

−2µ
k(2kµ∓ ρg)

1 0


, (9.41)

where the top symbol applies to the +k solution and vice versa. The limit of these solutions as
µ → 0 leads to the fully relaxed Maxwell viscoelastic limit. The displacement stress vector can
be constructed from any linearly independent set of eigenvectors. It is thus possible to show
that in the limit µ → 0, equations (9.41) can be written as

 =


0 1

−1 0
0 0
ρg 0

 . (9.42)

As expected, the shear stress vanishes in both eigenvectors. The first expresses hydrostatic
equilibrium σzz = −ρguz. The second shows that in the fully relaxed limit, the horizontal dis-
placements are decoupled from the vertical displacement and stress.

Following the usual procedure and making use of the correspondence principle leads to
generalized solutions in the Laplace transform domain. Recalling that we can scale each of the
eigenvectors by arbitrary constants:

V =


−sgn(k)(s + β)

(s + β)
k

−(s + β) 0

2kµs −2sgn(k)µs

sgn(k)2kµs + ρg(s + β) 0


. (9.43)

It is now possible to follow the procedure of chapter 6 and analytically invert the Laplace
transforms. For an incompressible half-space, the determinant is quadratic in s, and there are
two relaxation times for each wavenumber. The relaxation spectrum is shown in figure 9.4.
Recall that for a Poisson layer and half-space (ν = 0.25), neglecting gravitational effects, there
were three relaxation modes. Without gravity, both incompressible relaxation times become
unbounded at small wavenumber. With gravity, however, one of the modes reaches a
maximum relaxation time at kH ∼= 1/2 and decreases for smaller wavenumbers. The effect of
gravity is thus to accelerate the decay of the longwavelength components of the displacement
field.

9.4.2 No-Buoyancy Approximation
The incompressible half-space is well behaved; however, it is restrictive to assume that deeper
materials are incompressible, ν = 0.5. A variant that has been (not commonly) used in surface
loading calculations (e.g., post-glacial rebound, which are in fact the same as the problems
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Figure 9.4. Relaxation spectrum for a fault in an elastic gravitating layer overlying a gravitating incom-
pressible viscoelastic half-space (solid line). For comparison, results are shown for an incompressible
half-space without gravity (dashed line) and for the nongravitational model in chapter 6 with ν = 0.25
(dotted line).

considered here except for the fact that the loads are applied at the earth’s surface rather than
in the earth’s interior) is to ignore the buoyancy term (ρ0g0∇ · u) in the equation of motion for
the half-space, while retaining general compressible elastic constants. It should be recalled,
however, that dimensional analysis suggests that the buoyancy term is comparable to the
ρ0g0∇uz term (both proportional to β), so excluding one at the expense of the other is difficult
to justify.

Klemann et al. (2003) show that for a half-space, neglecting buoyancy in the equilibrium
equations leads to eigenvalues±k,−k[(1 + ε2)1/2+ε], and k[(1 + ε2)1/2−ε], where ε = ρg/2k(λ+
2µ). These eigenvalues are well behaved in the limit that µ → 0. The square roots introduce
branch cuts, which necessitate numerical integration of the Bromwich integral; however, in
this case, the branch cuts are restricted to the negative half-plane. An even simpler approach
is to employ the surface gravity approximation, in which the half-space eigenvalues do not
explicitly include gravity. This approximation ignores the buoyancy terms in the equation of
motion for both the layer and the half-space. We also expect this solution to be well-behaved
in the fully relaxed limit.

9.4.3 Wang Approach
Wang (2005; note erratum in 2007) suggested an approach for including buoyancy effects. He
includes the term −urρ0dg0/dr in the equilibrium equations, which is generally excluded in
half-space calculations based on dimensional arguments. He further assumes the product ρ0g0
to be constant, such that dg0/dr = −(g0/ρ0)dρ/dr , and that the Adams-Williamson density
gradient holds. Combining the various expressions yields an additional body force, in the
equilibrium equations, to be added to equation (9.26):

−ρ
2
0g

2
0ur
K

êr. (9.44)
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It is worth pointing out that from the discussion preceding equation (9.39), the term (9.44) is
exactly equal inmagnitude and opposite in sign to the buoyancy force in the limit dρ0/dr = 0.
Thus, we expect that the fully relaxed limit including the term (9.44) will be identical to the
solution ignoring buoyancy forces, and this is confirmed by numerical calculations. This is of
course a consequence of the density gradient satisfying the Adams-Williamson relation.

Including equation (9.44) in the governing equations yields eigenvalues

ω = ±
[
k2 + 2

3

(
k2g ± kg

√
k2g − k2

)]1/2
, (9.45)

where the gravitational wavenumber is given by kg = ρg/[4K (λ+ 2µ)/3]1/2. Notice that kg
remains finite in the limit that the shear modulus vanishes. For k > kg , the eigenvalues (9.45)
are complex; however, the real part is nonzero for all k, so in contrast to the standard gra-
vitational case (9.28), there are decaying solutions with increasing depth. The eigenvectors
corresponding to the two decaying solutions are complex conjugates. Because the boundary
conditions at z = 0 are real, this implies that the unknown coefficients are also complex. Last,
it should be noted that the self-gravity terms, which have been ignored inWang’s analysis, are
of the same order of magnitude as the ∇g term he includes.

A final approach that has been advocated with spherical earth models is to return to the
nominal full-gravity equations (9.26), but to exclude the growth modes, corresponding to
poles in the positive half-plane, from the Bromwich integral. This is not possible for half-space
models because (as seen in problem 1) one branch cut extends from the origin to positive
values along the real axis. Thus, any Bromwich contour that includes the pole at the origin
but attempts to exclude the growthmodes would cross the branch cut.

9.4.4 Comparison of Different Viscoelastic Models
Figures 9.5, 9.6, and 9.7 compare gravitational viscoelastic solutions for a 30-degree dipping
thrust fault that cuts completely through a 50-km-thick elastic layer. The fault width in
the downdip direction is thus 100 km. Only the postseismic component of the vertical
displacement fields are shown. For the no-buoyancy and Wang (2005) approaches, branch
cuts must be introduced. For these calculations, a numerical Laplace inversion algorithm
due to Hollenbeck (1998) based on the method of de Hoog and others (1982) was employed.
Because the Laplace inversion was computed for each Fourier mode and the Laplace inversion
algorithm expects the function in the time domain to be real, it was necessary to inverse
Laplace transform the real and the imaginary parts of the Fourier transformed displacements
separately.

From figure 9.5, it is apparent that at t = tR , where tR is the Maxwell relaxation time, the
surface gravity and no-buoyancy approximations are very similar—both exhibit subsidence
relative to the nongravitational solution. This indicates that buoyancy within the elastic layer
is not significant. The Wang approach exhibits enhanced subsidence at long wavelengths
relative to the previous approximations. The incompressible case is substantially different
from the other approximations, in large part because the different elastic structure results in a
different coseismic stress distribution, and therefore different time-dependent flow at depth.

After five Maxwell relaxation times, t/tR = 5 (figure 9.6), the viscoelastic displacements
have increased, and gravitational effects become more important. At this stage, there is
practically no difference between the surface gravity and no-buoyancy approximations.
These approximations account for roughly half of the gravitational contribution seen in the
Wang approximation. The difference between the Wang and surface gravity/no-buoyancy
approximations amounts to roughly 2% of the slip, which for an extremely large earthquake
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Figure 9.5. Effect of gravity in a viscoelastic solution comparing different approximations. The vertical
viscoelastic displacement, excluding the elastic coseismic contribution, is shown per meter of slip for
a 30-degree dipping thrust fault that cuts completely through a 50-km-thick elastic layer. t/tR = 1.
Distances are normalized by the elastic layer thickness. Five solutions are shown. No gravity: Excludes
all gravitational effects. Surface gravity: Excludes buoyancy in both the layer and the half-space and
applies the gravitational restoring force at the free surface (section 9.3). Incompressible: Assumes
an incompressible half-space. No buoyancy: Ignores ρ0g0∇· u in the equilibrium equations for
the half-space (section 9.4.2). Wang: Designates the approach of Wang (2005), as discussed in
section 9.4.3.
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Figure 9.6. Effect of gravity on viscoelastic solutions at t/tR = 5, comparing different approximations.
Notation is the same as in figure 9.5.
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Figure 9.7. Effect of gravity on viscoelastic solutions at t/tR = 20, comparing different approximations.
Notation is the same as in figure 9.5.

with 10 to 20 meters of slip is well within the range of what can be measured geodetically.
Last, after 20 relaxation times (figure 9.7), there is practically no difference between the surface
gravity, no-buoyancy, and Wang approximations, showing as expected that these solutions
all converge to the same fully relaxed limit. The incompressible solution appears to be quite
different; however, it is important to note that the coseismic elastic displacements are also
different. We show next that the cumulative fully relaxed response is similar for all four
solutions.

9.4.5 Relaxed Viscoelastic Response
The response over long periods of time is of considerable interest, particularly when consider-
ing cycles of repeating earthquakes, as in chapter 12. Figure 9.8 compares the behavior at long
times for the incompressible half-space and the surface gravity approximation, including both
the elastic and viscoelastic response. At short times, the two solutions are different because the
elastic properties of the underlyinghalf-space are different; in the incompressible case, ν = 0.5,
whereas in the surface gravity approximation, ν = 0.25. The elastic layer is a Poisson solid
(ν = 0.25) in both cases. As time progresses, both the hanging wall and the foot wall subside,
and the difference between the two solutions diminishes so that in the fully relaxed limit, they
are identical.

Gravitational restoring forces inhibit long-wavelength vertical motions such that vertical
displacements are restricted to the region near the fault as stresses relax. Contrast this
with the viscoelastic solutionwithout gravity (see figure 6.25), where as t → ∞, the entire foot
wall subsided and the entire hanging wall uplifted in a rigid body offset. The horizontal
displacements (not shown) are not surprisingly less influenced by gravity; the fully relaxed
response is a step function withmotion inward toward the fault.

Figure 9.9 illustrates the fully relaxed response for an earthquake that cuts the full elastic
layer, comparing the surface gravity andWang (2005) approximations. In this limit, theWang
and surface gravity results are essentially indistinguishable. The incompressible and surface
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Figure 9.8. Effect of gravity on the vertical displacements for four different dimensionless times. Two
solutions are shown: one for an incompressible half-space overlaid by a Poisson elastic layer, the second
a surface gravity approximation for a Poisson elastic layer overlying a Poisson half-space. The difference
in elastic properties causes the short time response to differ. With increasing time, the effects of gravity
become increasingly important, and the differences between the two solutions diminish.

gravity models also agree in the fully relaxed state. That the three models yield the same
fully relaxed response is expected, since the Wang approach explicitly negates the effects of
buoyancy in the relaxed limit.

9.5 Changes in Gravity Induced by Deformation
Temporal changes in gravity provide additional information that is not available from surface
displacement or strain data. Gravity changes are sensitive to changes in subsurface mass
distribution as well as deformation. There has been a resurgence of interest in using gravity
measurements in volcano and tectonic studies. Part of the reason for this interest relates
to advances in instrumentation. Careful use of spring-type gravimeters can measure g to a
precision of 5 to 10 µGals, where one µGal = 10−8 m/s2. Newer automated gravimeters may
provide higher sensitivity. Absolute gravitymeters, whichmeasure the acceleration of a falling
test mass can achieve accuracies of a few µGals.

The first-order effect of vertical deformation is to move an observing point relative to the
earth’s center of mass, leading to the so-called free air change in gravity. From equation (9.4),
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Figure 9.9. Effect of gravity on the vertical displacements at very long nondimensional time, t/tR =
102. Results are illustrated for the surface gravity and Wang (2005) approximations.

the theoretical free-air gradient is given by

∂g0
∂r

= −2GMe

r 3
= −2g0

r
. (9.46)

GivenGMe � 3.99×1014 m3/s2 and r � 6.36×106 m for the earth’s radius, the theoretical free-
air gradient is � −309 µGal/m. The actual free-air gradient measured by moving a gravimeter
up a ladder, say, can depart from the theoretical value due to local topographic features.While
some researchers advocate correcting for the free-air effect using a measured gradient, if the
source of deformation is reasonably deep seated such that the vertical displacements vary
slowly over distance scales of many kilometers, then local topographic features will displace
vertically with the observation point. This suggests that in some circcumstances, it may be
more appropriate to use the theoretical value of the free-air gradient than ameasured one.

Of more interest are the changes in gravitational potential and acceleration due to defor-
mation. Combining equations (9.10) and (9.9) yields

∇2δφ + 4πG∇ · (ρ0u) = 0. (9.47)

Equation (9.47) shows that the change in gravitational potential depends on two effects,
changes in density due to volumetric strain and displacement of preexisting density gradients:

∇ · δg = 4πG[ρ0(∇ · u) + u · ∇ρ0]. (9.48)

Integrating equation (9.47) over a small rectangular volume that encompasses a layer
boundary: ∫

V
∇ · (∇δφ + 4πGρ0u) dV = 0. (9.49)
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Making use of the divergence theorem:∫
S
(∇δφ + 4πGρ0u) · ndS = 0. (9.50)

Equation (9.50) holds for all choices of surface S so that the integrand must vanish and
(∇δφ + 4πGρ0u) ·n must be continuous across boundaries. In particular, for horizontal layers,

∂δφ

∂z
+ 4πGρ0uz (9.51)

must be continuous (e.g., Aki and Richards 1980), where ∂δφ/∂z = −δgz is the vertical com-
ponent of the change in local gravity. The perturbing potential δφ is also continuous across
the boundary.

Above the earth’s surface, δφ satisfies Laplace’s equation, ∇2δφ = 0. Fourier transforming
with respect to horizontal coordinates yields

d2δφ

dz2
− (k2x + k2y )δφ = 0, (9.52)

where kx and ky are wavenumbers in the two horizontal directions, and the overbar indicates
a Fourier transformed quantity. Solutions to this equation are of the form δφ = Aekz, where
k = (k2x + k2y )

1/2, and A is a constant. We retain only the positive exponent, since z is negative
above the free surface. Thus, dδφ/dz = kδφ for z ≤ 0. This suggests that we adopt a variable

̄ ≡ dδφ
dz

+ 4πGρ0ūz − kδφ, (9.53)

which is not only continuous, since δφ is continuous, but also vanishes at the free surface,
z = 0, since ρ0 = 0 for z = 0−.

Fourier transforming (9.47) with respect to horizontal coordinates, assuming no lateral
gradients in reference density, and combining with (9.53) leads to

∂̄

∂z
= −k̄ + 4πGρ0(kūz − ikxūx − iky ūy). (9.54)

Combining this result with equation (9.53) leads to a system of equations for ̄ and δφ:

∂

∂z

[
δφ

̄

]
=
[
k 1
0 −k

] [
δφ

̄

]
− 4πGρ0

[
ūz

i(kxūx + ky ūy) − kūz

]
. (9.55)

This system of equations is of the form dv/dz = Av + f, which we have treated many times,
beginning in chapter 5. The boundary condition is (z = 0+) = 0. The propagator matrix for
this system is

P(z, z0) =
 e(z−z0)k k−1 sinh[(z − z0)k]

0 e−(z−z0)k

 . (9.56)

Having previously solved for the displacements, such that the source terms in equations (9.55)
are known, the system of equations can be integrated to give the perturbing gravitational
potential and its vertical derivative.
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Figure 9.10. Definition sketch for Walsh and Rice analysis of change in gravity due to slip s across
dislocation surface �. A test mass m is held at height c above the earth’s surface by force F.

Here, we have assumed that the self-gravity terms, depending on the perturbing potential,
have been excluded from equilibrium equations. To include these terms, it would be necessary
to combine the potential equations with the stress-displacement and equilibrium equations,
yielding a coupled 6 × 6 system. However, as shown in section 9.1, the coupling terms,
proportional to G, are small for most quasi-static problems of interest in earthquake and
volcano studies, so this is generally unnecessary. It is thus appropriate to solve for the
displacements ignoring self-gravity effects and then to introduce the displacements into the
inhomogeneous term in equation (9.55).

In the following, we will examine an alternative method for computing the change in
gravity due tomotion across dislocation surfaces in a homogeneous elastic half-space.

Walsh and Rice (1979) derived an elegant expression for computing the change in gravita-
tional acceleration due to relative displacement s across a dislocation surface�. They consider
a point mass m located at a height c above the earth’s surface (figure 9.10). A vertical force
F = mg must be applied in order to hold the mass in position. Our objective is to determine
δF due to displacements in the earth associated with slip on faults, or dilation of magma
chambers, from which we can compute δg = δF/m, the change in the vertical component of
gravity.

Displacing the point mass vertically changes the potential energy of themass by δE = F δc.
Gravitational attraction of the mass gives rise to stresses σi j in the earth. Slip on the fault
redistributes mass and thus changes the potential energy of the earth–mass system. Both
processes are assumed to occur reversibly. Let the unit normal to the surface � be designated
nj . Displacement across the dislocation changes the potential energy by

δE =
∫
�

(
σi j + 1

2
σ̃i j

)
sinjd� (9.57)

(equation [3.114]), where s is the relative displacement acting across the dislocation surface
�, and σ̃i j is the stress change due to displacement on � at fixed c. To connect with equation
(3.114), note that the stress change is σ̃i j = σ

f
i j − σ 0

i j .
Now consider two cases in which the mass is displaced and the fault slips. In one, first

displace the pointmass, perturbing the stress from σi j to σi j +(∂σi j/∂c)δc, and then displace the
surface � by si in the perturbed stress field. In the second case, reverse the order, and displace
the surface� by si first, changing the force to F + δF , and then displace the mass subjected to
the perturbed force. Since both processes are assumed reversible, the net change in potential
energymust be the same. In the first case, displacing themass first, the change in energy is

δE = F δc +
∫
�

[
σi j + 1

2
σ̃i j +

(
∂σi j

∂c

)
δc
]
sinj d�. (9.58)
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In the second case, displacing the fault first, the change in energy is

δE = (F + δF )δc +
∫
�

(
σi j + 1

2
σ̃i j

)
sinj d�. (9.59)

Equating (9.58) and (9.59) leads to

δF =
∫
�

(
∂σi j

∂c

)
sinj d�. (9.60)

Given that δF = mδg,

δg =
∫
�

Si j sinj d�, (9.61)

where the tensor Si j is defined by

Si j = 1
m
∂σi j

∂c
. (9.62)

The Si j are computed from the stresses induced in the half-space due to the gravita-
tional attraction of the point mass. The gravitational force at each point in the body is
df = (GρmdV/R2)eR , where ρ is the density of the half-space, dV is a volume increment,
and eR is a unit vector pointing from the volume element to the point mass. From the
definition of the elastic Green’s functions (3.7), the displacements due to the distributed body
forces are thus

uk(x) = Gm
∫

ρ(ξ )
R2

gnk (x, ξ )en(ξ ) dV(ξ ), (9.63)

where gnk (x, ξ ) are the half-space Green’s tensors (3.93) and (3.94), and the components of the
unit vector are er = r/R and ez = (z+c)/R, where R2 = r 2+z2 = x2+y2+z2. The stresses are then
determined by Hooke’s law, σi j = Ci jkluk,l . Walsh and Rice (1979) used a different approach to
find the stresses, fromwhich they derive

Srr = G ρz
R3

(
1 − 3r 2

R2

)
,

Szz = G ρz
R3

(
1 − 3z2

R2

)
,

Sθθ = G ρz
R3

,

Sr z = −3G ρ r z2

R5
. (9.64)

Note that Skk = 0. A surprising implication of this result is that for any isotropic (volumetric)
source for which we can write sinj = sδi j , the gravity change is identically zero. We thus
anticipate no change in gravity due to deformation alone—that is, apart from addition or
subtraction of fluidmass—from dilation or contraction of a spherical magma chamber.
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Walsh and Rice (1979) also consider the gravity change resulting from a dipping two-
dimensional fault. Take the x direction to be the horizontal perpendicular to fault strike and y
to be the direction parallel to strike. Slip is restricted to the x–z plane. Take the fault normal to
be nj = δnj and the slip to be si = sδis. Thus, equation (9.61) becomes

δg =
∫
�

sSsn d�, (9.65)

where Ssn is the tensor rotated into downdip and fault-normal coordinates. In Cartesian
coordinates, the Si j are

Sxx = G ρz
R3

(
1 − 3x2

R2

)
,

Szz = G ρz
R3

(
1 − 3z2

R2

)
,

Sxz = −3G ρ xz2

R5
. (9.66)

Ssn is then found by rotating the Si j into a fault-parallel and perpendicular coordinate system,
leading to

δg = 3G ρ

2

∫
�

z
R5

[
2xz cos 2δ − (x2 − z2) sin 2δ

]
s(η) d�, (9.67)

where η is the coordinate in the downdip direction, y is the coordinate in the along-strike
direction, and d� = dηdy is the area element on the fault. Carrying out the integration in the
y direction from −∞ to ∞ yields

δg = 2G ρ

∫
z

(x2 + z2)
[
2xz cos 2δ − (x2 − z2)2 sin 2δ

]
s(η) dη. (9.68)

This result can be compared with the vertical displacements from Volterra’s formula for a
dipping two-dimensional fault (see equation [3.57]):

uz = 1
π

∫
z

(x2 + z2)
[
2xz cos 2δ − (x2 − z2)2 sin 2δ

]
s(η) dη. (9.69)

Thus,

gz = 2πGρuz. (9.70)

The gravity change is thus equivalent to a Bouger correction associatedwithmoving rock from
regions of subsidence to areas of uplift. For reasonable densities, this amounts to a change
of roughly −200 µGal per meter of elevation change (including the free-air effect). Walsh
and Rice (1979) cite data from a number of earthquakes that range from −197 µGal/m
(the 1964 Alaska, earthquake) to −215 µGal/m (the 1971 San Fernando, California,
earthquake).

Okubo (1991, 1992) also computed the gravity change due to dislocations in a
homogeneous elastic half-space by directly integrating the volumetric strains and surface
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displacements. The integral solution of Poisson’s equation (9.47) is

δφ(x) = G
∫
V

∇ · (ρ0u)
||x − ξ || dVξ ,

= Gρ0

∫
V

∇ · u
||x − ξ || dVξ + G

∫
V

u · ∇ρ0
||x − ξ || dVξ . (9.71)

The first integral gives the change due to dilatation, while the second gives the change due to
displacement of preexisting density gradients. For a half-space with spatially uniform density
ρ0, the second integral is nonzero only on the free surface; for ρ0(ξ ) = ρ0H(ξ3), with ξ3 positive
down, ∇ρ0 = ρ0[0, 0, δ(ξ3)]T . From this, equation (9.71) reduces to

δφ(x) = Gρ0

[∫
V

∇ · u(ξ )
||x − ξ || dVξ +

∫
ξ3=0

u3(ξ1, ξ2)
||x − ξ || dξ

]
. (9.72)

Displacements and strains can, of course, be computed from any of the various forms of
Volterra’s formula (e.g., equation [3.15]). The integrations in equation (9.72) are given by
Okubo (1991) for point dislocation sources and for finite rectangular dislocations by Okubo
(1992). The change in geoid height 	H is found directly from the change in gravitational
potential; the geoid being the equipotential surface most closely corresponding to mean
sea level:

	H = − δφ
g0
, (9.73)

where here g0 is the standard gravity at the earth’s surface, and	H is positive upward.
Only recently it has become possible to measure gravity changes accompanying the very

largest earthquakes from space. Han et al. (2006) report a ±15 µGal change in gravity accom-
panying the 2004 M 9.2 Sumatra–Andaman Islands earthquake using the Gravity Recovery
and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellites. Because the measurement is made from space,
there is no free-air correction. Plate 10 shows the observed and predicted gravity field. The
predicted gravity change was computed by numerically integrating the volumetric strain
and the displacement of the sea floor and the density contrast at the Moho. Because the
measurements were made from space, they offer the potential for learning about suboceanic
earthquakeswithout the costly deployment of sea-floor instrumentation, albeit currently only
for the very largest earthquakes.

9.5.1 Gravity Changes and Volcano Deformation
One subject that continues to receive considerable attention is gravity change caused by
volcanic inflation. Deformation measurements alone, no matter how accurate, cannot reveal
the cause of the uplift. As you saw in chapter 7, surface deformation data can often be
interpreted in terms of a volume change at depth within the earth. These data, however,
cannot determine the cause of the volume change. Possible sources of volume change include
pressurization of hydrothermal reservoirs, thermal expansion, and intrusion of magma. From
the point of view of predicting volcanic hazards, it is imperative to distinguish magmatic
from nonmagmatic sources of inflation and to determine as much as possible about the
composition and degree of volatile saturation of any intrudedmagmas.

Gravity changes, combinedwithdeformationmeasurements, canhelp distinguish between
competing processes. Crudely speaking, deformation data provide constraints on 	V, while
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Figure 9.11. Intrusion of magma into a preexisting magma chamber. A: First the chamber is pressurized
with fixed fluid mass. B: New magma is added, holding the pressure constant.

gravity-change data constrain the mass of any intruded fluids 	M. From this, it is possible
to estimate the density of intruded fluids. Because aqueous fluids have densities a factor of
2.5 to 3.0 less than magmas, it should be possible to discriminate between hydrothermal and
magmatic processes by combining repeated gravity and deformation observations.

It is useful to separate deformation effects on gravity from the effect of fluid migration.
Consider a preexisting melt-filled magma chamber (figure 9.11). Both gravity change and
deformation measurements are insensitive to the preexisting state of the reservoir. Separate
the intrusionofnewmagma into two steps. In thefirst step (figure 9.11A), the reservoir pressure
increases without the addition of new magma. In the second step, new magma is added to
the chamber, maintaining the melt pressure constant (figure 9.11B). The second step causes
a change in gravitational acceleration related to the net mass of intruded magma, but only a
small deformation (section 9.1). The change in the vertical component of gravity due to the
increasedmass is computable directly fromNewton’s law:

δgz(x) = G
∫

ρ(ξ )ez
r 2

dV(ξ ), (9.74)

where ez is the z component of the unit vector, as in equation (9.63). Thus, if the deformation
effects can be accounted for, gravity measurements can reveal useful information about the
nature of any intruded fluids.

There are significant simplifications that occur for spherically symmetric volume sources,
particularly the point center of dilatation. The Walsh and Rice (1979) results demonstrate
that for a purely isotropic source in a homogeneous elastic half-space, the deformation effect
on gravity is identically zero. Thus, if one is able to correct for the free-air effect by directly
measuring vertical displacement and also remove any nonmagmatic effects, then the only
remaining gravity signal should be due to mass changes. It is important to emphasize that
this simplification is not generally true for nonspherically symmetric sources.

Recall that the surface displacements due to an expanding point source are directed radially
from the source and are given by equation (7.14), which we repeat here:

u	V
z = (1 − ν)	V

π

d
(r 2 + d2)3/2

, (9.75)

where r 2 = x2 + y2. These displacements do not include the effects of mass loading, as in
figure 9.11B. The displacements at the free surface due to mass loading can be estimated
from the Mindlin Green’s functions (3.93), assuming that the radius of the chamber is small
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compared to its depth:

u	M
z = −ρg	V

4πµ

[
2(1 − ν)

R
+ d2

R3

]
, (9.76)

where R2 = r 2 + d2. Evaluating the ratio of the inflation-induced deformation to the mass-
loading contribution for ν = 1/4, µ = 1010 Pa, a density of 3 × 103 kg/m3, and a depth of
3 km yields u	V

z /u	M
z at r = 0 of more than a factor of 102, which justifies neglect of the mass-

loading-induced displacements in most cases.
The gravitational attraction due to a point mass 	M is also radial, which means that the

spatial dependence is the same as in equation (9.75),

	gz − γuz = G	M
d

(r 2 + d2)3/2
, (9.77)

where γ is the free-air gradient. Thus, the ratio of the estimated mass change to the estimated
volume change, accounting for the free-air effect but ignoringmass loading, yields an estimate
of the density of the intrudedmaterial

ρ = (1 − ν)
πG

(
	gz
uz

− γ

)
. (9.78)

This simple result (9.78) can be utilized to interpret the gravity gradient 	gz/uz in terms of
the intruded fluid density. A fewwords of caution are, however, warranted. The formula (9.78)
holds only for a spherical point source. In this special case, the spatial dependence of the free-
surface displacement and the gravity change are the same. For other shapes, this is not the
case. Battaglia et al. (2003a; 2003b) found that for even slightly elliptical magma chambers
(aspect ratio of 2 to 1), density estimates based on equation (9.78) can be biased by as much as
40%. In chapter 7, we found that if the true source is a prolate ellipsoid, assuming a spherical
source biases the source to greater depth. The greater the depth, the greater the mass needed
to explain the measured gravity signal. Thus, the mass change is biased to large values. One
might suspect that there would be a similar bias in the volume change. However, the spherical
source is more efficient at generating vertical deformation than the prolate ellipsoid, so there
is relatively small bias in the volume change. The net effect is to bias the density to large
values.

Second, if the magma chamber is not spherical, there are nonzero deformation effects that
must be accounted for. As we have seen, both volumetric strains and displacement of layers
with differing density contribute to changes in gravity. At this point in time, these effects have
not yet been adequately explored for nonspherical magma chambers. The conclusion is that
one should be cautious about interpreting gravity data using equation (9.78).

Last, as discussed in chapter 7, one needs to account for the compressibility of the magma
in determining the ratio of mass-to-volume change (Johnson 1992). From equation (7.32),
we have

ρm = δm
δV

(
1 + βm

βc

)
−1, (9.79)

where βm and βc are the magma and chamber compressibilities, respectively. If the melt is
saturated with respect to volatile phases, the ratio βm/βc can become significantly greater than
1 (see chapter 7).
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Last, there are practical issues, beyondmodel selection, when interpreting repeated gravity
measurements that should be considered. It is important to propagate errors in the uplift
and gravity measurements into the estimated density. In order to limit the error in the free-
air correction to under 5 µGal, it is necessary to know the uplift at the gravity stations to
1.6 cm. While this is certainly within current measurement technology, in some volcanic
environments, it is nontrivial to limit errors in height change to this accuracy at all gravity
stations.

Another major limiting factor in the interpretation of gravity measurements is the conta-
minating effect of changes in groundwater level. It is not difficult to estimate the gravity effect
of a change in water table within an infinitely extensive flat, unconfined aquifer. The well-
known gravity change due to a slab of thickness T is	g = 2πGρT, where ρ is the density. For
a porousmedium, we replace T with the porosity φ times the change in water table height	h,
leading to

	gz
	h

= 42 φ µGal/m. (9.80)

For porous sediments, gravity can change by as much as 20 µGal per meter of water-level
change. It can be quite challenging to correct for this effect in volcanic environments, where
water table monitoring is often nonexistent. In many cases of interest, uncertainties in water
table effects are larger than the intrinsic measurement errors and thus dominate the error
budget in determining changes in gravity.

9.5.2 An Example from Long Valley Caldera, California
Battaglia et al. (2003b) reported gravity change measurements at Long Valley caldera in
California. The data are summarized in plate 11. The gravity changes are negative over the
resurgent dome (plate 11A), primarily reflecting the free-air effect; as stations moved farther
from the earth’s center of mass, the gravitational acceleration decreased. A combination of
leveling and GPS measurements document the uplift during the time period the gravity
measurements were collected. These data show uplift of as much as 450 mm on the resurgent
dome (plate 11B). Water-level measurements were made in a number of monitoring wells
around Long Valley, allowing for an approximate correction due to the effects of variations
in groundwater mass. The gravity data, corrected for the free-air effect and the effects of water
table variations, are shown in plate 11c. There remain significant increases in residual gravity
on the resurgent dome of as much as 50 ± 10 µGal. A few sites in the southwest portion of the
caldera showed large increases in residual gravity; however, these are not significant given the
uncertainties.

As discussed briefly in chapter 7, Battaglia et al. (2003a) found that the deformation data
are reasonably well fit with a prolate ellipsoidal magma chamber with an aspect ratio of 0.5 at
a depth of 6 km. Assuming this geometry, Battaglia et al. (2003b) estimate a density of 1180 to
2330 kg/m3 for the intruding fluid. Failure to account for the ellipsoidal shape of the source
results in a 40% bias (to larger values) in the density estimate. The calculations of Battaglia
et al. (2003b) did not account for changes in gravity induced by deformation, as in equation
(9.61), and therefore cannot be considered as final.

9.6 Summary and Perspective
Gravitational effects may be the least well understood aspect of earthquake and volcano
deformation modeling and remain the subject of ongoing research. We began by examining
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small perturbations from an initial, radially symmetric, self-equilibrated reference state. This
leads to terms in the momentum balance due to changes in density, gravitational potential,
and advection of the initial stress. Dimensional analysis indicates that except at the very
longest spatial scales, of order 1,000 km, self-gravity—the effect of changes in gravitational
potential on equilibrium—as well as gradients in the reference gravitational acceleration can
be neglected. Half-space models, even accounting for a first-order correction due to earth
curvature as in chapter 8, become inaccurate at longer distance scales; spherical earth models
are required to analyze deformations at these distances.

Elastic deformations are only slightly influenced by gravity except at spatial scales greater
than roughly several hundred kilometers. Thus, except for very large earthquakes, gravita-
tional contributions to coseismic deformation are small. The surface gravity approximation,
which ignores buoyancy associated with volumetric strain, appears to recover roughly half of
the full gravitational effect. The loss of regularity that arises at extremely long wavelengths
when including buoyancy is generally of no consequence, because half-space models break
down at these distance scales.

Gravitational effects are considerably more important for viscoelastic deformations, par-
ticularly at times following the earthquake much greater than material relaxation times.
A compressible viscoelastic half-space with uniform initial density is gravitationally unstable.
In contrast, an initial density profile that follows the Adams-Williamson self-compression gra-
dient is stable. Including the effects of gradients in gravitational acceleration, assuming that
ρ0g0 is independent of depth and that dρ0/dz follows theAdams-Williamson equation, appears
to be a reasonable means for including compressibility in viscoelastic calcultions. We noted
that this set of assumptions for a homogeneous half-space is equivalent to adding a restoring
force that precisely negates the induced buoyancy force. Buoyancy effects diminish with
increasing time after the earthquake such that the surface gravity approximation becomes
asymptotically equivalent to the more complete theory. For very long times after an earth-
quake, which will be of interest in discussion of earthquake cycle models (chapter 12), the sur-
face gravity and incompressible approximations are equivalent and consistent with isostatic
equilibrium.

Computation of gravitationally consistent viscoelastic deformation on the very largest
spatial scales requires spherical earthmodels. These are beyond our scope; however, a number
of recent studies (Piersanti et al. 1995; Pollitz 1997; and Tanaka et al. 2006, 2007) have
analyzed this problem. The differences in approach stem from differences in handling self-
gravity effects, whether or not compressibility is included, and in the numerical procedures
for inverting the Laplace transforms.

Measurements of the change in local gravitational acceleration or change in geoid height
provide information that is not accessible from other geodetic or strain observations. Satel-
lite measurements of gravity change provide constraints on long wavelength deformation
in oceanic environments, where data are otherwise limited to sea-floor geodetic or strain
installations. Gravity change in volcanic environments can provide important constraints on
the nature of intruding fluids that cannot be obtained from measurements of deformation
alone. The Walsh-Rice procedure provides a simple integral representation for change in
gravity resulting from arbitrary dislocation sources in a homogeneous elastic half-space.
Their result demonstrates that there is no change in gravity due to deformation for a spher-
ically symmetric source. For this geometry, the gravity change results only from the free-
air effect and redistribution of fluid mass. For more general magma chamber geometries,
one has to correct for the effect of changes in density due to volumetric strain as well
as displacement of preexisting density gradients in order to estimate subsurface fluid mass
redistributions.
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Figure 9.12. Branch cuts and branch points for the elastogravitational half-space, including buoyancy
(problem 1).

9.7 Problems
1. This problem explores the effect of the branch cuts due to the square root functions in the

viscoelastic gravitational problem. The function
√
z, where z is complex, has a branch point

at z = 0 and a branch cut that is commonly taken along the negative real axis. The eigen-
values of interest in equation (9.28) are −|k|(1 ± ε)1/2, where ε = ρg/k{µ̄(s)[λ̄(s)+2µ̄(s)]}1/2;
there are branch cuts due to (1) the square-root

{
µ̄(s)[λ̄(s) + 2µ̄(s)]

}1/2 and (2) the square
root (1 − ε)1/2. In the first case, when the argument of the square root is negative, ε is
imaginary, and the eigenvalues are complex conjugates. Because the matrix A is real, the
eigenvectors are also conjugates. Thus, as discussed by Klemann et al. (2003, appendix B),
the solution vector can be found as the real part of the appropriate matrix products.

In the second case, [1− ε(s)]1/2, the branch point is at ε(s) = 1, and the branch cut corre-
sponds to all values of s such that ε > 1.

(a) Show that the branch points in the s plane are given by the two roots s1, s2:

s = 1
τR

[
µ�

2K

(
1 ±

√
1 + 16

3
�−1

)
− 1

]−1

, (9.81)

where s1 corresponds to the positive sign and s2 to the negative sign, and

� =
(
kK
ρg

)2

, (9.82)

where k is the wavenumber, and K is the bulk modulus.

(b) Next show that the branch cuts, corresponding to all values ε(s) > 1, span the real axis
over the interval (see figure 9.12)

0 ≤ s ≤ s1(k),

s2(k) ≤ s ≤ s3 = − 1
τR

K
K + 4

3µ
. (9.83)

(c) Show that in the limit as k → ∞, the two branch cuts shrink to the points 0 and
− (1/τR)

[
K/(K + 4

3µ)
]
.

2. This problem develops a proof of equation (9.36). Start by taking the fluid limit of the
equilibrium equations (9.15) in spherical polar coordinates (see equation [1.99]). Note that
the r component of the gradient operator is ∂/∂r , while the θ component is 1/r ∂/∂θ . Show
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that equilibrium in the r direction, without dislocation sources, can be written as

∂

∂r
[λ	− ρ0(δφ + g0ur )] + ρ0g0	+ (δφ + g0ur )

∂ρ0

∂r
= 0, (9.84)

where	 = ∇·u. Assuming that neither ρ0 nor g0 vary laterally in the earth, then equilibrium
in the θ direction can be written as

∂

∂θ
[λ	− ρ0(δφ + g0ur )] = 0. (9.85)

Use these results to show that (
dρ0
dr

+ ρ2
0g0
K

)
∂	

∂θ
= 0. (9.86)

Excluding the case where the volumetric strain 	 is a function of r only, which would
require globally extensive strains from a localized source, leads directly to equation (9.36).

3. Show that in the limit of an incompressible medium, 1/λ → 0, the governing equations
can be written in the form dv(z)/dz = Av(z), with A given by equation (9.40).

4. In a linear viscoelastic material, the stress can be computed as a convolution of the
deviatoric strain ratewith a shear relaxation function(t) (e.g.,Malvern 1969; Flugge 1975).
For a Maxwell material,

(t) = µe−t/τR , (9.87)

where µ is the elastic shear modulus, and τR = η/µ is theMaxwell relaxation time.
We can use this to estimate a time when the stability margin is met and the regularity

condition is no longer satisfied (Klemann et al. 2003). First, from equation (9.28), show that
the critical shear modulus µc is

µc = 3
8
K

[√
1 + 16

3

(ρ0g0
kK

)2
− 1

]
. (9.88)

From this result, derive a wavenumber-dependent critical time as

tc = −τR ln

{
3
8
K
µ

[√
1 + 16

3

(ρ0g0
kK

)2
− 1

]}
. (9.89)

Plot tc/τR as a function of ln(1/k).
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Poroelastic Effects

Up to this point, we have considered the earth’s crust to be a solid nonporous elastic,
or viscoelastic, medium. In actuality, the crust is porous and, except for the very shallow
near-surface region, at least partially liquid saturated. That rock is a multiphase composite
consisting of solid and liquid filled pores adds a significant richness to itsmechanical behavior.
The liquid phase flows under gradients in pore-fluid pressure. Changes in fluid pressure induce
strains, and conversely, changes in stress or strain induce changes in pore pressure.

To see this at an intuitive level, consider a fluid-saturated sponge. Rapidly squeezing the
sponge compacts the pore space and causes the pressure of the water in the pores to rise.
The converse is that decreasing the water content by allowing the sponge to dry causes the
sponge to shrink. This duality has important geophysical implications, and adds significant
mathematical complexity to the solution of boundary value problems in poroelastic media.
Because fluid pressure responds to strain, measuring pore-pressure changes in wells can be
used to infer strain changes in the earth. In effect, water wells in confined aquifers can be
employed as strainmeters (figure 10.1). That changes in fluid pressure cause deformation is
apparent in many places where large volumes of fluid have been extracted from subsurface
reservoirs. Decreases in pore pressure cause subsidence, in extreme cases reachingmagnitudes
of up to 10 meters and horizontal strains of as much as a few percent (Yerkes and Castle 1970),
and in some cases, triggering earthquakes (figure 10.2). Variations in fluid pressure also lead to
more subtle deformations that in some cases can be misinterpreted as tectonic or volcanic in
origin.

As a way of introducing some basic terminology, consider two idealized experiments. First,
imagine an experiment in which a cube of fluid-saturated rock is subject to an isotropic stress.
The sample is jacketed with an impermeable membrane that prevents fluid from leaving (or
entering) the sample (figure 10.3). This is referred to as an undrained test, since drainage of
the fluid is restricted by the impermeable membrane. The deformation can be effectively
undrained, even without the impermeable membrane, if the sample is deformed very rapidly.
If the deformation is imposed rapidly, and one considers only short times before fluid flow has
had a chance to occur, the deformation is effectively undrained.

The other end member is a fully drained test. In this case, the sample is deformed so slowly
that the pore pressures always maintain equilibrium with an external reservoir at constant
pressure (figure 10.3). Deformation at long times after the application of a load approaches
a fully drained state. This is an excellent analogy with viscoelasticity, where at short times, a
viscoelastic medium exhibits an unrelaxed elastic response, whereas at long times, it exhibits
a fully relaxed response. The undrained poroelastic response corresponds to the unrelaxed
viscoelastic response, while the drained poroelastic response corresponds to the fully relaxed
viscoelastic response.

As with viscoelasticity, the solution to either a completely undrained or a fully drained
poroelastic problem is given by an equivalent elastic solution. Indeed, all of the ana-
lyses we have treated so far in this book have assumed that pore pressures everywhere
remain constant—that is, our solutions have implicitly been fully drained. In this limit, the
problem reduces to an elasticity problem with appropriate—that is, drained—elastic con-
stants. Undrained poroelastic problems are also equivalent to conventional elastic problems;
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Figure 10.1. Strains induce pore pressures that can be monitored in water wells. A: Water level in a well
near Parkfield, California, along the San Andreas fault. B: The volumetric strain recorded by a borehole
dilatometer roughly 20 km from the water well. C: The observed barometric pressure. D: Theoretical
volumetric strain tide. Notice that the water level responds clearly to the tidal strains. After Roeloffs
(1995).

however, in this case the elastic constants are modified by the fluid-filled pores. Because
pore fluids have finite compressibility, the undrained bulk modulus of rock is stiffer than its
drained counterpart. For isotropic rocks, the shear modulus is not affected by changes in pore
pressure.

Consider an idealized experiment in which a cube of porous rock is subjected to a step
change in confining stress, −�σkk/3 (figure 10.4). The applied compression causes the rock
to contract instantaneously by an amount−�σkk/3Ku, where Ku is the undrained bulk modulus.

Figure 10.2. Schematic illustration of deformation associated with decreasing reservoir pressure in a
hydrocarbon reservoir. Open arrows indicate the sense of horizontal strain. After Segall (1989).
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Figure 10.3. Left: A jacketed sample undergoing undrained deformation. Right: A sample hydraulically
connected to an external reservoir that is kept at constant pressure. The latter is experiencing fully
drained deformation.
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Figure 10.4. Results of an idealized experiment on an unjacketed sample. At some time, the sample
is suddenly compressed; the mean normal stress decreases by an amount �σkk/3. The pore pressure
instantaneously increases by p = −B�σkk/3 and with time relaxes back to the initial value as pore fluid
flows out of the sample. The sample instantaneously compacts by an amount proportional to K u but
then continues to contract as fluid drains out of the sample. After Roeloffs (1995).

Simultaneously, the pore pressure increases by an amount

p = −B�σkk/3. (10.1)

Equation (10.1) introduces a new constant B known as Skempton’s pore pressure coefficient. It is
defined as the ratio of induced pore pressure to themean normal stress for undrained loading.
As time proceeds, fluid flows out of the sample, and the pore pressure will return to its initial
value. In the fully drained state, p = 0. As fluid flows out, the rock becomes more compliant,
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and the volumetric strain gradually approaches−�σkk/3K , where K is the ordinary, or drained
bulk modulus.

Our next step is to generalize these concepts to appropriate tensor constitutive laws ana-
logous to the generalized Hooke’s law for elasticity. The theory was originally introduced by
M. A. Biot (1941). Useful reviews include Rice and Cleary (1976), Roeloffs (1995), and Wang
(2000).

10.1 Constitutive Laws
There are two ways of developing constitutive laws. One starts strictly from macroscopic
continuum mechanics principles, the other from a micromechanical perspective. Both are
useful; we will start here with the continuum perspective.

10.1.1 Macroscopic Description
We consider small changes in stress and pore-fluid pressure from an initially equilibrated state
and thus restrict attention to linearized constitutive equations, analogous to Hooke’s law. Biot
(1941) first suggested that the strains are linear functions of the stresses andpore-fluid pressure.
In themost general anisotropic case, we can write this as

εi j = Si jklσkl + Ai j p, (10.2)

where Si jkl is the compliance tensor, the inverse of the Ci jkl in the generalized Hooke’s law
(1.100). Equation (10.2) introduces a second-rank tensor Ai j that relates strain and pore
pressure. It should be noted that the pore pressure p and stress are properly defined as changes
from an equilibrated state for which εi j = 0. It proves awkward to always write δp; however, the
reader should remember that p = 0 implies that the pore pressure remains constant, not that
the pore pressure vanishes. In most cases, we will consider only isotropic materials, in which
the first term on the right-hand side of equation (10.2) reduces to the usual isotropic form of
Hooke’s law. The most general isotropic form of the second term is Ai j = constant × δi j . Biot
took this constant to be 1/H. Here, for reasons that will become clear momentarily, we write
this constant as (1 − 2ν)α/2µ(1 + ν), so that

2µεi j = σi j − ν

1 + ν
σkkδi j + (1 − 2ν)α

1 + ν
pδi j . (10.3)

We leave it as an exercise to show that with this form of the constitutive equations, equation
(10.3) reduces to the standard form of Hooke’s law for an effective stress, where the effective
stress is defined to be σ ′

i j ≡ σi j + αpδi j . (Note that we continue to use the extensional stress
positive notation, which explains the plus sign in the definition of the effective stress.) For
drained deformation p=0, equation (10.3) reduces to the isotropic form of Hooke’s law. Thus,
the elastic constants in equation (10.3) are drained constants. For isotropic materials (10.3),
the shear strains are independent of changes in pore-fluid pressure. However, for a general
anisotropic material, as in equation (10.2), changes in pore-fluid pressure can cause shear
strains.

A complete constitutive description requires that we also account for the amount of fluid
stored within a representative elementary volume of rock. Biot (1941) originally employed the
change in fluid content per unit volume of solid; however, here we follow Rice and Cleary (1976)
and employ the mass of pore fluid per unit solid volume, which we write as m = ρv, where ρ is
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the fluid density, and v is the volume of the pore fluid per unit volume of the solid, the latter
measured in the reference state. We further assume that the pores are fully saturated with fluid.
(Note that the porosity is the volume of the pore space per unit volume of the solid in the
current state.) Linearizing for small changes inm, we have

�m = ρ0�v + v0�ρ,

= ρ0(�v + v0βp), (10.4)

where the fluid compressibility is defined as β = (1/ρ)(∂ρ/∂p). The change in fluid volume is
in general a function of the state variables σi j and p. Thus, in the general anisotropic case, we
write

�v = A′
i jσi j +
p, (10.5)

where 
 is a newly introduced scalar. We now show (following Biot [1941]) that the existence
of an internal energy density guarantees that A′

i j = Ai j . Specifically, defineU (εi j , �v) to be the
internal energy per unit volume, where that volume is measured in the reference state. (Note
that the energy per unitmass isU/ρr0, where ρr0 is the rock density, solid plus pore fluid, in the
reference state.) Thus,

dU = σi j dεi j + pdv. (10.6)

Thermal contributions to the internal energy are not included here, but see section 10.3.
Define a free energy�(σi j , p) as

� = U − σi jεi j − p�v, (10.7)

such that d� is given by

d� = −εi jdσi j −�vdp,

=
(
∂�

∂σi j

)
p

dσi j +
(
∂�

∂p

)
σi j

dp. (10.8)

Comparing, we see directly that

εi j = −
(
∂�

∂σi j

)
p

,

�v = −
(
∂�

∂p

)
σi j

. (10.9)

Because d� is a total differential, the mixed partial derivatives must be equal:

∂2�

∂p∂σi j
= ∂2�

∂σi j∂p
, (10.10)
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which leads to the conclusion that

∂εi j

∂p
= ∂�v

∂σi j
, (10.11)

and hence from equations (10.2) and (10.5), that A′
i j = Ai j . The isotropic form of (10.5) is thus

�v = (1 − 2ν)α
2µ(1 + ν)

σkk +
p, (10.12)

so that equation (10.4) becomes

�m= ρ0

[
(1 − 2ν)α
2µ(1 + ν)

σkk + (v0β +
)p
]
. (10.13)

For an undrained test, as in figure 10.3 (left),�m= 0. Since�m is the change in fluidmass per
unit volume of rock, the latter measured in the reference state, the volumetric strain of the rock
does not change�m.We now use the definition of Skempton’s coefficient (10.1) for undrained
deformation to write equation (10.13) as

�m= (1 − 2ν)αρ0
2µ(1 + ν)

[
σkk + 3

B
p
]
. (10.14)

For isotropic poroelastic media, there are four material constants. In the form of equations
(10.3) and (10.14), they are the shear modulus µ and drained Poisson’s ratio ν of classical
elasticity, Skempton’s coefficient B, and the Biot pore pressure coefficient α. For a variety of
reasons,many other choices ofmaterial constants are used in the literature. Compare isotropic
linear elasticity with isotropic linear poroelasticity. In the elastic case, there are only two
independent constants, but at various times, it is convenient to use any two of the following:
µ, λ, ν, E , K . In the case of poroelasticity, there are four independent constants, giving rise
to a veritable alphabet soup of material parameters. Kumpel (1991) and Wang (2000) provide
more detail on the relationships between the various constitutive parameters.

One widely used parameter is the undrained Poisson’s ratio νu. We leave it as an exercise
(problem 2) to show that α can be written in terms of νu as

α = 3(νu − ν)
B(1 + νu)(1 − 2ν)

. (10.15)

Using equation (10.15) to replace α in (10.3) and (10.14) yields the widely cited Rice and Cleary
(1976) form of the poroelastic constitutive equations:

2µεi j = σi j − ν

1 + ν
σkkδi j + 3(νu − ν)

B(1 + ν)(1 + νu)
pδi j ,

�m= 3ρ0(νu − ν)
2µB(1 + ν)(1 + νu)

(
σkk + 3

B
p
)
.

(10.16)
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The solid volume strain can be related to changes inmean stress and pore pressure by taking
the contraction of equation (10.3):

εkk = σkk

3K
+ αp

K
. (10.17)

Equation (10.17) reveals that if rock is free from constraints (σkk = 0), it will contract by an
amount αp/K when subject to a decrease in pore pressure (p < 0). On the other hand, if the
rock is perfectly constrained (εkk = 0), it will be driven into tension σkk = −3αp by a reduction
in pore pressure. An alternative form for the voumetric strain in terms of undrainedparameters
and fluidmass alterations can be found in problem 3.

10.1.2 Micromechanical Description
We now turn to a micromechanical description that relates the macroscopic constitutive
parameters to the properties of the rock, its solid grains, and its pores. To do so, imagine a
porous medium subjected to an external confining pressure and internal fluid pressure such
that it is possible to experimentally alter the confining pressure by an amount pc = −σkk/3
and the internal fluid pressure p f , where we have in this section only added the subscript f on
the fluid pressure. Following Berryman and Pride (2002; see also Zimmerman 1991), define the
differential pressure as

pd = pc − p f . (10.18)

Denote the volume of the solid (including pores) V and the volume of the pore space Vφ . For
small changes in pressure, then

− δV
V

= −εkk = pd
K

+ p f

Ks
, (10.19)

where K is the drained bulkmodulus, as seen by setting p f = 0. For vanishing differential pres-
sure, pd = 0, −εkk = p f /Ks. Since the external and internal pressures are equal, the resulting
volumetric strain is that of the solid components only, not the pores. This demonstrates that
Ks is the bulkmodulus of the solid grainsmaking up the rock. For a pure quartz sandstone, for
example, K refers to the sandstone, while Ks refers to the quartz grains.

We also introduce a similar relation for the change in pore volume:

− δVφ
Vφ

= pd
Kp

+ p f

Kφ

, (10.20)

where Kp and Kφ are two new moduli. Last, the volume change of the fluid phase is propor-
tional to the fluid compressibility:

− δVf

Vf
= p f

K f
= βp f . (10.21)

Note that equation (10.17) can bewritten as εkk = −pc/K +αp f /K . Comparing this to equation
(10.19) yields

α = 1 − K/Ks (10.22)

(Nur andByerlee 1971). Figure 10.5 shows that an effective pressure pc−αp f , where α is given by
equation (10.22) does a good job of explaining experimental data. In the limit that the drained
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Figure 10.5. Laboratory measurements of volumetric strain as a function of different measures of
pressure. The rock is Weber sandstone, with porosity of 6%. Open circles are dry, with no internal
pore pressure. Solid circles are fluid saturated, with pore pressure pf . In A, the pressure is confining
pressure, pc. In B, it is the Terzaghi effective stress pc− pf , whereas in C, it is the effective stress pc−αpf .
α is computed from equation (10.22), with K s the bulk modulus of quartz and K the slope of the open
circles in A. After Nur and Byerlee (1971).

bulk modulus of the rock is small compared to the bulk modulus of the solid constituents, as
would be the case for unconsolidated or loosely consolidatedmaterials, K/Ks → 0 and α → 1,
leading to the so-called Terzaghi effective stress, pc − p f .

To determine B in terms of the properties of the constituents, note that equation (10.4) can
be written, in the current notation, as

�m/ρ0 = δVφ + φp f /K f , (10.23)

where φ = v0 is the pore-volume fraction in the reference state. However, from equation
(10.20), we have

δVφ = −φ pc
K p

+ φ

(
1
Kp

− 1
Kφ

)
p f . (10.24)

Combining this with equation (10.23) and noting from equation (10.1) that for undrained
deformation p f = Bpc, we find that

B = 1
Kp

(
1

1/Kp + 1/K f − 1/Kφ

)
. (10.25)

The dependence of δVφ on confining pressure is, from equation (10.12), −α/K . By comparison
to equation (10.24), we see that

φ

Kp
= α

K
, (10.26)
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which can be used to eliminate Kp, leading to

B = 1/K − 1/Ks

1/K − 1/Ks + φ
(
1/K f − 1/Kφ

) (10.27)

(e.g., Rice and Cleary 1976). For soils and unconsolidated rocks, Ks � K . In addition, for a
relatively incompressible fluid such as water φ/K f � 1/K and φ/Kφ � 1/K . In these limits, B
tends toward unity. For hard rocks including sandstones, marbles, and granites, B ranges from
0.5 to 0.88 (Wang 2000, table C1).

In summary, it is possible to relate the two independent macroscopic constitutive para-
meters, either α and B, or νu and B, to the intrinsic moduli K , Ks, Kp, and Kφ .

10.2 Field Equations
The quasi-static equilibrium equations are (equation [1.97]),

∂σi j

∂xj
+ fi = 0. (10.28)

Stress compatibility conditions are established by introducing the constitututive equations
(10.3) into the strain compatibility relations (1.83). Making use of the equilibrium equations,
this yields equations analogous to the Beltrami-Michell equations in elasticity:

σi j,kk + 1
1 + ν

σkk,i j − ν

1 + ν
σkk,mmδi j + (1 − 2ν)α

1 + ν
(p,kkδi j + p,i j ) = −( fi, j + f j,i ). (10.29)

Taking the contraction of equation (10.29) yields

∇2σkk + 2α(1 − 2ν)
(1 − ν)

∇2 p = −
(
1 + ν

1 − ν

)
fk,k, (10.30)

which will soon prove useful.
Conservation of fluidmass requires

∂qi
∂xi

+ ∂m
∂t

= 0, (10.31)

where qi is fluid mass flux. Darcy’s law relating fluidmass flux to pore pressure gradients is

qi = −ρ0 κi j
η

(
∂p
∂xj

− ρ0gδ3 j

)
, (10.32)

where κi j is the permeability tensor, with dimensions of length squared, and η is fluid viscosity.
It is assumedhere that gravity acts in the 3-direction.Combining equations (10.32) and (10.31)
yields

ρ0

η

∂

∂xi

[
κi j

(
∂p
∂xj

− ρ0gδ3 j

)]
= ∂m
∂t
. (10.33)
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Before continuing further, it is worthwhile to consider the limiting case of fluid flow through
a nondeforming, rigid rock mass. With �v = 0, dm/dt = ρ0φβdp/dt, where the pore volume
fraction in the reference state is identified with porosity, φ. Combined with equation (10.33),
this yields

1
φηβ

∂

∂xi

[
κi j

(
∂p
∂xj

− ρ0gδ3 j

)]
= ∂p
∂t
. (10.34)

Equation (10.34) is widely used in modeling fluid flow in situations where the deformation
of the rock is safely neglected. For homogeneous and isotropic permeability, equation (10.34)
reduces to a homogeneous diffusion equation with hydraulic diffusivity given by

c = κ

φηβ
, (10.35)

where κ is the scalar permeability. We now return to the more general poroelastic case. In
what follows, we assume that the permeability is isotropic and homogeneous and ignore the
hydrostatic term ρ0gδ3 j . Thus, equation (10.33) reduces to

ρ0κ

η
∇2 p = ∂m

∂t
. (10.36)

Taking the Laplacian of equation (10.14) and combining with the compatibility equation
(10.30) yields an expression relating pore pressure and fluidmass alterations:

∇2m= (1 − 2ν)αρ0
2µ(1 + ν)

[
3(1 − ν) − 2αB(1 − 2ν)

B(1 − ν)
∇2 p − 1 + ν

1 − ν
fk,k

]
. (10.37)

Using this expression to eliminate p from equation (10.36) leads to a diffusion equation in
fluidmass content:

c∇2m= ∂m
∂t

− � fk,k (10.38)

(Biot 1941). Note that the hydraulic diffusivity, which is given by

c = κ

η

2µ(1 − ν)
(1 − 2ν)

[
B(1 + ν)

3α(1 − ν) − 2Bα2(1 − 2ν)

]
, (10.39)

is more complex than in the case of a rigid rock skeleton but is still proportional to the
permeability and inversely proportional to the fluid viscosity (Rice and Cleary 1976). The
divergence of the body forces appears as a source term in the diffusion equation, where

� = κρ

η

[
B(1 + ν)

3(1 − ν) − 2Bα(1 − 2ν)

]
. (10.40)
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As noted by Rice and Cleary (1976), equation (10.14) can be introduced into (10.38), yielding
a diffusion equation in a linear combination of pore pressure andmean normal stress:

c∇2
(
σkk + 3

B
p
)

= ∂

∂t

(
σkk + 3

B
p
)
, (10.41)

where here we have omitted the body force term.
Before moving on, it is worth considering where we stand in terms of variables and

governing equations. There are a total of 20 field variables σi j , εi j , ui , p, �m, and qi , all
functions of position. Fortunately, there are an equal number of equations: 3 equilibrium
equations (10.28), 1 equation for conservation of fluid mass (10.31), 6 strain-displacement
relations (1.4), 7 constitutive equations for the solid (10.3) and fluid (10.14) phase, and
3 equations representing Darcy’s law (10.32).

The equilibrium equations can be cast in terms of displacements and pore pressure. The
kinematic relations between strain and displacement, together with equation (10.3), allow us
to write the stress in terms of the pore pressure and displacements as

σi j = µ

(
∂ui

∂xj
+ ∂uj

∂xi

)
+ 2µν

1 − 2ν
∂uk

∂xk
δi j − αpδi j . (10.42)

Substituting this expression into the equilibrium equations (10.28) yields

µ∇2ui + µ

(1 − 2ν)
∂2uj

∂xi∂xj
− α

∂p
∂xi

+ fi = 0. (10.43)

Equation (10.43) illustrates that gradients in pore pressure enter the equilibrium equations
like body forces. If we somehow knew the pore pressure distribution, we could solve for the
deformation field by inserting the pore-fluid pressure gradients into equation (10.43). The
recognition that the pore pressure gradients appear in the equilibrium equations as body
forces suggests a Green’s function approach, in whichwe solve for the displacements resulting
froman equivalent body force distribution given by fi = −α∂p/∂xi (see section 10.8). However,
it should be emphasized that in general, the pore-fluid pressure is unknownandmust be solved
for together with the solid deformations.

Using equation (10.17) to replace the mean normal stress with the volumetric strain in
equation (10.41) yields

c∇2(uk,k − ωp) = ∂

∂t
(uk,k − ωp), (10.44)

where ω = (αB − 1)/K B. It can be shown (see problem 4) that equation (10.44) can be written
in the form of a diffusion equation in which the divergence of the displacements acts as a
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source term:

Sα
∂p
∂t

− κ

η
∇2 p = −α ∂

∂t
(∇ · u), (10.45)

where the storage coefficient Sα is given by equation (10.117).
Equations (10.43) and (10.44) or (10.45) represent four equations in the unknowns ui and p.

The critical point here is that the equilibrium and flow equations are fully coupled. Physically, this
arises because, as noted at the beginning of this chapter, deformation induces pore pressure
changes and conversely gradients in pore pressure induce deformation. Mathematically, this
arises because ∂p/∂xi appears in the equilibrium equations (10.43), while ∇ · u appears in the
pore pressure diffusion equation. There are some special situations in which the governing
equations uncouple, greatly facilitating solution. Unfortunately, this is not generally the case.

10.3 Analogy to Thermoelasticity
As anyone who has put a non-ovensafe dish on the stove knows, temperature changes also
induce deformation. Assuming small changes in stress and temperature, the strains can be
written as linear functions of these variables. Thus, the constitutive equations for linear
thermoelastic medium are

2µεi j = σi j − ν

1 + ν
σkkδi j + 2µ�i j (T − T0). (10.46)

In the isotropic case, �i j = �δi j , where � is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion.
Compare these equations with (10.3). In poroelasticity, it is necessary to keep track of the
pore-fluid content per unit volume of rock. In thermoelasticity, the analogous quantity is
entropy per unit volume (where again that volume is measured in the reference state), which
can be taken as a function of stress and temperature s(σi j , T). For small changes, ds can be
approximated as a linear function of the stress and temperature, paralleling equation (10.5):

Tds = Tϒi jdσi j + ρr0cpdT, (10.47)

where ϒi j = (∂s/∂σi j )T , and cp = T/ρr0(∂s/∂T)σi j is the specific heat capacity at constant stress.
The change in internal energy is

dU = σi jdεi j + Tds (10.48)

(e.g.,Malvern 1969). Defining a free energy asU −σi jεi j −sT, and following a parallel argument
to that in section 10.1.1, one can show that in the isotropic case equation (10.47) reduces to

Tds = �Tdσkk + ρr0cpdT. (10.49)

The first law of thermodynamics in the limit of small strains is

∂U
∂t

= σi j
∂εi j

∂t
− ∇ · qh (10.50)
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(e.g, Boley and Weiner 1960; Malvern 1969), where qh is the heat flux. Comparing equation
(10.50) to the time derivative of (10.48) leads to

∇ · qh + T
∂s
∂t

= 0. (10.51)

Fourier’s law for heat conduction, analogous to Darcy’s law, is

qh = −kt∇T, (10.52)

where kt is the thermal conductivity. Combining equations (10.52) and (10.49) with (10.51)
yields the heat conduction equation:

∂

∂xi

(
ki j
∂T
∂xj

)
= ρr0cp

∂T
∂t

+ T�
∂σkk

∂t
. (10.53)

The primary difference between thermoelasticity and poroelasticity is that with thermoelas-
ticity, the coupling term, the second term on the right-hand side of equation (10.53), is
generally negligible. The ratio of second to third terms in equation (10.53) is ρr0cp�T/T��σkk.
Typical values of parameters are: ρr0cp∼3 MPa/◦C and �∼10−5/◦C. Thus, for �T/T∼0.1 and
�σkk = 10 MPa, the ratio of the second to third terms is 3×103. In plain terms, deforming rock
elastically does not cause a significant increase in the rock’s temperature. On the other hand,
compressing rock does significantly increase the pore pressure. Because the thermoelastic
coupling term is normally safely neglected, one can generally first solve for the temperature
distribution and then solve for the stresses and displacement given that temperature field. As
in equations (10.43), the gradient in temperature appears in the equilibrium equations like a
body force.

More generally, one should consider the effects of temperature change on the pore-fluid
phase. While coupled thermoporoelasticity is beyond our present scope, the interested reader
may consult Palciauskas and Domenico (1982) and McTigue (1986) and references therein.
Obvious applications of a more complete theory include volcanic and geothermal settings.

10.4 One-Dimensional Deformation
There are not many poroelastic solutions available in the literature for faults or magmatic
sources. Those that are known are typically quite complex. To get a flavor for the behavior
of poroelastic systems, we consider the classic problem of a uniform load suddenly introduced
on the earth’s surface. Deformation occurs only in the vertical z direction. In this case, the
diffusion equation uncouples from the deformation equations.

In two-dimensional plane strain (εyy = 0), the equilibrium equations, without body forces,
are

∂σxx

∂x
+ ∂σxz

∂z
= 0, (10.54)

∂σxz

∂x
+ ∂σzz

∂z
= 0. (10.55)

The stress normal to the plane is determined by the plane strain condition, εyy = 0, such that

σyy = ν(σxx + σzz) − 3(νu − ν)
B(1 + νu)

p. (10.56)
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Also for plane strain, the diffusion equation (10.41) reduces to

(
c∇2 − ∂

∂t

) [
σxx + σzz + 3

B(1 + νu)
p
]

= 0. (10.57)

For one-dimensional deformation in which ∂/∂x = 0, the equilibrium equations require that
the shear stress and vertical normal stress are independent of depth z. Thus, since the shear
stress vanishes at the free surface, it must vanish everywhere. The vertical stress is constant
and equal to the load applied on the free surface.

For deformation in the z direction only, εxx = 0, so that from equation (10.56), the inplane
horizontal normal stress is given by

σxx = ν

(1 − ν)
σzz − 3(νu − ν)

B(1 + νu)(1 − ν)
p. (10.58)

Taking advantage of equation (10.58) and the equilibrium equations for one-dimensional
deformation, equation (10.57) reduces to

3c(1 − νu)
B(1 + νu)

∂2 p
∂z2

= ∂

∂t

[
3(1 − νu)
B(1 + νu)

p + σzz

]
. (10.59)

10.4.1 Step Load on the Free Surface
Consider a homogeneous and isotropic poroelastic half-space. At time t = 0, a uniform load F
is suddenly introduced at z = 0 and held constant:

σzz(z = 0, t) = −F H(t), (10.60)

where H(t) is the Heavyside function. We consider the surface z = 0 to be permeable, so the
pore pressure at the free surface does not change—that is,

p(z = 0, t) = 0. (10.61)

Taking the Laplace transform (A.13) of equation (10.59) yields

d2 p̃
dz2

− s
c
p̃ = −F

γ

c
, (10.62)

where s is the transform variable, p̃ is the transformed pressure, and

γ = B(1 + νu)
3(1 − νu)

. (10.63)

The solution to equation (10.62) that fits the boundary condition at the free surface and
vanishes at z → ∞ is

p̃ = F γ
s

[
1 − exp

(
−
√

s
c
z
)]

. (10.64)
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Figure 10.6. Solution for one-dimensional deformation with a unit vertical load imposed at the free
surface at t = 0. Left: Pore pressure as a function of depth for c = 1. Pore pressure is normalized by the
undrained response B (1 + νu)/3(1 − νu). Right: Vertical displacement as a function of depth for c = 1.
Displacement is normalized by (νu − ν)/µ(1 − ν)(1 − νu).

Inverting the Laplace transform (e.g., Mathews andWalker 1970, pp. 240–242) gives

p(z, t) = F
B(1 + νu)
3(1 − νu)

erf
(

z√
4ct

)
. (10.65)

(For an alternative derivation, see problem 6.) The pore pressure is shown as a function
of depth in figure 10.6. The application of the load suddenly increases the pore pressure
everywhere by F B(1 + νu)/3(1 − νu)—that is, the undrained response. With time, fluid flows
to the free surface and the pressure decline diffuses into the earth.

The displacements can be computed by first solving for the vertical strain:

εzz = 1 − 2ν
2µ(1 − ν)

σzz + 3(νu − ν)
2µB(1 + νu)(1 − ν)

p,

= −F
[

1 − 2ν
2µ(1 − ν)

− (νu − ν)
2µ(1 − ν)(1 − νu)

erf
(

z√
4ct

)]
. (10.66)

The strain includes an instantaneous elastic part and a time-dependent part. The elastic strain
is uniform and integrates to an infinite displacement. We are primarily interested in the time-
dependent response. Subtracting the instantaneous strain and integrating from infinite depth
to depth z, we find

uz = − (νu − ν)
2µ(1 − ν)(1 − νu)

F
∫ z

∞
erfc

(
z ′

√
4ct

)
dz ′, (10.67)
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where erfc(·) = 1 − erf(·) is the complementary error function. A change of variables and
ζ = z ′/(4ct)1/2 yields

uz = (νu − ν)
√
ct

µ(1 − ν)(1 − νu)
F
∫ ∞

z/
√
4ct

erfc(ζ ) dζ. (10.68)

The integral of the complementary error function is written ierfc, where

ierfc(z) = 1√
π
e−z2 − z erfc(z) (10.69)

(Abramowitz and Stegun 1972). From this, we derive

uz(z, t) = F
(νu − ν)

√
ct

µ(1 − ν)(1 − νu)

[
1√
π

exp
(

− z2

4ct

)
− z√

4ct
erfc

(
z√
4ct

)]
. (10.70)

Note that at the free surface, this reduces to

uz(z = 0, t) = F
(νu − ν)

µ(1 − ν)(1 − νu)

√
ct
π
, (10.71)

so that the displacement increases with
√
t. The displacement as a function of depth and time

is shown in figure 10.6.

10.4.2 Time-Varying Fluid Load on the Free Surface
Roeloffs (1988) considered the case of a periodically varying fluid pressure load on the free
surface. This could be taken to be a reservoir with seasonal variations in water level. In this
case, the boundary condition is given in terms of p(z = 0, t). The vertical stress at the free
surface is given by σzz(z = 0, t) = −p(z = 0, t).We thus return to equation (10.59), and look for
solutions that are harmonic in time:

σzz = −p0eiωt,

p(z, t) = p̃(z)eiωt. (10.72)

Equation (10.59) reduces to

d2

dz2
p̃
p0

− iω
c

p̃
p0

= − iωγ
c
. (10.73)

The solution to equation (10.73) satisfying the boundary condition is

p̃
p0

= (1 − γ ) exp
[
−(1 + i)

√
ω

2c
z
]

+ γ. (10.74)

The behavior of equation (10.74) is best understood in terms of themagnitude andphase of the
pore pressure change, as shown in figure 10.7. For the uncoupled case γ = 0, the magnitude
of the pore pressure change decreases monotonically with depth. However, for larger values of
γ , themagnitude of the pore pressure reaches aminimum. In all cases, the asymptotic limit as
z → ∞ is γ , as is easily seen from equation (10.74). The peak pore pressure at depth lags the
surface load over the normalized depth range 0 < (ω/2c)1/2z < π , but leads the surface pore
pressure change over the depth range π < (ω/2c)1/2z < 2π .
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Figure 10.7. Magnitude and phase of the pore pressure as a function of normalized depth for an
oscillatory pore pressure applied at the free surface assuming one-dimensional deformation. The
magnitude of the pore pressure is normalized to the maximum surface pressure, where the phase
is relative to the phase of the applied load. The parameter γ is defined by equation (10.63).

10.5 Dislocations in Two Dimensions
As has been emphasized, poroelastic solutions in even two dimensions are considerably more
difficult than their elastic counterparts. The exception of course is antiplane strain, which we
employed much earlier as a model for an infinitely long strike-slip fault. In this case, fault slip
induces no change inmean normal stress, so there is no induced pore pressure change and no
poroelastic effect.

Rice and Cleary (1976) used complex potential methods to derive the plane strain solution
for a two-dimensional edge dislocation in a poroelastic medium. (This problem has also been
explored using displacement potentials, similar to the method used in section 10.6.) Rice and
Cleary (1976) found that

σθθ = µ�u(νu − ν)
2π(1 − νu)(1 − ν)

sin(θ)
r

[
2e−r2/4ct − 1 − ν

νu − ν
− 4ct

r 2

(
1 − e−r2/4ct

)]
,

σr θ = µ�u(νu − ν)
2π(1 − νu)(1 − ν)

cos(θ)
r

[
1 − ν

νu − ν
− 4ct

r 2

(
1 − e−r2/4ct

)]
,

σr r = µ�u(νu − ν)
2π(1 − νu)(1 − ν)

sin(θ)
r

[
4ct
r 2

(
1 − e−r2/4ct

)
− 1 − ν

νu − ν

]
,

p = µ�uB(1 + νu)
3π(1 − νu)

sin(θ)
r

[
1 − e−r2/4ct

]
, (10.75)

where�u is the fault slip, and r, θ are a polar coordinate system centered at the dislocation end
(figure 10.8). Superposition of two edge dislocations of opposite sign approximates a fault in a
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Figure 10.8. Definition sketch for a pair of dislocations in a two-dimensional poroelastic medium.
A polar coordinate system is erected at each dislocation.

full space, with depthmuch greater than the fault length. It is apparent from these expressions
(10.75) that the total stress is time varying, not simply the effective stress.

The strains are readily computed from the constitutive equations:

εθθ = −�u(νu − ν)
4π(1 − νu)(1 − ν)

sin(θ)
r

[
(1 − ν)(1 − 2νu)

νu − ν
+ 4ct

r 2

(
1 − e−r2/4ct

)]
,

εr r = −�u(νu − ν)
4π(1 − νu)(1 − ν)

sin(θ)
r

[
(1 − ν)(1 − 2νu)

νu − ν
+ 2e−r2/4ct − 4ct

r 2

(
1 − e−r2/4ct

)]
,

εr θ = �u(νu − ν)
4π(1 − νu)(1 − ν)

cos(θ)
r

[
1 − ν

νu − ν
− 4ct

r 2

(
1 − e−r2/4ct

)]
. (10.76)

The displacements can be determined following the procedure laid out in problem 9 of
chapter 3. After considerable computation, this yields

ur = −b(νu − ν) sin(θ)
4π(1 − νu)(1 − ν)

[
(1 − ν)(1 − 2νu)

νu − ν
ln(r ) + 2ct

r 2

(
1 − e−r2/4ct

)
− 1

2
E1
(
r 2/4ct

)]
,

+ b
2π
θ cos θ

uθ = b(νu − ν) cos(θ)
4π(1 − νu)(1 − ν)

{
(1 − ν)(1 − 2νu)

νu − ν
[1 − ln(r )] + 2ct

r 2

(
1 − e−r2/4ct

)
+ 1

2
E1
(
r 2/4ct

)}

− b
2π

(θ sin θ + cos θ), (10.77)

where the exponential integral E1(z) is defined as follows:

E1(z) =
∫ ∞

z

e−t

t
dt. (10.78)

The reader should verify that these displacements yield the strains in equation (10.76), as well
as the proper drained and undrained limits. Note that the derivative dE1(z)/dz = −e−z/z.
Limiting values are given by E1(z → ∞) → 0, and E1(z → 0) → −γ ′ − ln z, where γ ′ is Euler’s
constant γ ′ = 0.57721 . . . . The fully drained limit, t → ∞, yields terms (such as ln[4ct]) that
are not in the elastic solution; however, these terms do not contribute to the strain.

The displacements are plotted in figure 10.9 for one particular location near a model
fault. Notice that both components of displacement initially equal the undrained response
and asymptotically approach the drained state, as they must. However, the behavior, at
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Figure 10.9. Time-dependent displacements for an edge dislocation with unit slip from equation
(10.77). The geometry is shown in figure 10.8. The fault is centered at the origin and has length of
2.0. Displacement is shown for point at x = 2.5, y = 1. The circles denote the undrained and drained
displacements. νu = 0.36, ν = 0.2.

this position, is not monotonic. The fault-parallel component ux displacement decreases as
one would expect, given the difference between the drained and undrained Poisson’s ratio;
however, it reaches a minimum and approaches the infinite time asymptote from below. The
fault-normal component uy is perhaps evenmore surprising. Even though the drained value is
greater than the undrained value, the displacement first decreases before increasing. While
neither component of displacement is monotonic at this particular location, it is at other
locations for this model.

These results indicate that it is not safe to assume that the deformation varies mono-
tonically from theundrained to thedrained states inmore complex situationswhere analytical
solutions do not exist. For thrust and normal faults sufficiently long along-strike that they can
be represented with edge dislocations, it is possible to show that the undrained and drained
displacements on the free surface are identical (see problem10). However, this cannot be taken
to ensure that there are no transient deformations.

Results (10.75), (10.76), and (10.77) are for a permeable fault plane; note that the pore
pressure in equation (10.75) vanishes on the fault plane. The fault-normal pore pressure
gradient, however, is nonzero, which by Darcy’s law implies fluid flow across the fault.
Rudnicki (1987) analyzed the corresponding problem of a dislocation suddenly introduced
on an impermeable fault. Rudnicki and Roeloffs (1990) give the full stress and pore pressure
distributions for plane strain dislocations moving at a steady rate on both permeable and
impermeable faults.

10.6 Inflating Magma Chamber in a Poroelastic Half-Plane
There are very few analytical poroelastic solutions, particularly with a free surface, which is
unfortunate because data are generally collected at or near the earth’s surface. There is one
class of problems that is tractable with a free surface: those involving a spherically symmetric
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Figure 10.10. The solution for an expanding cylindrical source can be constructed as the sum of three
solutions: the full-space solution for an expanding source plus distributed normal and shear loads.
Because the expanding magma chamber in a full-space is a pure shear source, only the second and
third contributions are time dependent.

volume source. As we found in chapter 7, it is possible to construct the solution for a spherical
magma chamber in a half-space starting with the solution for a full-space and then applying
tractions on the plane z = 0 that negate the induced shear and normal stresses (figure 10.10).
The stress field due to the spherical pressure source in a full-space is a pure shear; the mean
normal stress is everywhere zero. This special characteristic allows us to construct a solution
for a spherical magma chamber in a poroelastic half-space.

We start with the solution for an expanding magma chamber in a full-space. The mean
stress and therefore the induced pore pressure is zero; the poroelastic problemat this stage is no
different froma drained elastic solution.We then compute the tractions acting on the putative
free surface, z = 0. Since there are no induced pore pressures, these stresses are time invariant.
We can thus add shear and normal tractions on a poroelastic half-space that exactly cancel
the imposed stresses. The problem thus reduces to solving for the displacements caused by
appropriately distributed shear and normal loads on a poroelastic half-space. As in chapter 7,
this solution matches the boundary conditions on the free surface exactly but those on the
boundaries of the magma chamber only approximately. The solution should be accurate as
long as the depth of the source is substantially greater than its radius.

In this analysis, there is no transfer of magmatic fluids into the surrounding crust. We
simply consider pore-fluid flow induced by deformation. This is one limiting case in which
all magmatic fluids reside within the magma chamber. An alternative model would involve
leakage of magmatic fluids into the crust.

For simplicity here, we actually treat the two-dimensional plane strain analogue of theMogi
problem. The source is an infinitely long cylinder extending in the y direction. The radius of
the cavity is a, and its depth from the free surface is d. The magma chamber expands by an
amount�V per unit length in the y direction. Adopting a coordinate systemwith zdownward,
the boundary conditions are

σzz(z = 0, t ≥ 0) = 0,

σxz(z = 0, t ≥ 0) = 0,

p(z = 0, t ≥ 0) = 0. (10.79)

Following the procedure described in chapter 7, we construct the solution for an expanding
cylindrical source in a full-space. The displacements decay as 1/r , where r is the distance from
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the source. On the plane z = 0, the vertical component of the displacement is

uz(z = 0) = −�V
2π

d
d2 + x2

. (10.80)

The normal N and shear T tractions acting on the plane z = 0 resulting from expansion of the
chamber in a full-space are

N = µ�V
π

x2 − d2

(d2 + x2)2
,

T = 2µ�V
π

xd
(d2 + x2)2

. (10.81)

There are a variety of methods for solving plane poroelasticity problems using both stress and
displacement potentials (Wang 2000). We find it convenient here to employ displacement
potentials as introduced by McNamee and Gibson (1960a; 1960b) and discussed further by
Wang (2000). As shown by Wang (2000), these methods all derive from a generalization of
the Boussinesq-Papkovitch potentials in classical elasticity theory introduced by Biot (1956).
Define displacement functions, E and S, such that

ux = −∂E
∂x

+ z
∂S
∂x
,

uz = −∂E
∂z

+ z
∂S
∂z

− (3 − 4νu)S,

p = −2µ(1 − ν)
(1 − 2ν)α

[
∇2E − 2(νu − ν)

1 − ν

∂S
∂z

]
. (10.82)

Introducing these expressions into the plane strain Navier form of the equilibrium equations
(10.43) and the plane strain diffusion equation (10.57) leads to uncoupled equations in the
two potentials:

∇2S = 0,

c∇4E = ∂

∂t
∇2E , (10.83)

where ∇2 here indicates the two-dimensional Laplacian operator, and ∇4 the biharmonic
operator. The general solution to the biharmonic diffusion equation can be written in terms
of the sum of two potentials E = E1 + E2 such that

c∇2E1 = ∂E1

∂t
,

∇2E2 = 0,

∇2S = 0. (10.84)
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Introducing equation (10.82) into the constitutive equations (10.42) leads to expressions for
the stresses in terms of the potentials

σxx = 2µ
[
∂2E
∂z2

+ z
∂2S
∂x2

− 2νu
∂S
∂z

]
,

σzz = 2µ
[
∂2E
∂x2

+ z
∂2S
∂z2

− 2(1 − νu)
∂S
∂z

]
,

σxz = 2µ
[
− ∂2E
∂x∂z

+ z
∂2S
∂x∂z

− (1 − 2νu)
∂S
∂x

]
(10.85)

(e.g., Wang 2000).
In order to solve the differential equations (10.84), Fourier transform in the x direction

and Laplace transform in time (see appendix A), reducing the partial differential equations
to ordinary differential equations in the depth variable z:

(
∂2

∂z2
− k2 − s

c

)
E1 = 0,

(
∂2

∂z2
− k2

)
E2 = 0,

(
∂2

∂z2
− k2

)
S = 0, (10.86)

where k is the horizontal wavenumber, and s is the Laplace transform variable. The solutions
to equations (10.86) that decay with depth z are

E1 = A1e−nz,

E2 = A2e−|k|z,

S = A3e−|k|z, (10.87)

where

n =
√

k2 + s
c
. (10.88)

We also Fourier transform the boundary conditions so that the the normal load is N̄(k) and
the shear load is T̄(k). Assuming an instantaneous expansion of the magma chamber, the
boundary conditions for the normal loading problem in the Fourier-Laplace domain are

σ̄ zz(z = 0) = − N̄(k)
s
,

σ̄ xz(z = 0) = 0,

p̄ = 0. (10.89)
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The three constants A1, A2, A3 are determined by the three boundary conditions (10.89).
Solving the resulting system of equations leads to

A1 = − cγ2 N̄(k)
µsD

,

A3 = N̄(k)
2µ|k|D ,

A2 = − n
|k| A1 + 1 − 2νu

|k| A3, (10.90)

where

γ2 = νu − ν

1 − ν
,

D = 2cγ2(n|k| − k2) − s. (10.91)

The vertical displacement on the free surface z = 0 becomes

uz(z = 0) = nA1 + |k|A2 − (3 − 4νu)A3, (10.92)

which leads directly to

uN
z (z = 0) = −2(1 − νu)A3,

= − (1 − νu)N̄(k)
µ|k|D , (10.93)

where the superscript indicates that these are the displacements due to the normal load.
Boundary conditions for the shear loading problem are

σ̄ zz(z = 0) = 0,

σ̄ xz(z = 0) = − T̄(k)
s
,

p̄ = 0. (10.94)

Solving for the coefficients leads to

A1 = isgn(k)cγ2T̄(k)
µsD

,

A3 = − i T̄(k)
2µkD

,

A2 = −A1 + 2(1 − νu)
|k| A3. (10.95)
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Introducing the coefficients into equation (10.92), the vertical displacements at the free
surface due to the distributed shear load are

uT
z (z = 0) = i T̄(k)

2µksD
[s(1 − 2νu) + 2cγ2(|k|n− k2)]. (10.96)

The Laplace transforms in equations (10.93) and (10.96) can be inverted analytically. The
trick, following Wang (2000), is to remove the (k2 + s/c)1/2 term from the denominator by
completing the square. In detail, multiplying the numerator and denominator by a factor of
−[s + 2cγ2(n|k| + k2)] leads to expressions with

s[s + 4cγ2k2(1 − γ2)], (10.97)

in the denominator. The following inverse transforms are required:

L−1
(√

s + a
s + b

)
= e−at

√
π t

+ √
a − be−bterf

√
(a − b)t (10.98)

(e.g., Wang 2000, table 7.1), and

L−1
[ √

s + a
s(s + b)

]
=
∫ t

0

[
e−at

√
π t

+ √
a − be−bterf

√
(a − b)t

]
dt,

= 1√
a
erf

√
at + 1

b
√
a
(a − b)erf

√
at

−
√
a − b
b

e−bterf
√

(a − b)t, (10.99)

the latter accomplished via application of the convolution theorem for Laplace transforms
(A.18).

The resulting displacement field in the Fourier domain is given by

2µk2uz(z = 0, t) = |k|(1 − ν)N̄ + ikνT̄ + (1 − ν)
(|k|N̄ − ikT̄

) {
erf(

√
ck2t)

+
√

1 − βe−βck2terfc[
√

c(1 − β)k2t]
}
,

(10.100)

where

√
1 − β = 1 − 2γ2. (10.101)

The limiting value corresponding to undrained deformation is simply

2µk2uz(z = 0, t = 0) = 2|k|(1 − νu)N̄ − (1 − 2νu)ikνT̄, (10.102)

and the corresponding drained value as t → ∞ is equivalent to equation (10.102), with ν

replacing νu. These expressions can be inverted by taking the Fourier transforms of (10.81) and
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inverting (10.102). For the drained case,

uz(z = 0, t → ∞) = − (3 − 4ν)�V
2π

d
d2 + x2

. (10.103)

Adding these displacements due to the surface loads to the full-space term (10.80) yields the
total displacement:

uz(z = 0, t → ∞) = −2(1 − ν)�V
π

d
d2 + x2

, (10.104)

which agrees with the displacements computed using Green’s function methods (see chap-
ter 8, problem3, and Segall 1985, appendixC). The corresponding undrained response is again
given by replacing the drained with undrained Poisson’s ratio.

Last, the vertical velocity is easily computed from the displacements (10.100):

2µvz(z = 0, t) = β(1 − ν)
[
N̄ − isgn(k)T̄

] {√ c
π t

e−ck2t

−c|k|
√

1 − βe−βck2terfc[
√

c(1 − β)k2t]
}
.

(10.105)

Displacements and velocities found by numerically inverting the Fourier transforms (10.100)
and (10.105) are shown in figure 10.11. The displacements appear to be rather unremarkable,
smoothly varying from the undrained to drained values. However, the vertical velocities
tell a more interesting story. At early times, the central region above the magma chamber
rises. The flanking regions, however, actually subside relative to the undrained displacements.
The subsidence of the flanking regions reverses at later times, causing the net postintrusive
displacement to be everywhere upward.

This behavior results from transient pore-fluid flow induced by the deformation. The region
above the magma chamber dilates and thus experiences a decrease in pore-fluid pressure,
whereas the pore pressure increases in the flanking regions. As pore fluid flows from the
flanking region toward the center of uplift, it causes a short-term subsidence of the flanks. At
later times, the pore fluid flows in from greater distance, eventually repressurizing the shallow
crust, leading to uplift. Needless to say, actual intrusions are not instantaneous. An extension
of this analysis could account for a finite period of inflation. The results here (10.105) should
be accurate as long as the duration of the source inflation is relatively short compared to the
characteristic time for fluid diffusion.

10.7 Cumulative Poroelastic Deformation in Three Dimensions
While it is difficult to compute solutions for dislocations in three-dimensional poroelastic half-
spaces using purely analytical techniques, it is straightforward to determine the cumulative
postseismic response as the crust relaxes from the completely undrained state, immediately
after the earthquake, to the fully drained, or infinite time, response. One simply computes the
displacement fields for a dislocation in ahomogeneous elastic half-space using bothundrained
and drained Poisson’s ratios and takes the difference, uporo = u(νu) − u(ν).

The cumulative poroelastic response is shown for a 70-km-long strike-slip fault that
ruptures from the surface to a depth of 15 km in figure 10.12. Notice that the maximum
displacements are on the order of a few percent of the fault slip and are concentrated near
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Figure 10.11. Vertical displacements and velocites due to an expanding cylindrical magma chamber in
a poroelastic half-plane. Times are normalized by the characteristic diffusion time, d2/c, where c is the
hydraulic diffusivity, and d is the source depth. The volume change per unit along-strike length is �V .
For these calculations, νu = 0.3, ν = 0.25.

the ends of the fault. For an infinitely long fault, the solution is antiplane strain (chapter 2),
for which there are no changes in mean-normal stress and therefore no poroelastic pressure
change. Thus, it is not surprising that the poroelastic response is concentrated near the ends
of the rupture.

The cumulative response for a thrust fault is shown in figure 10.13. In this case, the
maximum displacements are on the order of 15% of the coseismic slip. As in the strike-slip
case, the poroelastic displacements are concentrated near the fault ends. For an infinitely long
dip-slip fault, the drained and undrained surface displacements are identical (see problem 10),
so again it is not surprising that the porelastic deformations are concentrated near the ends of
the fault.

Transient poroelastic deformation has been observed following several crustal earthquakes.
Peltzer et al. (1996) observed postseismic rebound in dilational steps along the 1992 Landers
ruptures, using satellite radar interferometery. They suggested that these stepovers dilated
and subsided during the earthquake. Postseismic pore-fluid flow into these areas of low pore
pressure lead to uplift, as observed in the interferograms.

Jónsson and others (2003) observed broader scale transient deformation following two M
6 earthquakes in south Iceland in June of 2000, also using satellite interferometry. Plate 12
(left) shows the observed displacements in the line of sight (LOS) between the spacecraft
and the ground from 19 June (two days after the first earthquake) to 24 July, 37 days after
the earthquake. Due to the steep incidence angle, the LOS displacements are most sensitive
to vertical displacement. The data display a quadrantal pattern of displacement, with LOS
shortening (uplift) in two quadrants and LOS extension (subsidence) in the remaining two
quadrants, although the uplift in the southwest quadrant is not as well developed as it is
in the northeast quadrant. Slip was right-lateral, so the northeast and southwest quadrants
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Figure 10.12. Cumulative poroelastic response for a 70-km-long strike-slip fault that extends to 15 km
depth with one meter of slip. Horizontal displacements are shown with vectors (in meters), and vertical
displacements by gray scale (in meters). The maximum horizontal displacement is 0.03 m. Distance
scale is in kilometers. Calculation assumes ν = 0.2 and νu = 0.33.

dilated during the earthquake. The two dilational quadrants were observed to subside during
the earthquake in coseismic interferograms, as expected. The dilational quadrants would be
anticipated to rebound as pore pressure increased following the earthquake. This is what
is observed in the interferograms in plate 12. The remaining two quadrants compressed
coseismically and subsided following the earthquake, as pore fluid flowed out of the regions
of high pore pressure.

A simple calculation showing the predicted range change as the crust relaxed from the
undrained to the fully drained state is shown in plate 12 (right). The similarity between the
observed and predicted images suggests that poroelastic effects caused the postseismic defor-
mation. It also suggests that the characteristic fluid diffusion timewas shorter than the 35-day
repeat time of the InSAR satellite orbit. This is supported by additional observations that show
little if any deformation in the following months, suggesting that any remaining poroelastic
effects were at or below the noise level of the InSAR observations (see also figure 10.14).

South Iceland is an active geothermal area, and there are numerous wells in the region
in which water level is monitored. Jónsson et al. (2003) showed that the coseismic and
postseismic water-level changes in these wells were generally consistent with the predicted
spatial pattern of pore pressure change associated with the two earthquakes (plate 13), adding
additional support to the poroelastic interpretation of the InSAR data. Not only are the spatial
patterns of deformation and water-level change consistent with a poroelastic process, but the
temporal evolution of the changes also agree. This is illustrated in figure 10.14, which shows
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Figure 10.13. Cumulative poroelastic response for a 70-km-long east dipping thrust fault with one
meter of slip. Surface projection of the dislocation is shown. Horizontal displacements are shown with
vectors (in meters), and vertical displacements by gray scale (in meters). The maximum horizontal
displacement is 0.04 m. Distance scale is in kilometers. Calculation assumes ν = 0.2 and νu = 0.33.

the temporal evolution of the deformation as recorded by satellite interferometry (right scale)
and the water-level histories in selected wells. Notice that the deformation was essentially
complete approximately two weeks after the earthquake and that the water levels equilibrated
on similar timescales. Taken together, the spatial and temporal patterns in the deformation
and water wells are in good agreement and strongly support a poroelastic response following
these earthquakes.

10.8 Specified Pore Pressure Change
In general, the deformation and pore pressure fields are coupled through the equilibrium
equations for the solid and the diffusion equation governing pore-fluid flow. In many cases
of interest, it is not possible to solve the fully coupled equations analytically. If, on the other
hand, one has independent constraints on the pore pressure change distribution, then it
is possible to solve directly for the deformation fields. Uncoupling the pore pressure and
deformation fields in this manner makes the poroelastic problem completely analogous to
(uncoupled) thermoelasticity and permits us to take advantage of well-knownmethods in this
field.

We first show that the poroelastic displacements are generated by a distribution of centers
of dilatation with magnitude proportional to αp(x). As noted earlier, −α∂p/∂xi enters the
equilibrium equations (10.43) in the same form as body forces fi . We make use of the
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Figure 10.14. Deformation and water level as a function of time following the June 2000 earthquakes
in south Iceland. Water-level variations are shown on the left axis for four wells designated KH, HR, FL,
and GS. Well locations are shown in plate 13. Peak line-of-sight (LOS) range change determined from
satellite radar interferograms is shown with error bars (scale on the right axis). The times of the two
earthquakes are denoted by vertical lines. After Jónsson et al. (2003).

elastostatic Green’s tensors, gki (x, ζ ), which relate forces fk(ζ ) to displacements ui (x), via

µui (x) =
∫
V

fk(ζ )gki (x, ζ ) dVζ . (10.106)

The equivalent body force distribution is given by the gradients in pore pressure −α∂p/∂xk,
such that

µui (x) = −α
∫
V

∂p
∂ζk

gki (x, ζ ) dVζ . (10.107)

Integrating by parts, and assuming that we are considering localized pore pressure distur-
bances, such that p(|ζ | → ∞) = 0, yields

µui (x) = α

∫
V
p(ζ )

∂gki (x, ζ )
∂ζk

dVζ . (10.108)

Note that ∂gki (x, ζ )/∂ζk is the displacement due to a sum of force couples acting along three
orthogonal axes—that is, a center of dilatation (chapter 7). Equation (10.108) shows that
the displacement field can be constructed by summing the displacements due to centers
of dilatation with magnitude determined by the local change in pore pressure scaled by α.
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Figure 10.15. A: Fault in a poroelastic medium with a very permeable layer overlying an impermeable
half-space. B: During the postseismic period following the earthquake, the layer experiences a pore
pressure recovery �p = Bσkk/3 that is opposite in sign to the coseismic pressure change, where σkk is
the coseismic stress change. There is no postseismic pore pressure change in the impermeable lower
region.

This is physically reasonable, as equation (10.17) shows that the local volumetric strain is
proportional to αp(x).

Define the displacement Green’s function for a center of dilatation as

gCD
i (x, ζ ) ≡ ∂gki (x, ζ )

∂ζk
. (10.109)

It follows then that

ui (x, t) = α

µ

∫
V
p(ζ , t)gCD

i (x, ζ ) dVζ , (10.110)

and

σi j (x, t) = α

[∫
V
p(ζ , t)Gij (x, ζ ) dVζ − p(x, t)δi j

]
, (10.111)

where the stress Green’s functions are obtained from the displacements by

Gij = ∂gCD
i

∂xj
+ ∂gCD

j

∂xi
+ 2ν

1 − 2ν
∂gCD

k

∂xk
δi j . (10.112)

One example of an application of this approach is to determine how the surface defor-
mation changes if the near-surface materials are more permeable than the rocks at greater
depth. This is of interest in the south Iceland example discussed in the previous section,
where the permeability is fracture dominated and expected to diminish with depth in the
crust. We can get a feeling for the effect of depth-dependent permeability by considering the
extreme case of an infinitely permeable layer of thickness D overlying an impermeable half-
space (figure 10.15). The earthquake induces an instantaneous pore pressure change �p =
−Bσkk/3, where σkk/3 is the coseismic change in mean stress. Because flow is inhibited at
depth, there is no further change in pore pressure in the lower, impermeable medium. In the
upper layer, however, the induced pore pressure very rapidly dissipates. Thus, the postseismic
displacements are those generated by drainage of the coseismic pore pressure change in the
shallow layer—that is, the postseismic pressure change is�p = +Bσkk/3 for z < D.
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Figure 10.16. Drainage of the near-surface layer can be represented as the sum of two solutions. In the
first, the entire half-space drains. This solution can be computed by elementary methods. The second
solution involves repressurization of the deeper medium. This calculation is numerically stable, as the
integrand never becomes singular when the observation points are restricted to the free surface.

Numerical evaluation of the integral (10.108) can be difficult, as the kernels are singular
when the observation and source points are equal—that is, when x = ζ . A trick that proves
useful in this case is to break the problem in figure 10.15 into two parts using the superposition
principle, as shown in figure 10.16. Here the problem is divided into one part in which the
entire half-space drains and one part in which only the deeper medium is repressurized. The
displacements due to the first problem are simply obtained by differencing the elastic displace-
ment fields obtained with drained and undrained Poisson’s ratios in a half-space. Integrals to
compute the second problem on the right-hand side of figure 10.16 are nonsingular, as the
field and source points are never colocated, given that we compute the deformation only on
the free surface.

Setting the pressure change in equation (10.108) equal to the coseismic pressure change, as
in figure 10.16, andmaking use of equation (10.15) yields

ui (x) = (νu − ν)
(1 + νu)(1 − 2ν)

∫
V
σkk(ζ )

∂gki (x, ζ )
∂ζk

dVζ . (10.113)

The Green’s functions in a full-space (7.20) are given by

∂gki (x, ζ )
∂ζk

= 1
8πµ

(
1 − 2ν
1 − ν

)
xi − ζi

R3
. (10.114)

As discussed in chapter 7, the free-surface correction terms for a center of dilation are equiva-
lent to multiplying the full-space expressions by a factor of 4(1 − ν), so the displacements are
finally given by

ui (x) = (νu − ν)
2π(1 + νu)

∫
V
σkk(ζ )

xi − ζi

R3
dVζ , (10.115)

where the integral is taken over the domain z > D. The simulated range change is shown in
figure 10.17A for different thicknesses of the permeable layer, D. Not surprisingly, the greater
the depth of drainage, the larger the displacement. However, the amplitude of the signal
also depends on the difference between the drained and undrained Poisson’s ratios. As these
parameters are not well known for crustal materials, it is difficult to predict a priori the
magnitude of the poroelastic effect.

Scaling the different plots to the same maximum range change is shown in figure 10.17B.
This shows that without accurate knowledge of the poroelastic constants, it is not possible
to determine the depth of drainage from the surface displacements. Onemight have expected
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Figure 10.17. A: Calculation of the postseismic poroelastic range change for the June 2000 earthquakes
in the South Iceland Seismic Zone, for three different depths of drainage, D. In all cases, the upper layer
is assumed to drain rapidly, whereas the lower medium remains undrained. Left: Unscaled. B: Scaled
so that the maximum amplitudes are equal. Also shown is the observed range change along a transect
across the fault, from data between dashed lines in plate 12. After Jónsson et al. (2003).

that the spatial scale of the deformationwould be largerwhen the drainage is deeper. However,
the spatial scale of the postseismic poroelastic deformation is set by the scale of the coseismic
pore pressure change. This in turn is controlled by the dimensions of the rupture. Even if only
a shallow layer drains, this drainagewill be spatially extensive and difficult to distinguish from
drainage of a deeper layer. It is important to emphasize that this calculation cannot reveal
the time dependence of the deformation. Nevertheless, it can provide useful insights into the
effect of an inhomogenous permeability distribution.

10.9 Summary and Perspective
Poroelastic effects have only recently been recognized as contributing to observable crustal
deformation. On the other hand, poroelastic changes have long been of interest in fault
mechanics studies, as changes in pore-fluid pressure directly influence frictional resistance on
faults through the effective stress principle. The theory of poroelasticity is based on linearized
constitutive laws that relate changes in pore pressure to strain and account for changes in fluid
mass stored within a representative volume of rock. For an isotropic medium, this requires
two newmaterial constants in addition to the two constants that characterize classical elastic
materials. Consideration of idealized experiments in which either the external confining
pressure or the internal pore pressure is varied yields relationships between these poroelastic
parameters and the compressibility of the bulk rock, pore fluid, solid grains, and pores.

Pore pressure gradients appear in the equilibrium equations analogous to body forces.
Combining the constitutive relations with conservation of pore-fluid mass and Darcy’s law
leads to a diffusion equation that is fully coupled to the solid equilibrium equations. This
coupling significantly complicates solution of boundary value problems, particularly for faults
and magma bodies in a half-space. A limited number of exact solutions have been found that
provide insights into the often counterintuitive behavior of the coupled poroelastic problem.
At the time of this writing, however, exact solutions have not been found for dislocation
sources in a poroelastic half-space.
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Comparisons to data have often relied on the fact that the undrained (instantaneous)
and fully drained (infinite time) responses are equivalent to classical elasticity problems with
undrained and drained Poisson’s ratios, respectively. Caution is required, however, because
there is no guarantee that the displacement or strain fields vary monotonically between
the undrained and drained limits. In the admittedly limited case where the pore pressure
distribution is known a priori, the displacement field can be computed as a convolution of
the pressure field with Green’s functions equivalent to centers of dilatation. This is sensible in
that each parcel of material in the earth expands or contracts by an amount proportional to
the pore pressure change within that element.

10.10 Problems
1. Show that equation (10.3) reduces to the standard form of Hooke’s law for an effective

stress, σ ′
i j , where the effective stress is defined to be σ ′

i j ≡ σi j + αpδi j .

2. Prove equation (10.15)—namely, that

α = 3(νu − ν)
B(1 + νu)(1 − 2ν)

.

3. Show that the constitutive equations (10.16) can be recast as

2µεi j = σi j − νu

1 + νu
σkkδi j + 2µB�m

3ρ0
δi j .

From this, show that the volumetric strain can bewritten in terms of fluidmass alterations
and undrained parameters as

εkk = σkk

3Ku
+ B�m

ρ0
,

where the undrained bulkmodulus is given by Ku = 2µ(1+ νu)/3(1−2νu). This shows that
Skempton’s coefficient also has the interpretation as the ratio of volumetric strain εkk to
change in fluid content�m/ρ0 when themean normal stress vanishes.

4. Show that the diffusion equation (10.44) can be cast in the following form:

Sα
∂p
∂t

− κ

η
∇2 p = −α ∂

∂t
(∇ · u), (10.116)

where the storage coefficient is defined as

Sα = 3α(1 − 2ν)(1 − αB)
2µB(1 + ν)

. (10.117)

This form shows that the divergence of the displacements acts as a source term in the pore
pressure diffusion equation.

5. Show that Sα as defined in problem 4 can be written as

Sα = α

Ks
+ φ

(
1
K f

− 1
Kφ

)
. (10.118)
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6. Solve equation (10.59) for a constant normal load on the earth’s surface using a combi-
nation of Laplace and Fourier transforms to reduce the partial differential equation to an
algebraic equation.Note that in order to extend the domain of z to−∞ to∞ tomake use of
the Fourier transform, and to match the boundary condition for the vertical stress on the
plane z = 0, we need to take σzz(z = 0, t) = −2F H(t)[H(z)−1], as in appendix B. Following
the procedures there leads to the result given in equation (10.65).

7. Prove that the undrained pore pressure change for one-dimensional deformation is

p = −σzz B(1 + νu)
3(1 − νu)

,

so equation (10.65) has the correct limiting response.

8. Derive equation (10.74) from the governing differential equation and boundary condi-
tions.

9. Show that the stresses due to an edge dislocation (10.75) have the appropriate drained and
undrained limits.

10. Show that for an infinitely long dip-slip fault (plane strain), the free-surface displacements
at time t = 0 are identical to those in the limit t → ∞.
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11
Fault Friction

We began our study with dislocation models of faulting, in which the slip on a fault is
prescribed. In chapter 4, we explored models in which the shear stress in the slipping zone
is specified, leading to mixed stress-displacement boundary conditions. In neither of these
classes of models does the slip on the fault arise naturally due to the physical properties of the
fault zone and its interactions with its elastic surroundings. In order to develop such models,
we must consider the constitutive properties of faults—the topic of the present chapter. This
also leads to a discussion of fault stability and earthquake nucleation. Earthquakes are not
simply slip on faults, but fast, inertially limited slip that causes elastic waves to be radiated into
the surrounding rock. The study of earthquake nucleation is in part motivated by the need to
understand the physics of how earthquakes initiate, but also by the hope that the nucleation
processmay lead to detectable strain signals. At the timeof thiswriting, even very sensitive and
well-situated instruments have failed to detect convincing strain precursors. While this does
not diminish the importance of studying the physical processes involved, it does dampen the
hope that such signals will provide useful warnings of impending earthquakes. Knowledge
of fault friction is also key to understanding creeping faults, postseismic slip, and recently
discovered transient slip phenomena.

While fault zones in nature have finite thickness, they are often modeled mathematically
as a surface, most often planar, bounding two elastic regions. This may seem a severe oversim-
plification, but it is in part motivated by the understanding that deformation within gouge
zones tends to localize to a very narrow zone under conditions that permit unstable fault slip.
Theremay be conditionswhen deformation tends to spread or delocalize; however, wewill not
consider such issues in the necessarily abbreviated treatment here.

In the simplest case, Amonton-Coulomb friction states that the resistive stress along a
frictional surface is given by the product of the normal stress acting across that surface σ and
a coefficient of friction f (we avoid the notation µ to avoid confusion with the elastic Lame
parameter):

τ = fσ. (11.1)

It is instructive to consider an analogue model of a fault system consisting of a block in
frictional contact with a flat surface connected to an elastic spring (figure 11.1). The spring has
stiffness k and is driven at constant load point velocity, vplate. While clearly oversimplified, this
single degree of freedom spring-slider system does embody a few key elements present in crustal
faulting: a frictional contact surface modeling the fault, a spring representing the elasticity of
the earth’s crust (necessary to store elastic strain energy that is ultimately released in fast slip),
and a constant load point velocity, mimicking the constant plate motion that supplies energy
to plate boundary faults in the earth.

The driving force acting on the block is given by the difference between the load point
displacement, vplatet, and the displacement of the block δmultiplied by the spring stiffness

τdr ive = k(vplatet − δ), (11.2)
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σ

τ
k vplateδ

Figure 11.1. Single degree of freedom spring-slider system. A block is pressed against a flat interface
with normal stress σ . Frictional resistance to slip is τ . A spring with stiffness k is attached to the block,
the far end of which displaces at constant rate vplate. The cumulative displacement of the block is δ.

where k is taken to be the spring stiffness per unit of frictional contact area, with dimensions
of stress per unit displacement. Ignoring inertial effects—that is, assuming that all slip is quasi-
static—equilibrium requires that the driving stress given by equation (11.2) equal the frictional
resisting stress given by equation (11.1):

k(vplatet − δ) = fσ. (11.3)

The introductory physics explanation for unstable stick-slip motion is that the static friction
coefficient, which applies to surfaces in stationary contact, exceeds the dynamic friction
coefficient, which holds during sustained sliding. Once the static frictional resistance is
overcome, the stress exceeds that required to continue slip, resulting in an instability. In
nature, however, transitions are not instantaneous but occur over some finite slip or timescale.

11.1 Slip-Weakening Friction
A more realistic interpretation of the transition from static to dynamic friction is so-called
slip-weakening friction in which the friction coefficient weakens as a function of slip f (δ). As
long as equation (11.3) is satisfied, the forces balance, and the block is in static equilibrium.
Now consider what happens if the block is perturbed slightly by a small displacement dδ. A
forward displacement decreases the driving stress (the spring shortens). At the same time, the
frictional resistance decreases by an amount (∂ f /∂δ)dδ, where (∂ f /∂δ) < 0. The forces will be
unbalanced in the forward direction, favoring further slip, if the frictional resistance drops
faster than the driving force

unstable : σ
∂ f
∂δ

< −k < 0, (11.4)

since ∂τdr ive/∂δ = −k. On the other hand, the system is stable if the frictional resistance de-
creases more slowly than the elastic system unloads:

stable : −k < σ
∂ f
∂δ
. (11.5)

Notice that the stability of the spring-slider systemdepends on (1) the elastic stiffness k, (2) the
normal stress σ , and (3) the rate of frictional weakening ∂ f /∂δ. Thus, stability is not a property
of the frictional behavior alone, but an interaction between the frictional interface and the
elastic loading system. Specifically, increasing the spring stiffness k can stabilize the system,
whereas increasing the normal stress tends to destabilize the system. This phenomenon is well
known in laboratory rockmechanics, where stiff testingmachines are required to prevent rock
samples from failing catastrophically (e.g., Jaeger and Cook 1976). Figure 11.2 shows that the
higher the normal stress, the stiffer the machinemust be to prevent instability.
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Figure 11.2. Normal stress at which there was a transition from stable sliding to stick-slip behavior as a
function of machine stiffness. The different symbols refer to different surface roughness. After Dieterich
(1978).

The behavior of the slip-weakening system can be understood with the graphical construc-
tion shown in figure 11.3. The heavy curve shows the stress-displacement behavior of the fault
surface. The strength initially increases but eventually reaches a peak strength beyond which
the strength decreases with increasing slip. The straight lines with slope −k represent the
elastic unloading line for the system; the stress decreases along this line with increasing slip
δ for fixed load point displacement. From equation (11.3), the stress vanishes when vplatet = δ,

–k

τ

δvplatet

Elastic unloading curve

Stress displacement curve

A

B

C

D

Figure 11.3. Instability in a single degree of freedom elastic system with slip weakening friction. Solid
line represents the strength curve for the fault interface τ (δ). Straight lines with slope −k are the elastic
unloading lines. The intersection of the two represents mechanical equilibrium; the applied stress
equals the frictional resistance. With increasing time t, the elastic line moves to the right and stress
increases. See text for discussion. After Rice (1983).
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so that the unloading line intersects the horizontal axis at the load point displacement vplatet.
The intersection of the unloading curve with the strength-displacement curve represents the
equilibrium configuration of the system; at this point the driving stress exactly balances the
resisting stress.

As the load point displacement increases, the elastic line moves to the right, and the stress
increases until the unloading line is tangent to the strength-displacement curve. At this point,
marked A, the system is in unstable equilibrium, and σ∂ f /∂δ = −k. A small increase in slip
causes the resisting stress to drop faster than the driving stress. The next potential equilibrium
point is marked B, indicating that the fault displacement must at least jump from A to B.
However, inertia may lead to a dynamic overshoot, with the system continuing to a point D.
Static equilibriummust be satisfied as soon as the block stops sliding, so the frictional strength
must suddenly decrease toC. Further loading causes the system tomove toward pointD,where
it rejoins the stress displacement curve. The maximum overshoot occurs when there is no
seismic radiation and all of the elastic energy released is converted to work against friction.

The slip-weakening model has several positive attributes. First, it provides a physically
plausible transition from “static” to “dynamic” friction. Note that an instantaneous transition
from static to dynamic friction implies that the system is always unstable, which is inconsis-
tentwith laboratory results that indicate that increasing the stiffness of the loading system can
stabilize slip. Second, the model predicts that stability depends on normal stress, as observed
in the lab (figure 11.2).

On the other hand, the simple slip-weakening model has significant defects. First, there is
no mechanism for restrengthening or healing. As indicated in figure 11.3, the system would
be expected to slide stably following a single dynamic slip event. Early earthquake models
based on slip-weakening friction required ad hoc restrengthening, whereby the system was
arbitrarily reset to the origin of the strength-slip curve some time following the earthquake.
Second, the lack of rate dependence in the model means that the tangent point (point A in
figure 11.3) is unstable to even infinitesimal perturbations in stress. Thus, this model taken
literally predicts that small stress variations due, for example, to solid earth tides would
trigger earthquakes. Yet careful studies have found only a very weak tendency for earthquakes
to correlate with tidal stress cycles. This is strong evidence for some rate sensitivity in the
earthquake system, although it need not necessarily be in the fault constitutive properties.

11.2 Velocity-Weakening Friction
It might seem reasonable to postulate that fault strength degrades with slip rate, as opposed
to slip. However, as we shall see, direct velocity-weakening friction leads to mechanical
inconsistencies. Consider that the fault strength is a decreasing function of slip speed alone,
τ (v). At equilibrium, the frictional resistance exactly balances the applied stress, given by
equation (11.2). Perturbing this solution about the equilibrium value, we have

∂τ

∂v

∣∣∣∣
v0

�v = −k�δ,

∂τ

∂v

∣∣∣∣
v0

d�v
dt

= −k�v, (11.6)

where the subscript v0 indicates that the derivative is evaluated at the initial velocity. Equation
(11.6) is a first-order differential equation with solution

�v = exp

(
−kt/

∂τ

∂v

∣∣∣∣
v0

)
. (11.7)
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Thus, for velocity weakening, ∂τ/∂v|v0 < 0, the velocity perturbations grow exponentially, re-
gardless of the stiffness k. A full nonlinear analysis also shows that direct velocity weakening
is unconditionally unstable. This is not only inconsistent with laboratory tests as noted earlier,
but also leads to nonphysical behavior when applied to faults in elastic continua. As described
in chapter 4, in a Fourier description of fault slip, the effective fault stiffness is a function of
wavelength, with stiffness increasing with decreasing wavelength. Since velocity-weakening
friction is unstable for all stiffnesses, it is therefore unstable for all wavelengths. Thus, an
infinitesimal patch of fault could become unstable independent of the rest of the fault. Such
unphysical behavior cannot occur with slip weakening friction because a small fault patch is
very stiff and will thus respond stably to small perturbations in stress or slip.

It is worthwhile to review field and laboratory observations and consider their implications
for required fault frictional properties:

1. Faults in nature exhibit both unstable stick-slip cycles and stable creep. The best known
example of stable creep is the central creeping zone of the San Andreas fault. In addition,
geodetic and seismic data point to stable deformation at depth below the seismically
active zone (typically greater than 15 km on the San Andreas fault). This is often
attributed to distributed plastic flow associated with a temperature dependent brittle-
ductile transition, although as we shall see, such transitions are also expected for
deformation localized to a narrow fault zone.

2. Most faults exhibit rapid earthquake slip followed by decades to millennia of locking.
There must be some process for restrengthening the fault following rapid slip.

3. Laboratory experiments (figure 11.2) show that the tendency for instability is enhanced
by decreasing the system stiffness or increasing the normal stress.

4. The weak correlation between tidal stressing and earthquake nucleation requires some
rate dependence in the system.Direct velocityweakening is ruled out because faultswith
velocity-weakening friction are unconditionally unstable.

In the 1970s and early 1980s, laboratory friction experiments led to the development of rate
and state (history)–dependent constitutive laws that when applied tomodel faults in elastic con-
tinua exhibit the required behavior just described. These friction laws are the subject of the
next section.

11.3 Rate and State Friction
We will review very briefly here some of the observations that led to the development of rate-
and state-dependent friction laws. In the first set of experiments, rock surfaces were placed in
contact under fixednormal stress. The stress required to initiate slipwasmeasured as a function
of the time the surfaces were held in contact (Dieterich 1972). These experiments showed that
the nominal coefficient of static friction increased roughly with the logarithm of the time of
static contact (figure 11.4).

The second set of experiments pioneered by Dieterich (1978; 1979), referred to as velocity
stepping tests, probe the velocity dependence of friction. In these experiments, a sliding surface
is held at constant normal stress. A servo-control system simulates a very stiff testingmachine
in order to inhibit instability. The surfaces are slipped for some time at a fixed load point
velocity v1 until the resistive shear stress achieves a stable value. The load point velocity is then
rapidly changed to v2 (see figure 11.5).

The stress response to step changes in velocity is shown schematically in figure 11.5. Actual
laboratory data are shown in figure 11.6. These experiments illustrate a number of important
features that motivated the development of specific constitutive laws by Dieterich (1979) and
Ruina (1983).
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Figure 11.4. Variation in static friction coefficient fs with hold time. Initially bare rock surfaces (solid
symbols) and fault gouge (open symbols). The data have been offset to a friction coefficient of 0.6 at
1 second so that they represent relative changes in friction. After Marone (1998).

1. For slip at a constant rate, there appears to be a unique steady-state frictional resis-
tance that depends on slip speed, τss(v)—that is, the frictional resistance asymptot-
ically approaches τss(v) regardless of past slip history. In addition to these changes,
there may be slow increases in friction with cumulative offset. While not necessar-
ily well understood, this is often attributed to the buildup of gouge on the sliding
surfaces.

Slip (δ)

f = τ/σ
fss(v1)

fss(v2)

v1

v2

dc

Figure 11.5. Schematic illustration of a velocity stepping test. The load point velocity (upper curve) is
suddenly changed from v1 to v2. The frictional resistance shows an instantaneous increase followed
by a decay to a lower value. The final value may be less than the initial friction, termed steady-state
velocity weakening, as in this example, or greater than the initial friction, termed steady-state velocity
strengthening.
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Figure 11.6. Laboratory results for a velocity stepping test, showing transient and steady-state changes
in friction. The rapid response to the velocity step � f1 gives the constitutive parameter a. The
subsequent evolution of the friction coefficient with slip � f2 yields the parameter b, so the steady-
state change � fss is given by a − b. This sample exhibits steady-state velocity weakening. Experiment
at 150 mpa normal stress. After Kilgore et al. (1993).

2. Following a step increase in velocity, the friction instantaneously increases (figure 11.5).
In contrast, an instantaneous decrease in friction follows a step decrease in slip rate.
This behavior is referred to as direct velocity strengthening, ∂τ/∂v > 0. The experiments
show that the instantaneous change in friction varies roughly with the logarithm of the
change in slip speed—that is, τ = τ0 + a log(v2/v1).

3. Following the abrupt increase in friction for a velocity increase, the friction decreases
with increasing displacement. Similarly, the friction gradually increases following a
rapid drop due to a step decrease in the sliding velocity. The gradual decay to a new
steady state occurs over one or more characteristic displacement scales dc that depend
on surface roughness or the presence and properties of fault gouge but do not depend on
slip speed. The final approach to the new steady-state friction is exponential in slip.

4. While the direct dependence of τ on v is always strengthening (item 2), the steady-state
frictional dependence on slip speed ∂τss/∂v can be either positive or negative. That is the
final value of friction following a step increase in speed can be either less than the initial
friction (as in figure 11.5) or more.

Empirical rate and state friction laws postulate that the friction coefficient depends on the
current slip rate v and one or more state variables that characterize the state of the sliding
surfaces:

τ = σ f (v, state) (11.8)

(Ruina 1983). The vector of state variables can be written as [θ1, θ2, θ3, . . .], which in the limit
of a single state variable reduces to the scalar θ . Dieterich associates the state variable with
the average time of asperity contacts. For surfaces sliding at constant rate, the average contact
time is proportional to the average asperity size and inversely proportional to slip speed. More
generally, state variables can be any parameter that characterizes the state of the surface, such
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as grain size or porosity of fault gouge. Implicit in this description is the understanding that
state applies to a point, or small area, on the fault and that changes in state at one point do not
directly influence state elsewhere.

Equation (11.8) is not complete; one must specify how state varies with slip or time. For a
single state variable θ , these state evolution laws are of the general form (Ruina 1983)

dθ
dt

= g(σ, v, θ). (11.9)

Themost commonly used form of the constitutive law with a single state variable (11.8) is

τ = σ

(
f0 + a log

v

v0
+ b log

θ

θ0

)
. (11.10)

Here, f0 is a nominal coefficient of friction that typically takes on values near 0.6 for many
rock types under normal crustal conditions. v0 and θ0 are normalizing constants such that
f= f0 when v=v0 and θ=θ0. The normalization constant θ0 is arbitrary, it will prove to be
convenient to choose θ0=dc/v0. Notice that for fixed θ , the friction varies directly with
logarithm of slip speed, as suggested by laboratory experiments. Assuming, as is always
observed experimentally, that a>0, equation (11.10) exhibits direct velocity strengthening
∂τ/∂v > 0. (Note that in some formulations, including that by Ruina (1983), the term
b log θ/θ0 was written as�. In this case, the constant b appears in the state evolution law. The
use of� changes the appearance of the constitutive equations but not their meaning).

While equation (11.10) can be viewed solely as an empirical fit to laboratory data, there is
some basis for the particular form of the equation from a micromechanical understanding of
frictional processes. If the real area of asperity contacts is denoted Ac, whereas the nominal
surface area is A, then the normal stress acting at contacts is σc = σ A/Ac, since the net force
must be the same. The normal stress at contacts can be quite large if Ac is a small fraction
of A. Similarly, the shear stress acting on contacts is τc = τ A/Ac. Taking the ratio of these
expressions:

τc

σc
= τ

σ
. (11.11)

Similarly, equation (11.11) can be written as τ = τc Ac/A. Equation (11.11) explains why the
macroscopic friction coefficient f = τ/σ is independent of normal stress (Bowden and Tabor
1964). It also helps to rationalize why friction coefficients do not vary greatly for different rock
types—weak materials with low shear strength τc tend to have low indentation strengths σc
and hence larger contact areas for a given applied normal stress (e.g., Nakatani 2001).

The shear strength of the asperity contacts is believed to be controlled by thermally
activated creep processes (e.g., Stesky 1978; Chester 1994). The shear strength ofmostmaterials
is a positive function of strain rate, which for constant thickness of the shearing layer will be
proportional to slip speed. Thus, it is reasonable to assume τc(v), where ∂τc/∂v � 0. As discussed
later in this section, the real area of contact depends on the state of the surface, which can be
described by the state variable θ such that

τ = τc(v)
Ac(θ)
A

. (11.12)
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The thermally activated creep process can be understood following Rice et al. (2001) and
Nakatani (2001), who built on earlier work of Heslot et al. (1994), and others. Following the
notation of Rice et al. (2001), for a single activation process v = v0 exp(−E/kBT), where E is an
activation energy, kB is the Boltzman constant and T is temperature. Here, v0 is the frequency
of thermally activated jumpsmultiplied by a characteristic atomic-scale displacement in each
completed jump. The activation energy is taken to be of the form E = E1 − τc�, where τc� is
thework done by the shear stress during the thermally activated process, and� is an activation
volume (e.g., Poirier 1985). Thus,

v = v0 exp
[−(E1 − τc�)

kBT

]
. (11.13)

Combining equations (11.11) and (11.13) leads to

τ

σ
= E1

σc�
+ kBT
σc�

log
v

v0
. (11.14)

Comparison with equation (11.10) demonstrates that the empirical parameter a is associated
with

a = kBT
σc�

. (11.15)

Rice et al. (2001) and Nakatani (2001) use laboratory estimates of a and σc to determine an
activation volume of order a few atomic volumes. Rice et al. (2001) estimate an activation
energy E1 of order 100 kJ/mol. Nakatani (2001) obtains an average estimate of 200 kJ/mol
over the temperature range of 25◦C to800◦Cbut discusses evidence for a switch inmechanisms
at 400◦C.

We now turn to the state evolution equation (11.9). For a single state variable and constant
normal stress, two widely used evolution equations are

dθ
dt

= 1 − θv

dc
, (11.16)

and

dθ
dt

= −vθ
dc

ln
(
vθ

dc

)
. (11.17)

The first equation (11.16) is referred to as the aging law in that it predicts that state increases
linearly with time for surfaces in stationary contact, consistent with Dieterich’s view that
state represents time of asperity contact. When combined with equation (11.10), this predicts
that the frictional strength increases with logarithm of time as observed experimentally
(figure 11.4). The second law (11.17), often referred to as the slip law, predicts no change in
state when the slip speed vanishes, as limx→0x log x = 0. Ruina (1983) showed that the slip law,
when coupled to an elastic system under applied shear stress also predicts behavior consistent
with an increase in friction during apparent static contact. This occurs because even though
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the load point is fixed, the surface creeps to relax the shear stress, and the state evolves during
that slip.

There has been a great deal of discussion about the micromechanical interpretation of the
state variable and its evolution. Two possible mechanisms are most often cited for giving rise
to the increase in friction with time of apparent contact (e.g., Dieterich 1978). One is for
plastic creep of asperity contacts, which tends to increase the real area of contact and thus
overall shear resistance of the surface. The second possibility is that the area of contact remains
constant but that the degree of adhesion increases, due possibly to the diffusion of adsorbed
surface contaminants away from the contact points.

Dieterich and Kilgore (1994) conducted an ingenious set of experiments for directly observ-
ing frictional contacts under both normal and shear loads. They illuminate contact surfaces
between transparent materials, including glass and lucite plastic, with monochromatic light.
Where the surfaces are in contact, the light passes through so that the contacts appear
bright. Where the surfaces are not contacting, the light is scattered at the interfaces, so
these areas appear dark. With this methodology, the authors are able to show that the actual
area of contact scales linearly with normal stress Ac = σ A/σc, and increases with log time
for surfaces in stationary contact at constant normal load. They also were able to measure
the change in contact area with velocity during velocity stepping tests. Contact area was
observed to scale inversely with slip speed, consistent with θ = dc/v, under steady sliding.
The mean contact diameter, assuming circular contacts, was found to be approximately equal
to dc determined independently from the variation of friction following velocity steps. Last,
Dieterich and Kilgore (1994) were able to quantitatively reproduce the observed recovery in
friction using estimates of the change in contact area from their microscopic images.

We can combine Dieterich and Kilgore’s (1994) observation that contact area increases
with logarithm of time with equation (11.14) as follows. From the experimental data, take
Ac = A0

c + A1 log θ/θ0, where A0
c gives the contact area at θ = θ0. Thus,

E1

σc�
= E1A0

c

σ�A
+ E1A1

σ�A
log

θ

θ0
. (11.18)

This suggests that f0 = E1A0
c /σ�A and that the constitutive parameter b is given by f0A1/A0

c .
Data for glass at 10MPa (figure 11.7) suggests that A1/A0

c ∼ 0.03, which yields b ∼ 0.02 for f0 of
0.6, which is of the same order ofmagnitude as experimentally derived estimates. Note that by
the same arguments, the coefficient a in equation (11.14) should increase with contact time;
however, this can be viewed as a second-order effect.

Rate and state friction laws have proved extremely useful in understanding slip behavior.
This is true, even though a full micromechanical understanding of the processes that are
responsible for themacroscopic behavior remains uncertain. (The same is true for linear elastic
behavior; the theory was found to be useful well before the underlying atomic scale physics
that gives rise to the macroscopic behavior was understood.) Improved knowledge of the
underlying processes would, however, allow more confident extrapolations from laboratory
scale to natural faults.

The data in figure 11.7 are for slide-hold-slide experiments. Small amounts of slip can
occur during the nominal hold, leading to changes in state for the slip law. Dieterich and
Kilgore (1994) reported that experiments under true stationary contact, without applied
shear stress, yielded similar behavior. If slip during nominally stationary contact gives rise to
state evolution, then frictional restrengthening during slide-hold-slide tests should depend
on machine stiffness. Beeler et al. (1994) varied machine stiffness and found that the rate
of strengthening with log time was independent of stiffness, inconsistent with the slip law
prediction.
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Figure 11.7. Change in contact area and friction during slide-hold-slide tests (from Dieterich and
Kilgore 1994). During these experiments, the surface first slides at constant slip speed. The load point
is then held at fixed displacement during the “hold,” and then sliding is resumed. The continuous
line and open circles represent normalized change in the contact area. The continuous line gives the
maximum change in contact area, while the open circles give the change in area at the peak change
in friction. The solid circles indicate the relative change in the friction coefficient. The open squares
indicate changes in area during microindentation experiments. Experiments on glass at 10 MPa normal
stress.

The peak strength data from the slide-hold-slide tests in Beeler et al. (1994) and Dieterich
and Kilgore (1994) support the aging law. On the other hand, the slip law may be more
consistent with velocity stepping experiments. For the slip law, the normalized strength
decays with the same distance scale regardless of the magnitude of the jump in slip speed
(figure 11.8B). The slip law is also antisymmetric with respect to positive and negative velocity
steps. On the other hand, for the aging law, the apparent weakening distance increases with
the magnitude of the positive velocity step but exhibits only small strength changes for step
decreases in velocity (figure 11.8A). Ruina (1980, figure 10) showed two order of magnitude
step increases and decreases that are nearly antisymmetric, supporting the slip law. Bayart
et al. (2006) showed similar results with yet larger velocity steps. Nakatani (2001) also con-
cludes that the slip law is more consistent with experimental observations. It is fair to say
that at the time of this writing, considerable uncertainty exists as to both the relevant micro-
mechanics and even the most appropriate state evolution equations for modeling fault slip.
Indeed, it is not clear that a single-state evolution law is appropriate for all conditions
of interest.

The discussion so far has been limited to conditions of constant normal stress; however,
normal stress can be expected to vary during slip due to a number of processes. First, faults are
never precisely planar, and departures from planarity necessarily lead to changes in normal
stress with slip. Second, slip on faults that bound rocks of differing elastic properties changes
the fault-normal stress even for perfectly planar faults. Last, changes in pore-fluid pressure lead
to changes in the effective stress borne by solid contacts.
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Figure 11.8. Normalized stress as a function of normalized displacement for step changes in velocity.
Numbers indicated magnitude of velocity jump. A: Aging law. B: Slip law. Step increases are solid lines;
decreases are dashed lines. After Rubin and Ampuero (2008).

General considerations suggest that for variable normal stress, one could consider modify-
ing equation (11.9) to

dθ
dt

= g1(v, θ) + dσ
dt

g2(σ, v, θ) (11.19)

(Rice et al. 2001), where g1 could be either equation (11.16) or (11.17). Linker and Dieterich
(1992) conducted experiments with step changes in normal stress and concluded that an
appropriate form for g2 is −αθ/bσ , where α is a newly introduced nondimensional parameter.
For rapid changes in normal stress, such that θ does not evolve due to slip (constant δ), it
follows that θ/θ0 = (σ/σ0)−α/b, where σ0 and θ0 are the normal stress and state prior to the
imposed change in normal stress. For constant velocity sliding, the rate of change of friction is

.
τ = σb

.
θ

θ
+ f .σ , (11.20)

where the overdot indicates a time derivative. For rapid changes in normal stress, so that state
does not evolve due to slip, Linker and Dieterich (1992), predict

.
θ = −(αθ/bσ ) .σ , so that

.
τ = ( f − α) .σ . (11.21)

Thus, f − α acts as an effective friction coefficient for rapid changes in normal stress at fixed
sliding velocity.

The concept of steady-state friction that depends only on normal stress and slip speed is
a central concept in rate and state friction theory. For the single degree of freedom spring-
slider (illustrated in figure 11.1), the steady-state slip speed is the load point speed, v∞. For
both evolution equations (11.16) and (11.17), the steady-state value of the state variable θ is
θss = dc/v∞. The steady-state frictional resistance is found by substituting vss and θss into
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Figure 11.9. Phase plane f versus log(v/v0). The solid line indicates the steady-state friction line with
slope a−b, drawn for steady-state velocity weakening. Lines of constant state are dashed; arrows point
in the direction of state evolution. Lines connecting the points marked A, B, C, and D correspond to
the evolution of the system during a velocity stepping test, as illustrated in figure 11.5.

equation (11.10), such that the steady-state friction is

τss = σ

[
f0 + (a − b) log

(
vss

v0

)]
. (11.22)

Thus, (a − b) measures the slope of the steady-state frictional dependence on log velocity. If
a > b, the slope is positive, and friction is steady-state velocity strengthening. Alternatively, if
a < b, the slope is negative, and the friction is steady-state velocity weakening.

It often proves helpful to visualize the behavior of the spring-slider system with rate and
state friction in terms of a phase space with axes of f and log(v/v0), as introduced by Ruina
(1983). First, note that the steady-state behavior (11.22) is simply a line with slope a − b in
this space. Rapid changes, which occur at constant state, are also straight lines, with slope
a. A velocity stepping test as illustrated in figure 11.5 can be understood by the trajectory in
phase space illustrated in figure 11.9. The experiment starts at steady state with velocity v1. An
instantaneous jump in load point velocity to v2 causes the friction to instantaneously increase
by a log(v2/v1), to point B. The velocity is then held fixed as the friction decays to a new steady-
state value appropriate to the new slip speed fss(v2), point C. A step decrease in velocity back
to v1 causes an instantaneous decrease in friction (point D) and then a gradual increase back
to the steady-state friction appropriate for that slip speed, fss(v1), point A.

11.3.1 Linearized Stability Analysis
In this section, we determine whether the spring-slider system at steady state, with the slider
moving at speed v∞, is stable to small perturbations in either stress or slip speed. The analysis,
followingRuina (1983),which for simplicity is restricted to constant normal stress andneglects
inertia, consists of two steps. First, we linearize the governing equations about the steady-state
solution, which yields a system of ordinary differential equations in terms of the perturba-
tions in slip speed, stress, and state. We then seek solutions to these equations of the form
exp(st). If the real part of s is positive, then perturbations grow exponentially. Alternatively,
if the real part of s is negative, then perturbations are damped with time and the system is
stable.
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At equilibrium, the slider is moving at v∞, and the frictional resistance balances the spring
force:

σ

(
f0 + a log

v∞

v0
+ b log

v0θss

dc

)
= k(v∞t − δ). (11.23)

Perturbing equation (11.23) around steady state, v = v∞ + �v, θ = θss + �θ , equivalent to
keeping the first two terms in a Taylor series expansion about steady state, we find

σ

(
f0 + a log

v∞

v0
+ a

∂

∂v
log

v

v0

∣∣∣∣
ss
�v + b log

v0θss

dc
+ b

∂

∂θ
log

v0θ

dc

∣∣∣∣
ss

�θ

)
= k(v∞t − δ −�δ),

σ

(
a
∂

∂v
log

v

v0

∣∣∣∣
ss
�v + b

∂

∂θ
log

v0θ

dc

∣∣∣∣
ss

�θ

)
= −k�δ,

σ

(
a
v∞�v + bv∞

dc
�θ

)
= −k�δ. (11.24)

Perturbing either of the evolution equations (11.16) or (11.17) about steady state yields the same
linearized expression:

∂�θ

∂t
= �

.
θ = ∂

.
θ

∂v

∣∣∣∣∣
ss

�v + ∂
.
θ

∂θ

∣∣∣∣∣
ss

�θ,

= − 1
v∞�v − v∞

dc
�θ. (11.25)

Differentiating the last expression in (11.24) with respect to time and combining with (11.25):

σ
a
v∞�

.
v = −σ bv

∞

dc
�
.
θ − k�v,

�
.
θ = − 1

v∞�v − v∞

dc
�θ. (11.26)

Equations (11.26) represent two linear differential equations in two unknowns�v and�θ . We
now seek solutions of the form

�v = Vest,

�θ = �est. (11.27)

Substituting the preceding into equation (11.26) and combining leads to a single equation that
is quadratic in s:

σas2 +
[
σ (a − b)

v∞

dc
+ kv∞

]
s + kv∞ v

∞

dc
= 0. (11.28)

The behavior of the system is determined by the real part of s. First note that in the
limit of infinite spring stiffness, k → ∞, both roots of equation (11.28) are real and negative
(see problem 1 and figure 11.10). This implies that the system is stable for sufficiently large
spring stiffness, which is consistent with both laboratory behavior and simple slip-weakening
friction. Second, notice that s=0 is not a solution to equation (11.28) for k > 0. Thus, when
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Figure 11.10. An s-plane plot showing the behavior of the roots as a function of spring stiffness k. In
the limit that k is very large, both roots are real and negative. The roots cross the imaginary axis as a
pair at ±iω at the critical spring stiffness. As k decreases from the critical stiffness, the roots eventually
become real and positive. The figure is drawn for a/(b− a) = 2.

the real part of s changes sign, the roots must cross the imaginary axis as a pair, which we
label s = ±iω, as in figure 11.10. Substituting this into equation (11.28) and noting that both
real and imaginary parts of the resulting expression must be satisfied yields a pair of algebraic
equations:

−σaω2 + kv∞ v
∞

dc
= 0,

σ (a − b)
v∞

dc
+ kv∞ = 0. (11.29)

The second equation yields the critical spring stiffness:

kcr it = σ (b− a)
dc

. (11.30)

This important result, due to Ruina (1983), shows that if the spring stiffness is greater than
kcr it, the system will respond stably to small perturbations. If the spring stiffness is less
than the critical value, small perturbations will grow in amplitude, the slip-speed eventually
becoming infinite. As in the case of simple slip-weakening friction, increasing normal stress
causes the system to become more unstable. Increasing normal stress increases the critical
stiffness, making it increasingly likely that k<kcr it. The result (11.30) shows that the tendency
for instability also depends on the difference b − a, which determines the slope of the
steady-state weakening line. Since spring stiffness is a positive quantity, the system is stable
to small perturbations if a > b for all stiffnesses. Note with reference to equation (11.22) that
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∂τss/∂ log v = a − b, so it is possible to write the critical stiffness as

kcr it = − σ

dc

∂τss

∂ log v
. (11.31)

This latter form makes it particularly clear that the system is linearly stable if the fric-
tion is steady-state velocity strengthening, ∂τss/∂ log v > 0. For steady-state velocity weaken-
ing, ∂τss/∂ log v < 0, the system is potentially linearly unstable, if k < kcr it.

While the second equation in (11.29) gives the critical spring stiffness, the first gives ω,
which is the frequency of oscillation at neutral stability k = kcr it. Specifically,

ω =
√

b− a
a

v∞

dc
. (11.32)

Numerical results are shown in figure 11.11 for a spring-slider system slightly perturbed from
steady state. We note that when the stiffness equals the critical value, the solution is purely
oscillatory and the phase plane trajectories are stable orbits. When the stiffness exceeds the
critical value, the oscillations decay with time and the phase trajectories spiral into the steady-
state fixed point. In contrast, when the stiffness is slightly less than the critical stiffness,
the oscillations grow with time, and eventually become inertially limited. As expected, the
numerical results confirm the predictions of the linearized stability analysis.

The stability analysis highlights the importance of the velocity dependence of steady-state
friction, parameterized by a − b. Laboratory experiments indicate that ∂τss/∂ log v varies with
temperature. Indeed, equation (11.15) indicates that the direct effect should scale linearly with
temperature, and it is also sensible that creep of contacting asperities, if that is indeed what
controls state, will be temperature dependent. Blanpied et al. (1995) conducted experiments
on simulated granite fault gouge over a range of temperatures at an effective normal stress
of 400 MPa and fluid pressure of 100 MPa. Their results show a fair amount of scatter
but generally that ∂τss/∂ log v is negative at temperatures between roughly 100 and 300◦C
(figure 11.12). At higher temperatures between 350◦C and 600◦C, friction is steady-state
velocity strengthening, with a− bwith increasing temperature. At temperatures below 100◦C,
the behavior is weakly velocity strengthening. Other lab experiments, however, show steady-
state velocity weakening of bare surfaces at room temperature, although ∂τss/∂ log v tends to
increase (become positive) with increasing gouge thickness (Marone 1998).

According to equation (11.31), faults are unstable only when ∂τss/∂ log v < 0, suggesting
that earthquakes can nucleate only at depths corresponding to temperatures between 100 and
300◦C. For a thermal gradient of 25◦C/km, this corresponds to a depth range of roughly 3 to
13 km, which agrees quite well with the depth range of earthquake nucleation along the
San Andreas fault system.

11.4 Implications for Earthquake Nucleation
The stability results from the previous section have important implications for earthquake
nucleation. We found that for unstable slip to occur, the stiffness of the slipping patch must
be less than a critical value. It is reasonable to idealize the slipping zone as a circular crack
of radius r and use the elastic solution from chapter 4 to compute the effective stiffness of the
crack. Computing the effective stiffness�τ/2uusing themaximumdisplacement at the center
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Figure 11.11. Stability of a spring-slider system perturbed from steady state. Top: Velocity time history.
Bottom: Phase trajectories in τ−log v space. The left column is for k/kc = 1.2. The middle column is for
k/kc = 1. The right column is for k/kc = 0.85. The open circle represents the final point. Computations
were done with the aging law.

of the crack from equation (4.74) and assuming ν = 0.25:

k = 7πµ
24r

. (11.33)

Combining this with the critical stiffness from equation (11.30), we find that the minimum
crack radius for unstable slip is

rcr it = 7πµdc
24(σ − p)(b− a)

, (11.34)

Where σ − p is the effective fault-nomal stress. The slipping zone must grow to at least this
size for slip to become unstable. For a depth of 7 km, the effective stress is on the order of
100 MPa, assuming hydrostatic pore pressure. Laboratory data (figure 11.12) suggest that
b − a ∼ 0.005 or less. There has historically been a great deal of uncertainty about the
appropriate value of dc to use in modeling earthquakes. Laboratory data are generally
characterized by values in the range of 1 to 100 µm; however, dc is known to scale with
surface roughness and gouge particle size. Since natural faults may be rougher than laboratory
analogues, many workers have suggested that dc is considerably larger in nature than in the
laboratory. This has remained a subject of debate; some geologic observations have suggested
that the active deformation zones are not only very narrow but relatively smooth on the
scale of earthquake slip distances. For the sake of argument, here we use dc = 10 µm as
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representative of lab values. From equation (11.34) and assuming a shear modulus of 3 × 104

MPa, this yields a critical crack dimension of 0.5 meters. For dc of 100 µm, the critical radius
is 5 meters. The presence of microearthquakes in some mines is not inconsistent with these
rupture dimensions and hence laboratory estimates of dc.

vs

vt/2
Faultvst

Figure 11.13. Diagram to illustrate the radiation damping stress. The fault slips at rate v, so at time t,
the upper surface has displaced by an amount vt/2. An s wave has propagated a distance vs t from the
surface.

The full nonlinear friction equations combined with spring-slider elasticity can be solved
using standard algorithms for coupled differential equations. Ignoring inertial effects leads
to situations in which the slip speed increases without bound. Rather than explicitly include
inertia asmdv/dt, we use the so-called radiation damping approximation, in which the equation
of motion becomes

k(v∞t − δ) − σ f (v, θ) = ηv, (11.35)
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where η=µ/2vs, µ is the shear modulus, and vs is the shear wave velocity (Rice 1993). The
radiation damping stress can be simply understood with reference to figure 11.13, which
illustrates one side of a fault. The fault slip rate is v, so that at time t, the upper surface has
displaced by an amount vt/2. A plane s wave radiated from the fault has traveled a distance
vst from the surface in the same time interval. Thus, the medium adjacent to the fault has
strained by γ = (vt/2)/(vst) = v/2vs, and the radiation stress is µv/2vs. Whilemdv/dt is correct
for a lumped mass, relative to faulting in a continuum, it overpredicts dynamic overshoot.
Radiation damping, on the other hand, predicts no dynamic overshoot.

It is convenient to express the system as a series of coupled first-order differential
equations. Differentiating equation (11.35) with respect to time when combined with
(11.16) or (11.17) and the time derivative of (11.10) yields the following system:

.
v =

( η
σ

+ a
v

)−1
( .
τ

σ
− b

.
θ

θ

)
, (11.36)

.
θ = 1 − θv

dc
or − vθ

dc
ln
(
vθ

dc

)
. (11.37)

.
τ = k(v∞ − v). (11.38)

Numerical simulation of the equations governing the spring-slider system (11.36), (11.37),
and (11.38) exhibit many of the features of natural earthquake cycles. In calculations here, the
governing equations were first normalized: slip velocity by v∞, time and state by dc/v∞, and
shear stress by σ . Choosing a/b < 1 and a spring stiffness less than kcr it results in behavior as
illustrated in figure 11.14. Orbits in the τ/σ versus log(v) phase space show stress accumulation
at very low slip rates, followed by a nucleation phase in which the slider accelerates at nearly
constant stress. Stress drop at high slip speed is followed at first by rapid deceleration along
the steady-state line and then post-slip deceleration at nearly constant stress. These simple
equations thus exhibit a natural transition from essentially locked to rapid slip, as well as
recovery of strength following rapid slip.

Returning to the nucleation phase, we can obtain an approximate analytical solution for
earthquake nucleation with aging law friction following Dieterich (1992). During the rela-
tively short nucleationphase, it is reasonable to ignore the stressing due to platemotion; there-
fore, v∞ can be neglected in equation (11.38). It is also reasonable to ignore radiation damping
until very late in the nucleation phase, so η can be ignored in equation (11.36). Dieterich
(1992) employed the aging law and further assumed that θv/dc � 1 in equation (11.37)—
this may be regarded as a “no-healing limit” since the healing term is ignored in the state
evolution equation. The logic for this approximation is that during nucleation, the slip speed
far exceeds the steady-state value (equal to the plate velocity) and that state, dependent
on the time since the last slip event, will also be well above the steady-state value. How-
ever, as the fault accelerates, θ decreases (

.
θ < 0), so the no-healing limitmay be violated during

nucleation (Rubin and Ampuero 2005). Assuming that healing can be ignored, equations
(11.36), (11.37), and (11.38) reduce to

dv
dt

= v2

a

(
b
dc

− k
σ

)
. (11.39)

Notice that the system is unstable if the term in brackets is positive, since the acceleration
increases with v2. On the other hand, if the bracketed term is negative, the system is stable.
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Figure 11.14. Numerical simulation of a spring-slider system with rate- and state-dependent friction
exhibits stick-slip cycles when a/b < 1 and k/kcr i t < 1. Upper left: v/v∞ versus tv∞/dc, showing long
periods of extremely slow slip rate punctuated by regularly spaced rapid slip events. Upper right:
τ/σ versus tv∞/dc, showing slow stress accumulation followed by abrupt stress drops during fast
slip. Lower left: δ/dc versus tv∞/dc. Lower right: Phase plane plot. The line indicates the steady-state
frictional response. Calculation for a/b = 0.75 and k/kcr i t = 0.1.

This leads to a critical stiffness given by

kcr it = σb
dc
, (11.40)

which is of the same form as equation (11.30) with b − a replaced by b. The critical stiffness
in equation (11.30) was derived by considering small perturbations from steady sliding. On
the other hand, equation (11.40) is based on the assumption that the system is far from steady
state.

Equation (11.39) can be integrated, with initial conditions v(t = 0) ≡ v0, to yield

v

v0
=
(
1 − Hv0t

a

)−1

, (11.41)

where H is the term in brackets in equation (11.39), with units of 1/length. Because we have
ignored inertial effects, equation (11.41) predicts that the slip speed becomes infinite at time
t = tinst = a/Hv0. Integrating (11.41) gives the fault slip as a function of time:

s(t) = − a
H

log
(
1 − Hv0t

a

)
= − a

H
log

(
1 − t

tinst

)
. (11.42)

In the no-healing limit, θ evolves exponentially with slip θ=θ0 exp(−s/dc). From this and
equations (11.41) and (11.42), it can be shown that the no-healing approximation, vθ/dc � 1,
remains valid only if k < σ (b− a)/dc (Rubin and Ampuero 2005).
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Important insights into earthquake nucleation with rate and state friction have been
gained by numerical simulations, mostly with one-dimensional faults and two-dimensional
elasticity. For antiplane strain, the equation of motion becomes

τ∞(x) − µ

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

∂s/∂ξ
x − ξ

dξ − σ f (v, θ) = ηv. (11.43)

The first two terms on the left side represent the stress acting to drive slip, while σ f (v, θ) is
the frictional resistance to slip, σ being interpreted as the effective normal stress. τ∞ is the
remotely applied stress acting on the fault, whereas the stress change due to slip s is given by
theHilbert transformof the slip gradient, equation (4.64) in chapter 4. The difference between
the stress and the frictional resistance is balanced by radiation damping ηv. Because rate and
state friction postulates that the fault is always slipping, albeit sometimes at vanishingly small
rates, we can take the integral in equation (11.43) to extend over the entire fault and avoid
the mixed boundary conditions that characterize traditional crack models. As described in
chapter 4, the stress interaction term in the Fourier domain is −(µ/2)|n|F(s), where F(s) is
the Fourier transform of the slip, and n is the wavenumber. (We reserve k for stiffness in this
chapter.) Differentiating equation (11.43) with time yields

( η
σ

+ a
v

) .
v =

.
τ

∞

σ
− µ

2σ
|n|v − b

.
θ

θ
, (11.44)

where it is implicit that the spatially variable slip speed v and state θ are Fourier transformed
quantities. Equation (11.44) together with an evolution law, specified .

τ
∞, and appropriate

initial conditions describes the evolution of the system.
Figure 11.15 shows a simulation in which the frictional properties are uniform with a/b =

0.3, but the initial velocity and therefore stress are spatially heterogeneous. The computation
is initiated well above steady state. Accelerating slip is found to concentrate in a zone of fixed
length, even though longer wavelengths are present in the initial velocity distribution that are
more compliant than the nucleation length (Dieterich 1992). We can gain some insight into
this behavior by ignoring radiation damping and remote stressing in equation (11.44). In the
no-healing limit, this reduces to

dv
dt

= v2

a

(
b
dc

− µ|n|
2σ

)
, (11.45)

which suggests a critical wavenumber ncr it = 2σb/µdc. For velocity fluctuations at smaller
wavenumber, the perturbation accelerates proportional to velocity squared. Indeed, filtering
the heterogeneous initial velocity distribution forwavenumbers smaller than the critical value
and picking the maximum initial velocity accurately predicts the location of the eventual
nucleation zone, as long as the no-healing limit is satisfied. Given that n = 2π/λ and that the
wavelength λ is twice the length of the nucleation zone, this suggests that the half-length of
the growing slip zone is l ∼= πµdc/4bσ . Rubin and Ampuero (2005) show that the fixed length
solution with finite stress (zero stress intensity factor) at the edge of the nucleation zone
has a half-length of 1.377µdc/bσ , not far from the simple estimate of πµdc/4bσ . We refer to
1.377µdc/bσ as the Dieterich length, since it was first noted by Dieterich (1992). The Dieterich
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Figure 11.15. Simulation of earthquake nucleation in a two-dimensional elastic full-space. Each
curve represents a snapshot in time. The horizontal axis is along-fault dimension (meters). A: Shear
stress normalized by effective normal stress. B: Slip speed log(v/v0). C: log(vθ/dc). Computations
are for dc = 1 mm, effective normal stress of 100 MPa, a = 0.003, b = 0.01, and the aging law.
The initial velocity distribution includes a small component of white noise. Bar indicates a length of
2 × 1.377µdc/bσ .

length is smaller than the critical length for slip to nucleate, which corresponds to the critical
stiffness (11.30):

Lc = πµdc
4(b− a)σ

, (11.46)

by a factor of b/(b − a). The assumption that healing can be neglected throughout nuclea-
tion, however, is valid only for a/b < 0.38 (Rubin and Ampuero 2005). For larger a/b, the
state decreases sufficiently rapidly that vθ/dc is driven toward a constant value, near unity, that
depends on a/b.

For a/b > 0.38, the behavior is qualitatively different (figure 11.16), with nucleation occur-
ring as a crack that expands quasi-statically to a limiting length, at which point, the slip
becomes dynamic. Rubin and Ampuero (2005) have shown that it is possible to understand
this behavior using fracture mechanics concepts. This approach is motivated by numerical
results, which show that the stress within the interior of the slipping zone is nearly uniform
(figure 11.16). Specifically, they balance an effective fracture energy at the crack front Gc with
an estimate of the crack extension force G.
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Figure 11.16. Simulation of earthquake nucleation in a two-dimensional elastic full-space. Each curve
representes a snapshot in time. The horizontal axis is along-fault dimension (meters). A: Shear stress
normalized by effective normal stress. B: Slip speed log(v/v0). C: log(vθ/dc). Computations are for
dc = 1 mm, a = 0.008, b = 0.01, with the aging law.

To a reasonable approximation, the slip speed in the interior of the crack, v, is uniform.
In addition, the interior of the crack is nearly steady state (figure 11.16C), such that the
stress there is τin ∼ σ [ f0 + (a − b) log(v/v0)]. In front of the crack, the slip speed increases
rapidly at nearly constant state from the background value to high value at the crack tip. If
the state variable in front of the crack is given by θi , then the peak stress is approximately
τp ∼ σ [ f0 + a log(v/v0) + b log(v0θi/dc)]. The stress drop from the peak at the crack tip to the
stress inside the crack (figure 11.17) is

�τ p ≡ τp − τin ∼ σb log(vθi/dc). (11.47)

The fracture energy Gc is given by the area under the slip-weakening curve, Gc = �τ psc/2,
where sc is the slip distance over which the stress drops from τp to τin. Healing can be neglected
in the weakening zone behind the crack tip; in the no-healing limit, the state evolution
equation (11.16) integrates directly to θ = θ0 exp(−s/dc). Substituting into the friction law
(11.10) yields

τ = σ

(
f ′ + a log

v

v0
− b

s
dc

)
. (11.48)
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This shows that the friction law exhibits linear slip weakening in the no-healing limit. Thus,
at constant slip speed, dτ/ds = −σb/dc. From this, we deduce that sc ∼ dc�τ p/bσ , so that

Gc = dc(�τ p)2

2bσ
= bσdc

2

[
log

(
vθi

dc

)]2
. (11.49)

The energy release rate is given by G = (π/2)(�τ )2L/µ (chapter 4), where L is crack half-
length, and �τ is the stress drop (figure 11.17). If the slip speed outside the crack is vout, then
the stress in front of the crack can be approximated by τout ∼ σ [ f0 + (a − b) log(dc/θiv0) +
a log(voutθi/dc)], so that the stress drop is

�τ ≡ τout − τin ∼ σ [(b− a) log(vθi/dc) + a log(voutθi/dc)]. (11.50)

Thus, the energy release rate is

G = πL(b− a)2σ 2

2µ

[
log

(
vθi

dc

)
+ a

b− a
log

(
voutθi

dc

)]2
. (11.51)

The crack grows stably as long as the rate of energy release balances the fracture en-
ergy. Equating G from equation (11.51) with Gc from (11.49) yields the equilibrium crack
half-length:

L = bµdc
π(b− a)2σ

[
log(vθi/dc)

log(vθi/dc) + a log(voutθi/dc)/(b− a)

]2
. (11.52)

If the fault in front of the crack is above steady state such that voutθi/dc > 1, the term in brackets
is less than one. As the slip speed inside the crack increases, v eventually dominates vout, such
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Figure 11.18. Simulation of earthquake nucleation in a two-dimensional elastic full-space. Each curve
represents a snapshot in time. The horizontal axis is along-fault dimension (meters). A: Shear stress
normalized by effective normal stress. B: Slip speed log(v/v0). C: log(vθ/dc). Computations are done
for dc = 1 mm, a = 0.008, b = 0.01, and the slip law.

that the term in brackets approaches one frombelow, leading to amaximum equilibriumhalf-
length L∞ = bµdc/π(b− a)2σ . L∞ is a factor of [b/(b − a)]2 greater than the Dieterich length,
which could be a substantial difference if b−a is small,making detection of a nucleation phase
under these circumstances considerably more likely.

The Dieterich length and the asymptotic length L∞ apply only for the aging law, whereas
Lc, the critical length for nucleation (11.46), applies to both commonly used evolution laws, as
they have the same linearized form about steady state. The behavior for the slip law, however,
is yet different (figure 11.18). Simulations with the slip law show a growing unidirectional slip
pulse as opposed to cracklike growth.

We now return to the question of the potential for detecting premonitory strain and take
equation (11.42) to give the slip as a function of time. A reasonable value for H can be
found by setting the stiffness to the critical value given by equation (11.30), which yields
s(t) = dc log(1 − t/tinst). The predicted strain will of course depend on the relative geometry
of the strainmeter and the nucleation patch. For simplicity, we assume strike slip on a vertical
fault directly below a strainmeter capable of measuring shear strain. From results presented in
chapter 3, it is possible to show that for this geometry, the shear strain is given by

γ = sA
8πd3

, (11.53)
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where A is the fault area, computed from equation (11.34), and d is the depth to the nucleation
patch. Combining, we have

γ = dc
8d3

[
7πµdc

24(σ − p)(b− a)

]2
log

(
1 − t

tinst

)
. (11.54)

To make an order of magnitude estimate of the nucleation strain, we choose the following
parameter values: a shearmodulus of 3×104 MPa and an effective normal stress of 17MPa/km
depth, which yields roughly 120 MPa for a depth of 7 km, a typical hypocentral depth on the
San Andreas fault. We take b − a ∼ 0.005 and dc of 10 µm. The characteristic nucleation time
starting from theplate velocity of 10−9 m/s is dc/v0 = 104 seconds, or a fewhours. The predicted
strain from the simplemodel is shown in figure 11.19. Themaximum strain change at 1 second
before the instability is of the order of a few parts in 10−17 or 10−8 nanostrain, well below
the current level of detectability. The decay of strain with distance cubed effectively prohibits
surface detection of deep nucleationwith current instrumentation. At the time of this writing,
a number of experiments are under way that attempt to place strain and seismic instruments
in the near field of the nucleation source. Figure 11.20 shows the strain between t = dc/v0 and
one second for a range of depths and dc consistent with laboratory data. We predict that
precursory strains can be measured only by placing sensors extremely close to the nucleation
zone.

11.5 Nonlinear Stability Analysis
Nonlinear stability analyses of the single degree of freedom spring-slider system have yielded
significant insights (Rice and Gu 1983; Ranjith and Rice 1999). Unlike the linearized stability
analysis, which predicts the same behavior for either of the commonly used state evolution
laws, the nonlinear analysis predicts different behavior for the two laws.
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Begin by considering the case of zero load point velocity. If processes evolve sufficiently
rapidly, it is reasonable to ignore the slow stressing due to plate motion and set the load point
speed to zero. With v0 = 0, there is no steady solution, and the slider slip speed evolves
either to zero or to infinity. For steady-state velocity weakening (a < b) and k < kcr it, the phase
plane separates into two fields; see figure 11.21A. The boundary between the two domains is
a straight line parallel to, but above, the steady-state line. For initial conditions above the
stability boundary, the slider accelerates to infinite slip speed. For initial conditions below
the stability boundary, the slider may accelerate for some time before reaching a maximum
velocity and slowing down, ultimately tending toward zero slip speed. The offset between the
steady-state line and the stability boundary depends on the evolution law. For the slip law,
equation (11.17), the offset is

�τ = bdck
b− a

= bσk
kcr it

(11.55)

(Rice and Gu 1983). A similar behavior is observed with the aging law, equation (11.16) as
illustrated in Figure 11.22. However, in this case, the offset between the stability boundary and
the steady-state line is given by

�τ = bσ log
(

kcr it
kcr it − k

)
(11.56)

(Ranjith and Rice 1999). For a > b, the system responds stably and the slider speed eventually
evolves to zero. This is illustrated for the slip law infigure 11.21B.Note that for initial stresses far
above the steady-state stress, the slider first accelerates before reaching a maximum slip speed
and then slowing down. For initial stresses sufficiently below steady-state stress, the slider
decelerates monotonically. There is again a boundary separating the two different behaviors,
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Figure 11.21. Behavior of a single degree of freedom spring-slider system with zero load point motion
v0 = 0 and the slip evolution law, equation (11.17), from Rice and Gu (1983). Dashed line is steady-state
friction. A: Velocity weakening friction, (b− a)/a = 0.6. B: Velocity strengthening friction, (b− a)/a =
−0.3. All variables are nondimensionalized; f is nondimensional friction stress, ( f − f0)/a, � is the
state variable, λ = (b− a)/a, and κ = kdc/aσ . κ = 1 for these plots. See text for description.

which is parallel to but offset below the steady-state line by an amount

�τ = kdcb
a − b

. (11.57)

These results can be extremely useful in understanding the response of the system to rapid
changes in stress, due for example to neighboring earthquakes. Recall that rapid changes in
stress occur at constant state, which with the nondimensionalization in figure 11.21 appear
as straight lines with slope of 1. For a velocity-weakening fault, a stress step that brings the
system to the point labeled A in figure 11.21A will cause the fault to accelerate to instability—
a triggered earthquake or aftershock. In contrast, a fault experiencing a smaller stress step so
that it moves to the point labeled B will experience an accelerating but ultimately stable creep
response. Similarly, for velocity-strengthening friction, a point experiencing a stress step to C
will exhibit a triggered creep response that maymodel afterslip following an earthquake.
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Figure 11.22. Behavior of a single degree of freedom spring-slider system with zero load point motion
v0 = 0 and the aging evolution law, equation (11.16), from Ranjith and Rice (1999). U = 0 marks the
stability boundary; see text.

The system behavior including nonzero load point velocity is somewhat more complex.
A nonlinear analysis with the aging law, equation (11.16), was studied by Ranjith and Rice
(1999). The behavior depends on the magnitude of the stiffness k relative to the critical
value kcr it. With nonzero load point velocity, v0, and k = kcr it, perturbations from steady mo-
tion at v0 induce periodic oscillations. For small perturbations, the oscillations are sinusoidal,
but for larger perturbations, they aremarkedly nonharmonic, with fairly rapid stress drops and
slow stress accumulations. For k > kcr it, the motion is stable, with the slider velocity tending
toward v0. On the other hand, for k < kcr it, the system is unstable in the sense that the slider
tends to infinite slip speed if inertial effects are neglected.

For the slip evolution law, equation (11.17), the behavior is similar except that instabilities
can exist even when k > kcr it if the perturbations are sufficiently large. A sample phase plane
plot for a < b fromRice andGu (1983) is shown infigure 11.23.Note that the stability boundary
encloses the steady-state solution such that small perturbations from steady state are stable,
as expected from the linearized analysis. As was the case with zero load point velocity, a rapid
increase in stress canmove the systemout of the stable region. Interestingly, forcing the system
to low slip speeds at nearly constant stress could result in moving the system onto an unstable
trajectory when nonzero load point motion is included.

11.6 Afterslip
Transient slip has been observed or inferred following numerous earthquakes. This phenom-
enon is generally referred to as afterslip or postseismic slip. Afterslip was first observed following
the 1966 Parkfield earthquake on the San Andreas fault (Smith andWyss 1968) and is inferred
to have resulted from slip on the shallow fault in response to coseismic slip at greater depths
(figure 11.24). Afterslip below the seismogenic zone is also to be expected where, due to
temperature-dependent frictional properties, the fault transitions from steady-state velocity
weakening to steady-state velocity strengthening behavior. As discussed in chapter 6, for
strike-slip faults, it can be difficult to distinguish deep afterslip from distributed viscoelastic
deformation. Last, there are examples of afterslip inferred to have taken place along strike of
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Figure 11.23. Stability boundary and trajectories for a system with imposed load point motion and
the slip evolution law, equation (11.17), after Rice and Gu (1983). This particular example is for
nondimensional stiffness of 1, which is twice the critical stiffness.

the coseismic rupture at seismogenic depths, perhaps suggesting lateral variations in frictional
properties.

The coseismic rupture must decelerate from seismic slip rates following the earthquake.
During fast coseismic rupture, the fault slips many times dc so that θ is driven toward steady
state appropriate to dynamic rupture speeds, θdyn → dc/vdyn, where dynamic rupture speeds,
vdyn, are of order 1 m/s. Numerical simulations employing the radiation damping approxima-
tion show that the fault tends to decelerate at approximately constant stress (figure 11.14).
This is not the case with calculations that include inertia rather than radiation damping (Rice
and Tse 1986), where large dynamic overshoot is observed. Assuming deceleration at nearly
constant stress, and ignoring radiation damping, equation (11.36) simplifies to

a
.
v

v
+ b

.
θ

θ
= 0. (11.58)

As the fault decelerates, the friction drops far below steady state such that vθ/dc � 1. For the
aging law,

.
θ 	 1, so that state increases linearly with time, θ = θdyn + t, where θdyn = dc/vdyn.

Making this substitution in equation (11.58) and solving for slip speed yields

v = vdyn(1 + vdynt/dc)−b/a 	 vdyn(vdynt/dc)−b/a. (11.59)

The second form in equation (11.59) is valid for t � dc/vdyn. For dc of 10 to 100 µm,
and vdyn ∼ 1 m/s, dc/vdyn is on the order of 0.01 to 0.1 ms, so that this approximation is
generally valid. To determine whether decelerating slip could be detected with geodetic or
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Figure 11.24. Afterslip following the 1966 Parkfield earthquake as measured by creepmeters. Data from
Smith and Wyss (1968). Data are compared to the simple prediction from equation (11.70). After
Marone and others (1991).

strain instrumentation, it is instructive to ask how long it takes for the slip speed to drop to
the plate velocity. Rearranging equation (11.59) yields

tplate = dc
vdyn

(
vdyn

vplate

)a/b

. (11.60)

Choosing generic parameter values with a/b in the range of 0.5 to 0.95, and assuming
vdyn/vplate ∼ 109, yields tplate ranging from 0.3 to 3× 104 seconds. The displacement during the
deceleration phase is obtained by integrating equation (11.59). Neglecting displacement that
accumulates at times t < θdyn—that is setting δ = 0 at t = θdyn—yields

δ = dc(
b
a

− 1
) [1 −

(
tvdyn

dc

)1− b
a
]
. (11.61)

The maximum displacement is adc/(b − a), which is of the order of dc unless the fault is very
nearly velocity neutral. Whether this slip can be detected will depend on the magnitude of dc
and whether the friction is close to velocity neutral or strongly weakening.

The loading term due to plate motion becomes important as the slip speed decreases below
the plate velocity. In this case, equation (11.36) simplifies to

a
.
v

v
+ b

.
θ

θ
= kvplate

σ
. (11.62)
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Rubin and Ampuero (2005) define the end of the afterslip period to be the time at which the
deceleration vanishes, .v = 0. This is easily seen from equation (11.62) to be

tpost = bσ
kvplate

− dc
vdyn

	 bσ
kvplate

= dc
vplate

kc
k
, (11.63)

where we have used kc from equation (11.40). Since the stiffness scales inversely with rupture
dimension, it is reasonable to associate kc/kwith the ratio of the size of the final rupture to that
of the nucleation zone. Given laboratory estimates of dc, dc/vplate is of the order of 104 to 105

seconds, so that tpost could easily range from months to years. However, most of the transient
displacement accumulates during fast slip shortly after the earthquake.

Most attention in the literature has focused on afterslip outside of the coseismic rupture
zone. With reference to the nonlinear stability analyses, transient slip can be triggered with
either velocity-strengthening or velocity-weakening friction. The conditions for stable tran-
sients with velocity-weakening friction, however, are limited. For example, in figure 11.21A,
point B experiences a transient increase in slip speed. If the stress change is slightly larger to
point A in figure 11.21A, the slip accelerates to inertial rates. On the other hand, if the stress
change is slightly smaller, no transient is induced. For this reason, and because laboratory data
suggest a transition to stable friction below, and perhaps above, the seismogenic zone, most
attentionhas focused on afterslip in velocity-strengthening regions surrounding the coseismic
rupture zone.

If the aseismically slipping zone expands with time, the process cannot be accurately
modeled with a single degree of freedom model with constant stiffness. Nevertheless, it
is hoped that some insight can be gained from such an analysis. Assume that a velocity-
strengthening region outside the rupture is initially at steady state, at slip rate v∞, prior to
the imposition of a rapid change in stress �τ due to the earthquake. For an instantaneous
(constant state) change in stress, the slip rate immediately increases to

v = v∞ exp [�τ/aσ ]. (11.64)

Numerical simulations (figure 11.25) show that for stiff systems, kdc/σ (a − b) of order one or
more, the slider decelerates following the instantaneous step increase. On the other hand, if
the system is sufficiently compliant, relative to σ (a− b)/dc, the slider accelerates at nearly con-
stant stress to steady state, after which it decelerates along the steady-state line (figure 11.25).
In this case, the maximum slip speed can be estimated as the velocity at which the perturbed
stress reaches steady state:

vmax = v∞ exp [�τ/(a − b)σ ]. (11.65)

If a − bwithin the velocity-strengthening regions is comparable in magnitude to b − awithin
weakening regions where earthquakes nucleate, then as long as the afterslip zones
are large in comparison to nucleation dimensions, the condition kdc/σ (a − b) � 1 is likely
to be met.

For sufficiently low stiffness, the system tends to decelerate along the steady-state line
(figure 11.25). The governing differential equation for steady-state friction is

σ (a − b)
.
v

v
= k(v∞ − v). (11.66)
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Figure 11.25. Spring-slider simulation of afterslip induced by step change in shear stress. Sudden
increase in stress causes an increase in slip speed at constant state. The following response depends
on the system stiffness. For sufficiently compliant stiffness, the slider first accelerates at nearly constant
stress and then decelerates along the steady-state line (dashed). dc = 1 mm, a = 0.02, b = 0.01.

Equation (11.66) is separable and integrates directly, noting that

∫
dv

v(v∞ − v)
= 1
v∞ ln

(
v

v − v∞

)
. (11.67)

The initial conditions for the deceleration phase are given by v(t = 0) = vmax, where vmax is
given by equation (11.65). Thus,

v(t) = v∞

1 − Ce−t/tc
,

C = vmax − v∞

vmax
,

tc = σ (a − b)
kv∞ . (11.68)

Note that the characteristic decay time depends both on frictional properties as well as on the
system stiffness. Larger slipping zones are more compliant, and thus will experience longer
transients, all other things being equal. Integrating equation (11.68) yields displacement

δ(t) = σ (a − b)
k

ln
(
et/tc − C
1 − C

)
= σ (a − b)

k
ln
[vmax

v∞
(
et/tc − 1

)+ 1
]
. (11.69)
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Figure 11.26. Velocity (top) and slip (bottom) for transient afterslip corresponding to the lowest
stiffness simulation in figure 11.25. Numerical results are compared with analytical approximations
for slip speed (11.68) and slip (11.69).

The approximations for slip rate (11.68) and slip (11.69) are in excellent agreement with
numerical simulations as long as the system is sufficiently compliant, kdc/σ (a − b) � 1
(figure 11.26). For stiffer systems, the trajectories do not follow the steady-state line, and the
approximations break down.

At short times t � tc, the contribution due to plate loading is small. Ignoring v∞ in equation
(11.66) leads to displacements

δ̃(t) = σ (a − b)
k

ln
[

kvmax

σ (a − b)
t + 1

]
(11.70)

(Scholz 1990). While it is tempting to add steady-state slip v∞t to the transient displace-
ments δ̃(t), this is not correct in that it fails to account for the frictional response to the
stressing associated with steady load point motion. Nevertheless, Marone et al. (1991) were
able to fit δ̃(t) + v∞t to creep data following the 1966 Parkfield earthquake (figure 11.24).
While equation (11.69) and δ̃(t) + v∞t are not equivalent, they are identical for t � tc (see
problem 4).

Equation (11.70) has led to the conclusion that frictional afterslip, and any associated
deformation, is logarithmic in time; however, the spring-slider model is unlikely to properly
represent slip on faults in nature. For a fault in an elastic medium, the size of the aseismically
slipping region is not known a priori and will generally change with time. This suggests that
caution should be used when applying results for the single degree of freedom spring-slider
system to faults in a continuum. One example of a continuum calculation in which unstable
slip was nucleatedwithin a velocity weakening region and allowed to propagate into a velocity
strengthening region is shown in figure 11.27. As the rupture propagates into the velocity-
strengthening region, the maximum slip speed decreases, as does the strength of the stress
concentration at the rupture front. The interior of the dynamic rupture decelerates rapidly
during the postseismic phase.
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Figure 11.27. Continuum simulation of a fast rupture (assuming the radiation damping approxi-
mation to elastodynamics) propagating into a velocity-strengthening region. Interior (x < 150) is
velocity weakening; exterior (x > 150) is velocity strengthening. Left: Slip speed at selected times.
Right: Ratio of shear to normal stress. Model is symmetric; only the right half is illustrated. a = 8×10−3

everywhere, whereas b varies from 0.01 in the center of the fault to 6×10−3 at roughly 250 m from the
fault center, so that a − b varies from −2 × 10−3 to 2 × 10−3, and a/b is 0.8 in the interior. dc is 1 mm;
σ = 100 MPa, µ = 11.5 GPa.

Figure 11.28 (top) compares the velocity history of the center of the velocity-weakening
region with the prediction from equation (11.59). In general, the simple analytical expression
predicts the behavior quite well. For the chosen parameters, the slip rate drops to the plate
velocity in ∼104 seconds. Figure 11.28 (bottom) compares the afterslip history within the
rupture zone with that in the velocity-strengthening region. Postseismic slip within the
rupture zone accumulates very rapidly, withmost of the slip occurring within the first second,
in what could be considered to be part of the dynamic rupture. The slip in the velocity-
strengthening region is roughly linear in log time, for times greater than approximately 105

seconds; however, as can be seen from figure 11.27, the rapidly slipping zone expands so that
it is not possible to define a single stiffness appropriate to the afterslip region as required for
equations (11.69) or (11.70).

11.7 Transient Slip Events
The advent of large, continuously recording GPS networks led to the recognition of tran-
sient deformation events, quite independent of the postseismic transients that follow large
earthquakes. Aseismic transients have been observed in subduction zones (Hirose et al. 1999;
Dragert et al. 2001), but are not limited to these environments (e.g., Cervelli et al. 2002).
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Figure 11.28. Slip histories for the simulation shown in figure 11.27. Top: Slip rate at the fault center
compared with the prediction from equation (11.59). Bottom: Average slip within rate weakening
region (gray line) and rate strengthening region (dark line).

The subduction transients have been interpreted to result from transient slip events at depths
below the lockedmega-thrust zone. In some cases, the transients clearly propagate along strike
of the subduction zones.Durations last fromdays to fractions of a decade; equivalentmoments
range up toM 7.

In some cases, the transient slip is accompanied by nonvolcanic tremor (Rogers andDragert
2003; Obara et al. 2004). Recent work has shown that, in southwest Japan, the tremor is caused
by shear slip on the plate interface (Shelley et al. 2007). While the frictional properties of the
fault interface are undoubtedly important in understanding transient slip, the mechanics of
this fascinating process are only beginning to be revealed.

11.8 Summary and Perspective
Consideration of friction allows for a fully self-consistent and deterministic description of
fault behavior. For this reason, numerous studies are moving from kinematic models to those
based on frictional constitutive laws. Some form of rate- and state-dependent friction not
only explains considerable laboratory data, but in combination with continuum elasticity
also rationalizes observed fault phenomenon, including both stable and unstable sliding,
restrengthening following rapid slip, and afterslip both within and adjacent to dynamic
ruptures. No other competing theory allows for such quantitative predictions.

An accepted microstructural understanding of laboratory observations remains elusive,
which inhibits extrapolation of laboratory data to field conditions. In addition, there are
few laboratory determinations of the important temperature, and hence depth dependence,
of frictional parameters. The direct velocity dependence of friction can be considered to
be reasonably well understood. The empirical evidence for time-dependent strengthening
of surfaces in nominal stationary contact is also well established. However, the appropriate
state evolution law, or indeed even whether a single evolution law is appropriate for all
circumstances, remains unresolved. Experiments show that rapid changes in normal stress
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result in both rapid and transient changes in frictional resistance, which has been interpreted
to indicate that state evolves with normal stress as well as time.

Linearized stability analysis of a single-degree of freedom spring-slider system shows that
the system is always stable to small perturbations for steady-state velocity strengthening
friction. An unstable response results for steady-state velocity weakening friction if the spring
stiffness is less than a critical value. This leads to the concept of a critical rupture nucleation di-
mension, which for laboratory-derived constitutive parameters and expected effective normal
stresses is of the order of a fewmeters.Numerical computationswith the aging formof the state
evolution equation on a one-dimensional fault (two-dimensional elasticity) show that with
mildly velocity-weakening friction, the nucleation zone expands quasi-statically for some
distance. Similar calculations with the slip law predict unidirectional slip pulses. Although
there is some variability in behavior, these results suggest that detection of preinstability
strain transients from remote measurements will be extremely difficult. Specially designed
experiments to place instruments very near to expected earthquake sources are ongoing at the
time of this writing. Successful detection of the aseismic nucleation phase would be extremely
important for constraining and validating models of earthquake nucleation, irrespective of
whether this ultimately leads to short-term predictions of impending earthquakes.

Efforts to understand post-earthquake deformation have been significantly impacted by
modern understanding of fault friction.Within the earthquake source region, slip decelerates,
at nearly constant stress, to plate rates in a very short time (order seconds to less than
one day), accumulating slip of order dc. Postseismic slip outside the coseismic slip zone
on velocity strengthening sections of the fault may be much larger. A single degree of
freedom spring-slider that is rapidly loaded by an external stress change first speeds up
and then decelerates. For a sufficiently compliant system, the deceleration is at steady-
state friction. This leads to postseismic transient slip that increases logarithmically in time,
consistent with some observations. However, numerical calculations employing the radiation
damping approximation to elastodynamics find an expanding afterslip zone, which cannot be
characterized by a constant stiffness as in a simple spring-slider model. These results indicate
that a spatially averaged slip does not increase linearly with logarithm of time. Methods for
retrieving estimates of frictional parameters from postseismic observations remain an area of
active research.

The discussionhere has been limited to isothermal and drained conditions. This should not
be taken to imply that thermal and/or pore pressure effects are insignificant. Dilatancy acts to
reduce pore pressures within faults and may thus stabilize slip against frictional weakening.
As slip rates increase, frictional heating may activate a number of weakening mechanisms
(Rice 2006), including in the extreme case melting, which have not been considered here.

The strong nonlinearity inherent in the rate-state formulation complicates analytical treat-
ment, and much recent work has been numerical. This is particularly true when considering
spatially variable frictional properties. Laboratory experiments demonstrate that rate- and
state-dependent frictional parameters vary with temperature, which implies a significant
depth variation in the earth. The next chapter reviews earthquake cycle models that include
depth-dependent frictional properties, consistent with laboratory measurements.

11.9 Problems
1. Show that the spring-slider system with rate-state friction is linearly stable in the limit

of infinite spring stiffness. Specifically, show that the roots of equation (11.28) in the
limit k → ∞ are s = −kv∞/aσ and s = −v∞/dc. Since both roots are real and negative,
the system is always stable in this limit.
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2. Show that for the spring-slider system, if one includes inertial effects, the critical spring
stiffness is given by

kcr it = σ (b− a)
dc

(
1 + mv2

σadc

)
, (11.71)

wherem is the mass per unit contact area of the slider, and v is slip speed.

3. Note the behavior of equation (11.10) is singular at v = 0. Rice et al. (2001) suggest
a physical basis for regularizing the behavior in this limit. They point out that for low
applied stress, one needs to consider backward as well as forward atomic-scale jumps,
which are equally likely in the limit of no applied stress. Replace equation (11.13) with the
following:

v = v0

{
exp

[−(E1 − τc�)
kBT

]
− exp

[−(E1 + τc�)
kBT

]}
. (11.72)

Note the signs on the τc� terms; for backward jumps the stress acts in the opposite
direction to the slip and therefore does negative work. Following the same procedure as
for the forward-jump-only case described in the text, and assuming that the associations
(11.15) and (11.18) apply, derive a regularized form of equation (11.10) as

τ = aσ arcsinh
{
v

2v0
exp

[
f0 + b log(θ/θ0)

a

]}
. (11.73)

Since arcsinh(x) = log[x + (x2 + 1)]1/2, show that equation (11.73) reduces to (11.10) in the
limit that the argument is large compared to unity, but vanishes when v goes to zero from
positive values.

4. Derive equation (11.70) and show that it is equivalent to equation (11.69) at short times.
Show that the slip rate associated with equation (11.70) at t = 0 is vmax, so adding a steady
velocity v∞ violates the initial condition v(t = 0) = vmax.
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12
Interseismic Deformation and Plate
Boundary Cycle Models

Strain accumulates in the crust adjacent tomajor faults during the interseismic period between
large earthquakes. Measurement of strain accumulation is a first-order predictor of future
seismic hazard since elastic strain is ultimately released in earthquakes. Higher rates of strain
accumulation should generally be associated with higher fault slip rates and thus either
larger or more frequent earthquakes. To make these ideas quantitative requires mathematical
models, the predictions of which can be compared to observations. Chapter 2 introduced the
elastic screw-dislocation model of interseismic deformation for very long strike-slip faults as
well as the backslip concept. We will begin this chapter with a discussion of elastic models
of interseismic deformation for strike-slip and dip-slip faults, including those that properly
account for far-field motions of tectonic plates. We next build on results from chapters 6 and
9 to construct kinematic plate boundary cycle models that account for viscoelastic behavior
of rock below the brittle elastic crust. Concepts of fault friction described in chapter 11 are
employed to develop dynamical models of repeating earthquakes where rapid slip events
arise naturally from the interaction of the elastic fault system with the fault constitutive law.
Efforts to includemore realistic constitutive behavior of rocks, including nonlinear rheologies,
depth, and temperature-dependent properties, naturally drivesmodeling studies to numerical
approaches.Our focushere is onwhat canbe gleaned fromrelatively simple analytic andquasi-
analytic models, rather than a complete review of the current state of the art in numerical
modeling of interseismic deformation.

12.1 Elastic Dislocation Models
Chapter 2 introduced the back-slip concept for an infinitely long strike-slip plate-boundary
fault. During the interseismic period, the upper, locked portion of the fault accumulates a slip
deficit, relative to the far-field plate motion, at a rate .s = vplate. If the average recurrence time
for large earthquakes is T, the cumulative slip deficit at the end of the interseismic period is
vplateT. Coseismic slip of amount s = vplateT on the upper, previously locked fault, leads to a
net rigid body offset and complete relaxation of elastic strain in the crust adjacent to the fault
(figure 2.10).

The back-slip concept follows from the assumption that interseismic deformation + coseismic
deformation = long-term block motion. Rearranging, interseismic deformation = long-term block
motion − coseismic deformation. In other words, interseismic deformation can be modeled as
the sum of the long-term rigid body motion and back slip—shallow slip at the long-term
rate acting in the opposite direction to the long-term, geologic slip. If the strike-slip fault
is planar and attention is restricted to areas far from fault ends, the block motion produces
no strain off the fault. Thus, back slip produces the same velocity field as an infinitely deep
dislocation slipping at the long-term rate below a shallow locked portion of the fault (as in
equation [2.35]).

Of course, faults do not extend to infinite depth and elastic behavior ultimately gives
way to inelastic deformation with increasing depth and temperature. Nevertheless, it is
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Figure 12.1. Steady slip below a locked seismogenic zone added to coseismic slip on the shallow fault
leads to rigid body motion. Note that for dip-slip faults, the rigid body motion includes nonphysical
vertical displacements of the earth far from the fault.

possible to consider back slip as an internally consistent abstraction, one that when added
to coseismic deformation yields rigid block motion. On a spherical earth, however, the far-
field displacements are not properly described byCartesianmotion. Rather, velocities of points
distant from plate boundaries are best described as rotation of rigid spherical caps. These
motions are quantified mathematically by Euler poles of rotation. Before addressing rigid
plate motions, we will consider dip-slip faulting in a half-space geometry, which necessitates
consideration of issues not present with strike-slip faults.

12.1.1 Dip-Slip Faults
Consider a dip-slip fault that is locked at shallow depth with steady interseismic slip at long-
term rate .s extending to great depth below (figure 12.1). Addition of shallow coseismic slip
with magnitude .sT leads to rigid body displacement of the entire medium. In particular, the
vertical component of rigid bodymotion is .s sin(δ), where δ is the fault dip. It is clearly unphys-
ical for the entire earth distant from the fault to displace vertically. This complication does
not arise for long, planar strike-slip faults in an elastic half-space, where there are no vertical
displacements. The surface velocity fields corresponding to themodels infigure 12.1 are shown
in figure 12.2. Because the buried dislocation (figure 12.1, left) extends to infinite depth, the
interseismic vertical displacement is nonzero in the far field. A buried edge dislocation in an
elastic half-space, with nonzero dip, is thus not a tenable model for interseismic deformation
in dip-slip environments. Fundamentally, one cannot neglect inelastic deformation and
gravitational forces when considering deformation over long periods of time.

Savage (1983) introduced awidely used back-slipmodel for subduction zone environments.
This model was intended to describe deformation of the hanging wall, which until the advent
of sea-floor geodetic systems, is where essentially all deformationmeasurements were located.
He suggests that one consider the long-term steady-state pattern of displacement separately
from the episodic motions associated with the earthquake cycle. Take the convergence rate
relative to a fixed site on the hanging wall far from the trench to be vplate (figure 12.3). Over the
long term, the slab subducts at the convergence rate with reverse slip occurring on the plate
interface. At greater depth, the relative motion may grade into distributed shearing between
the plates. Savage assumed that steady long-term plate motion produces no deformation
of the hanging wall. This is certainly only a first-order approximation; deformation of the
accretionary prism and uplifted marine terraces found along many subduction margins
attest to long-term deformation of the hanging wall. As illustrated in the left column of
figure 12.3, the long-term velocity field is assumed to be one in which the subducting plate
converges toward the overriding plate with relative velocity vplate, and there is no vertical
displacement.

Between earthquakes, the locking of the subduction interface may be thought of as apply-
ing a back slip over the seismogenic portion of the fault in such as way as to negate the steady-
state slip. Because the long-termmotion is reverse, back slip in subduction zones is equivalent
to steadynormal slip on the fault (figure 12.3,middle column). By assumption, the steady-state
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Figure 12.2. Deformation due to a buried edge dislocation, corresponding to the diagrams in
figure 12.1. The left column gives the interseismic velocity field, the center column gives the
corresponding coseismic displacements, and the right column gives the sum of the interseismic and
coseismic displacements. Velocities are normalized by the fault slip rate, while the horizontal distance
scale is normalized by the downdip extent of coseismic rupture, L. Note that the horizontal distance
scales are different for the horizontal and vertical components.

component causes no deformation of the overriding plate, so interseismic strain accumulation
can be completely modeled by the back slip (figure 12.3, right column).

The back-slip model predicts interseismic compression of the overriding plate, with land-
ward (positive) velocities decreasing with distance from the trench (figure 12.3, right). During
the interseismic period, the region nearest the trench subsides, as it is pulled down by the
subducting plate, whereas the area above the downdip end of the locked zone is uplifted
(figure 12.3, right). Depending on the position of the coastline relative to the trench, the
coastal areawill generally tilt down toward the trenchduring the interseismic period, and then
rebound upward during plate rupturing earthquakes.

In the Savage back-slip interpretation, the slip rate on the subduction interface is equal to
the far-field plate convergence rate vplate. (In the case of oblique convergence, motion parallel
to the trench is easily included by adding appropriate screw dislocations, as in chapter 2.) In
thisway, the subducting slab is neither extendingnor contracting as itwould if the steady-state
velocity of the descending slab differed from the plate convergence rate.

Caution is required if applying the Savage back-slip interpretation at either the fault trace
or on the foot-wall side of the fault. If the slip rate is set equal to the convergence rate, the back
slip introduces a fictitious discontinuity in the interseismic velocity field at the fault trace. For
this reason, figure 12.3 shows the deformations only on the hanging-wall side of the fault.
Because the interseismic velocities in the buried edge dislocation model (figure 12.1) and the
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Figure 12.3. Back-slip model in which the strain associated with a locked subduction zone is decom-
posed into rigid body displacement plus a “virtual” normal slip on the locked interface. vx and vz are
the horizontal and vertical velocities relative to a fixed site far from the trench on the hanging-wall side
of the fault. The left column gives the assumed long-term velocity fields, the middle column gives the
contribution due to fault locking, and the right column gives the interseismic velocity field (solid line)
and the corresponding coseismic displacement (dashed line). Velocities are normalized by the far-field
plate convergence rate, while the horizontal distance scale is normalized by the downdip extent of
coseismic rupture. Note that the horizontal distance scales are different for the horizontal and vertical
components and that only the hanging-wall side is illustrated in the middle and right columns.

elastic back-slip model (figure 12.3) differ only by rigid body displacements, the strains and
tilts are identical.

It is common in subduction zone modeling to include a linear tapering of the slip rate
from the plate rate to fully locked through a transition zone. The linear slip-rate profile is
motivatedmore by convenience than physics. Amore physicallymotivatedmodelwould be to
consider that the transitional region slips at a constant resistive stress. A yetmore sophisticated
model would employ a constitutive law, such as rate and state friction that transitions from
steady-state velocity weakening to steady-state velocity strengthening behavior with depth, to
determine the appropriate slip-rate distribution. As a first step, we use methods described in
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chapter 4 to determine the appropriate slip-rate profile in a two-dimensional elastic full-space.
The time derivative of equation (4.7), assuming that the length of the transition zone (2a) is
time invariant, can be written as

.
B(z) = −2

µπ

1√
a2 − z2

∫ a

−a

.
τ (ξ )

√
a2 − ξ2

z− ξ
dξ + v plate

π
√
a2 − z2

, (12.1)

where the net slip rate at the end of the transition zone (z = a) is specified to be v plate. By
assumption, the shear stress through the transition zone is constant in time, so the integral
vanishes, leaving

.
B(z) = v plate

π
√
a2 − z2

. (12.2)

The slip rate then is given by integrating
.
B(z), which yields

.s(z) =
∫ z

−a

.
B(ξ )dξ,

= v plate

π

∫ z

−a

dξ√
a2 − z2

,

= v plate

π
sin−1(ξ/a)|z−a,

= v plate

π

[
sin−1

( z
a

)
+ π

2

]
. (12.3)

The slip-rate profile is illustrated, and compared to a linear transition, in figure 12.4.
It is important to emphasize that equation (12.3) applies to a two-dimensional full-space.
The appropriate slip-rate distribution, including the effects of the free surface, can easily be
determined, however, using boundary element techniques.

12.2 Plate Motions
Plate tectonics holds that the earth’s surface is covered with large tectonic plates in relative
motionwith respect to one another. A theorem attributed to Euler says that small incremental
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motions of a rigid plate can be completely and uniquely described by an axial rotation. The
instantaneous velocity at points on the earth’s surface are given by the equation

v(r) = � × r, (12.4)

where v(r) is the velocity vector as a function of geocentric position r (i.e., the vector from the
center of the earth to the position on the earth’s surface), and � is the angular velocity vector
of the plate on which r lies.

Using the permutation tensor introduced in chapter 1 to put equation (12.4) into indicial
form, vi = ei jk� j rk, it is straightforward to show that equation (12.4) can be expressed inmatrix
form as  v1v2

v3

 =

 0 r3 −r2
−r3 0 r1
r2 −r1 0


�1

�2

�3

 . (12.5)

This can also be written compactly as v(r) = Q(r)�, where Q(r) represents the matrix in
equation (12.5). It is worth noting that plate tectonics predicts purely horizontal motions.
A unit vector at r in the vertical direction is r/||r||, thus

vr = r
||r|| · v = r

||r|| · (� × r) = 0, (12.6)

since the cross product produces a vector that is orthogonal to r. Measured velocities at a
number of stations r on a given plate can be used to estimate the Euler vector for that plate.
The Euler vector has three components, yet each geodetic station provides only twohorizontal
velocities. Theminimumnumber of stations needed to determine the Euler vector is thus two.

The relative velocity of two points on the same plate located at rA and rB is

�vAB = � × (rA − rB). (12.7)

We are often more interested in the relative motion of the plates than their absolute motion.
The relativemotion �AB is given by �AB = �A − �B , where�A and�B are the absolute poles of
rotation for plates A and B, respectively. The relative motion between two points on different
plates is thus

vA − vB = �A × rA − �B × rB,

= �A × rA − �B × rB + �B × rA − �B × rA,

= (�A − �B) × rA − �B × (rA − rB). (12.8)

For a point on the plate boundary, rA = rB , so the last term in equation (12.8) vanishes.
The relative motion, equivalent to the long-term slip rate on the plate boundary

.
sAB , is given

simply by
.
sAB ≡ vA − vB = (�A − �B) × r, (12.9)

or in indicial notation

.sABi = Qij (r)�AB
j , (12.10)
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2 cm/yr

Figure 12.5. Site velocities used in the estimation of the ITRF2005 absolute rotation poles by Altamimi
et al. (2007). These authors used horizontal velocities of 152 sites with an error less than 1.5 mm/yr to
estimate absolute rotation poles of 15 tectonic plates.

where �AB = �A − �B is the relative rotation pole, and Qij = εi jkrk. For points not colocated
on the plate boundary, the second term in equation (12.8) takes into account the relative
separation between the stations.

Figure 12.5 shows a recent determination of average site velocities at stations removed from
plate boundaries thatwere employed byAltamimi et al. (2007) to estimate the rotation poles of
15 major tectonic plates. The rotation of the major plates, including North America, Eurasia,
Pacific, and Australia, are clearly visible in this figure.

Plate tectonics, of course, describes the motion of rigid plates. Most of the time, the
boundaries of the plates are locked, and elastic stresses accumulate. At discrete times, the plate
boundaries fail, either slipping in earthquakes or opening during rifting events associated
with dike intrusion, thereby relaxing the accumulated stresses. In addition to the elastic strain
accumulation and release cycle, there may also be permanent inelastic deformations that
accumulate at or near plate boundaries.

12.3 Elastic Block Models
Oneway tomodel deformation that is both kinematically consistent with rigid plate tectonics
far from plate boundaries and at the same time includes the effects of interseismically locked
boundary faults is to start with a velocity field described by appropriate Euler poles and
then effect fault locking using the back-slip approach. This was apparently first done by
Prawirodirdjo et al. (1997) using codes developed by R McCaffrey (2002). A similar method
was presented by Meade and Hager (2005) and used to describe the crustal deformation
of southern California assuming a series of microplates or blocks. A simplified version was
described byMurray and Segall (2001).

The fundamental hypothesis is that the velocity at a point r on the earth’s surface can be
represented by

v(r) = � × r − vbs(r), (12.11)

where the first term represents the long-term, plate tectonic contribution and the second the
back slip due to interseismic fault locking. Implicit in equation (12.11) is the understanding
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that r is located on the plate with motion described by Euler pole �. From Volterra’s formula
in chapter 3, we can write the back-slip contribution:

vbsk (r) = RXE

∫
�

Gik[RSC(r), ξ ].si (ξ )d�(ξ ), (12.12)

whereG are kernels relating fault slip rate to velocity at the earth’s surface, and
.
s is the slip rate

(e.g., equation [3.10]). As in chapter 3, the G in equation (12.12) are related to the elastostatic
Green’s functions through

Gik(x, ξ ) = Ci jpqnj
∂g p

k (x, ξ )
∂ξq

. (12.13)

In equation (12.12), the operator RSC maps thepositionvector fromspherical to localCartesian
coordinates, and RXE rotates the displacements from a local x, y, z coordinate system to
topocentric east, north, up coordinates. In practical applications, the integral in equation
(12.12) may be replaced by a summation over discrete sources. Note furthermore that the
Green’s functions could include corrections for earth’s sphericity (chapter 8) or elastic inho-
mogeneity (chapter 5). An advantage of this approach is that, assuming the back slip is limited
to relatively shallowdepths, the deformation due to the back slipwill be concentrated near the
fault, so earth curvature effects are generally small (chapter 8).

The back-slip rate on the boundary between plates A and B at point ξ on the fault (12.10) is
given by

.sABi (ξ ) = Qij [RCS(ξ )]�AB
j , (12.14)

where the operator RCS maps the coordinate ξ from Cartesian to spherical coordinates.
Equations (12.12) and (12.14) can be combined:

vbsk (r) =
{
RXE

∫
�

Gik[RSC(r), ξ ]Qij [RCS(ξ )]d�(ξ )
}
� j . (12.15)

This form reveals that the back-slip contribution can be expressed as a linear operator acting
on the relative Euler vector. In indicial form, this can bewritten as vbsk = Bkj� j , where the back-
slip tensor B is everything in the braces in equation (12.15). The velocity at point r is then given
by the rigid plate component plus the sum of contributions from all locked faults (12.11).

Several workers have used elastic block models to describe the kinematics of complex tec-
tonic regions such as southern California. In such cases, there can be considerable ambiguity
as to how to define the block boundaries. This may be in part due to distributed inelastic
deformation that is not well described by discrete faults. Distributed plastic deformation and
the fact that fault structures evolve over time imply that the long-term velocity field cannot be
completely described by rigid blocks. An advantage of the block models is that they impose a
kinematic consistency (appropriate to rigid blocks), and that the fault slip rates are completely
fixed by the relative rotation rates (equation [12.14]). The latter results in fewer parameters to
be estimated in geodetic modeling studies than allowing the slip rates to vary arbitrarily as a
function of position on the fault.
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Figure 12.6. Elastic plate of thickness H overlying a viscoelastic half-space. The sides of the elastic plate
are driven at fixed velocity v∞/2. Viscosity of the viscoelastic medium is η. Fault slips by an amount v∞T
for depths z ≤ D every T years. For depths greater than D, the fault creeps at constant rate v∞.

Vertical strike-slip faults not parallel to small circles about the relevant rotation pole
will necessarily involve either contraction or extension across the fault. Meade and Hager
(2005) handle this by allowing the dislocations to open or interpenetrate, suggesting that
this yields an approximation to localized conjugate thrust or normal faulting. Dip-slip faults
also present a challenge for existing methods, even in areas dominated by strike-slip faulting,
such as southernCalifornia. Further development of the blockmodeling approachwill require
kinematically consistent long-termvelocity fields towhichback slip canbe added tomodel the
effects of elastic strain accumulation.

12.4 Viscoelastic Cycle Models
A limitation of purely elastic models is that they fail to account for the flow of rock at depth
in the earth over times comparable to the repeat time of large plate boundary earthquakes.
Chapter 6 discussed time-dependent deformation following earthquakes due to viscoelastic
flow below the seismogenic zone. This section explores earthquake cycle models that include
viscoelastic behavior of the lower crust and uppermantle below the brittle-elastic seismogenic
zone. Thesemodels are kinematic in the sense that the earthquakes are introduced at specified
times, rather than arising naturally due to the stress and frictional properties of the fault. In
particular, earthquakes with specified slip are introduced periodically with recurrence interval
T. This should not be taken as an assertion that earthquakes in nature are truly periodic.
Rather, it is a statement that some interval of time is required, depending on the rate of far-
field plate motion and the amount of coseismic slip, for the strain relaxed in an earthquake to
recover.

12.4.1 Viscoelastic Strike-Slip Earthquake Cycle Models
Chapter 6 analyzed the deformations resulting from a dislocation suddenly introduced into
an elastic layer overlying a Maxwell viscoelastic half-space. This analysis included only the
transient effect induced by the earthquake and did not incorporate the steady interseismic
loading between events. Savage and Prescott (1978) extended the strike-slip viscoelastic model
to include interseismic loading. In this model, the elastic layer, of thickness H, overlies a
Maxwell viscoelastic half-space (figure 12.6). The fault is locked interseismically to depth D, for
times 0 < t < T, where T is the recurrence interval, but slips steadily at the far-field plate rate
v∞ below D. While this model is idealized—for example, it is more reasonable to consider that
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Figure 12.7. Decomposition of a repeated sequence of earthquakes into steady slip plus an elementary
earthquake sequence.

the fault below D slips at a rate that depends on the stresses and fault-zone rheology—it does
introduce important concepts that can be applied more broadly in viscoelastic earthquake
cycle models. Models with stress-driven fault creep are discussed briefly in section 12.4.3.

The Savage-Prescott approach builds on the back-slip concept of previous sections.
Specifically, we consider interseismic deformation on a right-lateral fault to be composed of
two components. The first component is steady-state right-lateral creep on the fault at the
the far-field plate rate v∞. Following some initial startup (which can be assumed to have
occurred a very long time ago), this process induces no strain in the elastic plate. The second
component of motion applies only to the locked part of the fault and consists of steady
back slip, or left-lateral slip, at rate v∞ for 0 < t < T that exactly cancels the steady creep,
punctuated by coseismic slip of amplitude v∞T. This sawtooth function, referred to by Savage
and Prescott (1978) as an elementary earthquake sequence (figure 12.7), can be repeated an
arbitrary number of times to build up a sequence of repeating earthquakes.

For the elementary earthquake cycle, the slip history on the fault is given by


u(t) = −v∞t 0 ≤ t ≤ T, 0 ≤ z ≤ D,


u(t) = 0 t < 0 and t > T, 0 ≤ z ≤ D. (12.16)

The Laplace transform (A.13) of this function is

L[
u(t)] = −v∞

s2
[
1 − (sT + 1)e−sT] . (12.17)

Using the slip function (12.17) with equation (6.34) gives the elementary earthquake cycle in
the Laplace domain. One can use the Bromwich inversion formula (A.19) to find the solution
in the time domain. Summing an infinite sequence of elementary earthquakes leads to the
desired earthquake sequence shown in figure 12.7 (right).

The results of Savage and Prescott (1978) can be derivedmore simply withoutmaking use of
the back-slip approach. Equation (6.39) gives the viscoelastic response to a single earthquake
with coseismic slip 
u. In order for the fault slip averaged over an earthquake cycle to keep
pace with the the far-field motion,
u = v∞T. Combining with equation (6.39), the transient
motion due to a single earthquake at time teq is thus

v(x, t) = v∞T
π tR

e−(t−teq )/tR
∞∑
n=1

1
(n− 1)!

(
t − teq
tR

)n−1

Fn(x, D, H), (12.18)

where Fn(x, D, H) is defined in equation (6.32) and gives the spatial dependence on plate
thickness H and depth of earthquake slip D. tR is the Maxwell relaxation time given by
tR = 2η/µ, where η is viscosity and µ is shear modulus. Taking the time of the most recent
earthquake to be teq = 0, then the cumulative effect of N regularly spaced plate-rupturing
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earthquakes at times teq = −kT, k = 0, 1, . . . , N is

v(x, t) = v∞T
π tR

e−t/tR
∞∑
n=1

Fn(x, D, H)
(n− 1)!

N∑
k=0

e−kT/tR

(
t + kT

tR

)n−1

. (12.19)

In equation (12.19), the sumover k represents the effects of past earthquakes, the contributions
from which decrease with increasing k. The sum over n is the contribution of the different
modes in the solution. We saw in the discussion of a single earthquake in chapter 6 that the
first modes dominate near the fault and at short times after an earthquake.

Equation (12.19) can be writtenmore compactly as

v(x, t) = 1
π

∞∑
n=1

Tn(t/tR, T/tR) Fn(x, D, H), (12.20)

where

Tn(t/tR, T/tR) = v∞T
tR

e−t/tR

(n− 1)!

N∑
k=0

e−kT/tR

(
t + kT

tR

)n−1

. (12.21)

For the n = 1 term,

v1(x, t) = v∞T
π tR

e−t/tR F1(x, D, H)
N∑

k=0

e−kT/tR . (12.22)

The sum over k can be evaluated by multiplying both sides of equation (12.22) by (e−T/tR − 1)
and noticing that all but the first and last terms cancel, so that

(eT/tR − 1)
N∑

k=0

e−kT/tR = eT/tR − e−NT/tR . (12.23)

For N large, the sum is thus

∞∑
k=0

e−kT/tR = eT/tR

eT/tR − 1
. (12.24)

The term T1(t/tR, T/tR) thus becomes

T1(t/tR, T/tR) = v∞T
tR

e−t/tR

(
eT/tR

eT/tR − 1

)
, (12.25)

and is exponentially decaying in time. Similarly, the n = 2 term becomes (problem 2)

T2(t/tR, T/tR) = v∞T
tR

e−t/tR

(
eT/tR

eT/tR − 1

) [
t
tR

+ T
tR

(
1

eT/tR − 1

)]
. (12.26)

Each mode has an exponential character, although higher order modes become more
nearly steady in time. The precise behavior depends on the ratio of the recurrence time to
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Figure 12.8. Time dependence of the first four modes Tn(t/tR , T /tR ), for T /tR = 2 (left) and T /tR = 10
(right). The rate for each mode is normalized by v∞. Note that with increasing order n, the functions
become more nearly steady at rate v∞.

the Maxwell relaxation time. The first four temporal modes for T/tR = 2 and T/tR = 10
are shown in figure 12.8. Notice that as n increases, the temporal dependence becomes more
nearly steady state throughout the earthquake cycle, at rate v∞. Larger n correspond to slip at a
greater depth intervals through Fn(x, D, H) (see figure 6.11). Thus, at sufficiently great depth,
the equivalent elastic half-space solution is simply steady sliding at v∞. For small T/tR , this
depth is approached very quickly, as can be seen in figure 12.8. For larger T/tR , one must go
to greater depth for the behavior to approach steady slip. The average slip rate in each depth
interval is equal to v∞ (see problem 3).

Figure 12.9 shows the maximum difference from steady slip as a function of order n for
different values of T/tR . Remarkably, for T/tR ∼ 1, we need to include only one or two terms in
the expansion. Everything below that can be approximated by steady slip on a vertical fault in
an elastic half-space. For T/tR ∼ 10, we need roughly 20 terms in the expansion to obtain an
accurate result.

Figure 12.10 shows the velocities predicted by the Savage-Prescott model when the earth-
quakes break the entire elastic layer (D = H), for different time intervals and two different
values of T/tR . Notice that for T/tR = 1, the velocity profile changes only modestly during the
earthquake cycle. For x/H ≥ 5, the velocity is always close to half the plate rate. For T/tR = 5,
corresponding to a shorter Maxwell relaxation time, there are more pronounced transients
during the earthquake cycle. Early in the cycle, the velocities in the range 1 ≤ x/H ≤ 5 exceed
the long-term slip rate, whereas late in the cycle, the velocities are less than the long-term slip
rate. For T/tR = 5, it appears that the velocity curves are asymptotic to a value that is different
from half the plate velocity. In fact, all the curves do approach v∞/2, although this occurs a
substantial distance from the fault.

We next treat the case in which coseismic slip extends to depth D < H and the fault creeps
at constant rate .s for D < z < H. Take an infinite sequence of repeating slip events, as in
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Figure 12.9. Maximum difference between the equivalent slip rate and v∞, normalized by v∞, as
a function of order n for different values of T /tR . For recurrence intervals comparable to the
Maxwell relaxation time, one need only include a few terms in the expansion. Higher order (deeper)
contributions can be approximated by steady slip in an elastic half-space. For recurrence times on the
order of 10 Maxwell relaxation times, one must include on the order of 20 terms.
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Figure 12.10. Interseismic velocity distribution as a function of distance from a vertical strike-slip fault
according to the Savage and Prescott model for T /tR = 1 (top) and T /tR = 5 (bottom). D = H . The
solid lines include enough terms to approximate the full solution. The dashed lines show the solution
with only one term. Notice that this approximation is good for the T /tR = 1 case but not accurate for
T /tR = 5. Note also that the velocity scales are different for the two different values of T /tR .
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Figure 12.11. A sequence of infinitesimal slip events stretching from t = −∞ to t = 0.

equation (12.19), in the limit that the recurrence interval and coseismic slip become vanish-
ingly small, δu = .sδτ (figure 12.11). In an elastic earth, this would result in a velocity field
.sûelastic(x), where ûelastic(x) is the elastic displacement field due to unit fault slip uniform over
the appropriate depth interval.With reference to equation (2.36), the elastic solution for creep
at a constant rate from depth D to the bottom of the lithosphere, depth H is given by

.sûelastic(x) =
.s
π

[
tan−1

( x
D

)
− tan−1

( x
H

)]
. (12.27)

To this, wemust add the contribution fromviscoelastic flow, consisting of an infinite sequence
of events, extending from teq = −∞ to teq = 0 evaluated at t = 0. Making use of equation
(12.18), replacing v∞T with .sdteq , and integrating over time:

v(x, t = 0) =
.s
π

∞∑
n=1

Fn(x, D, H)
(n− 1)!

∫ 0

−∞
eteq/tR

(−teq
tR

)n−1 dteq
tR
. (12.28)

Here, Fn(x, D, H) denotes surface deformation due to slip from the bottom of the coseismic
slip zone D to the bottom of the elastic plate, depth H. Note that equation (6.39), from
which this derives, includes only the transient viscoelastic response, hence the necessity of
including the elastic response separately. Change variables ζ = −teq/tR and reverse the order of
integration such that

v(x, t = 0) =
.s
π

∞∑
n=1

Fn(x, D, H)
(n− 1)!

∫ ∞

0
e−ζ ζ n−1dζ. (12.29)

The integral is the Gamma function, which for integer values of n becomes

∫ ∞

0
e−ζ ζ n−1dζ = �(n) = (n− 1)! (12.30)
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(Abromowitz and Stegun 1972, equation 6.1.6). Thus, the surface velocity due to a creeping
fault is, combining equation (12.29) with the elastic term (12.27),

vc(x) = .s
[
1
π

∞∑
n=1

Fn(x, D, H) + ûelastic(x)

]
,

=
.s
π

[ ∞∑
n=1

Fn(x, D, H) + tan−1
( x
D

)
− tan−1

( x
H

)]
, (12.31)

where the subscript c denotes the surface velocity due to fault creep. Note that the creep
solution is steady, so that the displacements are simply vct.

It is perhaps surprising to note that the surface displacement due to steady fault creep is
precisely the fully relaxed response to a single slip event over the same depth interval. To see
this, compare vct from equation (12.31) with equation (6.37) in the limit t → ∞, accounting
for the fact that the latter was for slip from the surface to depth D, rather than from D to H,
as in this section. The slip per event is
u = .st. The correspondence between deformation due
to steady sliding and the fully relaxed response to a single slip event also occurs for dip-slip
faulting, as will be shown later in this chapter.

12.4.2 Comparison to Data from San Andreas Fault
We can compare the prediction of the simple elastic layer overMaxwell half-space cyclemodel
with the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) velocity data from the Carrizo Plain
introduced in chapter 2. The average earthquake recurrence time (T) on this section of the San
Andreas frompaleoseismic studies is roughly 220 years (the 1995WorkingGrouponCalifornia
Earthquake Probabilities estimated a recurrence interval of 206 years [WGCEP 1995]), with the
last great event being the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake.We thus fix t = 144 years and t/T = 0.65.
The remaining parameters that can be estimated from the data are the elastic layer thickness
(H), relaxation time (tR), and the average slip rate. Figure 12.12A shows themisfit to themodel
as a function of elastic layer thickness and relaxation time. Theminimummisfit is for H = 14.3
km, and tR = 60 years, corresponding to a viscosity of η = µtR/2 = 1.9 × 1019 Pa-s, assuming
a shear modulus of 2 × 1010 Pa. A comparison of the observations with model predictions is
shown in figure 12.13. While the fit to the data is good, the minimum in the misfit space is
broad, and a range ofmodels fit the data nearly aswell. For example, the predicted velocity field
for a 22-km-thick elastic layer overlying a viscoelastic half-space with a relaxation time of 180
years (η = 5.7 × 1019 Pa-s) is indistinguishable from that of the optimal model. The trade-off
between relaxation time and elastic layer thickness can be understood by considering how the
observed velocity field, which is broadly distributed, can arise in this model. One extreme is
with a thick elastic layer, which causes the postseismic flow to be deep and therefore results in
a broadly distributed deformation field. For a thinner elastic layer, the deformation is broadly
distributed when T/tR is greater than one, and the observation time t is at least modestly late
in the earthquake cycle (see figure 12.10). Thus, for a fixed recurrence interval, the data require
a shorter relaxation time, hence the trade-off between decreasing elastic layer thickness and
relaxation time.

The best fitting slip rate is ∼44.2 mm/yr, which is considerably higher than geologic
estimates of 33.9 ± 2.9 mm/yr for the past 3,700 years determined by Sieh and Jahns (1984).
The corresponding slip per event is 9.7 meters. As can be seen from figure 12.12B, the slip
rate is insensitive to H, and tR along the minimum in misfit. One possible explanation for
the discrepancy between the model slip rate and geologic estimates is the effect of the Hosgri
fault. Including 3 mm/yr on theHosgri fault (modeled simplywith a buried screw dislocation)
decreases the estimated slip rate on the San Andreas to 39.1 mm/yr; 5 mm/yr on the Hosgri
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Figure 12.12. Fit to viscoelastic model using the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) data
from the Carrizo Plain (figure 2.16). A: Misfit contoured as a function of elastic layer thickness H and
Maxwell relaxation time tR . Best fitting model is shown with an asterisk. B: Estimated long-term slip
rate for the different values of H and tR .

drops the rate on the SanAndreas to 36.6 mm/yr, which is indistinguishable from the geologic
estimate. Note that in either case, the inferred relaxation time exceeds 60 to 70 years. Another
possibility is that the estimated recurrence interval is inaccurate.

The comparison between observations and predictions (figure 12.13) is reasonable, con-
sidering the assumptions made, but not particularly better than the simple screw-dislocation
model introduced in chapter 2. Qualitatively, both elastic and viscoelastic models fit the data
equally well. On the other hand, we have only utilized data taken at a single epoch in timewell
after the last great earthquake. Observations made at different times in the earthquake cycle
should provide additional constraints on the model parameters. In particular, we reconsider
the fit to the post-1906 strain rate data from northern California first discussed in chapter 6.

To model the post-1906 data, we assume a 220-year recurrence interval for the northern
San Andreas fault and a 25 mm/yr slip-rate (Schwartz et al. 1998;WGCEP 1999). The transient
decay in strain rate in the early part of the twentieth century is insensitive to these assump-
tions. Againwe solve for the best fitting elastic layer thickness and viscoelastic relaxation time.
Results are shown in figure 12.14. The data again favor a rather thin elastic layer. The striking
observation is that the post-1906 data favor a relaxation time of 25 to 30 years, far shorter than
inferred from theCarrizo Plain data. The inferred relaxation time, corresponding to a viscosity
of 8 × 1018 Pa-s, is not strongly sensitive to the elastic layer thickness. Comparing figures 12.14
and 12.12, we conclude that there is no single viscosity that is consistent with both the
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post-1906 strain data and the interseismic Carrizo Plain data. The post-1906 data require a
viscosity at least a factor of two less than the interseismic Carrizo Plain data. Actually, the
difference is likely to be substantially greater than that, since the lower relaxation times in
figure 12.12A correspond with unrealistically thin elastic layers, given that earthquakes such
as the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake ruptured to depths of ∼16 km.

These results point to significant shortcomings in the elastic layer over Maxwell half-space
model. The discrepancy between fits to the contemporary Carrizo Plain velocity distribution
and post-1906 strain rate data can be explained by a number of model limitations. One
possibility is that the rheology of the relaxing lower crust or upper mantle is stress dependent,
such that the effective viscosity decreases under the high stresses acting immediately after the
earthquake but increases as the stresses relax. Another possibility, considered in the following
section, is that the fault below the seismogenic zone creeps in response to the stress change
imposed by the earthquake (Johnson and Segall 2004). Before considering models with stress
driven afterslip, we briefly examine the effects of multiple viscoelastic layers with differing
relaxation times.

Johnson et al. (2007) considered an extension of the Savage-Prescott model includingmul-
tiple relaxing layers representing the lower crust, mantle lithosphere, and upper mantle. The
corresponding elastic problem was analyzed using propagator methods outlined in chapter 5
(see problem 6). Representative results are shown in figure 12.15. The first example has a low-
viscosity lower crust overlying a more viscous mantle. At short times, this system behaves like
a low-viscosity channel as analyzed in chapter 6; at longer times, the mantle layers relax. As
was the case with the homogeneous Maxwell half-space, the surface velocities exceed the
plate velocity early in the cycle but lag the plate velocity late in the cycle. The behavior is
quite different when the mantle viscosity is less than that of the lower crust and uppermost
mantle (figure 12.15B). In this case, the deformation is concentrated near the fault by the
relatively high viscosity crust and uppermost mantle. (Maxwell relaxation times for these
layers are comparable to the earthquake recurrence interval.) The velocity profile at distances
greater than 50 km from the fault are rather flat, but at rates below the long-term slip rate.
A similar result occurs with an intermediate-viscosity lower crust (figure 12.15C). These results
demonstrate that cautionmust be used when inferring slip rates from the apparent asymptote
of a velocity profile. In these cases, the apparent asymptotes substantially underestimate the
actual long-term slip rate.

Johnson et al. (2007) were able to find a layered viscoelastic model that is consistent with
postseismic relaxation following the 1992 Landers earthquake, triangulation measurements
spanning the interval 1932 to 1977,GPSmeasurements of the contemporary velocity field, and
paleoseismic data along the San Andreas fault. Their results imply that the effective viscosity
of the uppermantle is a factor of 100 to 1000 less than the uppermostmantle, and less than or
equal to that of the lower crust.

12.4.3 Viscoelastic Models with Stress-Driven Deep-Fault Creep
Several methods have been developed to include both the effects of distributed viscoelastic
flow beneath the elastic crust and stress-driven creep on discrete faults beneath the seismo-
genic zone. Two such models are briefly described here, without going into details of the
derivations.

Li and Rice (1987) employed a generalization of the Elsasser coupling model introduced
in chapter 6, in which a long strike-slip fault slips periodically, with repeat time T, at depths
−L ≤ z ≤ 0 (figure 12.16). Basal shear acts on the base of the elastic layer, which has thickness
H ≥ L. Below the seismogenic layer, at depths−H ≤ z ≤ −L, the fault creeps at constant shear
stress. Stress equilibrium in the elastic plate is given by equation (6.3), where σ is interpreted
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Figure 12.15. Illustration of the effect of viscoelastic layering on surface velocity profiles, after Johnson
et al. (2007). Curves show normalized velocity at different times following the last earthquake.
Earthquake cycle time is 200 years. A: Low-viscosity lower crust. B: Low-viscosity upper mantle.
C: Low-viscosity upper mantle and intermediate-viscosity lower crust.

as the fault-parallel shear stress. As in the Elsasser model, the thickness-averaged stress and
strain are proportional (equation [6.4]). The basal shear drag, assuming the asthenospheric
layer obeys a Maxwell viscoelastic rheology (6.18), is

b
µ

∂τ (y, t)
∂t

+ h
η
τ = ∂u(y, t)

∂t
− V0(y), (12.32)

where y is the fault-perpendicular coordinate.
Li and Rice (1987) introduce b as an effective elastic coupling thickness, chosen to be

(π/4)2H so that the short-term elastic response is consistent with the corresponding fully
elastic solution. V0(y) specifies the velocity distribution at the base of the asthenosphere,
assumed independent of time, that loads the system. The basal velocity matches the plate
velocity in the far field; V0(y → ±∞) = ±vplate/2. Interestingly, it turns out that the surface
deformation is insensitive to the detailed form of the distribution V0(y). This arises because
the time-dependent surface deformation is controlled by asthenospheric flow driven by slip
on the fault, which concentrates stress at the base of the fault.
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Combining equations (6.3), (6.4), and (12.32) leads to the generalized Elsasser coupling
equation:

(
hHµ
η

+ bH
∂

∂t

)
∂2u
∂y2

= ∂u
∂t

− V0(y). (12.33)

At the plate boundary, the thickness-averaged stress is proportional to the net thickness
averageddisplacement 2u−
u, where
u(t) is the specified slip on the coseismic fault, assumed
to be a periodic sequence of earthquakes as in figure 12.7. Thus, the appropriate boundary
condition for the differential equation (12.33) is

µ
∂u
∂y

= k(2u −
u). (12.34)

The stiffness k is estimated by analyzing a traction-free plate with a stress-free cut at y = 0
below depth L, loaded by stress σ . It can be shown that the thickness-averaged displacement
satisfies ∂u/∂y = σ/µ everywhere except at y = 0, where there is a jump in displacement of

[u] = 2σH
πµ

ln
[

1
sin(πL/2H)

]
, (12.35)
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Figure 12.17. Surface strain rate as a function of normalized distance from the fault for the Li-Rice model
at times 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 of the recurrence time. The particular calculations
shown are for a repeat time of 160 years and a Maxwell relaxation time of 12 years. A: The fault is locked
through the entire elastic lithosphere. B: The fault is locked only partway through the lithosphere,
L = 0.3H . After Li and Rice (1987).

where the brackets indicate jump indisplacement across theplate boundary at y = 0.Note that
if the fault is locked throughout the elastic layer, L = H and [u] = 0, but becomes unbounded
as L → 0. From equation (12.35), it is possible to infer the appropriate stiffness in (12.34) as

k = πµ

4H

{
ln
[

1
sin(πL/2H)

]}−1

. (12.36)

The partially cracked plate analysis was also used to approximate the displacements at the
earth’s surface in terms of the thickness-averaged displacements. The surface strain rates are
shown in figure 12.17 as a function of distance normal to the fault for two cases, one in which
the coseismic ruptures extend through the entire lithosphere and one in which they break
only the top 30% of the lithosphere. Note that in the latter case, the time-varying fault creep
concentrates strain rate near the plate boundary, particularly late in the earthquake cycle.

Li and Rice (1987) compared the surface strain rates with the observed decay in strain
rate following the 1906 and 1857 earthquakes in California (figure 12.18). Assuming a plate
velocity of 35 mm/yr and an earthquake cycle time of 160 years, the data are consistent with
lithospheric thickness in the range of 20 to 30 km and Maxwell relaxation times of 10 to 16
years. Recall that the simple layer over Maxwell half-space required a relaxation time on the
order of 15 to 30 years when compared to the strain rate data following the 1906 earthquake.
Thus, including the effects of stress-driven creep below the seismogenic fault does not appear
to exert a major influence on the inferredMaxwell relaxation times.

Johnson and Segall (2004) examined an extension of the viscoelastic coupling model
discussed in section 12.4.1, which includes stress-driven creep on a downdip extension of the
coseismic fault. The approach is based on a boundary elementmethod in which each element
on the creeping portion of the fault slips in response to the elastic stress induced by coseismic
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Figure 12.18. Comparison of Li-Rice model predictions with surface strain rate as a function of
time since the last great earthquake. Data are from Thatcher (1983): closed circles are northern
California, where time is post-1906 quake; open circles are southern California, where time is post-1857
earthquake. Curves with parameters indicated are compared to the data. Plate velocity is 35 mm/yr,
and earthquake cycle time is 160 yr. A: L = 9 km. B: L = 11 km. tR = 14 yr.

slip as well as slip on all other creeping elements, plus the viscoelastic stress resulting from
both coseismic slip and creep on all elements for all past times. They compared models with
kinematically imposed creep, as in section 12.4.1; creep at constant resistive stress, as in the
Li-Rice model; as well as a linear-viscous rheology in which the slip rate on the creeping fault
is proportional to the shear stress acting on the fault (see Figure 12.19).
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Figure 12.19. Three models of a vertical strike-slip fault with coseismic slip to depth D and creep below.
A: Kinematically imposed creep at a constant rate. B: Stress-driven creep at constant shear stress.
C: Viscous creep in which the slip rate across the downdip extension of the fault is proportional to
the imposed stress. After Johnson and Segall (2004).

Of particular interest is the case in which the fault creep-rate downdip of the seismogenic
zone is proportional to the imposed shear stress. This can be viewed as a linear approxi-
mation to steady-state friction. High stresses immediately after a large earthquake drive fast
post-seismic slip (figure 12.20). Early in the cycle, the slip rate greatly exceeds the long-term
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Figure 12.20. Slip and slip rate as a function of depth below the locked fault for a model in which
the fault below the seismogenic zone exhibits a linear viscous rheology. The example shown is for the
case of D = 0.5H—that is, the upper half of the elastic plate remains locked between earthquakes.
T /tR = 10. A: Cumulative slip normalized by the coseismic slip. B: Slip rate normalized by the long-
term slip rate. Viscosity of the fault zone is 0.1% that of the Maxwell half-space, assuming a fault zone
thickness of 1 cm. After Johnson and Segall (2004).

rate, whereas late in the cycle, the creep rate lags the long-term rate. Immediately prior to the
next earthquake t = T−, the entire creeping zone has slipped an amount equivalent to the
coseismic slip.

The effect of the high slip rates on the deep fault is to increase the surface strain rates
relative to a model in which the coseismic fault ruptures the entire elastic layer (figure 12.21)
at all times through the earthquake cycle. The higher strain rate associated with downdip
postseismic slip suggests that it should be possible to explain both the rapid strain rate decay
following the 1906 earthquake and the broad-scale contemporary deformation field observed
in the Carrizo Plain with a singlemechanical model, and this indeed appears to be the case, as
illustrated in figure 12.22. There are seven parameters in the inversion shown in figure 12.22,
so perhaps it is not too surprising that a reasonable fit to the data is obtained. The parameter
estimates are all geologically reasonable, however, so one can conclude that a combination
of stress-driven postseismic slip combined with distributed viscoelastic flow is consistent with
what is currently known about deformation along the San Andreas fault.

12.4.4 Viscoelastic Cycle Models for Dipping Faults
Savage (1983) presented a method for extending the back-slip concept for subduction zone
settings to models including an elastic plate overlying a viscoelastic asthenosphere. The
underlying assumption is that the process of subduction yields no long-term deformation of
the hanging-wall plate. The premise is that plate tectonics involves only horizontal rigid body
motion, with no vertical displacement.
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Figure 12.22. Comparison of deformation data from the San Andreas fault and a model including a
linear viscous fault below the seismogenic zone. A: Fit to the post-1906 strain rate data. B: Fit to the
contemporary GPS-derived velocity field in the Carrizo Plain region. The gray curves show the predicted
data from a number of models generated by a Markov Chain Monte Carlo estimation. These data
constrain the Maxwell relaxation time only to the range 24–600 years, the average recurrence interval
in northern California to 210–460 years, and the average recurrence interval along the Carrizo Plain
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19–27 mm/yr for the Bay Area and 31–42 mm/yr along the Carrizo segment. Details of the data and
estimation procedure are given in Johnson and Segall (2004).
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In a reference frame fixed to the overriding plate, the displacement is

u(x, t) = ubs(x, t) + s
∞∑
n=0

û(x, t + nT). (12.37)

Here,ubs(x, t) is thedisplacement at the earth’s surface due to back slip,while û(x, t) represents
the surface displacement due to a single earthquake of unit slip at time t = 0, including both
the coseismic elastic response and the postseismic viscoelastic response. It is assumed that the
rate of back slip is appropriate to cancel the plate motion, .s = v plate, and that the coseismic
slip recovers the accumulated slip deficit, s = .sT, where T is the recurrence time of large plate
boundary earthquakes.

Steady back slip alone produces steady-state surface deformation, which can be written as

ubs(x, t) = vbs(x)t + u0(x), (12.38)

where vbs(x) is the velocity at the earth’s surface due to back slip, and u0(x) is independent
of time. It is convenient to measure deformation relative to the time immediately prior to the
most recent earthquake, such that u(x, t = 0−) = 0. Thus,

u0(x) = −s
∞∑
n=1

û(x, nT), (12.39)

since by definition, û(x, t = 0−) = 0. Thus,

u(x, t) = vbs(x)t + sû(x, t) + s
∞∑
n=1

[û(x, t + nT) − û(x, nT)] 0 ≤ t < T. (12.40)

If there is no long-term deformation, the cumulative displacement at the end of each earth-
quake cycle must vanish—that is, u(x, T) = 0. Substituting this constraint into equation
(12.40), and noting that all terms in the sum but the last cancel, we find that

vbs(x) = −sû(x, ∞)/T. (12.41)

With this result, equation (12.40) becomes

u(x, t) = − .stû(x, ∞) + .sTû(x, t) + .sT
∞∑
n=1

[û(x, t + nT) − û(x, nT)] 0 ≤ t < T,

(12.42)

where we have made use of the fact that s = .sT. The first term represents the deformation
due to back slip, proportional to the fully relaxed response to a single earthquake, and
accumulates linearly in time. The second term represents the coseismic and viscoelastic
postseismic response to themost recent earthquake, while the sum gives the deformation due
to all previous earthquakes. As we shall see, this sum is easily computed, so the computation of
an infinite sequence of earthquakes involves no more overhead than computing the response
to a single event.

An alternative approach was presented by Matsu’ura and Sato (1989), who argue
that uplifted marine terraces along many subduction margins (figure 12.23) contradict the
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Figure 12.23. Marine terraces on the Mahia Peninsula on the east coast of the North Island of New
Zealand record uplift adjacent to the Hikurangi subduction zone. Four terraces on the coastal plat-
form record coseismic uplift during the last 3,500 years. Marine terraces above the coastal platform
record high sea-level stands during the last 130,000 years. Photo by D. L. Homer, EOS, vol. 65, no. 1,
3 January 1984.

assumption of negligible long-term deformation. Instead, they compute the long-term defor-
mation as resulting from steady sliding along the entire plate interface in a layered elastic–
viscoelastic earth. Matsu’ura and Sato (1989) take the surface deformation to be the sum of
(1) steady sliding over the entire plate interface, representing the long-term deformation, (2)
steady back slip over the seismogenic portion of the fault, and (3) the complete viscoelastic
response to an infinite sequence of prior coseismic slip events. They show that the deformation
due to steady sliding is equivalent to the fully relaxed response to a single slip event on the
same part of the fault. We have already seen that this is true for strike-slip faulting (equation
[12.31]) and show later in this section that it is also true for dip-slip faulting. With this result,
it is possible to write the cumulative displacement at the earth’s surface as

u(x, t) = .stûs(x, ∞) − .stû(x, ∞) + s
∞∑
n=0

û(x, t + nT). (12.43)

The first term denotes the steady forward slip, the second denotes back slip, and the sum
represents the displacement due to all past earthquakes. The distinction between the first
and second terms is that .stûs(x, ∞) represents forward slip over the entire plate interface,
whereas .stû(x, ∞) corresponds to back slip only on the portion of the plate interface that is
locked between large earthquakes. Sato andMatsu’ura (1988) show that slip within a Maxwell
asthenosphere, or any elastic layers beneath the asthenosphere, does not contribute to the
fully relaxed deformation at the earth’s surface. This is intuitive in that shear stresses vanish in
a fully relaxedMaxwellmedium, but also see problem4. Againmeasuring deformation relative
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to the time of the last earthquake, u(x, t = 0−) = 0, we have

u(x, t) = .st[ûs(x, ∞) − û(x, ∞)] + .sTû(x, t) + .sT
∞∑
n=1

[û(x, t + nT) − û(x, nT)]

0 ≤ t < T. (12.44)

Comparing to equation (12.42), we see that the difference between the two models is the for-
ward slip .stûs(x, ∞) in equation (12.44). It will come as no surprise then that the cumulative
deformation at the end of the cycle is

u(x, T) = .sTûs(x, ∞). (12.45)

The coseismic slip and backslip exactly cancel, so that only the steady-state motion over the
entire plate interface contributes to the long-term deformation.

If earthquakes cut the entire lithosphere with uniform slip, then ûs(x, ∞) = û(x, ∞),
because, as discussed previously, steady slip below the lithosphere does not contribute to the
fully relaxed deformation. In this case, equation (12.44) reduces to an infinite series of forward-
slip events, without any back slip:

u(x, t) = .sTû(x, t) + .sT
∞∑
n=1

[û(x, t + nT) − û(x, nT)] 0 ≤ t < T. (12.46)

Furthermore, if points on the fault either slip in repeating earthquakes (by amount .sT) or creep
at a constant rate .s, then ûs(x, ∞) − û(x, ∞) vanishes everywhere the fault is locked and is
equivalent to forward slip at a rate .s everywhere the fault is creeping; there is no back slip if the
fault is creeping at the long-term rate. Thus, equation (12.44) can equallywell be interpreted as
a sum of forward earthquake slip events over the seismogenic fault, with steady forward creep
on the remaining portions of the lithospheric fault.

We now turn to developing explicit expressions for the various terms in equations (12.42)
and (12.44). As in chapter 6, the displacements at the earth’s surface are written in the Fourier
domain. Equation (6.64) gives the displacement field due to a single earthquake with unit
slip as

ui (k, t, xs) = ue
i (k, xs)H(t) +

N∑
j=1

ϒ
( j)
i (H, k, xs)[e−t/τ j (k) − 1], (12.47)

where ue
i are the elastic displacements due to a unit slip at xs, k is the horizontal wavenumber,

H is the elastic layer thickness, N is the number of independent relaxation times τ j (k), and
H(t) is the Heavyside function. ϒ ( j)

i (H, k, xs) are the complicated functions that depend on
the component of displacement i, wavenumber k, and source location xs, which result from
the matrix operations in equations (6.63). Equations (12.47) are written for unit slip localized
at source coordinate xs. To obtain the full displacement, these must be integrated over the
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seismogenic portion of the fault

ûi (k, t) = H(t)
∫
�

ue
i (k, xs)dxs +

∫
�

N∑
j=1

ϒ
( j)
i (H, k, xs)[e−t/τ j (k) − 1]dxs,

= ue
i (k)H(t) +

N∑
j=1

F ( j)
i (H, k)[e−t/τ j (k) − 1], (12.48)

where

F (n)
i (H, k) =

∫
�

ϒ
(n)
i (H, k, xs)dxs,

ue
i (k) =

∫
�

ue
i (k, xs)dxs . (12.49)

It is understood here that ue
i (k, xs) represents the elastic response due to a point source,

while ue
i (k) represents the elastic response due to uniform slip over the lithospheric fault.

Substituting equations (12.48) into (12.42) andmaking use of the sum (12.24) yields

ui (k, t) = − .st

ue
i (k) −

N∑
j=1

F ( j)
i (H, k)

+ .sTue
i (k)H(t)

+ .sT
N∑
j=1

F ( j)
i (H, k)

[
e−t/τ j (k) − 1

] eT/τ j (k)

eT/τ j (k) − 1
0 ≤ t < T.

(12.50)

The term in brackets is the fully relaxed response due to unit slip on the fault. .sTue
i (k)H(t)

is the elastic response due to the most recent earthquake, while the last term represents the
viscoelastic response due to all previous earthquakes. It is left to the reader to verify that the
displacements vanish for t = 0− and t = T. The corresponding expression in which the long-
term deformation is given by the fully relaxed, faulted elastic lithosphere is easily obtained by
modifying the term proportional to .st according to equation (12.44).

The surface velocity field is found by differentiating equation (12.50) with respect to time:

vi (k, t) = − .s
[
ue
i (k) −

N∑
n=1

F (n)
i (H, k)

]
− .sT

N∑
n=1

F (n)
i (H, k)
τn(k)

[
eT/τn(k)

eT/τn(k) − 1

]
e−t/τn(k). (12.51)

The velocities (12.51) correspond to the case with no long-term deformation, which we may
refer to as the rigid plate model, in that only rigid body displacements remain at the end of
the earthquake cycle. Themodel in which the long-term deformation corresponds to the fully
relaxed asthenosphere is obtained bymodifying the steady-state terms in equation (12.51).We
refer to this as the deforming platemodel, in that it predicts finite long-termdeformation. In this
case, the average long-term surface velocity is found from equation (12.45), noting that the
displacements accumulate over the cycle time T. Thus, vlt = .sûs(x, ∞), where the superscript
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Figure 12.24. Long-term vertical uplift rate for the deforming plate model, equation (12.52). Results
are compared for a planar fault with constant dip of 30 degrees and two curved faults. For the curved
faults, the dip increases linearly with depth from 5 degrees and 15 degrees to 30 degrees. Calculation
courtesy of K. M. Johnson.

refers to long term. From equation (12.48),

vlti (k) = .s
[
ue
i (k) −

N∑
n=1

F (n)
i (H, k)

]
, (12.52)

where it is implicit that the integrations in equation (12.49) are for uniform slip over the entire
lithosphere.

Figure 12.24 shows the predicted long-term uplift rate for a thrust fault with a constant
dip of 30 degrees. Note that the uplift rate at the trench is roughly one-fourth of the plate
velocity, corresponding to approximately 10 mm/yr for a convergence rate of 40 mm/yr. This
is certainly far too rapid relative to observed long-term uplift rates. Sato and Matsu’ura (1992)
taper the dip so that the fault intersects the earth’s surface with lower dip, which minimizes
the uplift rate at the fault (figure 12.24). They find uplift rates of ∼1 mm/yr at a distance
of 135 km from the trench, in reasonable agreement with long-term uplift rates. While the
subducting plate must bend continuously as it descends into the mantle, the upper plate in
these models is fully elastic, and thus fails to account for inelastic deformation in the bending
plate. Inelastic deformationwill also occur in the overriding plate. A significant amount of the
permanent deformation in the upper plate is likely to occur by faults that splay off the main
plate boundary thrust. This splay faulting complicates comparison of model predictions with
observed terrace uplift rates.

The long-term velocity field within the earth for a fault, infinite along strike with constant
dip, is illustrated in cross section in figure 12.25. The far-field velocity exhibits uniform
convergence at the plate rate within the elastic lithosphere but decays with depth within the
viscoelastic asthenosphere. A prominent downwelling occurs beneath the downdip extension
of the fault within the asthenosphere. Note that this downwelling is driven by the kinemati-
cally imposed repeating earthquakes at the plate boundary, not by density differences between
the subducting slab and the surroundingmaterial.

As a final step, we construct the solution for steady creep on a dipping fault. As in the strike-
slip case, the velocity field for a steadily creeping fault has an elastic component .sue

i (k) and
a viscous component that can be constructed from an infinite sequence of infinitesimal slip
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eventswith recurrence time δτ (figure 12.11). The latter can be derived from the time derivative
of equation (12.47). The response to a single earthquake with slip
u at time τ is

vi (k, t, xs) = −
u
N∑
j=1

ϒ
( j)
i (H, k, xs)

e−(t−τ )/τ j

τ j
. (12.53)

Let
u = .sδτ and integrate over all past slip events, again evaluating the velocity at t = 0,

vi (k, xs) = −.s
N∑
j=1

ϒ
( j)
i (H, k, xs)

∫ 0

−∞
eτ/τ j

dτ
τ j
,

= − .s
N∑
j=1

ϒ
( j)
i (H, k, xs). (12.54)

The velocity field at the earth’s surface due to a steadily creeping fault in the elastic layer is thus
given by integrating

vi (k, xs) = .s

ue
i (k, xs) −

N∑
j=1

ϒ
( j)
i (H, k, xs)

 (12.55)

over the creeping part of the fault. If the fault creep is uniform over the entire lithospheric
fault, then integration of equation (12.55) is equivalent (12.52). In this limit, the long-term
deformation is entirely due to forward fault creep, and there is no fault locking and earthquake
slip, so the two results must agree. As in the strike-slip case, the constant creep-rate response is
equivalent to the fully relaxed response to a single earthquake.
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for a 30-degree dipping thrust fault in an elastic layer overlying a Maxwell half-space. Curves are
shown for t = 0+, 0.2T , 0.4T , 0.6T , 0.8T , and T −, where T is the earthquake cycle time. µT /η = 2.5.
Left: The rigid plate model, equation (12.42), in which there is no long-term deformation. Right: The
deformable plate model, equation (12.44), with finite long-term deformation. The plate thickness H is
30 km, and the depth of fault locking D = H . Fault dips to the right. Computations employ the surface
gravity approximation.

Cumulative displacements throughout the earthquake cycle are shown in figure 12.26.
Note that for the rigid plate model, the displacements are shown only on the hanging-wall
side of the fault and are referenced to a distant point on that plate. In thismodel, the coseismic
displacement is completely negated by interseismic deformation so that at t = T there is no
displacement of the hanging wall. At the end of the cycle, the foot-wall plate (not shown) has
translated horizontally by v plateT toward the hanging wall. For the deforming platemodel, the
hangingwall near the fault subsides interseismically, but at a slower rate than in the rigid plate
model, so that there is a net uplift of the hanging wall at the end of the cycle. In contrast, the
coseismic subsidence on the hanging wall near x/H ∼ 2 not only recovers, it accumulates net
uplift by the end of the cycle. The relative far-field horizontal motion in the deformable plate
model is s cos(δ), which for a 30-degree dip is ∼0.87s. Figure 12.27 illustrates the cumulative
displacements for the same ratio T/tR when only the upper half of the lithospheric fault is
locked between earthquakes. The lower portion of the fault slips at a steady rate .s. The general
patterns are similar to those in figure 12.26; however, the coseismic, and therefore interseismic
deformation is concentrated closer to the fault.

Surface velocities for both the rigid plate and deforming plate models are shown in
figures 12.28, 12.29, and 12.30. Figure 12.28 contrasts the two models for coseismic ruptures
that break the entire elastic layer D = H, with T/tR = 2.5. Although velocities decrease with
time in bothmodels, there are clear differences, particularly in the vertical rates. The rigid plate
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Figure 12.27. Accumulated displacements at regular time intervals throughout the earthquake as in
figure 12.26, but with only the upper half of the lithospheric fault locked between earthquakes,
D = 0.5H . The plate thickness H is 30 km, and the fault dips 30 degrees to the right through an elastic
layer that overlies a Maxwell half-space. Curves are shown for t = 0+, 0.2T , 0.4T , 0.6T , 0.8T , and T −,
where T is the earthquake cycle time. µT /η = 2.5. Left: The rigid plate model, equation (12.42), in
which there is no long-term deformation. Right: The deformable plate model, equation (12.44), with
finite long-term deformation. Computations employ the surface gravity approximation.

model predicts that coseismic uplift near the trench fully recovers during the earthquake cycle,
so the subsidence rate in this region exceeds that predicted by the deforming platemodel at all
times. Conversely, the deforming platemodel predicts that the landward coseismic subsidence
not only recovers, as it does in the rigid plate model, but ultimately leads to long-term uplift
(figure 12.26). Thus, the uplift rate in this region, ∼ 1.5H < x � 2.5H, is greater in the
deforming plate model than it is in the rigid plate model. The horizontal velocities are more
similar. Within one lithospheric thickness of the fault, the velocities are positive—that is,
toward the overriding plate. At short times, transient postseismic deformation causes themore
distal hanging wall to move toward the fault, vx < 0. At later times in the cycle, interseismic
strain accumulation causes the entire hanging wall to move toward the fixed overriding plate.

As is the case at strike-slip plate boundaries, with relatively long relaxation times, T/τR < 1
relaxation effects are not significant, and the interseismic velocity does not vary significantly
throughout the earthquake cycle. Conversely, transient postseismic effects are more pro-
nounced with short relaxation times. Figure 12.29 illustrates the surface velocities for the
same geometry as Figure 12.28, except that T/tR = 5. In this case, transient effects are more
pronounced, in both the vertical and horizontal velocities. Because of this, the velocities
predicted by the deforming plate and rigid plate models tend to be more similar early in the
earthquake cycle. Nevertheless, the subsidence of the hangingwall near the fault ismore rapid
in the rigid plate model than in the deforming plate counterpart.
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Figure 12.28. Variation in velocity on the hanging wall through the earthquake cycle for a thrust fault
in an elastic layer overlying a Maxwell viscoelastic half-space. Top: horizontal velocity. Bottom: Vertical
velocity. Both are normalized by fault slip rate

.s. T /τR = 2.5 and D/H = 1.0. Rigid plate model
velocities are shown with solid lines, and deforming plate velocities are shown with dashed lines for
t = 0+, 0.2T , 0.4T , 0.6T , 0.8T , and T −. Computations employ surface gravity approximation. T is
the earthquake repeat time, D is the depth of coseismic slip, and H is the elastic layer thickness.
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Figure 12.29. Variation in velocity on the hanging wall through the earthquake cycle for a thrust
fault in an elastic layer overlying a Maxwell viscoelastic half-space. Top: Horizontal velocity. Bottom:
Vertical velocity. Both are normalized by fault slip rate

.s. T /τR = 5 and D/H = 1.0. Rigid plate model
velocities are shown with solid lines, and deforming plate velocities are shown with dashed lines for
t = 0+, 0.2T , 0.4T , 0.6T , 0.8T , and T −. Computations employ surface gravity approximation. T is
the earthquake repeat time, D is the depth of coseismic slip, and H is the elastic layer thickness.
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Figure 12.30. Variation in velocity on the hanging wall through the earthquake cycle for a thrust fault
in an elastic layer overlying a Maxwell viscoelastic half-space. Top: Horizontal velocity. Bottom: Vertical
velocity. Both are normalized by fault slip rate

.s. T /τR = 2.5 and D/H = 0.5. Rigid plate model
velocities are shown with solid lines, and deforming plate velocities are shown with dashed lines for
t = 0+, 0.2T , 0.4T , 0.6T , 0.8T , and T −. Computations employ surface gravity approximation. T is
the earthquake repeat time, D is the depth of coseismic slip, and H is the elastic layer thickness.

Figure 12.30 illustrates the surface velocity fields when the coseismic slip and hence
interseismic locking extend only halfway through the elastic plate. Otherwise, the parameters
are the same as in figure 12.28, including the ratio of earthquake repeat time to the Maxwell
relaxation time. The steady creep at depth causes the velocity distribution distant from the
fault to be more nearly steady state in comparison to the model in which coseismic faulting
cuts the entire elastic layer. The uplift pattern above the downdip end of the fault is also
substantially different. The majority of the uplift occurs late in the cycle (figure 12.27), so the
uplift rate is low early in the cycle but increases with time toward the end of the cycle. This
appears to be a diagnostic feature of downdip creep: uplift rates increase with time, whereas
if the fault cuts the entire elastic plate, the uplift rates decrease with time (figure 12.28). At
any given time, the uplift rate is markedly higher in the deforming plate model than the rigid
plate model. The subsidence rate near the fault is greater in the rigid plate model, as it is for all
parameters considered here.

Thatcher and Rundle (1984) employed a viscoelastic back-slip model with no long-term
deformation, similar to those presented here, and compared to repeated leveling observa-
tions from the Nankai Trough region of southwest Japan summarized by Thatcher (1984).
They concluded that viscoelastic coupling models fit the inland data reasonably well, but
the data near the trench “hardly at all.” They argue that near-trench deformations im-
mediately following the earthquake are better explained by postseismic slip downdip of
the coseismic rupture zone. This is reminiscent of the difficulty in distinguishing between
postseismic slip and distributed viscoelastic flow for strike-slip faults. For dip-slip faulting,
however, these processes can be distinguished with measurements near the fault, as demon-
strated by Hsu and others (2007) with postseismic data following the Chi-Chi earthquake in
Taiwan.
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Figure 12.31. Vertical displacements as a function of time on Shikoku Island, southwest Japan, adjacent
to the Nankai trough. A: Preseismic. B: Coseismic. C: Postseismic. D: Interseismic. E: Total change from
1897 to 1979. Data was assimilated by Thatcher (1984). Model predictions are from Sato andMatsu’ura
(1992). After Sato and Matsu’ura (1992).

Sato and Matsu’ura (1992) fit the Thatcher (1984) data set for Shikoku reasonably well
assuming finite long-term deformation (figure 12.31). They assume an elastic layer thickness
of 35 km and an asthenospheric viscosity of 5 × 1018 Pa-s. In order to fit the observed leveling
data, they require that coseismic slip does not extend through the entire elastic layer.

Whether the rigid or deforming plate approximations are more appropriate to modeling
interseismic deformation in subduction environments is still a question of debate. There
is, however, interest in applying models of this type to areas of continental collision with
significant seismic hazard and rapid rates of geologic deformation, such as the Himalayas or
Taiwan. While it seems reasonable that the deforming plate model should be more appro-
priate in these geologic settings, it should be emphasized the neither model discussed here
accounts for inelastic deformation of the lithosphere on long timescales. Elastic strain cannot
accumulate indefinitely, and in the shallow, brittle crust, any inelastic deformation is likely
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to occur as faulting. Over geologic time, the effects of erosion and sedimentation, as well
as the consequent loading and unloading effects (King et al. 1988), must be accounted for.
In subduction zones, there is also the potential of accretion of material to the hanging-wall
plate. These issues are beyond the present discussion, but see Sato and Matsu’ura (1992) for
discussion.

12.5 Rate-State Friction Earthquake Cycle Models
Viscoelastic earthquake cycle models are kinematic in the sense that plate boundary slip
is imposed at selected times. In order for earthquakes to occur naturally, the model must
include a friction law capable of exhibiting unstable slip. As discussed in chapter 11, rate-
and state-dependent friction laws coupled to elastic continua naturally lead to unstable
sliding under appropriate conditions. Furthermore, the frictional resistance to sliding recovers
naturally during extended interseismic periods when sliding rates are low. Earthquake cycle
models incorporating rate and state friction are not easily amenable to analytical treatment,
so that numerical analysis is required. On the other hand, the predictions of these models
(e.g., Tse and Rice 1986) bear great similarity to observations in nature, so they warrant
discussion.

To a great extent, the behavior is dependent on the temperature, and hence depth de-
pendence of frictional properties, as shown for example in figure 11.12. The laboratory data
for sliding of granite surfaces exhibit significant scatter but are generally steady-state velocity
weakening at temperatures between100◦Cand300◦C, and increasingly velocity strengthening
with increasing temperature above 300◦C. The temperature dependence is mapped to depth
using geotherms appropriate to the tectonic environment of interest, as for example by
Blanpied et al. (1991) for the San Andreas fault. A summary of the assumed distribution
in frictional properties based loosely on Rice (1993) is shown in figure 12.32. The fault is
steady-state velocity weakening at depths less than 14 km. Rice (1993) included a velocity-
strengthening region at depths less than 2 km, but we take the fault to be velocity weakening
for all z ≤ 14 km, to minimize surface creep. In the calculations here, a = 0.01 for z ≤ 17 km,
but increases slowly below that.

As discussed in chapter 11, laboratory values of dc typically range from a few tens ofmicrons
to one hundred microns. These values correspond to nucleation dimensions of a few meters
to a few tens of meters. It is important that the spatial grid in the numerical scheme resolves
features on the scale of the critical nucleation dimension Lc (equation [11.46]), which scales
linearly with dc (chapter 11). For this reason, many computations are done with values of dc
far larger than the laboratory range. This may be justified if dc scales with fault roughness,
since faults in nature are generally rougher than those in laboratory experiments. On the other
hand, the occurrence of very small earthquakes M < 0 suggests that at least in some areas, dc is
comparable to laboratory estimates. It is important to keep in mind, however, that interesting
aspects of the simulationsmay depend strongly on the values of dc chosen. The effective stress
is chosen here following Rice (1993), assuming hydrostatic pore pressure to depths of roughly
3 km, with a constant effective stress of 50 MPa at greater depth (figure 12.32).

For antiplane strain geometry appropriate for an infinitely long strike-slip fault, a sym-
metric slip distribution about z = 0 ensures that this plane is traction free (e.g., chapter 4).
Because the fault is everywhere slipping at all times, albeit often at a vanishingly low rate,
it is efficient to use Fourier transform methods described in chapter 4 to compute stress
changes resulting from fault slip. In calculations here, the computational domain extends to
a depth of 24 km; slip at a constant v∞ is imposed over 24 ≤ z ≤ 96 km. The calculations
here employ the radiation damping approximation of elastodynamics (chapter 11). Similar
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Figure 12.32. Variation in frictional properties (left) and effective normal stress (right) for a rate-state
friction-based earthquake cycle model. For depths z ≥ 17 km, b = 0, so for this region, a− b = a.

computations including full elastodynamics are given in Lapusta and others (2000). At the
time of this writing, there are only limited laboratory data on frictional properties of rocks
at high sliding velocities. This, when combined with the fact that other processes including
thermal weakening are likely to become important during fast sliding, indicates that the
models are less representative of nature during periods of fast slip.

A representative calculation is shown in figure 12.33. Solid lines are drawn every 10 years
during the interseismic period. At depths below 23 km, the slip rate is nearly constant, and
slip accumulates at a steady rate. In the velocity-weakening region, the fault is essentially
locked interseismically, causing stress to accumulate. Fast-slip nucleates in the depth range 8 to
12 km. Interestingly, in these calculations, every third earthquake is preceded by a creep event
in the depth range of roughly 8 to 15 km. This delays the onset of the ultimate earthquake,
causing it to nucleate at shallower depth, 8 to 10 km, and to have greater coseismic slip. The
events preceded by a deep creep event have roughly 8 meters of slip and occur every 235
years, while the other events have roughly 6 meters of slip and occur every 169 years. Each
of the model earthquakes is followed by substantial postseismic creep below the seismogenic
zone.

The slip rate as a function of depth is shown in figure 12.34. Between earthquakes, the
velocity-weakening portion of the fault slips at four or more orders of magnitude less than
the plate velocity and is thus effectively locked. The deeper, velocity-strengthening fault slips
at a more nearly steady rate. Leading up to the earthquake, the nucleation zone accelerates
to slip speeds of order 1 m/s, at which point, the rupture expands vertically. Following the
earthquake, the fault beneath the coseismic slip zone undergoes rapid transient slip, which
gives rise to time-dependent deformation at the free surface. In this particular simulation, the
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Figure 12.33. Slip profiles as a function of depth at specified time intervals. Solid lines are drawn every
10 years during the interseismic period, and dashed lines are every 2 seconds when the maximum
slip speed exceeds 1 cm/s. dc = 15 mm in these calculations, far greater than observed in laboratory
friction experiments.

deep creep rates are two orders of magnitude greater than the average slip rate one week after
the earthquake.

Displacement at the free surface is readily computed using methods described in chapter 2
and is shown in figure 12.35. One year after the earthquake, the surface velocities near the
fault substantially exceed the long-term rates. The surface velocities decay rapidly with time
but are still slightly elevated after five years. By 35 years post-earthquake, the velocity field
has stabilized to a steady interseismic distribution. The velocity distribution is qualitatively
similar to what has been observed in viscoelastic models with high strain rates near the fault
immediately after the earthquake, but decreasing with time.

12.6 Summary and Perspective
The rates of interseismic crustal deformation directly constrain future seismic hazard. Proper
interpretation of these data, however, requires mathematical models that accurately describe
the physical processes operating on active plate boundaries. (Intraplate earthquakes remain far
more enigmatic and are not discussed here.) Kinematic elasticmodels provide a useful starting
point but ignore stress relaxation at depth and realistic fault constitutive laws. Back-slip
models, whether elastic or viscoelastic, are useful in that they separate quasi-steady block-like
motions, which change only on geologic timescales, from the alternating strain accumulation
and release associatedwith the earthquake cycle. In subduction zones, elastic back-slipmodels
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Figure 12.34. Slip-rate profiles as a function of depth for selected times. Solid lines are drawn at 1 day,
1 week, 1 month, 1 year, and 5 years following the model earthquake. The remaining dash-dot curves
are drawn at 0.25T , 0.5T , 0.75T , and 0.95T , where T is the recurrence interval. Dashed lines are drawn
every 5 seconds when the maximum slip speed exceeds 1 cm/s.

predict interseismic contraction of the overriding plate and subsidence near the trench, with
uplift farther inland.

Crustal motions distant from plate boundaries are well described by rotation of spherical
caps. Elastic block models satisfy these far-field kinematics and include localized deformation
resulting from plate boundary locking. Such descriptions are straightforward at plate tectonic
scales but can become more ambiguous at the scale of complex plate boundary zones,
where inelastic deformation and time-dependent evolution of the fault geometry must be
considered. Complications in fully elastic models arise due to irregular fault geometry, as well
as areas where the predicted block motion is oblique to strike-slip faults, implying localized
convergence or extension.

Viscoelastic models allow for time-dependent relaxation of stress at depth in the earth.
Kinematic earthquake cycle models with an infinite sequence of plate boundary ruptures re-
peating at regular time intervals are derived from the solution for a single dislocation suddenly
introduced into an elastic layer overlying a Maxwell viscoelastic half-space, as developed in
chapter 6. The predicted behavior depends strongly on the ratio of the earthquake repeat time
to the material relaxation time. When this ratio is close to one or less, the surface velocities
are nearly steady throughout the earthquake cycle. In contrast, when the cycle time is long
compared to the relaxation time, surface strain rates near the fault arehigher than average early
in the earthquake cycle but decrease to lower than average ratesmidway through the cycle. The
approach can be extended in a straightforwardmanner to includemultiple viscoelastic layers.
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Figure 12.35. Fault parallel velocity (normalized by the plate rate) as a function of distance perpendi-
cular to the fault resulting from the slip-rate distribution shown in figure 12.34, for different times after
the model earthquake. Times are labeled in years. The velocity distributions at t = 37 yrs and t = 74 yrs
are indistinguishable on this plot.

Plausible viscosity structures can lead to velocity distributions with apparent asymptotes that
are well below the average fault slip rate. Failure to account for this effect can lead to biased
estimates of the long-term fault slip rate.

Different models have been developed to include the effects of creeping faults at depth in
viscoelastic cycle models. Creep at constant imposed rate is easily included from the result for
repeating earthquakes, in the limit that the size and repeat time become vanishingly small.
More physically realistic descriptions allow the creep rate to vary with the imposed stress.
A linear viscous fault rheology can be considered as a crude approximation to steady-state
velocity strengthening friction, with strength varying linearly, rather than logarithmically,
with slip rate. Such models predict substantially higher strain-rates immediately after the
earthquake, consistent with some observations, although other interpretations are permissi-
ble as discussed in chapter 6.

For dip-slip faults, the procedure is similar. We again start from the viscoelastic response
to a single earthquake; however, in this case, we use the propagator-matrix-based solution
in the Fourier transform domain. The summation for an infinite sequence of repeating
earthquakes is simply accomplished for each Fouriermode. There is, however,more ambiguity
about the long-term deformation field. We identify the rigid plate model in which the
deformation integrated over a full earthquake cycle involves only horizontal, rigid body
translation and a deforming plate model in which the long-term deformation is equivalent
to steady slip on a fault overlying a relaxed asthenosphere. The vertical velocity fields pre-
dicted by the two models are significantly different within one elastic layer thickness of the
fault.

Earthquake cycle models based on rate- and state-dependent friction and the radiation
damping approximation to elastodynamics can be computed using standard numerical meth-
ods. Calculations based on observed temperature, and hence depth, dependence of frictional
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properties are consistent with many seismological and geodetic observations, including
significant afterslip at depth below the seismogenic zone.

The utility of rate and state friction-based models is not that they provide a better fit to
surface deformation data compared to viscoelastic or other models. Rather, it is that they
integrate laboratory friction data into a mechanically consistent framework that reconciles
a number of observations of faults in nature. Future work will undoubtedly integrate rate-
and state-dependent frictional behavior with distributed viscoelastic flow at depth. Models
that include inelastic deformation related to repeated faulting in the brittle crust, as well as at
geometric complexities and fault terminations, should lead to improved forecasting of future
seismic behavior.

12.7 Problems
1. Show that equation (12.4) can be written in a form in which the site velocities are linearly

related to the angular velocity vector, as in equation (12.5).

2. Show that the temporal behavior for the n = 2 term in the Savage-Prescott model
T2(t/tR, T/tR) is given by

T2(t/tR, T/tR) = v∞T
tR

e−t/tR

(
eT/tR

eT/tR − 1

) [
t
tR

+ T
tR

(
1

eT/tR − 1

)]
. (12.56)

Hint: For the sum

N∑
k=0

kT
tR

e−kT/tR , (12.57)

premultiply both sides by (eT/tR − 1)2.

3. Show that the average slip rate in each equivalent depth interval in the Savage-Prescott
model is v∞ for all modes (i.e., for all n). The apparent slip rate is given by equation (12.21).

Hint: A change of variables allows the average slip rate to be written in terms of the
incomplete Gamma function

γ (n, x) =
∫ x

0
e−ttn−1dt. (12.58)

Carrying out the summation and noting �(n) = (n − 1)! for n integer leads to the desired
result.

4. Show for an antiplane, strike-slip fault within a Maxwell viscoelastic half-space overlain by
an elastic layer that the surface displacements vanish in the fully relaxed state, t → ∞. Make
use of the solution for a line dislocation in a layered elasticmediumgiven in equation (5.77).
Note that one can take advantage of the limiting properties of Laplace transforms (equation
[A.17]), so it is not actually necessary to invert the resulting transform to verify the limiting
behavior.

5. Show that the surface velocities for a dip-slip earthquake cycle model (12.51) can be derived
by first differentiating equation (12.42) with respect to time and making use of equations
(12.48).
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6. In chapter 6, we found that the postseismic deformation due to a vertical strike-slip fault
cutting fully through an elastic layer of thickness H overlying a Maxwell viscoelastic half-
space could be written in the Fourier domain as

u3(k, t) = −i
uk
(
1 − e−ate−H|k|) , (12.59)

equation (6.49), where

a = 1 − e−2H|k|

tR
. (12.60)

From this result, show that the surface velocity field due to an infinite sequence of earth-
quakes with repeat time T is

v3(k, t).s
= −iT

k
ae−H|k| e

−a(t−T)

eaT − 1
. (12.61)

Compare this result to the solution based on the infinite series solution (equation [12.19]).
Note that this procedure can be extended to included multiple viscoelastic layers with
differing viscosities, as in Johnson et al. (2007).
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APPENDIX A

Integral Transforms

A.1 Fourier Transforms
We define the Fourier transform as

F[ f (x)] = f̄ (k) =
∫ +∞

−∞
f (x)e−ikxdx, (A.1)

where k is the wavenumber, related to wavelength λ by k = 2π/λ. The corresponding inverse
transform is

F−1[ f̄ (k)] = f (x) = 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
f̄ (k)eikx dk. (A.2)

A proof thatF−1{F[ f (x)]} = f (x) is given, for example, by Sneddon (1951). A heuristic demon-
stration follows from the Fourier transform of the Dirac delta function δ(x − ξ ). (See figure 3.5
for a description of the Dirac delta function.)∫ +∞

−∞
δ(x − ξ )e−ikx dx = e−ikξ . (A.3)

If the inverse transform (A.2) is to yield the original function, we conclude that

1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
e−ik(ξ−x) dk = δ(x − ξ ), (A.4)

which is a statement of the orthogonality of harmonic functions of differing frequencies.
Substituting equation (A.1) into (A.2) yields

f (x) = 1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞

[∫ +∞

−∞
f (ξ )e−ikξ dξ

]
eikx dk,

=
∫ +∞

−∞
f (ξ ) dξ

1
2π

∫ +∞

−∞
e−ik(ξ−x) dk,

=
∫ +∞

−∞
f (ξ )δ(x − ξ ) dξ = f (x), (A.5)

demonstrating that given equation (A.4), application of (A.2) to the output of (A.1) yields the
original function.

The Fourier transform of a derivative is easily computed

F[ f ′(x)] =
∫ +∞

−∞

d f (x)
dx

e−ikx dx. (A.6)

Integrating by parts,

F[ f ′(x)] = ik
∫ +∞

−∞
f (x)e−ikx dx = ikF[ f (x)]. (A.7)
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Repeating this process, F[ f ′′(x)] = −k2F[ f (x)], and so on, each higher order derivative
multiplying by an additional factor of ik.

The shift theorem states that

F[ f (x − a)] = e−ikaF[ f (x)], (A.8)

which can be seen from (A.1) bymaking the substitution y = x − a.
A convolution is defined as

h(x) =
∫ +∞

−∞
f (y)g(x − y) dy, (A.9)

and is sometimes written as h = f � g. The transform of h(y) is, making use of the shift theorem
(A.8),

h̄(k) =
∫ +∞

−∞

[∫ +∞

−∞
f (y)g(x − y) dy

]
e−ikx dx,

=
∫ +∞

−∞
f (y) dy

∫ +∞

−∞
g(x − y)e−ikx dx,

=
∫ +∞

−∞
f (y)e−iky dy

∫ +∞

−∞
g(x)e−ikx dx,

= f̄ (k)ḡ(k). (A.10)

Demonstrating that convolution becomes multiplication in the Fourier domain.
We will also have need to use two-dimensional Fourier transforms, which can be defined as

F(k1, k2) =
∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
f (x1, x2) exp−i(k1x1+k2x2) dx1dx2,

f (x1, x2) = 1
(2π)2

∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
F(k1, k2) expi(k1x1+k2x2) dk1dk2, (A.11)

where k1 and k2 are the wavenumbers in the 1- and 2-direction, respectively.
Alternative conventions are used. In particular, setting k = 2πk′ in equations (A.1) and (A.2)

leads to

F[ f (x)] = f̄ (k′) =
∫ +∞

−∞
f (x)e−2π ik′xdx,

F−1[ f̄ (k′)] = f (x) =
∫ +∞

−∞
f̄ (k′)e2π ik

′xdk′, (A.12)

where now k′ = 1/λ.

A.2 Laplace Transforms
Taking s = ik in equation (A.1) and restricting consideration to functions that vanish for time
t < 0 yields the Laplace transform:

L[ f (t)] ≡ f̄ (s) =
∫ ∞

0
f (t)e−stdt. (A.13)
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The Heavyside step function H(t) is defined as zero for t < 0− and unity for t > 0+. From
equation (A.13), the Laplace transform of the Heavyside function is

L[H(t)] = 1
s
. (A.14)

Itmay be directly shown, via integration by parts, that the transform of a derivative is given by

L
[
∂

∂t
f (t)
]

= s f̄ (s) − f (t = 0+), (A.15)

where f (t = 0+) is the value of f at t = 0+.
Equation (A.15) can be used to derive two very useful limiting results. Take the limit of both

sides of equation (A.15) as s → ∞. Since the integration is independent of s, the limit may be
brought inside the integral. The left-hand side thus vanishes, leading to the initial value
theorem:

lim
s→∞

∫ ∞

0

.
f (t)e−stdt = lim

s→∞
s f̄ (s) − f (t = 0+),∫ ∞

0
lim
s→∞

.
f (t)e−stdt = lim

s→∞
s f̄ (s) − f (t = 0+),

f (t = 0+) = lim
s→∞

s f̄ (s). (A.16)

Taking the limit of both sides of equation (A.15) as s → 0 yields the final value theorem:

lim
s→0

∫ ∞

0

.
f (t)e−st dt = lim

s→0
s f̄ (s) − f (t = 0+),∫ ∞

0

.
f (t) dt = lim

s→0
s f̄ (s) − f (t = 0+),

f (t → ∞) = lim
s→0

s f̄ (s). (A.17)

The convolution theorem for Laplace transforms is

L
[∫ t

0
f (τ )g(t − τ ) dτ

]
= L[ f (t)]L[g(t)]. (A.18)

The inverse Laplace transform is given by the Bromwich integral:

f (t) = L−1[ f̄ (s)] = 1
2π i

∫ i∞+ε

−i∞+ε
est f̄ (s) ds (A.19)

(e.g., Latta 1974), where the integration path is parallel to the imaginary axis, but offset to the
right of any poles at s = 0 by an amount ε.

The integral in equation (A.19) can often be conveniently evaluated using the residue theo-
rem. For a function that is analytic within a closed contour C, except for isolated singularities,
the residue theorem (e.g., Carrier et al. 1966) states that the integral around C is equal to 2π i
times the sum of the residues inside C. We illustrate by example. Consider

φ(s) = f (s)
(s + a)(s + b)(s + c) . . .

, (A.20)
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–β

CR

I

Re(z)

Im(z)

R

Figure A.1. Contour path for evaluating the inverse Laplace transform equation (A.24). Simple poles
are located at z = 0 and z = −β. C R represents the path closed in the left half-plane with radius R .

where f (s) is analytic—that is, contains no singularities or branch cuts. In this case, φ(s) is said
to contain simple poles at s = −a, s = −b, s = −c, and so on. The residues of φ(s) are

f (−a)
(b− a)(c − a) . . .

,
f (−b)

(a − b)(c − b) . . .
,

f (−c)
(a − c)(b− c) . . .

, . . . . (A.21)

Next, consider the case where the singularity is raised to a power n:

ψ(s) = f (s)
(s + a)n

, (A.22)

where f (s) is again analytic. ψ(s) is said to have a pole of order n at s = −a. In this case, the
residue is given by

f (n−1)(−a)
(n− 1)!

, (A.23)

where the superscript (n−1) indicates differentiation with respect to s of order n− 1.
The power of the residue theorem is illustrated by solving for the inverse transform of the

function

L−1
[
1
s

(
β

s + β

)]
= 1

2π i

∫ i∞+ε

−i∞+ε

1
s

(
β

s + β

)
estds, (A.24)

where β is assumed to be real and positive. Closing the contour on the left side so that it
encloses the simple poles at s = 0 and s = −β, we have

I + CR = 2π i(r esidue|s=−β + r esidue|s=0), (A.25)

where I is 2π i times the integral in equation (A.24), and CR is a semicircular contour
(figure A.1). For s onCR , s = R exp(iθ) and ds = i R exp(iθ)dθ . Thus, in the limit as R → ∞, the
integral becomes, for t > 0,

lim
R → ∞

∫
CR

iβ
R exp(iθ)

eR exp(iθ)tdθ = 0, (A.26)

sinceCR is restricted to the left half-plane, where the real part of s is negative [π/2 < θ < 3π/2,
such that cos(θ) < 1]. Thus, the integral of interest is simply the sum of the residues,

r esidue|s=−β + r esidue|s=0 = β

−β e
−βt + 1 = (1 − e−βt) . (A.27)
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For t < 0, we close the contour on the right side. In this case, the integrand is analytic every-
where within the contour. Since the contribution from CR vanishes, the Bromwich integral
must be zero. The function in the time domain thus vanishes for t < 0. This is true of all
functions in the Laplace domain with no poles in the positive half-plane.

As an example with a higher order pole, consider the inverse transform:

L−1
(

1
sn

)
= 1

2π i

∫ i∞+ε

−i∞+ε

1
sn

estds. (A.28)

There is a pole of order n at the origin s = 0. Completing the contour as in the preceding
example, the contribution from CR vanishes. Taking n − 1 derivatives of est and evaluating
at s = 0 yields tn−1, so that

L−1
(

1
sn

)
= tn−1

(n− 1)!
. (A.29)

We now turn to evaluating the inverse transform (6.35), where β is real and positive:

f (t) = L−1
[
1
s

(
β

s + β

)n]
= 1

2π i

∫ i∞+ε

−i∞+ε

est

s

(
β

s + β

)n

ds. (A.30)

The integrand contains a simple pole at s = 0 with residue 1, and a pole of order n at s = −β.
The latter has residue φ(n−1)(s = −β)/(n − 1)!, where φ = βnests−1. Computing the derivative
φ(n−1):

φ(n−1) = βnest

s

[
tn−1 − (n− 1)tn−2

s
+ (n− 1)(n− 2)tn−3

s2
. . .

(−1)n−1(n− 1)!
sn−1

]
. (A.31)

Evaluating the residue at s = −β leads to the inverse transform:

L−1
[
1
s

(
β

s + β

)n]
= 1 − e−βt

n∑
m=1

(βt)n−m

(n− m)!
, (A.32)

where the initial term of unity results from the simple pole at s = 0.

A.3 References
Carrier, G. F., M. Krook, and C. E. Pearson. 1966. Functions of a complex variable. New York: McGraw-

Hill.
Latta, G. E. 1974. Transform methods, in Handbook of applied mathematics, C. E. Pearson (Ed.).

New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, pp. 585–644.
Sneddon, I. N. 1951. Fourier transforms. New York: McGraw-Hill.
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A Solution of the Diffusion Equation

We seek the solution of the diffusion equation

κ
∂2u
∂x2

= ∂u
∂t
, (B.1)

subject to initial and boundary conditions

u(x > 0, t = 0) = 0,

u(x = 0, t) = �u,

u(x = ∞, t) = 0. (B.2)

There are a number of approaches, some involving integral transforms. We make use here of
the Fourier transform pair defined in equations (A.1) and (A.2). This requires that we extend
the problemover the full domain−∞ < x < ∞. To do so, wemodify the initial condition to be

u(x, t = 0) = �u[2 − 2H(x)], (B.3)

where H(x) is the Heavyside function. Note from figure B.1 that this guarantees that
u(0, t) = �u for all t.

Fourier transforming the differential equation leads to

−κk2û = dû
dt
, (B.4)

where k is the wavenumber. The boundary condition transforms as follows. The Fourier
transform of the constant 2�u is 2�uδ(k), whereas the transform of the Heavyside function
is 1/(ik), such that the initial conditions in the transform domain are

û(t = 0) = 2�u
[
δ(k) − 1

ik

]
. (B.5)

The solution to equation (B.4) is simply

û(k, t) = û(t = 0)e−κk2t. (B.6)

Applying the initial condition (B.5) leads to

û(k, t) = 2�u
[
δ(k) − 1

ik

]
e−κk2t. (B.7)

The inverse transform is thus

u(x, t) = �u
π

∫ ∞

−∞

[
δ(k) − 1

ik

]
e−κk2teikxdk,

= �u
π

(
1 −

∫ ∞

−∞

1
ik

e−κk2t+ikxdk
)
, (B.8)
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Figure B.1. Initial condition for a solution of the diffusion equation. Choosing an initial condition given
by 2 − 2H (x) guarantees that the value of the function on the boundary is always unity.

since the integral over the delta function extracts the value of the integrand at k = 0, which
is one.

The first trick to completing the inverse transform is to take the spatial derivative so that

∂u(x, t)
∂x

= −�u
π

∫ ∞

−∞
e−κk2t+ikxdk. (B.9)

Next consider the argument of the exponential. Complete the square as

−κk2t + ikx = −κt
(
k − ix

2κt

)2

− x2

4κt
, (B.10)

such that the integral becomes

∂u(x, t)
∂x

= −�u
π

e−x2/4κt
∫ ∞

−∞
exp

[
−κt

(
k − ix

2κt

)2
]
dk. (B.11)

Now introduce a change of variables such that k′ = (κt)1/2[k − (ix/2κt)], which leads to

∂u(x, t)
∂x

= − �u√
πκt

e−x2/4κt, (B.12)

where we havemade use of the fact that∫ ∞

−∞
e−k′2

dk′ = √
π. (B.13)
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It is now a relatively straightforwardmatter to integrate to recover the displacement. Since the
displacement at x = 0 is constrained to�u, we can write

u(x, t) = �u
(
1 +

∫ x

0

∂u
∂x′ dx

′
)
. (B.14)

Introducing equation (B.12) into the preceding leads to

u(x, t) = �u
(
1 − 1√

πκt

∫ x

0
e−x′2/4κtdx′

)
. (B.15)

Last, a change of variables such that

y = x′
√
4κt

(B.16)

leads to

u(x, t) = �u

(
1 − 2√

π

∫ x/
√
4κt

0
e−y2dy

)
= �u erfc

(
x

2
√
κt

)
. (B.17)
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Displacements Due to Crack Model of Strike-Slip Fault
by Contour Integration

This appendix treats the integral in equation (4.24):

u(x) = �τx
µπ

∫ a

−a

√
a2 − ξ2

x2 + ξ2
dξ. (C.1)

The integral canbe evaluated analytically using contour integrationmethods. First, notice that
the integrand is symmetric, with simple poles at ±i|x|. We choose a branch cut for the term
(a2 − z2)1/2 between −a < �(ξ ) < a (see figure C.1). The branch cut causes the displacements
to be discontinuous across the cut as required if it is to model a crack.

CR
ix

–ix 

a

–a

Figure C.1. Contour path for integral in equation (4.24).

The displacement on the crack surface, half the slip, is u(z) = �τ/µ(a2 − z2)1/2. Write
(a2 − z2)1/2 = −i[(z− a)(z+ a)]1/2. Now, erect polar coordinates at each branch point z = ±a
(figure C.2), where −π < θ j < π, j = 1, 2. Now, (a2 − z2)1/2 = −i(r1r2)1/2 exp i(θ1 + θ2)/2. For a

a–a

r1

r2

r
θ2

θ θ1

z

Figure C.2. Polar coordinate systems. r, θ mark the position with respect to the origin, r1, θ1 mark the
position with respect to the right end of the crack, and r2, θ2 mark the position with respect to the
left end.
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point immediately above the center of the crack, r1 = r2 = a, θ1 = π, θ2 = 0, and u(0+) =
−ia�τ/µ exp(iπ/2) = a�τ/µ. For a point immediately below the center of the crack,
θ1 = −π, θ2 = 0, so that u(0−) = −ia�τ/µ exp(−iπ/2) = −a�τ/µ. The slip in the center
s = u(0+) − u(0−) is thus given by equation (4.18).

According to the residue theorem (appendix B), the value of the closed contour surround-
ing the two simple poles is 2π i times the sum of the residues:

∮ √
a2 − z2

x2 + z2
dz = 2π i

[
r esidue|z=i|x| + r esidue|z=−i|x|

]
, (C.2)

= 2π i

[√
a2 + x2

2i|x| −
√
a2 + x2

−2i|x|

]
= 2π

|x|
√

a2 + x2. (C.3)

Theminus sign before the second termoccurs because the pole at−ix is on the opposite side of
the branch cut. For points on the imaginary axis, r1 = r2 = r . Above the branch cut, θ1+θ2 = π ,
so that (a2 − z2)1/2 = −ir exp(iπ/2) = r = (a2 + x2)1/2. Below the branch cut, θ1 + θ2 = −π so
that (a2 − z2)1/2 = −ir exp(−iπ/2) = −r = −(a2 + x2)1/2.

If we label the integral from −a to a as I and the remote contour as IR , then the complete
contour is the sum of twice the integral of interest and the remote contour:

∮ √
a2 − z2

x2 + z2
dz = 2I + IR . (C.4)

The factor of two arises because the integrand changes sign across the branch cut and the
direction of integration reverses. Thus, from equations (C.3 ) and (C.4):

I = 1
2

[
2π
|x|
√

a2 + x2 − IR

]
. (C.5)

Consider next the integral over the remote path IR . In the limit that |z| is much greater than
either a or x, r1 ∼ r2 ∼ r and θ1 ∼ θ2 ∼ θ , where z = r eiθ and θ is measured from the origin
(figure C.2). In this limit, we can write (a2 − z2)1/2 ∼ −ir exp iθ . For fixed r along the path CR ,
dz = ir eiθdθ . Thus,

IR = lim
R→∞

∮
CR

√
a2 − z2

x2 + z2
dz = −i

∫ 2π

0

r eiθ

r 2e2iθ
(
ir eiθdθ

)
,

=
∫ 2π

0
dθ = 2π. (C.6)

Thus, finally,

I = π

|x|
√

a2 + x2 − π, (C.7)

and from equation (C.1)

u(x) = �τ

µ

[
sgn(x)

√
a2 + x2 − x

]
. (C.8)
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undrained bulk modulus, 298–299
undrained Poisson’s ratio, 302
uniform-slip dislocation, 86
unrelaxed response, 175, 297
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, xix
U.S. Geological Survey, xxi, 6

velocity stepping tests, 336–344
velocity-weakening friction, 335–336, 363, 368
Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI),

xi, 46
viscoelastic cycle models: dipping faults and,

394–407; Matsu’ura and Satomodel, 396–398;

San Andreas fault and, 386–389; stress-driven
deep-fault creep and, 389–394; strike-slip,
380–386. See also earthquake cycle models

viscoelasticity: Burger’s rheology and, 174–175;
correspondence principle and, 175–176; creep
function and, 174; gravity and, 276–283,
293–295; Kelvinmaterial and, 172–175; magma
chamber and, 240–249; Maxwell material and,
173–178; relaxation function, 295; relaxed
response and, 175; standard linear solid and, 173;
unrelaxed response and, 175

viscosity, 26
volcanic sources: center of dilatation, 208–211;
diapirs, 237–239; dikes, 229–236; ellipsoidal
magma chambers, 214–225; laccoliths, 238–240;
magmatic pipes and conduits, 225–229; Mogi
model and, 204, 206–208, 222, 245, 248; other
geometries for, 237–240; sills and, 233–237, 239;
spherical magma chambers and, 203–214; uplift
volume and, 212–214; volume change and,
206–207

Volterra’s formula, 54–56

wavenumber, 415. See also Fourier transforms

Young’s modulus, 25, 99




